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LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

DEAR GUESTS,

DEAR COLLEAGUES,

The present scientific technical conference THE BULGARIAN NUCLEAR ENERGETICS:
STATUS AND PROSPECTS dedicated to the 20th anniversary of the NPP Kozloduy
foundation is the first one of this kind in our country. The idea for the conference and its
organization belongs to the Plant's administration. Today we can ascertain that the interest
to the Plant on the side of Bulgarian experts as well as of experts from other countries is
considerably larger than it was expected.

That's why let pay no attention to some

inconveniences and first of all to the overloaded agenda. It is well known that the most
valuable result from the scientific conferences are not so much the meetings as the
contacts established between people from different organizations and different countries.

Nuclear energetics establishment and development is something unique in the scientific
technical progress history. It has no forerunners like the steam-boilers for instance which
starting from the water pump engines in the mines and evolving for decades reached the
up-to-date heating plants foundation. The nuclear energetics was born with all its power for
number of years on the basis of laboratory experiments as a result of the intellect and
efforts of the most talented people of our century: physicians, chemists, engineers
specialized in different fields. These people gave to the human race the only practically
boundless source of energy.

Of course the rapid growth of the nuclear energetics required the most attention in relation
to deportment of the metals subject to a powerful neutron radiation, the possibilities for
automation and a series of other problems. Some now concepts originated for increase of
the environment protection. This led to the sealed areas creation. An extremely important
part for the continuous improvement of the nuclear plants played the development of
electronics, the powerful computers creation, the invention of new types of nuclear
radiation detectors, improvement and creation of new control systems based on the
ultrasonics, eddy current, magnetic methods and many others. Briefly, the nuclear
energetics would not be able to develop without the current scientific achievements as in a
number of cases it stimulated them itself. That's why a conference like the present one
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seems to be something quite natural. Of course in the large countries, especially these
which founded and developed the building of reactors there are huge scientific centers
and this kind of activity has different dimensions.

The Bulgarian nuclear energetics existence without accidents within twenty years indicates
that NPP Kozloduy has at its disposal highly qualified engineering staff. In conjunction with
that we can claim that our country is in possession of powerful scientific and engineering
potential in almost all fields relating to the nuclear energetics. Unfortunately through
reasons we have no chance to discuss now our science contributed quite slightly for the
plant growth. That's why today we have to appreciate the initiative of the plant
management to organize the present conference.

At present NPP Kozloduy produces over 40% of the power supply needed to the country
with this production caused no damage to the environment. It is a duty for all of us not only
to assist in the range of our capabilities for the plant development but to dispel the
accumulated against it prejudices, even more accusations originating from mercenary
motives. Let’s hope that the present conference will play its part with respect to this.
I take the opportunity to express the Bulgarian participants' gratitude to our colleagues
from other countries who showed interest and found the time to take part in the
conference. Let’s hope this will help us to establish even better cooperation.
On behalf of the organization committee I wish all of you beneficial participation in the
meetings, discussions and establishment of enduring links between us.

President of the Organization Committee

Prof. Dr. Tsvetan Bonchev
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A3C "KOSAGflYA" - HAfOCbl M MMHYCbl

K. KyaMaHOB - reHepaAbHbiA flnpeKTop A3C „Ko3AonyA"
VeawaeMbie ynacTHMKM KOHtfrepenuMM,
VaamaeMbie rocTM,

HacTOfluiee cooOmeHMe He mmbbt xapaKiepa HayHHoro cooOmeHMA. 3ro npocro
nonbiTKa noneAMTbCA c b3mm mwcaamm 06 3tomhoa SHepreTMKe, o ee npMMeHeHMM b
BoArapMM m 06 A3C „Ko3AonyA" no noeony ee 20-abtma.
BceM M3B6CTHO, MTO HOCA6 TpareAMM B XkipOCMMC

M

HaraCdKM B KOHLie BTOpOA

MMpOBOA BOAHbl C03AaT6AM 3T0MH0M 60M6bl H MX KOAA6FM BO BC6M MMpe nOHAAM, H70
cosflaHo
HOAMTMKOB

opy>KMe

M

MaccoBoro

yHMHTOweHMA.

3ror

(J>aKT

cnpOBOUMposaA

pasyM

yHBHblX, M pedKUMA MMpOBOA 06meCTB6HH0CTM H6 33CTaBMAa Ce6A >KQaTb!

PoflMAMCb asa 3HaM6HMTbix npM3biBa: "PlepeKyeM

Swords into Plowshairs)"

m apyroH

"Atom

m6mm

Shall Beat Their
(Atoms for Peace)",

Ha opaAa!" (They

aaa riMpnbix ueAeA!

KOTOpbIMM M CerOflHfl pyKOBOACTByBTCA MBAOBeMeCTBO B 6FO 6opb6e 3a BCeo6U4MA
nporpecc.

He

OTpwsaA

((jyHflaMeHTaAbHblX

HayMHbIX

bhmmbhma

ot

Boennbix

MCCAenOB3HMA

6blAM

MHrepecoB,

6oAbiuaA

nepe0pMeHTMp0B3Hbl

yHMBepcaAbHoe npMMeneHMe He TOAbKO b npOMMUiAennocTM, ho m

b

Ha

MacTb
60Aee

MarepMaAbnoA

C(()epe o6meCTB6HHOM WM3HM B I46AOM.

B OTB6T Ha 3T0 B 1951 f\ H3 nOAMFOHe ApKO B 1117376 AAaaxo, CLUA, 6blAM
npOM3B6fleHbl nepBbie KMAOBaTT-MaCbl 3A6KTp03HeprMM 3KCnepMMeHT3AbHblM peaKTOpOM
Ha 6biCTpbix neATponax EBRD1 (Experimental Breader Reactor) MomnocTblo 100 KBt. B
1954 r. ero npMMepy nocAenoBaAa nepsam b MMpe 5- MeraeaTOBaA CoBeTCKaa A3C
npOMblLUACHHOrO 3HaH6HMfl B I". 06HMHCK6, 33T6M B 1956 l\ - (|)paHUy3CKMA
tawbaoboahwa peaKTOp G1 b MapnyAe MontnocTblo 40 MBt m ra3orpacJ)M70BbiA peaKTop
B KaAflep XoAAe (Calder Hall) MomHOCTblo 50 MBt b BeAMKo6pMT3HMM. Ombbmaho,
yMeHbie pasBMTbix CTpaH MMpa OTflasaAM cboa Tpyn aaa cosAanMA noAxoAAiiteM Oasw aaa
ueAecoo6pa3Horo McnoAbSoeaHMA AAepnoA sneprMM b mmphwx ubaax. B pesyAbTaTe
3T0r0 CT3AO B03M0>KHblM npOBBAGHMe XCeHBBCKOA KOH<j)epeHI4MM, KOTOpdA M6p63 10 A6T
nocAe TpareflMM r Xmpocmmb m HaracaKM non agbmsom "Atom aaa mmphwx ueAeA",
nocAy>KMAa nanaAOM hoboA spw b pasBMTMM neAOBeyecTBa - 3pw npeepauieHMA maepnoA
3H6preTMKM B MM3H6HHWA (JjaKTOp H6 TOAbKO AAA B6AMKMX CMA, HO M AAA M3A6HbKMX
rocyaapcTB. B stm toaw nocAe boAhw naMMnaeT (^opMMposaTbCA rocyAapcTBennoe
peryAMpoBaHMe npM McnoAbsosaHMM AAepnwx mctohhmkob nocpencTBOM npMHATMA m
BBGAGHMA B AGACTBM6 nepBblX AABpHblX 33KOHOB.
TlepBbie uiarM AnepnoA anepreTMKM coenaAM c OypnwM poctom naceAeHMA na
nAaneTe m nopoMAGHHWM b pesyAbTaTe 3Toro MHTencMBHWM pasBMTMeM onepreTMKM bo
Bcex ee TornaiuHMx <J>opMax. 3ro npMBBAO k neoMMAaHHWM OTpMuaTBAbHWM
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ae<t>opMauMflM

oKpywatotuGA

b

cpene

no

m

TpGBOxmoro

yMGHbiiiGHMA

BbICOKOKaMGCTBGHHbIX, HO HGBOCCTaHOBMMbIX 3H6pr6TMM6CKMX pGCypCOB. SaKaHMHBdAdCb
onoxa hg<|>tm - neuiGBoro m npnronHoro aaa bcgx noypGBMTGAGA SHcproMCTOMHMKa, m
Hy>KHO 6blAO MCKdTb HOBbIG, 60AGG 3<|><t>6KTMBHbl6 nyTM AAA 6opb6bl C SHGprGTMMGCKMM
ne<|)MLiMTOM. 3tm nyTM HatuAM cbog paasHTHG b nsyx ochobhwx HanpaBAGHkiflx.
1.

3kohomma OHGprHM bo bcgx oBabctax MarcpnaAbHOA c4>epbi

nocpencTBOM

nOCAGAOBaTGAbHOA, TBGpAOA M XOpOULJO ynpdBAAGMOA L46HOBOA HOAMTMKM. BblAM
coanaHbi

ycAOBMA

aaa

npGKpaiueHMA

Bgchopaaomhoa

rparbi

OHepniH

m

aanepwKM pocra hotpgBaghma OHGprHM Ha nponoAWMTGAbHbiA ncpMOA bpgmghm.
BblAM

C03A3Hbl

npOrpGCCMBHbIG

HOBbIG

HM3K03H6pr0n0rA0tUal0lUM6

3HGprOM3TOMHMKM.

3T0

TGXHOAOfMM

CTpGMAGHMG

HOpOAMAO

M
M

HOBbIG
BTOpOG

HanpaBAGHMG B OHCprGTMKG.
2. SaMGLUGHMG H6(j)TM 60AGG AeillOBblMM .1 HaAOKHblMM OHGprOHOCMTGAAMM.
riGpBOG

MGCTO

B

3T0A

33M6H6

npMXOAMAOCb

H3

FipMpOAHblA

F33,

KOTOpblA

BAarOAapa H63HaHMT6AbHblM HGOBxOAMMblM KanMT3AOBAO>KGHMAM M yAOBCTBy npM GFO
MCnOAbSOBdHMM

npGAAaraA

XOpOLUMG

nGpCriGKTMBbl

AAA

yAOBAGTBOpGHMA

Hy>KA

HaCGAGHMABOHGpFMM.

Ha

BTOpOM MGCTG CT0AA3 B03M0>KH0CTb yBGAMMGHMA AOAM yPAA

BdAdHCG SHGprGTMKM. TpyAHOCTM HO GFO TpaHCHOpTMpOBKG, 3 T3K>KG
BblBpOC CGpHbIX,
aarpyAHMAM

330THblX

HOBCGMGCTHOG

M yFAGpOAHblX
MX

0KMC6A,

MCn0Ab30B3HM6.

B

BblAGAAGMbIX

npM

nGpCnGKTMBG

B 06U4GM

3H3HMTGAbHblA
GFO CFOpaHMM,

OHM

MOFAM

MCnOAbSOBaHbl TAaBHblM 06pd30M npM P6LU6HMM MGCTHbIX SHGprGTMHGCKMX

6blTb

npoBAGM

(HanpMMGp, B (lOAbUJG M TGpMaHMM, B KOMflAGHCG "MapMt4a-M3TOK" B BOArapMM).

B p63yAbT3TG MHT6HCMBH0A HayMHOA M MHMGHGpHOA AGATGAbHOCTM B CGpGAMHG
LUGCTMAGCATbIX TOAOB B HpOMblLUAGHHO p33BMTblX CTp3H3X AA©PH3A 3H6prGTMK3 y>K6
AOKasaAa cbom bosmowhoctm aaa neiuGBoro m 3K0A0rMHGCKM hmctofo npoMssoncTBa,
H633BMCMMO OT riOAMTMMGCKOA, C0UM3AbH0M, nCMXOAOrMMGCKOA M 3AMMHMCTp3TMBH0A
KOHblOHKTy pbl.
HOTPGBaGHMG H6<t>TM 3HaHMTGAbHO yMGHbLLIMAOCb (pMC. 1), 3 HOCAG 1970 T. AOAA
A3C

B

MMpG

3H3MMTGAbHO

BbipOCAd

(pMC.

2).

Bo

MHOFMX

CTp3H3

BbipMCOBblB3A3Cb T6HA6HI4MA HpMHATb Bbl30B OAHOFO B6AMK0F0 OTKpbITMA

MMp3

ACHO

M nOCT3BMTb

cro na cboIo CAywBy. CpGAM hmx 6wa3 m Hama MaAGHbxaa BoArapMA, Koropaa 3 kohug
60-X

BblBpaAa

AAepHOG

3AGKTponpOM3BOACTBO

B

KaHGCTBG

nGpCriGKTMBbl. HaMdAOCb CTpOMTGAbCTBO HGpBOA H3 BdAKdHaX
okoao

A3C H3 pGKG flyHaA

ropona KosAonyA. 3ro iiosboamao namGA crpanc sanarb mgcto

nMOHGpOB, MMGlOLUMX
3T0 MGCTO.
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3H6pr6TMM6CK0A

b

pany CTpan-

aTOMHbIG CT3HLIMM, M C 3TOFO M0M6HT3 0H3 AOCTOAHO 33HMMa6T

1900

Our. 1

1966

1970

1975

I960

1905

1990

Our. 2

Koammgctbo He<t>TM, norpe6-

AAGMOM AAA HOAyMGHMfl nGpBMMHOfl

flaepHbie

moluhoctm,

BAGHHbIG B MMpG 33 HCpMOfl

ycTano-

1960 - 1990 f.

OHGprkiM.

BbmrpaAM

am mw mam

npoMrpaAM or A3C "KosAonyA"? Kaxoa mor paGoibi

CT3HUMM AAA BOArapMM M GOAFapCKOFO HapOfla?
flasaATG CndMaAa paccMOTpwv/i, mto mw hotbpaam, mto tgpagm m mto mo>kgm
nOTGpATb.
1.

EG3B03BpaTH0 HOTGpAHbl
XbipAGU

M

T.

OKOAO 200 P3

K03AOflyA,

nAOAOpOAHbIX

HG06X0flMMblX

AAA

36M6Ab OKOAO

CTpOMTGAbCTBa

CGA3

CT3HL4MM

M

BCnOMOraTGAbHbIX X03AMCTB OKOAO H6G.
2.

3a

KopoTKMfl cpoK MapacxoAoeaHbi xpynHWG aaa CTpanw KanMTaAOBAo>K6HMA

(BKAlOMMTGAbHO M AAA COOpyWGHMR,
OHGprGTMMGCKOA CMCTGMbl
OAGKTporGHGpkipytoiiiMX

o6GCnGMMBalOU4MX

npM HSAMMMM

moiuhoctgm).

H0pM3AbHyl0

HGCKOAbKMX

3ro,

pa60Ty

1000 MGraBaTTOBbIX

K0H6MH0

>K6,

CKa33A0Cb

B

OHpGAGAGHHblA flGpUOA H3 06lUGM 3K0H0MMM6CK0M COCTOflHMM CTpaHbl. 0AH3K0,
3T0T KOMOpOMMCC 6blA HG06X0AMM, HOTOMy MTO SHGprGTMMGCKaA 06CTaH0BK3 B
CTpaHG

TpG60B3Aa

aAbTGpHaTMBOA

6blA

CTpOMTGAbCTBa OAHOM

C06CTBGHHblX

3H6pr0MCT0MHMK0B,

BOCTOMHO-MapHUJKMA

T3C

AMPHUTHblA

H3 3TOM 6336 Hy>KHbl

3

6AMHCTB6HH0M

63CCGAH.

Ho

AAA

6blAM COOTBGTCTBylOLJUMG

KaHMTaAOBAOMGHMA, T.K. KpOMG C3M0M CT3H14MM, 6blAM HG06xOAMMbl 06lUMpHblG
HAOmaAM

AAA

MatllMHbl

M

yrOAbHbIX CKA3AOB M LUAaK0Xp3HMAMLU,

C00py>K6HMA

AAA

npGABapMTGAbHOfl

CA0>KHbl6 M TAMGAbIG

HGpGpaOOTKM

yPAA,

AAA

COOpy>K6HMfl C3MMX pyAHMKOB.

3. HpM 6OA6G TAMGAOM P3AM3UM0HH0A 3B3pMM
A3C C03A3GT OndCHOCTb
paAMOaKTMBHOrO 33pa>K6HMfl OKpy>KalOU46M CpGAbl (BKAlOMMTGAbHO M B COCGAHGfl
15

PyMbiHMM)

m

WMBymkIX

B

pannauMOHMoro o6AyM6HMfl

pa6oralou4MX

Ha

A3C

Ak>Aefl,

m

HenOCpeaCTBGHHOA 6AM30CTM OT CT3HUMM M BC6X MHOrOAGTHMX

nOCAGACTBMfl 3T0r0.

MOJKGT

6blTb,

3flGCb

yMGCTHO

0CT3H0BMTbCA

60AGG

nOApoGHO

3T0fl

H3

B03M0>KH0CTM. B C3MOM flGAG, OMGHb M3A0 GOAblUMX npOMblUJAGHHblX 06bGKT03, KOTOpbIG
Bbl3blB3toT Taxylo CMAbHylO 0nn03MUMk) M Tax MHOrO BOnpOCOB, K3K aTOMHbIG CTaHUMM.
HGOCHOBaTGAbHbIX

CTpaXOB

OT

HGCOBGpLUGHCTBa

npOM3BOflCTB6HHblX

HpOUGCCOB

C

TA>K6AblMM B03AeflCTBMAMM H3 OKpywalOlUylO CpGfly H3MHOrO 60AbLUG, MGM MCTMHHbIX
pesyAbTaroB

ot

Bbi6pocoB

bpgahwx

hgmsGokhwx

m

npon3BoncTBO. Mmghho noaroMy Mbi, paGoTalomHG B

noMex,

A3C

conpoBO>KAalotuMx

"KosAonyH", xax

m

bcg

CBflaaHHbIG C npOMSBOnCTBOM CnGUkiaAMCTbl M yMGHblG, AOA>KHbl nOK33aTb oGlUGCTBy
ACHbIG M TOMHbIG AOKyMGHTbl,

CBMAGTGAbCTByfOLUMG O 6G30naCH0CTM

M

3aiUMT6 OT

MOHH3HpylOmGM paAMaUMkl, O B03AeflCTBMM H3 OKpyXOlOlUylO CpGAy, 3 T3KWG M npMHATblG
MGpbl HO GG COXpaHGHMkD.
Bcg npMcyTCTByk>mn6 3HaloT, a

m

oGmGCTBGHHOCTb

aoa>kh3

3H3Tb,

hto

AAepHbiM

B3pblB B pcaKTOpG (J)M3MM6CKM H6B03M0W6H, HO paAH03KTMBH0CTb OTXOAOB, HaKOHAGHHblX
npM

HOpiviaAbHOM

SKcnAyaTaiiMM,

npGACTaBAAGT

noTGHUMaAbHylo

onacnocTb

npM

BblGpOCG 3TMX HpOAyKTOB M3 pG3KT0pa. #83 OCOGbIX CAynafl, KOTOpbIG npOMSOLUAM HpM
pa3AMMHblX yCAOBMAX, HQOOMMHalOT H3M oG 3TOM BCGFAa! HeMCnpaBHOCTb B TpM MaMA
AMA3HA B 1976 r. BblBGAB GG M3 CTpOA, HO dBapMfl, OrpaHMHGHHaA repMGTMHGCKMM
nOMGLUGHMGM pGdKTOpa, HG H3H6CAa BpGA3 OKpywalOlUGfl CpGAG. B MepHOGblAG, 0AH3K0,
B 1986 r. GbIAO HG Tax. OTCyTCTBMG HAOTHOM npcrpaAbl H03B0AMA0 npOAyKTBM AAepHOrO
A6A6HMA paCnpOCTpaHMTbCfl BH6 CT3HLIMM, HO 3T3 BBapMA, BOnpGKM K3TaCTpO(})aAbHblM
nOCAGACTBMAM,

HOKaSBAa

MaKCMMaAbHOG

3AO,

KOTOpoe

CAyMMTbCA

M0>K6T

SKCHAyaTailMM 3T0MH0M CT3HUMM. M CGMHaC, KOFA3 3M0UMM y>K6

P

oGbACHMTb BC6M, MTO pMCK HpM AAepHOM 3AGKTpOnpOM3BOACTBG

npM

HpOLDAOM, Hy>KHO
MGHblUG, HGM H3

npGAHpMATMAX TA>K6A0M HpOMblLUAGHHOCTM. Bbl3B3HHOe npMMMH3MM, KOTOpbIG GAB3 MOryT
HOABMTbCfl

B

BOAOpOAHbIX

pGaKTOpaX,

3

TGM

6OA66

B

pGdKTOpaX,

OTBGHalOLUMX

COBpGMGHHbIM TpGGOBaHMAM, 3TO COGbITMG HG CMOHAO 0CT3H0BMTb aTOMHbIG CT3HL4MM, HO
nOMGLUaAO

AAepHbIM

HpOrpaMMbl

no

TOCyAapCTBaM,

pa3BMTMlO

aTOMHOM

BKAkDHMTGAbHO

M

3HGprGTMKM.

COXOAGHMIO,

K

BOArapMM,

BbinOAHMTb

CBOM

nCMXOAOrMMGCKMG

OCAOWH6HMA M B GyAyiUGM GyAyT MGLLiaTb paCCMaTpMB3Tb AAepHyk) npOMbllllAGHHOCTb
Kan AloGyto Apyrylo. llooTOMy,

kpomg

oGAsaTGAbCTB o GosonacHOM sxcnAyaTauMM

aTOMHOfl CTaHUMM, OGpGA H3MM K3K OHGpaTOpaMM CTOMT 33A3Ma CAGA3Tb K3K MO>KHO
GOAbUJG, MTOGbl OOKasaTb, K3K Mbl 3aU4MUUaGM MGAOBGKa M npMpOAy.

HgoGxOAMMO

oGbACHATb, K3KMG MGpbl 6G30naCH0CTM Mbl npMHMMdGM, K3K npGAOXpaHAGM oGlUGCTBO
CTpOFMM

COGAkDAGHMGM HOpM paAM03KTMBHblX OTXOAOB M CnOCOGOB MX XpaHGHMA H3

CT3HUMM,

nOCTOAHHblM

KOHTpOAGM,

pdAMaUMOHHOM

331UMTOM

M

BCGX

napaMGTpOB,

CBflsaHHbix c oxpaHOA OKpywatomea cpGAbi.
4. CT3HUMA npOM3BOAMT paAH03KTMBHblG OTXOAbl, BKAlOHMTGAbHO M OTpaGOTaHHOG
flAepHOG
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TOnAMBO,

KOTOpOG

COXpaHAGTCA

H'i

66

TGppMTOpMM

-

3T0

yCAO>KHA6T

OKcnAyaiauMlo

coanaeT

m

AonoAHMTGAbHbio

npoGAGivibi,

aaa

pgujghma

kotopwx

HGOGxOAMMbl 3HaHMT6AbHbl6 KanMT3A0BA0>K6HMA (nepepa60TK3 paflMOaKTUBHblX OTXOAOB
B VA06Hbie AAA COXpaHGHMA <J)OpMbl - T3K3A yCTaHOBKa CTpOMTCA B A3C "K03A0AyM" HO
TGXHOAOfMM dMGpMKaHCKOM <J)MpMbl "yGCTMHrxayC", KOTOpaA AOAMHa BOMTM B CTpOfl B
HanaAG

1996 r.;

ckaba aaa

coxpaHGHMA OTpa6oT3HHoro ronAnsa; HauMOHaAbHbifl ckaba

AAA paAMOaKTMBHbIX OTXOAOB).
5. HgoGxOAMMO

OTMMCAATb

3HaMMT6AbHblG

(|)MHaHC0Bbl6

CpGACTB3

AAA

BblBOAS

CT3HUMM M3 SKCHAyaTaUMM nOCAG MCMGpnbIBaHMA pccypca 66 OCHOBHbIX COOpy>KGHMM
(MMHMMyM 5% B TOA OT 06lUMX KdnMTaAOBAOWGHMM).
6. Hgo6xoammo HGnpcpbiBHO

noBbiiuarb ypoBGHb 6G3onacHOCTM m OKcnAyarauMM

nOCpGACTBOM pGKOHCTpyKUMM M MOAGpHMSailMM, KOTOpbIG, B CBOk) OMGpCAb, TpG6y(OT
nOCTOAHHOrO BblAGAGHMA CpGACTB M CTaGMAbHOfO <J)MHaHCOBOrO 06GCnGMGHMA

3T0fl

6G30naCH0CTM.
7. OTCyTCTByGT B03M0>KH0CTb rM0KOrO ynpaBAGHMA 3AGKTPMMGCK0M narpysKOM, MTO
C03A36T CGpbG3Hbl6 3dTpyAH6HMA B ynpdBAGHMM 3HBpr6TMM6CK0tt CMCT6M0M, 0C06GHH0 B
CAyMBG MMHMMaAbHbIX Harpysox.
8. H6o6xoamm3 nocTOAHHaA noAroiOBKa riGpcoHaAa, KOTOpaA TpcGyGT AOporMx
CpGACTB o6yMGHMA: TpGH3>KGpbl, MaKGTbl, CMCTGMbl oSyHGHMA.
BgPATHO, 3AGCb nGpGMMCAGHbl A3AGK0 HG BCG MMHyCbl A3C "K03A0Ayti", HO 3T0
OCHOBHbIG,

OKOAO

KOTOpbIX

MO)KHO

CrpynnMpOBGTb

M

ApyFMG

MMHyCbl,

KOTOpbIG,

BGpOATHO, 3AGCb HG ynOMAHyTbl. V H3C GCTb B03M0>KH0CTb MX oGcyAMTb H3 A3HH0M
K0H(f)6pGHUMM.
A

CGMuac

AaeaMTG

nporMBonocTasMM

noAb3y

or

A3C

"Ko3AOAyti"

m

gg

npGMMyiUGCTBa nGpGA OCTaAbHbIMM MCTOHHMK3MM OHGprMM B BOAfapMM.
1. CraHLlMA
aTM0C<J)6pHblX

-

3T0

yCAOBMM,

H63aBMCMMblM

OHGprOMCTOMHMK.

OT C0UM3AbH0M

M

Eg

pa60T3

HG

HOAMTMMGCKOM o6CT3HOBKM

33BMCMT
B CTpaHG,

OT
B

M3B6CTHOM MGpG M OT MGWAyHapOAHOM 06CT3H0BKM.

2.

Oh3

ABAAGTCA

H3A6>KHblM

MCTOMHMKOM

C

BblCOKMM

K03(f)(t>MI4M6HT0M

MCn0Ab30B3HMA. C M0MGHT3 HGpBOrO BKAk)HGHMA B PiapaAAGAb C SHGprOCMCTGMOti B MlOAG

1974

r. AO CGrOAHALJUHGrO AHA npOMSBGAGHbl 60AGG

200

MMAAMapAOB KMAOBaTT-MdCOB

3AGKTp03HGprMM, 3 C6MM3C, HOCAG BB0A3 B OKCHAyaTaUMto BTOpOrO TblCAMHMKd, A3C
"KOSAOAyM" - 3TO OCHOBHOM MCTOMHMK SHGpfMM CTpaHbl, M OH3 yAOBAGTBOpAGT OKOAO

40%

Hy>KA B 3AGKTp03H6prMM.

3.

npOM3BOAMM3A 3AGKTp03HGpFMA MMGGT HM3Kyk) CG6GCTOMMOCTb M B AB3-TpM

pa3a AeiUGBAG 3A6KTp03H6prMM, npOM3BOAMMOfl T6nA03ABKTp0CTaHI4MAMM. J0a>KG GCAM
yHGCTb KanMT3A0BA0>KGHMA AAA COXpaHGHMA paAMOaKTMBHbIX OTXOAOB M paCXOAbl H3
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BbIBOA M3 3KCnAyaTai4MM, TO CTOMMOCTb 3AeKTpOnpOM3BOflCTBa npOAOAMMT CAenOBaTb
MMpOBbIM TGHA6HLIMAM GOAGP HM3KMX, M6M OT flpyrMX SHeprOMCTOMHMKOB, paSXOflOB.

"KosAosyM" ne Bbi6pacbiBaeT opcnHbie orxoAbi. BAaroAapA oToiwy
C3K0H0MA6H Bbl6pOC AeCATKOB MMAAMOHOB TOHH MLIAM HGp63 Tpy6bl M LUAaKOXpaHMAHlua
Ha TenAOdAeKTpocTaHLiMFx, a raxwe mmaamohw tohh Bpennbix okmcgm. B stom
0TH0LU6HMM y CT3HUMM H6T flpyrOrO DOAOGHOrO 3K0A0rMHeCKM MMCTOrO KOHKypeHTa. I/I
eiue OAMH <f>aKT. 51 He nporMB T3C, noroMy mto 6es hmx c jpynoM Moryr 6birb peiuenbi
3Hepronpo6A6Mbi crpanbi. Xony OTMeTMTb, mto pannauMOHHbiM (J>oh okoao T3C
3HaHMT6AbHO BblLUG, MGM OKOAO A3C "KOSAOAyM".
4. A3C

5. A3C "KosAonyH" AaAa CMAbHbiM toamok aaa pasBMTMA naujeM HayKM, MHMenepHOKOHCTpyKTOpCKOM
OTpaCAGM

M npOeKTHOtt AeATGAbHOCTM, A3A3 CTMMyA AAA HOABAGHMA HOBbIX

npOMbILUAGHHOCTM,

paSBMTMA

yneGHOFO

A6A3,

MGAMLlMHbl.

One

noMorAa

OTKpblTMk) HOBbIX paGOMMX MGCT, pa3BMTMlO TOpOAB K03A0Ay^ M 6AM3AG>KamMX C6A.
KOCBGHHO OHa nOAOMMTGAbHO HOBAMAAa H3 paSBMTMG KyAbTypbl M 06mer0 COUMBAbHOrO
ypOBHA HdCGAGHMA.
6. A3C "KoaAOAyM" C03A3A3 MOuuHylo rpynny AAepHbix cneunaAMCTOB, KOTopbiG hg
TOAbKO

ycncu/HO

SKcnAyaTMpytor

cTanuMto,

ho

m

mhtghcmbho

paGoTaloT

aaa

ee

pa3BMTMA. BblA3toU4M6CA AAGpHblG CHGUMaAMCTbl HG pa3 A3BaAM 0 HMX AGCTHblG 0T3blBbl.
7. A3C "K03A0AyM" C03A3GT M H0AAep>KMBaeT nOAOMMTGAbHOG MH6HM6 O BOAfapMM
B ApyrMX CTpanax m

3Tmm noMoraer crpanc He TOAbKO npoMSBOAMTb 3AeKTp03HeprMto,

HO M C03A3GT 3aBMAHyk) penyT3LlMlO TGVI, HTO 33HMMaeT 3H3MHP/0G M6CT0 B pAAy MMpHbiX
AAepHbix MOLLlHOCTeM MMpa.
3rOM KOPOTKOM OL4GHKOM A3C "K03AOAyM" Mbl OnpGAGAMAM 66 HAtoCbl M MMHyfbl.
ECAM

MX

epaBHMTb,

TO yBMAMM,

K3K

ApKO

BblAGAAGTCA

GOAbLLiaA

AOAA

CT3HUMM

B

3K0H0MMKG BoArapMM, B oGecneMeHMM HopiviaAbHoM m hmctom OKpywatomeM CpeAbl. Bee
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CONFERENCE SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE A L'OCCASION DU VINGTIEME
ANNIVERSAIRE DE LA CENTRALE NUCLEAIRE DE KOZLODUY
LES 25 ET 26 OCTOBRE 1994
KOZLODUY - BULGARIE
Intervention de Monsieur Rdmy CARLE - President de YVANO

Mesdames, Monsieurs, bonjour,
Cher Monsieur KOUZMANOV, je vous remercie d’avoir invife le President de WANO & cet
anniversaire et de me donner 1'occasion d'exprimer quelques reflexions, ce matin, k 1'ouverture
de cette conference. 20 ans, ccla represente beaucoup de KWh foumis a ce pays, mais aussi,
beaucoup de devoument et de competences mis au service d'un grand projet.
Et je voudrais d'abord vous en feiiciter,vous personnellement, et tous ceux qui ont
contribue.
Sans doute ces vingt ans n'ont - ils pas couie comme coule le grand Danube tranquille qui
refroidit la centrale.
Pendant ces vingt ans, Ifenergie nucleaire a conciderablement evolue et un reacteur conqu
autour de 1970 a bien mal, dans tous les pays, k obeir aux regies de surete de 1994.
Et puis surtout, ce pays a connu au cours de ces vingt anndes une histoire difficile sur laquelle je
n'ai pas besoin d'insister car vous la connaissez mieux que moi.
Le resultat de tous ces evenements a ete d'abord, a mon sens, I'isolement de votre
centrale. Si des journalistes occidentaux ont pu qualifier Kozloduy de centrale la plus dangeurese
du monde, eux qui ne savent pas distinguer un VVER d'un RBMK, e'est d'abord k cause de cet
isolement, du sentiment d'une centrale mal connue, dans un pays lointain, sans connexion avec le
rcste du monde. C'est cet isolement que WANO s'est attache k rompre et telle est bien sa mission
primaire.
Isolement vis - k - vis de I'ouest, et le jumelage de Kozloduy avec la centrale de Bugey en
France est de ce point de vue exemplaire.
Isolement aussi en Europe de I'est: nous devons toujours nous souvenir que le VVER ont
6fe conQu, fealisds et exploites par tout un reseau de competences, d'lnstituts, d'usines de
fabrication mis en place sur 1'ensemble de I'ex - Comecon et ce tissu ne pouvait etre impunement
d6chir6.
Isolement entre exploitants, mais aussi entre autorifes de surefe; le role de FAIEA mais
aussi la collaboration entre BNSA et Riskaudit sont des £fements essentiels de 1'insertion de
Kozloduy dans la communaufe nucleaire Internationale.
Cette conference meme par le nombre et la diversity de ses participants, par le nombre de
papiers qui y seront pfesenfes, ddmontre le feseau d'interets et de collaboration qui sont
aujourd'hui bien vivants autour de votre centrale et de cela aussi il faut vous feliciter.
La surefe, nous le savons tous, est le produit de la qualife des dquipements par la qualife
de Vexploitation.
Bien entendu certaines insuffisances d'dquipement sont incontournables, je sais que vous
etes attentifs au d'anfeliorer le combustible, le controle - commande, 1'airfelioration electrique et
bien d'autres choses encore dont vous parlerez pendant cette conference. Mais il est claire qu'au
del& du maferiel, la qualife, la rigueur de 1 'exploitation sont essentielles. Et elles doivent etre
pen sees precisement en fonction de ('installation telle qu'elle est avec ses qualifes et ses
ddficiences. Ceci est une question de management, de discipline, de comportement quotidien,
d'acceptation du controle d'autrui, en definitive, comme Ton dit aujourd'hui de culture de surefe.
Et ceci k tous les niveaux. Vous en parlerez certainement pendant ces deux jours pour dire,
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com me l'a dit Haus BLIX, quand il est venu ici, il y a quelques semaines, que bcaucoup a did fa;t
mais que beaucoup reste k faire.
Je me souvicns lors de ma premidre visile avoir demandd k voir les procedures
d'exploitation. El on a sorti de 1'armoire de beaux cahiers bien relies mais & I'interieur l'cncre
s'dtait effacde et rien de tout cela ne pouvait servir. Aujourd'hui cela a die corrige.mais croyez le
bien, I'encre s'efface toujours avec le temps, au moins dans les esprits.
Que ce soil en Bulgarie ou en France, ou aux Etats - Unis ou en Russie, la culture de
suretd est k refaire tous les jours. WANO est bien ddcidde k continuer k travaillcr avec vous en ce
sens mais bien sur nul ne peut le faire k voire place.
Et c'est bien la condition pour que vous puissiez.en toute serdnitd.rdpondre aux critiques
que Kozloduy peut continuer k fonctionner comme n'importe quelle autre centrale du pare
nucldaire mondial.
Je sais les difficultds qui sont les votres pour amdliorer materiels et personnel jour aprds
jour,avec des moyens qui sont trds limitds.
Vous avez besoin pour cela de 1'appui de votre gouvernement qui fait par ailleurs face k
de multiples probldmes.
Vous devez le convaincre que non seulement Kozloduy est tout k fait esentiel pour
I'alimentation dlectrique de la Bulgarie mais qu’il constitue le premier pas d'un ddveloppemcnt
nucldaire de longue durde.
Kozloduy n'est pas 1 k par hasard; non Kozloduy n'est pas un accident de 1 ’histoire dont il
faudrait simplemet profiler k court terme.
La Bulgarie ne dispose que de ressources energetiques conventionnelles li mi tees et de
mddiocre qualitd, seule l'dnergie nucldaire pourra lui eviter des importations massives et
couteuses lorsque la vie dconomique du pays reprendra son essor.
Par ailleurs, il est claire que cette region du sud est de I’Europe au confluent de I Europe
de I'ouest, du monde ukrainien et russe et du Moyen - Orient occupe une position de premidre
importance dans les dchanges d'dlectricitd de domain. Et vous devez reflechir me semble-t-il, \ y
prendre votre place, peut-etre en association avec certains de vos voisins -j'etais la semaine
dernidre k Cernavoda - grace k 1'outil puissant de l'dnergie nucldaire.
Ddvelopper en ce pays des competences nucldaires,. une qualitd nucldaire, une culture
nucldaire n'est pas un investissement k court terme mais bien au contraire une ouverture sur
Tavenir.
N'est -ce pas un grand encouragement,un grand espoir,notammentpour les jeunes qui
cherchent les voies du meilleur service de leur pays? N'est -ce pas une raison majeure pour le
gouvernement de ce pays de donner k {'amelioration de Kozloduy la priorite necessaire?
Introduire Kozloduy dans la communautd internationale.
Amener et maintenir son niveau de suretd au niveau international.
Prdprer le nucldaire de domain.
Tels sont les objectifs auxquels vous vous consacrez.
WANO continuera k vous y aider.
Cette confdrence y contribuera certainementje lui souhaite le meilleur succds.
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SAFETY OF NPP WITH WWER-440 AND WWER-1000 REACTORS
E. Balabanov - Energoproekt Pic,
J. Gledatchev, D. Angelov, Kozloduy NPP

The objective of this paper is neither to evaluate the safety of WWERreactors, nor to impose any requirements on the power plant. It just points
out some facts and problems which had to be accounted for during the last
years of operation of Kozloduy NPP.

At present in the world 420 nuclear units produce 17-18% of the electricity and 77
more units are,under construction. The percentage of the nuclear energy in different
countries varies in a very wide range. For example in France Nuclear power plants
produce 75% of the electricity, in Belgium - 60%, in Hungary, Finland and Korea - 50%, in
Bulgaria - approximately 35%, In former Chechoslovakia - about 30% and over 12% in the
countries of the former USSR. It should be noted that most of the units in Western Europe
are in operation, while in Eastern Europe are most of the units under construction. (Figs. 1,
2). The reactors designed in the former USSR are 15% of all reactors in operation and 42%
of those under construction. Of all soviet designed reactors the majority are pressurised
water reactors (WWER) and at present 44 of these are in operation and 25 under
construction. The distribution of the reactors in the different regions of the world with
respect to their age is given in Fig. 3.
At present 10 reactors WWER-440/230, 16 reactors WWER-440/213 and 18 reactors
WWER-1000 of different modifications are in operation. These operated in Bulgaria are a
considerable part of them (Fig. 4).
This statistics shows that 14% of all WWER reactor in operation are at Kozloduy NPP.
The total power of Kozloduy NPP is 9% of all nuclear power installed in the eastern part of
Europe.
WWER-440
The WWER-440/230 units are designed during the sixties, with the main objective of
maximum electrical output and maximum availability. This is reflected in the design basis
and later on in the technical solutions such as: low power density in the core; three levels
of reactor control and protection before a reactor scram; six primary loops with primary
isolation valves both in the hot and in the cold legs; horizontal steam generators with a
relatively large water inventory; two turbines, allowing operation at different power levels; a
large number of cross-unit connections, allowing common use of systems of neighbouring
units.
On the other hand, the big safety margins of most of the technological parameters
permit the successful restoration from many transients
The design basis of these unit allow maintenance as well as some repairs „on-line",
which is also helped by the low radiation level of the units and the number of inter-unit
connections. The applied design solutions, providing a convenient access to the
equipment during operation and the operational practice giving a priority to a flexible
mode of operation, result in relatively high availability of the units.
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The design of the Koz|oduy WWER-440 units is following the regulations of the former
USSR during the sixties and seventies. These follow mainly a deterministic approach, so
the WWER-440/230 units differ from the contemporary safety requirements, some of them
not being fulfilled.
For this reason the safety concept of WWER-440/230 applied for its design is different
from the modern safety concepts. Some of the major deviations are:
•

A low level of the design basis accident;

•

Insufficient configuration of the emergency core cooling systems to prevent core
damage in case of a complete rupture of a primary loop;

•

Common cause failures are not considered;

•

Insufficiency of the last physical barrier to prevent radiological releases to the
environment;

•

Incomplete design solutions with respect to external events;

•

Lack of a complete set of design solutions to minimise/prevent the consequences of
human errors;

On the other hand the design concept of WWER-440/230, aimed at maximum
electrical output, provides some specific characteristics of the plants, enhancing their
safety.
These characteristics give the plants features of ..internal, incorporated ‘ safety, which
is now becoming a part of the design of the plants of the new generation.
These safety features of the WWER-440/230 design are not typical for the new
commercial designs of pressurised water reactors. As typical safety features of this type
the following can be mentioned:
•

•

•
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Low thermal density in the core and, respectively, a compact reactor core with
excellent neutron-physical characteristics with respect to the Xe oscillations. This
makes the control of the power shape easy during transient modes and eliminated
the demand of special control equipment for suppression of Xe-oscillations;
Low specific thermal loading of the fuel rods and, as a result, a relatively low heat
flux and large DNBR values for a large spectrum of transients. The average fuel
temperature during normal operation is relatively low and the gaseous fission
products are better contained within the fuel matrix (Fig. 5)[2J;
AJarge coolant inventory in the primary circuit and in the steam generators. This
characteristics is unique for the WWER-440 type of reactors. The large thermal
capacity of the reactor coolant systems provides a natural protection in cases of
disbalance between heat generation and heat removal. This feature plays a positive
role during accidents and transients as follows:
The large thermal inertia of the NSSS makes the plant less sensitive to a lot
of operational deviations. In most of the PWR types of reactors operational
transients initiated in the secondary circuit (and having a higher frequency),
lead to more severe transients in the reactor coolant system, often requiring
the operation of the pressurizer safety valves and increasing the probability
of severe accidents with respect to the core behaviour. In the WWER -440
reactors most of the transients initiated in the secondary circuit are

suppressed in the steam generators by a small deviation of the coolant level,
while the influence on the primary circuit parameters is rather weak;
The large primary coolant inventory makes the plants steady against
different accidents such as blackout, complete loss of feed water (e g. due to
a fire in the turbine hall). In these cases severe drmagcc of the core can be
expected in 4-6 hours, providing sufficient time for appropriate recovery
actions (Fig. 6) [2];
The large primary coolant inventory is an advantage in case of small LOCA
with loss of the high pressure injection system. This advantage is a result of
the sufficient time for manual depressurization of the primary circuit and long
term cooling using the low pressure injection system;
In cases of anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) the resulting
pressure peak is considerably lower than for PWR reactors. In addition to
this, the large DNBR decreases the probability of a boiling crisis (Fig. 7) [2];
Except for the in-built safety features, some of the design solutions of WWER-440
benefit their safety characteristics. Such are:
•

Multy-loop configuration of the primary circuit. The six primary loops decrease the
impact of main equipment failures (such as tripping of a reactor coolant pump, etc );

•

Horizontal steam generators: These enhance the transition to single-phase natural
circulation of the primary coolant. It also provides several different routes for decay
heat removal both from a tight and from an open primary circuit;

•

Primary .loops isolation valves on both the hot and the cold legs of each loop provide a
possibility for some maintenance operations in the steam generators without draining
of the whole primary circuit (which is usually a requirement for the typical PWRs). This
eliminates the possibility of a loss of the ultimate heat sink;

•

Two turbine-generators. This has a positive effect on the safety parameters of the plant,
softening the loads due to transients initiated in the secondary side The two feed water
tanks provides better means for mitigation of transients and accidents. The two
independent connections to the electrical grid provides a higher reliability of the
electrical supply system of the plant.

Independently of all those positive features, the low DBA level still remains a concern
for these units due to the design concepts and their possible upgrades with the objective
to bring them closer to the modern safety requirements.
The major deficiencies of the WWER-440/230 can be summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Insufficient capabilities for emergency core cooling;
Insufficient diversification and physical separation of the safety systems;
Deviations from the modern concepts in the control systems;
Insufficient fire protection capabilities;
Incompleteness of the last physical barrier (lack of a full containment).

Coming back to Fig. 3, it is obvious that the operation of old plants is not a Bulgarian
problem. This is a reason for the development of a world practice to operate nuclear
power plants, started under different conditions (old design solutions and old regulations).
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Our and the world practice outline the main trends for future upgrades of the WWER440/230 plants:
•

Permanent efforts and short-term measures for increasing of the safety level by
improvement of the equipment, operational documentation and safety culture;

•

Development of short-term programmes for upgrades, optimising the costs and the
expected results. At the same time, for a certain period of time, a special mode of
operation may be applied together with compensating measures to improve the safety
level;

•

Development of long-term strategies, taking into account the remaining resources of
the equipment and accurate determining of the remaining life-time.

The main objective of all these programmes should be the preserving and
improvement of all the existing positive safety features.
For the last years of operation this approach is already a practice in the operation
and management of Kozloduy NPP. The first programmes for safety upgrades of Units 1-4
after 1991 are already completed. They included measures aimed at the improvements of
the design, operation, maintenance and safety culture.
The measures completed until this moment fall in the following main groups:
•

Design solutions
Improvements of the integrity of the primary circuit (annealing of the reactor
pressure vessel, study of the possibility of the application of the LBB
concept, evaluation of the remaining resource of the equipment, qualification
of the pressurizer safety valves, avoiding of a pressurised thermal shock);
Containing of the radioactive release in the hermetic zone (tightening, local
and global leak tightness tests, qualification and modernisation of the
containment spray system);
Improvement of the l&C systems (qualification of sensors and measurements
chains, main control room, information support);
Improvement of the electrical supply systems;
Improvement of the fire protection (evaluation of the fire hazard, fire detection
and announcement systems, fire protection and extinguishing measures);
Accident analyses;
Reassessment of the seismic response of the plant.

•

Improvement of the operation
Introducing of a new style of plant management;
Improvement of the maintenance and repair of the equipment;

?4

Upgrading and improvement of operational documents, including
development and implementation of a new system of normal and emergency
operating procedures;
Implementation of a new system for training of the personnel;
A new organization of emergency preparedness and accident management;
Improvement of the safety culture.
Obviously the above listed topics are in compliance with the internationally accepted
standards and practices, which inevitably reflects on the current status of the plant.
WWER-1000 UNITS
The nuclear pow6r plants with WWER-1000 type of reactors are the third commercial
generation of the Soviet design of pressurised water reactors. Historically several
modifications of this type of reactors were put into operation:
•
•
•
•
•

Model 187 - Unit 5 of Novovoronezh NPP;
Model 302 - Unit 1 of South-Ukranian NPP;
Model 338 - Units 1 and 2 of Kalininskaya NPP;
Model 320 - Unified for all other plants in operation;
Model 392 - Unit 6 of Novovoronezh NPP.

The Model 320 is the one which is at present the most popular, having unified
equipment and a high enough level of safety.
The Units with WWER-1000/320 are designed following the regulations of OPB-82.
For this reason they are in compliance with the safety standards, currently applied in the
international practice. The design principles and the design architecture of the safety
systems are in complete agreement with the current international practice. As a result the
WWER-1000 units are efficient and economically optimised, with efficient safety systems,
satisfying the international requirements.
A general comparison of WWER-1000 to similar PWR plants designed and put into
operation in the industrially developed countries (USA, France, Germany) show
practically identical layout, techological and safety characteristics.
The layout of the plant with a single reactor and turbine and four primary loops
provides similar characteristics for the compared plants. The horizontal steam generators
with a relatively high secondary coolant inventory and relatively stable SG level, makes the
WWER-1000 plants proof against a number of disturbances. On the other hand, the
relatively high coolant inventory to reactor power ratio provides considerably better
possibilities of prevention of severe core damages under some emergency situations
(complete blackout, anticipated transients without scram, etc.).
Table 1
Coolant inventory/thermal power, m3/GWth
Primary circuit
Secondary circuit

Kozloduy
108
103

Konvoy-1300
99
61
25

The comparison of the parameters of the fuel rods and reactor core as well of the
technological parameters of the primary circuit for the two types of reactors show that their
safety margins are very similar.
Besides the facts mentioned above, it should be noted that at present a very
extensive experience has been gained in Bulgaria from the start-up and several years of
power operation of Units 5 and 6 of KNPP. At the same time regular activities have been
performed, such as:
• Reviews and evaluation of the design;
• Analyses of the forced technical solutions during the construction and beginning of
operation of the units;
• Analyses of equipment failures and the related quality of the equipment;
• Analysis of the deviations of Units 5 and 6 from the current regulations in the country
(BNSA and its orders);
• Analyses related to replacement of equipment, modifications of systems and
constructions;
• Safety analyses, etc.
Based on all stated here, the main conclusion can be drawn that as a whole the Units
5 and 6 at KNPP are designed and constructed with respect to the internationally
accepted principles of safety, but they need some improvements, related to modernisation
of separate systems and equipment, to introducing of some new systems and to
improvement of the system of emergency operating procedures. These improvements will
bring the units to a level, comparable to the practice in the industrial countries.
On the other hand it should be clear that a high safety level is not just a single effort,
but a continuous process throughout the plant operation, with periodical introduction of
new principle solutions, so that the safety level would not stay strongly behind the
constantly increasing requirements.
REFERENCES:
1. The safety of WWER-440/230 Nuclear power plants, IAEA, Vienna, 1992.
2. Laaksonen, Safety of Soviet WWER - type reactors, IAEA Information Seminar,
Budapest, may, 1991.3
3.
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PROBABILITY SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF UNITS 5 & 6 IN NPP KOZLODUY

A. Boiadjlev, B. Manchev
Risk Engineering Ltd.
INTRODUCTION

The Probability Safety Assessment (PSA) Level 1 of units 5 & 6 in NPP Kozloduy is a
result of more then 2,5 years study done under a contract between NPP Kozloduy and
Risk Engineering Ltd. It is practicaly the first investigation of this type for the russian type
reactors VVER-1000 including internal accident initiators as well external initiators like
earthquickes and fires. The study is based on a methodology reccomended by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and different stages were checked by
international review missions including final IAEA IPERS mission.
METHODOLOGY

The safety of nuclear power plants had always priority in comparison with other
industries from the very beginnig of nuclear industry development. During the last years,
however, significant opposition was formed against the use of nuclear power plants (NPP).
This is probably connected not only with the risk of radiological release in case of nuclear
accident, but also with social and psyhological factors. The growing number of NPP's
leads to more stringent safety criteria. Also it should be taken in to account the need of
high technological knowledge and culture of the processes in NPP, understanding of the
effects of the radiological contamination of the environment. For many years these factors
were underestimated in our country which transformed the safety problems in NPP in a
political problem.
In the mean time the practice of the developed contries showed that the society can
be convinced in the benefit of the NPP and it can accept the risk of the nuclear accident
consequences if this will be done on the base of well established scientific methodologies
and the results are understandable for the society. The last can be done on the base of
comparison with the risk from other technological and/or nature hazards. Recently such
estimations and analyses are done successfully with the methods of PSA which are well
developed and established and are already a standart tool for NPP safety evaluation
inmany contries.
The main benefit of PSA is to provide deep insights into plant design, performance
and environmental impacts, including the identification of dominant risk contributors and
the comparison of options for reducing risk. PSA provides a consistent and integrated
model of nuclear power plant safety. Consequently, PSA offers a consistent and
integrated framework for safety related decision making. Changes or alternatives in
different design and engineering areas in a nuclear power plant can be compared on a
common basis, namely the quantitative estimate of risk provided by PSAs. Furthermore,
PSA is a conceptual and mathematical tool for deriving numerical estimates of risk for
nuclear plants and industrial installations in general.
PSA is different from traditional deterministic safety analysis in that it aims at
completeness in identifying accident sequences that can follow a broad range of initiating
events and it requires the systematic and realistic determination of accident frequencies
and consequences. A major advantage of PSA is that it allows for the quantification of
uncertainties in safety assessments together with the quantification of expert opinion
and/or judgement. Finally, PSA has been shown to provide important safety insights in
addition to those provided by deterministic analysis.
The IAEA PSA Guidelines [1] were accepted as a main methodological basis
internationally recognised.
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In international practice three levels of PSA have evolved:
Level 1: The assessment of plant failures leading to the determination of core damage
frequency.
Level 2: The assessment of containment response leading, together with Level 1
results, to the determination of containment release frequencies.
Level 3: The assessment of off-site consequences leading, together with the results of
Level 2 analysis, to estimates of public risks.
Until now there was not performed full scope PSA for any unit in NPP Kozloduy as
well as for any WWER type reactor in the world. This led to a loss of important technical
information. After the project initialisation in 1992 on units 5&6 there was not any system for
gathering and management of information for PSA purposes. This led to big difficulties
because in parallel with the PSA study many support activities had to be maintained such
as technical plant description several walk down procedures for gathering the information
missing from plant documentation etc. The study was performed on the base of the
recommended by IAEA documents [1, 2, 3] as well as on the base of the developed in the
Risk Engineering Ltd Qualty assurance procedures.
SCOPE AND TASKS OF THE STUDY

The study covers PSA Level 1 according to IAEA PSA Guidelines [1], and
additionally were included seismic and fire initiators. The scope was defined first of all by
the contract terms of refernece and by the PSA procedures. The scope includes all
significant accident initiators list of which was discussed during the first two phases of the
study.
The experience gained during the fulfilment of the first phase as well as the
recommendations from the first IAEA missions led to redistribution of the task in different
phases and to their adjustment. This was caused by the following factors: the need of the
additional thermohydraulic calculations and the need of additional seismological
investigations.
As a result the final distribution of the phases was as follow:
1. Information gathering for PSA models and calculations
2. Accident sequences from internal initiators and fire hazard analysis
2.1. Modelling of accident sequences from internal initiators and thermohydraulic
analyses.
2.2. Analysis of accident sequences from fire hazards.
3. Accident sequences from earthquake initiators
3.1. Data preparation (seismic hazard assessment and structure response)
3.2. Plant systems and accident sequence analyses
4. Final report preparation
So defined phases cover practically all procedural steps, described in the next
section with methodology and organization and additionaly anlyses of the external
initiators were performed.
The definition of the safety systems included in the PSA study was based on the
assumtion (according to the terms of reference) that only the reactor core is analysed as a
source of the radioactive materials during the work on 100% nominal power.
GENERAL PROCEDURAL STEPS OF A LEVEL-1 PSA

The six major procedural steps are:
- Management and organisation
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- Identification of radioactivity sources and accident initiators
- Accident sequence modelling
- Data acquisition, assessment and parameter estimation
- Accident sequence quantification
- Documentation of analysis, display and interpretation of results
The general flow of work/information among these steps is shown in Fig. 1 and
briefly described here. It is important to recognise that this flow is not always linear and
that there are many iterative loops among the various steps.

Data assessment
and parameter
estimation

Identification of
Management
and organization

sources of radioactive
releases and
accident Initiators

Accident

Accident

sequences
modeling

sequences
quantification

Documentation
of the analysis:
display and
Interpretation
of results

Quality Assurance

FIG. 1. Major procedural steps of Level 1 PSA
MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATION
This step includes the actions and activities necessary for the organisation and
management of the study. It includes the definition of the objectives, the scope, the
project management scheme of the PSA, the selection of the methods and establishment
of procedures, the selection of personnel and the organisation of the team that will perform
the PSA, the training of the team, preparation of a PSA project schedule, the estimation
and securing of the funds necessary, and the establishment of quality assurance and peer
review procedures.
The project management and organisation as well as the key personnel were
provided by Risk Engineering Ltd, but during the different project phases were involved
several external institutions and many specialists. The main work connected with the
information gathering was done by NPP specialist. Thermohydraulic analyses of the
missing transients were provided by the group of E. Balabanov from "Energoproekt" Sofia. In the beginning of the project there was not Safety Analyses Report (SAR) for units
5&6. Such document appeared at the end of 1993 and was used as an information source.
The seismic studies for preparing data for seismic PSA were subcontracted to the group
of M. Kostov from the Central Laboratory for Seismic Mechanics and Earthquake
Engineering.
In table 1. are shown the main resources (full time and short time) for the PSA
activities for the whale time of the project. The resources for information gathering are not
included in this table.
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Table 1. PSA Team Key Personnel

Project management
System analysts
PSA quantification specialists
Human performance analysts
Data analysts
Thermohydraulic analysts
Quality assurance control
Seismic hazards analysts
Fire hazards analysts

Personnel
Short time
Full time
2
2
6
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
2
2
2

Communications for discussions and information gathering were held weekly through
visits of REL specialists to NPP "Kozloduy". The existing telecommunications between
Sofia and Kozloduy are still not effective due to the poor quality of the signal.
During the first phase of the project were adjusted and approved the REL QA
procedures and methodologies for different project phases.
IDENTIFICATION OF RADIOACTIVE SOURCES AND ACCIDENT INITIATORS
The potential sources of radioactive releases to the environment are identified, the
potential states of the plant to be analysed are determined, and the safety functions
incorporated in tne plant are identified. The accident initiators that can challenge these
functions as well as the systems that serve them are identified. The relationships between
initiating events, safety functions and systems are established and categorised. During
this step, the analysis team becomes familiar with the plant to be analysed and the
methods to be. used and collects much of the required information on which to base
subsequent analysis.
ACCIDENT SEQUENCE MODELLING
The third procedural step deals with the construction of a model that simulates the
initiation of an accident and the response of the plant. This model consists mainly of a
combinations of events that comprises initiating events, both internal and external, system
failures and human errors that will lead to the » desirable consequences. These
combinations of events are called accident sequences and the objective of this step is to
define them. Models for the detailed analysis of system failures and of human errors are
developed. A qualitative analysis for inclusion in the models of possible dependencies is
also performed in this step.
DATA ACQUISITION, ASSESSMENT AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION
This procedural step acquires and/or generates all information necessary for
quantification of the model that was constructed in the third step. In particular, the
fundamental elements of the plant model and the parameters that need to be estimated
are identified. The data necessary to produce these estimates and the associated
uncertainties are collected and treated appropriately. The parameters that are estimated
can be divided into three major categories: frequencies of initiating events, component
unavailabilities and human error probabilities. Parameters necessary for the modelling of
potential dependencies among various events (initiating events, hardware failures or
human errors) are also estimated.
ACCIDENT SEQUENCE QUANTIFICATION
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In this step, the model (constructed in the third step) is quantified using the results of
the fourth step. The result of this step is the assessment of the frequency of accident
sequences.
Normally this is accompanied by an assessment of the associated
uncertainties. Sensitivity studies are made for the important assumptions and the relative
importances of the various contributors to the calculated results is indicated.
DOCUMENTATION OF ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY AND INTERPRETATION OF
RESULTS

The results of the analysis are thoroughly documented in each step. In this step the
results are displayed in the way that best meets the needs of the end users. This includes
the interpretation of the results, in line with the objectives of the PSA.
PHASES OF THE STUDY

The phases of the study are defined by the contract terms of reference and PSA
procedures.
1. Information gathering for PSA models and calculations
This was one of the most difficult phases as it was mentioned in the section
"METHODOLOGY".
The safety functions and safety criteria were adjusted and the following base
definitions were established based on [4]:
- Design limits
• Design base accident
- Design base earthquick (6-th degree on 12-degree scale)
- Maximal design base earthquick
- Maximal design base accident
- Safety of NPP
- Operational safety limits
- Conditions for safety operations
- Controled limits
- Transients with violation of normal operation
- Main reactor states
- Safety functions and safety criteria
A list of safety systems and safety important systems was prepared.
Procedures for gathering information for PSA Level 1 were developed, approved and
put in operation.
2. Accident sequences from internal initiators and fire hazard analysis
2.1. Modelling of accident sequences from internal initiators and thermohydraulic
analyses.
During this phase were developed event trees (ET) covered all intiators and fault
trees (FT) covered all evaluated systems. For some scenaria were performed
thermohydraulic calculations for adjustment of the success criteria. The analysis was done
by the group of E. Balabanov from ENERGOPROEKT-Sofia with RELAP 5. 12 ET were
developed which covered all groups of initiators. More then 700 FT were developed for all
front line and support systems.
2.2. Analysis of accident sequences from fire hazards.
This was the longest phase where the main efforts were put toward gathering
information for fire hazard PSA. One IAEA workshop and one IAEA review mission were
held on this problem and the recommendations were taken in to account in the final report.
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3. Accident sequences from earthquake initiators
This phase was splitted in two parts:
3.1. Data preparation (seismic hazard assessment and structure response)
An additional project was initiated and fulfilled by the group of M. Kostov. The results
from this project provided the necessary input for seismic PSA.
3.2. Plant systems and accident sequence analyses
The ET and FT models for internal initiators were modified with respect of the seismic
initiator and quantification was performed.
4. Final report preparation

The final PSA report has Summary Report, Main Report and Appendixes to the Main
Report and the preparation goes in reverse order: first are prepared Appendixes, then - the
Main Report and finaly - the Summary Report.
The Summary Report provides general view on the motivation, objectives,
assumptions, results and conclusions of the study and can be used as a reference by a
wide range of specialist on NPP safety as well as for the purposes of the final pier review.
The Summary Report has section with the structure and organisation of the PSA
report documentation where detailed description of the sections in the Main Report and
Appendixes is given. Here is also given the interrelation between different parts of the PSA
documents.
As it was mentioned previously, the Summary Report is prepared last, inspite that it is
the first part of the PSA documetation.
The main report should describe in depth all tasks of the PSA including the tadks
related to organization and management. In addition, the main report should provide the
necessary links between different parts of the report and the appendices to help the reader
to locate any additional information on specific issues of interest.
The appendices are for material whose bulk and level of detail are such that its
inclusion in the main report is unwarranted. As was pointed out earlier in this section, all
information necessary to document the analysis is included in the main report. The
appendices contain major parts of the descriptions of the plant and systems, important
assumptions, detailed models, the system fault tree models, the complete databank and a
substantial part of the results (both final arid intermediate). Not all the information in the
appendices is in printed form. Some of it is appropriately stored in magnetic records
(computer tapes or diskettes, word processor files, and so on).
The tasks connected with the information gathering as a rule were performed in one
phase. But several tasks, connected with the modeling of FT and ET were done during
several phases with iterative performance.
Practically all phases were passed through independent expert review.
RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

As a result from the iterations done during the anlyses of the initiators and takong in
to account the recommendations of the IAEA mission conntected with this process, the
grouping of the initiators was performed and the initiators groups were defined.
14 initiators were investigated covering practically all groups:
(1) Large LOG A: Leakage through equivalent diameter Dy > 300 mm;
(2) Intermediate LOCA: Leakage through equivalent diameter Dy = 125 - 300 mm;
(3) Small LOCA: Leakage through equivalent diameter Dy = 30 - 125mm;
(4) Very small LOCA: Leakage through equivalent diameter Dy < 30;
(5) Control rod ejection and LOCA.
(6) Small LOCA outside containment.
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(7) SG collector header cover rupture.
(8) Single SG tube rupture.
(9) Spurious Reactor trip.
(10) Reactor trip without secondary circuit.
(11) Reactor trip with containment isolated.
(12) Loss of off-site power.
(13) Loss of service water.
(14) SGs overcooling.
The connections between the necessary functions and the systems which can
maintain these functions (front line systems) are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Systems maintaining safety functions in NPP Kozloduy 3

1

Safety functions

Frontline systems

Reactor trip

Control rods system (CY3);
Make-up system (TK) and system for adding of reagents
(TB10);
High pressure injectlbn system (TQn3,4, n = 1,2,3);
and emergency gas removal system (YR) or pressurizer
relief valves system (YP21,22,23).

2 Primary circuit safety functions
against overpressure

Pressurizer relief valves system (YP21,22,23);
Emergency injection system (YP11.12.13);
Emergency gas removal system (YR).

3 Material balance of the primary
circuit

Make-up system (TK);
High pressure injection system (TQn3,4, n=1,2,3);
Emergency core flooding system (YT11,12,13,14);
System for emergency and planned cooling (TQn2,
n = 1,2,3).

4 Residual heat removal in hot
conditions

Turbine condensers (SD11,12,13);
Steam dump facility to the atmosphere (RC11,12);
Auxiliary feedwater pumps (RL51.52);
Steam dump facility to the condenser (TX50,60,70,80505);
SG emergency feed water system (TX10,.20,30);
During LOCA: see item 3.

5 Providing deep subcriticality during Make-up system (TK) and system for adding of reagents
cooling
(TB10);
High pressure injection system (TQn3,4, n=1,2,3);
and emergency gas removal system (YR) or pressurizer
relief valve system (YP21,22,23).
6 Cooling

See Item 4.

7 Keeping the containment integrity

Containment spray system (TQn1, n=1,2,3);
Containment isolating valves system;
ventilation system TL21.

8 Long term cooling

Low pressure injection system (TQn2, n=1,2,3).

Further for the purposes of the unit behaviour and system unavailability modeling
were defined dependencies between front-line and support systems as well as between
support systems.
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Event trees were builded for the listed initiators. In order to simplify and unify the
process of linking the event trees and fault trees in "Risk Engineering" Ltd. is developed a
"Guide for Construction and Quantification of FT". All models of the covered by the study
systems are developed using the recomendations of the "Guide ...".
More then 700 FT were developed including all front line systems, all support
systems and some important for safety systems. Every system was investigated in terms
of its functions, design characteristics and operating conditions.
Common assumptions during the modeling of the system failures are connected with
the definition of the boundary conditions and success criteria, unavailabilities due to repair
and tests, common cause failures, human errors and level of detailes.
It should be clearly mentioned that main attention was paled to the adequate
modeling and searching for week points on the base of the comparative analysis rather
then to the absolute probability characteristics. The reason for that are the specific issues
of this study mentioned in the introduction as well as the fact that just recently was initiated
a project for development of the system for development of a plant specific reliability data
base.
The main results from the analysis are showing the following distribution between
different initiators in the total core damage frequebey:
- internal initiators - 85%;
- seismic initiators - 5%;
- fire initiators
- 10%.
The main contributor from the internal initiators is the Loss of Ofsite Power with
frequency 1.1x10 ^/y.
The same order of magnitude has "Small Small LOCA", but the reason for that is the
frequency of the initiating event equal to 1 in this case due to the lack of reliable data.
Some evaluations exist in which this frequency is 10*2 -10*3, and in this case the core
damage frequency is in the range of 10*6 -10*7.
On the level of basic events the main contributor are.the human errors and common
cause failures.
PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The main preliminary conclusion from the study is that the safety functions (SF) of
WWER-1000 are successfuly covered by the safety systems (SS) and by important for
safety systems.
Some preliminary recommendations can be done for the support systems of SS
through which could be violated significantly the success criteria of the SF. As an example
can be used the possibility of a wrong signal from a pressure gauge in the primary loop to
isolate the system YT 11-14 B01.
It is necessary in the future to perform an additional study of the common cause
failures for more precise quantification of their contribution. This and other related studies
can be done in the frame of the new project for a "Living PSA for Units 5&6" which will use
as a base the models and the results from "PSA Level 1" project.
REFERENCES
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A3C „K03A0flVA“: 20 - AETHMA OFlblT SKCflAYATALlMM

Mmtko Ahkob, kleaH rpMsaHOB, Cb6mh CbOmhob
A3C - KoaAOflyA

OcHOBHbie aranbi coopyweHMfl

m

BBona

b

DKcnAyaramsk)

HaqaAO flaepHoA OHeprernKe b BoArapnn 6biAO noAOMGHO nonnMcaHHbiM b 1966 r.
corAaweHMeM M6>Kny npaBMTGAbCTBaMM Pecny6AkiKM BoArapufl m Gwbiumm CCCP o
CTpOMTGAbCTBG M BBeflGHMM B OKCOAyaTaUMlO nGpBOA 3T0MH0A CTaHLlMM B BOArapklM.
Orclofla Ha^MHaeTCfl mctopmbt A3C-Ko3AonyA.
CTponreAbCTBO A3C-Ko3AonyA 6biAO nanayo 36MAHHbiMM paOoTaMM 06.04.1970
rona

Ha I 3HGpro6AOKG m saKOHMeno 30.12.1993 rona

npMHBTMGM nocAeanero VI

3Hepro6AOKa b npoMbiiuAeHHylo SKcnAyaiauMlo. CTpomeAbCTBO seAOCb no pyccKMM
(C0B6TCKMM) npOGKTaM M TGXHOAOrMM.
CrpoHTGAbCTso m BBOfl b SKcnAyaiauMlo A3C-Ko3AonyA BKAtonaAM Tpn srana,
KOTOpbIG

XapaKTGpHbl

nOCTOBHHbIM

HOBblLUGHHGM

CTGOGHM

6G30naCH0CTM

M

3K0H0MMM6CK0A 3(|>(f)6KTMBH0CTM 3HGpro6AOKOB B C00TB6TCTBMM C MGXKflyHapOflHblMM
TGHAGHUMflMM B 06A3CTM flflGpHOA OHGprGTMKM. HepBblA M BTOpOA 3T3nbl OXBaTblBdlOT
CTpOMTGAbCTBO M OCBOGHMG MOLUHOCTM MV 6AOKOB, OCHaiUGHHblX peaKTOpaMM BB3P440/B-230/. Tpgtma 3ran oxsarbiBaGT coopyMGHMG m ocboghmg violuhoctm V + VI 6aokob,
c peaKTOpaMM BB3P-1000/B-320A
FlepBbiA 3Tan BKAkmaA nycx m ocboghmg mollihoctm I m II 3HGpro6AOKOB. Oh
BKAkDMaA npOBGflGHMG HOCAGMOHT3>KHblX
peaKTOpOB

B

KpMTMMGCKOG

nOflTBGp>Kn6HMGM
np0M6>KyT0HHblX

C0CT0BHM6

6G30n3CH0CTM
ypOBHflX.

MCnblTaHMA 060pyn0B3HMfl M CMCT6M, BbIBOfl
OCBOGHMG

H3flG>KH0A

M

BbIBOfl

M

paaKTOpa

npOGKTHOA

SKCHAyaTaUMM

I

6aOK3

B

MOLUHOCTM

3HGpro6AOKOB

KpMTMHGCKOG

C
H3

coctoahmg

npOM3B6fl6H 30.06.1974 rona, bkaIomghmg nopsoro Typ6orGHGpaTOpa b SHcprocMCTGMy 14.07.1994 rona. flepBbiA sran

ssona b sKcnAyarauMlo 33kohmgh 07.11.1975 rona no

0K0HM3HMM 72 MBCOBblX MCnblT3HMA II 3HGpro6AOK3 H3 npOGKTHOA MOLUHOCTM. (lpOGKTH3A
MOLUHOCTb I 6AOK3 0CB06H3 33 100 nHGA, 3 II 6AOK3 - 33 39 nHGA.
BropoA 3Tan nanaAcn b okta6pg 1973 rona c hsmsaom cTpoMTGAbCTBa III m IV
6AOKOB M 33KOHMGH 25.06.1982 rona C npMHflTMGM

B

npOMblUJAGHHyto 3KCnAyaTai4MlO IV

3HGpro6AOK3. 0M3MHGCKMA nyCK pG3KTOpa III 6AOK3 6blA OCyLUGCTBAGH 04.12.1980 rona,
a OHGprGTMHGCKMA - 16.12.1980 rona.
27.01.1981 r., a

IV 6aok -

Ill 6aok nociMr cboga npOGKTHOA mollihoctm

27.06.1982 r. Ocboghmg npOGKTHOA moluhoctm Ha III 6aokg

nocTMrnyTO 3a 43 cyTOK, a na IV - 3a 32.
TpGTMA 3Tan HaHMH3ACfl
33KOHM6H 30.12.1993 T.

09.07.1985 rona CTpOMTGAbCTBOM V 3HGpro6AOKa M

npMHflTMGM

B

npOMblLUAGHHyk) 3KCnAyaT3UMk) HOCAGnHGrO VI

6aok3 A3C-Ko3AonyA. V 6aok BbiBGnen b kpmtmmgckog coctohhmg 05.11.1987 r., a VI
6aok - 29.05.1991 rona. 3tm 6aokm mmgIot cobpgmghhwg cmctcmw 6G3onacHOCTM, a mx
TGXHOAOrMHGCKMG npOUGCCbl ynp3BAfllOTCfl

aBTOMaTM3MpOB3HHblMM KOMHblOTGpHblMM

CMCT6M3MM.
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C

BB6A6HMGM

B

3KCnAyaT3l4MlO

VI

6AOK3

3aBGpLUGHO

CTpOMTGAbCTBO

A3C-

KosAOAyti. Dpn ycTanoBAGHHOM moiuhoctm 3760 MW ct3hlima CTaAa caMbiM BoAbuiMM
3A6KTpOnpOM3BOflCTB6HHblM

npGflnpMflTMGM

B

PGCnySAMKG

BOArapMA,

Bbipa63TblB3A

60AGG, MGM 40% BCGM 3AGKTp03HGprMM B CTpaHG.
TGXHMK0-3K0H0MMMGCKMG nOKaaaTGAM

A9C-Ko3Aoaym

SKcnAyaraunflTa

ncpnofl

b

1974

-

1994r.

xapaKTGpMsyGTCA

HaAGMHOA M yCTOMMMBOM paOOTOM CMCTGM M 060pyA0B3HMA. ripOGKTHblG nOK33aT6AM
CT3HLIMM

nOAHOCTbto

OTAGAbHbIX
OTAGAbHblX

nOATBGpWAGHbl

0AOKOB.

npOBGAGHHbIMM

06o6llieHHblG

33

0AOKOB

20-TM

rapSHTMMHblMM

T6XHMK0-3K0H0MMMGCKM6

AGTHMM

FlGpMOA

MCHblTaHMAMM

nOKa33T6AM

A3C-K03A0AyH

paSOTbl

paOOTbl

6AM3KH

K

npOGKTHbIM, npMMGM pa 3A MM MB, 0C06gHH0 33 flOCAGAHMG HGCKOAbKO AGT, OOpGAGAAlOTCA
P6MMM0M

paOOTbl

H3L4MOH3AbHOM

SHGprOCMCTGMbl

M

HGOOxOAMMOCTblO

npOBGAGHMA

npOAOAMMTGAbHbIX pGKOHCTpyKLlMti M MOAepHM33UMM AAA HOBblLUGHMA 6G30n3CH0CTM M
HaAemHOCTM ctshumm.
OTKAOHGHMG
M6>KAy

HGKOTOpbIX

peaAbHbIMM

HOKasaTGAGti OT

3KCnAyaT3LtM0HHblMM

(IpOGKTHblX

yCAOBMAMM

M

oSbACHAGTCA
flpMHATblMM

P33AMMM6M
B

npOGKTG.

Pa3AMMHbiMM abaaIotca, HanpMMGp:
- pcaAbHaA M np06KTH3A TGMHGpaTypa OXAa>KAatoLlieM BOAbl KOHAGHCaTOpOB;

- oOGCnGMGHMG TGHAOM
ocHOBHOMy npoGKTy;
- nOCTOAHHOG

HAOmaAKM

33rpA3H6HMG

A3C

M

ropOAA

K0HAGHC3T0p0B

KoSAOAyM, K3K

AOnOAHGHMG

Typ6orGH6paTOpOB

1 - 7

K

M3-33

HG3Cj)(J)GKTMBH0t^ paOOTbl CMCTGM LUapMKOBOti OMMCTKM.
npOM3BOACTBO 3AGKTp03HeprMM
B G>KGrOAHOM npOM3BOACTB6 3A6KTp03HGprMM OTMGMaGTCA yCTOMMMBblM pOCT 33
mckaIomghmgm

nGpMOAa 1991-1992 r., KorAa II m I 6aok pglughmgm PIpaBMTGAbCTBa 6wam

OCTaHOBAGHbl AAA pGKOHCTpyKUMM M MOAepHM33UMM. B UGAOM, C 1974 T. AO K0HU3
CGHTAOpA 1994 r. A3C-K03A0AyH npOM3BGAa 205 MApA. 969 MAH. KBT.M 3AGKTpOGH6prMM.
TOAbKO 33 9 MGCAI4GB 1994 I*. 6blAO npOM3BGAeHO 10 MApA- 383 MAH.
npOM3BOACTB3

A3C

B

COBOKyHHOM

npOM3BOACTB6

HaUMOHaAbHOti

KBT.M. flOAA

SAGKTpMMGCKOti

KOMnaHMM 33 nOCAGAHMG FOAbl T3K>KG MMGGT yCTOMMMBblM BbICOKMM pOCT . B 1992 T. OH3
C0CT3BAAA3 37.4% , B 1993 r.- 41.9 % a 3a 9 mgcaugb 1994 r. - 44.4%. Tbkmm o6pa30M
A9C-K03A0Ay^

CT3A3

OCHOBHbIM

M

OnpGAGAAlOlUMM

SHGpronpOMSBOAMTGAGM

B

PGcnyOAMKG BoArapMA.
ECAM p3CCM3TpMB3Tb HpOMSBOACTBO 3AGKTp03HGpFMM HO FOABM 33 BGCb 20-AGTHMM

riGpMOA,

MOMHO npOCAGAMTb p33BMTM6

M

CT36mAM33LIMIO 3KCnAy3T3UMM 6AOKOB A3C

KOSAOAyM. fla>KG 6G3 yM6T3 BblpaBOTKM 3A6KTp03HGprMM

B

3KCnAy3T3UMM BMAHO, MTO Bblpa60TK3 3AGKTp03HGpFMM H3

TOA nyCK3 M

IV-OM

BTOpOM TOA

6AOKG 3H3MMTGAbHO

BblLLIG, MGM H3 l-OM 6aOKG. 3tO 06bACHAGTCA BbipOCLUMM OHblTOM nepCOH3A3 M yMGTOM
MHorMX npGAbiAyuiMx olumBok. 3to me noATBepmAaeTCA m tgm (J)3ktom, mto Bbipa6oTKa
3AGKTp03HGprMM

H3

p33AMMHblX

6aOK3X

(663 V

0AMH3K0B0r0 ypOBHA 33 P33AMMHOG BpGMA: I
6AOK
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-

Ha TpGTbGM rOAy: III M IV

-

Ha BTOpOM

M

VI)

AOCTMraGT

6aOK - H3 HATOM

rOAy.

npM6AM3MT6AbHO

rOfly 3KCnAy3Tai4MM; II

TGHAGHUMA yBGAMMGHMA Bbipa60TKM

3A0KTpO3H6pTMM 0Tfl6AbHblMM 6A0K3MM COXpdHAGTCA A0AT06 BpGMA, HpM6AM3MTGAbHO 8-

10 agt, nocAe Mere HaMMHaGTCA cnaa.
CaMafl OoAbiuafl BbipaOorKa oagktpoohgptmm Ha I m II 6aok3x 6biAa b 1985 rony,
Koraa see neibipe 6aok3 c peaKTopaMM BB3P-440 npoM3B6AM 13 MApA. 131 mah kbtm.
IIocagahgg caMoe BbicoKoe hpomsboactbo sagktpoohgptmm Ha III m IV 6aok3x 6biA0 b
1988 rony. Chmwghmg npon3BoncrBa CBAsano c yBGAMMGHMGM npoAOAWMTGAbHOCTM
pGMOHTOB HO BOCCTaHOBAGHHlO T6XHMM6CK0T0 COCTOAHMA 060pyfl0BaHMA, npOBGAGHMGM
pGKOHCTpyKUMM M MOAepHM3aUMM, a B nOCAGAHGG BpGMA - M M3-33 AMCHGTUGpCKMX
OrpaHMMGHMtt.
HTO KaCaGTCA V M VI 6aOKOB, Bblpci5<?"r:ia 3A6KTp03H6pTMM no T0A3M OTAMMaGTCA
M3B6CTHOM HGpaBHOMGpHOCTblO. ECAM 33 HGpBblG 3 TOfla OTMGHaGTCA CHM>K6HM6
Bbipa60TKH 3A6KTp03H6pTMM H3 V 6aOKG, TO H3 VI 6aOKG OH3 HGnpGpblBHO paCTGT. 3f0
P33AMHMG 06bACHAGTCA (f)aKTOM, HTO PATblM 6aOK ABAA6TCA HGpBblM M3 CGpMM BB3P1000, M MHOrMG KOHCTpyKTOpCKMG M npOGKTHblG HGAOCT3TKM 6blAM yCTpaHGHbl H3
tuecTOM 6aokg no Gro nycna. Hgo6xoammo TaKx<e OTMGTMTb, hto b hocagahmg TpM rona 1992-1994 SHGprocMCTGivia Pecny6AMKM EoArapMA 6biAa hg b coctoahmm npMHATb
noAHylo Harpysxy otmx 6aokob, hto co cbogm croponbi BbisbmaAO BbmywAeHHbiM oct3hob
OflHOrO M3 HMX MAM pa60Ty Ha H0HM>K6HH0M MOU4HOCTM M, K3K CAGACTBMG, HM3KylO
roAOBylo BbipaOoiKy sagktposhgptmm. Taxoc coctoahmg BpAA am msmghmtca b
6AM>KatHUMG HGCKOAbKO A6T, M HOTOMy OT 3TMX 6AOKOB H6Ab3A OMMASTb 3H3HMTGAbHOTO
pOCTa 3A6KTponpOM3BOACTB3.
PaCXOAbl 3A6KTp03H6prMM H3 C06CTBGHHblG HyXCflbl

PaCXOAbi 3A6KTp03H6prMM H3 C06CTBGHHblG Hy>KAbl 3T0MH0M CT3HUMM B H3M60AblJLiefl CTGHGHM 33BMCAT OT AMKTyGMOFO 6% 3H6pT0CMCT6M0M pGWMMa pa60Tbl. OHM
6am3km k npoGKTHOMy noxasaTGAlo TOAbKO Toraa, xoraa 6aokm pa6oTaloT
npM6AM3MTGAbH0 H3 100% CB06& HOMMHaAbHOtt MOLllHOCTM. FlpM BB6A6HMM
AMCHGTHGpCKMX OTpaHMHGHMM (paOOTbl H3 HOHM/KGHHOM MOIUHOCTM) 3T0T nOKa33TGAb
3H3MMTGAbHO yxyALU3GTCA.
3a nGpMOA 1974-1989 r, xapaKTcpMsyloiuMMCA hoahom sarpysKOM moluhoctgm,
C06CTBGHHblG
BKAlOHGHbl

Hy>KAbl

6blAM

6AM3KM

AOHOAHMTGAbHblG

K

HpOGKTHblM

H633BMCMIVIO

06bGKTbl-n0TpG6MTGAM,

HG

TGHGpaAbHOM npOGKTG, T3KM6 K3K 06lUGCTaHLlM0HHblM KOpnyC

OT

TOTO,

HTO

6blAM

HpGAyCMOTpGHHblG

(OCK),

B

XMMBOAOOHMCTK3

(XBO), OeperosaA nacocnaA ct3huma (BHC), aAMMHMCTpauMA.
nepBbid 6aok 3a BGCb nepMOA OKcnAyaTauMM McnoAbsosaA na co6cTBGHHbiG ny>KAbi
OKOAO 7,6% OT 06lUGfl Bbipa60TKM HpM npOGKTHOM B6AMHMH6 - 7,32%. C yHGTOM BCGX
BbILUGyKasaHHbIX nOTpGOMTGAGtt C06CTBGHHblG Hy>KAbl 6blAM HM>K6 npOGKTHbIX 3HaH6HMtt.
MCKAlOHGHMG C0CT3BAA6T TOA BB0A3 B 3KCnAyaT3LlMlO M TOA nyCK3 HOCAG pGKOHCTpyKUMM,
KOfAa C06CTBGHHblG HyWAbl B03paCT3AM AO 15% . BTOpOM 6aOK 6blA 60AGG 3K0H0MMHHblM
Aa>K6 M B nyCKOBbIG TOAbl, KOFAa paCXOA 3AGKTp03HeprMM Ha C06CTBGHHblG Hy/KAbl
AOCTMF3A 12%. B ApyrMG TOAbl GTO nOTpG6AGHMG 6blAO OKOAO 7,5%. B HGpMOA
HOpMaAbHOM OKCHAyaTaUMM lll-TO M IV-TO 6aOKOB MX C06CTBGHHblG Hy>KAbl C0CT3BAAAM
OKOAO 7,5%. B 3T0 HMCAO HG BXOAAT 3H3HGHMA C06CTBGHHblX Hy>KA (C.H.) 33 TOAbl nyCK3
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6aokob a b nepnofl ochobhofo pgmohts l-ro a ll-ro 6aokob, t.k.

eme

pacnpeneAflAOCb Mextny Tperbwvi a MeTBepTbiM 6aok3ma. CAenyer
MTO 8 C06CTB6HHbie Hy>Kflbl

mx

noTpe6AeHne
pas OTMGTATb,

I: IV 6AOKOB BXAlOMGHbl T3K)Ke A C06CTBGHHblG Hy>KQbl

6eperoBOA nacocnoA CTanuiAA

(BHC),

norepn npA nepenaMe oAGXTpooHGprAA b

a

OHeprocMCTeMy, cyMMapnaA bgaahahb xoropbix sa oocagahag nsa rona cocTaBAAa
OKOAO 1,5%. AAA npaBAAbHOA OLtGHXA

OXOHOMAMHOCTA

6aOKOB HG06x0AAM0, MTOSbl B

nocAenyloinMe nepnoabi ota co6cTBeHHbie nywAbi yMATbisaAACb xax o6iuecTaHLiAOHHbie
aaa bcga

nAomaflKA.

Co6CTBGHHblG Hy>KAbl V
ot

A VI 6AOKOB B AC XAlOMATGAb HO BbICOKOA CTGHGHA 33BACAT

ypoBHfl HarpysKA a xoag6aIotca M6>Kny 4,5% a 11%.

HaCTOALUGrO

M0MGHT3

OTA

6AOKA

npaXTAMGCXA

Co bpgmgha oHGpronycKa no

pa6oT3AA

c

ooahoa

narpysxoA

HG3H3MATGAbHOG BpGMA. flO OTOA fipAHAHG AX CyMMapHbIG C06CTBGHHblG Hy>Knbl (C.H.)
3HaHATGAbHO npGBblllialOT HpOGKTHblG nOK33aTGAA. MT06bl yAyMLUATb OTOT DOXasaTGAb
Heo6xOAAMO

OnTAMA3ApOB3Tb

neperpysxy 6aokob.
3a nOCAGAHAG

pG>KAMbl

OKCHAyaTaUAA,

paCXOA

HGCKOAbKO AGT

A3M6HAB

A

OnTAMA3ApOB3B

OAGKTpOOHGpFAA H3 C06CTBGHHblG Hy>KAbl,

Bbipa>K6HHblA B % OT OAGXTpOHpOASBOACTBa, 3HaMAT6AbHO BOSpOC A3-33 H3AO>KGHHblX
AACnGTMGpCKAX OrpaHAMGHAA. 3f0 OCO0GHHO 0Tp33AA0Cb H3 6AOK3X C pGOKTOpaMA
BB3P-1000. B p6>KAM6 pa60Tbl 50% HOMAHaAbHOA MOU4HOCTA COOCTBGHHbIG Hy>KAbl OTAX
6AOKOB, Bblpa>K6HHbl6 B % , BblpBCTalOT OOAblUG, MGM B AB3 pa33. I10A06H0G HOAOXKGHAG
Ha6AbnaeTCA a Ha 6aok3x c poaxTOpaMA BB3P-440, xota a b MGHbiuGA ctgogha.
Koo<|><J>mua6ht noA63Horo agActbaa peaKTopHbix ycraHOBOK.
K00(|)C|)ALIA6HT
npOUGCCG

nOAG3HOrO AGACTBAA

rapaHTAAHbIX

ACnbITaHAA,

paaKTOpHblX

yCTaHOBOK,

COOTBGTCTByGT

OfipGAGAGHHblA

npOGKTHOMy.

Ho

B

pG3AbHblG

OKCHAyaTaUAOHHblG 3H3H6HAA CyUJGCTBGHHO OTAAMalOTCA OT rapaHTAAHbIX. flpMHMHaMA
OTOrO ABAAlOTCA
pa60Tbl

CT3H14AA.

a

TG, MTO yxasaHbl BbILUG, A AAKTyGMbIG OHGprOCACTGMOA pGWAMbl
PlpA

H0HA>K6HHblX

MOU4HOCTAX

A OAAHaKOBbIX

OXCHAyaTaUAOHHblX

yCAOBAAX A3-33 HA3XOFO paCXOA3 03pa M6p63 Typ6AHHblG yCTBHOBXA 0(J)(()GKTABH0CTb
pGrGHGpaTABHOA CACTGMbl pG3KO yxyALUaGTCA, 3 OTO BAAAGT H3 KOG({)<J)AUAGHT nOAGSHOHO
AGACTBAA

(K.n.A.)

yCTaHOBOK. B CAynao c poaxTopaMA BB3P-440 A3-3a hbaamaa

Typ6AH, npA pa6oTG na 50% mollihocta c oahoA TypOAHOA chawghag

K.n.A-

neyx

hg

Tax

CymeCTBGHHO, B TO BpGMA K3K H3 BB3P-1000 pa60T3 npA 50% MOLLIHOCTA B6A6T X
CHA>K6HAlO npOGXTHOrO

K.n.fl.

npo6AA3ATGAbHO Ha 4%.

Eaoka c pcaxTopaMA BB3P-440 3a ncpAon oxcrwyaTauaa noxaaaAA nocTaTOMHO
BbICOXAG 3H3M6HAA XOO<J><t>AI4A6HTa HOAGSHOrO AGACTBAA. AO 1991 TOAa I 6AOX pa60T3A C
K.n.fl.

30.1%.

XOOCjxJjALlAGHT
oxcnAyaTauAA

B

cpgahgm

pBBHAACA
29,7%,

a

3a

29,8%.
oocag

BGCb
II

nGpAOA
6AOX

1992

oxcnAyaTauAA,

AMGGT

rona

oh

CpGAHAA
paBGH

ACXAloHaA

K.H.A

27.9%

.

33

1992

CpOX

CaMbiA

non,

CBOGA

BbicoxAA

xootJxJjAUAeHT 3a cpox oxcnAyaTauAA y III 6aox3 - 30.9% , a 33tgm y IV - 30,5%. Ha otax
6aOK3X paCCMGTH3A TGMOGpaTypa OXAa>XAatoU46A BOAbl AAA XOHAGHCaTOpOB Typ0AH 22 °C , a Ha I a II 6AOxax pacMGTHaA TGMnopaTypa -12 °C.
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Ha V m VI 6aok3x xo3<t><f)MUM6HT noAGsnoro netiCTBMA b 33bmcmmoctm or pgmmmob
pa6oTbi 6aokob xoAe6AeTcn ot 29.55% no 33,08% . CaivibiM hm3xm& noKasareAb aaa
6aokob BB3P-1000 6na otmgmgh b 1990 rony Ha V 6aok6,
nepnon

sxcriAyaTauMM

m3mghhach

b

rpaHMuax

K.n.JX

29,55%

ot

Koroporo aa secb

no

32.17%.

VI

6aok

3HaHMT6AbHO 3XOHOMMHH66 M ero X034>(|>MUM6HT M3MeHB6TCf* or 31.4% no 33.08%.
Cawibie

SHaneHHfl

bwcoxmg

6wam

otmghghw

b

1993

rony,

xorna

6aok

pa6oT3A

npeMMymecTBeHHO Ha moiuhoctm Bbiuie, mgm 75% ot HOMMHaAbHOM. Ah3am3 M3MeneHMfl
K03(j)(|)Mi4MeHT0B no ronaM nonTBepmnaGT tot <J)aKT, hto npM pa6oTe 3Hepro6AOxoB na- m
OKOAO

HOMMHaAbHOfl

MOIUHOCTM

UOCTMralOTCfl

60AGG

OKOHOMMHHblG

pGMMMbl

M

COOTBeTCTBGHHO BbICOKMG 3HaWGHMA K.FI.fl. flpM CHMMGHMM MOIUHOCTM H3 50%, OCO66HHO
Ha V M VI
nOA63HOrO

6AOK3X, p63K0 yxynLUalOTCfl nOKasaTGAM 3X0H0MMMH0CTM - X03((x|)MUMGHTa
neMCTBMfl

OHGprOCMCTGMbl
yBGAMMGHMfl

M

66

M

C06CTBGHHblX

SAMMaMlLJMX

H3rpy3KM 6AOKOB,

Hy>Kn.

nGpCHGKTMBaX

npM

CyiUGCTBylOlUGM

H6Ab3fl

OCO66HHO B A6TH6M

OMMnaTb

pGMMMG,

a,

COCTOflHMM

CyiUGCTBGHHOrO

CAGnOBaTGAbHO,

M

yAyMLUGHMfl HOKasaTGAGM 3X0H0MMMH0CTM.
C

npyrOM

CTOpOHbl,

3HGpro6AOKM

c

pGaxTopaMM

BB3P-440

A6T0M

MoryT

n0CT3T0MH0 3KOHOMMMHO pa60T3Tb HpM 50% CBOGM H0MMH3AbH0M MOIUHOCTM, npM 3T0M
6yneT

oOecnGHGHa

BOSMOMHOCTb

hoahom

HarpysxM

peaxTopOB

HpMBGAO 6bl K CymeCTBGHHOMy CHMMGHMlO ypOBHfl C06CTBGHHblX

BB3P-1000.
Hy>Kn,

3ro

CHM>K6HMlO

nOTGpb M3-33 CHMMGHMfl K.FI.fl. M, B XOHGHHOM CM6T6, K CyiUGCTBGHHOMy yBGAMHGHMlO
npOM3BGneHHOM

3A6KTp03HGpFMM

(5-6%)

npM

OUHMX

M

TGX

MG

33TpaTaX

H3

GG

npOM3BOnCTBO.
CpcnHflfl

Harpysxa

OTpa60TaHHOG BpGMfl
cocTaBAAGT

6aokob

kIV

c

pcaxTOpaMM

BB3P-440

3a

c&axTMHGCXM

BBAflGTCfl npM6AM3MTGAbHO paBHOM. Ha I, II M III 6AOK3X 0H3

375 Mbt, a Ha hgtbgptom -

391 Mbt. I m II 6aok mmgam 6oagg HM3xylo

cpennlolo narpyaxy 3a peaAbno OTpa6oTaHHoe bpgma b tgmghmg nepBbix neyx agt
oxcnAyaTauMM. HanMnan c 1991 rona III m IV 6aox nponoAMMTGAbHOG BpeMfl pa6oT3AM na
HOHMMGHHblX ypOBHflX MOIUHOCTM M3-33 nMCHGTMGpCXMX OHpaHMMGHMM MAM paOOTbl H3
MOLUHOCTHOM 3((kJ)GXT6. B 3TOT HGpMOn I M II 6aOKM 6blAM B OCHOBHOM H3 pGXOHCTpyXUMM.

McnOAb30B3HMG yCTaHOBAGHHblX MOLUHOCTGft
riAaHOBbiG ocTaHOBbi I 6aoxb mmgIot cpennlolo nponoAMMTGAbHocTb 707,5 naca,
BXAlOHafl npOCTOM 6AOX3 B 1991-92 rony, npM 3T0M CpcnHAfl np030A>KMT6AbHOCTb no
3Toro npocTon 6biAa 416,7 Maca. Hainan c 1989 rona naGAlonaeTCA TennenuMA x
yBGAMHGHMlO BpGMGHM HAdHOBblX pGMOHTOB 33 CHGT yBGAMHGHMA 06bGMa pGMOHTHOnpO(|)MAaXTMHGCXMX pa60T M XOHTpOAfl.
II

6aox OGTanaBAMBaACfl riAanoBO b cpenHGM Ha 324,6 naca no 1991 rona m na 465,5

nacoB sa BGCb nepMon oxcnAyaTauMM.
Ho III 6AOXy 3TO MMCAO - 502,6 Maca. OSbflCHGHMG yBGAMMGHMfl nAMTGAbHOCTM
HAdHOBblX 0CT3H0B0B III 6aOX3 B TOM, HTO 6AOXM III M IV MMGlOT nOHOAHMTGAbHblG HO
CpaBHGHMlO C 6AOX3MM I M II, CMCTGMbl M o6opynOBaHMG, CBfl3aHHbl6 C 6G30naCHOCTblO.
CpGnHflfl npOnOAMMTGAbHOCTb nABHOBOrO npOCTOfl IV 6AOX3 COCTaBAflGT 415,5
H3C0B.
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flAaHOBbiti npocTOM V 6aok3 aa nepMOA ero SKcnAyaTauMM OMGHb HGpaBHOMGpGH, c
UMKAMMHOCTblO 2 r 3 TOAd. 06bACHAGTCA 3T0 T6M, MTO V 6AOK ABAAGTCA nepBbIM
3Hepro6AOKOM B-1000 Hoaoro Tuna, nocTpoeHHbiM aa npeneAaMM 6biBiuero CCCP. 3a
BpGMA 3KCnAyarai4MM BblABAGH pAA Ae4)6KTOB M HGyAaMHbIX npOGKTHbIX pGLUGHMfl B
TGXHOAOrMMGCKMX CX6M3X M 060pyA0B3HMM. 3t0 n0TpG60B3A0 M BCG GLUG TpG6yGT
yAAMHGHMfl pGMOHTHbIX K3Mn3HMti M aB3pM0Hb!X 0CT3H0B0B 6AOKOB.
Ha VI 6aokg Kapruna b kophg otammsgtca. C momchtb ero nycxa b 1991 roAy ero
noxasaTGAM ooctoahho yAyMiuakncA:
moluhoctm

K03<t><t>MUM6HT McnoAb30BaHMA ycTaHOBAGHHOM

(KMYM) Bbipoc c 29,3% (1992 roA) AO 69,4% (1994 roA), npM otom hg cAGAyer

3a6blB3Tb, MTO 6AOK H3X0AMACA B npOUGCCG 0CB06HMA npOGKTHOM MOLUHOCTM AO 30.12.93
roA.

Ro HacTOfliuero

V

OTAMMMG OT

momchtb

6aOK3, H3

VI

VI

6aok noxasbiBacT OMGHb xopoujMG pcayAbTaTw.

B

6AOKG GLUG BO BpGMG MOHT3>Ka M H3A3AKM 6blAM yCTp3H6Hbl

BCG A6(|)eKTbl M HGA0CT3TKM, npOABMBLUMGCA OpM 3KC0AyaT3UMM

V

3HGpro6AOK3.

K03(()4)MUMGHT MCn0Ab30B3HMfl yCT3H0BAGHH0M MOLUHOCTM (K14VM) 33 BGCb HGpMOA
npOMbILUAGHHOM 3KCnAy3T3UMM AAA I 6aOK3 B CpGAHGM COCT3BAAGT

73,2%,

MCKAlOMSA

Ho B HGKOTOpbIG rOAbl OH 6blA 3H3MMT6AbHO BbILUG CpGAHGrO 3H3M6HMA.

TOAbl nyCK3.
HanpMMGp, b

1985

84% . B

roAy oh aocthh

HanaAbHbiM ncpMOA SKcnAyaTauMM 3h3mghmg

3T0F0 K03({)4)MUMGHTa 6blAO OT OOpAAKS 55% .

Ha II 6AOKG CpGAHGG 3H3MGHM6 K03(J)(|)MUM6HTa MCn0Ab30B3HMA yCT3HOBAGHHOM
MOLUHOCTM COCT3BAA6T 74,65% . CaMbIM BbICOKMM GFO 3H3M6HM6 6blAO B 1978 TO Ay 87,1% . B nocAGAHMG roAbi oh koag6agtca okoao 69% .
Ha III 6AOKG nocAGAHMG TpM rOA3 CyiUeCTBGHHO nOBAMAAM H3 CpGAHGG 3H3V6HM6
KOSCjxfjMUMGHTa,

COCTaBAAlOLUeG

75,1%

.

JHo

1990 rOA3

OH

MaKCMMaAbHOG 3H3MGHM6 6blAO HOAyMGHO B 1985 TOAy - 89,8% .

B

6blA

OKOAO

79,2%

.

OOCAGAHMG TOAbl OH

CHM3MACA B CpGAHGM AO 61,2%.

Ha IV

6aokg na6Ak)A3GTCA noAo6naA >kg tghaghuma. Cpgahmm

ko34k()mumght

MCn0Ab30B3HMA yCT3H0BA6HH0M MOLUHOCTM 33 flGpMOA 3KCnAy3T3UMM C0CT3BAA6T 77,0%
, npM 3T0M AO 1990 T0A3 B CpGAHGM OH 6blA 81,9% . CaMbIM BbICOKMM GTO 3H3MGHMG 6blA0
B 1984 roAy - 90,7% .
riOBblLUGHHblG Tpe60B3HMA K 6G30n3CHOCTM M M3MGHMBLUMGCA yCAOBMA CO CTOpOHbl

OHGprOCMCTGMbl
AOCTM>KGHMlO

33 flOCAGAHMG HGCKOAbKO AGT npMBGAM K

BbICOKMX

3H3MGHMM

K03(|)(t>ML4M6HTa

OTK33y OT CTpGMAGHMA K

MCHOAb30B3HMA

yCT3H0BA6HH0M

MOLUHOCTM (KMYM). riOAMTMKa A3C HO npOBGABHMto pGKOHCTpyKUMM M MOA6pHM33UMM B
P3MK3X paCUJMpGHHblX OCHOBHbIX pGMOHTOB OTpa>K3GTCA H3 MCnOAb3QB3HMM MOLUHOCTGM
HO BpGMGHM, HO C ApyTOtt CTOpOHbl 3H3MMTGAbH0 nOBbllU3GT 6G3003CH0CTb M TOTOBHOCTb
6AOKOB, 3 T3KMG H3A6>KH0CTb o6opyAOB3HMA M CMCTGM.
riOCAG 1989 T0A3 A3C-K03A0Ayti 6blA3 OTKpbITa AAA MMCCMM MGMAyHapOAHOrO

areHCTBa

no

3tomhor

6G30naCH0CTM, BO BpGMA
rapaHTMM

AApeHOM

tpg6ob3hmM,

PGLLJGHMGM

(MAPATE)

shgptmm

PIcpBaA

nposcpKa

ypOBHA

KOTOpOM 6blAM K0HCT3TMp0BaHbl HGAOCTaTOMHH'n npOGKTHblG

6G30naCH0CTM

na

6biAa npoBGAena

llpaBMTGAbCTBa

- Bona.

I

M

I

M

I 4-

IV

II

II

6aOKOB

C

TOMKM

3pGHMA

COBpGMGHHbIX

6aok3x b mIohg 1991 roAa. Do stom npMMMHG

6AOKM

6blAM

OCT3HOBAGHbl.

PIOCAG

o6o6lU6HMA

p63yAbTaTOB 3T0M M nOAOOHblX OpOBGpOK H3 ApyTMX CT3HUMAX C pG3KT0p3MM BB3P-440
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6biA npeflcraBAGH aokaba, b kotopom yxasbiBaAOCb Ha HGAOCTaTKM, aasaAHCb 3aM6MaHMA
M opgaaowghma no noBbituGHMlo 6e3onacHocrn, b MacTHOCTM, aaa 6aokob I m II.

Ohm

6blAM CMCTeMaTM3MpOB3Hbl B AB3 HanpaBAGHMA:
- tgxhmmgckog - cocTOAmee M3 8 rpynn, Koropoe oxsarbiBaeT 61

npo6AGMy c

KOHKpGTHblMM 3aM6HaHMAMM M pGKOMGHAaUMAMM,
- OKcnAyaTauMOHHOG - M3 6 rpynn, oxBaibiBaloiuee 36 npo6AGM m 166 KOHKpGTHbix
aaMGHaHMd.

pGUJGHMA 3TMX npo6AGM A9C-K03A0AyM COBMGCTHblMM yCMAMAMM 60AfapCKMX
cnGUMaAMCTOB M SKcncpTOB MAFATE m BAO AOC pa3pa6oT3Aa m yme BbinoAHAGT
AOArocpOMHyk) m KpaTKoepoMHylo "flporpaMMy noBbiuiGHMA 3KcnAyarauM0HH0M
HaflG>KHOCTM m 6G3onacHOCTM 6aokob c peaKTOpaMM BBOP-440 (B-230) AOC-Ko3AonyM,
C KOHGMHbIM CpOKOM MCnOAHGHMA - 1995 TOfl.
flAA

BnocAGACTBMM "nporpaMMa." 6biAa pacnpocTpaHGHa m Ha

III

m

IV 6aokm aaa

nooTannoM peaAMsauMA b paMKax nAanosbix roAOBbix pgmohtob.
BbinOAHGHMG KpaTKOCpOHHOM npOFpaMMbl Ha II 6AOKG aaKOHMMAOCb B AGKa6pG 1992
rona, a na I 6aokg - b AGKa6pG 1993 roaa. 06a 6aok3 yx<6 nyiuGHbi b oxcnAyaTauMlo npM
AOnyCTMMOM no COBpGMGHHbIM Tp660B3HMAM ypOBHG 6G30naCH0CTM.

Bee npOGKTbl M pa60Tbl no pGKOHCrpyKUMM M MOAepHM3aL4MM I M II 6aOKOB BbinOAHAAMCb
non Ha6AkDfleHMGM m 6wam npMHATbi focyflapcTBGHHbiM nansopHbiM opranoM - KMAOMLi,
KOHTpOAMpytomMM 3KcnAyaTauMlo AOC-KosAoayM c tomkm spghma aagphom
6G3onacHOCTM m cneuMaAbHO coanaHHbiM GMy b noMowb M6>KAyHapoAHbiM
KOHCOpUMyMOM H3A30pHblX OpraHOB no AflGpHOM 6G30naCH0CTM OpaHUMM, BGAbFMM,
rGpM3HMM M B6AMK06pMT3HMM, KOTOpbIG 33HMMaAMCb aKTyaAMSaUMGM M 0L4GHK0M K3MA0M
OTflGAbHOM npo6AGMbl. PIcpsaA TaKBA npOB6pK3 A00 - K03A0AyM 6blA3 npOBGflGHa B
anpeAG 1993 rona, a BTOpaA - b mIoag 1994 rona.
C UGAblO o6ecnGMGHMA 6G30naCH0CTM 6blA3 BbinOAHGHa TGpM006pa60TKa KOpnyCOB
peaKTOpOB I II M III 6A0K0B AAA CHATMA HanpAMGHMM, Bbl3BaHHblX o6AyMGHMGM MaTGpMaAa
Kopnyca

HGflTpOHHblMM

nOTOKaiVIM.

McCAGAylOTCA

o6pa3l4M

MaTGpMaAOB,

M3n0Ab30B3HHblX AAA npOM3BOACTB3 Tpy6onpOBOAOB M COOpyMGHMM, np0pa60TaBLUMG
AAMTGAbHOG BpGMA (60AGG 1000 TbIC. H3C0B) B yCAOBMAX I KOHTypa. flo HaCTOAUUGFO
M0MGHT3

nOAyMGHHbie

p63yAbTaTbl

nOAOMMTGAbHbl

M

HOSBOAAlOT

npGAnOAO>KMTb

B03M0>KH0CTb SKCnAyaTaLJMM 6AOKOB AO Bblpa60TKM MMM npoeKTHoro pecypca.

TaK>Ke

B

pa3pa6oTana

CBA3M

C

HOBbIMM

nporpaMMa

9HGpro6AOKOB

B

MG>KAyHapOAHblMM

KOMnAGKCHbix

COOTBGTCTBMG

C

HOpMBMM

MGponpMATMfl

HOBbIMM

no

6G30naCH0CTM

npMBGaeHMlo

H0pM3TMBHblMM

V

6blA3
m

VI

TpG60B3HMAMM

K

6e3onacHOCTM.
FlporpaMMa coAepwMT Asa pasaeAa:
- AOArOCpOHHblM, BKAlOMakDlUMM MCCAGAOBaHMA

M OpOGKTMpOBaHMG, CBA33HHOG C

HOBOM CTenGHblO CGMCMMMHOCTM nAOLLiaAKM. M

- KpaTKOCpOMHblM, BKAlOHablUMM KOHKpGTHbIG M3MGH6HMA B TGXHOAOrMMHbIX CXGM3X
M o6opyAOB3HMM.

B I4GAOM, 33 npOLUGALUMG 20 AGT AOC-K03AOAy% nOK33aAa 6G30naCHylO, H3Ae>KHylO
M OKOHOMMHHyk) pa60Ty. 0h3 Bbipa60T3Aa 60AGG 200 MApa. KBT/H3C0B 3AGKTp03HGprMM
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M CTdAa OCHOBHbIM M peUJalOLUMM 3A6KTp0np0M3B0flMT6AGM, 063 KOTOpOrO HGMbICAMMO

6ynymee SHoproTHKM BoArapnn.
HenpepbiBMoe noBbimeHne BesonacHOCTM m HanewHocTM - npnopmeTHbie
nOCAGflHMX AGT - flak)T rapaHTMlO 66 6yflyii4GrO paSBMTMfl m npocnGpMTGTa.

ugam

HPOMSBEflEHA EAEKIPOEHEPFHfl [kWh]
rOflMMC

Back 1

Baok 3

Baok 4

Baok 5

Baok 6

06mo

1974

928,241,650

1975

1,944,754,266

610,187,404

2,554.941,670

1976

2,250,140,381

2,738,606,058

4,988,746,439

1977

2,803.868,158

3,080,329,807

5,884.197,965

1978

2,551,983,704

3,358.630,450

5,910,614,154

1979

3,019,166,093

3,161,267,841

6.180,433,934

1980

3,079.747,042

3,071,695,932

13,235,346

6,164,678,320

1981

3,065,584,498

2.912.478,569

3,140,572,743

9,118,635,810

1982

2,901,560,590

3,018,483,733

2.874,666,772

1,950,924,188

10,745,635,283

1983

3,068,861,795

3,176,788,739

2,968,813,443

3,102,872,321

12.317.354,298

1984

2,978,551,808

2,868,073,796

3,383,332,733

3.505.412.577

12.735.370.914

1985

3,238,240,196

3,168,513,573

3,459,741,511

3,264,857,145

13,131,352,425

1986

2,740,294,770

2,999,644,418

2,910,557,446

3,420,055.547

12.070.552,181

1987

3,192.757,308

2,844,183,894

2,972,890,190

3,269,333,773

156,268,800

12,435,433,965

1988

3,072,831,409

2,141,393,601

3,376,575,947

3,134,648,653

4,304,592,000

16,030,041,610

1989

2,330,256,739

2.923,174.710

2,622,150,345

3,103,736,421

3,586,154,400

14,565,472,615

1990

2,747,665,400

2,642,972,863

2,827,110,075

2.783,894.247

3,663,187,200

14,664,829,785

1991

1,655,435,794

1,605,038,984

1,797,395,391

1,146,599,224

2,089,526,400

1,447,662,400

9,741,658,193

4,699,012

2,603,424,614

2,563,207,781

3,788,798,400

2,592,281,760

11.5Vi.411.567
13.865,846,465

1992

928,241,650

1993

10,654,520

2,587,828,630

2,144,457,920

2,300,102,615

3,447,907,200

3,374,895,580

1994

2,782,569,708

1,880,105,808

1,183,864,251

1,207,563,249

3,061,258,800

5,185,784,136

50,363,165,829

50,794,097,822

38,278,806,727

06mo
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Back 2

34,753,207,741 24,097,693,200

12,600,623,876

210,887,595,195

IIUIIIUIIII^IUIHUUI

BG9600397
flBAflUATb AET ATOMHOA SHEPrETMKE PECnYBAMKA BOAFAPMM
(3KOMOMMMecKne

m

noAMTMnecKMe acneKTbi)

Hmkmt3 LUepeaiuMflae - HpeflceflaieAb KoMHrera 3H6preTMKM
/HeafluaTkiAeTHMA \o6meft - oto He npocro IoBmaefl, ho h noeon aar noneeneHHfl
MTOrOB, B03MO>KHOCTb oBcpHyTbCR C rOpAOCTbk) H333A, HOflyMaTb O 6yflyuaeM aTOMHOfl
onepreTHKM.
fl ne Byay sarparkiBaTb HMKaKHe TGXHMHecKMe acneKTbi. Baeanre nonpo6yeivi HaMTM
MPCTO A3C B KOHT6KCT6 OKOHOMMMGCKOrO M nOAMTMMeCKOrO p33BMTMR BOArapMM.
IIOAMTMHeCKMM aCHGKT npo6A6Mbl, pasyMeeTCfl. OM6Hb ABAMKareH, HO 33 nOCAeflHMe
3 - 4 rofla MHoro 6nao noTpaneno nepeoB m noAOMano cyae6 b nonbiTKe AOKaaaTb, mto
onepreiHKy hm b kogm CAynae HGAb3R CBASbisaTb c noAMTMMGCKOfl KOHbtoHKTypoM (ham
P33BMTM6M, 6CAM 3T0 60A66 npM6MAMM0), 3 T6M BOAGG aT0MH3fl 3HGprGTMK3 H6 M0>K6T
6blTb CBflSana C OnpGAGAGHHOfl HOAMTMHGCKO^ M/MAM MAGOAOrMHGCKOtt CMCT6M0&
B3rAflAOB. MhG Ka>KGTCfl, MTO 3TM CneKyARLIMM y>KG B npOLUAOM, HO HG H3AO 3a6blB3Tb M
Toro, MTO 6blAM npM3blBbl AMAGpOB HOAMTMHGCKMX napTMM 33KpblTb A3C „K03A0Aytt’\
BOSABMCHyTb naMRTHMK KOMMyHM3My B BgAGHG C KOpnyCOM peaKTOpa M ApyrMG
HGBGpORTHbIG MCTOpMM, KOTOpbIG 6blAM pGaAbHOCTblO. Ciapafl pyCCK3R HOrOBOpKa
TAacMT: "Kto crapoG noMRHGT, TOMy rAas boh, a kto saByaer, TOMy o6a."
OBpamalo sauiG BHMMaHMG na sto hg aar Toro, mtoBw BcpcaMTb crapbie panbi, a
TOAbKO AAR TOFO, MTOBbl HaHOMHMTb, MTO ByAyiUGG 3T0MH0I3 3HGprGTMKM - 3T0 HG TOAbKO
MMCTO 3K0H0MMM6CKafl MAM MMCTO TGXHMHGCK3R npo6AGM3. BCG HOnblTKM CBGCTM
npoBAGMbl TOAbKO K 3TMM AByM CT3BRT HOA BOHpOC ByAyiUGG 3T0MH0M SHGpfGTMKM, HpM
3T0M HG TOAbKO B BOArapMM.
B yHMCOH C MMCTO HOAMTMMGCKMMM CnGKyARUMRMM npOTMB 3TOMHOM OHGpCGTMKM
6blA3 M nOAAMHH3fl 03a60HGHH0CTb AlOAGM, 33HRTblX B 3TOM 06a3CTM, TGM, MTO
HG6pG>KHafl
OKCnAyaTaUMfl,
(|)GOAaAbHafl
6AM30pyK0CTb
M
CaMOAOBOAbCTBO
A0CTM>K6HMflMM A3C MOFyT 6blTb (M 6blAM> npMHMH3MM CGpbGSHOfO OCHOBaTGAbHOFO
BGCnOKOttCTBa oBmGCTBa O nOCAGACTBMRX CaMOycnOKOGHMfl TGX, OT KOTOpbIX 33BMCMT
6G30naCH0CTb.
Mctmhh3R KaTacTpo(f)a HgphoBwar
KapTy 6biA0 nocTasAGHO ByaymeG A3C, m
4>aT3AGH AAR BOArapMM.

hg orpaHMMMBaeTCR pgtmohom agActbmr.
glug oamh C6pb63HbiM mhumaght b A3C BbiA

Ha
Bw

fOBOpIO oB 3T0M ROTOMy, MTO ByayLUGG 3T0MH0M 3HGpFGTMKM B BOAfapMM, a T3K>Ke
M B MMpe - 3T0 H6MT0 BOAblUGG, M6M CGBGCTOMMOCTb SHGpFMM, pa3M6lU6HHOCTb BaOKOB
MAM TGXHMHGCKMe XapaKTGpMCTMKM 33U4MTHblX CMCTGM, HG3aBMCMMO OT TOFO, B K3K0M
CT6H6HM OHM RBAfllOTCR OHpGAGAfllOLUMMM AAR H3AMHMR A3C B OHGprGTMMGCKOM 6aAaHCG
BOArapMM. Ecam Mbi saByaeivi noAMTMKy, CHoea 0Ka>K6MCR b 1990 r.
flAR

aTOMHOfl OHGprGTMKM OAMHaKOBO OHaCHbl

K3K

Ak)AH, CKAOHHblG OTpMUdTb MTO-

to, HG nonpoBoeas cro nonaTb, Tax m aIoam, mckpghho yBGwaeHHbiG, mto Bgs hmx
aTOMHaa anepreTMKa hg mowgt cymecTBOBaTb, mto ohm shbIot MCTMHy m mto hmkto m
HMMGMy HayHMTb MX HG MOW6T. M GCAM HGpBylO rpynny H3AO CHOKOI^HO M 663
BbICOKOMGpMfl yBGMAGTb, TO HaiU AOAf npOTMBOHOCTaBMTb CGBr 663 KOMApOMMCCOB
BTOpOM KaTGFOpMM.

Mnoro nanMcano m nnniyT oB skohommkg A3C. BcayTCR o>KGCTOHeHHbie cnopbi.
Mbl, K3K npO(|)GCCMOHaAbl, HG AOA>KHbl COMHGBaTbCR B TOM, HTO npOM3BOAMM M ByAGM
npOM3BOAMTb CGMylO AGLUGBylO 3AGKTp03HGpFMl0. flOMGMy, K3K, HTO ByAGT, GCAM Ck)Aa
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BKAlOHMTb paCXOflbl H3 OTpaGOTdHHOG TOHAMBO, M SaXOpOHGHMG HG MM66T 3HaH6HMA AAA

reHepaAbHoro Bbieona.
Hto xacaeTCfl CTpomeAbCTBa (saBepujeHMfl) HOBOM A3C b BoArapmm, to awecb Haao
ceiwb pas OTMepmb, npcwAG hgm npenAownib Ha cyn iumpokom oGiugctbghhoctm m boag
ynpasAfltomMx.
3aecb a TOAbKO OTMeny
CTpOMTGAbCTBa A3C MOMGHTbl.

Ha nepeoM
HOBblM aTOMHblA

pewalomMG flAA

mgctg ctomt bpgmg,

OKOHMaTGAbHoro

3a KOTopoo Mbi

cmowgm

ycnGxa

Bynymero

nocrpoMTb M nycTMTb
CTpOMTGAbCTBO

6aOK. flGHbrM MMGlOT UGHy BO BpGMGHH, M, 6CAM
nponoA>KaeTCA 6oagg 5-6 agt, to A3C CTaHOBMTCA HGpGHraGGAbHOM.

BTOpom M0M6HT - 3T0 CTaHAapTM3aUMA M yHM(J)MKaUMA HpOGKTa H BbinOAHGHMG. B
HGKOTOpOM CTGriGHM 3T0 npGAOnpGAGAAGT, HO HG MCHGpnbIBaGT nOHATMG "BpGMA".
CaMoe sa>KHoe aaa nac - 3to (|)0pMa <{)HHaHCMpOBaHHA npoeKTa, t.g., kto m na
K3KMX yCAOBMAX naCT H3M KpGflMT H K3K Mbl y6GAMM nOTGHUMaAbHOrO KpGflMTOpa B TOM,
HTO Mbl H3J3G>KHblG HapTHGpbl, a npaBMTGAbCTBO M napA3M6HT B TOM, HTO BOArapMM 663
BTOpOfl A3C HG oGoMTMCb. 3flGCb fl0CT3T0HH0 apryMGHTOB, HO MX
fl03HpOBaTb.

HTO

H3M

AGFHG

BCGFO

3KCH0pTMp0BaTb

-

HyWHO OCTOpOXKHO

HOMMAOpbl,

3K0A0F0B

MAM

3AGKTp03H6prMlO? OnblT 3KCnAyaT3UMM A3C A3GT H3M OCHOBaHMG HpGTGHAMpOBaTb H3
GOAbliJGG, HO KpaMHGM MGpG, H3 B3AK3HCK0M HOAyOCTpOBG. A3C AGGT HG TOAbKO
CTaGMAbHOCTb, HaUMOH3AbHylO H633BMCMMOCTb M HyBCTBO COGCTBGHHOrO AOCTOMHCTBa,
HO M 3K0H0MMHGCKyk) OCHOBy AAA LUMpOKOFO HOAA AGMCTBMM. BOAGG BbirOflHblMM H3M
MHBGCTMLIMM
B
A3C
M
SKCHOpT
3AGKTp03HGprMM,
HGM
nCpcGpOC
K3>KyTCA
3A6KTp03H6prMM H3 A3A6KM6 paCCTOAHMA. M, H3KOHG14, 3KOAOFMA - 3T0 H3yK3 HG TOAbKO
O HpMpOAG, HO M WM3H6HHOM CTBHAapTG H6A0B6K3, T.6., O rapMOHMM HGAOBGK-npMpOfla.
Mbl HG CMOMGM nOAAGpWMBaTb CHOCHblM AAA EBpOHbl CT3HAapT, GCAM GyAGM
MMHOpTMpOBaTb 3AGKTp03HGprMlO, T6M 6OAG6 HOCAG TOHO, K3K Mbl AOK33aAM, HTO MO>KGM
66 HpOMSBOAMTb
OHGpTGTMKa.

HO

CBMblM

COBpGMGHHbIM

TGXHOAOFMAM,

T3KMM

K3K

3TOMH3A

PasyMGGTCA, GyAyiUMG rocyAapcTBGHHbie agatgam BoArapMM MoryT noWTM nyTGM
MAM ABCTpMM, HO MM AOAMHO GbITb ACHO, HTO 3T0 GyAGT 33 CHGT M 663 TOTO
HMSKoro CTaHAapTa Hauioro HapoAa.
FpGLlMM

3nalo,

hto

b

tom,

hto

a

rosopb,

hgt

HMHero

npMHUMHMaAbHO

hoboho

aaa

3HGprGTMKOB-CnGUM3AMCTOB, A HpOCTO XOHy nOACK33aTb TOH M apryMGHTbl, KOTOpbIG BHG
y3KOCnei4MaAM3MpOBaHHblX AMCKyCCMM, M C nOMOLUbto KOTOpbIX HblTaGMCA yGGAMTb Goagg
UJMpOKMM Kpyr 3aMHTGpGCOB3HHblX AMU. BG3 3TOFO 3TOMH3A 3H6prGTMK3 HG M0>K6T
pa3BMB3TbCA.

3HGprGTMKM H3CTO H3C oGBMHAlOT B HOBblLUGHHOM HyBCTBG COGCTBGHHOFO
A0CT0MHCTB3 M, B oGlUGM, np3Bbl. CAO>KHOCTb T6XHMKM, C KOTOpOM paGOTBGM, npOUGCCbl,
KOTOpbIMM ynpaBAAGM, AMCUMHAMHa M CTporaA OpraHM3aUMA, KOTOpOM Mbl nOAHMHGHbl,
Aak)T H3M OCHOBaHMG AAA 3TOFO. Mbl AOAXCHbl 06A33TGAbH0 0C03HaB3Tb 8C\0 TAJKGCTb
0TB6TCTB6HH0CTM, a 3T0 6U46 GOAGG B3>KH0 AAA 3T0MHblX SHGpFGTMKOB.

BG9600398
flflEPHAfl BESOHACHOCTb, MEXflVHAPOflHOE
COTPyflHMHECTBO M nEPCHEKTHBbl flAfl BOAFAPHM
nou. k.x.h. A. flHee, npeflcenareAb KMA3MU
B npoiue/uune nocAe 1955 r. 40 abt, xoraa b >KeHeee cocToqAacb nepeafl
Me>KayHapoflHafl Mkipnaa KOH<J>epeHUMq OpraHkisaunn 06beanHeHHbix HauMR N ATOM
flAA MMPHbIX UEAEA'1 ncnoAbSOBaHMe qaepHOR SHeprMM Bceraa hmgao
MewynapoaHoe usMepeHne. PasaeAeHne MMpa Ha aee CMAbHbie noAMTMMecKMe,
3K0H0MklMeCKMe M BOGHHblG CMCT6Mbl OK33aAO 3HaMMT6AbHOe BAHRHHG H3 paBBMTMG
flaepHbIX SHepreTMMGCKMX npOrpaMM B pa3AMHHblX HaCTflX CBGTa. ripOUGCC, KOTOpblR Mbl
ceRnac Ha6Aloaa6M, m b kotopom b tor mam mhor ctghghm ynacTByeM nocAGaHMe
HGCKOAbKO AGT - 3TO CMAbH3fl MHTGpH3UMOHaAM3aUMR RaepHbIX npo6AGM M OCO6GHHO
npo6AGM, CBflSaHHbIX C nOBblLUGHMGM flaepHOR 6G30naCH0CTM M KyAbTypbl 6G30naCH0R
3KcnAyajai4MM A3C bo bcgx crpanax Esponbi, Asmm m Amgpmkm. B tgmghmg bcgx stmx
agt MewayHapoaHoe coTpyaHMMecTBO CbirpaAO cymecrBGHHyto pOAb b noBbiiueHMM
6e30nacH0CTM m yAyHtueHMM SKcnAyarauMM qaepHbix coopyweHMR. Easa am Mbi moxkgm
coMHesaTbCR MAM aax<e npocTo cg6g npeacTaBMTb 6yaymyk) pa6ory Ha aroMHbix
craHUMRx b MMpe 6es noaoSnoro corpyanMnecTBa. Boagg tofo, 6yaymee pasBMTMG
BoArapCKOR qaepHOR SHepreTMHGCKOR nporpaMMbi b 6oAbiuoR ctghghm 33bmcmt hg
TOAbKO OT npMHRTMR 66 H3UJMM 06lU6CTB0M, HO M 0CT3AbHblMM CTpaHBMM EspOObl M
MMpa.
CocroflHMG flaepnoR oHeprernKM b MMpe

3a nocAGaHMG 50 agt, KOTOpbiG npoujAM ot nycxa nepBoro aaepnoro peaKTopa,
KOTOpbIM 6blAO HOAOKGHO H3MaA0 qaepHOR 3H0XM B P33BMTMM H6A0B6M6CK0R
14MBMAM33UMM, flaepH3R MHayCTpMfl HpGBpaTMAaCb B BGayiUMR HayMHblR M
TGXHOAOrMMGCKMR nOT6Hl4M3A p33BMTb!X 06lUGCTB. V)K6 3a6Cb HaaO OTMGTMTb, MTO
flaepnaq SHepreTMKa - 3to xapaxTepnaq nepTa bcgx pasBMTbix rocyaapcTB, b tom mmcag
M BoArapMM.
Ha ceroaHALUHMR aenb qaepHaq SHepreTMKa yaoBAGTBOpqGT 5% ot cyMMapnbix
OHGprGTMHGCKMX Hywa HGAOBGHGCTBa, 7.5% BCGR 3A6KTp03H6prMM MMpa np0M3B0aflT
aTOMHbiG CT3HUMM. K KOHqy 1993r. B MMpe pa6oT3AM 425 qaepHbix 6aokob b 30 CTpanax.
B 1993 r. b MMpe 6biA0 npoMSBeaeno 6oagg 2000 TBm qaepHOR SHeprMM o6uueR
CTOMMOCTbk)

60AGG

npoM3BeaeHHOR

b

75

MMAAMapaOB

aOAAapOB.

3tO

paBHO

3AGKTp03HGprMM,

MMpe 3a 1958 roa.
McnoAbaoeaHMe aroMHofl ohgptmm b BoArapMM

BoArapcKaq qaepHaq OHepreTMMecKaq nporpaMMa HanMnaeTcq b kohug 60-x, hocag
noariMcaHMq aoroeopa c Cobgtckmm CoIosom o aocTasKe Boao-soaqHbix peaxTopoB TMna
BBEP-440 MoaeAM 230. Ha TeppMTopMM KosAoayfl sa OMGHb kopotkmr cpox, noAHOCTblo
COM3MGpMMblR C MMpOBbIMM CTaHaapTaMM, HOCTpOGHbl HGpBblG aB3 6AOK3, 3
BnocAeacTBMM, erne aea, npM stom 1 m 2 6aokm - gto TMnMMHbie npeacTasMTCAM MoaeAM
230, a B 3 M 4 yx<e npeaycMOTpeHbi HGKOTOpbie npoexTHbie pgiughma MoaeAM 213. C
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3K0H0MMM6CK0M TOMKM 3p6HMA MO>KHO yBGpGHHO CK33aTb, MTO nepB3fl M3CTb GOAFApCKOM
AaepHOM nporpaMMbi ycneniHa. Ecam aawc npMHATb napurer pyGAA

k

AOAAapy,

to

uena

yCT3HOBAGHHOM MOU4HOCTM MBH66 600 A0AA3p0B H3 yCTaHOBAGHHblM KBm, MTO ABARGTCA
3H3MMT6AbHblM A0CTM>K6HM6M.

C

apyroM CTopoHbi, pasBMTMG AacpnoM nporpaMMbi ocTasAAGT MGAaTb Aymuero c

TOMKM 3P6HMR p33BMTMA AaGpHOrO 33K0H0aaTGAbCTBa, CMCTGMbl AMUGH3MpOB3HMfl M
OOGCHGMGHMfl K3M6CTB3. B GOAbUJOM CTGHGHM 3TMM oGbACHAlOTCA M HGKOTOpbIG HGyaaMM,
T3K)K6 K3K M C0CT0AHM6 pAA3 BCG 6LLIG HGpGLUGHHbIX npoGAGM (T3KMX K3K BblGop M6CT3
AAA nOCTOAHHOfO H3UM0H3AbH0r0 Xp3HMAMLU3 p3AM03KTMBHblX OTXOAOB, HGpGLUGHHblG
np06AGMbl 0Tpa60T3HH0r0 TOHAMBa), T3K M 0npeA6AGHH3A HGyBGpGHHOCTb HpM BblGopG
Gyaymero A3C.
AMiub b 1985 r, xoraa ywG 6wam noariMcaHbi aorosopbi o nocTaBKG hobofo tmhs
pcaKTpoB - BBEP-1000, a naTbiM Gaok, pcaKTOp KOToporo OToro TMna, h3xoamaca b
33BGpUjalOmGM <t)33G CTpOMTGAbCTB3 M MOHT3M3 oGopyAOBaHMA, HOABAAGTCA 33K0H 06
MCnOAbSOBaHMM

arOMHOfl

OHeprMM AAA MMpHbIX

UGAGA".

3fOT

33KOH C03A36T

B03M0>KH0CTb AAA pGryAMpOBdHMA M KOHTpOAA 3T0MH0M OHGprMM, HO K COW3AGHMIO,
CHOBa HG PGLU3GT HMK3KMX K3pAMH3AbHblX HpoGAGM, T3KMX, K3K T0MH06 OnpGAGAGHMG
(J>yHKUMM

ocnAyaTMpylomGM

opraHMsauMM,

KOHTpoAMpytomGro

oprana,

a

tgpmmh

pcryAMpOBaHMG pa3BMTMA 3T0MH0M OHGpfGTMKM A3MG HG ynOMMHaGTCA. Hg CMOTpA H3
HGKOTOpbIG

CyiUGCTBGHHblG

C

COBpGMGHHOM

TOMKM

3p6HMA

HGA0CT3TKM,

"3aKOH

OG

MCn0Ab30B3HMM 3T0MH0M OHGpFMM AAA MMpHbIX U6A6M" BC6-T3KM C03AaGT HGOGxOAMMblM
MMHMMyM

yCAOBMM

OcHOBonoAaratoniMG

AAA

6G30naCH0r0

hoaokghma

1. rOCyaapCTBGHHaA

p33BMTMA

3TOMHOM

OHGprCTMKM.

OToro saxona:

COGCTBGHHOCTb,

KOHTpOAb

M

ynpaBAGHMG

AAGpHbIMM

yCTBHOBKaMM M AAGpHbIMM MaTGpM3A3MM.
2. EAMH3A

CMCT6M3

KOHTpOAA

M

ynp3BA6HMA

G63C:iaCHblM

MCn0Ab30B3HMGM

aTOMHOM OHGpFMM.
3. rOCyaapCTBGHHblM
B03A0>K6H

H3

KMA3ML4

KOHTpOAb 6G30naCH0r0
BO

B33MMOAGMCTBMM

C

MCn0Ab30B3HMA
ApyrMMM

3T0MH0M

OHGpFMM

CnGUM3AM3MpOBaHHblMM

rOCyaapCTBGHHblMM OpraHM33l4MAMM.
4. Hg CMOTpA Ha TO, MTO 3aKOH AOBOAbHO HGCOBGPLUGH, B HGM

npGABMAGH PGMMM

rOCyaapCTBGHHblX KOMHGHCaUMM B CAyM36 AAGpHOM 3BapMM.

Ha 6336 3MA3M14 pa3BMTbl M OCHOBHbie AOKyMGHTbl , oGGCHGMMBalOLUMG KOHTpOAb

GcsonacHoro McnoAbsoaaHMA
-

cooGlughma

oneprMM (yxasbi 2

btomhom

06 anoMaAbHbix

m

aaapMMHbix

m

8) OTHOCMTGAbHo:

coGwtmax,

- OCHOBHbIX npaBMA G630naCH0CTM,

- OTMGTa, COXpaHGHMA M TpaHCHOpTMpOBKM AAGpHblX MaT6pM3A0B,
- AMU6H3MpOBaHMA HpM MCn0Ab30B3HMM aTOMHOM OHGpFMM,
- TpcGOBaHMM K oGyMGHMfO, KB&AM^MKaUMM M AMUGH3MpOB3HMlO nepCOHaAB,

- COXpaHGHMA, HGpGpaGOTKMM CKABAMpOBaHMA PAO,
- 4>m3mmgckom samMTbi A3C,
- npoTMBono>KapHOM saniMTbi A3C.

CymGCTBGHHOG 3H3M6NM6 MMGlOT M "OCHOBHbIG HOpMbl

paAMaUMOHHOM 3auUMTbl"

OHP3-92, a TaK>K6 paa Apyrnx noaaaKOHHbix 3ktob.
B 1992, 1993 m 1994 roaax cnouMaAMCTaMM CTpaHbi GbiAa BbinoAHena snaMMTGAbHaA

paGoTa no rapMOHMSMpoaaHMlo Hauiaro
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aagphofo

saKOHoaaTGAbCTBa. PaspaGoTaHHbiM

m

npMHATblfl

COBGTOM

MMHklCTpOB

"33XOH

06

klSMGHGHklM

M

fl0n0AH6HVIM

3MAOMI4"

yCTpaHAGT OCHOBHbie HeAOCTaTKH 33KOH3 1986 r.
Oco6oe

3H3MeHkie

CoBMecTHoro npOTOKOAa

MMeer

o

npkiHATMG

napAaMGHTOM

Bghckoa

xoHBeHUkiki

ki

npuMeHeHnn BeHCxoa m napkiwcxott kohbghlimr. HecMOTpA

Ha to, HTO napAawieHT He npkiHAA M3M6HeHne 3MA3MLI, nocpencTBOM paTkic^Hxaunki
BeHCXOfl K0HB6HUMM Mbl 3H3HMTeAbHO yAyMLUMAM H CB06 3HyTp6HHee 33KOHOfl3TeAbCTBO
H3 OCHOB6
CMblCAG,

npHOpHTGia

Me>XAyHapOAHblX flOrOBOpOB

I

CMAy

KOHCTMTyUMM.

n03nHCblB3Hhe KOHBGHUMM O AflepHOfl 6G30n3CH0CTM B CGHTfl6pG

B

3T0M

1994 f.

ABAAGTCA 3H3MMTGAbHbl lUaPOM HaillGrO AflepHOfO 3aKOHOfla-TGAbCTBa.

Me*cnyHaponHoe coTpyaHtmecTBo m yAymueHMe AnepHOfl 6e3onacHocrn b
BoArapMH
BoArapMA Bcerjaa 6biAa OTxpbua aaa MextayHapoanoro coTpyaHkmecTBa m o6mgh3
OHblTOM.

no

paSAMMHbIM npMMMH3M kl, npG^XAG BCGFO, M3-33 pa3AGAGHklA Mklpa H3 6AOKM B

HGflaAGKOM npOUJAOM, 3HaHMTGAbHaA M3CTb HaillGrO MGMayHapOflHOrO COTpyflHkNGCTBa
npOBOflMAacb b paMKax BbiBiuero COB
sanaaHbiMM cipaHaMM. Hocag 1990 r.
npOTMB

HGKOTOpblX

OKcnAyajauMM AOC c

npOGKTHblX

ki b oneHb iwaAOM creneHM
m,

oco6ghho,

HGflOCTaTKOB

peaxTopaMM CoseTCKoro

hocag

kl,

c

HexoTopbiMki

cepbG3Hbix BOSpamenuM

npG^G

BCGFO,

npOMSBOACTBa,

yxyALUGHHOA

6uah

ycTanoBAGHbi

HOBblG B3aHMOOTHOLUGHHA B dOaBCTM MOKAyHapOAHOFO COTpyflHMHGCTBa. BOAGG TOFO,
yCTpaHGHMG 6AOKOBOrO npOTMBOCTOAHMA yCTpaKMAO M pAA ApyrklX, B nepsylo OMGpGAb,
6topOKpaTMMGCKMX 6apbGpOB M OTKpblAO

HOBblG B03M0WHCTH AAA

MGWAyHapOAHOrO

COTpyAHklMGCTBa B AAGpHOM o6AaCTkl.

Kax y>xe 6biAO cxasano
HHTepHaukiOHaAMsauHM
COTpyAHMMGCTBO

b

caMOM nanaAG, Mbi oxasaAkicb

npoOAGM

OCyLUGCTBAAGTCA

OesonacHOCTM
X3X

HOA

m

SrMAOfl

HacTOAiuem

cbmagtgaamm

AOC.

axcnAyaraumi

MGWAVHapOAHblX

3ro

OpraHkl3aUklM,

raxkix, xax IAEA, WANO, OECD, NEA, rax ki na ABycTOponneM ochobg c CLUA, RnoHMGM,
FepiviaHkieM, BeAbrkie^, BeAnxo6pkiTaHkiett m oco6ghho c OpaHUkiett.

B paMxax rpynnbi

24-x, BoArapHA abaagtca o6bexTOM ocoOennoro BHkiMaHMA m

noMOLUki. ToAbxo 3a nocAGAHkie ypki roaa aaa BoArapkiki 6wam cnpoexTHpOBanbi
(|)kiHaHCkipoBaHbi

6oagg 81

npoexTa o6mefl

crokiMOCTblc

CBbiuje

64-x

h

mmaahohob

AOAAapoB.

Mbl ABAAGMCA MAGHaiVIkl kl flOAyMaGM klHt|)OpMaUMlO B H3kl60AGG 3HaUklMblX AAA AOC
npoexTax Taxkix, xax npoexj ACE (Advanced Containment Experiments), npoexT IRIRG
(International Piping Integrity Research Group) ki ap. BoArapkiA noAynaeT 6e3BC3MG3AHoe
npaeo

noAbSOBankiA

npaxTkmecxki

bcgmh

xoaawiki,

pa3pa6ojaHHbiMki

aaa

NRC,

CBA3aHHblMkl C OUGHXOM 6G30naCH0CTH.
Hawn cneukiaAkiCTbi - weAaHHbie xoncyAbraHTbi

b

MAAE, BAHO

h

V nac MHoraa c HeyBaweHHeM roeopAT o nporpaiviiviax noMOiuki no

Ap.
amhmm

(DAP, EI/IO

ki Ap. Ohgbmaho, oto BbicxasbisaHkiA, AGMOHCTpkipylomkie HGnOHklMaHklG npkinukinoB
AaepnoM Beaor.acHOCTki ki, npe>xAG ecero, noHATMA "xyAbTypa
OesonacHOCTM". C
yBepGHOCTbk) MOWHO CX33aTb, MTO MHp0B033pGHHG 60AI"apCXklX AAGpHbIX CnGUkiaAHCTOB
ceflMac npocTHpaercA AaAbuie rpankiu 6biBLiiero CCCP m COB. Kpoivie roro, b stot
MOMGHT Mbl

3H3GM, MTO AAGpH3A 3HGprGTHXa H AAGpHblG 3HGprGTklXkl BOAfapHkl - 3T0

M3CTb MkipOBOrO AAGpHOrO nOTGHLlkiaAa, kl MTO Mbl

HG OAHkl npkl pGLUGHklkl HaillklX
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npo6A6M,

HaCKOAbKO

TpyflHblMH

OHM

6bl

He

6blAM.

3f0

OCHOBHOM

peayAbTaT

GbiTb npaBMAbno ouenen.
B aaKAloHGHMe mow ho cneAajb necKAbKO eawHbix bwboaob m3 boom
npeAiuecTBytomeM paGoTbi m oco6ghho jpyAHbix nocAGAHMX agt.
BOArapMA M KOHKpGTHO A3C "K03A0Ayk«" CA6A3AM B3>KHblM UJar B C03A3HMM HOBOFO
TMna KyAbTypbi
GeanacnocTM, ocHOBannoro na rAyGoxoM nepeoueHKG ypoBHR
6e3onacHOCTM AeflCTByloiuMx 6aokob m noAHOW npospannocTM agactbmm m HawiepeHMW b
HaUMOHaAbHOM M MGWAyHapOAHOM HAanaX. OnpGAGAGHHblM BKA3A B 3T0 MMGGT M
KMA3MU m oco6ghho UncneKUMR no BesonacHOMy McnoAbsosaHMlo 3tomhom oneprMM.
Mbl rOTOBbl o6cyMAGTb Ha HIM npo6AGMbl CO BCGMM, KTO HpMXOAMT C A06pblMM
HaMGpGHMRMM. He BCG TG, KOTOpblG nOCGLU3AM H3C B HOCAGAHMG TOAbl , 6blAM T3KMP M.
Bynymee RAepnoft SHeprenmecKoft nporpaMMbi BoArapMM m, b nepeylo
onepenb, ee BeaonacHocib Byner aaeMceib or npaeMAbHoro pghighma Hexoiopbix
B3)KHblX npoBAGMI
1. Ha nepBOM mgctg - ycnGLUHoe saBGpLUGHMG nporpaMMbi
BesonacHOCTM,
peKOHCTpyKLIMM M MOA6pHM3aLJMM A3C "K03A0AyA". B TO >KG BpGMfl Mbl AOAWHbl yBGAMTb
na lug oBlugctbo, mto aTOMnaa oneprMR - oto OKOAorMMGCKM caMbiM mmctwm b crpane
MCTOHHMK 3AGKTp03HGprMM, KOTOpblM MOWGT 6blTb AGLUGBblM, Ge30naCHblM M H3AG>KHblM.
2. Ha btopom mgctg: skohommmgckog pasBMTMe CTpanbi onpGAGAMT Gyaywyk)
nOTpeBHOCTb OT HOBbIX MOIUHOCTGM, B TOM MMCAG M RAGpHbIX. Mbl AOAWHbl 3H3Tb, MTO
3AGKTp03HGprMfl GyAGT AOpOrOCTORLUeM H3 BaAKBHaX M B GOAblUOM CTGHGHM OnpGAGAMT
B03MO>KHOCTb GG pa3BMTMfl.
Me>Knynaponnoro coTpyAHMMecTBa, m oh acawgh

3. Aar

GoArapcKMx

RAGpnwx

SKcnAyaTMpyloiUMx A3C "KosAOAyA"

cneuMaAMCTOB

m

ocoGghho

cneuMaAMCTOB,

aar

hgt AoporM nasaA. BesonacnocTb coopyxKGHMM -

3T0 33A3Ma nepBOCTGnGHHOM B3WHOCTM,

M

HaHaBLUMMCfl OpOUGCC

nGpGMGH

B

3TOM

OTHOLUGHMM HG AOAWGH OpGpblBaTbCR.

4. M, HaKOHeu, Mbi AOAWHbi pasBMBaTb Haiuy COGCTBGHHyk) MH^pacTpyKTypy
MHMGHGpHblX, KOHCyAbTaHTCKMX, HayMHblX M npOM3BOACTBGHHblX OpraHM3ai_lMM, MTO
BARGTCR rapaHTMGM 6G30n3CH0CTM M H3AGWHOM paGOTbl HaillMX A3C.
HpM pGHIGHMM BCGX 3TMX npoGAGM OAHOM M3 CBMblX Tfl/KGAblX 33A3H GyAGT
yGeMAaTb,

MacTO MGHflloiuylocR rocyAapcTBennyk) aAMMHMCTpauMlo

m

ooamtmkob

b

HGOGxOAMMOCTM Toro, MTO Mbl AGAaGM, M 3T0 GyAGT BbISOBOM AAR KaWAOFO M3 H3C, HO y

nac
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hgt

Apyroro BbixoAa.
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INTRODUCTIION
PURPOSE
• COMPLY WITH INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
• INTEGRATE INTO PLANT INFORM ATIONNETWORK
• REDUCE OPERATION & MAINTEN ANCE COST
• DELETE OBSOLETE COMPONENTS
• DECREASE NUMBER OF DETECTOR CHANNELS

IMPLEMENTATION
• VVER -1000 DESIGN
• STANDARDS
• SYSTEM ARCITECTURE
• DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING UNIT (DPU)
• CENTRAL RADIATION PROCESSOR (CRP)
• LOCAL RADIATION PROCESSOR (LRP)
• VVER -1000 SPECIFIC RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS

Sorrento Electronics
A Subsidiary of General Atomics
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VVER - 1000 DESIGN
SYSTEMS
• ACCIDENT LOCALIZATION (CONTAINMENT)
•

BALANCE OF PLANT

DETECTOR CHANNELS
Type

U.S.PWR1

Soviet PWR1

Gas

12

16

Iodine

1

4

Noble Gas

16

3

Particulate & Lodine

2

6

Liquid

16

17

Wide Range Gas

4

3

138

237

Area

I

NOTE1 Typical Pressurized Water Reactors

Sorrento Electronics
A Subsidiary of General A tomics

Westinghouse Energy

Systems Europe S.A.
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STANDARDS
INTERNATIONAL
• INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION (IEC)
• INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC U 7JNEERS
(IEEE)
• UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
(USNRC)

NATIONAL
• NATIONAL REGULATORY AUTHORITY

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION

Sorrento Electronics
A Subsidiary of General Atomics
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Westlnghouse Energy

Systems Europe S.A.

I&C SISTEM ARCHITECTURE

59

drams architecture

umt

« ft* & *U* HOC

xaoumkx monito*

MCNOMOC»S<m
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UNIT 2 ft M/I SlflC
IUOUTON MONTTOA

MC*OFWOCl$«W$

LAP BLOCK DIAGRAM

RM2000 ENCLOSURE

BACKPLANE AND CARPCXGEfvy to timgr?

1W1
COMMUNICATIONS

1

ANALOG I/O (AK>)

7-4------ T
PULSE DATA
ACQUISITION BOARD
(POAB)
(MCA)

DIGITAL I/O BOARD (IOP)

TERMINAL
BLOCKS

RELAY BLOCK
1 4PTT IMC
• MTI4WC M*
WAV WMM
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VVER - 1000 SPECIFIC DESIGN
• REACTOR BUILDING STACK
• HERMETIC ZONE
• WASTE WATER BASIN
• DISTRICT HEATING

CONCLUSION
A DIGITAL RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM (DRMS) WHICH
MEETS

INTERNATIONAL

AND

LOCAL

REGULATIONS

MAY

BEINTEGRATED INTO A VVER -1000 l&C MODERNIZATION PROGRAM. IF
PLANNED

AND

MODERNIZATION

IMPLEMENTED
PROGRAM

PROPERLY,

CAN

THE

PROVIDE

l&C

COST

AND

DRMS

SAVINGS

BY

REDUCING TIME REQUIRED TO ACCESS AND DISPLAY DATA AND
REDUCE MAINTENANCE COST BY DELETING OBSOLETE PARTS AND
DECREASING THE NUMBER OF DETECTOR CHANNELS.

Sorrento Electronics
A Subsidiary of General A tomics
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BG9600400
BOnPOCbl BESOHACHOCTM B flPOEKTAX ABC HOBOFO HOKOAEMMA C BB3P
(Denopoe B. T, Poroe M. <D., Enpk)X0B T. M.
OnbiTHoe KOHcrpyKTopcKoe 6k>po T waponpecc"
OcHOBHbie HanpaBAeHMfl no AaAbHGiawGMy coBepuueHCTBOBaHnlo peaKiopHbix yciaHOBOK
BB3P:

1. YAyHiueHne xapaxTGpMCTHx axTMBHbix soh peaKTOpos, BXAlonaR xapaxTGpMCTMXM
noBbiLuafonikie caMoaammueHHOCTb peaxTopa;
2. YBeAMHeHne
peaxTopa;
3. BoAee

e^eKTUBHocru

njupoxoe

MexaHkiMecxnx

kicnoAbaoeaHne

npenoTBpaiueHMA trwgawx

asapum

opraHOB

naccuBHbix

m hcxaIohghmr

ynpaBAGHMR

n

aaiumbi

6c3onacHoc™

cmctgm

aar

pannoaxTMBHbix Bbi6pocoB CBbime

nonycTMMbix 3HaMGHnA;
4. 06ecneMeHne naccuBHoro OTBona ocraTOMHbix TGOAOBbiaeAGHkiM ot axiuBHOM 30Hbi
HpM

AAMTGAbHOM

HOAHOM

066CT0HMBaHMfl

6AOX3,

BXAlOMaR

nOTGpk)

MCTOMHMXOB

Hane>xHoro OAGXTponmaHMR nepeweHHoro Toxa;

5. noBbimeHMe HaAewHOCTM 6apbepoe Ha ny™ Bbixoaa axTMBHOCTM (o6oAOHxa TB3A,
rpaHMUbi aaBAGHMA nepsoro xoHTypa, samMTnaR o6oAOHxa);
6.

riOBbiiueHMe naaewHOCTM pa6orbi
ncnoAbsOBaHne
CMCTeMaMM ACVTn.

7. lilupoxoe

chctgm,

cmctgm

sa>xHbix

AMarHOCTMXM

m

aar

BesonacHOCTii;

ocHamcHMG

6aoxob

coBpGMGHHbiMM

OcHOBHbie HanpaBAeHMfl paspaBoTKM peaKTopbix ycraHOBOK
AAA CTpOALUHXCA M npoeKTHpySMblX 3H6pro6AOKOB

BB3P

PeaKTopHaA yciaHOBica noBbiweHHOft 6e3onacHOCTH c peaKTopoM

BB3P-1000 (B-392)
CosnaHne

pcaxTopHOM

BB3P-1000 (pnc.1) Ha
6a30Boro
npoexra

coBepujeHCTBOBaHkifl

yciaHOBXM

noBbiujGHHOfl

deaonacHOCTM

c

peaxropOM

6ase

onbua, HaxonAGHHoro npn paapaGojxe m oxcnAyarauuM
BB3P-1000
(B-320),
rbargtcr
SBOAlouMOHHbiM
nyreM

3Hepro6AOxoB
6e3onacHOCTM RAepnoM SHGprGTMXM.

c

peaxjopaMM

BB3P

no

nyin

noBbiiuGHMR

noBbiLuenne 6e3onacHocTM PV npn npoexTuposaHnn AOCTuraercfl MoaepHnsauweM
peaxjopa,
npuMenenne
AonoAHMTGAbHbix
cmctgm
6G3onacHOcrn
m
yCOBGpLUGHCTBOBaHMGM XOMnOHOBOMHblX pGlUGHMM, B OCHOBy
CAGAytoiuMG pGLUGHkifl, npMcymMG aaHHOM pcaxTopHOM ycTanoBXG:

XOTOpbIX

n0A0>X6Hbl

- pcaxTop (no cpaBHGHMto c pGaxropoM PVB-320) MOAepHnsosaH 3a chgt
yBGAMHGHMR XOAMHGCTBa OpraHOB CY3 C 63 AO 121 UJT., HTO H03B0ARGT oOGCnGHMTb
HGpGBOA pGaXTOpa B nOAXpMTUMGCXOG C0CT0RHM6 npM t= 100 - 120 °C 663
AOnOAHMTGAbHOrO BBOA3 6opHOrO paCTBOpa; npMMGHGHUR 8XTMBHOM 30Hbl TpGXrOAMHHOM
xaiwnaHMM c BbiropatoiunMn norAOTMTGARMM (na 1 oranG npMMGHRloTCR OopHbiG CBFI, b
nOCAGAylOLUGM ypaH-raAOAMHMGBOG TOnAMBO) C oOGCnGMGHMGM OTpMUaTGAbHOrO
X03(()(t)MUM6HTa
pGaXTMBHOCTM
nO
TGMHGpaTypG
TGOAOHOCMTGAR
BO
BCGX
axcnAyajaunoHHbix coctorhurx pcaxTopa;
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- npMMGHGHMG CMCTGM AM3FH0CTMKM AAA nGpMOflMMGCKOrO KOHTpOAA 060pyA0BaHMfl
Ha OCTaHOBAGHHOM pcaKTOpG M CMCTGM OnGpaTMBHOM AMarHOCTMKM H3 paOOTalOlUGM
poaKiopG;

- npMMGHGHMG TAaBHOrO UMpKyAALtMOHHOrO HBCOCa C

HGroplOMGM CM33KOM

M

C

KOHCTpyKUMGA ynAOTHGHMM, MCKAlOMalOmGM
MX TGMM npM AAMTGAbHOM HOAHOM
06GCT0MMBaHMM A3C, HTO n03B0AA6T COXpaHMTb HAOTHOCTb T14K npM OTCyTCTBMM nOASHM
K3KMX

am6o

oxAa>KaatomMx

cpga;

- C03A3HMG aBTOMaTM3MpOB3HHOM CMCTGMbl KOHTpOAA TGKyiUGrO COCTOAHMA M
rOTOBHOCTM
CMCTGM
6G30naCH0CTM
K
BblHOAHGHMlO
CBOX
(fjyHKUMM
D03B0AAGT
CBOGBpGMGHHO BblABMTb OTKaSbl B CMCT6M3X 6630n3CH0CTM M DpMHATb HGOOxOAMMbIG

PGhighma;
- paspaSOTKa

CMCTGMbl

3aU4MTbl

060A0HKM

OT

npMBbILUGHMA

A3BAGHMA

BbILUG

AonycTMMoro sa cmgt cmctgmw naccMBHoro AownraHMA Boaopoaa c ommctkom m
c6pOCOM naporaSOBOM CpGflbl MGp63 CnGLlMaAbHblG (J)MAbTpbl BbICOKOM 3(t>(J>6KTMBH0CTM;
- BbIHOC pGSGpBHOrO LUMTa ynpBBAGHMA 33 HpGAGAbl TAaBHOrO KOpnyca, a T3K>K6
C03A3HM6 06mGCTaHl4M0HHr0 aBapMMHOFO nyHKT3 AAA KOHTpOAA 33 COCTOAHMGM
aBapMMHoro 3HGpro6AOKa hocag tawgaoM asapMM;
- yCOBGpUJGHCTBOBaHMG KOMHOHOBKM FLJK (nOHMWGHMG 0TM6TKM
060pyA0B3HMA) M npMMGHGHMG ABOMHOM TGpMGTMHHOM 06OAOHKM;

HOA yCT3HOBKy

- npMMGHGHMG naCCMBHOM CMCTGMbl OTBOA3 0CT3T0HHblX TGnAOBblACAGHMM (CFIOT).
DpOGKTHaA CMCTGM3 CFIOT COCTOMT B TOM 6bl, HTO B CAyM3G nOAHOFO o6eCTOHMB3HMA
A3C, BKAtonaA noTGpIo aaapMMHoro
3AGKTpocHa6>K6HMA, 6biA o6ecnGHGH otboa
OCTaTOHHOrO TGHAa 663 nOBpGMKAGHMA 3KTMBH0M 30Hbl pG3KT0pa M rpaHMUbl A3BAGHMA 1
KOHTypa.

B

CFIOT

K0HT3MMGHTa

MCnOAb3yGTCA

CT3HUMM.

B03AyWHblM TGnA006MGHHMK,

TGnA006MGHHMK

C06AMH6H

CO

yCTBHOBAGHHblM
BTOpbIM

BHG

KOHTypOM

naporGHGpaTopa no napy m boag tbk, hto nap m3 naporGHCpaTOpos KOHAencnpyeTCA b
T0nA006MGHHMKG, 0TA3B CB06 TGHAO H3py>KH0My B03Ayxy, M K0HAGHC3T B03Bpam3GTCA B
BOARHOM o6bGM naporGHGpaTopa;

- npMMGHAGMblG B CMCTGMG aBapMMHOFO 0XA3>KAGHMA 3KTMBHOM 30Hbl AByX CTyOGHGM
TMApOGMKOCTGM C A3BAGHMGM 6,0 MFla M 1,2 MFIa. FlpM BBapMAX C TGHbto I KOHTypa c
HaAOMGHMGM 06GCT0HMBaHMA A3C, BKAkHaA OOTGpIO asapMMHOrO 3AGKTponMT3HMA, H3
nopBOfl CT3AMM cpa6aTbiBak)T tmapogmkoctm c asbaghmgm 6,0 MFIa, na nocAGAylomoM
CT3AMM P33BMTM6 BBapMM Cpa6aTblB3lOT TMApOGMKOCTM C A3BAGHMGM 1,2 MFIa. TdKMM
06pa30M HGKOTOpOG BpGMA 663 paOOTbl HaCOCOB CMCTGMbl CA03 oOecneMMBaeTCA
nOAAGpMaHMG 3KTMBH0M 30Hbl B COCTOAHMM, npM KOTOpOM 0H3 33AMT3 BOAOM M
BbinOAHAlOTCA KpMTGpMM 00 TOOAMBy;
- npMMGHGHMG CMCTGMbl 6blCTpOrO BBOA3 6opa B TGOAOHOCMTGAb 1 KOHTypa
0O3B0AAGT 3arAyillMTb pG3KT0p B 33npOGKTHOM pGMMMG OTK333 M6X3HMHGCKOM CMCTGMbl
asapMMHOM aaillMTbl pcaKT0pa(p6>KMM ATWS). CMCTGMa npGACTaBAAGT co6om
TMApOGMKOCTb C 33naCOM 6opOHFO paCTBOpa BbICOKOM KOHUGHTpaUMM M Tpy6onpOBOAOB
COGAMHAlOlUMX 66 C 1 KOHTypOM. FlpM HOpM3AbHOM pa60TG PV GMKOCTb OTKAlOHGHa OT
FLIK. B CAyviao, gcam npOMSOLUAO coObiTMG, TpG6yloin66 asapMMHOM ocTanosKM
pcaKTOpa, HO 3T3 <t>yHKUMA H6 6blA3 Bbin0AHGH3 CMCTGMOfl TBGpAbIX nOTAOTMTGAGM,
GMKOCTb OOAKAlOMaGTCA K OGTAG. FlpM 3T0M OopHblM paCTBOp 33 CMGT HBOOpa FUH
nocTynaoT b pcaKTop m opomcxoamt rauiGHMG aagphom pgbkumm 3ktmbhom 30Hbi
poaKTOpa;
- B TGXHMHGCKOM 060CH0BaHMM 6G3O0aCHOCTM paCCMOTpGH 60AGG LUMpOKMH COGKTp
aeapMMHbix

pg>kmmob.

BscAenbi

aanpoGKTHbiG

BGpOATHOCTHbIX 0UGH0K 6G30naCH0CTM.
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tawgawg

asapMM

c

opobgaghmcm

PeaKTopnafl ycraHOBKa Hoaoro noKOAemiA aaa 3Hepro6AOKoa
3AeKTpMM6CKOA MOlUHOCTbk) 1000-1100 MBt (BB3P - 1100HR).
K ocHOBHOMy

otammmIo

KOHuenuuM naHHOA peaKTopHOd ycraHOBKn

ot

npoGKTa B-

392

CAenyeT othgctm 6oagg mnpoKoe McnoAb30BaHM6 naccMBHbix npuHLinnos npM
nocrpoGHkiM cmctgm 6c3onacHOCTM. npuHLiunnaAbHafl cxewia stmx cmctgm noxasawa Ha
puc. 2
CMCTGMbl COCTOAT M3 flByX CTynGHGM rMApOGMKOCTGM M napOBOflflHbIX B03AyLUHblX
MAM MHOFO TMna TGnA006MGHHMK0B.
B cocTaB cmctgm TaxMG BxoflMT ochobhog oSopyAOBaHMG 1
poaKTOpa, Tpy6onpoBOQbi m naporGHGpajopbi).
CMCTGMbl

np6AHa3HaHGHbl AAA aBapMMHOrO OXAaWACHMA

M

KOHTypa

OTBOAa

(xopnyc

OCTaTOHHbIX

TGHAOBblAGAGHMM pG3KT0pa B npOGKTHblX BBapMAX C HOTGpGM 3KTMBHblX CMCTGM
paCX0A3>KMBaHMA. FlaCCMBHblM X3p3KTGp pa60Tbl CMCTGMbl D03BOAA6T MCnOAb30B3Tb
CMCTGMbl npM nOAHOM OTK33G BCGX MCTOMHMKOB 3HGprOCHa6>K6HMA.
OCHOBHbIG pGMMMbl pa60Tbl CMCTGM:

3) AAMTGAbHOG

OTCyTCTBMG

BCGX

MCTOHHMKOB

3HGprOCHa6>K6HMA,

BKAtoHSA

AM3GAbr6HGpaTOpbl, npM COXpaHGHMM flAOTHOCTM OCHOBHbIX TGXHOAOrMMGCKMX KOHTypOB.
OtBOA TGHA3 OT aKTMBHOM 30Hbl pGaKTOpa B A3HH0M pGWMMG OCyiUGCTBAAGTCA 33
CMGT AByX KOHTypOB M GCTGCTBGHHOM UMpKyAAUMM:
- BOAOBOAAHOM UMpKyAAUMM TGHAOHOCMTGAA 1 KOHTypa, OpraHM3yGMOM 33 CMGT
pa3HMUbl
BblCOT
MG>KAy
3KTMBH0M
30HOW
TGHAOHGpGAalOLUGM
nOBGpXHOCTblO
naporGHGpaTopoa;
- napOBOAAHOM

UMpKyAAUMM

TGHAOHOCMTGAA

B

TGHAOOGMCHHMKG

CO

CAMBOM

KOHAGHCBTa B 06bGM KOTAOBOM BOAbi;

6) AAMTGAbHOG

OTCyTCTBMG

BCGX

MCTOMHMKOB

3HGprOCHa6>KGHMA,

PKAtOMBA

AM3GAbrGH6paTopbi c pasynAOTHGHMGM 1 KOHTypa, BHAOTb ao paspbisa TAaBHOrO
UMpxyAauMOHHoro Tpy6onpoeoA3.
06GCnGHGHMG 6630n3CHOCTM
M
(JjyHKUMOHMpOBaHMG
pG3KTOpHOM yCT3HOBKM
npGAHOAaraGTCA OCyLUGCTBMTb 3a CMGT CAGAykDLUMX OCHOBHbIX nOAOKGHMkl KOHUGHUMA
OKa3blBak)LUMX OnpGAeAAtolUGG BAMAHMG Ha KOHCTpyKTMBHbIG pGLUGHMA HO
poaKTopnoM ycTanoBKG m cmctgm3m:

A3C,

- nOBblUJGHMG
HapaMGTpOB
p63KT0pH0M
3K0H0MMHGCK0M 3(|)(|)GKTMBHOCTM 3HGpro6A0K3 33

yCTBHOBKM
AAA
nOBblLUGHMA
CHGT yBGAMMGHMA AAMHbl TB3A M

BbipaBHMBdHMA HOAA 3HGprOBblA6AGHMA HO 06bGMy aKTMBHOM 30Hbi;

- COBGPUJGHCTBOB3HM6 aKTMBHOM 30Hbl M yAyMLUGHMG XapaKTGpMCTMK BHyTpGHHGM
CaM033U4MLUeHH0CTM 33 CMGT:
McnoAb30saHMA
TOnAMBO;

Bbiropalouaero norAOTMTGAA,

BKAlouaeMoro HGnocpeACTBGHHO b

yMGHUJGHMA HOrAaiUGHMA HGMTpOHOB KOHCTpyKUMOHHbIMM M3TGPM3A3MM;
yAyMUJGHMA MaHGBpGHHbIX XapaKTGpMCTMK TOHAMBa;
nOBblLUGHMA G(|)(|)GKTMBHOCTM GBapMMHOM 33LUMTbl

AAA

06GCn6MGHMA

CHMMGHMA

MOU4HOCTM M paCX0A3>KMBaHMA AO 100 °C 663 BB0A3 6opHOFO paCTBOpa B TGHAOHOCMTGA;

- noBbiLUGHMG pGcypca paOoTbi ocHOBHoro oOopyAOBaHMA

ao

50-60

agt;

- npMMGHGHMG
B
HpOGKTG
KOHUGflUMM
"TGMb
HGpGA
paspblBOM"
HpM
npOGKTMpOBaHMM
OHOpHblX
KOHCTpyKUMM
o6opyAOB3HMA
M
TpyGonpOBOAMB
M
OnpGAGAGHMM

H3rpy30K

H3

BHyTpM-KOpnyCHbIG

yCTpOMCTB8

o6opyAOB3HMA

npM

npoeKTHbix asapMAx paspbisa Tpy6onpOBOAOB ncpsoro m BToporo KOHTypos;
- COBMGLUGHMG 3KTMBHblX CMCTGM 3B3pMMH0r0 0XA3>KA6HMA C CMCTGM3MM
H0pM3AbH0M 3KCHAy3T3UMM, npM 3T0M TpG60B3HMA K 6blCTpOAeMCTBMk) CMCTGM,
BblTGKakDLUMG M3 HG06xOAMMOCTM 066CnGMGHMA OXA3MAGHMA npM BBapMAX, 6yAyT
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CHMweHbi

b

CBR3M c noBbiujeHneM poAn naccMBHbix

npM o6ecneHGHMM

cmctgm

6e3onacHOcrn;

• noBbiuueHne
C03A3HMA

poam

naccMBHbix cucreM npM o6ecneneHMM 6e3onacHGcrn 3a chgt:

KOHTypa

GCTGCTBGHHOM

LlMpXVAALlMM

AAA

OTBOAa

TGDAa

OT

naporeHGparopOB
m
kohghhomv
norAornreAlo
renAa.
B
xanecTBe
xoHGHHoro
nOrAOTMTGAfl TGHAa MCnOAb3yGTCR aTMOC(|>epHbltt B03flyx MAM BOflflHbie o6bGMbl
paCMMTBHHblG Ha BblKMnaHMG;
p33pa60TKM nOflCMCTGMbl

FMApOaXXyMyAATOpOB,

rasa
pasAMHHoro
abbaghma
BKAlOMaloiuMxcR b pa6ojy.

BnAOTb

ao

HaxOAAlUMXCA

aTMOcc^epnoro,

noA

A3BAGHMGM

nocAGAOBareAbHO

- npMMGHGHMG COGLlMaAbHOH CMCTGMbl 6blCTpOrO BB0A3 6opa B AOnOAHGHMG K
MGXaHMHGCXOM CMCTGMG BBapMMHOM 3aiiiMTbl pG3XTOpa AAA oOGCnGHGHMA CHMMGHMA
moluhoctm peaKTopa npM asapMAx c Hecpa6arbiBaHMGM aeapMMHOM samMTbi (ATWS);

- C03A3HMG CMCTGMbl yAaBAMBBHMA M OXA3WA6HMA paCHAaBAGHHOM aXTMBHOM 30Hb'

3a npeAeAaMM xopnyca peaxropa.
OcHOBHbie napaMGTpbi peaxropHOM ycraHOBKM hobofo hokoaghma b cpasHGHMM c
napaMGTpaMM peaxropHOM ycraHOBKM noBbiweHHOM 6e3onacHocrM (npoGKT B-392)
npeAcraBAGHbi b tbOamlig 1.

PeaKTopHan yciaHOBica hobofo noKOAeHim aaa 3Hepro6AOKOB
3AeKTpnMecK0M MomHocTbk) 500-600 MBr (BB3P 500/600)
nOBblLUGHMG

6G30naCH0CTM

A3C

OCyiUGCTBAAGTCA

TaXMG

33

CMGT

npGMMymGCTBGHHOrO MCnOAb30B3HMA FiaCCMBHblX CMCTGM 6G30naCH0CTM AAA aBapMMHOFO
OXAa>KA36HMA 3XTMBHOM 30Hbl M 0TB0A3 OCTaTOHHbIX TGnAOBblAGAGHMM OT peaXTOpa:

- naccMBHaA

CMCTGMa

CA03

oSecneMMBaeT

noAany

BOAbi

peaxrop

b

M3

rMApOGMKOCTGW M GMKOCTGM C 60AbUJMM BBapMMHblM 33naCOM BOAbi M A3AGG CAMB B
6acGMH OTBOAa ocTaTOMHbix TGnAOBblAGAGHMM. OpraHM33LiMA Boxpyr xopnyca peaKTOpa
63CCGMH OTBOA3 OCTaTOHHbIX TGnAOBblAGAGHMM 003B0AAGT B CAynaG paSFGpMGTMSaUMM 1
xoHTypa coxpaHMTb axTMBHylo 30Hy ooa ypaoHGM BOAbi, McxAloHMTb ee neperpes 3a chgt
OTBOAa renAa or ctghox o6opyAOB3HMA m 3a chgt cosaghma xonrypa gctgctbghhom
UMpXyAAUMM;

- naccMBHaA CMCTGMa otboab renAa or repMGTMHecxoro o6bGMa oOecneHMBaer Ha
nepBOM orane asapMM npM bmcokom ypOBHe ocraTOHHbix TGnAOBblAGAGHMM otboa renAa
ca CHGT MCnapGHMA H3CTM BOAbi B CnCUMdAbHblX 6axax. npM CHMXXGHMM ypOBHA
OCTaTOHHbIX TGnAOBblAGAGHMM HGpG3 HGCXOAbXO CyTOX TGOAO M3 repM006bGMa
nepeAaercA nepes craAbHylo o6oAonxy x xonennoMy norAOTMTGAto - BOSAyxy;
- CMCTGMa naccMBHoro otboas renAa nepes 2 xonryp o6ecnGHMBaer otboa renAa or
npM repMGTMHHOM
noxasana Ha pnc. 3.
PV

MaxCMMaAbHO

1

xoHType.

DpMHUMnMaAbHaA

cxGMa

MCnOAb3ytoTCA TGXHMHGCXMG pGLUGHMA

cmctgm

6e3onacHOCTM

nOTBGpMAGHHblG

OnblTOM

oxcnAyarauMM BB3P-1000 m BB3P-440.
OcHOBHbie TGXHMHGCXMG XapaXTGpMCTMXM 4-X nGTGAbHOrO BapM3HTa npGACTaBAGHbl

B T36a.1.
PasMepbi xopnyca peaxropa BB3P-500/600 npMHATbi tbxmmm >xe. xax m aaa BB3P1000. OcHOBHbie TGXHMHGCXMG pGHIGHMA no napOrGHGpaTOpy aHaAOFMHHbl peLUGHMAM AAA

nrB-440, H3AG>XAH0CTb XOTOpbIX nOATBGpxXGHa AAMTGAbHblM OnblTOM OXCnAyaTaUMM.
npM 3T0M:
- CpGAHAA yAGAbHBA OHGpFOHanpAMGHHOCTb TOOAMBa 55-65xBt/A BABOG MGHbLlie,
hgm b BB3P-1000;
- yBGAMHGH yAGAbHblM

06bGM

BOAbi

B

1

XOHTypG,

MCnOAb30B3HMA XOMAGHCaTOpa A3BAGHMA AAA BB3P-1000;

- CHM>XGH (*)A(CGHC H3 XOpnyC pG3XTOpa.
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B

TOM

HMCAG

M

33

CHGT

3c|)4>eKTMBHOCTb MexaHkwecKOW cucreivibi opraHOB peryAnposaHufl MCKAloMaeT
HecaHKLlMOHMpOBaHHblH BbIXOfl peaKTOpa B KpMTMMeCKOe C0CT0AHM6 npkl aBapmiHOM
oxAaweHMM aKTMBHOM 30Hbi flo TeMnepaTypbi 100 °C c yMeroM sacTpesaHUfl comom
3(J)<J)eKTMBH0M rpynnw CV3. flonoAHmeAbHO npennoAaraeTCfl, mto npn 3tom nponcxonur
noAHoe saMemeHMe 6opnoM kmcaotw 1 Komypa mmctwm KOHfleHcaroM M3-3a oixasa
cooTBeTCTByloiUMx CkicreM mam b pesyAiare ambgpcmm. 3ra OesonacHocTb
oOecneMMBaeTCfl b a!o6om momcnt pa6oibi tohambhom sarpysKM, name cpaay nocAe
neperpyaKM, Koraa b peaKTop sarpyweno csewee tohambo. Taione kbk m b npoeKrax,
6a3MpyloiUMxcn Ha BB3P-1000 McnoAb3yk)TCA BbiropaloinMe norAOTMTeAM. 3ro
nosBOAfler MMerb HM3Kyk) KOHueHTpauMlo 6opHOM kmcaotw b HanaAe aarpysKM, mto
ycMAMaaer BHyrpeHHMe OTpMuareAbHbie oOparHbie cb«3m, npMBOflflmMe k caMoraiueHMlo
uenHOM peaKLtMM npM yseAMMGHMM moluhoctm m TeMneparypbi TenAOHOCMTeAfl 1 KOHTypa.

Ta6AMua 1

BB3P-440

BB3P-1000
(B-392)

BB3P-500/600

BB3P
1100 HH

1375

3000

1800

3300

nGTAesaq

nerAeaaA

rgtagb3a

rgtagbba

6

4

4

4

753

1633

970

1600

Pacxon tgraohochtgaa Mepea
peaKTOp B H0MHH3AbH0M pG>KHM6 (HO
XOAOflHbtM HHTK3M), M3/C

11,6

23,C

14.26

23,6

flaBAeHvie HOMwnaAbHoe
crauMOHapHoro pcwcmvia Ha
aKTHBHOM 30HW, MFIa

12,4

15,7

15,7

15,7

na Bxone

268

290

296

296

na Bbixone

297

320

3?7

330

flaBABHMerenepnpyeMoro
HacwmeHHoro napa b naporeneparope
npki HOMMHaAbHon narpy3Ke, MPa

4,61

6,27

7,061

7,35

3-4

3

5-6

3-5

163

163

163

HawvieHOBaHwe xapaKiepucTHKM

MO'HHOCTb TCHAOBafl HOMWH3AbHaA
KOMHOHOBKa I KOHTypa
Hhcao nereAb
naponpon3BonnreAbHOCTb b
HOMMHaAbHOM pGMWVIG, Kf/C

TeMneparypa
peaxTope, °C

bwxoag

H3

tgraohochtgaa b

BpeMfl HaxoMAeHHA (KaMnanHA)
T0RAMB3 B 3KTMBHOH 30H6, fOfl
KOAMMGCTBO TBC B 30HG, LUT
KacceTw BB3P-440
Kaccetbi BB3P-1000

349
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npHHUHnnam,Ha5i cxeiia BB3P-1000 noBMUieHHOH desorracHccTH
h AononHUTeniHhix cmct6m 6e3onacHocrn

1
2
3
4
5

*
-

jicanTop
r.aporeHtparop
rnooHufi umpk>/i«uhohhuA hscoc
rnAP<XK!:octt CA03 P»0,6 MHa
rMApoeuKoctk CA03 P=l,2 Villa

14 - nacoc cncrenu noflriHTKH I Komypa
15 - nacoc pacxona*HBann« chctcmm CA03
16. 17 - nacocu aeapnliHoro Bnpum
6opnoro pactoopa
BucoKoro flejnenna
18, 19 - 6bkh fiopHoro pactBopa

6 - KOMr.eHcarop flaineHM*
7 - npeAoxpaHMtenvHuA tnanaH Kfl

20 - naccMBnaa cnctena

8 - C.ap6orep

otBofla ocraronnoro rcnna
21 - naccRBHafl cucrena
6uctporo BBOfla 6opa

9 - npeflcxpaHureniHirit mnaH fir

10 - nacoc aaapMMHoA noflmtmi
naporcHcparopa

22
23
24
25

11 - 4MnlTP Ha ro

12 - 6aK-tipH*MOK c aanacou
dopnoro pactBopa
13 - nacoc TexHHMccro# aoflu
Pmc.1
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-

aamnina* oUonouxa aboAkbi
AMe/u-rcHeparop
nacoc cnpHnxnepnoti cncrenu
rnaBHMA iwpicy/?8UHOMHUft rpyfionpoooA

[IpMHiymHanMaii cxewa BB3P-I100 HO
c flono/iHHTe/ibHWH cMcreuaMM

1-rwnpoeMKocTfc

7- CMcreua c6poca
flarncHH*

2 - nononuHTenuiLie

m^poeMKocTM

8-daK 6acceftHa

3- cncTewa naccMBHoro
oTBOfla Tenna
4- r/iaBHkA qnpicynsmnoHHkift Hacoc
5- 6aK HH3KOTO

naaneHMa

DLiflepxKii TonnMBa
9- naporeneparop
10- CMcrcua BBO,na
6opa

11- 6ap6orep

6- KowneHLaxop

flaaneHKH

Phc. 2
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PEAKTOPHAH VCTAHOBKA BB3P-500/600
KOHUE1IUHH CHCTEM BE30HACH0CTM

oocd

c

^ j^ ^ ac j

ro

/ /4

PcaKTOp
llaporcHepaTop
KoMncHcaTop odieMa
ruH
Fn^poeMKocTB CA03
Bap6oTep
Tcnnoo6MeHHHx COOT
Emkoctm CA03
Ban aanaca XOB
ADapiiMHbiM rypdoHacoc
Bap6oTajKHoe ycTponcTBO
Pile
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
3

FluTaTeribHag Bona
Hap Ha rypOMHy
MeM6pana
cDhaltp
Oxna^KAeHHe repMCTHMHon
060710HKH B03flyXOM B
aBapwHHbix pe^KHMax
3amnTHas! odonoMKa
FepMerwuHaH o6onowKa
Flap Ha TypdHHy
rinTaTentHas? boxxq

Illllllllll
BG9600401

A3C C BB3P - 1000: HACTOAU4EE kl EYflYLLlEE
B. A. MOAM3HOB, r. M. EuplOKOB, B. fl. HOB3K
AHHOTAUHfl

19 3Hepro6AOKOB c pcaKTopHOM ycraHOBKOd BB3P -1000 MGTbipcx tmoob B-187, B302, B-338, B-320 OKcnyaTMpyloTCA b Poccmm, Ha YxpaMHG m b BoArapMM. PaapaOoTKa
npoeKTOB PV ocyiuecTBAAAacb b nepnon 1971-1980 r. no HopMaTMBaM, AGMCTBOBasiuMM b
nepnofl.

tot

BseneHMe

hobhx

HopMaTMBOB,

onbiT

OKcnAyaTauMM

OTCHGCTBGHbix

h

3apy6e>KHbix A3C TpeOyeT bhgcghma MsiviGHGHMM m ycoBGpiuGHCTBOBaHMA AGMCTBylomMx
A3C,

HanpaBAGHHA

HaflGWHOCTM

yCOBGpUJGHCTBOBaHMM

A3C

-

nOBblLUGHMG

6G30naCH0CTM,

M 3KOHOMMHHOCTM.

I.BBEflEHME
B HacTQflinee BpGwia b Poccmm, Ha YxpaMHG m b EoArapMM 3nepro6AOKM A3C c
pcaKTOpaMM

BB3P-1000

3AGKTp03H6prM6M
oOgCHGMGHMG

ripOGKTbl

MX

oOGcnGHMBaloT

HOTpGOHOCTGM
6G30naCH0CTM

3TMX
M

snaHMTGAbHyto

CTp3H.

YCHGLUHafl

HaflOKflHOCTM

ABAA6TCA

aoaIo

oOgcogmchma

3KCnAyaT3UMfl
aKTyaAbHOfl

A3C,

3anaM6M.

3HGpro6AOKOB pa3pa6aTblB3AMCb H3 OCHOBG HOpM3TMBOB, flGCTBOBaBUJMX B

ncpMon 1970-1980-x roAOB, sto:
- "OOlUMG nOAOWGHMA oOGCOGHGHMA 6630n3CH0CTM dTOMHblX 3AGKTpOCT3HLlMM HpM

(OnE-73);

npOGKTMpOBaHMM, CTpOMTGAbCTBG M SKcnAyaTauMfl"

- "flpaBMAa AflGpHOM 6G30naCH0CTM aTOMHbIX 3A6KTpOCTaHUMM" (DEfl-04-74).

OCHOBHbIM npMHUMHOM 6630n3CHOCTM, 33A0)K6HHblM B HpOGKT A3C C BB3P-1000,
6blAO oOGCnGMGHMG 6G30naCH0CTM BO BC6X npOGKTblX p6>KMMaX, BKAlOHaA H0pM3AbHblG
yCAOBMA SKCHAyaTaUMM,

HapyUJGHMG HOpMaAbHbIX yCAOBMM M

npOGKTHblG

asapMM,

c

yHGTOM HaAOWGHMA H3 MCXOAHOG COOblTMG B03MO>KHOrO GflMHMHHOrO OTK333 Ak>6orO
3AGM6HT3

B CMCT6M3X B3>KHblX AAA 6G30n3CHOCTM.

0UGHK3

ypOBHA

6G30HaCH0CTM

OCyiUGCTBAAAaCb H3 OCHOBG flGTGpMMHMCTMMGCKOrO nOflXOfla. flpOGKTbl A3C C BB3P1000 6nam paspaOoTanbi no Toro, kbk npoM3oiuAM
M

HepH06blAbCK0M

A 30,

KOTOpbIG

abg

3H3HMTGAbHO

KpynHGMuiMe asapMM na A30 TMI

M3MGHMAM

nOflXOflbl

M

npMHUMObl

OOgCHGHGHMA 6G30naCH0CTM.
OnbiT 3KCnAyaT3LtMM 3HGpro6AOKOB C BB3P-1000 BblABMA UGAblM pAA HGAOCTaTKOB,
KOTOpbIG
paOOTbl

HG

n03B0AAk)T

3HGpro6AOKa,

flOCTMHb
B

MMpOBOM

nGpBylO

ypOBGHb

OMGpGAb

no

nOKa33TGAGM

3K0H0MMMH0CTM

K03(t)<{)MUM6HTy

MCn0Ab30B3HMA

yCTaHCBAGHHOM MOLUHOCTM, TpyAHO M A0303aTpaT0M H3 T6XHMM6CK06 06CAy>KMBaHMG M
PGMOHT.
BCG

3T0

OnpGAGAMAO

AB3

OCHOBHbIX

HanpdBAGHMG

yCOBGpLUGHCTBOBaHMA

AGCTByloiuMX 3HGpro6AOKOB A30 c BB3P-1000:

- nOBblLUGHMG 6G30naCH0CTM;
- nOBblLUGHMG

H3A6>KH0CTM,

3KCnAy3TaUM0HH0M

TOTOBHOCTM

M

3K0H0MMM6CKMX

noKasaTGAGd.
KpOMG Toro, B HaCTOALUGG BpGMA B POCCMM BGAyTCA p33pa60TKM HOBbIX npOGKTOB
A30 c peaKTOpHbiMM ycTaHOBKaMM BB3P-1000 Ha 6a3G TpGOoBanMM cobpgmghhwx
pOCCMMCKMX HopMaTMBOB M C yMGTOM HaKOHAGHHOrO OTGMGCTBGHHOfO M MMpOrOCO 0nblT3
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npoGKTMpOBBHMfl

h

OKcnAyaTaunn AOC c BBOP (PWR). PasanTue

sthx

npoeKToe

hagt b

Aeyx HanpaBAGHkiflx:
- 3BOAlOI4MOHHOM (KOHUGHUMfl AC-91);
- C

BHGApGHUGM

HOBbIX

nepCnGKTHBHblX

pGLLlGHHti,

OCHOB3HHblX

H3

HpMHUHnaX

naCMBHOCMT H BHyTpGHHGH CaM03aiUHLU6HH0CTH (KOHUGnUHR AC-2).

2. OCHOBHblE HOflXOflbl
flEACTBVKHUMX AOC

K

nOBbllllEHMK)

YPOBHfl

BE30nACH0CTM

B HaCTOmilGG BpGMR yCHAHRMH HHCTHTyTd "ATOMSHGprOnpOGKT" (MOCKBa). OKB
TuAponpGcc",

PHI4 "KypwaTOBCKHM

6e3onacHOCTM AetiCTByloiuHx
coAep>KMT

o6myto

6aokob

MHcruTyr"

aiMHbix CTanuHti c BBOP-1000".

noBbiujHHHfl

kohugolihIo

paspaBorar AOKyMGHT

663onacHOCTM

"FloBbiLUGHHG

Otot

AOKyMGHT

SKcnAyaTMpyGMbix

b

HaCTORLUGG BpGMR 3HGpro6AOKOB, HanpaBAGHHyk) H3 CHHW6HH6 pHCK3 H3C6AGHHR H
napcoHaAa 3a
H

chgt chhwghhr

OTCAaOAGHMfl

nOCAGACTBHti

paCnpOCTpaHGHMR
ncnoAbSOBaACfl

bgporthoctu bo3hhkhobghhr

3BapHH

paAMOaKTUBHblX

noAXOA,

nyTGM

ncxoAHbix codbiTHH asapHH

HOBblLUGHUR

BGLUGCTB.

FlpH

ocnoBaHHbiti Ha 3KcnepiH0A

OapbGpOB

paapaOOTKG

nyTH

KOHUGnUMkl

CTencnn

oughkg

H3

pahrhhr

Ha

FAyOOKO GLUGAOHHpOBaHHylO 33mMTy HM6BUIHX MGCTO OTCTynAGHHH OT COBpGMGHHbIX

3a

HTA.

OCHOBy

npGACTaBAGHHbIX

6blAH
B

npHHRTbl

COCT3B6

nGpGHHH

TGXHHHGCKHX

Aei^CTBylomkix AOC c BB3P-1000

h

OTCTynAGHHH

OT

060CH0B3HHH

COBpGMGHHbIX

6G30naCH0CTH

HTfl.
(TOB)

coAepmamwG axcncpTHylo oucnny BOSMOMHbix

nOCAGACTBHH HM6BLLIHXCR OTCTynAGHHH.
B KaMGCTBG MGTOAOAOrHMGCKOH OCHOBbl 6blA3 npHHRTa KAaCCH(J)HKaLlHR MAFATO no
CTGnGHH

BAHRHHR

yK33aHHblX

saLumy, paapaGoTannaR
440 (py B-79, 230). Flpn

BbILUG

mhcchgH

OTCTynAGHHH

H3

TAyOOKO

OUJGAOHHpOBaHHylO

MAFATO npn anaAH3G 6G3onacHOCTH AOC c BBOP-

6biAM BbipaOoTanbi 4 KaTGropHH 3HaHHMOCTH HMGlomerocR

otom

A6(J)Gl4MTa 6G30naCH0CTM H CpOMHOCTH yCTpaHGHHR 3T0F0 AG^HLlHTa.
KaTGrOpMR 1 - OTCTynAGHHR OT npH3H3HHOH MGWAyHapOAHOH npaKTMKM.
KaTGropMR 2 - OTCTynAGHHR, 3HaMHMbl6 AAR 6630naCH0CTH.

KaTGropwiR 3 - OTCTynAGHHR, HMGkDLUHG BbICOKykD 3H3HHMOCTb AAR 6G30naCH0CTH.
FAyOOKO

SLUGAOHHpOBaHHafl

33LUHTa

HGAOCTaTOviHa.

TpcGylOTCR

HGMGAAGHHbIG

KOppGKTHpylomHG ACHCTBHR.
KaTGropHR 4 - OTCTynAGHHR, HMGkDLUHG HaHOOAblUGG 3H3MGHHR AAR 6G30naCHOCTH.
FAyOOKO OLUGAOHHpOBaHHafl aaiUHTa HGnpnHGMAGMa. TpG6ytoTCR 6G30TAaraTGAbHblG
MGpbl.
B

p63yAT3T6

6blAH

C(j)OpMyAHpOBaHbl

pGKOMGHAailHH

no

MGponpHRTHRM,

HanpaBAGHHblM Ha nOBblLLJGHHG ypOBHfl 6G30naCH0CTH AedCTBykDIUMX 3HGpro6AOKOB.
MGpOnpHRTHR, OTHGCGHHbIG K 3 H 4 KaTGFOpHH AOADKHbl BHGApRTCR B nGpBylO
OHGpGAb. 06U4HH CpOK pG3AH3aUHH BCGH npOFpaMMbl 4-5 AGT.
YKasaHHbiG MGponpHRTHR HanpaBAGHbi na:
- npGAynpGMAGHHG B03HHKHOBGHHR HCXOAHbIX COObITHH;

- AHKBHA3UHH

H6A0CT3T0HH0r0

HAH

HGnpHGMAGMdrO

3UJGA0HHp0BaHH0t1 samHTbi;
- CHH>KGHHG pHCK3 nOBpGMAGHHR 3KTHBH0H 30Hbi;
- BHGAP6HHG MGp no ynpaBAGHHlO 3anpOGKTHblMH asapHRMH.
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ypOBHR

r ,y60KO

BHenpeHMe MeponpkiflTud npennoAaraercA ocymecTBAATb

b abb

OTana:

- nepBbi npenycTMajpuBaeT paapaGorKy m BHenpeHMe opraHMaoeaHHbix m
pacnopflAkireAbHbix AoxyMeHTOB no npenynpeMneHMlo bo3hmkhob6hma mcxoahwx
coGmtmM; KOMneHCupytomne MMponpMATMA no yMemueHMk) nocAencTBMM orcrynAeHMM 4
KareropMM; paapaGoTKa peKOMennauMM no ynpaBAGHMlo aanpoeKTHbiMM aeapMAMM
MMefouuMMMca CMCTeMaMki;

- BTopom - BHenpeHMe ocraAbHbix HaMeneHHbix MeponpMATMM.
3. OCHOBHblE
MEPOnPklflTMfl
nEACTBVKDLJUklX SHEPrOBACKOB
3aM6Ha

TenAOMSOAflUkiM

Ha

HO

riOBblLUEHHK)

rpyGonposonax

m

BESOHACHOCTM

oGopynoBaHMM

b

npenaAax

reoMeTpMHHOM Goaomkm;
- BHenpeHMe AonoAHmeAbHbix cpencTB nonnMTKM DF

ot

HanewHbix

mctomhmkob;

- MeponpMATMA, noKAtoMatomne rpaHcnopTMpoBKy TAweAbix rpyaoe Han peaxTOpoM
mam

GacceMHOM BbinepwKM;
- MonepHMsauMA openers kohtpoaa m ynpasAGHMA BXP 1 xonrypa;

- MonepHMsauMA oGopynoeaHMA sroporo KOHrypa c ueAblo yAymueHMA BXP
BTOporo KOHrypa;
- MonepHMaauMA neperpyaoHHOM ManiMHbi;
- PaapaGorxa

m

BHenpeHMe

aBOTMaTMaMpoeaHHoM

CMoreMbi

ynpasAGHMA

pacnpeneAGHMeM OHeproBbinaAGHMA b 3ktmbhom aone;
- OGecneneHMe

nonnMTKM

GacceMHa

BbinepwxM

npM

aaxpbiTMM AoxaAMayloineM

apMarypbi b CMoreMe oxabmaghma GacceMHa;

- PaapaGoTKa

m

BHenpeHMe

pacnpeneAGHMeM OHeproebineAeHMA

asTOMaTMaMposaHHOM
b

cMceMbi

ynpaBAeHMA

axTMBHOM aone;

- OGecneneHMe nonnMTKM GacceMHa BbinepwxM npM aaxpbiTMM AOKaAMayloweM
apMarypbi

b

CMcreMe

- PaapaGoTKa

m

oxab/kaghma

GacceMHa;

BHenpeHMe nporpaMHoro xoMnAexca

aaa

pacnerHoro anaAMaa

ocraroHHoro pecypca OAeMeHTOB oGopynoBaHMA PV;
- MeponpMATMA no noBbiiueHMlo panMauMOHHoro pecypca KOpnyca peaKropa;
- MeponpMATMA no yAymueHMlo cmctgm kohtpoaa m AMarHOCTMKM;

- PaapaGoTKa nonoAHMTGAbHbix oGocHOBbmaloLUMx MarepMaAOB:

* BepoATHbiM aHaAMa GeaonacHOCTM;
* paccMOTpeHMe aanpoeKTHbix aeapMM;

* paccMorpeHMe
npoeKTHbix
aeapMM
c
ManoAbaoeaHMeM
aananHbix
BbNMCAMTGAbHblX KOAOB;
* arecrauMA m BepM(|)MKauMA McnoAbaosaHHbix b npoeKTe BbNMCAMTGAbHbix koaob;

* ycoBepiueHCTBOBaHMe
CMMnTOMHO-OpMGHTMpOBaHHOrO
06CAy>KMBaHMlO M pGMOHTy.

GKcnAyarauMOHHOM
AOKyMeHTauMM
nOAXOAa,
AOKyMeHTauMM
no

Ha
ochobg
TeXHMMeCKOMy
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4. MEPOnPMflTMfl

no

nOBblllJEHMK) OKCnAYATAUklOHHOA FOTOBHOCTM 11

3K0H0MMHECKMX HOKA3ATEAEA flEfiCTByKDmilX dHEPFOBAOKOB
- OnTkiMkiaaunfl TonAMHHoro lihka3
- PaspadoTKa perAaMGHTOB, MHCTpyxuMM m npyrux AOKyMGHTOB no ogpmoammgckom
HOpBepKe CMCT6M, B3>KHblX AA6 OKCOAyaTaUMM,

HO TGXHMMGCKOMy O0CAy>KMBaHMk> M

peMOHiy;
- DoBbiiueHMe Hane>KHOCTM ynAOTHGHMR rAaBHoro pasbeMa peaxTopa;
- rioBbiujeHkie HaflG)KHOCTM pcryAMpycMbix KAanaHOB ypoBHR b FIT. noAorpGBaTGAAx
BbicoKoro (FIJQB) m hm3koto nasAGHkifl (DHJ1);
- Pa3pa6oTKa

cneuocHacTKM

aar

npoBGAGHkm

tcxhumgchofo

o6cAy>KMBaHMR

m

pGMOHTa C yMGTOM CHMMGHMR A030BblX M TpyflOBblX 3aTp3T npM FHIP M AP5. EYflYIHEE A3C C BB3P-1000
PaSBkITMG

npOGKTa

HanpaBAGHMRX.

PV

riepBOG

BB3P-1000

B

HanpaBAGHUG

POCCMM
-

OCyiUGCTBARGTCR

nOCTGHGHHOG,

B

AByX

oboaIoumohhog

coBGpujGHCTBOBaHMG 6a30Boro nopGKTa PY BB3P-1000 (B-320) nyiGM BHGApenMA b Hero
HOBbIX

yCOBepLUGHCTBOBaHMI^,

paCMGTHbIM

nyiGM

663

0Tpa60TK3

C03A3HMA

KOTOpbIX

B03M0WH3

KpynHOMaCLUTa6HblX

MAM

GKCncpMMGHTaAbHblM.
HarypHblX

o6pa3UOB.

YKaSaHHOG HanpaBAGHMG B HaCTORWMM MOMGHT npGACTaBAGHO npOGKTOM AC-91.
BropoG HanpaBAGHMG pasBMTMA BB3P-1000 npcAycMaTpMBaoT bhgapghmg hobbix
P6LUGHMM

AAA

yAOBAGTBOpGHMA

TGXHMMGCKMX

TpG60B3HMM

AAA

A3C,

HyCK

KOTOpbIX

npoAnoAaraGTCA hocag 2000-2005 roAa. npGAnoAaraeMbiG KOHCTpyKTMBHbiG pglughma
TpG6yk)T AAA

MX

BCGCTOpOHHGrO

MCCAGAOB3HMA

C03A3HMA

KpynHOMaCLUTa6HblX

MAM

HaTypHbIX CT6HA0B. flaHHOG HanpaBAGHMG npGACTaBAGHO npOGKTOM AC-92.
5.1 KOHUEHUMfl AC-91
KoHuonuMR

AC-91

"ATOMSHGpronpOGKT"

paapaOoTana

C0BM6CTH0

C

OKB

CaHKT-FlGTGpOyprcKMM
T MApOOpGCC"

M

MHCTMTyTOM

ApyfMMM

npOGKTHblMM

OpraHM3ai4MAMM POCCMM C ynaCTMGM (|)MpMbl MBO Mhtgphgujha (Omharhamr).
npOGKT 6a3MpyGTCA Ha POCCMMCKMX Hopwax M CTaHAapTaX. HapAAy c POCCMMCKMMM
TpeOOBaHMAMM npOGKT OTBGMaGT TpG60B3HMAM raMriOB, M3A3HHblX ())MHCKMMM BA3CTAMM B
o6a3CTM

AAepHOM 6G30naCH0CTM.

napaMGTpbi,

xapKTGpMsyloiUMG TcnAorMApaBAMHGCKyk) oOcTanoBKy b

pcaKTOpG,

6AM3KM K npOGKTHblM AAA CGpMMHOM pGSKTOpHOM yCT3H0BKM B-320, KOTOpaA MM66T
OOAbLUOM OOblT OKCHAyaTaUMM.
OCHOBHblM npMHUMO, 33AO>K6HHblM B KOHUGHLlMlO npOGKTa AC 91 - GBOAlOUMOHHblM
XapdKTGp

BHaCMMbIX

MOAM<j)MKai4MM,

HG

TpcOylOLUMX

HpOBGAGHMA

HaTypHbIX

MAM

KpynHOMaCUJTaOHblX MCOblTaHMM AAA AOKa3aT6AbCTB MX npMMGHMMOCTM!
-

yMGT MMpOBOFO M pOCCMMCKOFO OOblTd OKCOAyaTaUMM, BHCAPCHMG nGpGAOBbIX

anpoOMpoaaHHbix tgxhoaotmm;
- OnTMMM33l4MA 33TpaT TpyAOBbIX, MaTGpMdAbHblX, A030BblX C UGAblO C03A3HMA
6AOK3, K0HKypGHTH0Cn0C06H0r0 Ha MMpOBbIX panxax no 3K0H0MMHGCKMM nOKa33TGAAM;
- yHGT M yAOBAGTBOpGHMG M6>KAyHapOAHblM M pOCCMMCKMM H0pM3TMBaM.

B

npOGKTG npMMGHGHO M pGaAM30B3H0 CAGAylOLUGG.

no 6G3onacHOCTM:
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- ycoeepiueHCTBOBaHHbiH peaKrop BB3P-1000

-

ycoBepiueHCTBOBaHHbin naporeneparop

nfB-lOOOy;

- npMHunn Merbipex KanaAOB chctgm 6e3onacHOCTn;
- yCOBepweHCTBOBaHHblrt TAaBblH UMpKyAflLlMOHHblH H3COC UHA-1391,
- ^BOMHaA aamuTHaq oOoAOMKa;

- Chctgmw c6poca A3BAGHHA h omhctkh Bbi6pocoB H3 samuTHOU oOoaomkh;
- /lonoAHMTGAbHbie chctgmw 6G3onacHOCTH: CkiCTeMbi Bosspara tghaohochtgaa
nepsoro KOHrypa npn tghh H3 nepsoro KOHTypa bo BTopoH h cncTGMa Bnpbicxa 6opa
BbICOKOrO naBAGHMAi
- yAyMLUGHHaA KOMHOHOBKa peaKTOpHOrO OTflGAGHMAi
- ynpaBAGHklG TAWGAbIMH.

33npOGKTHblMH

asapMAMM,

BKAlOMaA

MaAOBGpOATHblG.

npHBOAAUiHG K pacnAaBAGHMlO 3KTHBH0H 30Hbl.
HO T6XHHK0-3K0H0MHM6CKHM nOK33aT6AAM:

- yCOBGpLUGHCTBOBaHHbll^ TOnAHBHblH UHKA: HCn0Ab30BaHHG TGOAOBblAeAAkDUUMX
cdopoK, bhgapghmg n6porpy30K runa "in-in-out" h Apyroo;
- yBGAMMGHHbltt CpOK CAy»<6bl OCHOBHOfO 060pyA0B3HMA C 30 AO 40 AGT;
- KOHLlGnUklkl "TGMb HGpGA pa3pyilJ6HH6M".
npMMGHGHMG yCOBGpillGHCTBOBaHHOrO pGAKTOpa BB3P-1000 H03B0AAGT nOBbICHTb
6(J)(t)6KTHBH0CTb

OpraHOB

aBapHHHOH

SamMTbl

pG3KT0pa

C

UGAbkD

HOA/iepwaHUA

pG3KT0pa B nOAKpMTMMGCKOM COCTOAHHH HpH paCXOA3*<HBaHHH AO TGMHGpaTypbl 100 °C
6G3 BBOAa 6opHOrO paCTBOpa.
flpGAyCMOTPGHO
OOecnGHGHMA

yAyHLUGHUG

OTpMUaTGAbHbIX

oOpaTHbIX

CBA36H

K03(j>4)Hl4H6HT0B

HO

pGaKTHBHOCTH!

pGaKTHBHOCTH

00

33

CM6T

TGMOGpaTypG

TGRAOHOCHTGAA H TOHAMBa B T6M6HH6 BC6H KOMnaHHH HCKAlOMaGTCA OHaCHOG HOBblLUGHUG
A3BAGHMA B HGpBOM KOHTypG B pGWHMaX C 0TK330M H3 CpaOaTbIBaHMG aBapHHHOH
SaiUMTbl.
FlpoGKT

AC-91

peaAM30BblBaTbCA
MG>KAy

PCD

H

B

KHP.

BbiOpan
npOBHHUHH

KHP

b

AAOHHH

PaCCMaTpMBaGTCA

xaMGCTse
OO

npoGKTa,

Koropbin

MGWnpaBUTGAbCTBGHHOMy

T3KWG

B03M0>KH0CTb

aoawgh

'JOrAaLUGHHiO

p6aAH3aUHH

GFO

H3

3HGpro6AOKG No4 KDy A3C Ha yxpanHG.

5.2 KOHUEHUklfl AC - 92
Kohughuma AC-92 paspaOoraHa Mockobckhm HHCTHTyTOM

"AroMSHGpronpOGKT"

COBMGCTHO C OKB THApOnpGCC" H ApyrklMM npOGKTHblMM OpraHMSaUMAMM Pocchh .
flpOGKT 6a3MpyGTCA H3 pOCCHHCKHX H0pMaTHB3X.
OOopyAOBaHUG

pGaKTOpHOH

y CT3H0BKH

npaKTHMGCKH

HG

OTAMMaGTCA

OT

npkiMGHAGMoro b npoGKTG Py AAA AC-91.
3ro HanpasAGHHG npGAnoAaraGr:
- Ymct c ncnoAb30BaHM6 AymiJHxpGiiJGHHH npoGKTa AC-91;

- Bhgapohmg naccHBHbix chctgm 6G3onacHOcrn b coHGTaHHH c aKTHBHbiMH;
- COBGpLUGHCTBOBaHMG

TOOAHBHOrO

UMKA3

(MaHGBpGHHOG TOnAHBO,

pa3pa60TK3

ypaH-nAyTOHMGro umkab h t.a ).
OCHOBHOG npMHLlHnkiaAbHOG 0TAHMH6 3TOH KOHUGniiHH 33KAlOMa6TCA B npHMGHGHHH
naccHBHbix CHCTGM 6G30naCH0CTH.
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B 3T0M npOOKTe, flOnOAHHTGAbHO K MMGlOLUMMCA dKTMBHblM CMCTeMaM
6e3onacHOCTM, bar MCKAloMeHMfl noepeM^GHne ToriAMBa a TRweAbix asapMRx,
npeflycMaTpMBaercfl bbgaghmg nonoAHkireAbHbix naccuBHbix cmctgm.
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■■■■■■■■■I
3HEPr06A0KM A3C FlEPBOrO nOKOAEHMfl C PEAKTOPHbIMM
VCTAHOBKAMM BB3P-440 (B-230)
Bonpocw 6e3onacHOCTH

a

BG9600402

MonepHnsauMM A3C c BB3P-440 (B-230)
H. MeAbHMKOB

OKB „rMnponpeccw
1. BeeneHMe
3a agcataagthaA nepnon c 1971 no 1981 r. b Poccaa, Apmghaa a crpanax
Boctohhoa Eeponbi 6waa nocrpoeHbi a BeeneHbi b OKcnAyaraukilo 16 3Hepro6AOKOB A3C
nepBoro hokoaghma c peaKiopaMM BB3P-440 (cm. TaOAALiy)

TaGAMua
Crpana

Ha3B3HA6
A3C

HOMGp
6AOK3

2

3

4

5

Tun
peaKTopHoA
ycraHOBKM
6

HOBOBOpOHG

3
4

1971
1972

30
30

B-179
B-179

A3C

1
2

1973
1974

30
30

B-230
B-230

ApMAHCKdA
A3C

1
2

1976
1980

30
30

B-270
B-270

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2

1973
1974
1977
1979
1974
1975
1980
1981
1979
1980

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

B-230
B-230
B-230
B-230
B-230
B-230
B-230
B-230
B-230
B-230

1
POCCMA

>KCK3A A3C
KOAbCKaA

ApMGHAA

TepMaHMA

A3C Hopn

EoArapMA

A3C

KosAonyA

CAOB3KMA

A3C

"BoryHALiG"

r on

nycica
6AOK3

flpOGKTHblA
CpOK CAy>K6bl,
A6T

B HacTOAiuee bpgma b Poccaa, BoArapnn a CAOBaKAA b SKcnAyaTauAA HaxonATCA
10 9HGpro6AOKOB 3T0A CGpAA. 3V0 peaAbHOCTb, C KOTOpOA HGAb3A HG CMATaibCA, AMGA
BBAny HGOSxOAAMOCTb oBGCnGMGHMA yCAOBMA AX 6630HaCH0A SKCHAyaTaUAM.
B SananHbix CTpanax, a T3k>k6 b crpanax, b Koropbix SKcnAyaTApyloTCA A3C
HGpBOrO HOKOAGHAA HO HpBBy AM6GT MGCTO 03a60HGHH0CTb 6G30naCHOCTblO dTOMHblX
SAGKTpOCTaHUMA, nOCTpOGHHbIX HO npOGKT3M BblBLUGFO COBGTCKOrO Col03a. TpG60B3HAA
CO CTOpOHbl Banana OCiaHOBATb STM A3C TaAT B CG6g >KGAaHA6 OMGHb npOCTO peLUATb
Bonpoc ackaIomghaa pACKa. Oambko, sonpocbi moagphasbuaa 6aokob aaa Bbisona ax as
SKcnAyaraiiAA hg AOAWHbi paccMaipABaibCA b OTpbise ot coctoahaa aAbiepHaTABhbix
ACTOMHAKOB 3HGpfAA A 3KOHOMAMGCKOA CATyaijAA B CTpaHG.
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XapaKiepHbiM

npuMepoM

nocneujHoro

npMHaroro

pglughma

o

BbiBone

m3

OKCHAyaTauuM aTOMHOM OAexTpocTaHLiMM aioro Tuna abaagtca ApMAHCxaa A3C.
UeAblo nacroameM pa6oibi aBAaeica noKaaaib, mto aroMHbie oAexTpociaHUMM c
BB3P-440 (B-210) Moryr 6biTb aoBeneHbi b npeaeAax pacMGTHoro mx cpoxa CAywGbi no
npneMAGMoro
ypoena
6e3onacHocm
sa
cmgt
BHeapeHna
TexHMMecxMx
m
opraHnaauMOHHbix
MeponpMamM,
cooTBeTCTByloiuMx
coapeMeHHbiM
nonxonaM
k
o6ecneHGHMlo 6e3onacHOM aKcnAyarauun A3C.
C npyroa CTopoHbi omgbmaho, mto rocynapCTsa, b CMAy CAO>KMBUJMxca ycAOBMM,

no

cawiM He b cocroaHMM o6ecneMMTb cbommm CMAaMM see o6beMbi pa6or
6aokob 6e3 TexHMHecKOti m oxohommmgcxom noMOuuH

SanaAHbix

MonepHM3aunn

rocynapcig. HoMOinb.

oxasbiBaeMaa no nporpaMMaM

PHARE m TACIS.
Hro6bi
peaAbHO yAymuMTb ycAOBMa 6e3onacHOcm
OKcnAyarauMM otmx 3Hepro6AOxoB.

Ha

ocraeLUkikica

epox

2. npOGKTHbIG OCHOBbl M nOAOMMTGAbHblG 0C06eHH0CTM peaKTOpHbIX yCT3HOBOK
BB3P-440 nepaoro noKOAenna.
HecMOTpa na OTcyrcTBMe b nepnon cosnanHa npoexTOB peaxropnbix ycranoBOK B179, B-230 (kohgu 60-x toaob) oreMGCTBeHHOH HOpMamBHO-TexHMMecxoM AOxyMeHTauMM
no

6e3onacHOCTM

o6opynoBaHne

AAa

(peaxTop,

aTOMHbix

OAexTpocTaHUMM,

naporenepaTop,

KOMnonenTbi

nan6oAee
rAaBHoro

OTBGTCTBGHHoe

uMpxyAauMOHHoro

KOHiypa m ap.) BbinoAHaAOCb no cneunaAbHO pa3pa6oT3HHbiM nopMaM m npaskiAaM,
npMMGHaeMblM B BOeHHOM CyAOCTpOGHMM. B HaCTHOCTM, npM HSrOTOBAGHHM yxasaHHOrO
o6opyAOB3HMa 6wam ncnoAb30B3Hbi "OcHOBHbie noAOMGHHa" na CBapxy M HanA3BKy M
"flpaBMAa KOHTpoAa", anpo6npOBaHHbie b cyAOCTpoenmi, b tom mmcag aab peaxropHoro
o6opyAOB3HMa TpancnopTHbix ycTanosox. 3m nopMbi n npaBMAa aBMAMCb xopoiueM
OCHOBOM AAa AGMCTBylomHX B HaCTOaLUGG BpGMa HOpMaTMBHbIX AOXyMGHTOB OpM
HsroroBAGHkiM m MOHTawe oSopyAOBaHMa AAa A3C.
riooroMy opn C03A3HMM nepBbix A3C 6biAn npeAycMOTpeHbi Mepbi oOecneMGHMa
xanecTBa xoHcrpyMpOBaHMa, kisroroBAGHkia m MOHia>xa oOopyAOBaHMa, noBbiujGHHbix
Tpe6oBaHMtf x
Tpy6onpOBOAbi

oxcnAyajaunn. Ochobhog o6opyAOBaHne peaxTOpHOM ycjaHOBXM m
mmgam
Bbicoxyto
crenenb
naAewHOCTM
m
cooTBGTCTBylomkie

xoHCTpyxTMBHbie aanacbi, xoropwe npaxmMeexM MCXAlonaAM B03M0>xH0CTb xpynnbix
paapblBOB Tpy6onpOBOAOB, MTO nOSBOABAO OrpaHMHMTb paSMGp TGHM no fly32. flAa
OrpaHMMGHkia MCTGHGHUa Tpy6onpOBOAbl AMaMGTpOM 50, 70 M 100 MM, nOACOGAklHaGMbie X
rAaBHOMy LikipxyAauMOHHOMy Tpy6onpoBOAy, CHa6>xeHbi BCTaexaMM AMaMerpoM 32 mm,
o6ecneHMBaeT MaxcMMaAbHylo pacMemylo BeAMMMHy HCTenGHkia, oxBMBaAGHTHylo
OTBGpcmlO AkiaMGTpOM 32 MM.
Tpy6onpoBOAbi rAasnoro UMpxyAauMOHHoro xoniypa, scnoMoraTGAbHbix cmctgm

hto

nepaoro xonrypa, 33abm>kxm, nacocbi m TenAOoOMGHHaa nosepxHOCTb naporenepaTopoB
BbinOAHGHbl M3 HGp>XaBGlOLLlMX ayCTGHMTHblX CT3AGM TM03 OX18H10T. HG OOABGpMGHHblX
xpynxMM paspyiuGHMaM.
npM Bbl6ope MaXCMMaAbHOM npOGXTHOM asapMM 3T0 A3B3A0 0CH0B3HMG CMMTaib
HGB03M0>XHblM B03HMXH0BGHMG MFHOBGHHblX paSpyUJGHMM XpyOHblX Tpy6onpOBOAOB.
DpMHUMn
HGB03M0/XH0CTM
BOSHMXHOBGHMa
MTHOBGHHblX
paSpyLUGHMM
OOAbLUMX
Tpy6onpoBOAOB, pa6oralomMx ooa asbaghmcm, c^opMyAMposaH b AeMCTBylomGM b
nacToamee BpGMa b OPT 0yHAaMGHTaAbHOM xomugoumm 663onacHOcm (Basis Safety
Concept). MnoroAGTHMM onbir oxcnAyarauMM oneproGAOxoB oioro TMna noATBGpwAaer
H3Ae>XHOCTb Tpy6onpoBOAOB nepaoro xonrypa.
OOopyAOBanMG M Tpy6onpoBOAbi nepaoro xonrypa, paGoralomMe ooa AaBAGHMGM,
He MMetor npoAOAbHbix
nosBOAalomylo

CBapHbix

niBOB,

mmgIot

HaM6oAee npocTylo xoH^MrypauMlo,

naM6oAee aoctobgpho onpeAeAMTb nanpa>xeHHoe cocroaHMG

m

tgm

caMbiM noATBepAMTb npOHHOCTb AAa bcgx npoexTHbix pgwmmob. Tax, HM>xnaa MacTb
xopnyca peaxropa, tag pasMemaerca axrMBHaa sona, BbinoAHGHa b bmag fabaxom
UGAMXOBOM UMAMHApMHGCXOM 06OAOHXM C OAAMnTMMGCXMM AHMLUGM, 6G3 X3XMX-Am6o
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BP630K M OTBGpCTMM, MTO MCXAlOMaGT AOHOAHMTGAbHblG KOHUGHTpaTOpbl H3npA>X6HMM.
narpy6KM Kopnyca peaKTopa aaa npneapKM rAasHbix uMpxyAAUMOHHbix Tpy6onpoeonoB
/ly500 MM BbinOAHfllOTCfl K3K OflHO ueAOG C 066MaMX0M, MTO n03B0AAGT MCXAlOMMTb
CBapHbie UJBbl 3H3MMT6AbHblX pa3M6pOB M 60AblllOM npOTA>K6HHOCTM.

Tghaotgxhmmgcxmg o6ocHOBaHMA mcxoamam m3 roro, mto npn npMHATOtt
MaxcuMaAbHOM npoGXTHOM asapMM ypoBGHb BOflbi b pcaxTopc Bceraa 6yaeT Bbiiue ypoBHA
3XTMBH0M 30Hbl, HOflaMa BOflbl HaCOCaMM BBapMMHOM nOAHMTXM paCXOflOM 100 M3/M3C
oOecneMMBaer

AOCTaTOMHbiM

renAOCbeM,

MCXAloMaloiiiMM

nospewfleHne

TenAOBbineAfllomux sagmghtob.
npn paapaOoTKe opgaaowghmm no MonepHnsaukiM A3C c BB3P-440 cagavgt
npuHUMaTb bo BHMMaHne ranwe npenMyrnecrea poaxTopHOM ycraHOBKM B-230, k
KOTOpbiM othocatca CAGAyloiuMG:

1. MOlUHOCTb MCTOMHMK3 paflMaUMOHHOM OnaCHOCTM!
- peaniop cpGAHGM moiuhoctm 1375 Mbt (renAOBbix), cooTBGTCTByloiuMM tchaghlimm
nepcnexTMBHbix A3C noBbiniGHHOM OesonacHOCTki, npenycMaipuBalometi npMMGHGHMC
npMHUkinoB BHyrpeHHeM <J)M3mmgcxom OesonacHOCTM m naccuBHOcru.
2.

pasBMTMk) npoueccoe c

ConpoTMBAfleMocTb

HeynpaBAfleMbiM

yBGAMMGHMGM

MOIUHOCTM:
- BbicoxaB 3(|)(j)eKTMBH0CTb opraHOB samuTbi peaKTopa;
- OTpMUaTGAbHbie XO30(t)MUM6HTb! pGaXTMBHOCTM HO TGMHGpaTypG TGHAOHOCMTGAA

bo bcgx pGMMMax pa6oibi;
- OTpMUl^GAbHblM napOBOti 3<|)<t)6XT PGaXTMBHOCTU;
- CMAbHblM OTpmaaiGAbHblH MOUJHOCTHOM X03(|)(()MUMGHT pGaXTMBHOCTM;
- HaAMMMG CMCTGMbl TGMHGpaTypHOFO XOHTpOAA p63XT0pa C OOAblUMM X0AMM6CTB0M
A3TMMX0B (XOHTpOAb OXBaTblBaGT 60% c6opOX);
- yCTOMMMBOCTb HpOCTpaHCTBGHHOfO paCHpGACAGHMA OHGprOBblAGAGHMM.

3. VCTOMMMBOCTb 1

M

2

6apbGpOB

H3

fiyTM paCnpOCTpaHGHMA pa AMOaKTMBHbIX

nponyKTOB npM HapywGHMAx m aBapMAx:

- MaxCMMaAbHOG 3H3MGHMG AMH6MH0M TGHAOBOM H3rpy3XM H3 TB3A B 2,3 pa33
MGHbLUG AOnyCTkIMOrO M Ha 30% HM>K6, M6M AAA pG3XTOpOB Tkina PWR 60AbLLJGM
moiuhoctm;
- HM3X3A o6bGMH3A HGpaBHOMGpHOCTb TGHAOBblAGAGHMA (2.08);
- HM3X3A HGpaBHOMGpHOCTb MOIUHOCTM OTAGAbHbIX TB3A0B (1.55);

- "ycTOMMMsaA" o6oaomx3 TB3A;
- BbicoxMM sanac no noxaaaTGAAM
CTauMonapnoM pg>xmmg (DNBR-4.0).
4.

VCTOMMMBOCTb

FipOTHB

tghaotgxhmmgcxom h3A6>xhoctm b mcxoahom

B03HMXHOBGHMA

HGynp3BAAGMOM

HOTGpM

TGHAOHOCMTGAA HCpBOFO KOHTypa:

- xopnyc pcaxTopa hg mmggt npOAOAbHbix ujbob;
- Tpy6onpoBOAbi nGpeoro xoHTypa, rAaeHbiG

sanopHbiG
33abm>xxm, rAaBHbiM
UMpxyAALlMOHHblM H3COC, XOAAGXTOp HGpBOrO XOHTypa napOFGHGpaTOpa, o6opyAOB3HM6
CHGUBOAOOMMCTXM BbinOAHGHbl M3 ayCTGHMTHOM CT3AM, MTO C03ABGT npGAHOCblAXM AAA
npMMGHGHMA npMHUMHa „T6Mb HGpGA pa3pyUIGHMGM";
-OTHOCMTGAbHO 60AbLU0M 33H3C TGHAOHOCMTGAA HGpBOrO XOHTypa H3A 3XTMBH0M
30HOM, B CMCT6M6 XOMHGHCaUMM A3BAGHMA, B HGTAAX M C06CTBGHHblM 33n3C BOAbl B 30H6;

- MMHMMaAbHOG XOAMMGCTBO HpMCOGAMHGHMM
xoHTypy b HGOTCGxaGMOM MacTM Tpy6onpoBOAa;

X

TAaBHOMy

UMpXyAAUMOHHOMy

xopnyc peaxTOpa hg mmggt otbgpctmm hmmg rAaoHbix naTpy6xoB;
- CXGM3 HGpBOrO XOHTypa "663 npOTGMGX", MTO 06GCHGMMBaGT BbICOXyk) CTGHGHb GFO
TGpMGTMMHOCTM, HpOTGMXM TGHAOHOCMTGAA npM6AM3MTGAbHO 0.5 M^/cyTXM:
-

a) npMMGHGHbl TGpMGTMMHblG

(~UH

TMH3

FLIH-310;
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6) aaMKHyrafl
b)

cmctgm3 ommctkm boaw

<t>AaHueBbie coGAMHGHMA

mmgIot

nepeoro KOHTypa;

HenpepbiBHbiA KOHipoAb.

5.CxeMHbie w KOHcrpyKTMBHbie peuieHMa:
- MHOrOneTAGBaA CXGMa OTBOna
BblCOKyb CTGHGHb pG36pBMpOBaHMA;
- HaAMMMG SanOpHbIX

3anBM>K6K

T6nAa

Ha

OT

DGTAAX,

aKTMBHOfl

30Hbl,

HOSBOAAlomMX

06GCnGHMBalomaA

OTCGMb

OOBpGMAGHHblM

yyacTOK Tpy6onpoBOAa;
- naporGHGparopbi

o6Aa/ialoT

6oAbLUMMM

sanacaww

nOSBOAAlomMG 066Cn6MMTb OTBOA OT aKTMBHOtt 30Hbl
tgmghmg

no

boaw

OCTaiOHHOrO

BTopoivty

KOHTypy,

TGnAOBblflGAGHMA

B

6-7 MacoB 6g3 noAnMTKM;

- KOMHOHOBKa 060pyA0BaHMA ncpsoro KOHTypa C npMMGHGHMGM ropk130HTaAbHOrO
naporGHGpaTopa
ecTGCTBGHHOM
npouGcca,

b

oGccnGAMsaGT

uMpxyAAUMM
tom

mmcag

b

tgoaootboa

npoucccc

aKTMBHOM

ot

nocAG

tgoaohocmtgaa

Alo6oro

ypOBHGM

chmwghma

30Hbi

c

aBapMMHoro

xax

noMombto

nepcxoAHoro

peaKTope,

b

tbk

no

m

BTopoMy KOHTypy b noparGHGpaTopo;
npMBGAGHHblG

XapaKTGpMCTMKM

aKTMBHOfl

30Hbl

p63KT0pa

M

nepBOfO

KOHTypa

o66cnGMMBak)T 6G3onacHOCTb no otholughmIo k asapkiPlHOMy otkaohghmIo b aoct3tohho
LUMpOKOM AHana30H6 OCHOBHbIX nap3M6TpOB pGaKTOpHOM yCT3HOBKM M OTBGHalOT pAAy
TpG60BaHMtt, npGAbABAAGMblX K ncpcnGKTMBHblM nOKOAGHMAM 3TOMHblX 3AGKTpOCT3HUMfl.
PoaAbHaA

BB3P-440

3({>(t>BKTMBH0CTb

npOABMAacb

CBA33HHblX

C

bo

OOWapOM

B

nOAOWMTGAbHblX

bpgma

mhumaghtob

Ka6GAbHblX

CBOtfCTB

na

pGaKTOpHOM

Apmahckom

nOMGLUGHMAX.

HpH

A3C

3T0M

yCTaHOBKM

m

6blAM

A3C

C

"HopA",

nOTGpAHbl

BCG

MCTOHHMKM 3A6KTpOnHTaHMA C06CTBGHHblX Hy>KA H3 BpGMA OKOAO 6-TM H3COB.

Ha

A3C

KoAbCKOH

yparanoM

6nam

BbiBGAenbi

see

bhgllihmg

mctomhmkm

3A6KTpOnHTaHMA, 3 H3 2-X 6aOK3X M3 4-X 6blAO HOTGpAHO nMTBHMG C06cTBGHHblX
KaTGfOpMM H3A6>KH0CTM (OT AMSGAbFGHGpaTOpOB) H3 BpGMA OKOAO 2-X H3COB.
B

yxasaHHbix

asapMPiHbix

CMTyauMAx

npoOAGM

c

oxa3>kaghmgm

Hy>KA

pcaxTopa

II

hg

B03HMKA0.

Ba>KH06
60AbHiylO

<j)MpMbi

BB9P-440 (B-230)

npGMMymecTBO

TGOAOByto MHGpUMk)

"9a6ktpocmt3 ag

"Ba>KHOCTb

0TMGM3GT

c

tomkm

3pGHMA

6G3onacnocTM

-

FAaBHblM MHCOGKTOp 00 AAGpHOki 6G30naCH0CTM

(DpaHC"

60AbUJ0M

r-H l"I.TaH>KM (cm. >xypH3A NEW 9-10/1993r.):
MHGpUMM BB3P-440 HGAb3A HGAOOLlGHMTb. 3f0

XOpOlliaA

OCOBGHHOCTb C 003M14MM 6G30naCH0CTM...
B

nOATBGp>KAGHMG

6aok3 c

6bl

TO HM

BB3P-440),
6blA0

CKa33HH0My,

<$>MHHbl,

GKCHAyaTMpylomMG

A3C "Ao,i

uR"

(A :a

yTBGp>KAaloT, mto iVvokm 6G3onacnbi b tghghmg 5-6 Macos uej KaK'ix-

BH6LUHMX MCTOMHMKOB

3, ,prMM".

3. OCHOBHblG HanpaBAGHMA nOBbILUGHMA 6G30n3CH0CTM 3HGpro6AOKOB c BB3P440(8-179, B-230)
PaccMaTpMsaA
peaKTopaMM

ncpsoro

npo6AGMy

noBbiniGHMA

ookoaghma,

b

1990

6G3onacHocTM

roAy

b

paMxax

TIpGAAOMGHMA 00 pGKOHCTpyKUMM 3T0MHblX CTSHUMfl TM03

sxcnAyaTauMM

WANO

6wam

BB3P-440

C

A3C

c

paapaBoTanbi
pG3KT0p0M

B-

230" (MOCKOBCKMI* pGFMOHaAbHblM UGHTp).

B OCHOBy OOAXOAa 6blAO nOAO>KGHO BblABAGHMG AG(f)MUMTa 6G30naCH0CTM

M

H3

OCHOB3HMM p3HGG y>K6 MMGtOlUMXCA M3T6pMaA0B M OpGAAOWGHMM OO pGKOHCTpyKUMM, C
yMGTOM "H03MUMM OpraHOB H3A30pa no aTOMHOM SHGprGTMKG..." CTpaH-BAaAGAbUGB A3C,
6blAM

C(|)OpMyAMpOBaHbl

KOHKpGTHbIG

T6XHMM6CKM6

MGpOOpMATMA

00

CAGAyblUMM

OCHOBHbIM HanpaBAGHMAM:
- pacujMpeHMe cnGKTpa npOGKTHbix aBapMfl;
- o6GCnGHGHMG UGAOCTHOCTM OGpBOFO KOHTypa;

- OOBblUUGHMG H3AG)KH0CTM KOMOOHGHTOB CMCT6M, B3>KHblX AAA 6G30naCH0CTM;
- yMGHbUJGHMG BGpOATHOCTM B03HMKH0BGHMA MCXOAHbIX C06blTMfl;
- nOBblLUGHMG CTpyKTypHOM H3A6>KH0CTM CMCT6M 6G30naCH0CTM;

- noBbiuieHkie
repMeTUMHOcru
OKpywalotHMX ncpBbifl KOHryp;

m

- yA/MiueHMe npOTMBonowapHOM aamuTbi;
- yAyyuueHMe xanecTBa m 3(JxJ)6ktmbhoctm
(BHyTpeHHero m BHGiuHero);

anaAM3

MMetomerocfl

ypOBHA

noMGiueHMti,

pannaunoHHoro

cmctgmw

- ynpaBAGHne 3anp^°KTHbiMM aBapMAMM;
- o6ecneHeHne cr.• -'Ctomkoctm A3C.
Ho
pesyAbTaraM pa6orbi mmccmM MArAT3,
QKcnAyaraunoHHo^
6e3onacHOcrn
b
<t>eBpaAe
KOHuenryaAbHbiPi

repMeTMMHbix

ugaocthoctm

6biA

npoeKTy
m
BbinoAHGH

c

peaKTopaMM

othocallimxca

1991

rona

6o3onacHOCTM

kohtpoaa

k

A3C

naHHoro Tuna m BbinaHbi pGKOMGHAauMM KOHLienryaAbHoro xapaKTepa. PGKOMGHAauMM,
CBflaaHHbie c BonpocaMM npoeKra, Moryr 6biib npMHATbi b KayecTBe tgxhmmgckom ocHOBbi
BbinoAHeHMfl
MosepHnsauMM,
OKcnAyajauuM A3C.

aaa

HanpaBAGHHOi/i

Ha

noBbiLiieHMe

6e3onacHOCTM

B OCHOB6 3T0r0 3HaAM3a 6blA3 npMHflTa OUGHKa CTGPGHM BAMAHMA A6(f)ML4MTOB
6G3onacHOCTM Ha TAy6oKO sujGAOHMpoBaHHylo 3ainnry. BbiAM c(f)opMyAMpoBaHbi 4
KaTGropMH 3HaMMMOCTH MMClOLLlGrOCA flG^MUMTa M PGK0M6HA0B3Hbl CpOKM yCTpaHGHMA
3T0r0 AG(f)ML4MTa.

KpoMG

Toro

b

anaAM36

axcnGproB

MAFAT3

yaeAAGTCA

oco6og

BHMMaHMG

BonpocaM SKcnAyaiauMM (KyAbiypG 663onacHOcrn), Tax xax ohm sarparMealoT ncpBbiG
AMHMM rAy60K0 OUUGAOHMpOBaHHOM 3aiHMTbl, TO GCTb oOGCnCMGHMk) HOpM3AbHblX yCAOBMM
OKcnAyarauMM, noAAepwaHMlo npGAGAOB m yCAOBMM 6G3onacHOM axcnAyarauMM m
npGnynpGXKAGHMlo asapMMHbix CMiyauMM na A3C.
YKaaaHHblG
pGKOMGHflaUMM
AOAWHbl
H3MTM
OTpa>K6HM6
B
nporpaMM3X
MonepHM3auMM 3HGpro6AOKOB A3C c yMGTOM ocoOghhoctgm 6aokob, oco6ghhoctgm
opraHMsauMM
mx
06CT0ATGAbCTB.

SKcnAyarauMM,

skohommmgckmx

bosmowhoctgm

m

npyrMx

Hgo6xoammo, MToGbi SKcnAyaiMpyloiiiMG opraHMsauMM m pcryAMpylomMG opranbi,
OTBGTCTBGHHbiG
3a
6B3onacHOCTb
3KcnAyaTauMM
A3C,
oao6pmam
nporpaMMy
MOAe3HM3aUMM M OnpGflGAMAM PpMOpMTGTbl T6XHMM6CKMX MGponpMATMM AAA pG3AM3aUMM.
B PocCMM B 1992-1993 r.r. aaa 1, 2 6aokob KoabckoM A3C m 3, 4 6aokob
HOBOBOpOHG>KCKOM A3C 6blAM pa3pa60T3Hbl "KOHLienUMM nOBblLUGHMA 6G30naCH0CTM
A3C..." M yTBGp>KA6Hbl KOHUGpHOM "P0C3H6pr0aT0M". KOHUGHUMM CAy/KMAM OCHOBOM
pa3pa60TKM rpa(})MKOB MOAepHM3aL4MM 3HGpro6AOKOB A3C, pa3pa60TKM tgxhmmgckmx
3aA3HMPI Ha np06KTMp0B3HM6 M T.A.
Aaa opranMsauMM pa6or no MOAepHMsauMM 3HGpro6AOKOB A3C paspaBoianbi
rpa(()MKM AAA k3>kaom A3C m npMKaaoM MMHMcrpa btomhom aneprGTMKM P<3) BBGAenbi b
AeMCTBMG B 1993 TOAy.
Ha OCHOBaHMM BbinOAHGHHbIX 3a nOCAGAHGG BpGMA MCCAGAOBaHMM M npMHATOM
KOHUGHLIMM MO>KHO BblAGAMTb CAGAylOLUMG T6XHMM6CKM6 MGponpMATMA HO MOAGpHM3aUMM,
HG06x0AMMblG AAA peaAM33UMM'
1. PaCLUMpGHMG CHGKTpa HpOGKTHblX 3BapMM AO TGHM PGpBOrO KOHTypa C 3KBMBaA6HTHblM
AM3M6TP0M fly 100 MM BKAtoHMTGAbHO. HpM 3T0M POBpG^KAGHMG TB3A0B 3KTMBHOM 30Hbl HG
AOA/XHO npGBbllliaTb npGAGAbl 6G30n3CH0M SKCHAyaTaUMM no KOAMMGCTBy M B6AMMMH6
Ae(J)GKTOB TB3A0B, HTO C0CT3BAA6T 1% TB3A0B C AG(J)GKTaMM TMna r330B0M HGPAOTHOCTM M
0,1% TB3A0B, AAA KOTOpbIX MMG6T MGCTO OpAMOP) KOHT3KT TGnAOHOCMTGAA M AAGpHOFO
TOnAMBB.
3ro npGAnoAaraGT BbinoAHGHMG hgoSxoammwx pacHGTHbix anaAMSOB asapMM.
2. OOeCnGHGHMG UGAOCTHOCTM nGpBOrO KOHTypa M KOHTpOAA 3a Gro nAOTHOCTbto K3K

OAHoro M3 6apbGpos Ha nyTM pacnpocTpaneHMA paAMoaKTMBHbix bglugctb.
Aaa HGro hgo6xoammo:
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- 06ecneMmb yBGAHMGHHbiH oOogm kohtpoaa MeraAAa oOopyAoeaHHA
h
Tpy6onpOBOAOB nepsoro KOHTypa, BKAloMaa KOHrpoAb mgtoaom yAbTpasByxoBOH
Ae4>eKTOCKonnM caapHbix hibob Tpy6onpOBOACB pa3AHHHoro nuaMerpa H3 aycTGHHTHon
ctbam;
- 06oCHOB3Tb

OpHMGHHMOCTb

AAA

Tpy6onpOBOAOB

ncpBoro

KOHTypa

KaWAOrO

KOHKpGTHOTO 6aOK3 KOHUGOUHH "TGMb HGpGA pa3pyillGHHGM" H OOpGAGAHTb Tpe60B3HHA K
pGWMMaM

OKcnAyaTauMM,

TGXHHMGCKOMy

obcAywMBaHMk)

OKcnAyarauMOHHOMy

h

KOHTpOAkD.
flAA 060CH0B3HHA OpHHATOrO OrpaHHMGHHA M3CUJTa6a OpOGKTHOH BBapHH AOAMHO
6blTb

HOKasaHO,

MTO

BGpOATHOCTb

pa3pblB3

Tpy6O0pOBOA3

M6p63 OKPMBaAGHTHblH AH3M6Tp 60AGG flylOO MM MGHGG
(f)aKTHHGCKMX AAHHblX
OpH

H3rOTOBAGHHH

paapyiUGHHG

HO KOHCTpyKLlHH H
H OKCOAyaTaLlHH.

Tpy6onpOBOAOB

C

B03HHKH0BCHHGM

H3

105 B TOA

6aOK C

T6MH

yMGTOM

pG3yAbT3TOB H3FOTOBAGHHA, KOHTpOAA M6T3AA3
flOAWHO

peaAH3y6TCA

6blTb

TOAbKO

00X333HO,
MCpG3

HTO

OTan

BQ3MOMHOG

"TGMb

DCpGA

paapyLUGHMGM" C 3KBHB3A6HTHblM AHaMGTpOM MGHGG fly 100 MM, 3 CHCTCM3 AHafHOCTHKH
TGHU

H

pGWHM

3KC0AyaTaUHH

MOryT

oOGCOGHHTb

HG06XOAHMWX

OpHHATHG

MGp

AO

AOCTHWGHHA CKB03H0H TpGLUHHbl OKBHBaAGHTHOrO p33MGpa fly 100 MM.

3. flAA BHGApeHMA KOHUGOUHH "TGHb OGpGA paSpyLUGHHGM" AOA>KHO 6blTb BblHOAHCHO
noarannoG ocnaiueHMG 6aokob CHCTGMaMH onGpaTHBHOH AnarnocTHKH Tpy6onpoBOAOB
nepsoro KOHTypa: AnarnocTHKa tgmgH, Bn6paunn h oOnapyweHHA ceo6oAHbix
npGAMGTOB, KOHTpOAb BA3>KH0CTH B 00M61UGHHAX OOpBOFO KOHTypa.
KOHTpOAA

M6T3AA3

oOGcriGHHTb

COBMGCTHO

o6napy>KGHHe

C

yKa33HHblMH

onacnbix

ac^gktob,

CHCTGMaMH
KOTopbic

LLlTATHblG CHCTCMbl

AHaTHOCTHKH

MoryT

npHBCCTH

0O3BOAAT
k

tchbm

c

3KBHB3A6HTHblM p33M6pOM 60AGG fly 100 MM.

4. B oOocHQBaHHG paAkiauHOHHoro pccypca KOpnycoB pcaxTopoB BbinoAHHTb

aaa

xawAoro 6aok3 pacMGT xpynxoH opomhocth Kopnycoe pcaxropoB b oxcoAyaTauHOHHbix
PGMHM3X C yMGTOM (JjaKTHMGCKOrO (JjAlOGHCa HGHTpOHHOrO OOTOK3 H HMGk)lHHXCA B
HaCTOALUGG BpGMA ABHHblX OO pG3yAbTaT3M HCCAGAOBaHHH "AOAOMHbIX" 06p33Lj0B,
BbipeaaHHbix H3 AeHCTBytoiunx KOpnycoB.
flAA BOCCTaHOBAGHHA 0A3CTHMGCKHX CBOHCTB MGT3AA3 CBapHOFO L1IB3 N4 H
nOBblLUGHHG OKCOAyaTaUHOHHOH HaAGWHOCTH KOpnyCOB SblAH OCyLLlGCTBAGHbl HGKOTOpblG
MGpbl, B TOM MHCAG OpOBGAGH OT>KHT pAA3 KOpnyCOB. 0AH3K0 pG3yAbT3Tbl HCCAGAOBaHHH
06p33U0B, BblpG33HHblX H3 KOpnyCOB peaKTOpOB OOCAG OT/KHFa, HG AalOT OCHOB3HHA
CMHTaTb npoOAGMy XpyOKOH npOMHOCTH OKOHHaTGAbHO pCLUGHHOH.
Pa3pa60TaHH3A HMOepHMCCKaA (J)OpMyAa, 003BOAAk>maA OOpCAGAHTb KpHTHMGCKyk)
TGMnepaTypy xpynxocTH TKo hcxoaa H3 coacpnohha 4>oc<j)Opa h mgah, hg abgt booahc

H3AG>KHblX

pcayAbTaTOB.

HCCAGAOB8HHA. flAA
KOpnycoB

3TOFO

HCObxOAHMO

DOOTOMy

npOBGCTH

AOOOAHHTGAbHblG

OpGAOOAaraeTCA BblOOAHHTb OT6cp "AOAOMHbIX" o6pa3UOB H3

3, 4 6aokob Hobobopohg>kckoh

A3C

1,

h

2 6aokob

A3C.

Koabckoh

UeAbto

3THX HCCAGAOBaHHHABAAGTCA:
- OOOBGpHTb

H

paCLUHpHTb

HH(|)OpMai4HlO

O

KOppGAALlHH

MG/KAy

pG3yAbT3T3MH

HcnbiTannH MaAoraSapnTHbix oOpaauoB h cTaHAapTHbix oOpaauoB LUapon. a t3k>kc
yTOMHHTb KOppeAAUHlO pG3yAbT3TOB C BA3KOCTblO paapyillGHHA Klc H3 o6p33UaX H3
TGMOAGTOB, BbipG3aHHblX H3 KOpnyCd pGGKTOpa 2-PO 6aOK3 HBA3C:
- paCLUHpHTb 3H3HHA O OOBTOpHOM OXpyOMHBGHHH OOCAG OTMHra.
ripOBGAGHHG AOOOAHHTGAbHblX HCCAGAOBaHHH 003B0\AT yTOMHHTb 3(|)f|)CKTHBH0CTb
npoueAypbi OT>KHra

h

KpHTepnn

aaa oopcagachha

AonycTHMoro HHTcpBaAa

bpcmchh

ao

CAGAylomero OT/KHra xopoyca pcaKTopa.
Aaa
6a0K3

xopoyca paxTOpa

COACpwaHHGM

ceapnoro uuBa

1-ro

(jjOC^Opa

"agaomhug"

6aok3

B

o6pa3iibi

A3C

CBapHOM
aaa

"Ko3AOAyn" c
LUBG

oliohkh

N4

xapaxTcpHbiM

UGACC006pa 3HO

h3mchghhp

cbohctb

aaa

Taxoro

npH 06AyHGHHH H OTWHrG H KOppGKTHpOBKH CyiUCCTBylOLUCH MGTOAHKH p3CMCT3.
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3Toro

UbipG33Tb

H3

mctbaab

.Qaa aroro Kopnyca yAbTpasByxoBOM KOHTpoAb aoawgh npoBOAMTbCA He pe>xe 1
pa3a B 4 roaa C BbICOKOM BGpOATHOCTblO (>0,9) BblABAGHMA flOnyCTMMbIX fle<t>eKTOB
(pacneTHoe 3HayeHMe He 6oAee 20 mm2).

5. BneapenHe CMCTGMbi BHyipkipeaKTOpnoro kohtpoaa (CBPK).
CBPK oOecneMHBaer nenpepbiBHbin h onGpaTMBHAM c6op, o6pa6oTKy
npeacTBABHue MH<)>opMai4MM o napaMGTpax nepeoro m Broporo KOHTypa m
pacnpeneAeHMH oneproBbiAGAGHMA no paawycy h Bbicore axTMBHOM 3ohw.
OnHOspeMeHHO

npeAycMarpHBaerc^

MOAepHM3auMA

xanaAOB

m
o

TeMneparypnoro

XOHTpOAA
TenAOHOCMTeAA
H3
BbIXOfle
3KTMBH0M
30Hbl
flAA
nOBblUJeHMA
MX
3KcnAyaTauM0HH0M H3fle>KH0CTM c saMBHOM Bcex TepMonap Ha TepMonapw TXA-2076,
ycranoBKOM coeAMHMTGAbHbix xopoGox KC-513M1

m

MSMenenMeM KOHCTpyxuMM y3Aa

ynAOTHCHMA BbIBOflOB TBpMOnap.
6. MoaepHM3auMA SAexTpooGopyAOBaHMA CMcreMbi ynpaBAeHMA m saniMTbi peaxTOpa b
cba3m

c HeaocTaTKaMM cymecTByloLueM CMCTGMbi:

- MOpaAbHblM

M

4>M3MMeCKMM

M3HOC

3AeKTp006opyflOB3HMA

M

KOMnOHGHTOB

CMCTBMbi;
- oicyTCTBMe HeoOxoflMMoro pesepBMposaHMA KOMnOHGHTOB m pasneAenMe CY3
peaKTOpa na HesaBMCMMbie KOMnonenTbi.
C ueAblo ycipaneHMA yxasaHHbix nenocTarKOB npenycMajpHBaercA saMena
3A6KTp006opynOBaHMA CY3 Ha COBpeMeHHblM KOMOABKC C BBeneHMBM 2 X HesaBMCMMbIX
KOMHAeKTOB CMCTBMbl QBapMMHOM SaiUMTbl HO

3

K3H3AaM B K3>KflOM KOMHAeKTe.

7. MoaepHM3auMA annaparypbi kohtpoaa HetrrpoHHoro noTOxa (AKHF1).
Annapajypbi kohtpoaa neMTpOHHoro noTOxa mmbbt cymeciBeHHbie HGAOCTaTXM, b
tom HMCAe:

- MOpaAbHblM M 4)M3MM9CKMM M3HOC AMHMfl CBA3M M annapaTypbl CMCTBMbl
M3M6p6HMA, OTpaGOTKM napaMGTpOB HeMTpOHHOFO HOTOKB M <|)OpMMpOBaHMe CMFHaAOB B
CMCTeMy ynpaBAeHMA M samMTbi peaxTOpa;
- HeaocTaTOHHaA CTeneHb pesepBMpoaaHMA;
- OTCyTCTByeT aBTOMaTMHeCKMM KOHTpOAb MCnpaBHOCTM M3MepMTf AbHbIX xaHaAOB;

-b

neMTpoHHoro noToxa
AManaaoHOB m3M6H6hma HGMTpOHHoro noTOxa BbinoAHAlOTCA spyHHylo.
C

cymecTBylomeM

ueAblo

cmctgm6

ycTpaneHMA

kohtpoaa

yxasaHHbix

HenocTaTKOB

nepexAtoneHMe

npenycMaipMBaeTCA

saMena

cymecTBytomeM CMCTeMbi na coBpGMGHHbif, annapaTypHbiM xoMnAexc TMna AKHFl-7.
KoMHAexc AKHFl-7 oGecneMMBaeT KOHTpoAb HeMTpoHHOfl mollihoctm m cxopocTM ee
M3M6H6HMA BO BC6X pe>XMMaX, 4>OpMHpyeT CMFHaAbl npeBblLUGHMA 3aflaHHblX 3H3MGHMM
MOU4HOCTM m
nepMOAa,
BbiaaeT CMnnaAbi
b
CMCTeMy ynpaBAeHMA
m
saiuMTbi,
ocymecTBAAeT perncTpaunlo, OTpaGoTxy m npeACTaBAGHMe MH^opMauMM onepaTopy.
8. OnTMMMsauMA

cymecTByloiuMx

curnaAOB

asapHMHOM

saiuMTbi

m

BBeaeHMe

AonoAHMTeAbHbix CMCHaAOB aBapMtiHOM samMTbi peaxTOpa, b tom mmca6:

• pasneACHMe CMrnaAOB na neaaBMCMMbie no hmsxomy ypoanto b xoMnencaTope
oGbeMb’m no AaBAeHMlo nan 3xtmbhom 30ne peaxTOpa.
3ro 1 iC380AMT 6oAee 0AH03HaMH0 oGecneHMTb asapMMnylo ocTanoaxy peaxTOpa no
noTepe TenAOHOCMTeAA nepaoro KOHTypa;
- xoppexTMpOBxa CMrnaAOB Ha BXAtoneHMe cmctbm GesonacHOCTM. CMrnaAbi na
cpaGaTbiaaHMe cmctgm GesonacHOCTM AOAMHbi GbiTb no 3HaH6HMto, no xpatiHGM mgpg,
OAMHaXOBbl C CMFHaAaMM asapMMHOM OCT3HOBKM peaKTOpa MAM 0CT3H0B pGaKTOpa
AOAMGH GbiTb Onepe>XatomMM. 3r0 yCTpaHAGT B03M0>KH0CTb HenpOXOMAGHMA CMFHaAa Ha
aeapMMHbiM oct3hob peaxTOpa M3-3a agmctbma CMCTGMbi asapMMHOM noanMTKM nepBoro
KOHTypa m cnpMHKAGpHoM CMCTGMbi b Goxcg FIF-FUH;
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- bbgaghmg aBapMMHOM saiunrbi peaKTopa no HMaxoMy ypoBHlo b naporeHeparopax.
3ro nosBOAMT OTXAloyMTb peaKTOp Ha paHHefl ctgamm h nonnepwaib GoAbiuoM sanac
Bonbi npM norepe nMTaTGAbHOM Bonw, hto noBbickir nanewHOCTb OTBona ocraTOMHoro
30Hbi;

TGHAa OT 3KTMBHOM

- bbgaghmg aBapnPmoM samuTbi pcaxTopa no BbicoxoMy nasAGHMlo b nepeoM
KOHType. 3ro ycrpaHfler B03M0>KH0CTb oTxpbiTMA npenoxpaHHieAbHbix KAanaHOB
KOMnencaTOpa o6bGMa;
- bbgaghmg aBapMMHOM samMTbi pcaxTOpa no BbicoxoMy ypOBHto b xoMneHcarope
o6beMa. 3ro hosboamt M36e>xaTb MCTGyGHMA boaahom 4>a3bi yepea npcAoxpaHMTGAbHbiG
xAanaHbi KO.
9. MonepHHsauHB cmctcmw asapHAHOd nonnMTXM ncpsoro xoHrypa.
Hgo6xOAMMO BbinOAHMTb HG M6H66 AByX H63aBMCMMblX XaH3A0B C pG36pBMpOBaHM6M
aXTMBHbIX 3A6MGHT0B, OdGCnGMHBablUklX AAMTGAbHOG 0XA3>XflGHMG 3XTMBHOM 30Hbl

CA03. MoLUHOCTb HacocHOfl rpynnbi CMCTGMa AOA>KHa o6ccnGyMTb otboa TcnAa or
axTMBHOd 30Hbi npM aBapMM paspbiea rpy6onpOBona ncpBoro xonrypa cgmghmgm no
Ay200 C OAHOCTOpOHHkIM MCTGyeHMGM TGnAOHOCMTGAfl (sanpOGXTHafl asapMB).
npM 3TOM noapG>XneHM6 aXTMBHOM 30Hbl HG AOAMHO npGBblLUaTb MaXCMM3AbH0r0
npoGXTHoro npeneAa noBpownGHMfl tbsaob b cootbgtctbmm c Tpe6oBaHMAMM PIBfl PV

AC-89.
Hoawho 6birb nsa HG3aBkicnMbix xanaAa CA03 Bbicoxoro nasAGHHB m nsa
HGSaBMCMMbIX X3HaA3 CA03 HM3XOFO AaBAGHMfl.
JQab aBapMMHOM nonnMTXM nopsoro xonrypa b aBapMMHOM pewnMG tghm
TGnAOHOCMTGAfl C H3AO>K6HMGM 06GCT0MMBaHMfl AOAMHO 6blTb yCTaHOBAGHO HG MGH66
nsyx

rMnpCDMXOCTGM

C

pa60HMM

naBAGHMGM

55-60

Xrc/CM?

M

o6bGMOM

6opHoro

pacTBopa 40 m3 b xawnoM rMnpoeMxocTM. Tmapogmxoctm npMCOGAMHflbrcfl x pasnbiM
nGTAAM napBoro xonrypa.
HO p63AM3aUMM 3TOFO

MGpOnpMflTMfl

HG06xOAMMO

BbinOAHMTb

CAGAyblUMG

XOMnGHCMpytoLUMG MGpOnpMflTMfl:
- T6XHMH6CXM6 MGpbl nO npenOTBpaiUGHMlO 3BapMM C TGMblO TGnAOHOCMTGAfl nepBOFO
xonrypa 6oagg, mgm yop63 cghghmg 3x26 mm (nanpMMGp npM paapbise xoAAGxropa
nponyexM mam soaspara nponyexM);
- nOBblLUGHMG H3AG/XHOCTM aXTMBHbIX XOMnOHGHTOB CyLUGCTBylOlUGM CMCTGMbl
asapMMHOM nonnMTXM;
- oOGCnGHMTb XOHTpOAb OOflBAGHMfl BOAbl B nOMGLUGHMM H3COCOB aBapMMHOM
noAOMTXM;
- o6ecnGHMTb b pe>KMM6 odecTOMMBaHMfl sanycx nsyx Hacocos asapMMHOM nonnMTXM
b xa>KA0M M3 neyx rpynn Hacocos 3a chgt msmghghma cxgmn cryneHyaroro nycxa
M6XaHM3MOB OTBGTCTBGHHblX nOTpeOMTGAGM;

- BbinOAHMTb

saMGHy Hacocos aBapMMHOM

nonnMTXM 9T1-50

Ha nacocbi

UH65-130.

10. BBGCTM CMCTGMy AAMTGAbHOrO paCX0A3>KMBaHMfl pGaXTOpHOM yCTaHOBXM M OTBOA3
TGOA3 OT aXTMBHOM SOHbl HGpG3 BTOpoM XOHTyp B C00TB6TCTBMM C COBpGMGHHblMM
TpG60B3HMflMM OpM BCGX nGpGXOAHblX M asapMMHblX pGMMMBX, HGCBfl33HHblX C TGyaMM
ncpBoro xonrypa.
CMCTGM3 AOAMHa MMGTb HG MGHGG AByX HG33BMCMMblX XaH3A0B.
JHo peaAMsauMM aroro MGponpMATMfl aaa chmmghma bgpoathoctm orxasoB o6lugm
npMHMHOA B AOnOAHGHMG X CyLUGCTBylOlUGM CMCTGMG aBapMMHOM OMTaTGAbHOM BOAbl
naporGHGparopOB
bbgctm
nonoAHMTGAbnylo
HGsaBMCMMylo
CMCTGMy
aBapnMHOM
OMTarGAbHOM BOAbl, cocTOfliuylo M3 2-x xaHaAOB. KawnbiM xaHaA o6ecnGyMBaeT nonayy
OMTaTGAbHOM BOAbl B TpM napOrGHGpaTOpa. TpaCCMpOBXa TpyOonpOBOAOB AOAMH3
OCymeCTBAflTbCfl BH6 nAOHOAXM Ha OTMGTXG 14,7 m MaiusaAa.
PGaAM3aUMfl 3TOrO MGponpMATMfl 0O3B0AMT nOBblCMTb H3AG>XH0CTb OTBOA3 TGHAa OT
aXTMBHOM 30Hbl.
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11. BhtenpeHMe cucjeMbi aBapMtinoro ApeHMpoeaHMA rwapoaaTBopoB m ropAMMx hmtok
TpySonposoflOB fly500 m asapM^Horo rasoyAaAGHMA m3-ooa KpbiiuKM peaKTopa m
KOAAeKTopoB naporenepaTopoB aaa oGecneMGHMA UMpxyAAUMM tgoaohocmtgaa qepea
aKTMBHylo 30Hy npn asapnax

c

pasyoAOTHGHMGM nepsoro KOHrypa.

Aeapn^Hoe npeHuposaHne rMAposaTsopoa M3 nereAb fly500 BbinoAHAGTCA aaa
OOBbllUGHMA
3(t)<t>eKTMBH0CTM
OXA3>KAeHMA
3KTMBH0M
30Hbl
OpM
aBapMAX
C
pasynAOTHeHneM nepsoro KOHTypa.
12. Aaa mckaIomghma 6biCTporo pacxoAawMBaHMA nepsoro KOHrypa npn asapnAX c
paspbiBOM naponpoBOflOB m aaa AOKaAMsauMM asapnn ycTanoBMTb Ha oepeMbMKax
Ay400 Me>KAy naponpOBOAaMM ot naporenepaTopoB m rAasnbiM napoBbiM koaagktopom
6biCTpoAe^CTBylomne
sanopHO-OTCGMHbie
KAanaHbi
ycTaHaBAHBaloTCA raxwe Ha rAasnoM napoaoivi KOAAeKTope.
Cmctgm3

Oaokmpobok

no

ynpaeAGHMlo

ESOKbmm

(B30K).

E30Ka

flaa

oOecneMMBaeT

asapMtiHylo

ocTaHOBKy
peaKTopa
m
aBTOManmecKoe
otkaIomghmg
AetfrexTHoro
naponpoBOAOB ot ocTaAbHOM hbctm BToporo KOHTypa m MCKAkmaeT

ynacTxa
Bbicrpoe

pacxoAa>KMBaHne nepsoro KOHTypa.
13. BbinOAHHTb

MepOnpHATMA

no

OOBblLUGHMlO

Hane>KHOCTkl

M

3<()(t)eKTMBH0CTM

COpMHKAGpHOti CMCTeMbl AAA CHM)KGHMA A3BAGHMA B 60KC3X Fir rUH OpM aB3pMM C TGMblO
nepsoro KOHTypa Hepe3 cgmghmg fly 100 mm. flpki sanpoexTHbix asapMAx
AOAWHbl 6blTb npGAyCMOTpGHbl yCTpOtiCTBa AAA OpGAOTBpaiUGHMA 06pa30B3HMA
tgoaohocmtgaa

KOHUGHTpaUMti BOAOpOAB B repMGTMMHblX OOMGLUeHMAX.
14. BblOOAHMTb

MGpOOpMATMA

nO

nOBbllilGHHk)

repMGTMHHOCTkl

yMGHbUJGHMA BblX0A3 paAMOaKTMBHbIX npOAyKTOB B OKpy>KalOLUylO

6okcob

nr-rLIH

H

CpGAy.

15. BbinOAHHTb MGpOOpMATMA 00 AOK3AM3aUMM M CHM>KGHMlO aBapMM C TGMblO M3 OGpBOrO
KOHTypa BO BTOpOM HGpG3 CGHGHMG AO fly 100 MM 33 CHGT BBGAOHMA TGXHMMGCKMX CpGACTB

no

ynpaBAGHMto 3TOM asapMe^.

16. flOAMHbl
noMeiueHMfi

6blTb npMHATbl MGpbl 00 06eCneHGHMlO LIGAOCTHOCTM repMGTMMHblX
b
asapMM
paspbiea
rAaBHoro
UMpKyAAUMOHHoro Tpy6onpoBOAa
c

mctgmghmgm

Mepe3 2F fly 500 mm nyTGM peryAMpyeMoro c6poca naporasoBOi^ cpeAbi

Mepea CMCTGMy CTpyPiHbix KOHAencaTopoB.
17. MOAGpHM3ai4MA CMCTeMbl H3A6>KH0r0 3AGKTpOCHa6>KeHMA C BBGAeHMGM HG MGHGG AByX
HG33BMCMMblX KaHBAOB 00 MMCAy KaH3A0B CMCTGM 6G30naCH0CTM B TGXHOAOrMHGCKOti
MaCTM.

18. Co3A3hmg pesepBHoro

lumts

ynpasAGHMA (PLUY).

BHGApMTb
PLLIV C BbinOAHGHMGM MMHMMaAbH0-HG06x0AHMblX (f)yHKLlMti OpM
nopa>KGHMM BlflY: aeapMfiHaA ocTaHOBKa peaKTopa,
KOHTpoAb 3a coctoahmgm
peaKTOpHO^ yCTaHOBKM, paCXOAa>KMBaHMA 3HGpro6AOKa.
19. MOAepHM33l4MA CMCTGMbl npOTMBOnO>KapHOI^ 3aLL4MTbl 3HGpro6AOKOB.
flOAMGH 6blTb BbinOAHGH KOMOAGKC MGpOOpMATMA C UGAblO OOBblLUGHMA OO^apHOA
OesonacHOCTM c BBGAeHMGM KaK naccMBHbix Mep npeAynpeMAGHMA no>KapoB, Tax m
pGKOHCTpyKUMGd 3KTMBHblX CpGACTB OOWapOTyLUGHMA.
20. MOA6pHM3ai4MA

CMCTGMbl

TGXHMMGCKOrO

BOAOCHa6)KeHMA

OTBGTCTBGHHblX

nOTpeOMTGAGd C BBGAeHMGM AByX HG33BMCMMblX KaHdAOB C <t>M3MMGCKMM pa3A6AGHMGM
KSHaAOB.

flo peaAMsauMM 3Toro

KOMnAGKce aaa xawAOA A3C c yneTOM
0C06GHH0CTGA CT3HUMM AOA>KHbl 6blTb peaAM30BaHbl nepBOOMGpGAHbie MGpOnpMATMA 00
OOBbUUGHMto
H3Ae>KH0CTM
0XA3XKA6HMA
OTBGTCTBGHHblX
OOTpeOMTeAGti
(AM3GAbrGHepaTOpbl M AP-).
opgaaokghma

b
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21. MonepHkiaauHH cucreMbi BHyipennero m BHeiuHero pafluaunoHHoro kohtpoab c
BHenpeHkieM aBTOiwaTwyecKOM cucieMbi kohtpoaa paflMauMOHHofl oScTaHOBKM Ha A3C
(ACKPO).
CucreMa flOAWHa onepaTMBHO onpeneARTb m npornosHpOBaTb pamiauMOHHylo
o6cT3HOBKy Ha TeppkiTopmi npoMnAoina^KM h b patione pasMeiuenufl A3C npn aBapm.
B nacTOfliuee Bpeivia b paMKax nporpaMMbi TexHMnecKOti homolum co croponbi E3C
no npoeKTy BB3P-440 (B-230) Poccmackhmm HHCTMTyraMM cobm6ctho c aananHbiMM
cneuMaAMCTaMH nposonaTCfl pacneTbi asapMPtHbix pewwviOB no pacniMpennoMy cnexTpy
asapHti, a Taxwe BbinoAHflercfl BepofvmocTHbiPi anaAkia 6e3onacHOCTn (npoexTbi 1.3 m 1.4
TACIS-91).

3th anaAM3bi noasoAAT:
- nposepuTb npaBMAbHOCTb sanAaHkipOBaHHbix MeponpHBTMtt;
- yiOMHMTb npnopMTeTbi b rpa(|)MKe peaAM3aunn;

- MAeHTncJ)m4npoBaTb "CAaSbie Mecia"
AOnOAHMTGAbHblM MepOnpMATMAM.

b

npoexie

h

Bbinarb
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ABSTRACT

In Hungary a nuclear power plant (Paks NPP), consisting of four units, equipped with
440MW VVER-440/V-213 type reactors is operated. The units were put into operation in the
eighties. The operating experience is fairly good, no serious safety related problem
occurred. However, the reassessment of the NPP's safety, according to the internationally
recognized criteria of the nineties seems to be useful. That is the reason why the AGNES
(Advanced General and New Evaluation of Safety) project was started, aiming the
reassessment of the safety of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant.
The main objective of the AGNES Project for the reassessment of the safety of the Paks
Nuclear Power Plant is to improve the safety culture of our nuclear technology. To ensure
this the objectives are to be reached as follows.
- A report on the reassessment of the safety of the plant has to be prepared, by using
internationally acknowledged up-to-date techniques on the level of the nineties.
-The project should include the updating of design basis accident analyses, the
performing of severe accident analyses and the preparation of a level 1 probabilistic safety
analysis study.
- The project should help in determining the priorities for safety enhancement and backfitting measures and in identifying strategies for severe accident management.
- One of the objectives of the project should be the facilitating the preparation of a revised
Safety Analysis Report, satisfying the requirements of the expected new Hungarian
regulations.
The project has to be finished by publishing in 1994 a Final Report.
INTRODUCTION

The safety of VVER type reactors has become an important issue both at national and
international level. Although serious criticism concerns only the V-230 design, it was
deemed advisable to reassess the safety of the Paks NPP's V-213 units. This is partly due
to certain criticism levelled at the safety of this type of unit and also to the accumulated
knowledge on safety issues and safety-relevant parameters of the Paks NPP. The safety
enhancement and backfitting measures already performed and planned should be
critically evaluated and new measures can be proposed. In addition to this the deficiencies
in the presentation and documentation of certain safety aspects should also be overcome.
The aims of the work were in full agreement with the IAEA recommendation on the
necessity for periodic reassessment of the safety of NPPs.
To meet these goals the Hungarian Atomic Energy Committee decided to launch the
AGNES project. The project started in the autumn of 1991 and due to be completed by the
end of this year. The preliminary conclusions have been summarized in 1993.
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The main objective of the AGNES (Advanced General and New Evaluation of safety)
Project for the reassessment of the safety of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant is to improve
the safety culture of our nuclear technology. To ensure this the objectives are to be
reached as follows.
- A report on the reassessment of the safety of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant has to be
prepared, by using internationally acknowledged up-to-date techniques on the level of the
nineties.
•The project should include the updating of design basis accident analyses, the
performing of severe accident analyses and the preparation of a level 1 probabilistic safety
analysis study.
-The project should help in determining the priorities for safety enhancement and
backfitting measures and in identifying strategies for severe accident management.
• One of the objectives of the project should be the facilitating the preparation of a revised
Safety Analysis Report, satisfying the requirements of the expected new Hungarian
regulations.
The project has to be finished by publishing a Final Report by the end of 1994.
The Final Report of the project will be describe the following topics: licensing of the Paks
NPP, site description, basic design principles, description of the safety related systems,
operating and safety instructions, operational experience, approved measures for safety
enhancement, system analysis and description, analysis of design basis accidents, severe
accident analysis, level 1 probabilistic safety analysis. Based on the assessments some
recommended measures for safety enhancement will also be formulated in the final
version of the Final Report.
ANALYSES
The performed analyses can be divided into four groups
- system analysis and description,
• analysis of design basis accidents,
- severe accident analysis,
• level 1 probabilistic safety analysis.
1

System analysis and description

In the design practice of nuclear power plants specific design principles have been
elaborated, to ensure that the systems needed for the safety functions should fulfil their
respective functions with maximum reliability. If a plant is already in operation, the task of
system-technical analyses can be formulated, as for investigating, to what extent the
systems of the plant can fulfil the safety functions formulated above. This question was
raised and answered by the system-technical analyses performed in the AGNES project.
Since even good quality components and equipment may cease to function in
unpredictable time and manner, the single failure criterion was introduced. It is a
deterministic criterion, which defines a simple design viewpoint with the aim of providing
the systems with certain minimal redundancy and independence between the systems and
equipment groups. The fulfilment of the single failure criterion in the Paks NPP was
investigated in the project.
Results of the single failure analysis did not indicate dramatic or unknown deficiencies, i.e.
the safety systems are protected against single failure. The shortcomings should be
supplemented by safety enhancement measures in certain cases whereas further studies
are needed in other cases.

In order to prevent the occurrence of multiple failures the diversity is applied as a specific
design principle, i.e. the fulfilment of safety functions is ensured by (otherwise redundant)
component groups which differ from each other in any respect. The fulfilment or lack of the
diversity principle was also investigated in the project.
It was pointed out in the analysis of common mode failures that almost all analyzed
component groups are well protected. Correspondingly, the components may not fail
simultaneously because of a common cause. Independence of the components increases
plant safety, thereby affecting PSA results. ECCS HPIS pumps form the only group whose
elements are not satisfactorily protected.
As a consequence of fires, internal flooding and high energy line breaks several safety
systems may fail, representing especially important common cause failures, since the
fulfilment of one or more safety functions may occur to be problematic. These problems
were studied in detail in the AGNES project.
Judging from the basic conclusions of fire safety evaluation the fire sections are well
equipped with fire detectors but, lacking the plant specific detector sensitivity data, it is
hard to assess the quality of fire detection. The studies pointed out deficiencies of specific
safety design principles in some rooms.
In the rooms studied from the point of view of internal flooding, the flooding do not lead to
events which would affect the availability of the investigated systems. In case of redundant
systems it means that the systems are physically separated: flooding of one system does
not influence the availability of the others.
Judging from the high energy line break analyses performed, certain line breaks may lead
to the failure of subsystems belonging to safety systems as a dependent failure. Analysis
of the HELB scenarios has not been completed but the important sensitive locations were
conclusively identified.
Recently a significant effort has been devoted to the investigation of the possibility of
inadvertent boron dilution and especially a diluted boron slug formation in the primary
coolant of VVER-type and other pressurized water reactors. According to our study for the
Paks NPP, the formation of a diluted boron slug cannot be fully excluded as a
consequence of connecting an inactive loop. Though the events may be initiated by
serious violation of administrative-technical rules, their further study seems to be
necessary.
The containment of the VVER-440/V213 units is a special structure deviating significantly
from the Western containment types. It is an important problem whether the containment
structures withstand the high pressure emerging during accidents. This problem is
connected to the question whether the depressurization system of the containment can
function properly. According to the investigations coordinated by Paks NPP Ltd.
independently of the AGNES project, the concrete structures of the containment building
are able to withstand the pressures occurring at primary line breaks if the depressurization
system of the localization tower operates with at least 75 % efficiency. This statement
takes into account the calculational reserves and is based on the Hungarian concrete
standards valid during the design period of the plant.
The fact that the containment cannot be isolated absolutely because of technological
reasons and boundary penetrations are needed leads to the further important systemtechnical problem of containment by-pass. Containment by-pass studies pointed out, on
one hand, problems caused by the steam generator collector cover opening and the
means of their prevention, on the other hand, the measures needed to prevent the release
of radioactivity into the environment in case of a break of lines containing primary coolant
and penetrating the containment.

The consequences of external events were studied independently of the AGNES project
under the coordination of the Paks NPP Ltd. The main results were as follows:
Only earthquakes and aircraft crashes had to be studied in di
external events since the risk of other events was found to be insignificant.

, from among

The earthquakeproofness of Paks NPP is the key issue from the point of view of
being protected against external events. The plant was not designed for earthquakes and
based on our present knowledge of site seismicity, the maximum design earthquake can
be higher than supposed in the actual design. This situation is exacerbated by the lack of
reliable seismic input due to the scientific problems related with site seismicity. This
requires special measures from the plant operator. The lack of special knowledge,
experience, regulations, and also of design information is the main problem in deciding the
earthquakeproofness strategy and the execution of the realization project. On the basis of
the results of works conducted with the support and under the auspices of IAEA and
including domestic and foreign technical capacities, earthquakeproofness that satisfies
realistic expectations can be realized. By 1995, the undergoing work that is currently in
progress will provide a full insight into the actual earthquakeproofness of the plant and will
also result in a basic improvement in the earthquakeproofness of the units. The
earthquakeproofness project has well-defined tasks with strict deadlines for 1994-1995.
Revision of earthquakeproofness strategy and the determination of further tasks in the
project will become necessary once the results of site seismicity investigations and
component capacity determination are known.
The aircraft crash study was based to a considerable extent on qualitative technical
considerations and stated the following:
Paks NPP is not designed against aircraft crash.
the scattered location of plant buildings in a large area is favourable from the
point of view of airplane crash risk. but. on the other hand,
the plant's vulnerability is increased by the twin-unit arrangement and the
limited spatial separation of redundant systems.
the various buildings and parts shield each other significantly, this is
extremely important from the point of view of protecting the reactor and the
spent fuel storage pool.
Because of the conservative approach, the aircraft crash frequency value obtained can be
accepted (though it is higher than the target event/unit/year screening value) and its further
refinement is not needed. The risk calculated for the entire plant is 106 event/year. The
recent IAEA consultation and assessment confirmed that aircraft crashes cannot be
supposed as a major source of risk for plant safety.
Finally the radiation protection was investigated in the framework of system-technical
studies. The radiation doses to people living in the vicinity of Paks NPP are below the limits
of detection. The maximum population dose is less than 0.1 % of the regulatory dose limit
and corresponds to 0 01 % of tno average natural background dose.
2

Analyses of design basis accidents

The task of the accident analyses was to assess plant safety on the basis of internationally
recognized systems of requirements by using generally accepted state-of-the-art tools.
The most advanced computer codes were applied in the reactor safety studies, and in
cases whe-c a system specific validation was needed to assure quality of results or
assessing their uncertainties, they were performed. The set of initiating events used covers
every initiating event considered worldwide to affect plant safety and also specific cases
occurring in VVER-type reactors.
10

Since the plant was licensed on the basis of Soviet norms adapted at that time, a special
attention was devoted in the AGNES project to defining the acceptance criteria. The
acceptance criteria were elaborated by taking into account the regulations in the USA,
Germany, France and Finland and they correspond to the European expectations. More
strict criteria are valid for the more frequent Anticipated Operational Occurrences than for
the Postulated Accidents (PA) which probably do not occur during the lifetime of the units.
The most important permissible values of key parameters as given in the criteria are
presented in Tab.1.
Table 1. Limiting values of analysis key parameters
AGO case

PA case

>1.33

-

-

< 1273

Maximum pressure in the
primary circuit (P|max) [MPa]

<1.1*13.5

<1.35*13.5

Maximum pressure in the
secondary circuit (P||max) [MPa]

<1.1*5.5

<1.35*5.5

< 586

< 963

Quantity
Minimum of departure from
nucleate boiling ratio (DNBRmjn)
Maximum cladding temperature
(Tclad.max) [ °C]

Radially averaged fuel
enthalpy (H) [ J/gU02]

Group 1 of initiating events: Increase of secondary heat removal

The initiating events belonging to this group are listed in Tab. 2.
The steam line breaks are the most important initiating events in the given group, since in
the course of the transient the shut-down reactor may become critical again. The IVO In.
investigated several subcases in the framework of the project. It was found that recriticality
may occur only if the steam side isolation valve does not close and the main circulation
pump (MCP) does not stop. The results concerning the DNBRmin and the minimum core
inlet temperature (Tinmin) show that even in case of recriticality, not only the PA criteria but
even the more strict AGO criteria are fulfilled for the whole transient. Making use of this it
was proven without further analyses that the acceptance criteria are fulfilled for the other
transients belonging to the given group of initiating events.
Table 2. Events leading to the increase of secondary heat removal
Initiating event

Type

1. 1 Disturbance of the feedwater system which leads to the
decrease of feedwater temperature

AGO

1. 2 Disturbance of the feedwater system which leads to the
increase of feedwater flow

AGO

1. 3 Disturbance or failure of the system pressure control which
leads to increasing steam flow

AGO

1. 4 Inadvertent opening of the steam generator relief or safety
valve

AGO

1.5 Spectrum of steam line breaks inside and outside the
containment
...... ..............
..
.
............................................................... ............ ........
L
■
■ ■ ------------ -1

PA

Group 2 of initiating events: Decrease of the secondary heat removal
In this group of initiating events the DNBRmin and the ma>"~ m pressure in the primary and
secondary circuits are the relevant parameters of criteria. The investigated events are
given inTab.3.
In case of feedwater line breaks not only the PA but also the more strict AOO criteria are
fulfilled. During the process the primary circuit may cool down to a dangerous level
leading to recriticality, if the Ap > 5 bar steam generator protection signal is not actuated.
Table 3. Events leading to the decrease of secondary heat removal
Initiating event

Type

2.1 Disturbance of the steam pressure control which leads to
decreasing steam flow

AOO

2.2 Loss of electricity

AOO

2.3 Turbine trip

AOO

2.4 Inadvertent closure of the main steamline isolation valve

AOO

2.5 Loss of condenser vacuum

AOO

2.6 Simultaneous loss of off-site power and internal A.C. supply

AOO

2.7 Loss of normal feedwater flow

AOO

2.8 Feedwater line breaks

PA

Group 3 of initiating events: Decrease of primary coolant inventory
The same quantities are relevant with respect to this group of initiating events as in the
previous one, with the exception of case 3.4 which is related to a refuelling state.
Table 4. Parameters of transients leading to the decrease of primary coolant inventory
Initiating event
3.1 Loss of one or more MCPs

Type
AOO

3.2 MOP seizure

PA

3.3 MOP shaft break

PA

3.4 Disturbance of natural circulation

AOO

The AOO criteria are fulfilled in case of initiating events 3.1 to 3.3. In case 3.4 which may
emerge during refuelling as a consequence of the failure of the decay heat removal
system, the natural circulation and the heat exchange in boiling condition ensure that the
cladding temperature does not reach 400 K. The operator has one hour time for an
intervention to restart natural circulation without violating the criteria.

Group 4 of Initiating events: Reactivity and power distribution anomalies
The initiating events belonging to this group are presented in Tab.5.
Consequences of initiating events 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6 were studied by reactor static and
thermohydraulical calculations which showed that the criteria are fulfilled. For the other
cases detailed coupled kinetic calculations were made (partially by IVO In.). The relevant
parameters for AOO cases are the radially averaged enthalpy (H), the DNBRmin and the
maximum pressure in the primary circuit (P,max). The results show that the criteria are
fulfilled both in the AOO and PA cases, but in case 4.7 a permitted fuel cladding failure
occurs to a significant but small extent.
Table 5. Reactivity induced accidents and anomalies of power distribution
Type

Initiating event
4.1 Uncontrolled withdrawal of a control
subcritical or low-power start-up state

assembly

in

a

AOO

4.2 Uncontrolled withdrawal of a control assembly group at
different power levels

AOO

4.3 Malfunction of a control assembly

AOO

4.4 Connection of an inactive loop by mistake

AOO

4.5 Maloperation of the volume and boron control systems

AOO

4.6 Loading a fuel assembly into a wrong position

PA

4.7 Spectrum of control assembly ejections

PA

Group 5 of initiating events: Increase of reactor coolant inventory
The essential parameters in this group are the same as in groups 2 and
stated that the AOO criteria are fulfilled.

3.

It

can

be

Table 6. Events leading to the increase of reactor coolant inventory
Initiating event

Type

5.1 Inadvertent ECCS operation at power

AOO

5.2 Maloperation of the volume and boron control systems
which leads to the increase of reactor coolant inventory

AOO

Group 6 of initiating events: Decrease of reactor coolant inventory
The initiating events belonging to this group are listed in Tab.7. Numerous subcases were
studied (partially at GRS). The relevant thermohydraulical parameter in this type of events
is the cladding temperature.
In cases 6.3 and
6.4 the cladding temperature decreases as a
result of the initiating event. While events 6.2 and 6.6 do not have any thermohydraulical
consequences.

Table 7. Accidents leading to the decrease of reactor coolant inventory
Initiating event
6.1 Inadvertent opening of pressurizer safety or relief valve
6.2 Primary circuit line break outside the containment

Type
PA
AGO

6.3 Steam generator tube break

PA

6.4 Steam generator collector cover opening

PA

6.5 Spectrum of loss of coolant accidents

PA

6.6 MCP leak into the intermediate circuit at loss of power

PA

In order to assess the severity of loss of coolant accidents (including loss of coolant during
control assembly ejection) containment behaviour studies and dose calculations were
performed.
The DBAs investigated with respect to these two problematic are as follows:
- inadvertent opening of the pressurizer safety valve,
- spectrum of loss of coolant accidents,
- steam line break,
- control assembly ejection.
- steam generator collector cover opening.
The investigated cases can be summed up as follows:
In the case of the 200 % cold-leg break the resulting maximum pressure was smaller than
the design value. From the point of view of containment stresses streamline break has
proved to be more serious than the 200 % LOCA, but the calculated value of maximum
pressure does not exceed the limits even in this case.
The relevant criteria are satisfied in events having radiological consequences, as was
expected. The environmental doses were calculated using models and methods fully
complying with the CEC recommendations. For the case of steam generator collector
cover opening one could assume that serious problems may occur because of the direct
environmental release, but the analyses pointed out that release of the primary coolant
activity does not lead to the environmental dose limits being exceeded.
According to calculations, not even the most threatened group of the population living in
the surroundings is exposed to doses exceeding the established limits.
Hydrogen generation was not taken into account in the plant design. The eventual
generation of gases in the vessel makes the establishment of a gas removal system in the
primary circuit necessary, but it is even more important to establish a system for hydrogen
removal from the containment.
The actual results of the DBA analyses verified the expectations concerning the large
safety margins of Lhe VVER-440/V213 system. For the majority of the initiating events
considered, the plant satisfies the criteria even for the minimum configuration of safety
systems.
Group 7 of initiating events: ATWS analyses
The analyses of transients with the failure of reactor scram play a special role. The
analysis of these ATWS cases has been only recently included in Safety Analysis Reports
and thus such analyses have been scarcely made for VVER type reactors. In these
analyses the fulfilment of PA criteria was required and instead of the usual conservative
assumptions on input data the nominal (best-estimate) values were used. It was a very

important result of the analyses that in course of ATWS events no dangerous state of the
system occurs and the PA criteria are satisfied.
The investigated ATWS events are listed in the Tab.8.
Table 8.

Analyzed ATWS cases
Case

Type

Inadvertent withdrawal of a control assembly group

PA

Loss of feedwater

PA

Loss of off-site power

PA

Trip of both turbines

PA

Inadvertent closure of the main steam isolation valves

PA

Group 8 of initiating events: Pressurized thermal shock (PTS) analyses
The PTS transients require also special investigations since fracture mechanical
calculations have to be performed after the thermohydraulic analysis in order to verify
whether the acceptance criteria are fulfilled for the actual pressure vessel material. The
vessel material properties are enworsed with time as a consequence of radiation damage
therefore the fulfilment of the acceptance criteria should be proven for the material data
extrapolated to the end of planned lifetime.
After 24 years of operation the safety factors against crack initiation are greater than unity,
but according to the conservative calculations the 40 years lifetime seems to be
problematic for every unit. The problems can be handled by appropriate lifetime
management. Recommendations were elaborated in the project concerning this issue.
The initiating events studied for every unit were the following ones.
Table 9.

Analyzed PTS cases
Case

Inadvertent opening of the pressurizer safety valve
Different medium size LOCAs
Opening of steam generator collector cover
Large break LOCA

3

I

Steam line break
Inadvertent ECCS operation
Severe accident analyses

Severe accident analyses of a VVER-440/V213 type unit provide an opportunity to draw
conclusions in four areas: on the in-vessel phase of accidents, on the containment phase
of the accidents, on the radioactivity released into the environment, and on accident
management.
The time history of the in-vessel phase of severe accidents was investigated
code package and is shown in Tabl.10. for three representative cases:

with the STCP

and on-site power (LBLOCA).
loss of off-site and on-site power (SBLOCA)

- large break LOCA combined with the loss of off-site
- small break LOCA combined with the

- loss of off-site and on-site electric power (LOEP).
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Table 10. Important events during the in-vessel phase of severe accidents
LBLOCA

SBLOCA

LOEP

(min)

(min)

(min)

Core uncover

15

181

491

Beginning of fission product release from fuel

26

208

513

Melting starts

30

212

520

Beginning of core slump

44

224

551

Beginning of gridplate heat-up

46

227

582

End of core slump

44

224

551

Gridplate fails

73

250

599

Event

As far as the in-vessel phase is concerned, the VVER-440 reactor has extremely large
water reserves both on the primary and the secondary side. If these reserves are
expressed in terms of time, it means that more time passes until the core melts than in the
case of reactors of other designs. For example, for an accident scenario initiated by
station blackout this time is 6 hours, which permits more flexibility for the possible
interventions. The relatively small reactor core, where the power density is low, is situated
in a long reactor vessel, which contains the control assembly follower fuel elements with a
lot of iron structures below the core. The six-loop arrangement leads to a high volume
primary circuit and this ensures that the core or the pressure vessel remains intact for a
longer period even if the core remains uncooled.
If the core melting cannot be prevented then the molten corium attacks the material of the
reactor vessel. It was found that the vessel damage probability of a VVER type reactor
vessel is lower than or equal with the probability for some other types.
In the course of severe accidents the basic barriers isolating the accumulated activity from
the environment (fuel matrix, fuel cladding, primary circuit with the reactor vessel) may
damage and the containment provides the last barrier from the point of view of radioactive
releases to the environment. A significant amount of activity may be released into the
environment via the normal leakage of the containment but the situation is even more
dangerous in the case of the physical damage of the containment. The analyses showed
that the pressure load to the containment in the in-vessel phase of severe accidents does
not exceed the design value even if the localisation system is available only up to a limited
extent (75 %). Since our knowledge on the failure pressure of the containment is not
satisfactory, the investigations should be continued.
As far as the containment phase is concerned, the
should be mentioned for the VVER-440/V213.

following endangering mechanisms

If vessel failure occurs at high primary system pressure, then the high pressure in the
shaft may lead to the loss of containment integrity. Therefore the pressure reduction of
the primary circuit is of primary importance in case of high pressure core melting.
In the course of severe accident sequences, the dominant hydrogen sources are
zirconium oxidation (in the in-vessel phase) and core-concrete interaction (in the
containment phase). The danger of hydrogen burns depends on the hydrogen
concentration. Due to high hydrogen concentration occurring in certain sequences,
detonations (shock waves) may occur leading to high pressures. At lower
concentrations turbulent burns may develop with intensities depending on the actual
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burning mechanism. From among them higher pressure occur in adiabatic full burning
and in case of so called accelerated flames spreading from one room to another.
With low pressure core melting, damage to the reactor shaft due to molten corium is
the source of essential danger. The long-term pressure transient initiated by the coreconcrete interaction is not a basic risk for units with high containment leakage rate, but
in case of low leakage rate this may be problematic.
Assuming releases only via containment leakage even for severe accidents, calculations
were made for the retention of the reactor hall, the activities released into the environment
and their dose consequences. According to the calculations no fatalities occur due to
deterministic injuries, the threshold doses are not exceeded for any human organs. The
release of 137Cs does not exceed 100 TBq within the error margin of the calculation and
the late consequences of other radionuclides remain below the effective dose equivalent
caused by 137Cs release. It means that the Finnish requirements are fulfilled for severe
accidents. At the same time it should be made clear that this statement relates to cases
when the containment integrity is not damaged as a result of a severe accident. This
circumstance provides a justification for continuing the containment failure studies.
The main objectives of accident management are to prevent the effects of beyond design
basis accidents and to mitigate their consequences. Safety objectives can be formulated,
and if they are achieved the severe accident sequence can be prevented or at least its
consequences can be mitigated. These objectives are as follows:
prevention of core damage,
prevention of reactor vessel failure,
maintaining containment integrity,
reduction of radioactive releases into the environment.
Accident management is based on the application of the following strategies associated
with safety objectives:
prevention of core melting by operator interventions,
primary bleed in case of high pressure core melt sequences,
prevention of containment failure as a consequence of hydrogen burns,
prevention of reactor shaft failure,
prevention of containment overpressurization,
minimization of radioactive releases from the containment.
The order above corresponds to the priority of the above strategies.

4

Probabilistic safety analyses

The objectives of the current probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) were Restricted to
Level-1 PSA which
quantifies the core damage frequency,
identifies and quantifies the most significant event sequences leading to core
damage,
identifies and quantifies the most important influencing factors of safety,
estimates the uncertainty level of the results.
The scope of the PSA investigations included internal initiating events, no external and
internal hazards were treated. It was related to the full power operation of the plant, and
only the reactor core was considered as potential source of radioactive release.
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Approach and methods applied
Generally the procedural framework given in the basic IAEA (50-P4, 1994) and NRC
(NUREG/CR-4550, 1990) documents was considered and followed. For probabilistic
quantification of events and event sequences the RISK SPECTRUM PSA Code Package
(RELCOM Teknik AB, Sweden, 1992) was used. A multi-step task-list was defined for the
PSA part of the Project, the approach and methods applied for each task are listed as
follows.
a.

Initiating event identification

A broad-scope generic list was modified based on plant-specific experience and simulator
experiments, their grouping was finalized based on the thermohydraulic simulations. The
final list includes 53 initiators. Frequencies of the initiating events were assessed based on
the Bayesian integration of the generic and plant-specific data.
b.

Event sequence analysis

Small event tree/large fault tree concept was applied. The event trees were set up
and Expert Panel, the transient ones were verified by simulator experiments, the
ones were verified by transient simulations.
c.

during
LOCA

System analysis

The modular fault tree structure was used making the gradual integration of l&C and
electrical circuit fault trees possible. Component and system boundaries, as well as failure
modes were defined a-priori the analysis and applied by each working group.
d.

Dependent failure analysis

The common cause failures of components of the same type were considered with betavalues. The beta-parameters used were calculated as ratio of generic common cause
failure rates and plant specific total ones for the technological components, for l&C and
electrical components generic values were adapted.
e.

Human reliability analysis

The modelled human failures are categorized as failed interactions before and after the
initiating event. For the first category the ASEP HRA procedure was applied, the His of the
second category were quantified based on operator reliability experiments on the fullscope simulator of the plant assuming HCR models and developed operator decision
trees.
f.

Reliability data base development

For technological components an integration of the generic and available plant-specific
data using Bayesian updating was performed, for l&C and electrical components mainly
plantspecific generic reliability data were included.
g.

Accident sequence quantification

The point estimation of the core damage and event sequence frequencies was done by
the RISK SPECTRUM PSA Code Package. Effects of differences in the technological
components and design of the four plant units were also assessed.
h.

Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses

They were performed by the RISK SPECTRUM PSA Code. The sensitivity studies were
concentrated on specific safety-oriented issues. During the uncertainty analysis mainly
lognormal distributions of the input reliability parameters were assumed.

Results of accident sequence quantification

According to the PSA results the core damage frequency in the present state of the unit
exceeds the target value for new reactors under design or construction, but the magnitude
is in the range of those values known for operating plants commissioned several years
ago.
Two initiating event group dominate the situation. The feedwater and steam line breaks
leading to the total loss of feedwater are the main contributors to the core melt frequency.
According to this the most important core melt frequency contributor initiating events are
the feedwater collector rupture and the main steam collector rupture.
In case of full separation of the Auxiliary Feedwater System and/or the introduction of
primary feed and bleed procedures would significantly decrease the present core damage
frequency under the present modelling conditions. The effect of this two safety
enhancement measures manifests itself also in the more equalized contribution of initiating
events to the core damage frequency, whenever they are introduced.
From among the factors determining the core damage, the effect of eventual human
failures is the most significant, while the contribution of other failure types (such as
common mode failures, l&C and electric supply failures) to the overall risk would relatively
increase if the safety enhancement measures considered in the calculations were to be
accomplished. After separating the Auxiliary Feedwater System the contribution of human
failures or erroneous human interventions would reduce about 10%.
Because of the importance of the human factor, the following items are of primary
importance in increasing the safety level of the plant:
given that the maintenance procedures are trained, the probability of remanent
errors should remain at the present favourable level or should even decrease.
the operational staff who manage accidents should be trained systematically and
the accident situations should be selected for inclusion into the training program by
concentrating on the event sequences dominating the risk and their prevention,
the Emergency Operating Procedures should promote effectively the
of complicated accident scenarios (e.g. by introducing a system
oriented procedures) and they should cover as widely as possible the
sequences leading to core melting (e.g. by introducing accident
procedures).

management
of symptomprevention of
management

In case of separating the Auxiliary Feedwater System the failures of the l&C system have a
relatively significant contribution to the core damage frequency. During the planned
reconstruction of this system, it should be set as an objective that the man-machine
interface and the hardware and software tools of safety related l&C support effectively the
quick recognition of accident situations and the prevention of severe consequences on the
basis of both automatic and human intervention. The component and system functions
relevant from the point of view of risk reduction and the priorization of the planned
reconstruction can be determined on the basis of the PSA models elaborated in the
framework of the AGNES project.
The contribution of high pressure sequences was investigated separately since these
sequences represent a major danger to containment integrity according to the severe
accident analyses and such scenarios may lead to catastrophic radioactive releases in
case of containment failure. The safety enhancement measures proposed by the PSA
studies would reduce not only the core melt
frequency, but the proportion of high pressure sequences as well.

RESULTS
The results, summarized in this paper originate both from the draft version of the Final
Report assessing the safety of the Paks NPP and from the Executive Summary of the
AGNES Project.
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The Final Report is a summarizing analysis that contains sufficient information for judging
the nuclear safety of Paks Nuclear Power Plant, together with its background information,
the document enables an accurate judgement to be made of the nuclear safety of the
power plant
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■Illlllllll
BG96DU4D 4
OHblT HAYMHOrO PYKOBOflCTBA HYCKOM M COnPOBOXflEHMfl FIRM
3KCnAYATAUMM SHEPTOBAOKOB A3C C BB3P
A. A. A6arnH, B. A. KaaaKOB, A. B. Kpakbmh
BHMMA3C
(POCCHfl)
BHMMA3C, K3K BOflymnB MHCTMTyr no HayMHO-TGXHMMoexMM eonpocami bboab b
OKcnAyaTauvilo
m
oxcnAyaTauMM
A3C
HaxonnA
GoAbiuoa
onwT
paGoT
no
coeepiueHCTBOBaHMlo nycKOBbix m oxcnAyaTauMOHHbix TGXHOAorMMoexMx npoueccos Ha
A3C, noBbiLUGHMa mx 6e3onacHOCTM m Hane>KHOCTM.
CneunaAMCTbi'BHUHASC BbinoAHAAM paGoTbi no HayMHOMy pyxoaoACTBy nycxaMM
Ha 6OAblilMHCTB0 3H6pro6AOKOB A3C B POCCMM, YxpaMHG, BOAfapMM, BGHTpMM M
HeXOCAOBaKMM. BbinOAHGHO 60AbUJ0G MMCAO paspaGOTOK no MOflGpHMSaUMM npOGKTOB. B
OCHOBG anaAMSa M npMHATMA T6XHMM6CXMX pGLUGHMfl MCn0Ab30B3H XOMHAOXCHblfl nOflXOfl
k paSoTG oGopynoBaHMfl m cmctgm sHGproGAOxa b ugaom.
Mflca KOMnAGKCHoro noAXOAa npOHMSbmaGT bcg nporpaMMbi nycxoHaAaAOMHbix
pa6oT, nporpaMMbi MOAepHMsauMM SHGproGAOxoa m nporpaMMbi coBGpweHCTBOBaHMfl
npOUGflyp OKCnAyaTaUMM. npM 0npGA6A6HMM COAepXteHMA BblllJGHaSBaHHbIX paGor
npMMGHGH npMHUMn OnTMMMSaUMM 34>(t)6KTa OT 33TpaT, flAB MGrO MCn0Ab30B3Hbl
OKCnepTHbIG OI4GHKM. flpMBGflGHGHbl KOHKpGTHbIG npMMGpbl OnMCaHHOrO nOAXOAB.

*1. nycKO-HaA3AOMHbie paGoibi Ha A3C.
riycKO-HaAaAOMHbiG paGorbi TpcGylor CMCTGMHoro noAxoAa
Ha
bcgm
mx
npOTfl>KGHMM. BAaroAapa OTOMy yaaGicfl onTMMM3MpoB3Tb rpa<t>Mx noaroTOBKM m
npOBGAGHMR paGOT H3 3T3naX nycxa M OOAyMMTb MaXCMMyM MH<J>OpMaUMM OT MCHblTaHMM.
riooTanHaa nporpaMMa nycxa m ocboghma moluhoctm SHcproGAoxa, nanpMMep [1],
COCTaBAGHa C npMMGHGHMGM CMCTGMHoro n0AX0A3. AoxyMGHTaAbHafl rOTOBHOCTb M
roTOBHOCTb nGpconaAa x nycxy yMMTbmaloTCfl napaay c tgxhmhgckom roTOBHocTblo,
nporpaMMa OAnoro aiana yMMTbisaGT 33A3mm nocAGAyloiuMx aianoB.
nporpaMMa <J)M3MM6Cxoro nycxa oommmo pgujghma mmcto <|>m3mh6Cxmx saAan
(BbiBOAa peaxTOpa b xpmtmmgcxoq coctoahmg, msmgpghmg H6flTpoHHo-<t>M3MH6cxMx
xapaxTepMCTMx) BXAloMaGT 3HaMMTGAbHbin oGbGM paGor no HaAaAXG Kl/in m A, CBPK, no
npOBGpXG 3C|)(J)GXTMBHOCTM CMCTGM paCXOAa>XMBaHMB, CMCTGMbl aBapMflHOrO BB0A3 Gopa,
no M3M6pGHMk) TMApaBAMMGCXMX XapAXTGpMCTMX nGpBOrO XOHTypa, XOMnAGKCHOMy
onpoGosaHMlo CY3 M Ap., t.g. to mto noTpGGyGTcn aaa nocAGAylomMx 3TanoB nycxa.
Eme Goagg tuMpoxMti xpyr B3aMMOCBfl3aHHbix 33Aay pemaeTca Ha 3Tanax anepronycxa:
TapMpoBxa AKHH, HaAaAxa m McnwTaHMG aBTOMaTMMGexMx poryAATopoB oneproGAOxa,
npOBepxa paGoTbi MH<|>opMauMOHHbix cmctgm m Ap. OcoGaa pOAb otboamtcb
amhbmmmgcxmm McnbJTaHMflM (cGpoc - HaGpoc HarpysxM, otxaIomghmg oGopyAosaHMA).
LlMGHHO OHM nOSBOAfllOT npOBGpMTb paGOTy oGopyAOBaHMfl B pa3AMHHblX pe>KMMax M
OHGproGAOXa B UGAOM M OUGHMTb XaMGCTBO COBMGCTHOfl paGOTbl MHOrMX CMCTGM
3HGpro6AOxa.
CAGAyeT OTMGTMTb, mto nycx sneproGAOxa, xax npasMAO, hg yaaGTca BbinoAHMib
CTporo no sapanea cocTaBAGHHbiM nporpaMMaM. OnwT noxasbisaGT, mto Ha
HGOGxOAMMO yMMTb!B3Tb UGAblM pflA oGbGKTMBHblX M CyGbGXTMBHblX (fraXTOpOB.

npaxTMXG

HGnOAHdfl roTOBHOCTb CMCTGM M OGopyAOBaHMfl X COOTBGTCTBylOLUGMy 3Tany nycxa,
M3MGH6HMG yCAOBMR B SHGprOCMCTGMG, OTK33bl CMCTGM M oGopyAOBaHMA npMBOAAT X
HGOGxOAMMOCTM paCCM3TpMB3Tb M pGlUATb BOOpOCbl O M3CTMMH0M M3MGHGHMM nporpaMM
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HCnblTaHUfl, M3M6H6HMM nOCAGAOBaTGAbHOCTM MX BbinOAHGHMR, M3M6HGHMM KpMTGpMCB
ycriGiuHOCTii McnbiTaHMfl m t.o.
Rcho,

mto

OKCnGpTHbIX

B OTOR CMiyauMM pOAb CMCTGMHoro noAxoAa

OUGHOK,

npOBGflGHMfl

flOnOAHMTGAbHbIX

oco6ghho

paCMGTOB,

Ba*ma. riyTGM

COnOCTaBACHMA

pcsyAbTaTOB, AonycxaGTCR mam OTBcpracTCR B03M0>KH0CTb otkaohghmr ot nporpaMMbt.
B CAyyae npM3H3HMfl nonycTMMOCTM otkaohghmm pa3pa6aTbiBak>TCR. kbk npaenAo,
KOMnGHCMpylOlUMG MGpOnpMRTMR (B OCO66HHOCTM B M3CTM, KacalOlltGRCA 6G30n3CH0CTM),
npMHMM36TCfl C0rAaC0B3HH0G B yCT3H0BAGHH0M HOpflAKG T6XHMMBCK06 pGLUGHMG MAM
natorcfl nMCbMGHHbie yxasaHMR aa noAHMCblo npGACTaBMTGAGfl PAaBHoro KOHcipyKiopa,

HayMHoro pyKOBOAMTGAA nycxa, rAaBHoro TGXHOAora

m

pyKOBOACTBa A3C.

TaKMM o6pa30M, HanpMMGp, 6biAa OTKOppGKTMpoaaHa nooTanHaa nporpaMMa
nycxa 3HGpro6AOKa N 6 A3C KosAonyM no pGayAbTaraM amh3mmmgckmx McnbiraHMM co
c6pOCOM SAGKTpMHGCKOM M napOBOM H3rpy3KM npM OCBOGHMM HOMMHaAbHOM MOLUHOCTM,
KOppGKTMpOBaAMCb
TaGAMUbl
AOnyCTMMbIX
pGWMMOB
SKCHAyaiaUMM
PV,
6blAM
OnpGAGAGHbl BpGMGHHbJG KOMnGHCMpylOLUMG MGpOOpMRTMfl OpM pa60TG 3HGpro6AOK3 C
TGnA006M6HHMK3MM CA03, MMGlOlUMMM HOHM>K6HHylO 3(J)(J)6KTMBH0CTb.
B pflAG CAyyaGB AAR 060CH0BaHMR npOBOAMMblX KOppGKTMpOBOK BbinOAHAlOTCR
HayMHbiG MCCAGAOBaHMR m pa3pa6oTKM. HanpMMep, Ha A3C llaKUj npM nycnc
3HGpro6AOKOB N 3 M N 4 C UGAblO yTOHHGHMR TGOAOBOti MOLUHOCTM pG3KTOpOB M
nOAfOTOBKM KOppGKTHOM Ta6AM14bl AOnyCTMMbIX pGMMMOB 3KCnAyaT3LlMM pGaKTOpHOM
ycraHOBKM

6biAa

pa3pa6oT3Ha

cobmgctho

c

ncpcoHaAOM

A3C

mgtoamk3

3KCn6pMM6HT3AbH0M OLIGHKM paAMaUMOHHOFO Harpcaa TGpMonap CBPK M 6aMnaCHOI%
npOTGMKM TGnAOHOCMTGAfl B pG3KT0pG [2]. PIpM nyCKG 3HGpro6AOK3 N 6 A3C K03A0AyM
6blAM npOBGAGHbl MCCAGAOBaHMR no BblRBAGHMlO OpMMMH!
- noBbiniGHHbix nyAbcauMfl nepGnaAa

asbaghma

Ha pcaKTopc.

- nOHWKGHHOA 3(|)(|)GKTMBHOCTM TGnAOOfjMGHHMKOB asapMMHOrO paCX0A3>KMBaHMR
(AAR o6oCHOBaHMfl MX BCKpbITMA M OMMCTKM),
- nOBbUJJGHHOM KOHLIGHTpaUMM AMTMR B TGnAOHOCMTGAG 1 KOHTypa M ApyfMG.
flAR MH<f)OpM3UMOHHOrO o6GCnGMGHMR T3KMX MCCAGAOBaHMR BO BHHMA3C C03A3Hbl
63HKM AaHHbIX no H6flTpOHHO-4>M3MM6CKMM XapaKTGpMCTMKdM BB3P M no nGpGXOAHbIM
npOUGCCaM. flaHHblG MMGlOTCR KaK AAR AByxrOAMMHbIX T3K M TpGXrOAMHHbIX TOHAMBHblX
sarpysoK. Aar pacMGTHoro

moabampobahma

pa6oTbi 3ktmbhor 30Hbi

m

3HGpro6AOKa

b

U6AOM MMGlOTCfl HG06x0AMMblG KOAbl (BHPIP, AAbBOM, AMHAMMKA, RELAP).
2.

ConpOBOxneHMe npM

3aAa«4y

conpoBO>KAGHMR

OKcriAyarauMM A3C.
npM

OKcnAyarauMM

3HGpro6AOKOB

mo>kho

kopotko

C(J)OpMyAMpOBaTb CAGAylOLUMM 06pa30M: c6op MH(J)OpMai_LMM O pa60TG CMCT6M M
o6opyAOB3HMfl 3HGpro6AOKOB M BblASMa OpGAAOMGHMR 00 MX COBGpUJGHCTBOBaHMkD, 3
T3K>KG COBGpUJGHCTBOBaHMkD OpOUGAyp OKCOAyaTaUMM, B TOM MMCAG 3HGpro6AOK3 B
U6A0M.
npM CMCTGMHOM 00AX 0 AG K pGUJGHMlO 3T0R 33A3MM AOAMHbl
TpcBOBaHMR
HOpMaTMBHO-TGXHMMGCKOR
AOKyMGHTailMM,
OpOrpaMMbl

yHMTblBaTbCfl
TGXHMHGCKOM

OOAMTMKM B OTpaCAM, 3K0H0MMMGCKMR M MGAOBGMGCKMR cfOKTOpbl.
CMCTGMaTMMGCKMR c6op M o6pa60TK3 MH^OpMaUMM O pa60TG CMCTGM M
o6opyAOB3HMfl 3HGpro6AOKOB BblOOAHRGTCR BH1/1MA3C C yHdCTMGM OKCOAyaTMpyGMblX
A3C Poccmm
HapyiuGHMRx
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m
b

VKpaMHbi. BHW/IA3C pacnoAaracT h3m6oagg ooahom 63301% naHHbix o
pa6oTG o6opyAOB3HMfl m noxasaTGARx pa6oTbi A3C. C yMGTOM otmx

naHHbix

nonroTOBAGHbi nporpaMMHbie AOxyMGHTw no MOAepHMsauMM oGopyAosahmr

A3C.
nporpaMMbi MonepHnsaumi 3Hepro6AOKOB, BbinoAHRGMbiG

c

ueAblo noBbiiuGHMR mx
6e3onacHOCTM m totobhoctm [3] c^opMupoaaHbi c opmmghghmgm cucieMHoro noaxona.
Ka>KAoe npeAAO>KeHMe no MOAepHnsaumi npoaHaAMSMpOBano Ha 6e3onacHOCTb hg
TOAbKO npflMoro 3<|)<t)eKTa, paAM KOTOporo oho bhgaprgtca, ho h Ha 6e3onacHocTb
no6oMHbix 3(J)<J)eKT0B. 3tm anaAMSw BbinoAHenw kbk oxcnopTHbiM nyieivi, rax m c
npMBAGMGHMGM AGTGpMUHMpOBaHHblX,
6e3onacHOCTM.

3 B pRAG CAyH3GB

M BGpOATHOCTHblX

OI46HOX

npMMGpOM TBKOrO nOAXOAd MOW6T 6blTb 060CH0BaHHG p6)KHM3 yCXOpGHHOM
paarpy3Kn 6aok3 (YPB). Aar AOxaaaTGAbCTBa scJx^gxtmbhoctm m 6G3onacHOCTn 3Toro
pGMHMa B P3MK3X AQTGpMMHMpOBaHHOrO nOAXOAa BbinOAHGHa CepHA HGMTpOHHO<t>M3MH6CXMX, TGnAOfMApaBAMMGCKMX, AMH3MMW6CXMX M BGpOATHOCTHblX paCMGTOB [4];
npOBGAGHbl MCnbITaHMR H3 3HGpro6AOK3X IOjKHO-YXpaMHCXOM, KaAMHMHCXOM, POBGHCXOM
h Apyrkix A3C. 3ra pa6oia 6biAa BwnoAHGHa aar 3HGpro6AOKOB c aayx h TpGxroAHHHbiMn
TOnAMBHblMH 3arpy3K3MH.
iUpyrMMH
npHMGpaiviH
CHCTGMHoro
nonxoAa
MoryT
6birb
pacHGTHo3KCnGpMMGHT3AbHbl6
OGOCHOBaHMR
nOBbllUGHHR
AMHaMMWGCXOM
yCTOMHMBOCTM
3HGpro6AOKOB
B
pGXCMMGX
C
H3pyiLI6HMAMM
paCXOA3
OMTaTGAbHOW
BOAbl
B
napOrGHGpaTOpbl [5] H B p6>KMMaX C HGOpGAHaMGpGHHblMM ("AOWHblM") 3axpblTHGM B30K.
[6j.
npHBGAeHHblG TpH paGOTbl ABAfllOTCfl AHlilb M3CTblO GOAbLUOM nporpaMMbi 3HaAH33 M
0nTHMH33UHH TGXHOAOTMMGCKMX 3ailJMT M GAOKMpOBOK pGaKTOpHOfO H Typ6nHHOrO
OTAGAGHMR C UGAblO OOBblllJGHMfl AMHaMMMGCKOfl yCTOMHMBOCTM 3HGpro6AOK3 B UGAOM.
OnbiT

SKcnAyajauHH

3HGpro6AOKOB

CHMnTOMbl H 3ap3HGG OpGAynpGAMTb
HeraTMBHblG nOCAGACTBMR.

noxasbiBaoT.

P33BMTMG

mo

BBapHH,

MTO

b3>kho

oGnapywMTb

003B0AMT

CHM3MTb

riOSTOMy BO BHMMA3C 3H2'4MT6AbHOG BAMRHMG yACAAGTCR BHGApGHHk) CMCTGM
OnGpaTMBHOW AMarHOCTMKM H3 AGACTBylomHX
3Hepro6AOK3X (rAdBHblM 06pa30M c
peaxiopoM BB3P-1000). B ocHoay pasBWTMR cmctgm onGpaTMBHOM AHarnocruxn
AGMCTBylOLLlMX 3HGpro6AOKOB 3aAO>KGH npMHUHn OTXpbITOCTM AAR AaAbHGMLUMX
COBGpLUGHCTBOBaHHtt. OCHaUJGHHOG AOKAAbHblMM CHCT6M3MH OOGpaTMBHOM AHarHOCTUXH
COCT3BAR6T OGpBblM 3130 pa60T. Ha BTOpOM 37306 OAaHMpyGTCR pa3pa60T3Tb MGTOAMXM
06pa60TKM COBOKyOHOR AHarHOCTHHGCKOtt HH(J)OpMaLlHH C UGAbk) 60AGG AOCTOBGpHOrO
BbIRBAGHMR KOHKpGTHblX aH0M2AMM pa60Tbl 3HGpro6AOK3. flpM 3T0M MH<t>OpMaL|MA OT
AOXaAbHbtX
CMCTGM OnGpaTMBHOM AMarHOCTMXM M
MH(t)OpMaLlMfl
06
OCHOBHbIX
TexHOAorMHGCKMX napaMGTpax 3HGpro6AOxa nocTynaGT b CMCTGMy noAAep>KXM
onepaTopa, tab 6yA6T ocyniGCTBARTbCR BbipaGoTxa xpMTGpMGB aar opmhrtma pglughmm
OnepaTMBHblM
OGpCOHaAOM.
Pa60T3
BbinOAHRGTCR
COBMGCTHO
C
TAaBHblM
XOHCTpyXTOpOM PY M <t>MpMOfl CMMGHC.
BblLUG 6blAM OGpGMMCAGHbl OCHOBHblG HdOpaBAGHMA pa60T 00 M0AGpHM3aUMM
3HGpro6AOXOB C BB3P, BbinOAHRGMblG BH1/MA3C. KpOMG 3T0F0 BGAyTCR pa60Tbl no
nOBblLUGHMk)
n0MGX03aiAMLUGHH0CTM
o6opyAOB3HMR
CV3,
no
BHGApeHub
MH<t)OpMai4MOHHO-C6pBMCHOM CMCTGMbl XOHTpOAR M AMarHOCTMXM 6A0X0B VKTC npM
pGMOHTG M Ap.
npOLlGAypbl
OKCOAyaTaUMM
3HGpro6AOXOB
COBGpLUGHCTBylOTCA
nyTGM
XOppGXTMpOBXM TGXHOAOrMHGCXMX pGrA3MGHT0B 6G30naCH0M OXCOAyaTaUMM, C yHGTOM
06H0BARGMblX TpG60B3HMM HOpMaTMBHO-TGXHMHGCXOM A0XyMGHT3UMM M M0ACpHM33UMM
npoexTa.
3ra
paGoTa
BbinOAHRGTCR cobmgctho
c
opraHMaauMRMM
TAaBHoro
xoHCTpyxTOpa PY m HayMHoro pyxoBOAMTGAR npOGXTa.
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FIOBbiiueHne 6e3onacHOCTM m 3(|)(J)6ktmbhoctm paGoibi A30 bgagtca ratoKG aa cmgt
COBepLUGHCTBOBaHMfl TGXHMMGCKOrO 06CAy>KMBaHMfl (TO) M P6M0HT3, KOTOpOG BKAlOMaGT
b ce6fl nAaHMpOBaHne, nonroroBKa m ocymeciBAGHne TO w pGMOHra, nocAGpoMom-Hbiti
aH8AM3, ynpaBAGHUG MaTGpMaAbHbIMM pGCypCaMH, HG06x0flHMblMM AAA BbinOAHGHUfl TO H
PGMOHra.
ripn 3T0M coBGpuiGHCTByGTCfl flOKyMGHTauHfl
(opraHMaauwoHHaa,
HopMaTMBHafl, TexHOAoruMGCKaa), MH<t)opMauMOHHaA 6asa (nGpGMHn o6opynoBaHMfl),
aanaCHbIX HaCTGR, TGXHOAOmMGCKMX CpGACTB, HOpMaTHBOB, CBGflGHMA O flG4)GKTax),
nporpaMMHoe o66cnGMGHMe, cnocoGnoe pGiuaTb sanaMM nAaHupoBaHna TO m pGMOHia m
ynpaBAGHUA
sanacHbiMM
MacTRMM
w
MaTGpuaAaMn.
B
HacToaiuGG
bpgma
paapaBaTbisaGTCA MHTGrpMpOBaHHaA nporpaMMHaa o6oAOMKa, KOTopaa mo>kgt 6biTb
npuBRsana k AOKaAbHOM cgth H3BM A30.
C60p M aH3AM3 MH(J)OpMaLlMM O pa60TG M COCTOAHMM OnGpaTUBHOrO nGpC0H3Aa, K3K
3AGM6HTa B UGHRX ynp3BA6HHA 3HGpro6AOKOM, T3K>KG npGflnOAaraGTCR npn CUCTGMHOM
nonxoflG. riosTOMy Ba>KHbiMM sananaMM 3KcnAyaTaunoHHoro conpoBOWAeHna h3mm
paccMarpuBaloTCfl CAGaytoiunG:

- nonrOTOBKa onGparuBHoro nGpcoHaAa,

b tom mhcag

o6yMGHHG na Tpenamepax

paSAMMHOrO ypOBHR,
- OUGHKa

nGpcoHaAa

n

HpO(|)GCCHOHaAbHOrO H

nCMX04>M3HMGCK0r0

COCTORHHA

OnGpaTMBHOro

paspaBoTKa nporpaMM Gro pGa6nAmaunn.

3m sana^n b hocagahgg bpgma npMBAGxaloT k cg6g bcg 6oAbiuGG bhumbhug.
BHMI/IA3C HAaHupyGT tbkmg pa3pa6oTKM, m Macib H3 hmx naxoAmca b cjannn pglughma.

3. Onbir pacHGTHoro aHaAMaa 6e3onacHocTM.
Pa6oTbi, BbinoAHAGMbiG BHMMA3C no anaAnsy m pa3pa6oTKG opgaaokohupi no
coBGpiuGHCTBOBaHHlo OKcnAyaraLtMOHHbix pg>khmob A30 Ko3AOAy« paccMaTpuBatoTca
K3K KOMRAGKCHblG UCCAGflOBaHUfl.
HaKOHAGHHblM OHblT BbinOAHGHMA aH3AM3a H 060CH0BaHMA 6G30naCH0CTM B XOAG
pa60T no BH6AP6HMI0 TGXHMMGCKHX npGAA0>K6HMtt, HanpaBAGHHblX Ha nOBblUJGHUG
6e3onacHOCTM, naAewHOcm m skohommmhoctm A30 KosAoaya nossoARGi caeAaib
HGKOTOpbIG o6U4MG 3aM6M3HMA.
HepBOe: B OCHOBG nOArOTOBKH H pGaAMSaUUM T6XHMH6CKUX npGAA0>K6HW/l H0A0>K6H
npuHLinn BbinoAHGHUA anaAnsa m o6ochob3hhg 6G3onacHOcm Ha ypoane hg hm>kg hgm b
npoeKTHbix tgxhumgckmx MaTGpuaAax. flaHHbifl noAXOA TpG6yeT cGpbG3Ho% npopa6oTKM
npOGKTa M KpMTMMGCKUd 3H3AM3 COBpGMGHHblX M MCTOpHMGCKH CAO>KMBLLIMXC A M6T0AMK M
KOHUGnUHA 6G30naCH0CTH.
Biopoe. PaspaBoTKa M6ponpnamti m oEocHOBanuG 6G3onacHOcm BbinoAHAGica c
HCn0Ab30B3HH6M HGCKOAbKHX HG33BHCHMblX paCMGTHbIX OpOFpaMM BGpHfJjHUMpOBaHHblX
no pGaAbHbIM nGpGXOAHblM npOUGCCdM.

PaspaBoTKa

naxGTOB

wcxoAHbix

AaHHbix

pac^GTHbix

nporpaMM

bgagtca

nA3H0MGpH0 C yMGTOM H3K0nA6HH0r0 OOblTa paCMGTHOrO 3H3AH3a H COnOCTaBAGHHR
pa3AMHHblX pG>KMMOB. PaC46THblR 3H3AH3 OOUpaGTCA H3 CAGAylOLUHG npOFpaMMbl:
AWHAMMKA-5, TEMb-M - K3K ocHOBa npoGKTHoro o6ocHOBaHna 6G3onacHOCTn;
KOMnAGKC nporpaMM BHHHA3C aaa cnGunaAbnoro anaAnaa sagmghtob o6opynoBaHwa
n TGXHOAoruMGCKHX cxgm; nporpaMMa RELAP-5, KaK Han6oAGG ynuBopcaAbnaa h
wHpoKO pacnpocTpaHGHHaA bo MHorux CTpanax aaa anaAHsa A30 c KopnycHbiMH
poaKiopaMH.

IpeibQ. ABTOpCKMM KOHTpOAb 33 pe3yAbTaTBMM BH0flp0HMfl H3 A3C T0XHMH6CKMX
P0HI0HMM, O140HKB ORblTd GKCflAyaTaUMM. FlpM HGOOXOAMMOCTM KOppOKTMpOBKa M
MOfl©pHM3aUHfl TOXHOAOrUMOCKMX BArOpHTMOB.
Bbiiu0Ha3BaHHbie 3aM0M3HMfl nAAlocTpupyloTCfl b CAGAyloLUMx pa6oiax BHMMA3C,
nOAyMMBLLIMX BH0AP0HM0 H3 A3C wK03A0Ayfl“ , B TOM HMCAG:

- paspa6oTKa CMCTBMbi ycKOp0HHOR pasrpysKH 6AOK3 (YPB) AAfl BB3P-1000;
- coB0puj0HCTBOB3HM0 aAropuTMOB paGoTW y3Aa BOAonuTaHMfl naporoHepaiopa

BB3P-1000;
- p33pa60TK3 TBXHOAOrMHBCKOfl npOLlGAypbl npM AO>KHOM CpaGaTbIBaHMM B30K AAfl

BB3P-1000;
- aH3AH3 yCAOBMft

Cpa6aTblBaHMfl paSpblBHOM aaiUMTbl BTOpOrO KOHTypa AAfl BB3P-

1000;
- paspaOoTKa m oGocHOBaHMG p©>KHMa pa6or BB3P Ha moluhocthom s^gktg

peaKTMBHOCTM:
- 3H3AH3 T0XHOAOfHM0CKMX HpOUGAyp B p©>KHM0 C nOAHOM HOTGpGM

HMTaTGAbHOM

BOAbi AAfl BB3P-440.

3aKAk)M0HM0
I.OnbiT nycxa 3H©pro6AOKOB m conpOBO>KA6HHfl mx 3KcnAyaTaunn yOeAmeAbHo
AOK33blBalOT 3<|)<|)0KTHBHOCTb M U©A0COO6pa3HOCTb CMCTGMHOrO nOAXOA©.
3tO
OTHOCHTCfl M k npou@ccy opraHM33UMM pa6oT Ha 3H©pro6AOK0 KaK Ha aian© nycKoHaAdAOMHblX pa60T T3K M npOMblLUAGHHOfl 3KCnAyaT3l4HH A3C.
2. OlMGMaeTCfl nOBblLUGHHOG BHMM3HM0 K KaMGCTBy T0XHMM0CKMX oGoCHOBaHMfl AAfl
TGX HAM MHbIX pGlUGHMA. BO3paCT30T pOAb paCMOTHOfO 3H3AM3a M COBpGMGHHbIX MGTOAOB
M KOHLIGHUMA 0146HKM 6©30naCH0CTM.
3. PaCllIMpfltoTCfl B03M0>KH0CTM OU0HKM OHblTa 3KCnAyaT3UMM, COBGpiUGHCTBOBaHMG
TGXHOAOrMMGCKMX HpOLlGCCCOB B XOA© HaKOflAGHMfl M o6o6lllGHMfl MHCfjOpMaUMM 06
SKcnAyajauMM. BHM14A3C paccMarpMBaGT stm 33A3HM xax npMopMTGTHbiG b cbogm
AOflTGAbHOCTM.
CHMCOK AMTEPATYPbl

1. TMnosafl

nporpaMMa. (1)m3mm©ckmR m 3H©pr©TMM©CKMfl
BB3P-1000. 320.00.HB.TM6.

nycx A3C c

cgpmMhom

PV

2. Ah3am3 paAMauMOHHoro Harp©Ba T©pMonap CBPK TMHAyKyiu" na STano ocboghma
moluhoctm p©aKTOpa BB3P-440 6aok3 N 4 A3C TIaKiu". Otmgt, naKiu, 1987 r.
3. KOHLlGHUMfl nOBbILUGHMfl 6©30naCH0CTM AedCTBylomMX 6AOKOB aTOMHbIX CT3HUMG c
BB3P-1000. M.,1993 r.
4. AH3AM3

p33AMMHblX CHOCOGOB M MGTOAOB pa3fpy3KM p©3KT0pa B AMH3MMM6CKMX

nepexoAHbix
p©>KMMax 3H©pro6AOKa. PaspaGoTxa aAropuTMOB onTMiwaAbnom
pasrpysKM poaKTopa no B03Mym©HMflM TypGMnnoro OTAOAGHMfl. Otmgt BHMI/IAOC, M.,

1989 r.
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5. noBbuueHMe AMHaMtmecKofl ycTOflMMBOCTM 3Hepro6AOKOB c peaKiopoM BB3P-1000
A3C "Ko3AOfly«" b pewwwax c HapyujeHMAMM, conpOBOwnaloiuMMMCA noBbinieHMGM
pacxoaa nMTaroAbHOti boaw b naporeHeparop (o6ocHOBaHne m paspaBoTxa
aAropMTMOB). OmeT BHMMA3C, M., 1993 r.
6. flOBblLUeHMe AMHaMHMOCKOA yCTOAMMBOCTM 3H6pro6AOKOB c BB3P-1000 A3C
"KoaAOAycV B pewniwax c HenpeAHaMepeHHbiM ("AO>«HbiM") aaKpbiineM B30K
(o6ocHOBaHne 6©3onacHOCTM m pa3pa6oTKa aAropMTMOB). OmeT BHMMA3C.
M.,1994 r.

mft

■iiiimin
8(39600405

OBOCHOBAHME dKCnAYATAUMOHHblX nPEflEAOB BBOflA PEAKTMBHOCTM'*
HPM flYCKE PEAKTOPOB BB3P-1000
Boee M. A., Ca6moB A. M., CaAbKOB B. M., Cynapee O. C., Bkobagb A. M.
<t>npMa AT0MTEX3HEPT0 , P(D
HOBOBOpOHBM

AHHOTALlVm
PaccMorpeHN Bonpocbi 6e3onacHOCTn nycna

BB3P. flaHO onucaHne

mgtoamxm m

nporpaMMHbix cpencre no onpeneAGHnlo Aonycrwvtbix cxopocicw BBOfla peaKTUBHOcru
npn nycKAx poaxTOpos
packer

BB3P-1000

vicTOMHwxa

mollihoctm

b a(o6oh momght

hghtpohob b

xarvtnaHMM n BXAloMaloT

axrviBHOU 30hg peaKiopa

b cg6a

noAxpHTMMGCxoM

b

COCTORHMM H pBCMGT OTHOCHTCAbHOU HAOTHOCTM HGHTpOHOB H nepMOAS peaKTOpa OpM
AOCTHXK6HHH XpMTMMeCXOrO COCTORHMR.
06cy>KAeHbi

Bonpocbi

perAaMeHTaunn

BBona peaKTMBHOCTM n napaMGTpoB cpencrs
peaKTOpOB

n onTMMuaaunn nonycruMbix
bosagmctbmr

cxopocTew

Ha peaxTUBHOCTb npn nycxG

BB3P-1000. 06oCHOBblBaeTCR B03M0>KH0CTb yBGAMMGHMR paCXOAOB HOnaMM

Mucroro KOHABHcara
OTHOCMTGAbHO

I

b

xom-yp npn BbiBoae peaxiopa

OrpaHMMGHMtf.

npGAOMCblBaGMblX

b

xpmtmmgcxog

TGXHOAOrMMGCKUM

coctorhmg

pGrAdMGHTOM

OKcnAyarauuM BB3P-1000
BG3onacHbin nycx pcaxTopa
bboag b

OKcnAyaraunlo n

b

rbargtcr

caomhou

m

otbgtctbghhou

npouGCCG oxcnAyaTauwM A3C c BB3P. Kax

3aaaMGH npn

hsbgctho,

nycx

pGaXTOpOB Tuna BB3P OCyweCTBAAGTCA nOCAGAOBaTGAbHbIM BbinOAHGHMGM OHGpRUMM:
BHayaAG, no

h3BagmghmIo

H3 axTMBHOM 30Hbi rpynn opraHOB pGryAnposaHUR CY3, a

33T6M, no CHMXXGHMlO XOHUGHTpaiiHH 60pH0M XMCAOTbl (CH3BO3) B TGOAOHOCHTGAG I
xoHTypa.
Ha BB3P-1000 npoaxTOM npGAycMorpGHO HaAHMue uiTaTHOti annaparypbi xoHTpOAA

nOAXpMTUMHOCTM aXTMBHOW 30Hbl OCTaHOBAGHHOFO pGaXTOpa H B npOUGCCG GFO nyCXa.
Hpn

OTcyTCTBun

xoMTpoAR

noAxpuTUMHOCTM

axTMBHOU

30Hbi

6c3onacHbin

nycx

pcaxTopa, 6g3 HapyiuGHwii ycAOBMM noprviaAbHOM oxcnAye raum/i, AOCTuraGTCR npGWAe
BCGrO 33 CHGT OrpaHUMCHMR CXOpOCTU BBOAa nOAOMMTGAbHO^I pCaXTMBHOCTM. B TUOOBblX
TGXHOAoruMGCxnx pGrAaMGHTax 6G3onacHOM oxcnAyarauun BB3P-1000 (TPB-1000-1
TPB-1000-3)

npUBGAOMbl

CAGAylOlUHG

TGXHOAOrMMGCXMG

OrpaHUMGHUR

no

m

BBOAy

noAO>KHTGAbHOH pcaxTUBHOCTu npM nycxG poaxTopa:
-

noiuaroBoe

m3bagmghm6

rpynn

peryAnpOBaHMR

CY3 c

BbiAepwxow

bpgmghm

MGMAy luaraMn;
-

HenpGBbiujGHMG

MaxcuMaAbHO-AonycTMMbix

3HaMGHMM

xoHTypa MucTbiM xoHAeHcaioM 40 T/yac, 20 r/Mac,

pacxoAa

10

t/mbc

nOAnUTXM

aaa

I

paaAMMHbix

HHTGpBAAOB 3HaM6HMH CH3BO3 B pGaXTOpG.
flaHHbiG
COCTORHHRX,

orpaHUMGHUR,
HG

COAGpwaT

pacnpocTpaHAtoLAHGCA
HG06xOAHMblX

COrA3CHO

Ha

nycxH

pcaxTopa

TpGdOBaHMti

0. 2.4.8

RAepnoii 6G3onacHOcrn peaxTopnwx yc ranosox aroMHbix cianuHM DBA
yxaaaHM#

o

bgawmmhg

MaxcHMaAbHO-AonycTHMOM cxopocrw

bboab

bo

bcgx

TlpaBHA

PY AC-89"

poaxiuBHOCTH

m
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HeflocTaTOMHO

o6ocHoeaHbi.

B

nacTHocTM,

orpanMHGHMG

pacxona

noflanM

hmctoho

KOHneHcara b I KOHTyp bgamhmhom 10 T/nac b nycKOBOM nHrepsaAe 3H3H6hmM CH3B03
(HawMHaeiCA c bgammhhw CH3B03
owMflaGMOM

KpMTMHecKom

TGOAOHOCMTGAe I

b

CH3B03)

aaa

nycKOB

KOHTypa

peanropoB

Ha

c

1

r/nr 6oAee

3ktmbhom

30hom,

paGoTasiuaM Ha moluhoctm, HposMopno kohc6PB3tmbho m npnaonur k 3H3HMT6AbHbiM
norepAM BpeMeHH Ha BbinoAHGHHe onopauMM no BOflooGMony,

ocoGghho

b

kohug

KaMnaHHH paGoTbi pcaKTopa.
AA 060CH0B3HMA 6G30naCHblX OKCnAyaraUHOHHblX OpGflGAOB no CKOpOCTM BBOna
pGBKTMBHOCTM

H

pGBKTOpa

paSAMMHblX

H3

OOTMMMSflUMM

(MMHMMM33UMM

COCTOAHMM

00

BpGMGHM)

OOGpaUMM

H0B0B0p0H6>KaT0MT6X3H6pr0

B

00

OyCKy

pa3pa60T3Ha

"MCTOflMKa OOpGflGAGHMA flOnyCTMMblX CKOpOCTGM BBOfla pGaKTMBHOCTM OpM BblBOflG B
KpMTMHGCKOG COCTOAHMG pGdKTOpOB BB3P-1000 (COFAaCOBaHa M pGKOMGHflOBaHa
I4A3

BHGflpGHMlo

mm.

KypnaToaa,

OKB

TMflponpGcc",

BHMMA3C

K

yTBGpwaGHa

m

pyKOBOflCTBOM 27I"Y MA3D).

B

COOTBGTCTBMM

C

MGTOflMKOM

OOpGflGAfllOTCA

BGAMHMHbl

OKCOAyaTaUMOHHblX

npGflGAOB CKOpOCTM BBOfla OOAO>KMT6AbHOM pGaKTMBHOCTM npM BbIBOflG pGdKTOpOB TM03

BB3P B KpMTMHGCKOG COCTOAHMG:
-

OGpBblM OpGflGA, 33BMCAIUMM OT MOLUHOCTM MCT0HHMK3 HGMTpOHOB B 8KTMBHOM
30 HG

M

BGAMHMHbl

OGpMOfla

pG3KT0pa

npM

flOCTMMGHMM

MMHMMBAbHO-

KOHTpOAMpyGMOrO ypOBHA MOLUHOCTM pG3KT0pa;

- BTOpOM npGflGA, 33BMCALUMM OT CKOpOCTHOM 3(J)(J)GKTMBH0CTM pGFyAMpylOLUGM
rpynnbi OP CY3 (npM

ogpgmgiughmm bhms c

paGoncM CKopocTbto).

OrpaHMMGHMG BTOpbIM OpGflGAOVI CBA33H0 C T6M, HTO KpMTMHGCKOG COCTOAHMG
pcaKTOpa TMna BB3P AOCTMraGTCA npM
TGOAOHOCMTGAG

OGpBOfO

KOHTypa,

3

chmwghmm

3H3H6HMA

kohughtp3umm

OGpBOrO

GopHOM

OpGflGA3

kmcaotw

b

MOfyT flOCTMFaTb

BGAMHMH, 0AM3KMX K CKOpOCTHOM 3<t>(t)GKTMBH0CTM OP CY3.

BGAMHMH3 OGpBOTO OpGflGAa CKOpOCTM BBOfla pGaKTMBHOCTM OOpGAGAAGTCA
OCHOBG

TpGGOBaHMA

OyHKTB

5.5

"FlpaBMA

AflGpHOM

6G3O0aCHOCTM

H3

BTOMHblX

OAGKTpOCTaHUMM" PIBB 04-74, AGMCTBOBaBUJMX BO BpGMA OpOGKTMpOBaHMA, COOpy>KGHMA
M

BBOfla

B

3KC0AyaTaUMto

GOAbUJMHCTBa

flGMCTBylOLUMX

B

HaCTOALUGG

BpGMA

3HGpro6AOKOB A30 C BB3P; npM 3TOM MCOOAbSyGTCA MMHMMaAbHOC 3H3H6HM6 nepMOfla
pGaKTOpa, C KOTOpbIM AOCTMraGTCA MKY, pBBHOG 50 CGK. BMGCTO 43 (COOTBGTCTBykDUlMX
OGpMOfly yflBOGHMA 30 CGK, yK333HHOMy B 0. 5.5 FIBB 04-74.
B

MGTOflMKG

3a

OOCAGflOBaTGAbHOCTM

CHGT
pGCHGTa

pAfla

KOHCGpBaTMBHbIX

CAOMH3A

3afl3Ha

0PMGaM?K6HMM

paCH6T3

M

OOCTpOGHMA

MOLUHOCTM

MCTOHHMK3

HGMTpOHOB M OOpGflGAGHMA flOnyCTMMblX CKOpOCTGM BBOfla pGaKTMBHOCTM CBGflGH3 K
flOCTaTOHHO OpOCTblM BbIHMCAGHMAM C MCnOAb3B3HMGM fl3HHblX oGlUGFO OpMMGHGHMA,
OOAynaGMblX B KOMnAGKCG HGMTpOHHO-<l>M3MH6CKMX paCHGTOB (B oGbGMG yCTaHOBAGHHOM
HOMGHKAaTypbl paCHGTOB) M OpM KOHTpOAG 33 paGoTOM TOOAMBHblX 33rpy30K.
AaTOPMTM

paCHGTOB

00

MGTOflMKG

p6aAM30B3H

B

KOMOAGKCG

OpOrpaMMHblX

CpGflCTB, OOCTaBAGHHblX H3 06pC0H3AbH0M KOMOblOTGpG TM03 IBM PC, COCTOALUMM M3:

1.

nporpaMMbi

RNMKU,

opGAnaananGHHOM

aaa

pCHGTa

sasMCMMocTGM

OTHOCMTGAbHOM OAOTHOCTM OOTOK3 HGMTpOHOBB3KTMBHOM 30H6 M OGpMOfla pG3KTOpa OT
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BeneHHOti pg3ktmbhoctm, MGHAloineflCA bo bpgmghm. SaBMCMMOCTb peaKTMBHOCTu p (t) ot
bpgmghm

tb

nporpaMMe

= po +

P

Y

•

RNMKU

sanaercfl b

Buna:

t, rae

pO - HaMaAbHdfl peaKTHBHOCTb
Y - CKOpOCTb BBOna peaKTkIBHOCTM.
OTHOCHTGAbHafl HAOTHOCTb HGI^TpOHOB (nk)B 3aBMCMMOCTM OT BpeMOHH (tk= k • l)
BbNMCAfleTCfl no pexyppeHTHom (|)opMyAe, noAyweHHOM M3 ypaBHOHnA kmhctmkm /1/ c
MCn0Ab30BaHM6M KyCOMHO-AMHePtHOfO npMOAMMGHMA (^yHKUMM HAOTHOCTH HG0TpOHOB B
SKTMBHO0 30H6:

Po

"k =

i • 1 (t P )

Pi -c'-kt jj

,<iqe

Aj.k - A,> i ‘ Ai + nk i • Aj , k = 1,2,...

q, =exp(-Xi t);

C = Z-C\ ;

A; = Cj (1 - q.);

A!.o = C|;

Pk ~ Pk /3 ’

C| = P, (1 - q,) / (P • X, • t);
nj, = nk / n0;

3 = X3 *

n[ = nk / n0;

n'k = nk/nft;

p„ = Po /3;

n0

- paBHOsecHafl (craunoHapHaq) nAOTHOCTb HedipoHOB

npM

p}

- 3(|)(})eKTMBHafl aoaa

rpynnbi;

Cj

- KOHueHTpaunA 3ana3AbiBatomnx HeMTpOHOB I-om rpynnbi;

C

- cyMMa

sanasnbiBatoiiiMx

HGMTpoHOB

- BpeMA WM3HM MrHOBGHHblX HeMTpOHOB;

t

- BpeMeHnoM mar pacMera.

T_ K + ni i)/2

0;

KOHuempaunu sanasAbisatomHX HeflTpoHOB;

I

riepnoA peanropa

1-oM

po <

BbiMucAAercA

no

<J>opMyAe:

T

K - ni ,
B pesyAbrare pac^era no nporpaMMe RNMKU onpeneAAloTCA 33bmcmmoctm snaHGHMM
n/n0 m T, nocTuraeivibie b kphtumbckom coctoahmm (npM p = 0) m 3HaMeHMM n/n0 b mom6ht
AOCTMweHMA sanaHHoro 3H3MeHMA nepwoaa ot ckopoctm BBoaa peaKTMBHOCTM.
2. KoMnAGKca nporpaMM 1ST, npeAHasHaneHHoro aaa pacneTa 3HaneHMM moiuhoctm
MCTOMHMKa

HGMTpOHOB

B

aKTMBHOM

30H6

OCTBHOBAGHHOrO

pG3KT0pa

BB3P-1000,

AOnyCTMMOA CKOpOCTM BBOAa peaKTMBHOCTM OpM BbIBOflG pGBKTOpa B KpMTMMGCKOG
COCTOAHUG

M

COOTBGTCTBylOmGA

60

CKOPOCTM

03M6H6HMA

KOHUGHTpaUMM

6opHOM

KMCAOTbl. CTpyKTypHO KOMHAGHC COCTOMT M3 AByX, BbinOAHAGMblX HG33BMCMMO flpyr OT
npyra nporpaMM IST3 m IST4, KOTOpbiG cooTBGTCTByloT asyM BapnaHTaM opobgaghma
pacMGTa:
1)

flporpaMMa

1ST3

npGAHasHaMGHa

aaa

onepaTMBHoro

pacMGTa

3H3mghm0

MOLUHOCTM MCTOMHMKa HGMTpOHOB M napaMGTpOB CpGACTB BO3A60CTBMA H3
pcaKTMBHOCTb OpM nyCKG pG3KTOpa nOCAG OCTaHOBKM.

HOA OnGpaTMBHbIM

paCMGTOM nOHMM3GTCA pdCMGT, OpOM3BOAMMblM AAA KOHKpGTHOrO nyCK3 HOCAG
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ywe npon30LUGAiuew ocTanoBKw peaKTOpa,
pa6oTbi peaKTopa ncpGA

2)

onpeneAfleMbix

ynponieHMO-KOHcepBainHoro pacMGTa

aaa

napaMGTpos.

KOHcepBaTHHoro pacMGTa.

cagabhhg

a!o6om

pa6oTbi Aannoki

nycKe

raKoro

b

tgmchmg

pacMcra

aannwcnbi

onGpaTUBHoro pacMGTa

yMWTbmacTCA npcAwcropHA

oct3hobom.

nporpaMMa IST3 npcAHaananGHa
3H3MeHHki

h b hcm

aaa

no

PesyAbraTbi

ynpowcHHO-

sapanee, Maryi 6biTb ucnoAbaoeaMbi npn
todambhom

cpaBHGHnlo

oflUHaKOBbix

bpgmgh

c

aarpyaKu, PcayAbTaTbi

pcayAbTajaMM

pafioTbi ki

noAHoro
peaKTopa,

ctoahkm

T.K. HG yMUTblBalOT WCTOMHWK HGHTpOHOB 33 CMGT (/. n)-pG3KUHH.
JlonycTMMaa

cxopocTb

saona

peaKTUBHOCTu

onpcAGAAGTCA

no

SaBMCMMOCTU OTHOCHTGAbHOH OAOTHOCTH HGMTpOHOB B MOMCHT flOCTUMGHUA
nopnofla peaKTopa 50 c ot ckopoctu BBona pGaKTUBHOdn. noAyMGHHOti no
pcsyAbTaraM

pacMGTOB

no

RNMKU

nporpaMMG

1ST. B C00TB6TCTBH6 C MCTOflHKOH.

KOMnAGKCG

h

npCACTaBAGHHOw

BbIMHCARGTR

00

b

BGAMMMHG

MOLUHOCTU MCTOMHWKa HCMTpOHOBB nOAKpHTHMGCKOM pcaKTOpG.
flpn

paCMGTG

MOLUHOCTU

HCTOMHHK3

HGHTpOHOB

B

nOflKpMTMMGCKOM

pcaKTOpG yHMTbIBakDTCA CAGnykDLUHG npOUGCCbl. nalOLUHG. K3K OTMCM6HO B /2-4/
3HaHUMblM BbIXOfl HGMTpOHOB!
1) Cn0HT3HH0G

AGAGHUG

H30T000B

ypaH3

M

TpaHCypaHOBbIX

3AGMCHT0B,

HaKonuBLUnxcq b npouGCGG pa6oTbi peaKTopa Ha moluhoctm;

2) («,

n) -pcaKLiHM

TpaHCypaHOBbIX

a-MacTkiu.

OAGMGHTOB,

kicnycxacMbix
C

AflpaMH

npH

pacnanc

M30TOOOB

0,z

H

RAcp
O'”

ypana

h

KHCAOpona,

coAGp^amarocA b UOp-tooahbg:
- 8Ou + ^Hg4 — uiNg^’ + n + 0.588M3B;
- H018 + ,,Hg4 — 1uNg*>1 + n (nopor pcaKUHH 0.8536M3B);
3) (y,

n) -pcaKLiHM

na

aghtgphh,

coAopwawGrocR

coct3bg

b

boabi

T6nA0H0CHT6AR-3aM6AAMT6AA.
□ pH OnpGAGAGHUM MOLUHOCTU HCTOMHHK3 HGWTpOHOB 33 CMGT CnOHT3HHOrO
AGaghma

(a,

h

n)-peaKUMM

yAGAbHOA MOLUHOCTU
OCHOBG

AaHHbIX,

ncnoAbsyGTCA anpOKCHMaunonnaA

MCTOMHMK3 HGHTpOHOB OT BblfOpaHMA,

sasncMMOCTb

nOAyMGHH3A H3

npklBGAGHHblX B p33AHMHblX pa60T3X O HGMTpOHOM M3AyM6HMM

OTpa6oTaBUJGro TonAnaa. CnaA BbixoAa hgmtpohob, cBAsannhiM c pacnaAOM
HyKAMAOB

BO BpGMA CTOAHOK pcaKTOpa, yMHTblB3GTCA B BHAG K03(|)($)MUMGHTa,

sasucAiuGro ot KaAGHAapnoro m a^GKTHBHoro bpgmghm pa6oTbi peaKTopa
Flpn OnpGAGAGHUM MOLUHOCTU HCTOMHHK3 HGMTpOHOB 33 CMGT ('/. n)-poaKUMM
yMHTbIBalOTCA TOAbKO BblC0K03H6prGTMM6CKMG raMMa-KBdHTbl, o6p33ylomMGCA
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Development of Informational System of NPP "Kozloduy"
Y. Katzarov, B. Manchev
Risk Engineering Ltd
1. Introduction

The needs of information for the different departments of NPP are defined from their staff
performed activities and resolved tasks. Large quantity of information allocated in different
departments of the plant is collected during it's construction and operation. A part of this
information is related to the equipment and rules of opeidtion and other is received as
result of measures and accounts in the process of operation. An approximately estimation
of the informational necessities can be done accordingly [1] where the basic functions of
informational system are formulated . The precized functions of informational system are
enumerated bellow.
2. Functional tasks

After investigations of international requirements to informational systems for NPP and
taking into account the particularity of NPP "Kozloduy" the following functional tasks were
precized:
1. Ensuring and updating of equipment data.
2. General indicators for operation of NPP.
- national rule specific indicators.
- international standard required indicators.
3. Informational support of operator.
4. Neutron physical characteristics and technical parameters of the core accounting
support.
5. Data for neutron fuel cycle, input supervision, transportation and preservation of
nuclear fuel.
6. Engineer's calculations and analysis.
7. Probabilistic safety analysis
8. Prolongation of operational term.
9. Optimization of regulated verifications of the equipment.
10. Reliability Centered Maintenance
- Schedule and maintenance task term optimization.
- Spare parts management.
- Input supervision of materials and QA.
- Reliability, availability and maintenance fitness analysis
- Fault and failure trends.
11. Medical service, individual dosimetric supervision, radilogical situation.
12. External dosimetry, meteorological service, control sensors on radiational situation,
civic defence.
13. Administrative financial information - book keeping, cash, main accountant,
clerkship, personnel department, pass ,etc.
14. Support of documentation
15. Leading of operative journals and communications of managing staff of NPP with
operational and maintenance personal.
3. Data, data bases

The basic data for equipment serve almost all functions of IS and have various
applications. After the creation of equipment data base it communicates in on-line mode
with all other subsystems and ensures necessary functional subtasks.
Equipment data base encloses:
- constructional descriptions
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- ingredient specifications
- technical characteristics
- operational characteristics
- echnologic schemes
- drawings
- other technical and technologic characteristics
The operational data of NPP comprises general functional indicators for operation of the
plant and functional indicators for different departments (reactor building, turbine hall,
chemistry ,etc.). Specialized software is provided for treatment and storage of necessary
data in the different departments and for generation of reports according to accepted in
NPP rules. The generating system of general operational indicators for NPP provides
automatic manufacture of report documents for regulatory body (CPUAE - Committee for
Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy).
The input functional indicators of IS include electrical power, heat power, chemical
reagents dose loads, availability indicators of safety systems, etc.
The functional indicator data are received mainly by Unified Computer System (UCS) and
their treating is connected with the duties of shift turbine operator, shift reactor operator,
technologist operator and shift supervisor. It is used data from chemistry, radiation safety
sector, etc. The data represent analogical, descret signals and texts. The following
departments of the plant receive data linked with functional indicators and treat them:
Control rooms 5 and 6, Production and Technical Department (PTD), Unified Computer
System (UCS), Engineer's Support (ES), Radiation Safety and Dosimetry (RSD), Reactor
Building (RB) and Turbine Hall (TH).
The Informational System gives possibilities for generation of all required by CPUAE
general indicators and documents for operation of the plant including quoted in WANO
Performance Indicators /10/92.
The necessary data for informational support of operator include mainly operative
information from technologic process of I and II circuitries received by UCS.
The data for informational support of engineer's calculations and analysis include
- data of engineer's calculations of equipment components received by manufacturer
- data of calculations fulfilled in different departments of NPP and external
organization.
- delivering of technical and technological data for engineer's analysis and accounts
during the modernization of technological schemes, replacement of the part of subsystem
and components of equipment.
The necessary data for PSA can be subdivided on data about primary and initial events
appearing in the risk model logic (i.e. event trees and fault trees) and data for components
which are common for other functional tasks. The necessary data for PSA will be entered
by multiple work places and the analysis will be performed in engineer's support
department. Since this peculiarity it's recommended development of data base for PSA in
ES where by the component code to be linked with the equipment and maintenance data
bases.
The specific data necessary for probabilistic estimation are initial events - events linked
with components, events linked with human factor and dependant events. For primary
events is required the probability of occurrence and for initial events the frequency of their
occurrence.
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The data linked with the components are two types representing probabilities for primary
events: unavailabilty caused by fault and unavailabilty caused by planned repair works or
maintenance. For multiple components are required data characterizing specific kinds of
faults.
The necessary data for evaluation of human factor are the number of possible human
interference, number of errors, activity localization, type of available indication. The
dependant event data includes the total duration of the condition in defined period, the
duration of that period and specific for initial event information. ALL the data can be
received from the logs of significant incidents or their equivalence.
The tasks for prolongation of life operation period are related to critical for operation and
safety components:
- residual term of operation
- anticipated sorts of faults, their mechanism, their rate of occurrence
- the cost of repair
- availability of spare components and the cost of replacement
To justify all these requirements except data linked with the components participated in
PSA there are needed and data of external conditions exerting influence on the
component, transient data for components and systems, etc.
The optimization of regulated verification of equipment requires:
- identification of checked components (from data base of equipment)
- criticality of these components over safety and operation of NPP (data received
from PSA)
-.data for verifications including: sort of test, conditions, methodology and measuring
tools, lap from the last verification, results of verification, sorts of defaults and failures, the
reasons for unavailabilty of the component, personification of the people working with this
equipment.
The task for Reliability Centered Maintenance represents functional system including
several subsystems:
- Optimization of schedule and maintenance tasks terms
- Management of spare parts
- Supervision of input materials and quality assurance
- Reliability, availability and maintenance fitness analysis
- Default trends
The task for preservation and storage of documentation encloses preservation and
updating of technological schemes, operational and maintenance instructions, etc. The
support of the current documentation should enclose automatic generation of reports and
references linked with operation:
- daily, weekly, monthly and annually reports
- communications of the NPP leaders with the operative and maintenance staff
- orders, permissions as well as interdepartmental communications
The task has large range and corresponds with all supported by informational system
tasks. It's necessary achievement to the data used by other tasks and any additional data
depending on concrete requirements. In general these data can be taken off from existing
now international and national standards concerning the operation of NPP.
The list of the tasks can be modified or enlarged depending on concrete conditions,
operation experience, necessities of management, existing national lows and international
rules.
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After analysis of the volume and structures of the data on the individual data bases
indicated above it's defined the sorts of relational data bases. Taking in account the
necessity for work in multiusers media, the quantity of the users, the reliability for
preservation of data and requirement for open type informational system it's accepted it to
be developed on the base of operational system UNIX. For development of the data base
it's relayed on Informix On line making archive automatically and insuring reliable means
against unauthorized access.
The definition of informational system configuration is linked with the organizational
structure of the plant and defined DB as well as the analysis of work stations where
basically will be performed the functional tasks.
For realization of the informational system is necessary development and connection of
several local net (LN) and separate personal computers as emulated terminals to powerful
computers in the role of file servers. In the base local net supported the function of the
informational system to participate several basic file servers.
The main computers (file servers) should offer enough speedy performance, computing
power, large capacitate for conservation of information for stated tasks as well as
convenient communication possibilities. The choice of computers for basic file servers
ought to be done later at the development of IS. As separate local net servers can be used
PC486/33(50). The characteristics of the main computers and terminals are defined by
their purpose and volume of the treated information. As PC terminals can be used the
existing PC 386/486.
The safety of conserving data will be achieved by use of optical disk fields, and locally by
streamers. The quality of documents will be ensured by high resolution laser net printers.
The graphical information will be stored in DB in compressed form.
Multi purpose informational system development began in the new part of NPP (unit 5 and
6) by training of system administrators, picking up the data on some functional systems
and installing of the system software in local network.
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SAFETY SYSTEMS l&C EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY ANALYSES OF UNIT 3 AND 4
OF NPP"KOZLODUY"
G. Halev, N. Chrlstov
Risk Engineering Ltd.
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4. Safety systems l&C equipment reliability analyses general methodology
5. Fault tree general procedure
6. Analyzed systems
Appendix 1
Appendix 2
1. Purpose of the analyses

The analyses purpose is to assess the safety systems l&C equipment reliability. The
assessment includes:
- quantification of the safety systems unavailability due to l&C component failures;
- definition of the minimal cut sets, leading to the analysed safety systems failure;
- quantification of the l&C equipment importance measures of the dominant
contribution components.
2. Safety systems functions

The safety systems are designed to prevent accidents and to mitigate accident
consequences. They have to perform defined functions in case of accident initiating
events. Some of the more important safety systems functions are:
- reactor trip by means of inserting hard absorbents in the core;
- maintain the core in sub critical state by means of inserting liquid absorbents in the
primary circuit;
- core residual heat removal in case of high primary circuit pressure;
- core residual heat removal in case of low primary circuit pressure;
- maintain the primary circuit inventory in case of high primary circuit pressure;
- maintain the primary circuit inventory in case of low primary circuit pressure;
- avoid a confinement over pressure in case of LOGA.
3. Safety systems l&C equipment

l&C equipment supports the safety systems to perform the safety functions. l&C
equipment automatically starts the safety systems in case of accident initiating event. In
general the l&C equipment perform:
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- control the normal operation processes;
- front line and support systems equipment protections and interlocks;
- normal operation systems start and remote control;
- control the core and heat transfer processes;
- indication in case of critical parameters;- actuating and control the front line,
support and mitigation systems during performance of the safety functions.
To provide higher reliability, units 3 and 4 safety systems l&C equipment is designed as
follows:
the control systems, the reactor protection system and the interlocks are designed
in three independent channels generally;
majored channels actuation logic of the protection systems and interlocks(2 out of
3, 2 out of 4, 3 out of 6);
the independence of the channels is provided by: autonomous control equipment,
automatic and remote control, primary converters and l&C equipment for every channel of
the system, independent power supply for the instrumentation channels without
interconnections between them, physical separation between the channels.
4. Safety systems l&C equipment reliability analyses general methodology

The safety systems l&C reliability analyses methodology consists in three general
steps: choice of reliability parameters; development of mathematical models; definition of
the reliability assessment criteria.
To be adequate to the real system, the methodology have to consider the specific
properties of the system:
- functions the system have to perform;
- system structure concerning every function that have to be performed;
- performance of the system and its components;
- maintenance and repair conditions;
- failure modes and consequences of the system and its components.
The safety systems l&C equipment assessment consists in performing quantitative
and qualitative analyses of the safety systems reliability due to the l&C equipment failures.
It includes an initiating event analyses, requiring systems functioning. Initiating events with
the same safety systems requiring, have to be united in groups. The total frequency have
to be defined for every accident initiating event group. Safety systems hardware analysis
have to be performed. A definition for channel and system failure have to be completed.
Channel failure number leading to system failure have to be defined.
The failure modes, the detection and recovery conditions for every component have
to be analysed. The quantitative reliability parameters like failure rate, mean repair time
and so on have to be determined.
The analyses results have to be input in tables and channel reliability logic diagrams
have to be compound for all the systems, considering the analysed group of accident
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initiating events. Fault tree (FT) have to be used as reliability diagram. It express all the
basic events (component failures) or combinations of them that will lead to the final event
of the analysed system (system failure). Usually general and reduced fault tree is build.
The reduced fault tree is obtained from the general fault tree removing component failures
with negligible contribution to the system failure probability. All the system component
failures are removed with the purpose to assess the support l&C component failure
contribution.
5. Fault tree general procedure

The fault tree construction procedure [1] generally includes the next steps:
- define the failure mode of the analysed system;
- precise investigation of the possible states and the supposed operating modes of
the system;
- define the functional properties of every basic event and the impact on the system;
- fault tree construction for a logically related basic events. Input failure probability,
unavailability coefficient, failure rate, repair rate and another parameters, characterising
the basic events.
- fault tree qualitative assessment;
- fault tree quantification;
- I&C components importance assessment.
PSAPACK 4.2 was used for fault tree construction, minimal cut sets definition,
quantification and assessment of the importance measures of the l&C components. In
Appendix 1 is printed the emergency feed water system fault tree. In Appendix 2 are
printed the minimal cut sets of the emergency feed water system l&C equipment.
6. Analysed systems

Following the des xibrd methodology the next safety systems were analysed:
- neutron i _" contro' equipment analysis;
- reactor protc: ion system analysis;
- main coolant pumps l&C equipment analysis;
- safety systems staggered load system analysis;
- analyses of l&C equipment of the next systems:
pressuriser safety valves, type "Sempell", of the over pressure protection system of
the primary circuit;
steam dump to the atmosphere and steam dump to the condenser valves;
spray system;
low pressure injection system;
emergency feed water system;
essential service water system.
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Three reports were issued containing the considered systems analyses and results.
The pressuriser safety valves "Semper analysis of units 1- 4, the safety systems analyses
of units 3 and 4 are in the first and second volumes. The l&C equipment analyses of units 3
and 4 are in the third volume.
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AH3AM3 Hane>KHOCTM KMn H A CMCT6M 6e30naCH0CTH HATOrO M
Luecroro 6aok3 A3C "KosAoayA"
MHXC.

B. MapHHOBS

PHCK MH)KMHepMHr 00fl

1. Lie am awaAMsa
UGAbfO npOBGAGHHOrO aH3AM3a H3fle>KH0CTM CMCTGM KMFl M A ABAAeTCA
onpeneAeHne oBAacTGtf HGHaAewHOCTM, na Koropbix mowho BAMATb, t. e. HaMTM rex
ooAacTGM, rne m3mghghmgm nposKTa mam m3mghghmgm pexcMwa McnMTaHMM bo3mo>kho
DOBblCMTb o6uaylO HaneMHOCTb CMCTGM ynpaBAGHMA.
.Qpyrylo ueAb anaAM3a abaagtca noAynGHMG KawGCTBGHHOM m koamhgctbghhom
OLIGHKM BAMAHMA HGFOTOBHOCTM aBTOMdTMKM H3 HGFOTOBHOCTblO CMCTGM 6G30HaCH0CTM.
06bGM MCCAGAOBaHMA OrpaHMMGH paCMOTpGHMGM ynpaBAGHMA CnpMHKAGpHOtt
CMCTGMbl (TQn1), CMCTGMbl dBapMMHOrO BnpbICKa HM3KOFO A3BAGHMA (TQn2), CMCTGMbl
asapMPiHoro bboab 6opHoro pacrsopa (TQn3), CMCTGMbl rMApoakxyMyAATOpOB (YT), MFIK
KOMHGHCaTOpa A3BAGHMA; CMCTGMbl OKaTOFO B03AyX3 M raSOBblG CAyBKM (YR). CMCTGMbl
OKaToro B03Ayxa aaa riHGBMonpMBOAOB A0K3AM3MpylomeM apMaTypbi (UT), l/IDY FIT,
BPY-A, B30K,
AH3AM3 Hane>KHOCTM CMCTGM KMD M A npOBGAGH MCnOAbSOBaHMGM MGT0A3 ACpGBO
0TK330B. HaA K0AMM6CTB6HH0M OLIGHKM MCH0Ab30BaH HpOrpaMMHblM H3KGT "PSAPACK",
BGpCMA 4. 2.
2. rioAxon npM MoneAMpoeaHMM
AH3AM3 ynpaBAGHMA A3HH0M TGXHOAOrMMGCKOM CMCTGMbl CBA33H C (JjyHKliMAMM M
AGMCTBMAMM, KOTOpbIG CMCT6M3 BblHOAHAGT aBT0M3TM-MGCKM.
aBTOMdTMKM npMBGCTM CMCTGMy B
GG (^yHKUMM.
B 3H3AM3G npMHMMBGTCA, HTO MCXOAHOG COCTOAHMG CMCTGM, ynpaBAGHMG KOTOpbIX
MCCAGAyeTCA, COOTBGTCTByGT OnpGA6AGHHOMy B MHCTpyKLlMM 3KCHAyaTai4MM ABHHblX
CMCTGM. riOOTOMy paCCMOTpMBalOTCA TOAbKO CMTHBAbl M KOMaHAbl, HanpaBAGHHblG K
aKTMBHbIM 3AGM6HT3M, M3MGHAIOLUMG CBOG HOAOMGHMG npM pa60TG CMCTGMbl HO
npGAHa3HaMGHMlO.
SanpGTbl M KOMaHAbl, KOTOpbIG HG FipMBOAAT K pGAAbHOMy M3MGHGHMlO HOAOMGHMA
06bGKT

MCCAGAOB3HMA

ABAAGTCA

yCflGX

COCTOAHMM, HG06x0AMMblM AAA BblHOAHGHMA

3A6M6HT0B TGXHOAOFMHGCKOM CMCTGMbl HG paCCMa TpMBalOTCA.

Otk33 CMCTGMbl ynpaBAGHMA Ae^MHMpyGTCA K3K
npMBGCTM

rexHOAorM^ecHylo CMcreMy

b

Heycnex eAeMeHTOB Kl/ffl M A

pa6orocnoco6HOM

coctobhmm

npM

hsam^mm

3anpoca (t.g. hocag

cpaBaTbiaaHMA ACPI) mam napaMerpoB nycxa.
TaK CBopMyAMpoBaHHbiw kpmtgpmi^ ycnoxa ynpomaGT MOAeAb OTKaaoB b paMKax,
npMAOKamGH K CMCTGMG aBT0M3TMKM, T.G. K 3A6-M6HT3M ynpaBAGHMA, yHMK3AbHblX AAA
A3HH0M CMCTGMbl, OrpAHMMGHHblX CMCTGMHbIM UJKa^OM ynpaBAGHMA. 3T0 H03B0AAGT
MA6HTM(|)MUMpOBaTb 0TK33bl B LIGHAX CMCTGMbl, 3 0TK33bl B ynpaBAAlOLUMX UGHAX, 06llJMX
AAA BC6X CMCTGM 6G30n3CH0CTM (OAGMGHTbl ACPI M o6u4G6AOMHblX 33LUMT)
paCCMaTpMBdTb B OTAGAbHOM MCCAGA0B3HMM. PIOAyMGHHblG p63yAbT3Tbl 6yAyT
KOpGKTHblMM no OTHOLUGHMlO K HGFOTOBHOCTM CMCTGMHOFO ynpaBAGHMA, M36g>K3A AMHIHGG
yCAOMHGHMG M0A6AM.
M3B6CTH0, MTO CMCTGMbl ynpaBAGHMA ABAAlOTCA MCTOHHMKOM 33BMCMMblX 0TK330B.
BOCnpMHATblH B MCCAGA0B3HMM nOAXOAB A3GT B03M0>KH0CTb A6T3AbHOrO paCCMOTpGHMA
CMfHaAOB B OTAGAbHblX MGCTax MX <J)OpMMpOBaHMA C UGAblO npGI4M3HOrO OnpGAGAGHMA
06a3CTGM, rGHGpMpylOLUMX T3KMX 33BMCMM0CT6M.
M0A6AM nOCTpOGHbl AAA OAHOFO KdHdAa CMCTGM. CMMGTpMMHOCTb ynpaBAGHMA
MHoroKanaAbHbix cmctgm hosboaagt noAyMGHHbie peayAbTaTbi aaa oahofo KanaAa
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o6o6iuuTb w Ha npyrHX. B CAyqae
OTaeAbHoro KanaAa
MoaeAb

cmctgm

cmctgm

hgcmmgtpmmhoctm ctpomtca

MoaeAb aAA Kawaoro

ynpaBAGHMA.

aBTowaTHMecKoro ynpaBAGHMA

ctpomtca

aAA Kawaoro cnrH3Aa,

CAeayfl ero CTpyKTypHyto cxeMy.
OTKaa

MoaeAMpyeTCA

cmthbaob

3agmghtob KUn

b

otk330b

repMMHax

coct3baaIoiumx

ero

m A.

Oco6aA npo6A6Ma npM nocrpoeHnn MoaeAM cmctgm Kl/lfl n A npeacraBAAer
onpeaeAGHne BHaa OTKasa aotmwgckmx 6aokob runa BAH, BAB, BAH n ap. XapaKrepHoe
CBOMCTBO 3TMX 3AGMGHT0B ABAAGTCA, npMCyiliaA MM MH0r0K3HaAH0CTb. OHM MMGlOT
HeaaBMCMMbie

Bxoaw

m

Bbixoabi,

mo

noaeoAAGT

npoxowaeHMG

pa3Hbix

curHaAOB,

HanpaBAGHbix k paanbiM oAGMGHTaM. 3ro npGanoAaraGT b JQO MoaeAMposarb OTKasbi Ha
ypOBHG COCTaBHbIX 3AGM6HT0B BAD, BAB M ap., OTaGAbHbIX BXOaOB M BbIXOaOB.

HmgIOLLIMGCA

AMTGparypHblG aaHHbl aAA 0TK330B o6opyaOBaHMA aroro TMna HG
nosBOAAloT raxylo aeTaAMsauMlo. B anaAMse OTKasw otmx sagmghtob aect>MHMpyloTCA,
K3K OTK33 6aOK3 (j)yHKUMOHMpOBaTb B UGAOM. BHGCGHHblM T3KMM 06p330M M3BGCTHblM
KOHCepBaTM3M B OUGHKM

H3ae>KHOCTM

CMCTGMHOrO

ynpaBAGHMA

yMMTbIBaGTCA

npM

aH3AM3G pesyAbraroB.

3. PeayAbrarbi
B

MCCAeaOBaHMM

naae>KHOCTM

KMfl

M

A

6blAM

nOAyMGHbl

CAGaylOLUMG

KOAMMGCTBGHHbIG OUGHKM aAA HGTOTOBHOCTM CMCTGM 6G30naCH0CTM BblHOAHMTb CBOM
<j)yHKUMM BCAGaCTBMM HGfOTOBHOCTM aBTOM3TMKM.

DpGaCTaBAGHblG HM>KG

p63yAbT3Tbl

OTHOCATCA K OaHOMy K3H3Ay CMCTGMbl.

CncreMa TQn1:

6.0484E-2

- HerOTOBHOCTb KaH3A3 CMCTGMbl ynpaBAGHMA

CMCTGMa TQn2:

1.2259E-2

- HGTOTOBHOCTb K3H3Aa CMCTGMbl ynpaBAGHMA

CncreMa TQn3:

3.6981 E-2

- HerOTOBHOCTb K3HaA3 CMCTGMbl ynpaBAGHMA

CncreMa TQn4:

1.8742E-2

- HerOTOBHOCTb KanaAa CMCTGMbl ynpaBAGHMA

CncreMa YT:

3.8138E-3

- HerOTOBHOCTb K3H3Aa CMCTGMbl ynpaBAGHMA

Mny KOMnencaropa naeAenna

9.2580E-12

- HGTOTOBHOCTb ynpaBAGHMGA

CncreMa YR:

3.2583E-5

- HGTOTOBHOCTb K3HaA3 CMCTGMbl ynpaBAGHMA
H3 AMHMM, CBA33HHOM C pBKTOpOM

(YC)

- HGTOTOBHOCTb K3H3Aa CMCTGMbl ynpaBAGHMA H3 AMHMM,
CBA33HHOM C KOMnGHCaTOpOM aa&AGHMA

3.2583E-5

(YP)

- HGTOTOBHOCTb K3HaA3 CMCTGMbl ynpaBAGHMA
AMHMM, CBA33HHOM C napOrGHGpaTOpOM (YB)

H3

Ha

1.0523E-3

CncreMa UT:
- HGTOTOBHOCTb KBHBAa CMCTGMbl ynpaBAGHMA

5.9943E-3

MMnyAbCHO- npenoxpaHnreAbHoe ycrpoAcrao DF

- HGTOTOBHOCTb ynpaBAGHMA

< 4917E-4

bpy-a
- HGTOTOBHOCTb ynpaBAGHMA

1.850E-2

630K
- HGTOTOBHOCTb ynpaBAGHMA
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3.9843E-5

4. Ah3am3 peayAbraroB
rioAyMeHHbie
MUHUMaAbHbie
KpuTMMecKne
rpynnbi
cgmghma
(cm.
peayAbTaroB) naloj KaMGCTBGHHyk) oueHKy HanewHocTu cmctgm KMFI m A .

Bbi6opKy

klcxona ns pe3yAbTaroB Bcex cmctcm CAenyeT, mto oco6oe BHMMaHMG hgoBxoammo
yneAMTb Ha noBbiiueHMlo HaflewHoc™ SAeKTponMTaHMA KI/IFI m A o6opynoBaHMfl, a
roHHee Ha nMTaHMe flaTMMKOB m luxa^OB YKTC.
lloAyyeHHbie pesyAbraibi MneHTM^MUMpytor oco6ylo rpynny sagmghtob, Kawflbitt M3
KOTOpoa npenciaBARer MMHMMaAbnylo KpMTMMecKyk) rpynny I nopflflxa, ho mmogt
BbicoKne
noxasareAM
HaaewHOCTM.
3ro
BYfl,
BY3
nanopnom
apMarypbi,
cooTBercTByloLUMe BKA m nocAenoBareAbHO CBnaannwe AorMMecxMG 6aokm. Bkaba stmx
GAGMGHTOB B oGlUylO HerOTOBHOCTb
CMCT6M CaMblM SOAbUJOM M3 BC6X KMFI M A
GAGMeHTOB. 3T0 AyflLUe BCGFO BMflHO npM npOCMOTpG pG3yAbT3TOB flO flAfl YR, BPY-A.
OflMH M3 B03M0>KHblX nyTGM nOBblLUGHMfl H3flG>KH0CTM 3TMX 3AGMGHT0B GCTb M3M6H6HM6 B
pGMMMG MX npOBGpOK (OCOBgHHO flAfl T6X, KOTOpbIX nOflAGXOT TGCTy pa3 B TOfly). flAfl
cpaBHGHMfl HerOTOBHOCTb BY3 ecTb 7.21 E-4 npM perAaMGHTMpoBaHHbix npoeepoK pas b
MGCflu m 7.17E-3 npM pex<MMe npoaepox pas b rofly. '
CpaBHMTGAbHO BOAbLUMG 3HaHGHMfl, nOAyMGHHblG flAfl HGfOTOBHOCTM CMCTGM
6e30naCH0CTM,
06yCA0BAeHH0M
OTK333M
aBTOM3TMKM,
flBAfllOTCfl
pG3yAbT3TOM
orpOMHoro KOAMMGCTBa cgmghmm, noAyMGHHbix npM o6pa6oTKM flO. HeoBxoflMMO
OTMGTMTb, MTO OTflGAbHblG rpynnbi CGMGHMA MMGlOT, K3K 6blAO CK33aHO, BblCOKMG
noxasaTGAM HaaewHOCTM, a Taioxe mto pesyAbTaTbi othocatca k HaaewHOCTM oflnoro
xanaAa CMCTGMbi.
B MTore na ochob3hmm noAyMGHHbix pesyAbTaTOB mo>kho o6o6iuMTb, mto
ynpaBAGHMG cmctgm BesonacHOCTM A3C "Ko3AOAyia" mmggt Bbicoxylo Haae>KAHOCTb.
BbiBopna noAyMGHHbix peayAbraroB anaAwaa h3ag>khoctm KMFI
A3C "KoaAonyA" 5,6 6aok3.

m

A

cmctgm aaa

FlpGflCTaBAGHHa M3CTb pG3yAbT3TOB, OOAyMGHHblX flAfl CMCTGM TQ12, TQ13 M flAfl
oflHoro BPY-A. BbiBopxa coflepwMTb TOAbKO cgmghmM I nopflflxa m MacTb II nopflflxa
MINIMAL CUT SETS

Date: 05/17/94 Time: 08:15:05

<<< PSAPACKV. 4.2 >>>

*GTQ12-P*

*

Average probability = 1.225940e-002
1 2.796084e-003 KLV047-F
2 1.6087056-003 LV047-F
3 1.608705e-003 LV04-F
4 1.6087056-003 BV-F
5 9.7385486-004 TQ12D01Y-FO
6 9.0176086-004 TQ12D01L-FO
7 9.017608e-004 TQ12S04L-FO
8 7.214957e-004 TQ12S04Y-FO
9 4.618933G-004 HV42BZ
10 1.079922e-004 HV42/13L-FO
11 1.079922e-004 HV42/12L-FO
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MINIMAL CUT SETS Date: 05/17/94 Time: 08:16:44
<<<PSAPACK V. 4.2 >>>
*GTQ13*
Average probability = 3.638190e-002
1 4.570596e-003 HL01BZ2
HL01BZ
2 4.570596e-003 HL01BZ1
HL01BZ
3 4.570596e-003 HL01BZ1
HL01BZ2
4 2.796084e-003 KLV025-F
5 2.796084e-003 KLV034-F
6 2.5866496-003 LV025-F
7 2.5866496-003 LV034-F
8 1.608705e-003 LV02-F
9 1.608705e-003 LV03-F
10 1.608705e-003 BV-F
11 9.0176086-004 TQ13S07L-FO
12 9.017608e-004 TQ13S26L-FO
13 8.9946026-004 TQ13D01L-FO
14 7.2149576-004 TQ13S07Y-FO
15 7.2149576-004 TQ13S26Y-FO
16 5.757789e-004 HV40/8V-FO
17 4.6189336-004 HV37BZ
18 4.6189336-004 HV40BZ
19 2.7000006-004 TQ13D01Y-FO
20 1.2992066-004 HV40/34R-FO
21 1.0799226-004 HV40/20L-FO
22 1.0799226-004 HV40/21L-FO
MINIMAL CUT SETS Date: 05/17/94 Time: 07:58:32
<<<PSAPACK V. 4.2 >>>
*GTX50S05*
Average probability = 1.850856e-002
1 8.9462426-003 TX50S05L-FO
2 7.1655646-003 TX50S05Y-FO
3 1.6087056-003 LE01/6
4 4.6189336-004 HX47BZ
5 1.9847036-004 EE
BX-CX02-F
6 6.6221606-005 EE03/A12/2 BX-CX02-F
7 2.6593536-005 EE
BV28-F
8 8.8731976-006 EE03/A12/2 BV28-F
9 8.2084136-006 CX02/8G
EE
10 4.7226466-006 EE BX-F
11 4 7226466-006 EE CX02-F
12 2.7388206-006 EE03/A12/2 CX02/8G
13 1.575758e-006 EE03/A12/2 BX-F
14 1.5757586-006 EE03/A12/2 CX02-F
15 1.2044696-006 BX-F P7/3
16 9.5945936-007 HG31/A14 HG31/A13
17 1.7332256-007 BX-CX02-F P7/3 BU15
18 1.2386256-007 BX-CX02-F P7/3 B16/3
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Reliability analysis of the reconstructed safety systems for unit II of
NPP Kozloduy with reactor VVER 440/V230
Boris Kalchev
Energoproekt, 51 James Boucher Blvd., 1407 Sofia, Bulgaria
Abstract

For the improvement of the safety of NPP Kozloduy unit II with reactor VVER 440/ V
230, reliability analyses are performed of the safety systems of this unit. On the basis of
these analyses technical decisions are proposed for reconstruction. The comparative
analyses of the safety systems reliability show that the systems reliability is increasing
after reconstruction. A PSA for this unit is performed for the case of design basis accident.
The purpose of the Programme [1] developed in 1991 was to increase the safety of
unit II up to acceptance level by upgrading of the safety systems reliability.
This unit started operations in 1975 and this type of reactors was designed in the
middle 60-ies, according to the Russian design standards and requirements of that time.
This causes the need to reconstruct parts of these units in order to prolong their
operational life up to the design value of 30 years, in agreement with the increased safety
requirements in Bulgaria and other states.
Front line systems ensuring nuclear safety are: High Pressure Safety Injection
System, Spray System, Auxiliary Feed Water System, and therefore reliability analyses of
these systems are performed.
The approach taken in all safety systems studies the fault tree methodology [2] to
determine the unavailability of each system.
Common mode failures are considered for the pumps and valves using the beta
factor method [3j.
The mission time for each system is 24 hours and the test period is 720 hours.
Support systems are included in the fault tree and, where necessary, human errors
are considered also.
All the systems control and instrumentation signals are modelled explicitly in the fault
trees. The generic IDEA reliability data base [4] is used for all quantifications.
In order to perform fault tree analyses for a system it is necessary that the success
criteria for the system be defined as a result of the event tree. The approach taken is
therefore to present the initiating events that would require the system operation and on
this basis to determine the thermohydraulic analysis success criteria for each system. The
computer code PSAPACK [5] is used for these analyses.
High Pressure Safety Injection System (HPSIS)
The High Pressure Safety Injection System provides emergency injection of boric
acid solution to the primary system in case of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and
ensures the unit nuclear safety. The HPIS principal technological layout is shown on Fig.1.
The analyses are performed with the following main assumptions.
a) The HPSIS is analysed for the initiating event - Design Basis Accident (DBA) LOCA
with equivalent diameter Dy 32 mm.
b) Success criteria is: at least one HPSIS pump injects water into the primary system.
Based on these analyses the following technical decisions are proposed:
- To duplicate the motor operated valves AP-5 with a parallel line
- Removing the interlocks for valves AP-5 opening on valves AP-11dr closure.
- The valves AP4 are kept open when the system is in hot standby state.
- Modification of the pump interlock key design.
The results for system unavailability's for the cases before and after reconstruction of
HPSIS are given in Table 1. The main contributors to the system unavailability failures
before reconstruction are common mode failures and single failures of motor operated
valves.
After reconstruction the main contributors are failures of pumps and emergency
electrical supply system.
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Spray System
The spray system (SS) is designed to cool and depressurize the confinement by
spraying water from the emergency borated water tank (EWT) to condense the steam
released in a loss of coolant accident (LOGA).
The system technological layout is shown in fig. 2.
The analyses are performed with the following main assumptions:
1) The Spray System is analysed for the initiation event - DBA
2) The success criteria is at least two spray system pumps deliver water from EWT to
the confinement.
Based of these analyses the following tecnmcal decisions are proposed:
- All three pumps start automatically upon signal of confinement high pressure
- Actuation of valves 1 - 3 SS5 upon signal of confinement high pressure
-To ensure a permanent flow through the spray system heat exchangers, duplicate
the motor operated valve SS-6RC with parallel line including normally open valves in
parallel (fig. 3)
- Relay redundancy in Instrumentation and control systems
The results for the system unavailability's for the cases before and after
reconstruction of the Spray System are given in Table 1.
The main contributors to system unavailability before reconstruction are the failures
of the pumps to start and run, unavailability due to testing and failures of the valves SS
6RC.
After reconstruction the main contributors are failures of the emergency electrical
supply system.

Auxiliary Feed Water System
The Auxiliary Feed Water System (AFWS) is intended to supply feed water to the
Steam Generators (SG) and thus to provide unit cooldown in case of Loss of Main
Feedwater. The system technological layout is shown in Fig. 4
The analyses are performed on the following main assumptions:
1. The AFWS is analysed for the initiating event - Loss of main feedwater
2. The success criteria is one AFWS pump feeding at least two SG.
Based of these analyses the following technical decisions are proposed:
- Both AFWS pumps automatically start simultaneously upon signals - Low main
feedwater discharge pressure and loss-of-offsite power
- Remove interlocking switches
- Connect the AFWS discharge collector of units one and two and modification on the
connection between main feedwater collector and auxiliary feedwater pumps headers.
The results for system unavailability's for the cases before and after reconstruction's
AFWS are given in Table 1.
The main contributors to the system unavailability before reconstruction are common
mode failures of both AFW-pumps to start and of l&C system.
The main contributors after the reconstruction are human error to open the valves on
the piping between the two units.
A probabilistic safety assessment was performed to evaluate the influence of the
reconstructed systems on unit II safety. This PSA was performed using event tree methods
for initiating event DBA. The safety functions for this accident are given in Table 2 and
event tree is shown in figure 5.
The analysis is performed on the following assumptions:
1. Blackout occurs simultaneously with the DBA
2. The reactor protection system scrams the reactor
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3. Probability of initiating event - 2.3*10*2/RY
4. Core damage occurs when cladding temperature reaches 1200°C
5. Unavailability of safety systems is:
Reactor protection system - 2.4x1 O’5
Emergency electrical supply system second category - 2.56x10'3
Steam dump to the atmosphere - fail to open 1.84x10 3
The analysis of the results shows, that increases safety of unit II after the
reconstruction of the safety systems, which a corresponding decrease of the core damage
frequency from DBA (from 3.53E'3, 1/RY before the reconstruction of the safety systems to
1.07E*4, 1/RY after reconstruction).

Conclusion
Reliability analyses of front line systems of NPP Kozloduy unit II consider proposed
decisions for reconstruction. The results show that the reliability of these systems is
increasing after reconstructing and that the safety of unit II is upgraded, which decrease
the core damage frequency by better than one order of magnitude.
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2. Probabilistic Safety Analysis Procedure Guide, NUREG/CR - 2815,1985.
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5. PSAPCK VERSION 4.2. WORKING Material, A Code for LEVEL 1. Probabilistic Safety
Assessment (Users, Manual) IAEA, Vienna 1992.
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Table 1 The safety systems unavailability's before and after reconstruction
System unavailability
before reconstruction

System unavailability
after reconstruction

High Pressure Safety
Injection System

6.36x10*3

1.47x10'4

2

Spray System

7.78x10-2

3.71x10-3

3

Auxiliary Feed Water
System

3.22x1 O'3

1.03x1 O'5

No

Safety Systems

1

Table 2 Safety Function on DBA for unit 2 NPP Kozloduy
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No

Safety Function

Safety System

Success criteria

1

Reactor shutdown

Reactor protection
system

Putting in the core all
control assemblies
without one

2

Reactor coolant
inventory maintaining

HPSIS

Operation of one HPSIS
pump

3

Decay heat removal on
high pressure

AFWS
Steam Dump to the
atmosphere

Operation of one AFWS
pump, one SDA

4

Electrical supply busbar
by DG

Emergency electrical
supply system

Operation of one Diesel
Generator

5

Reactor coolant
inventory maintaining
and decay heat removal
on low pressure

HPSIS

Operation of one HPSIS
pump

6

Cooling of confinement

Spray system

Operation of two SS
pumps
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Figure 1
High pressure safety injection system - Principal Technological Layout
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SG compartment

590x5

Figure 2
Spray system - Principal Technological Layout
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
AFWS - Principal Technological Layout
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ATWS

Figure 5
Event tree for DBA with Diametr 32 mm
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Experience based on the researches of systems and events on the
units 1 -4 of NPP "Kozloduy" from the reliability viewpoint.
R. Hristova, B. Kaltchev, B. Dimitrov, ENERGOPROEKT- Sofia,
D. Nedlalkova, A. Sonev, NPP "Kozloduy"
SUMMARY
On the basis of the performed analyses were made useful conclusions and
recommendations about measurements for increasing the safety and the ability of the
equipments for better task performance.
After the overview of the full volume of the information in the accident protocols of NPP
"Kozloduy'-units 1-4 we can make the conclusion, that in the NPP "Kozloduy" in this period
there were not occurrences of accidents wilh consequences for the fuel integrity or
radioactive releases outsides of the plant.
The percent of human-caused errors is relative big, more than 20%, but we can make the
conclusion, that the personnel of the plant works good and with competence as in more
simple so in more complex situations, is gut educated and high professionally, that
prevented till now occurrences of heavy accidents in the NPP "Kozloduy".
The reliability characteristics of the equipment or events of NPP "Kozloduy" are similar or
identical with these of plants with pressure water reactors.
With not much effort could be increased the reliability of the systems with reduction of the
human-caused errors and of the occurrences of error signals.
Much more invest is necessary for eventually reconstruction and modernisation because
of the needed variation reliability analyses, new projects, tests and proving the
compatibility of the new projects with all other systems of the NPP "Kozloduy"

1. Introduction
Between 1992 and 1994 our team researched the reliability of different equipments of some
safety related systems in the NPP "Kozloduy". We analysed on different ways also all
recorded protocols about occurred events (serious failures, incidents and accidents)
about frequencies, reliability characteristics and qualitative/quantitative relationships
[9,10]. Some conclusions from these analyses we try to expose in this paper. Because of
the great value of the analysed information, we will explain only restricted part from the
made analyses and conclusions, based on the exploitation data from the NPP "Kozloduy".

2. Overview of the reliability of the equipments from some safety related systems
in the NPP "Kozloduy". Service water system, Feed water system, Emergency
power supply -category 2, Emergency high pressure ejection system, Spray
system.
We received exploitation data from these systems about failures of some equipments as
pumps and valves. The data about the failures of the equipments concerns the period after
1987 and the involved reliability characteristics are typical for this period.

2.1. Conclusions concerning some reliability characteristics of the pumps of the
service water system.
The relation between electrical and mechanical initiators for failures is around 1:28. The
most frequent causes for failures are wearing, contamination and other similar mechanical
causes. The defects of the equipments , caused failures, in our failure data bank are not
very heavy. By the overview of the accident protocols we detected six abnormal
exploitation conditions because of loss of service water system's functionality with failure
rate X=4.8.10-5, 1/h [10].
The distribution functions of the failures of the service water pumps have exponential
character that indicates the independence between the failures.
The failure rate for occurrence of a failure on a service water pump is in the area
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X€(3.0.10-4-4.0.10-4),

1/h, assessed as pessimistically value that
into account also the small defects that are repaired lather and
stopped immediately.

means - there are token
the equipment was not

For the other pumps in the NPP "Kozloduy" is typical a X value like X = 2.0.10-4, 1/h. Based
on the analyses we made the conclusion that it is necessary to be used more clear water
for the service water system.
For the group service water pumps from unit 2 were registered two time worse reliability
characteristics for the period after 1991. The worse characteristics of this pumps may
depend from the bad characteristic of service water pump N5, where we suppose some
ageing processes. We can give the followed values of
units 1 and 2 as

X for a service water pump from

- for unit 1: Xe (4.0.10-4-5.0.10-4), 1/h;
- for unit 2: Xe (3.0.10-4-4.0.10-4), 1/h.
2.2. Some data from the analysis of the emergency feed water system:

feed water

pumps and some other components.
Higher frequency of the failures of the emergency feed water pumps was observed by the
pumps from units 1 and 3 , but assessed on restricted number of data, related to the
period after 1988.
The relation between the failures root causes electrical:mechanical is 1:20. The most
frequency causes for failures of these pumps are vibrations, wearing, leaks from sealings
and so on.
The human-caused failures are around 14% in the collected data in our information
system. The mean repair time for emergency feed water pump is around 16.47 h. and this
value is relative big, if we take into account that a failure of a feed water pump decreases
the safety of the unit.
The characteristic X for a emergency feed water pump is between
Xe (1.6.10-4-2.4.10-4), 1/h.
The distribution functions of the failures of this kind of pumps are exponential, that is the
best case from the view point of the reliability. For the emergency feed water pump N1 was
detected some increasing of the failure rate during the time, but assessed on not enough
data.
Concerning other components of the feed water system: some regulators and control
valves we can make also some conclusions. We observed some qualitative and
quantitative arguments that points to presence of ageing processes.
The human-caused failures take around 20% in our failure data bank.
The data about the different valves is not enough for calculation of the reliability
characteristics for every valve. But for example the failure rate for the level regulator in the
steam generator is calculated as X=2.5.10-5, 1/h on the basis of the failure data in our data
bank.
2.3. Emergency power supply AC - category 2.
The conclusions about the reliability were made on the basis of the received by us data
about the diesel-generators.
Here the relation between electricakmechanical causes for failures is around 1:1. The root
causes with most frequency are:
- vibrations;
- defects of the used material;
- contamination;
- ageing and wearing of elements.
The human-caused rate is around 28%. The human-caused failure rate for the diesel
generator is
X=4.27.10-5, 1/h.
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Here was also made the conclusion that the elements with bad construction must be
changed 5nd the cooling water must be more clear.
Based on the received data about the failures we can made also the conclusion, that the
failures of the diesel-generators are not very heavy and the mean repairing time is not big:
around 4 h.
The pessimistic assessment of the failure rate for a DG lies between
Xe (1.0.10-4-3.0.10-4), 1/h.
The reliability characteristics of the mechanical caused failures are worse comparing to
the electrical caused. The failure rate X is worst for the DG from unit N3 comparing to units
1 and 2.
The most often recommendations to the Diesel-generator system are:
- on time changing of the old elements;
- eliminating the elements with bad construction;
- maintenance optimisation.

2.4. Emergency high pressure ejection system-units 1 and 2, NPP "Kozloduy".
The failures of the equipments of this system are mostly mechanical caused- with greatest
frequency- wearing of sealings.
The human-caused failures of the high pressure ejection pumps take around 15%. The
data about the failure of the pumps from this system concerns the period
1989-1992.
If we ignore the common-caused failures, we calculated the following failure rates for
pumps from this system:
- Failure rate for high pressure ejection pump from unit 1: X=4.54.10-5, 1/h;
- Failure rate for high pressure ejection pump from unit 2: X=2.31.10-5, 1/h.
The emergency high pressure ejection pumps are different for unit 1 and 2. The pumps
from unit 1 are type Efl-50 and from unit 2 -LtH 65-130. As we can see from the failure rate
value X, the pumps from unit 1 have around two time worse reliability comparing to the
pumps from this system from unit 2. Also the mean repairing times for the HPEP pumps
from unit 1 is much more greater than for the HPEP pumps from unit 2.
Here is very interesting the fact, that the failure rates we calculated for this kind of pumps is
practically identical with the X values for the same characteristics of the pumps from NPP
"Greifswald".
These failure rates are pessimistic assessment of the failures of the HPEP.
On the basis, that the pessimistic assessed failure rate is one degree worse comparing to
the optimistically one (takes into account only the heavy failures), we can make the
conclusion, that our assessment of the X is similar to the values, given in [ 14] about the X
for the U.S.'s PWR.

2.5. Spray system.
The data we received is not enough for complete assessment of the reliability
characteristics of the equipments of the spray system. There were analysed some pumps
from the spray system on the basis of data about the period 1989-1992.
The received data about the failures of the spray system's pumps includes most
mechanical caused failuresiwearing, contamination, leaks from sealings. This type of
failures are not very heavy and the calculated reliability characteristics are pessimistic.
The mean repairing time is around 1 h., that confirms our conclusion given above.
The failure rate for spray system's pups is X*5.10-4, 1/h. This value is one degree worse
comparing to the HPEP (boration pumps) probably because of very big rate small defects
token into account by the calculation of the reliability characteristics.

3. Experience based on the analyses of the accident protocols of units 1 -4 of NPP
"Kozloduy".
These analyses are based on the information in all accident protocols for units 1-4, NPP
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"Kozloduy" for the period 1974-1993.
There were overviewed [10] also different documents and conclusions of some
international missions [1,12], other information from papers and publications [2. 3. 4, 5]
It was performed a list with 59 initiating events: transients, accidents and defects in some
systems with help functions [10]. For such kind of events were calculated frequencies of
occurrences, some reliability characteristics and qualitative/quantitative relationships
Typical initiators for accidents/incidents were researched. We performed also a list with
the 39 most often root causes for accident situations. There were calculated their
frequencies and percent rate [10]. We made two-step structuring on the basis of each
protocol with the goal: easier and better analysis of the events. At the first, we created for
each protocol a table-structured representation and after that the event tree for the events
sequences in each protocol.
The most frequent human-independent root causes for accidents/incidents are:
- bad isolation-19;
- error signals-19;
- bad electrical contacts-21;
- breaks and leaks from bearings-13;
- Failures during tests or repairing works by the full power of the unit-24 /here
occurred failures are objective/;
- short circuits caused switch on/off of protections-29;
- variation of the frequency of the electrical energetic system-8;

not all

Main root human-caused initiators for accident situations:
-bad assembling-13;
-incorrect opened or closed valves-31;
-bad marked contacts or incorrect connected contacts-11;
-error by switch on/off of a equipment instead of another from the same type -11.
When such events occur on the higher level of the accident sequence, they influence the
situation to the worse end state.
In the 27% from all protocol accident situations there are present human-caused errors or
failures. This percent rate is near to the percent rate, calculated for the failures of the
equipments of the safety related systems we spoke about. We can make the conclusion,
that this value of the human-caused errors is typical for NPP "Kozloduy"- around
20%.There is here a big potential for decreasing of the number of failure and accidents
occurrences. But here are included also bad maintenance and repairing, bad assembling,
bad project and design performance, that increases this percent rate.
The failure rate X for accident situation occurrence because
failure is assessed as
X=5.0.10-4, 1/h.

of human-caused error or

Common-cause initiators for accident situations.
-

loss
loss
loss
loss
loss

of power supply for equipments or systems;
of service air;
of greasing water;
of service water;
of onshore pump station;

In the report [10] is researched the influence of the given common-cause
frequency of the occurrences of accident situations in the NPP "Kozloduy".

initiators to the

The failure rate for accident/incident occurrence during the years from 1974 till
without any trend around the mean value of X, assessed for this period for units
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1993 varies
1-4.

X= 1.5.10-3, 1/h. Increasing of the X value is observed one or two years after a start of a
new unit to work, because of a normal process of synchronising of the systems and the
personnel in the new unit.
Accidents/incidents overview of the different units.
There are not big differences between the value of a failure rate for accidents X for the
different units 1-4. These values are in the interval
Xe (5.0.10-4-6.8.10-4), 1/h.
The most high value X=6.85.10-4, 1/h , is calculated for unit 3 of the NPP "Kozloduy
Accidents characteristics, because of mechanical causes.
X = 7.47.10-4, 1/h;
The mechanical caused events are 36% from the number of all described in the
protocols events on NPP "Kozloduy".

accident

Electrical caused accident events.
X=8.31.10-4, 1/h;
The electrical caused accident events are 60.8% from all protocol events.
We can see that the two time greater percent rate of the electrical caused accidents,
compared to the mechanical caused, has no influence to the failure rate's relation. The
both values of X are similar. This fact does not contradict the theoretical laws and we
recommend the X values as more representative.
As we wrote, the relation of the failures of the equipments because of electricakmechanical
causes varies between 1:20 for the emergency feed water pumps till 1:1 for the diesel
generators and these relations are not valid for the reliability characteristics.
Accidents occurrences because of error signal. Reliability characteristics.
X = 3.7.10-4, 1/h. This is a relative big value and it could be strong reduced with
measurements concerning gut testing and regulation of equipments or elements with
protection functions.
Generally we can make the conclusion, that in the more of a half accident situations were
present human-caused and/or error signal caused failures in the sequence of the accident
process. Here we see a great area for measurements for reducing the accident/incident
events in the NPP "Kozloduy" with not much investigations.
For all 59 initiating events (IE) from the list of IE [10] were calculated reliability
characteristics and frequencies:
- failure rate for each accident/incident from the IE list: X, 1/h;
- expected period without accident events T=1/X, h.;
- percent rate of the occurrences for every accident/incident from the IE list, %;
- mean period without occurrences for every accident/incident from the IE list, h.;
- relative number of occurrences for every IE , 1/reactor-year.
The reliability characteristics X, calculated for every initiating event on the basis of all
protocols (1974-1993), are with small difference and are in the interval
Xe (3.0.10-5-6.0.10-4),1/h.
The most possible accident event is turbine trip with X=6.2.10-4, 1/h;
Events with the least possible occurrence are inadvertent fell down of control rods and loss
of power supply DC with X=3.7.10-5, 1/h. These characteristics are calculated only for IE,
occurred more often than 4 times during the period 1974-1993.
Assessment of some reliability characteristics for rarely events.
There are different methods for assessment of the reliability characteristics of events with
small frequency. These methods include expert opinion, event and fault tree analyses and
other indirect methods. In our analyses, based on exploitation data, we have calculated
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the quantitative characteristic: number of initiating events/reactor-year, 1/reactor-year, for
events with small frequency of occurrence (1-4 times). The value of this characteristic is
between 0.0167 and 0.0668, 1/reactor-year. For events for which X is calculated, we
recommend this characteristic instead of the relative frequencies as more representative.
Our assessment of the reliability characteristics were compared with similar data,
published in [1]-an IAEA document-where are given reliability characteristics for some
similar or identical IE for NPP with reactors WWER or PWR. The reliability characteristics,
assessed for our reactors, are most similar to the characteristics from NPP "Loviisa"[ 1] and
practically identical to these for NPP "Kozloduy", given in [ 1]. In [ 10] we commented some
big differences in the degree of the characteristics by some of the ten IE, given in [1],
comparing to the characteristics in our assessment [10].
Because of the full volume of data about the accident situations we assessed, overviewed
and analysed, and after the performed check of the results and of the conclusions on
different methods and ways, we can assert, that the reliability characteristics, calculated in
our reports, are very correct.
Characteristics of events with more heavy consequences. Shut down of a
Quantitative and qualitative characteristics for some relationships between some
events.

reactor.
initiating

Shut downs of a reactor on the different units.
The shut down failure rate for the reactors of units 14, NPP "Kozloduy" are between
(1.14.104-3.06.104),
1/h. The worst value of is calculated for unit 3 and the best value - for unit 1. As we said, also by the analyses
of the reliability of the equipments from some safety related systems, we obtained worse characteristics for the
equipments from unit 3[9].
Great frequency can be seen by the accident's sequences with end state shut down of a
reactor, caused from the followed direct causes:
-error signals from ionisation chambers;
-by switch-on of redundant power supply often the start voltage of sections 6kV is only 4kV
and some times occurs loss of main coolant pumps (for example). By loss of 3 or more
main coolant pumps follows shut down of the reactor.
X=2.4.10-4, 1/h.- falure rate for shut down of any reactor from units 1-4 because of an
occurred error signal.
X=6.0.10-5,1/h.- failure rate for shut down of any reactor from units 1-4 because of direct
error signal for shut down.
X= 1.02.10-4, 1/h.-failure rate for shut down of any reactor from units 1-4 because of
variations of the electrical parameters of the electrical energy system.
X=3.57.10-4, 1/h.failure rate for shut down of any reactor from units 1-4 because of turbine
trip of last working turbine.
X=4.3.10-5, 1/h.-failure rate for shut down of any reactor from units 1-4 because of loss of
external power supply.
X= 1.28.10-4, 1/h-failure rate for shut down of any reactor from units 1-4 because of humanerror.
X=4.8.10-4, 1/h.-failure rate for shut down of any reactor from units 1-4 because of loss of
3 or more main coolant pumps.
X= 1.3.10-4, 1/h.-failure rate for shut down of any reactor from units 1-4 because of
generator trip.
X=8.2.10-5, 1/h.failure rate for shut down of any reactor from units 1-4 because of
unpossibility of the regulator for the level in a steam generator BFI-12 to keep the level by
big transients. This process usually goes through turbine trip till shut down of a reactor.
Our conclusion and also the opinion of the personnel in NPP "Kozloduy "are, that the
regulators for the level in the steam generators can't keep the level by big transients.
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X=6.5.10-5, 1/h.-turbine trip because of overfeed or low level in a steam generator;
X=6.6.10-5, 1/h.-loss of both external and internal power supply AC at the same time.
There occurred one case with full loss of normal and redundant power supply AC and DC
at the same time, because the Principe for divide the sources of power supply for the
different redundant systems was not kept. This case was finished quickly with switch-on of
an external power supply.

X=3.3.10-5, 1/h.-radioactive releases or detected radioactivity. During the period
1993 was not any accident or incident with radioactive releases outsides of the plant.

1974-

4. Conclusion.
In this paper we gave some data and characteristics about the failures of equipments of
some safety related systems and conclusions, based on the reliability analyses of these
equipments. Also we gave some qualitative and quantitative reliability characteristics,
involved from the analyses of the accident protocols 1974-1993. If we compare the both
types of analyses, we can see similarities, but also some incompatible sides of the both
types of analyses. The accident situation includes complex sequence of failures or loss of
functionality of equipments or systems because of dependent failures or protections
switch off/on by big transients of the parameters. The most important differences are:
- the failures by demand by accident situations often are caused not from defect of
an equipment but from loss of functions of other equipments or from common-cause
initiators, safety or protection signals from relays and so on.
- in the accident protocols are not included all failures of the equipments, because
the most number of failures haven't caused accident process and were not a part from
such process.
But they exist also similarities and we can give some recommendations, based on the both
type of analyses:
- there is necessary to be stooped the ageing and wearing processes with on-time
changing or repairing of the equipments. The new elements must be as defined in the
project standards;
- optimisation of the maintenance;
- periodical tests and inspection of the equipments, that normal are in stand-by state
or are redundant, for on-time detection of defects with the goal to prevent accident
processes;
-the Principe for dividing of the logical and physical schemes of different supply,
safety or protection elements must be kept;
- bettering and increasing the level of competence of the personnel of the NPP;
- reduction of the common-cause initiators for failures;
- modernisation of the element base and testing the new decisions from the point of
view of reliability and compatibility with the system as unit;
There exist also similarities in the quantitative and qualitative characteristics in the both
types of analyses:
- type of the root cause:
-electrical;
-mechanical;
-human-caused errors;
On the basis of the performed analyses were made useful conclusions and
recommendations about measurements for increasing the safety and the ability of the
equipments for better task performance.
After the overview of the full volume of the information in the accident protocols of NPP
"Kozloduy"-units 1-4 we can make the conclusion, that in the NPP "Kozloduy" in this period
there were not occurrences of accidents with consequences for the fuel integrity or
radioactive releases outsides of the plant.
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The percent of human-caused errors is relative big, more than 20%, but we can say. that
the personnel of the plant works good and with competence as in more simple also in
more complex situations, is gut educated and high professionally, that prevented till now
occurrences of heavy accidents in the NPP "Kozloduy".
The reliability characteristics of the equipments or events of NPP "Kozloduy" arc similar or
identical with these of plants with pressure water reactors.
With not much effort could be increased the reliability of the systems with reduction of the
human-caused errors and of the occurrences of error signals.
Much more invest is necessary for eventually reconstruction and modernisation because
of the needed variation reliability analyses, new projects, tests and proving the
compatibility of the new projects with all other systems of the NPP "Kozloduy"
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BEPOATHOCTHblti AHAAM3 BE30riACH0CTM I • IV BAOKOB A3C "K03A0flyi4"
C PEAKTOPAMM TklHA BB3P- 440 (B 230) HPkl BKAKDHEHMM
HE3ABMCMMOP1 CUCTEMbl ABAPMfiHOfi nOflnMTKM nr
B. KaAHee, M. MapHHOB, B. flMMMTpOB, K. Abajkmgb, "3HepronpoeKT", EAfl
npn onpene/.eHHOM cneKTpe aeapn^Hbix pgxkmmob aaa
deaonacHoe coctoahmg hgo6xoammo BbinoAHUTb c^yHKunlo

opmbgaghma

-

"otboa

peaKTopa b
ocTaTOMHoro

SHeproBbineAeHMfl" or aKTMBHom 30Hbi.

B npoeKTe peaKTopoa BB3P 440 (B230) BbinoAHeHne OTOM 4)yHKLinn b Ato6bix
asapuPiHbix pe>KHMax cnyiuGCTBAAGTca no BTOpoMy KOHjypy.
npn onpeneAeHHbix asapMMHbix pGWMMax, tbkmx Kan - noAnaa noTGpa nmaieAbHOM
BOAbl, paapbIB nMTaTeAbHOrO KOAAGKTOpa, MHMUMMpOBdHHblX OTK333MH no o6iuew
npMMMHG B MaillSaAG (36MAATp6C6HM6, 3aT0nA6HM6, OOXOp), HGB03M0>KH0 OCyLUGCTBAaTb
noAnuTKy HP M6p63 cyiUGCTBytoiuMG narpyOKM m aaa BbinoAHGHna Bbiiuc ynoMAHyTon
4>yHKUHH HGOBxOAUMO MCn0Ab30BaTb ApyrUG CUCTGMbl MAH npOUGAypbl.
OAHa M3 T3KMX B03M0>KH0CTGM - npMMGHGHMG H633BMCMMOM CMCTGMbl asapMMHOM
noAOMTKM nr (HCAnB). 3ra CMCTGMa oOecneMMsaer BbinoAHGHMe cf>yHKUMM otboab
OCTaTOMHOrO OHGprOBblAeAGHMa OT 3KTMBH0M 30Hbl OpM CAGAykDLUMX 3BapMHHblX
pe>KMMax:
- noAHaa noTGpa OMTarGAbHOM BOAbi;
- paapbIB KOAAGKTOpa OMTaTGAbHOM BOAbl)

- paspbiB Tpy6KM nr;
- nOAHOG 06GCT0MMB3HM6;
- paapbiB napOBoro KOAAGKTOpa.
npOBGAGHHblG TGpMOfMApaBAMMGCKMG aH3AM3bl 3TMX 3BapMM OOKaSblBalOT, MTO
AMMMTMpykDLLlMG COBbITMG, OpM KOTOpOM paCCMMTbIBaGTCA CMCTGM3 - OOAHaa HOTGpA
OMTaTGAbHOM BOAbl [1).

OM3MMGCKaa npMpOAa npOTGKaloiqMX npoueccoa otom aaapMM aaKAlonaeTca b tom,
MTO ypOBGHb B KOMOGHCaTOpG 06bGM3(K0) AOCTMrdGT MdKCMMaAbHblX 3H3H6HMM B
H3M3AG asapMM m b CAGAyloiuMx OTanax GG pa3BMTMa, b p63yAbT3Te pasorpasa nepeoro
KOHTypa, B npOLlGCCG OCyUJGHMA nr. OCOOGHHOCTM p33BMTMa OTOM asapMM B TOM, MTO
nepsoe otkpmtmg npGAOxpaHMTGAbHoro KAanana KOMnencaTOpa o6bGMa (flK K0)
npoMexoAMT Ha 640 s c nanaAa TpaHSMGHTa, a oosahgg nanMnaeTca uMKAMMecKoe
OTKpblTMG nK KO, KOTOpOG OpMBOAMT K OOTGpG TGnAOHOCMTGAa OGpBOrO KOHTypa. B TOM
>KG CdMblM MOM6HT H3MMHaGTCa p330rpGB OepBOFO KOHTypa M3 33 yMGHbUJGHMA
0(J)4)eKTMBH0CTM TGOAOOGpGAaMM MGpG3 TpyOHOM nyMOK HV. 3T0 ABAAGTCA M HaM3A0M
BbIKAlOHGHMA H633BMCMMOM CMCTGMbl dBapMMHOM OOAOMTKM nT C P33XOAOM OMTaTGAbHOM
BOAbi - 65 m3/h.
B [ 1] noApo6no onMcaHbi xoa P33bmtma asapMM m o6ochob3hmg CTpyKTypbi
CMCTGMbl. Ha pMC. 1 npGACTaBAGHa npMHUMOMaAbHaa cxGMa HCAnB.
CTpyKTypa cmctgmw AByxxaHaAbHaa (c yMGTOM npMHMUMna gamhmmhoto oTKaaa),
K3>KAblM K3H3A BKAlOMaGT H3C0C, apMdTypd, CMCTGMa OA. OMTaHMA M CMCTGMa KWH M A.
HapaMGTpbi xa>KAoro Hacoca TaKOBbi - pacxoA 65 m3 /h, Hanop 4.8 MPa. Asa 6aKa c
XMM06G3C0AGHH0M BOAOM nOAOMTblBalOT CMCTGMy. Ka>KAblM K3H3A CMCTGMbl HMT3GTCA
CoOCTBGHHbIM AM3GAbrGHGp3TOpOM. flAA K3)KAOrO 6aK3 CMCTGMa pa3MGLUaGTCA B
OTAGAbHOM 3A3HMM (C6M3M0yCT0MMMB06). BHG p63KTOpHOrO 0TAGA6HMA M MaLUMHHOrO
33A3. CMCTGMa BKAlOMaGTCA OOGpaTOpOM pyMHbIM Cn0C060M. ^AA OLiGHKM pOAM HCAFIB,
B yAyMLUGHMM 6G30n3CH0CTM 6AOKOB, npOBGAGH BGpOaTHOCTHblM 3H3AM3 6630naCH0CTM C
npMMGHGHMGM MGTOA3 "flGpGBO C06blTMM" (,QC). C nOMOLLlbtO OTOfO MGT0A3
MOAGAMpyGTCa nOBGAGHMG 6aOK3 OpM OOpGAGAGHHOM MCXOAHOM C06blTMM M 0U.GHMB3GTCA
MaCTOTa nOCAGACTBMM AAa 3KTMBHOM 30Hbl.
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BepOATHOCTHbie aH3AM3bi npOBefleHbi aaa I - IV 6aokob A3C "KosAonyPi" aaa noyx
CAynaeB

-

npw

bkaIomghmm

cymecTBylomux

cmctgm

OesonacHOCTM

BKAloneHHM HCAflB. AH3AM3bl npOBGflGHbl flAA MCXOflHOrO C06blTMA

6aokob h npw
"hoahom noTepn

nWTaTeAbHOM BOflbl".
Dpki 3tom CLieHapnn pasBUTHfl asapkin npeflnoAaraeTCA, mto noAHaa norepA
nMTaTGAbHOM BOflbl M aBapMAHOA nOflOATKA FIF MHMLlHUpyGTCA OTKa33MM CIO 06lliePl
npUMAHG B MatllSaAG. OScCTOMMBaHMG 6aOK3 HdCTynaGT B MOMGHT rGHGpl/lpOBaHHA
curHaAa A3 I pofla no huskomv ypOBhlo b 2 M3 6 FIT.
BpGMfl Ba>KHGALUMX C06blTMA HpOTCKaHMA asapMH npeflCTaBAGHbl b ra6a. 1.

TaGAMua1
PasBMTMG asapnAHoro npouecca

No

BpeMA, CGK

Co6bime

0.0

1.

FloAHafl norepa nmaTGAbHOA BOflbi

2.

Cpa6arbiBaHne aaapMAHbix CTonopHbix

3.

Cpa6aTbiBaHne A3 I pofla

48.0

4.

06ecTOMHBaHne 6aok3

48.0

5.

Kohgli OAGKTpOMexaHUHecKoro Bbi6era FI4H

228.0

6.

nepBoe OTKpbiTue FIK KO

640.0

7.

npeKpainGHne 3<t)(t)eKTHBHoro OTBOfla renAa nepea FIT

11.400

8.

SanoAHGHne KO

12 240

9.

,Q0CTM>K6HM6 COCTOAHMA HaCblLUGHMA B HGpBOM KOHTypG

14 300

KAanaHoe

Typ6nHbi

45.0

MOflGAApOBaHUG HOBGflGHMA 6AOKOB A paCMGT flGpGBbA C06blTHl7l OCymGCTBA AGTC A
npM CAGflytolllUX ACXOflHbIX yCAOBMAX M flOnyLUGHMAX!
1. ripGflnoAaraGTCfl,

hto

hocag

cpa6aTbiBaHwa

CV3,

peaKTop

npusonuTCA

b

nOflKpMTMMGCKOG COCTOflHMG.

2. riocAGflCTBUA flAA aKTMBHOA 30Hbi npw Hecpa6aTbiBaHMM CV3 (ATWS) m npu
noAHOM o6GCTOMMBaHMM 6aok3 6g3 cpa6aTbiBaHMA flr He paccMaTpuBaloTCA [3],

3. HacTOTa ncxoflHoro co6biTMA npuHMMaeTCA - 2.10 '3 1/PT [2].
4. KpMTGpMR ycnexa HesaBWcmvioA cucTGMbi aBapukiHoA noflnmKM FIT - pa6oTa
oflHoro KaHaAa cucTGMbi, o6ecneMMBatomeA pacxofl nuTareAbHOPi soflbi b FIT 65 rrfi/h.
5. JJaHHbiG HGroTOBHOCTM cactgm
asapun, flaHbi b Ta6A. 2.

6e3onacHOCTM, yHacTByloiuMe b oBAanesaHne

6. flAA CMCTGM 6G30naCH0CTM I M II 6aOKOB A3C

"K03A0flyPl" yHTGHbl npOBGflGHHbie

flO CMX nop M3M6H6HMA.
7. PesyAbTaTbi pacMGTa HcroTOBHOCTM HCAflB npeflciaBAGHbi b [ 1].

4^h
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Ta6AMua2
AaHHbie HeroToaHOCTM

chctcm

GeaonacHOCTM I • IV 6aokob A3C "KoaAonyti

HerOTOBHOCTb
CMcreMa 6e3onacHocTM

No

6e3onacHOdn
1 M II 6AOKOB

HerOTOBHOCTb
CMCT6M
6e3onacHOCTM III
M IV 6aokob

2.4 x 10-5

2.4 x 10-5

CMCTGM

1.

CV3

2.

CucTeivia asapHtiHoro
OAeKTpOHUTaHMfl

2.56 x 10-3

1.69 x 10-3

3.

CwcTeMa aBapwAHoro nonnuiKM flf

5.22 x 10-3

1.13 x 10-4

4.

HCAflB

3.83 x 10-3

3.83 x 10-3

5.

CucreMa
aBapuMHoM
nepBoro KOHTypa

1.9 x 10-3

2.99 x 10-4

6.

CnpuHKAepHaa cucreMa

3.71 x 10-3

3.68 x 10-4

7.

OTK33 Ha OTKpbITMe flK KO

4 x 10-3 1/D

4 x 10-3 1/D

8.

OTK33 Ha SaKpblTMG flK KO

7.0 x 10-3 1/D

7.0 x 10-3 1/D

nonnuiKM

Ha puc. 2 m 3 npencTaeAeHbi nepesba co6biTw/t aah neyx aHaAi/i3MpoBaHHbix
CAyMaea.
B ia6A. 3 npencTaBAeHHbie noAyneHHbie peayAbTaibi pac^era yacTOTbi nocAencTButf
AAA aKTMBHOA 30Hbl I - IV 6aokob B A3C "K03A0flyCV\
Ah3am3

noAyMeHHbix

pesyAbraTOB

noKasbiBaloT,

mo

qacTOTa

noBpewAew/m

3KTMBH0P1 30Hbl AAA 3BapMH C BKAlOMeHUeM HCAflB HM>K6 HO CpaBHeHUlO CO CAyMaCM,
Korna BKAtoMalorcfl TOAbKO cyuuecTBylomne cucieMbi.
Ms 3Toro CAenyeT, mto npn npwvieHenn HCAFIB yAymuaeTCA 6e3onacHOCTb I - IV
6aokob A3C "Ko3Aony^".
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Mcxog HOC
coobimU

Cpaoom ti0a
HUC

A3 fpog
CY3

Pa6oma
apuuHOCp AJ13H
S3A.numaHv*
ucmjMa

uau

riKnr

Omkphimuc
HK KO

3akphimuc
HK KO

Paooma HAH

Paooma HCC

flocAcgcmBuc

SI Oxa. a.3

S2 Oxa. a.3

S3 CM

S4 CM
S5 Oxa. a.3

S6CM
SI CM
SS TIoahoc o )ccmoMuBaHU<

S9

OAoka

ATW5

Pmc.2. flepeBO co6birnPi aeapnn 'TIoahoc norepn nurareAbHOM Bonbi'1 npn BKAtoMeann
comecTBytomux cucreM BesonacHocru 6aokob.

MouxpHx
cuotiimuc

C’pavomwHa

A»I r*x)a

cy\

( uvmvMa
aoanuuiuw
i.\.num;uiuH

Ainu

IK'AIIH

Omkptamuv
I IK K(>

lakpumuv
I IK KO

I’afxima IIAII

1‘aooma IKX*

I l<x-Av(|vmHuv

SI Ou. a.i.

S2 Oxa. a.3.
S3 Oxa. a.i

S4 C V1

S5

CV1

S6 Oxa. a.i.

S7CM
S8 C M
S9 IIoahoc ooccm muBamic oao! a
Sit

ATNVS

Pmc.3. Qepeeo co6biinPi aeapuH "rioAHOtt noiepn nurareAbHoCi BOflbi" npn BKAloMeHMM nesaBucuMOki
CMcreMbi asapm/movi

nonnurKu

fir.

Ta6AMua3
PeayAbrarbi pacnera nocAencTBHfl aaa 8ktmbhoA sombi I - IV 6aokob
"KosaoavA* npw BKAkweHMM cymecTBylomux cmctcm 6e3onacHocm m
BKAtoHBHMM
No

3C

npn

HCAFIB

noCAOACTBMO

aaa

HacTOTa

hocacuctbma

"hoahob
norepn
HHTareAbHOA
Boaw"
npn
bkaIombhmm
cymecTBylomMx
CHCTGM 6e30naCH0CTM

"hoahoA

norepn

Hacrora
aaapHH

Ba.

1

hocagactbha

M II

Ba.

Ill

h

aaapHH

nHrareAbHoH

BOflbi" npn BKAloseHHH HCATIB

IV

6a.1 H II

6a.HI h IV

1

SI

1,98 10'3

1,9910*3

1,98

IQ-3

1,99 10*3

2

S2

6,32 10-6

2,22 10-7

6,39

ID'8

2,24 10-1°

3

S3

3,84 10*8

8,1910-14

2,27 10'8

8,43 10-1°

4

S4

6.64.10*8

6,6810-H

8,96 10*11

3,14 10-12

5

S5

7,25 10'8

1.5610'8

1,55 10'1°

5,41 10-12

6

S6

4,60 10*10

4,69 10*12

1,7 10*1°

5,96 10-1°

7

S7

4,26 10*8

910-1°

1,4910-12

3,82 10*12

8

S8

9,84 10-11

3,44 10-12

9

rioAHoe

flOAHOe

o6ecroMMBaHne

o6ecroMMBaHiie

ATWS

ATWS

S9

flOAHOe

flOAHOe

o6eCTOMHBaHb3

C)6eCTOMMBaHM

e

10
11

1,08 10'9

1,4810'7

CyMMapnafl

ATWS

ATWS

3,44 10'1°

1,2 10-11

MacTora
noepextneHMfl

3KTMBH0A
30HU

BblBOAbl
npoBeABHHbie aH3AH3bi 6e3onacHOCTn I - IV 6aokob A3C "KosAonyPi" noKasbiBaloT,
MTO AAfl BbinOAHBHMfl (fjyHKLlMM OTBOfla OCTaTOMHOfO a^eprOBbineAGHHfl npn MCXOnHOM
co6biTnn "noAHafl norepfl nuraTeAbhOA Bonbi", (nHnunnposaHHoro oTKasaivtn no o6mew
npUHMHB

B

M3LU33Ae),

H606X0AMM0

BKAlOMMTb

He33BHCHMyk)

CUCTGMy

aBapUMHOii

nonnMTKM nr.
BepOflTHOCTHbie 3H3AM3W 6e30n3CH0CTM nOK33b!B3lOT, MTO HpH BKAlOHeHUM 3T0M
He33BMCMMOA CMCTBMbl nOBblLUdeTCfl 6e30n3CH0CTb I - IV 6AOKOB A3C "K03AO/iyM",
KOTopaA BbipawaeTCA
HCXOAHOM C06blTMM.

b

CHUweHiie wacTOTbi noBpe>KneHHA 30Hbi npn paccMaipuBaeMOM

Anreparypa
1. AHaAH3

H3fle>KH0CTH

asapMAHOA nuTaTBAbHOA

boaoA.

3B3pnAH0A

nOflriMTKM

Hf

C

He33BHCHMO^

CMCT6M0M

SnepronpoeKT, 1993, Co(J>ha.

2. WANO Six Month Programme. Item H Probabilistic Safety Assessment,

WESI,

1992.
3. BepoATHOCTHbiA 3H3AM3 6e3onacHOCTn 1

aeapAA
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hoahob

m 2

o6ecTOMMBaHne 1992r. SwepronpoeKT.

6aokob A3C "KoaAonyA" npn
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MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR VVER
N. Pangelov, Energoproekt PLC
A new method is developed for modelling of the dynamic properties of large class
of objects in power industry. A high accuracy is observed and ability for real time
simulation of process control systems.
A short description of the main advantages of the method

for modelling

of

controlled systems for NPP and some applications are given.
The method is developed to satisfy the specific needs of the control for VVER units
NPP "KOZLODUY" as follows:
To give opportunities for analyses and design of control systems.
To give opportunities for process control systsm simulation.
To be a basis for estimation of immeasurable parameters important to safety.
To be a basis for simulation of different systems of all units with aim of malfunction
diagnostic, prediction of dynamic behaviour, and control vector estimation.
I. DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR MODELLING OF SYSTEMS FOR VVER
For

many objects the models based

on known

physical

relationships

are

unsatisfactory and very complicated from modelling and mathematical point of view. They
need allot of efforts to construct an adequate model. The numerical methods and speed of
calculations often don't allow a real time simulation of complicated objects and their
optimal control, diagnostic and prediction of dynamic behaviour.
With the purpose to avoid these disadvantages and specifically for the investigation
of control systems a new modelling technique is developed( a method for identification) based on least scares and treating highly efficient linear uninterrupted equations.
It is well known that differential equations of type
n

m

la/1 = Sb/1
k =0

k =0

in certain conditions are considered as models of dynamic behaviour of large class
uninterrupted objects, used in power industry, chemistry, electrical engineering etc.
The coefficients a^ and b% can be obtained after linearization of preliminary known
models. However, the most precise information could be obtained, using input/output
signals. Based on these signals, the new modelling technique can provide mathematical
model which "held" information of the dynamic features of the objects.
A short description of the capability of the new method, the basic features of which
were developed in [3 ], will illustrate the software system's capability for identification of
orders "n" and "m" and the coefficients aj< and bj<.
Different methods are known, depending on using filter of signals. They are created
with the purpose to avoid the problems connected with accurate estimation of parameters
and presence of noise.
The suggested method has the advantages as follows:
- There are no significant limitations on the type of input/output signals
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- There are no significant limitations on the length of data
- The identification is used at none zero initial

time series.
conditions which concede with the

real process
A high accuracy is observed in case of noise.
The program system uses and realises a number

of original algorithms and

procedures, including;

time series;
- An algorithm for passing from a differential equation to an integral equation;
- An algorithm for multiple integration that doesn't introduce additional error;
- Method for calculating transient motions that allows solution of differential
equations with presence of a differential polynomial in the right side, presence of noise and
- An algorithm for automated processing of experimental

jumps of input signals, presence of transport delay (dead time)

equation procedure
developed for dynamic filtering of signals,

- Optimising the order and coefficients of differential
- In addition a new efficient procedure is

using the method for calculating of transient motions.
1.1. TEST EXAMPLES FOR IDENTIFICATION BY INFORMATION

OF INPUT/OUTPUT

SIGNALS.

(transfer function) is calculated by
information of input signal. The purpose of the testing is to guess the parameters of the
model (to restore the transfer function) by information of input and output. These arc test
The output of preliminary specified model

examples and are not related with certain objects.

The output is calculated by
structure of the model is as follow;

On fig.1 and fig.2 input and output signals are shown.
using 100 discreet values of input. The specified

OOy(2) + 10y(l)+y(0) = x(0)
The computer calculation results (results of identification) are as follows:
- The identification procedure are started by using 10

points of smooth interval from

51 to 61 point.
00.000000796y(2) + 9.9999999552 y(,) + y(0) = 1.0000000004 x(0)
- The input and output are transformed

as it shown on fig.3 and fig.4. The
point 10 to point 35.

identification used 25 points of noisy interval from
80.58226y(3) +94.23973y<2) + 8.55884y(1) + y(0) = 0.96I43x|("
- The identification used 50 points of noisy interval.
99.72799y<2) +8.75733y(l) + y,0) = 0.99082x,0)

If are used 50 discreet values from time 0 to time 5 the result is as
.333y<4’ + 0.267y(3) + 100.000y<2) +10.000y(l) + y(0> = l.000x,0)
On fig.5 and fig 6 input and output signals are shown. The
150 discreet values of input. The specified structure of the model

follow:

output is calculated using
is as follow:

00y(2) + 10y(l) + y(0) = 50x(2) 4-2x(l) + x(0)________________
Identification used first 100 discreet values of noisy interval
03y(2) +9.56244y(,) + y(0) = 50.23119x(2) + 1.72202x(l) 4- 0.97137x(t,)
-Identification in presence of jumps. Interval from point 101 to 150
150

is used

04.49929y,2) + |l.678S7ym +yl0> =52.65466xl2) +2.57956xni + l.03539x‘">
I. 2 DYNAMIC BEHA VIOUR MODELLING FOR STEAM GENERA TOR LEVEL
The steam generator level control is of great importance for safety operation of the
units. The increased number of failures, which in certain cases lead to reactor trip,
supposed incorrect behaviour of level controllers and imperfect control design.
The presence of (suitable)appropriate models for dynamic of
connected with level control in steam generator,

basic channels

give opportunity

for controllers'

parameters optimising at different level of power and different structures of control system
investigating.
Fig.7 shows identification of real object - input signal - steam flow to turbine and
fig.8 shows output signal - SG level and model calculation presented by the dots.
The model has following form:
0.19769y(2) +y(l) = 0.70915x(,) -0.70905x(O)
In this case for simulation purpose the desired input must be specified in minutes,
or the model must be transferred by simple multiplying of the coefficients.
With the help of restored transfer functions of channels:
- steam flow -level
- feed wbter flow - level
- control rods position.- level
- MCP disturbances - level
and also taking into account transfer functions of detecting devices, the controller and flow
rate characteristic of main control valve, becomes easy to obtain the next transfer function,
describing level dynamics.
H = F(p)* Xu + Y1(p)* Gn + Y2(p)*Q
were H is level in steam generator; Gn - steam flow ;Q - heath from primary circuit
F1(p) - The transfer function of the closed system of level by manipulated signal
V1 (p) - The transfer function of the closed system of level by disturbance -steam flow.
Y2(p) - The transfer function of the closed system of level by heat transferred from primary
circuit
By analogy it's easy to obtain the transfer function, describing the feed water flow
dynamic behaviour caused by steam flow, heat from primary circuit and manipulated
signal.

flow
because of

For VVER - 1000 it's very useful to obtain the transfer functions of feed water
and steam flow to turbine(to estimate on-line their dynamiv behaviour),

imperfect control design and instrumentation(lack of steam flow signal, low reliability).
II. PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM SIMULATOR BASED ON KASKAD-2 FOR VVER-1000
The Process Control System Simulator(PCSS)

was created

for the

training

purposes of operating personnel of VVER-1000 and it uses models created by the
described method It is needed generally for the following reasons.
-Lack of simulators and special training tools at Kozloduy NPP at all.
-The increased number of control systems failures
-Lack of information for control systems behaviour and the characteristics of the
objects of the control
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investigations(researches) of the

-Opportunity to use the simulator for various
control systems and hardware reliability.
PCSS

simulates

different

control

based

loops,

on

KASKAD

Control

System(modules and controllers)
The simulator consists of two main units.

of the existing VVER-1000 Control
cabinets, which are replica of the cabinets,

-KASKAD Control System, which is replica
System. The control units are placed in the
used at the VVER-1000 units.

an option that allows to change the
models are implemented on a
way the trainees will be able to follow

-Mathematical model of the process. There is

models according to the trainer's desire. The mathematical
personal computer with a CRT high resolution. This

the

process development.

model) and the
speed of data transfer
to the real speed of the

-The interface between the object of the control(mathematical
Control System was designed specially for the simulator. The
between the computer and the Control System is corresponding
signal in the existing systems.

will be able to set up different
configuration of the KASKAD-2 Control System and simultaneously to choose the preset
adjustment of the controllers. Using the menu facilities, the trainer will be able to set the
model of the object, choosing one of the following options:
During the training

procedures the trainer

-model as transfer function.
-model as an element - for instance instanetiones

element, integrator, differentiator,

etc.
-model as input data files from experiment. Using

these data the computer can

calculate the mathematical model.
The trainees can observe on CRT the system transient
the controllers in order to improve the transient performances.
the configuration of the Control System and/or the new tuning

and vary the adjustment of
This way they can see how
can affect the quality of the

control, i.e. the degree of the transient damping.

direct solving of differential
equation of high order. The method involves a preliminary reduction of the differential
equation to an integral equation and taking into account the transport delay(dead time) of
The transient is calculated by the described method for

the object [4].

The simulator offers good

opportunities for training and

investigating the transients and the

control systems as far as full replica of KASKAD is used.
The resulting advantages are as follows:
-operational personnel at the NPP improvement of

training quality.

-opportunity for hardware testing of KASKAD units
-improvement of control systems operation

and

optimising of control systems

parameters.
-different structure of the control systems examination.
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III. CONCLUSIONS
The developed method shows high accuracy and reliability for modelling and
simulation of process control systems.
There are no significant limitations on the type of signals
Identification at none zero initial condition is possible.
On line identification is possible.
On the basic of real experiments and simulated with known computer codes data
time series it is possible to construct highly efficient models of different systems or all units
for solving the problems as follow:
- Real time simulation with high accuracy for training purposes
- Estimation of immeasurable parameters important to safety.
- Malfunction diagnostic on the basis of plant dynamics.
- Prediction of dynamic behaviour.
- Control vector estimation in regime adviser.
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BG9600413
Human Reliability Analysis as part of Probabilistic Safety Assessment - Level
1 for Kozloduy - 3 NPP
Marinela llleva
Risk Engineering Ltd.
1. Scope of the Study
2. Quantitative Methods for HRA
3. Modelling Assumptions
4. Human Error Probability Quantification Methodology
5. Example

1. Scope of the study
The purpose of the Human Reliability Analysis is to identify and quantify the Human errors
that could significantly affect the frequencies of accident sequences evaluated in this
study.
The human errors considered in this study are of two distinctly different kinds[3]:
1.

Errors made during normal plant operation, before the initiation of any accident
sequence, so called "preaccident" actions;

2.

Errors made in responding to an accident sequence • so called "postaccident"
actions.

There is no consensus on the best methods to perform HRA. Limitations in the applications
of various methods include the following:
1.

Human behaviour is a complex subject that does not lend itself to a simple models
like those used for component and system reliability. Therefore HRA is more
dependent on the judgement of the analysts.

2.

Human actions are not only with binary success or failure logic as equipment
failures.

3.

There is general lack of data on human behaviour and the available generic data
may not be applicable in different countries.

2. Quantitative methods for HRA
in the early 80 s was published information on several methods for quantitative estimates
of human performance [5]:
1.

Fast simulation models (MAPPS, SAINT, etc.);

2.

Expert judgement Methods (SLIM, STAHR, etc.);

3.

Analytical Methods:

- time dependent activities - THERP, HCR, ASEP, OATS, etc.
- time independent activities.
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testing, maintenance and
second type, the team used two

Included In the category of "preaccident" errors are errors it
calibration. For analysing and quantifying errors of the
recommended references:
1.

EPRI-NP-3583 Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure

SHARP, Hannaman

and Spurgin, 1984

2.

NUREG/CR-4772 Accident Sequence Evaluation Program

ASEP, A. P. Swain, 1987

extensive task
analyses for any human action that is evaluated. It concentrates on mechanical tasks with
little analysis on the thinking before action. But in most cases the operator's failure to
identify the correct goal will dominate over errors at the level of individual action.
ASEP is based on THERP method, which is very detailed and uses an

method for qualitative
performance shaping factors

The team was advised to use a part of the modified SLIM
assessment of HER, taking into account a limited number of
(PFSs) [5]:
• indications and alarms;
• complexity of the action;
• preceding action influence;
• response time;
• procedures;
• training and experience;
• stress.

Due to lack of time to provide interviews with plant personnel and

to process these data

the team decide to perform only general "screening" analysis.

3.
A.

Modelling Assumptions
Modelling of "repair" actions.

PSA models to
prevent core damage or offsite release after an initiating event occurs. "Recovery
actions" may involve such action as realignment of available equipment to replace
failed components, use of an alternative system to maintain core heat removal (e.g.
feed and bleed cooling) or manual operation of equipment after failure of automatic
actuation signals. "Repair action" involve restoration of failed equipment during the
accident event sequence. There are many factors that influence the effectiveness of
possible equipment repairs: for example specific component type and failure mode,
the amount of time that is available for repair, the type of accident, the location of
failed equipment, etc. These factors cannot be evaluated realistically until
information is available about the entire sequence of events. It was recommended
These include all dynamic human actions that are evaluated in the

that no "recovery" actions be included in any of the fault treed or event trees.
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B.

Operator actions to back up failed automatic signals.
It was recommended that the system fault tree models should not include operator
actions to manually back up failed automatic signals. The PSA should evaluate
these potential recovery actions only if the automatic signal failures are important
contributors to core damage. It is very difficult process to evaluate operator's
contribution for manual back-up. On the other side experience from many
completed PSA has shown that automatic signal failures are usually very small
contributors to system unavailability, even when manual back up actions are not
considered. Therefore it is much more efficient and more correct to omit these
actions from the fault trees.

C.

Combination of human errors and hardware failures.
During system modelling for PSA Level 1 for Kozloduy - 3 NPP the team took into
account the main recommendations of IAEA Review Mission all dynamic human
actions to be included as separate top events in event trees instead if basic events
in the fault trees. This practice clearly documents how these operator actions are
included in the models and it displays important dependencies that affect
operator's performance.
There is only one operator action that is included in the fault trees - it concerns
RL51.52 - Main Feedwater System.

It is "operator's failure to

open

MOV

RL51.52S05. This system fault tree is used in transient event trees. It is clear to
include this action in the fault tree because in case of operator failure the system
* RL51.52 will work through other MOV RL51.52S04. This action follows Emergency
Instruction, it doesn't depend on time, it is "routine" action, which is done twice or
three times per year, it is very simple and doesn't lead to emergency situation. The
HER for this action is 1.10*3.
It was also recommended that the human action and hardware failure should not be
combined in a single top event (Fig 1.).
HEA

SYSA

HEB

SYSB
I

1
2

__________________3
__________

4
I

5

____________________ 6

__________________

7
|

a
9

HEA
SYSA
HEB
SYSB

-

Fig. 1.
human action portion of top event A
hardware failure portion of top event A
human action portion of top event B
hardware failure portion of top event B
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D.

Sequences of human errors.

It is very difficult to assess dependencies between different human actions. Here
was followed part of ASEP methodology for the second action, but it was modified
in order to be more conservative, because of the lack or Emergency Operating
Procedures and Training Simulator for Kozloduy NPP.
All subsequent dynamic human actions should be failed if the time between two
actions is less than 30 minutes.
This "screening" model conservatively assumes complete dependence between first
and all related actions that are required within 30 min. after the error. If the second
is required after more than 30 minutes than it's HER is:

E.

30+60 min

0.25

>60 min

5.10*2

Top event "feed and bleed cooling".

This top event is included in the model to evaluate operator actions to start feed and
bleed cooling after loss of all steam generator heat removal. But there are many
reasons to exclude this action from analysis. There are no thermal-hydraulic
analyses to determine weather F&B cooling may be effective in Kozloduy NPP. The
Kozloduy Operating Procedures do not include instructions for F&B cooling and the
plant operators are not generally aware of this cooling option. Therefore is seem
quite reasonable to take no credit for F&B in the "screening" quantification, where
the team assumed that top event F&B is failed for all initiating events. This top event
is kept in the event tree diagrams to document how F&B should be considered in
the real PSA. The team performed second quantification to determine the
importance of F&B cooling for reducing the Kozloduy core damage frequency.
4.

Human error probability quantification procedure

There are many objective and subjective factors which became reasons to do only
"screening" analysis. In order to reach stable global results the team should perform
nominal analysis with plant specific data. By now due to lack enough knowledge,
lack of experience in this field, lack of time and funds the team performed only this
global "screening" analysis only on dynamic" human actions. So called
"preaccident" human actions will be included in further modifications of this study.
The team used ASEP [3] to evaluate human errors. Table 1 is summarised
information from fig. 7-1 and table 7-2 from [3]. The values are median and they
should be transformed to mean values following the rules from table 20-20 from [ 2].
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Table).
Human Error Probabilities
'Screening" values, based on NUREG/CR-4772
Stress / difficulty of the action

Time

5.

High

Medium

Low

Short

1.0

0.70

0.20

Middle

1.0

0.10

1.0 10-2

Long

1.010-2

1.010-3

1.010"*

Example • Small LOCA

The corresponding core damage frequency for this event 4.63E-4/y for the case with
unavailable power supply. The sequences that contribute most of all to the core damage
frequency are:
- Initiator - TQn2 (LPIS) failure - (1.8E-4/y) - sequence 2;
- Initiator - TXnO (EFWS) failure - Operator failure H3YRDP2 - (1.5E-4/y) - sequence 6;
The unavailability of the systems included in the event tree sequences is caused mainly by
DGs and electrical supply components failure. The first of the above mentioned sequences
can be caused by the two DGs - GW and GX - failures. The reason for this is that in case of
those both DGs failure there is no possibility for decay heat removal from the primary
circuit via TQn2 system and recirculation. The operator failure is the biggest contributor to
the core damage frequency for the second of the above mentioned sequences.
The full diagram of the event tree is shown on the fig. 2:
RCS
ATs10°C

0/3)

SDA

HPIS

EFW

(2/4)
YT

1/4 SQ
SBLOCA P,<150 kgf/cm^; Lp<4000 mm, ATs10°C
L3

H3-YRDP
down to 18
kgf/cm

H3YRDP1

End States

H3RHR
LPIS

H3RHR1

1. Stable
2. Core damage
3. Core damage

H3YRDP1

H3RHR1

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Stable
Core damage
Core damage
Core damage
Core damage
ATWS

Fig. 2
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Scenario Sheet for Human Action H3YRDP1
Human Action Name:

Operator cools down and depressurizes RCS

Human Action Identifier: H3YRDP1
Event Tree:

SBLOCA

General Description:

The task Is to decrease pressure down to 18 kgf/cm2

Scenario:

1. Reactor scram actuates by:
Lp < 4000 mm; P| <150 kgf/cm2; D tg< 10°C/h.
2. High Pressure Injection System Is available
3. Steam Dump to the Atmosphere are available

Task:

Operator should reduce RCS pressure below approximately 18 kgf/cm2
action Is necessary to allow to accumulators to inject into the RCS

before core

subcooling Is lost. Operator Should actuate switches on Safety Systems
the Main Control Room

(MCR).

Meanwhile he must observe the

This

Panel in

level in the

llydkoacjcjuwwutaflas (XT) and wwuwwfaw showing Waft We pressure hxs
reached 18 kgf/cm2.
Time Window:

>30 min after Initiating event

Difficulty (stress)

H

Consequence of actions first
HEP:

0.0161

Scenario Sheet for Human Action H3YRDP2
Human Action Name:

Operator cools down and depressurizes RCS

Human Action Identifier: H3YRDP1
Event Tree:

SBLOCA

General Description:

The task is to decrease pressure down to 18 kgf/cm2

Scenario:

1. Reactor scram actuates by:
Lp < 4000 mm; P; <150 kgf/cm2; D tg< 10°C/h.
2. High Pressure Injection System is available
3. Steam Dump to the Atmosphere are not available
4. Hydroaccumulators Inject Into the RCS.

Task:

Operator should reduce RCS pressure below approximately 18

kgf/cm^. This

action Is necessary to allow to accumulators to Inject into the RCS

before core

subcooling Is lost. Operator Should actuate switches on Safety Systems
the Main Control Room (MCR). Meanwhile he must observe the
Hydroaccumulators (YT) and annunciation showing that the

Panel in

level in the

pressure

has

reached 18 kgf/cm2.
Time Window:

>10 min after initiating event (here the time is less because if Steam
Atmosphere is not available operator should decrease pressure

Difficulty (stress)

H

Consequence of actions first
HEP:

1

Dump to the

earlier).

Scenario Sheet for Human Action H3RHR1
Human Action Name:

Operator aligns one train of Low Pressure Injection System for closed loop RHR
cooling

Human Action Identifier: H3RHR1
Event Tree:

SBLOCA

Geneial Description:

The task is to switch off High pressure Injection Pump and to provide Residual
Heat Removal Cooling

Scenario:

1. Reactor scram actuates by:
Lp < 4000 mm; P| <150 kgf/cm^; Dtg< 10°C/h
2 One train of High Pressure Injection System is available
3 Steam Dump to the Atmosphere and Emergency Feedwater are available
4. Operator decreases pressure down to 18 kgf/crrr

Task:

On pressure level 18 kgf/cm^, shown by annunciation in MCR (or on monitors or
on pressure meters), operator should switch off HPIS and to align LPIS through
line for RHR cooling. It is complex action, it includes sequential switching of
several switches for valves of TQ40 and TQn4 which are o MCR panels. These
actions follow instruction.

Time Window:

>30 min after initiating event

Difficulty (stress)

H

Consequence of actions second after first success
HER:

0 0161

Scenario Sheet for Human Action H3RHR2
Human Action Name.

Operator aligns one train of Low Pressure Injection System for closed-loop RHR
cooling

Human Action Identifier: H3RHR2
Event Tree

SBLOCA

General Description:

The task is to switch off High pressure Injection Pump and to provide Residual
Heat Removal Cooling

Scenario:

1 Reactor scram actuates by
Lp < 4000 mm; P| <150 kgf/cm^; D tg< 10"C/h
2 One train of High Pressure Injection System is available
3 Steam Dump to the Atmosphere and Emergency
available
4. Hydroaccumulators inject into the RCS
5. Operator decreases pressure down to 18 kgf/cm^

Task:

Feedwater are not

On pressure level 18 kgf/cm^, shown by annunciation in MCR (or on monitors or
on pressure meters), operator should switch off HPIS and to align LPIS through
line for RHR cooling. It is complex action, it includes sequential switching of
several switches for valves of TQ40 and TQn4, which are o MCR panels. These
actions follow instruction.

Time Window

>30 min after initiating event

Difficulty (stress)

H

Consequence of actions second after first success
HEP:

00161
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BG9600414
INTEGRATED COMPUTER CODES FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SEVERE
ACCIDENT ANALYSIS
I. D. IORDANOV, Y. CH. HRISTOV
INRNE - BAS
1. INTRODUCTION

Since the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) increased attention has been given
to the details of accidents that could take place at a nuclear power plant and that could
result in radioactive releases to the environment in excess of accepTable levels. Because
of the scale and complexity of the relevant postulated events, it is not possible to carry out
direct experimental investigations to characterise them. Instead, these complex sequences
have been modelled as a set of simpler component phenomena. Experimental
programmes have been undertaken to characterise the results of occurrences of possible
combinations of these phenomena in postulated events. The improved understanding of
the various individual phenomena has been incorporated into analytical computer codes,
thus synthesising the individual phenomena into sequences of events representing
hypothetical accidents.
2. MELTDOWN ACCIDENT ANALYSIS PROGRAM

The Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) is a computer code which simulates light
water reactor system response to accident initiation events [1]. It is prepared as a part of
the IDCOR (Industry Degraded COre Rulemaking) program to investigate the physical
phenomena which might occur in the event of a serious light water reactor accident
leading to core damage, possible reactor pressure vessel failure and possible containment
failure and depressurization.
MAAP includes models for the important phenomena which might occur in a serious light
water reactor accident. There are two parallel versions of MAAP, MAAP/BWR and
MAAP/PWR, for the two general light water reactor types in use. MAAP can predict the
progression of hypothetical accident sequences from a set of initiating event to either a
safe, sTable, coolable state or to containment failure and depressurization. MAAP treats a
wide spectrum of phenomena including steam formation, core heatup, cladding oxidation
and hydrogen evolution, vessel failure, corium-concrete interactions, ignition of
combustible gases, fluid (water and corium) entrainment by high velocity gases, and
fission product release, transport and deposition. MAAP treats all of the important
engineered safety systems such as emergency core cooling, containment sprays, fan
coolers, and power operated relief valves, and the auxiliary or reactor building can be
modelled for sequences in which it is important. In addition, MAAP allows operator
interventions and incorporates these in a very flexible manner, permitting the user to model
operator behaviour in a general way. The user models the operator by specifying a set of
variable values and/or events which are the operator interventions conditions. There is a
large set of actions the operator can take in response to the intervention conditions.
The user may establish one or more intervention conditions by specifying limits for any of
a set of key variables or by declaring any of more than 100 event flags as key events.
When a key variable reaches its specified limit, or a key event flag changes status,
program execution pauses and operator actions, also specified by the user, are taken.
The operator actions consist of changes to event flags numbered 200 and above. In this
way, MAAP is directed by a pseudooperator who uses present plant conditions to make
operational decisions.

This work was partially funded by Commission of the European Communities under contract
No F13-CT92-0057 - MA No 13299(5)
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Periodically during a transient, MAAP writes restart files. This allows the user to make a
subsequent run starting at any time covered by the original run. This provides additional
flexibility for the user to simulate operator actions or to change external events. Restart
data files are written at time intervals chosen by the user and whenever a program
interventions occurs. MAAP can then resume execution from any of the times at which a
restart file entry was written. The restart can have a new program intervention conditions,
new operator actions, and even changes to the input parameter file.
MAAP has a modular structure in which separate subprograms are dedicated to specific
region models and physical phenomena. This facilitates changing the code because
improvements to phenomenological or region models can be made relatively small
subprograms. Each MAAP version, MAAP/BWR and MAAP/PWR, consists of a main
program which directs program execution through several high level subroutines.
Depending on the containment/primary system design, the program calls a sequence of
system and region subroutines at each time step. These subroutines call, in turn,
phenomenology subprograms as required. At the lowest level, a set of property-library
subprograms are available to provide physical properties.
The MAAP code uses a two stage computational procedure in which the present values of
the dynamic variables describing the state of the system (often masses and internal
energies) are used to calculate their rates of change. Then the rates are integrated in a
separate subroutine to provide updated values of the dynamic variables. The integration
technique used during the development of the MAAP is an explicit, first order, Euler
integration. An alternative method, a second order Runge-Kuta integration can be selected
through the parameter file. The differences are not great; a Loss-of-AII-Power PWR
example transient using the second order method had a running time twice as long as that
of the first order method. Key procedure events (e g., time to reactor vessel failure) were
within a few percent of each other generally much closer. A typical MAAP run has time
steps as small as 0.005 seconds and as large as 20 seconds. MAAP has been written to
execute both in a batch mode and in an interactive mode where the user monitors the
execution at a terminal. The batch and interactive modes are entirely parallel and use the
same input desks (file of card images). They differ only in method and timing of entering
the cards (lines) of the input desk (file).
MAAP can model an auxiliary building which receives the discharges from either the
containment or the primary system. The auxiliary building model can be run simultaneous
with the primary system and containment models or in a stand-alone model. In the later,
the code reads an input generated in an earlier MAAP run that supplies boundary
conditions to the model.
The parameter file, required by MAAP to define the reactor system, consists mainly of
plant-specific data which will not change from one run to another. These are relegated to a
disk file which is read by MAAP at the start of execution. Accident specific inputs, such as
accident initiators and operator actions, are contained in a separate input desk which is
read by MAAP during execution. The user may change parameter file entries for individual
runs by specifying those changes in the input desk. Thus, the parameter file for a specific
plant needs to be prepared only once and temporary changes to any parameter entries
can be made at execution time without manipulating the parameter file itself. An accident
summary is printed at the end of a run and provides a chronology of significant events
such as engineered system responses and operator actions.
MAAP has been issued in several versions since about 1982. The first version receiving
wide distribution was MAAP 2.OB.
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3. ICARE COMPUTER PROGRAM

The ICARE computer code is being developed at the Institute for Protection and Nuclear
Safety of CEA (France). This analytical work [2] is a part of the Severe Fuel Damage
program [3] conducted in France in order to clearly understand the main physical
mechanism occurring during the core degradation of PWR.
ICARE models the progression of reactor core damage including: core heat-up, loss of
geometry by melting and embrittlement, relocation of materials, crucible formation and
fission products release. It works as a stand-alone code to describe both experimental
facilities and reactor core in severe situations; in case of reactor calculations, ICARE uses
boundary conditions provided by the French Reactor Coolant System CATHARE code [4].
During a severe accident on PWR. hydrogen and heat are produced by oxidation of
zircaloy in fuel claddings and absorber rod guide tubes as well as oxidation of stainless
steel in absorber rod claddings and vessel structures. The prediction of the right amount of
hydrogen and heat is of great importance for the analysis of containment integrity in case
of loss of coolant from primary circuit and for the analysis of whole degradation
respectively.
ICARE2 code (version 2) uses a new data organisation technique allowing especially a
dynamic management of the computer memory, called SIGAL (in French: Structure
Informatique d'Accueil et de Gestion de Logiciels).
This technique sets up several functions concerning in the same time developers and
users. Each function is associated with either a library or a code:
- a dynamic memory management library to optimise the use of central computer's
memory;
- a memory organisation library to handle and modify SIGAL data bases stored in
the central memory;
- a data reader;
- a data checker;
- an analyser program to interpret special user’s instructions in order to perform all
manipulations of SIGAL data bases;
- a self governing graphic program called T.l.C. (in French: Trace Interactif de
Courbes). A general overview of tne ICARE2 architecture is given in figure 1.
The modular structure of the code allows many types of topologies to be described:
PHEBUS SFD and FP, PFB, CORA, PWR core.
The main program calls in series different modules which are associated to specific
physical tasks: fluid dynamics, thermics, flow down and relocation, chemical reactions,
ect. The numerical scheme of the main physical modules is as implicit in time as possible,
but the coupling between them is generally explicit. Therefore, the energetic error induced
by coupling between hydraulic and thermic modules controls essentially the global time
step management.
The data exchanges between each of these modules are performed through SIGAL data
base. This logic, combined with the modular structure of the code, makes it possible new
modules to be developed independently and after self-governing tests to be easily
introduced in ICARE2.
ICARE2 is composed of about 30 000 statements entirely written in FORTRAN 77 and,
therefore, can be implemented under any system compatible with the FORTRAN 77
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language. However, the SIGAL software must be adapted according to specific logic of
the different hardware (IBM, CRAY, VAX, SUN, ect).
ICARE2 is implemented in France on IBM, CRAY and SUN computers. It has been
released to SPAIN and to ISPRA.
The ICARE2 input file is presented in the form of independent blockdata, each of them
defining various types of quantities such as metallic structure geometry, boundary
conditions, physical exchanges, computation options (time step, graphic or restart
storages, ect ). There is no compulsory order for blockdata description in the input file and
no predefined relationships between each blockdata. The latter point, which gives large
flexibility to introduce data, allows users to perform very easily sensitivity studies. The
input data acquisition is performed by a data reader which is able to read structured
user’s data, to check their syntax and to store automatically them in a SIGAL data base.
The data checker compares user's data with a predefined data base, called control file.
This data base consists of a file created by developers and containing the correct data
form as well as the physical or logical elementary rules they have to respect (such as data
compulsory aspects, blockdata variable types, physical pertinence of boundary
conditions, number of terms in Tables, increasing or decreasing order of these terms,
ect.).
4. SOURCE TERM CODE PACKAGE
The Source Term Code Package (STOP) is a set of computer codes which allows
analyses of nuclear reactor accidents to produce predictions of fission product release to
the environment as a function of reactor design and specifications of the assumed
accidents [5]. In figure 2 is shown the flow diagram of the STPC. The overall thermalhydraulics is provided by the MARCH-3. Release of fission products and aerosols during
core-concrete interactions is predicted with the VANESA code. Detailed thermalhydraulics and fission product transport in the reactor coolant system are provided by the
TRAP-MELT3. Finally, fission product transport in the containment is predicted by NAUA
code.
MARCH-3 describes the behaviour of the reactor during a severe accident and, with
approximately 185 routines, is the largest of the codes involved in the STCP. The MARCH3 code evaluates the following phenomena:
1. Heatup of the reactor coolant inventory and pressure rise or safety valve settings
with subsequent boiloff;
2. Initial blowdown of the of the coolant from the reactor coolant system;
3. Generation and transport of heat within the core, including boiloff of water from
the reactor vessel;
4. Heatup of the fuel following core uncovery, including the effects of metal-water
reactions;
5. Melting and slumping of the fuel onto the lower core support structures and into
the vessel bottom head;
6. Interaction of the core debris with residual water in the reactor vessel;
7. Interaction of the core debris with the reactor vessel bottom head;
8. Interaction of the core debris with the water in the reactor cavity;
9. Attack of the concrete baseman by the core and structural debris;
10. Relocation of the decay heat source as fission products are released from the
fuel and transported to the containment;
11. Mass and energy additions to the containment associated with all foregoing
phenomena and their effects on the containment temperature, pressure, and
steam condensation;
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12. Effects of burning of hydrogen and carbon monoxide on the containment
pressure and temperature;
13. Leakage of gases to the environment.
For MARCH-3, input is required to describe plant, to select modelling options, to describe
control parameters for safety system operation.
The MARCH-3 output provides a wide variety of information on the thermal and hydraulic
conditions in the reactor system, as well as the containment, throughout the course of the
accident sequence being analysed. Among the key outputs are the timing of containment
events, status of the core, and pressure and temperature in the containment. Additionally,
extensive detail is available on core and structure compositions, distribution of water with
in the entire system, mass and energy balance audits, ect.
The VANESA model is a mechanistic description of the aerosol generation and fission
product release during core debris interactions with concrete. The model predicts the
mass, composition, and meanparticle size of radioactive and non-radioactive materials
liberated as vapors or particles during interactions. The model indicates whether mass
release is by vaporisation processes or mechanical processes. VANESA takes the
CORCON output of the MARCH-3 and models the reduction of the H20 and C02 to H2 and
CO, as well as the loss of other materials from the pool as aerosols. The gas release from
the core-concrete interaction is an important part of most accident sequences because it
provides a severe load on the containment at the same time that a large amount of
airborne material is being produced. The rate of deposition of vapors and aerosol moving
through structures of reactor coolant system (e g., the upper plenum or the pressurizer)
can be calculated given the temperature of these structures and the flow rate,
composition, and temperature of the gas The MERGE code provides the required flow
rates, gas conditions, and temperatures. TRAP-MELT2 code, which runs as a subroutine
in TRAP-MELT3, handles ten species of materials, including noble gases in the STCP. The
noble gases are not retained in the reactor coolant system and are thus considered in
TRAP-MELT only for decay heat calculations and for bookkeeping purposes. The three
spev ies, Csl, CsOH and Te account for all the volatile fission products of interest in a
TRAP-MELT calculations. These three forms are treated as vapors as they leave the core:
they can condense an walls and aerosol particles, evaporate from were they have
condensed, or become attached to wall surface by some chemical or physical mechanism
(sorbtion).
Some portion of the aerosol produced in the vessel during core heatup and those ex
vessel aerosols produced during the core concrete interaction eventually arrive in the
reactor containment structure. Natural processes of agglomeration and deposition lead to
retention of aerosols within the containment. In addition, some containment structures are
equipped with water sprays, ice condensers, or water suppression pools, which cause
further retention of aerosol and fission products. The NAUA-MOD4 computer code is
being used for analysing these effects.
5. EXPERIENCE OF STCP IMPLEMENTATION
5.1. VAX SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

STCP Mod.1 was implemented on a VAX/VMS computer system. The package was run on
a 32-bit supper-minicomputer VAX 11/150 with VAX/VMS V4.7 operating system. Using the
192 version of the programme MARCH3, the TMLB sample problem for Zion Unit 1 NPP
(PWR with a large, dry containment) was calculated successfully. However, when
analysing the TMLB scenario for a VVER-440 (V 213) NPP, MARCH3 failed to calculate the
entire sequence due to loss of accuracy. In order to remove this obstacle, a DOUBLE
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PRECISION VAX-version MARCH3D was created. In this version, the CPUSSEC function
was recoded to return the elpased real time through substitution the CDC intrinsic function
SECOND by the VAX/VMS intrinsic function SECNDS. The last one returns the time of the
day. Using the created VAX-version MARCH3D, the TMLB scenarios for Zion and VVER440 NPP were also calculated.
Table 1 shows the chronology of the main accidents events during the Zion TMLB
accidents calculated by MARCH3 and MARCH3D an a VAX 11/750 computer. For a
comparison, the sample output results for the same scenario, provided by the Battelle
Columbus Laboratories, are also given in Table 1.
In order to estimate the influence of the VAX 11/750 word length representation on the
results obtained, the relative deviations of some Zion TMLB MARCH3- and MARCH3Dcalculated parameters from the sample values were calculated. The relative deviation of
the parameters, dev,, was calculated according to:
dev

= ——ioo, %,

(I)

where

PCaic,i is MARCH3- or MARCH3D-calculated value of the parameter at the moment of
accident event i;
Psampie.i' sample value of the parameter at the moment of accident event i.
Figures 3 and 4 show the relative deviations of the Zion TMLB MARCH3- and MARC3Dcalculated reactor containment pressure and debris temperature as sample accident time
functions.
TABLE 1 - CHRONOLOGY OF THE MARCH3- AND MARCH3D-CALCULATED ZION
TMLB ACCIDENT EVENTS ON A VAX 11/750 COMPUTER
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ACCIDENT EVENT
Accident initiation
Steam generator dryout
Core uncovery
Start of core melting
Core slumping
Bottom head heatup
Bottom head failure
Start of water-debris interaction
Containment failure
Reactor cavity dryout
Start of debris-concrete interaction
Normal exit

SAMPLE
0.00
93.30
126.63
149.13
168.13
169.88
178.57
178.57
279.61
242.18
307.18
907.18

TIME (min)
MARCH3D
0.00
93.30
126.63
149.13
168.13
169.88
17857
178.57
179.61
242.04
304.04
907.04

MARCH3
0.00
95.65
126.23
148.98
167.48
169.23
177.92
177.92
178.96
239.42
305.42
905.42

5.2 IBM SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
STCP Mod.1 was also implemented on an IBM computer system. The package was run on
a 32-bit IBM 3031 computer. The software included MVS/XA operating system, ISPF utility
an VS-FORTRAN V-1.3 compiler. During the VS-FORTRAN compilation of the origin
MARCH3 (V 192) code, some warnings (but not syntax errors) were encountered. Zion
TMLB sample problem wad run on the machine and it was noted that the resultant output
contained some differences from the sample output results. Consequently, the second
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attempt was to recoded MARCH3 into DOUBLE PRECISION. Repetitive checking of
source lines was necessary during the conversion. As a result of these modifications, the
full functionality of the code was retained. Using the created IBM DOUBLE PRECISION
version MARCH3D, the TMLB scenarios for Zion and VVER-440 (V 213) NPPs were
calculated.
Table 2 shows the chronology of the main accident events during the Zion TMLB accident
sequence calculated by the MARCH3D DOUBLE PRECISION versions on a VAX 11/750
and on a IBM 3081 computers. For a comparison, the sample problem output results for
the same scenario, are also given in Table 2. The figures 7 to 10 show a very good
coincidence between the results from calculation and the sample problem output results.
In order to estimate the influence of the computer used on the results obtained, the relative
deviations of some Zion TMLB VAX 11-750- and IBM 3081-calculated parameters, using
the created MARCH3D DOUBLE PRECISION versions, from the sample output values
were calculated according to Equation (1).
Figures 5 and 6 show the relative deviations of the Zion TMLB VAX 11/750- and IBM 3081calculated reactor containment pressure and debris temperature as a function of the
sample accident time.
TABLE 2 - CHRONOLOGY OF THE MARCH3- AND MARCH3D-CALCULATED ZION
TMLB ACCIDENT EVENTS ON A VAX 11/750 COMPUTER
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ACCIDENT EVENT
Accident initiation
Steam generator dryout
Core uncovery
Start of core melting
Core slumping
Bottom head heatup
Bottom head failure
Start of water-debris interaction
Containment failure
Reactor cavity dryout
Start of debris-concrete interaction
Normal exit

SAMPLE
0.00
93.30
126.63
149.13
168.13
169.88
178.57
179.57
179.61
242.18
307.18
907.18

TIME (min)
VAX
0.00
93.30
126.63
149.13
168.13
169.88
178.57
178.57
179.61
242.04
307.04
907.04

IBM
0.00
93.30
126.63
148.13
168.13
169.88
178.57
179.57
179.61
240.30
306.30
906.30
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"KOZLODUY" NPP WWER - 440/230 REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL
RADIATION LIFETIME
St. Vodenlcharov*, Tz. Kamenova*, P. Tzokov**, A. Vldenov**, B. Pekov***
Institute for Metal Science*
NPP " Kozloduy", Kozloduy**
Committee for Use of Nuclear Energy for Peaceful Purposes***
The designed life time of Kozloduy nuclear units WWER440/230 is 30 years. The
world practice shows that as a result of fast neutron bombardment in the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) metal a process of embrittlement is running. As result the radiation life time
gets less than the designed life time. For the moment there are relatively accurate
empirical methods for predicting the range of neutron irradiation embrittlement (NIE) of the
RPV metal while the embrittlement rate law of neutron re-irradiation embrittlement (NRE)
after annealing
is not definitely established. In spite of different procedures and
reconstruction for neutron embrittlement effect mitigation the extension of life time for RPV
with high P and Cu content in the weld metal is under safety limit. The possibility for
solving of this problem is the determination of re-embrittlement rate law. In this moment
the conservative re-embrittlement law is accepted in the world standards for assessment
of RPV integrity. Now there are new data supporting the model for "lateral (horizontal) shift"
of the critical transition temperature curve after neutron re-irradiation [1,2,3]. This model
gives priority over conservative law as the re-embrittlement rate decrease gives extension
of radiation life time. Those data are not statistically well grounded and a future
confirmation of their validity is necessary.
The aim of this work is to compare the RPV WWER440 NPP "Kozloduy" radiation life
time, calculated by means of the different re-embrittlement rate laws after annealing using
updated parameters describing neutron irradiation embrittlement and standard method for
RPV integrity assessment
1. Activities for mitigation of the neutron embrittlement of RPV metal
In order to Increase the life time of RPV some activities for mitigating the rate of NIE,
restoring the mechanical properties and restricting the possibility for thermochocks are
performed in NPP Kosloduy. The most important of them are:
- Decreasing the neutron loading on RPV metal by means of installation of 36 dummy
elements in the periphery of the core zone. The years of dummy element loading are given
in table 1:
Table 1
Year

Unit 1
1987

Unit 2
1988

Unit 3
1987

Unit 4
low leakage

- Heating the water in tank for emergency core cooling up to 55°C.
-The recovery annealing is conducted according Russian methods :
heating rate <20°C and cooling rate <30°C as follows:

475°C/150 h,

Table 2
Year

Unit 1
1989

Unit 2
1992

Unit 3
1989

- Actualisation of the operation instruction for pressure decreasing in
compensated primary leak running at high pressure in RPV.
- ISI before and after annealing

the case of
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- Actualisation of the P-T start and shut down diagrammes after annealing and of the
permissible temperatures for hydrotests.
- Starting in 1992 a programme for installation of fast acting valves in main steam
piping.
2. RPV metal embrittlement criteria parameters
For calculation of critical temperature of embrittlement (Tkf) a number of parameters,
describing the metal properties, the irradiation conditions and the neutron field are
necessary. Unfortunately in the early years of nuclear power production the process of NIE
has not been Investigated well enough and the values of some parameters haven't been
measured and registrated during manufacture.
According Russian standards [4] the critical temperature of ductile to brittle transition
(Tkf) for weld metal is given by:
Tkf = Tko + Af (F /Fo)333 =Tko + 800(P + 0.07Cu) ( F /Fo) 3 33 (1)
where:
Tko- critical temperature of ductile to brittle transition for non irradiated metal, Af chemical coefitient of embrittlement, F - fluence, Fo=1018 n/cm2.
2.1 Chemical composition
With respect to neutron induced embrittlement of RPV WWER440/230 metal only the P and
Cu content in weld 4 is decisive. The P and Cu concentrations are shown in table 3. The
Unit 3 and 4 values are factory data. The data for Unit 2 are received lately by means of
optical emission spectroscopy and wet chemical analysis of templet material taken out
from RPV [ 5] and for Unit 1 - by scraps chemical analysis . While the P an Cu contents in
weld 4 -Unit 2 coincide with the predicted ones, those for Unit 1 are quite different: the Cu
content is lower and P content - extremely higher.
Table 3

P, %wt.
Cu, %wt.
Af

Unit 1
0.05
0.11
48.3

Unit 2
0.037
0.18
40.1

Units
0.036
0.20
40.0

Unit 4
0.021
0.04
19.0

2.2 Initial critical temperature of embrittlement (Tko)
Similarly to the impurity content, the Tko values have been determinated in factory only for
Unit 3 and 4 (table 4). For Unit 2 Tko has been determinated by means of high temperature
annealing (T=560°C/ 2h) of subsize specimens manufactured from templets material and
for Unit 1 recalculated with the new P content. The increasing of P content up to 0.051%
increase the Tko value from 52°C to 65°C [6]. There is an uncertainty in the last value due
to the inaccuracy of formulae used for calculation.
Table 4
Tko, ®c

Unit 1
65

Unit 2
50

Unit 3
50

Unit 4
5

2.3 Residual part of Tkf shift ( A Tres) and re-embrittlement law
After annealing the Tkf increase can by determinated by standard
method:
Tkf- Tko + A Tres + Af. (F/Fo) 0 33

(2)

conservative

As we mentioned above there are new data supporting the model for "lateral
(horizontal) shift" of the critical transition temperature curve after neutron re-irradiation [ 1,
2, 3]. According to this model the re-embrittlement rate significantly decreases in
comparison to the conservative law:
Tkf= Tko + (A Tres3 + At3. (F/Fo) )333

(3>

According Russian standard for weld metal with P content up to 0.04% an A Tres =
20°C is accepted. This value is correct for annealed Unit 2 and Unit 3, but for Unit 1 the P
content is significantly higher. For this case a value of 40°C is proposed in [ 3 ]. The A Tres
values are shone in table 5.
Table 5
A Tres, °C

Unit 4

Unlt3
20

Unit 2
20

Unit 1
40

-

3. RPV radiation life time assessment
The contemporary values of P and Cu concentrations, Tko and A Tres are used for
prediction of the neutron embrittlement of the weld metal. The trend curves are calculated
using designed fluence (G) and the calculated mean values (CAL)[6,7] at 1/4 wall
thickness (D). The results obtained by "conservative" (CON) and " horizontal" (LAT) re
embrittlement calculation model for Tkf are compered on figures 1,2 and 3.
The designed maximal allowed Tka values are used for RPV radiation life time
prediction.
The life time extension of RPV metal for Unit 1,2,3 and 4, determinated by different
methods are compared in table 6. The new method for RPV life time determination by
maximal allowed flaw Is proposed by Gidropress. This method is applied now on Unit 1
and designed life time (30 years) is proved in the case of validity of conservative re
embrittlement law.
Table 6
Unit 1

EOL
[years]
F
[1/4 D]
Tka

G

CON
CAL

Unit 3

Unit 2
LAT
G
CAL

CON
G

LAT
G

G

CON
CAL

2002
2014
■-

2009
2021
-

1999
•
2019

Unit 4
LAT

G

CAL

G

2006
2021

2011
2035

2119
228

rci
163
193
210

1992
1996
-

1993
1998
-

1997
2004
-

1999
2009
-

2003
2032

4. Conclusions
- In the case of validity of the lateral re-embrittlement law for P content up to 0.05% all
RPV reach or exceed their designed life time;
- The installation of MSIV is obligatory for each of the first three Units;
- After MSIV installation Unit 2 and 3 reach their designed life time;
- For Unit 4 (low impurity content and low Tko) no problems connected with neutron
embrittlement of RPV are expected;
- The use of the real fluence values in Tkf calculation results in a radiation life time
extension;
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- A new verification of the chemical composition of RPV Unit 1 weld 4 metal is
recommended;
- A standardisation of new Gidropress life time determination by maximal allowed
flaw and determination of the ultra sonic inspection limit flaw resolution are necessary;
- The fracture mechanics methods and thermo-shock hydraulic conditions should be
re-assessed and developed, so that more accurate determination of the maximal
permissible critical temperature (Tka) could be achieved. Only in this case it could be
possible to obtain an exact prediction of the residual life time.
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NEUTRON FLUENCE DETERMINATION FOR AN ASSESSMENT OF-OPERATION
EFFECTIVENESS AND PREDICTION OF THE VVERs PRESSURE VESSEL LIFE
TIME AT KOZLODUY NPP
T. Apostolov, Kr. Illeva, S. Belousov, T. Petrova, S. Antonov, K. Ivanov,
R. Prodanova, Iv. Penev, E.Taskaev

Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, BAS
Iv. Ivanov, P. Tsokov, N. Nelov, B. Lllkov, V. Tsocheva, M. Monev, V.
Velichkov, Tsv. Haralampleva

Kozloduy NPP
One of the most important nuclear safety problems is
assurance. The factors affecting the degradation and ageing of
(RPV)

the

materials quality

reactor pressure vessel

material are:

- the metal quality;
- the processing manner in the pressure vessel manufacturing:
- radiation environment;
- chemical environment;
- thermal conditions.
Besides the counted up factors also is possible occurring of
effects

unexpected synergy

from the mentioned above factors.

During the recent years intensive investigations on the embrittlement

processes have'

been carried out and the knowledge for metal ageing has been continuously in

progress.

The study of fast neutrons effect on the materials, expressed by the neutron
requires maximum accurate determination of neutron flux and spectrum,

flue nee,

which,

on

its

hand, has set up the Pressure Vessel Reactor Dosimetry.
The critical temperature Tk, which is a quantitative measure for the

metal radiation

brittleness is empirically related to the neutron fluence F by:
Tk = Tk(F)
The neutron fluence is determined:
- at the places experiencing the most severe irradiation influence on the

base metal

and the welds at opposite of reactor core:
. on the inner pressure vessel wall
. on the outer pressure vessel wall
- in the surveillances with sample-witnesses and detectors.
An assessment of the critical temperature at the internal

wall can be done by

nondestructive analysis only using the calculated fluence.
By the neutron fluence are determined:
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• the current embrittlement;
• the operation efficiency;
• the RPV life time.
The development of our knowledge for the radiation embrittlement of VVER-440
and WER-1000 pressure vessels has been based on:
- utilization of ready made solutions and instructions of the VVER Manufacturer;
- accumulation of self made experience during the operation;
- outcomes from the accumulated experience;
- collaboration with leading institutions.
The accumulated experience shows that it is not sufficient to utilize the
Manufacturer's ready made solutions, but it is also necessary to develop self experience in
solving the radiation embrittlement problems.
The main activities In gaining self experience for the radiation embrittlement
assessment of VVER-440 pressure vessels are shown below:
1985: • acquisition with the problem, actuality of its solution for the reactors at NPP
Kozloduy;
1987: * development of a code package for fluence calculations;
1989: • development of methodology for determination of the neutron fluence and the
critical temperature of radiation embrittlement based on a two-dimensional geometry
model;
• calculational evaluation was accomplished for the fluence and the critical
temperature of unit 3;
1991: •calculational evaluation was accomplished for the fluence and the critical
temperature of unit 2;
The achieved experience and obtained results had encouraged the Kozloduy NPP
Director at that time eng. Z. Boyadzhiev to take a nontraditional for the plant decision.
Opposing the Manufacturer's instruction for shutting down the unit, an assessment of
neutron fluence due to the real reactor operation was proposed and carried out. The
obtained results justified the decision that Unit 2 would work out the rest 6 months of the
16th cycle.
An initial Surveillance programme for the VVER-440 PV was established jointly with
the Kozloduy NPP specialists;
• the activities on the Surveillance programme for the VVER-440 PV metal
were presented and confirmed by the OSART specialists.
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1992: • calculations! evaluation was made of the neutron fluence, the critical
temperature and the life time of Units 3 and 4;
1993: • further development of the code package by incorporating a threedimensional geometry model;
• an assessment was performed for the neutron fluence, the critical
temperature of radiation embrittlement and the life time of Unit 1 at Kozloduy NPP;
• chemical analysis of weld 4 Unit 1 was made;
• detectors were installed behind the pressure vessels of Units 1,2,3 and 4
according to the reactors worldwide safety demands;
1994: • a final Surveillance programme was developed and accepted for the PV
metal of VVER-440;
• Unit 1 - comparative analysis of shavings activities, sampled after the 14th
cycle was performed for verification of the calculated fluence.
The accumulation of self experience for the VVER-1000 radiation embrittlement
assessment began in
1991: • development of calculation model
• proposal for an initial Surveillance programme for the VVER-1000 PV metal;
1992: • testing of the three dimensional geometry model;
1993: • evaluation of the neutron fluence and the radiation state of Unit 5 PV for the
operated cycles 1 to 3;
1994: • evaluation of the neutron fluence and the radiation state of Unit 6 PV for the
operated cycle 1;
• installation of activation detectors behind the pressure vessel of Unit 5 and 6;
• a Surveillance programme was developed and finally accepted for the
pressure vessel metal of WER-1000.
The following main conclusions could be made on the base of the

accumulated

experience:
- a staff methodology is necessary to be developed for continuous neutron fluence
monitoring by utilization of the elaborated and applied by us digital reactivity meter DR-8;
- a correlation methodology is necessary to be developed between the data obtained
from the experimental tests of the surveillances (staff sample-witnesses) and the fluence at
some critical places at the pressure vessel.
The developed experience and methodology have been enlarged and improved in
collaboration with the leading worldwide institutions like:
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1985 - SCODA, pressure vessels manufacturer;
1986 - Institute for Nuclear Investigations,

Rez, the critical assembly

LR-0;

experiments simulating VVER-440 and VVER-1000;
1987 - The Kurchatov Institute - the project constructor;
1988 - Finland, calculations of neutron fluence and measurements by detectors;
1990-KORPUS - a reactor system for mock-up experiments, RIFSCR „RIAR“
Dimitrovgrad, Russia;
1991 - EWGRD&WGRD-VVER - European Workshop on Reactor Dosimetry (Belgium,
Czech Republic, Russia. Germany, France, Finland, USA, Slovakia, Hungary, Italy,
Bulgaria) annual working meetings and participation in the ASTM - conferences.
All these activities have been fulfilled with the active contribution from the Kozloduy
NPP specialists: P. Tzokov, J. Gledachev, Iv. Ivanov, EP-1 - N. Nelov and group, V.
Tzocheva - sector Rodiochemy, Tz. Haralampieva and group, A. Zlateva and group, EP-2
- V. Velichkov, M. Monev, T. Batachka, VI. Jovchev.
RESULTS:
Block-chart of the calculation procedure for neutron fluence calculation in the most
common manner is represented on Fig. 1.
The accumulation of neutron fluence dependant on the real operation of Unit 1 (Fig.
2) shows that the requirements for fluence restriction are not satisfied even after the unit
annealing. Additional studies and analyses are necessary for determination of the metal
characteristics after annealing.
The results for neutron fluence of unit 2 (Fig. 3) show that the safety operation
demands determine the radiation resource up to cycle 31 in case of applying dummy
cassettes.
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Fig.1 Neutron fluence calculations! methods
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Fig. 2 Accumulation of neutron fluence dependant on the real operation and prognoses
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Fig. 3 Accumulation of neutron fluence dependant on the real operation and
prognoses
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As it can be seen from Fig. 4, Unit 3 can be safely operated up to the end of the
project life time (30 yecrs), but only under a working regime with dummy cassettes.
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Fig. 4 Accumulation of neutron fluence dependant on the real operation and prognoses
UNIT 4

Fig. 5 Accumulation of neutron fluence dependant on the real operation
prognoses
The pressure vessel of Unit 4 (Fig. 5) is in the most satisfactory state from the view
point of the metal radiation embrittlement. In the condition that all the data handed out by
the Manufacturer are not revised the reactor could be effectively operated with standard
loadings up to the end of its project lifetime.
An assessment of the temperature of metal radiation brittleness has been made on
the basis of the calculated fluence for the pressure vessels of Units 1 to 4 (Fig. 6-9).
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On Fig.10 the change in the critical temperature of embrittlement is represented for the
operated 17 cycles of unit 2 and some forecast assessments accounting for the "conservative"
and lateral" law of shifting the critical temperature after annealing. Coming out from the analysis
of the obtained results is that:
- applying the "conservative" law and in average projected annual augment of the neutron
fluence F= 1.62x1018cm‘2 the reactor could be operated safely up to the 22 cycle;
- applying the "lateral" law and in average (experienced in the unit real operation) annual
augment of the neutron fluence F=1.2x1018cm2 a reliable operation of the unit will be ensured
up to the 31 cycle and in F=1.62x1018cm*2 - up to the 27 cycle.
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The accumulation of fluence onto the VVER-1000 pressure vessel, Unit 5 is shown in Fig.
11. The tendency that the fluence, obtained from the real operation is lower than the project one
is a guarantee for the unit safe operation.
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Fig. 11 Accumulation of neutron fluence dependant on the real operation and prognoses
Measurements and calculations have been carried out for determination of the activities of
shavings taken out from the internal wall of weld 4 after the 14th cycle of Unit 1, Kozloduy NPP.
These measurements provide an unique opportunity for appropriate verification of the neutron
fluence calculations.
Table 1. The measured and calculated activities of the shavings referred 01.01.1993.

Place
N°
(2)-00

Depth
mm
3.4-4.1

Activity, E+5 Bq/g
Calculated
Measured
1.14
1.34 ±0.04

(2)-0°
(3)-0°

4.1-4.8
4.0-4.8

1.32 ±0.04
1.25 ±0.04

0.984
0.984

CONCLUSIONS:
A methodology has been developed for neutron fluence determination with respect to the
contemporary high-tech requirement.
The accurately determined fluence can be used for:
• a choice of reloading schemes with maximum reduced fluence;
• an assessment of the current state of the pressure vessel metal;
• an assessment of the operation effectiveness;
• a prediction of the rest life time.
It is necessary to be developed jointly with EP-2:
- a staff methodology for continuous neutron fluence monitoring;
-a data base for the neutron exposure and damages to be used for retrospective

analyses.
Rez,

For the purposes of quality assurance are necessary:
- ex-vessel activity measurements; simulating experiments

at the LR-0 critical assembly,

Benchmark comparative analyses;
- enhancement of the reliability on the base of self and distinct achievements.
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NUCLEAR FUEL UTILIZATION IN KOZLODUY NPP

BG9600417

dipt. eng. Z. Boyadjlev, M. Sc.Ts. Haralampleva, Ts. Peychlnov
Fuel utilisation in Kozloduy NPP as a matter of principle strives after efficiency and
economy with safe reactor operation criteria met.
In compliance with this principle the core loadings of units 1-6 are designed so that at
optimum quantity of fresh fuel and fuel cycle duration the basic operation parameters
should be within the admissible limits , providing for nuclear safety. For this purpose in
Kozloduy NPP the following reasearch and developments are being carried out in terms
of:
- extended reactor physics calculations and analyses;
- improving the accuracy of the computer codes used to model and calculate the
processes occurring in the core;
- study the fuel behaviour under operation conditions;
- evaluation of the fuel assemlies condition by applying the methods for checking fuel
cladding integrity at the end of each fuel cycle
- actions to reduce the irradiation of the reactor pressure vessels;
- improvement and development of the in-core monitoring systems;
- working-out of an optimized programme for refuellings and outages,etc.;
Up to the present moment the nuclear power reactors in Kozloduy NPP have been
operated for a total of 62 fuel cycles.
Units 1 and 2 utilizing VVER-440/B-230 reactors, which in 1991 were shut down for
upgrading and modernization, are presently running their 17th and 18th fuel cycles. Tables
1 and 2 show some basic characteristics of core loading and operation conditions during
past fuel cycles, for Unit 1 and Unit 2, respectively. Tabulated are:
- fuel enrichment and number of fresh fuel assemblies;
- fuel cycles duration in effective days;
- maximum fuel power peaking factors at design calculations Kqcalc and during
reactor operation at Kqmeas, taken for one and the same moments from the fuel cycles;
- reactor capacity factor;
- average discharge burn-up in MWD/kgU;
The tables show the basic variations of the core loading design /1/ approved by the
respective cognizant authorities and the fuel supplier:
- core design change principles amounting to placing more heavily burned-up
assemblies in the periphery of the core, i.e. low-leakage core loading pattern;
- deployment of 36 dummy assemblies in the core periphery, protecting the reactor
pressure vessel from the damaging impact of the fast neuton flux.
The average design value of the discharge fuel burn-up has been reached (31
MWd/kgU).
Unit 3 was commissioned in 1981. It has been operated for 12 fuel cycles, the
characteristics of which are given in Table 3. Also tabulated is the specific burn-up of U235
in the fresh fuel, representing the ratio of U235 mass to the number of effective days in the
design fuel cycle duration. Since the 7th fuel cycle, aiming at reduction of the reactor
pressure vessel irradiation, thirty-six dummy assemblies have been placed in the core in
combination with a low-leakage core loading pattern. The rest oi the core periphery has
been supplied with 24 or 30 fuel assemlies with considerable burn-up. (Fig.1)
Since the 10th fuel cycle, the enrichment of a number of the fuel portions of the
control assemblies have been increased from 2.4% of U235 (design) to 3.6%.
The core loading selection method adopted since the 10th fuel cycle includes the
following actions:
- to observe, if possible, core loading pattern by alternating 90,90,96 fresh fuel
assemblies of 3.6% enrichment in the course of 3 successive fuel cycles;

- to utilize 12 fresh control assemblies of 3.6% enrichment in every cycle and every
second year 1 control assembly of 2.4% enrichment in central position;
- extension, if necessary, of the design duration of the fuel cycles utilizing a power
effect.
By meeting the above mentioned conditions provision is made for 300 effective days
of the fuel cycles compared to 260-270 by design if dummies are utilized. The average
discharge fuel ourn-up is approximately 33-34 MWD/kgU.
Unit 4 of Kozloduy NPP was commissioned in 1982. It has got an improved technical
design compared to that of Units 1 and 2 and to a greater extent meets the raised safety
requirements to nuclear power units. Up to the present moment the reactor has completed
11 fuel cycles. The number of assemblies in the core corresponds to design - 349, of them
312 fuel assemblies and 37 control elements.
Table 4 shows the basic core loading and operation characteristics over the past 11
fuel cycles.
Since the 4th fuel cycle low-leakage core loading patterns have been used by placing
more heavily burned-up assemblies in the peripherey of the core. At the same time, part of
the fresh fuel assemblies are moved to the centre of the core. (Fig.2)
The adoption of the low-leakage core loading patterns increases the fuel cycles
duration by approximately 10% compared to design, while for steady-state fuel cycles the
increase is 3-4%, the amount of fresh fuel being the same.
Since the 7th fuel cycle cf Unit 4 the core loading design has been based on the
following fundamental principles:
- forty-eight assemlies of considerable burn-up are deployed in the core periphery;
- part of these periphery assemblies have been used in the core for 3 fuel cycles and
their integrity has been checked;
- gradually adopt the practice of utilizing control assemblies the fuel portion of which
is enriched to 3.6%;
- the height of the working group of control assemblies in the core with the reactor at
power is 200 cm;
- it is possible to use a power effect to extend the fuel cycle in compliance with grid
demand and nuclear safety principles.
As can be seen from Table 4, by means of the core loading described above the
average duration of the fuel cycles achieved under operation at nominal parameters is
300-310 effective days and the average number of fresh fuel assemblies (both working
and control) is about 102-108 compared to design 114-120.
The average discharge fuel burn-up achieved is within 33-36.5% MWD/kgU.
The average burn-up of 3.6% enrichment control assemblies discharged upon
completion of their 3rd fuel cycle is within 32-35.7 MWD/kgU. Since 1986 / Unit4's 6th fuel
cycle / core loading designs are performed by means of computations using the SPPS-1
code.
The multiple comparisons made on the basis of operational data from Loviisa NPP
and Kozloduy NPP show that the code is precise and adequate to compute both lowleakage core loading patterns and cores utilizing dummies. Fig.3 shows the basic core
parameters corresponding to the operating conditions of Unit 3 during its 10th fuel cycle.
Plotted are also the dependence of boron critical concentrations and the fuel burn-up
obtained from computations and they have been compared to the operational data.
Results show that in rated power reactor operation modelling the measured and computed
boron concentrations values concur very well.
To obtain the measured relative power Kqm*M the data from the regular temperature
control system have been processed according to the procedure adopted in the plant /4/.
Since units 1-4 have not got an automatic data acquisition and processing system yet,
these have been used without being statistically processed.
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Tables 5, 6 and Fig.4 show the basic results of the computed Kqrelr and the
measured Kqme*s peaking power factors for Unit 3 and Unit 4'. A lot of summarised results
are also shown concerning the errors (deviations) of the measurement and the
computation. The mean square errors are within 2-3 % and they can be higher only when
the reactor is operated at a power level lower than rated. The maximum positive and
negative deviations are within +7%.
The maximum measured values of the power peaking factors in fuel are predicted by
computation with precision better than 4%.
The systematic analyses conducted on the power distribution in the cores of Units 14 show that it is possible to ensure efficient operation without violation of the peaking
factors permissible limits.
We came to the conclusion, however, that the accuracy of the computation is
commensurate with the operation measurements accuracy. The forthcoming
implementation of the automatic parameter monitoring systems for the WWER-440 reactor
cores in Kozloduy NPP will intensify the reactor physics analyses and will provide a better
systemizaton of operational data.
Units 5 and 6 of Kozloduy NPP utilize WWER-1000 reactors of the third generation
which have incorporated higher techical-economical indicators. Compared to the WWER440 they have increased fuel power density and core sizes, the electric power has also
been increased to 1000 MW, the mechanical reactivity control system makes use of cluster
assemblies, the in-core monitoring system has been improved.
For the first core loadings of WWER-1000 a two-year fuel cycle has been applied, the
fuel having an average fuel enrichment level of 3.3% and average discharge burn-up 28.5
MWD/kgU. The same was applied for Unit 5 and 6 reactors.
Unit 5 was put into service in November 1987. At present it has been running its 4th
fuel cycle. The basic operational characteristics of the core loadings of Unit 5 are shown in
Table 7. For 4th fuel cycle the computed data for the cycle life time and the average burnup are given. The first loading was carried out according to design. At the end of the 2nd
fuel cycle a power effect was used in the course of 33 effective days. For the 3rd fuel cycle
(Fig.5) a low-leakage core loading pattern has been partially applied and provision was
made for a negative temperature effect at the beginning of the cycle by changing the
places of 6th and 8th group of the control cluster assemblies.
The reactor of Unit 6 reached criticality level on 29th May 1991. At present it has been
running its 2nd fuel cycle (Fig.6). The basic core loading characteristics of Unit 6 are
shown in Table 8.
The core loading option of WWER-1000 (Unit 5 and 6) are chosen by means of the
computer code developed by Kurchatove Nuclear Research Institute, Russia (BIPR-7) /5/
and by VNIIAES (ALBOM, PROROC) /6,7/
As can be seen on Tables 8 and 9, the fuel cycles of Units 5 and 6 do not exceed the
admissible peaking factors values and the burn-up values.
Table 9 and 10 show the results of comparisons made between computed and
operation values of the relative fuel power distributions for some moments of the fuel
cycles. The operation values are obtained by processing the current of the sensors
located in the neutron measurement channels. The VMPO system, performing this
processing, shows greater errors for these fuel assemblies that have no neutron
measurement channels. The maximum error in the shown comparisons apply to such
assemblies. The errors in fuel assemblies having maximum energy release do not exceed
6%.
The three-year fuel cycle proved to be more efficient for WWER -1000. The average
enrichment level in this type of cycle is 4.4% and the average computed burn-up - 43
MWD/kgU. It is foreseen Units 5 and 6 also to adopt the 3-year fuel cycle. The latter is
more economical and allows better utilization of fuel. The fuel cost within the energy cost is
reduced approximately by 15% compared to that relative of the 2-year cycle. The
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Research and Development department of Kozloduy NPP - 2 carried out computations
and analyses to provide the basis for the adoption of the 3-year fuel cycle.
CONCLUSION
The given results enable us to make some conclusions and suggestions.
1. The core loading option chosen for WWERs in Kozloduy NPP (Units 1-6) has led to
efficient utilization without violation of nuclear safety criteria.
2. By utilizing dummies and low-leakage core-loading patterns for WWER-440 cores
(Units 1-4) we can reach effective reduction of the reactor presure vessel irradiation. The
increased enrichment level of the fuel portion of the control rods and the improved
characteristics of Unit 3 and 4 fuel cycles have lead to maintaining the design duration of
the fuel cycles at a reduced number of assemblies by a factor 5-10%
3. The improvement of the in-core monitoring system for WWERs-440 (B-230), the
implementation of on-line simulation of the processes occurring in the core together with
the intended implementation of new more accurate computer codes will enables us to
utilize fuel with higher enrichment and implement the 4-year fuel cycle.
4. For the WWERs-1000 the adoption of the 3-year fuel cycle utilizing fuel of 4.4%
initial enrichment will ensure better core loading characteristics and more effective fuel
utilization.
5. The improvement of the in-core monitoring system for the WWER-1000 will allow to
better the accuracy of the operation data and will considerably increase the reliability of
nuclear fuel control. This will create conditions to implement improved fuel with a new type
of absorbers and the more effective low-leakage core loading patterns.
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158 , Assembly N% at 360 sector
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Table 1

c

Loaded assemblies

Spec

Cycle

Average burnup of

Core

calc
mens

y
c

1

FWA

ACA
enrich

num

ment

ber

life

TPAF
%

enrich

num

time

ment

ber

FPD

con

Kq

Kq

sump
tion of
U235

•

/FPD

periphe

withdrawn

ry spec

assemblies

features

[MWd kgU)

/FPD

N
1
2
3

4

1 6%
1B

25

1C

12

1B

12

1C

25

1B

13

18

12

1A
1B

108

1C

102

1A

102

287 79

0 59

1 300

1 31

1B- 6

9 33

357 40

0 77

1 324

1 34

1A-60

10 24

/30

/27
1A

102

IB

6

1A

102

303 60

0 87

1 61

1 255

1B

13

1A

102

1C

1

1B

6

311 70

0 95

1 50

1 268

/16

7

8

9

1B

1B

1B

1B

12

13

12

13

1A

96

1B

3

1C

3

1A

90

1B

6

1C

6

lA

72

1B

36

1C

5

1A

102

1311
317 70

092

'12
1.24

0 95

12

092

1 28

0 93

1B

13

1A

102

1B

6

1 292

0 94

27 62

31 68

19 16

27 97

31.16

1B- 6

18 09

26 34

30 70

1A-60

19 04

27 08

30 68

29 16

32 29

27 61

32 67

28 76

31 56

24 23

32 80

23 10

31 97

26 63

33 79

27.55

32 31

1A-60

'6

1 272

1B- 6
1A-60

1 27

1 23
329 23

15 58

1B- 6

1 50

1 51

32 01

/3

13
31287

28 22

1C- 1

1A-60

1 51

1 278
095

32 37

/6

Z3

302 70

23 53

3B- 6

1B- 6

1 275
297 65

32 98

1A-60

1 29

1 48
/2

22 3

19 13

2B- 5

1 310
308 30

8 73

1A-60

1 54

IS
10

3 6°o

2B- 6
1A-60

1 26

13
6

4%

1C- 6
1A-60

1 27

17
/2

5

2

1A-60

102

2B- 1

1 48

I2S

/28

38

5

1A-36
11

1B

12

1A

90

31030

095

1 35

1 255

2A-12

135

4A-12

17

IB
12

1B

13

1A

90

1C

1

2B- 6
1A-24

293 70

0 95

1 44

1 278

3A-12

1 31

10 24

4A-24

n

Z1

3B- 6
KE-36

13

1B

12

1A

84

270 60

096

1 45

1 266

1 27

1A-12
4A-12

/14

/14

3B- 6
KE-36

14

1B

18

90

1A

304 50

095

1 43

1 245

1 286

3A-12
4A-12
3B- 6
KE-36

15

1B

7

1A

84

1B

3

1A-12
277 00

092

1 40

1 225

1.220

3A- 1
4A-11

/16.5

/165

16

1B

12

1A

96

1B

6

1 228
27400

085

1 256

38- 6
KE-36
1A-24

1 68

126

12 8

38- 6

Basic data on the previous 16 fuel cycles, carried out on Unit 1
ACA
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.

Automatic Control Assemblies

A

.

enrichment 3 6%

WFA

Working Fuel Assemblies

B

.

enrichment 24%

TPAF

Thermal Power Availability Factor

C

.

enrichment 16%

FPD

Full Power Days

Table 2

Ic
8I yc

FWA

ACA
enrichment

num
ber

Spec

Cycle

Loaded assemblies

enrich-

num

ment

ber

life

TPAF

time
FPD

%

con-

meas
Kq

Kq

sumption of
U235

e

calc

Average burnup of

Core
periphe-

withdrawn

ry spec
features

assemblies

1 6%

N

1

2

1A

25

1C

12

18

12

1A

102

18

108

1C

102

1A

72

1.260

1 268
290 2

/15
284 8

4

18
18

12
13

1A

96

18

42

1A

102

345

1 63

1 290
/40
1 252

1 228

IS

Z5
312 2

092

1 51

1 264

1 237

12
5

6

7

8

9

18

18

18

18

18

18

12

13

12

13

12

13

10

1A

66

18

6

1A

84

18

6

1A

90

18

12

1A

90

18

6

1A

84

18

6

1A

90

18

14

1A

102

2’3 5

098

1.56

12
1.287

1 278

IS
290 4

097

1 42

/5

088

1 38

094

1.58

1 282

1 240

/8 0
1 203

1 197

Z6.4

/6 4
298 9

092

1.37

1 250

1 258

167

/8 7
339 3

095

1 36

1 269

1 269

12

6

1A-60
IB-

28 10

30 77

23 76

32 79

26 39

33 04

2681

33 01

28 40

3241

2547

32 10

25 52

32.73

21.89

34.27

21 23

32 48

23 52

34 82

28 30

34 29

27 65

31 75

2687

33 72

6

6

1A-60
28

31 68

6

1A-60
18-

29 19

6

1A-60
28

31 37

6

1A-60
28-

20 34
26 14

6

1A-60
18

17 83

6

1A-36
4A-24

/3

/3.0
1B

1A 60
28-

18-

/8 0
278

3 6%

6

1A-60

1 262

12.7
328 7

2 4%

9 57

/15

1 237

089

099

1 AGO
18-

082

/4C
3

(MWd/kgU]

/FPD

/FPD

3105

094

1 51

1 313

1 283

38-

6

1A-36
4 A-24

11

12
18

18

1A

96

322

091

1 43

12
1.277

1.301

28-

6

1A-24
3A-12

12

4A-23
/10
18

19

1A

90

3202

0 79

1 37

/10
1 340

1 320

38-

7

1A-12
3 A-24

13

4A-24

16

16
18

12

1A

90

18

4

3031

091

1.42

6

KE-36

1 29

1.261

28-

1A-12
3A- 6

14

4A- 6

ns
18

6

1A

90

280 6

0.92

1.43

/15
1.250

1 270

38-

6

KE-36
1A-12
3A- 6

15

4A- 6
Z4

/4
18

19

1A

90

18

2

300

087

1 48

1 282

1.270

38

6

KE-36
1A-12
3A-11

16

4A- 1

17 8
18

12

1A

96

18

6

2934

0.73

1 57

17.6
1 23

1 236

38-

6

KE-36
1A-12
3A- 6

17

4A/12.4
/124

4

28-

2

38

6

Basic data on the previous 17 fuel cycles, carried out on Unit 2
ACA

Automatic Control Assemblies

A

enrichment

36%

WFA

Working Fuel Assemblies

8

•

enrichment

24%

TPAF

Thermal Power Availability Factor

C

■

enrichment

16%

FPD

Full Power Days
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Table 3
c

Cycle

Loaded assemblies
FWA

ACA

y

TPAF

con-

%

sump-

c

enrich-

num

enrich-

num

time

I
•
N

merit

ber

merit

ber

FPD

1

1C
1B

12
25

1B

12

2
1B

13

1B

12

3
4

1A
1B
1C
1A
18

102
108
102
102
6

1A
18
1A
18

84
12
84
7

Spec

life

calc

meas
Kq

Kq

tion of
1)235

1 340
Z2

1 364
12

270.2

92

289.8

96

1 482

1 262
Z9
1.240
/14

1.211
19
1 266
/14

330.9

97

1.246

1.265
Z7

1.28

13

1A

102

3358

95

1.406

6

1B

18

1A

96

2938

86

1.568

n

-

1.278

*

1.296

/58
7

1B

19

1A

90

300.5

95

1.457

1.258

/58
1.270

/5

Z5

8

1B

12

1A

90

326.4

96

1.281

1.265
/5

1.282
/5

9

18

19

1A

96

322.5

95

1.437

1 264
/5

1.280
/5

10

1B
1A

6
12

1A

96

292.1

88

1 636

1.289
/26

1.280
/26

11

1B

6

1A

84

310.4

82

1.209

1.259
/9

1.242

1.275
/6

1.270
Z6

12

18
1A

7

12

1A
18

90
7

3305

69

withdrawn

ry spec

assemblies

1 437

/9

1A-60
18- 6
1A-60
28 6
1A-60
18 6
1A-36
4A-24
28 6
1A-36
4A-24
28 6
1A-24
3A-12
4A-24
38 6
1A-36
2A- 6
3A-12
28 6
1A-24
3A-30
38- 6
1A-30
3A-24
38- 6
1A-30
3A-24
28 -6
1A-30
3A-24
38- 6
1A-24
3A-33
48- 3

Basic data on the previous 12 fuel cycles, carried out on Unit 3
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ACA

.

Automatic Control Assemblies

WFA

.

TPAF

_

FPD

.

Full Power Days

(MWd/kgU)

/FPD

82

18

Average burnup of

features
/FPD

406

5

Core
periphe-

A

.

enrichment 3.6%

Working Fuel Assemblies

8

.

enrichment 2.4%

Thermal Power Availability Factor

C

.

enrichment 1.6%

16%
133

24%

3 6%

-

-

23.8

-

29.1

32.7

-

262

31.4

*

266

338

-

21.9

33.1

19.5

32.8

22.1

329

24.0

34.8

24.7

35.1

26.0

34.1

.

-

-

-

-

-

34.7

Table 4
c
y
c

1

Loaded assemblies
FWA
ACA
enrich num enrich num
her
her
ment
ment

Cycle
life
time
FPD

TPAF
%

e

Spec
con
sump
tion of

calc
Kq

u235

/FPD

meas Core
periphe
Kq
ry spec,
features
/FPD

Average burnup of
withdrawn
assemblies
[MWd/kgU]
1.6%

N
1

1B

25

1C

12

1A

102

1B

108

1C

102

390.0

090

1 276

1.298

12

1A

102

241.2

0.95

3

1B

13

1A

90

348.9

0.97

1B

6

1A

102

1.271
1.300
/16.8
Z16.8
1.26

1.358

1.346

313.7

0.96

1.50

Z7.5
1.270

1.361

/9
5

1B

19

1A

96

1A-60
2B-6

22.2

1A-36

26.5

332

25.6

32.7

21.3

33.9

21.1

34.1

20.3

33.2

26.4

34.4

25.8

35.1

24.2

36.1

29.7

36.5

2A-12
1B- 6
Z7.5

12

3.6%

1B- 6

1B

1B

24%

12.8

Z11.4

Z11.4

2

4

1A-60

354.4

0.96

1.31

1.306

Z9
1.240

3B-12
1A-36
2A-12
4A-12
2B- 6
1A-24
3A-12
4A-24

Z3.9
6

1B

18

1A

96

309.5

0.96

1.49

1.307

Z3.9
1.301

38

6

1A-12
3A-30
4A-18

Z19

/19
7

1B
1A

7

1A

90

244.0

0.90

1 66

1.316

1.288

2B- 6
1A-12
3A-18
4A-30

120.9
8

1B

6

1A

78

350.4

0.91

1.00

1.292

Z20.9
1.301

2B- 6
1A-12
4A-48

Z19

Z19
9

10

1A

1B

12

7

1

1C
18

6

1A

90

1A

90

295 0

0.95

1.54

1.338

1.339
Z2.7

Z2.7
309.3

0.87

1.47

1.335

1.270

3B- 6
1A-12
4A-48
3B- 6
1A-12

13.9

4A-48

1A

12

11

18

6

1A

90

332.0

12

1A

12

1A

96

297.4

Z3.8
0.64

1.21

1.326

Z3.8
1.310

Z5.4
1.49

Z5.4

1.337

3B- 6
1A-12
3A-12
4A-36
28- 6
1A-12

21.7

34.4

3A-12
4A-36
38- 6
Basic data on the previous 12 fuel cycles, carried out on Unit 4
ACA

.

Automatic Control Assemblies

A

_

enrichment 3.6%

WFA

.

Working Fuel Assemblies

8

.

enrichment 2.4%

TPAF

.

Thermal Power Availability Factor

C

.

enrichment 1.6%

FPD

.

Full Power Days
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Table 5
7,
FPD

/ Parameters
/ of conditions
/ in tde core
/

54 /HV| = 193cm
fT jn = 263 C
/ Nt = 100%
/ CB= 0 963g/kg

3 5 /Hy|= 197cm
/T jn = 264.2°C
/ Nt = 90 %
ZCB=1 007g/kg

Keff
AKeff • calcul error [%]
Max. Kq

1 0020
00020

1 0018
0 0018

K meas/K calc (Nass)

209 9/ Hv, = 200cm
/ Tjn = 262 3 C
/Nt = 100%
/ CB=0.180g/kg
0 9970
•0 0030

1253/1260(22)
1 260/1.253 (22)
73

1.212/1 208 (51)
1.213/1 166 (228)

Maximum positive error

1.260/1.267 (22)
1 267/1.260 (22)
60

N of assembly (type)

82 (2A)

82 (2A)

228 (2A)

Kqcalc/Kq"1eas (Nass)

Maximum negative error

64

N of assembly (type)

2.7

mean error 3A (95)
error peripherial assemblies

230 (2A)
2 7

18
1.1
04

-04

0.1
1.8

mean error 2A (96)

• 3.1

52
20 (1A)

1 (3A)

o mean-square error
mean error 1A (84)

4 7

2 1
- 17
-24

- 1.9
24

- 14
02

Main results in SPPS -1 calculation, compared with the measured assemblywise power
distributions Kq(n) for different moments [FPD] of the Cycle 11 Unit 3
Error Kq(n) = (Kq(njca,c - Kq(n)mea9)«100 [%) n • location number in 360° sector

Table 6
T,
FPD

/ Parameters
/ of conditions
/ In tde core
/

Keff
\Keff - calcul error (%]

5.44 /HV|= 181cm
/Tin=262.1eC
/ Nt = 100%
' CB = 1.06g/kg
0.9989
-0.11

33.5 / Hy;=191cm
/ T jn=261.7°C
/ nt = 100%
/ Cg=0.91 g/kg
1 0011
0.11

67.5 / Hy| = 193cm
/T jn=262.4eC
/ Nt = 100%
/ CB=0 79 g/kg
09995
-0 05

275 /Hv, = 180cm
/ T jn = 264.4°C
/ nt = 100%
/ CB=0.068 g/kg
0.9952
-048

Max. Kg
Kqfneas/KqCaic (Nass)
KqCalcZKqmeas (Nass)
Maximum positive error
N of assembly (type)
Maximum negative
error
N of assembly (type)
rr mean-square error
mean error 1A (78)
mean error 2A (90)

1.314/1 327 (48)
1.327/1.314 (48)
4.8
52 /1A/
-36

1.315/1.318 (305)

78 /3A/
1.8
0.7

257 /3A/

mean error 3A (96)

0.5
-1.1

mean error 4A (48)

-1.3

mean error 38 ( 6)

-1.3

error peripherial

0.6

1.320/1 315(48)
62
72/4A/
-6.1

25
00

1.304/1 312 (305)
1.314/1 304 (48)
5.4
90/4A/
-4.7

1.295/1 276 (305)
1.277/1 295 (142)
58
91 /1A/
-6.8

272 /3A/
23
04

272 /3A/
28
14

36

0.0
-18
34

0.5
-2.7
24

-0.5

-0.9

-34

3.1

3.0

1.6

0.1
-1.7

assemblies
Main results In SPPS -1 calculation, compared with the measured assemblywise power distributions Kq(n) for
different moments [FPD] of the Cycle 11 Unit 4 Error Kq(n) = (Kq(n)calc • Kq(n)m°a9)*100 [%]
n - location number In 360° sector
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Table 7
c

y

I

Loaded
assemblies

c
1

I
|

type

e
A
B
1.

2*

r

79
42
36

TB

6

A

-

B

-

r

73

FB

6

B

1
78
6

r

3.

FB
4.

num
ber

FPD

Average
Relative power

crit.

distribution factors

Cnseoa

g*g

burnup of
withdrawn

BOC

I

Kq

|

EC>C

Kv

[

Kq

assemblies
Kv

[MWd/kgU]
12.670
15059

298 6

653

1.81

1.31

1.20

1 35
23 786
28.180

B

-

r

72
6

TB

Cycle
life
time

325 0

695

1.25

1 56

1.20

1 33

317 7

7 77

1 25

1.63

1.18

1 31

3086

749

1.27

1.62

1.20

1.33

24.742
26 806
28 180
24.742
26 806
27.170
27.040
24 540

Main cycle characteristics. Unit 5
A - enrichment 2.0%
B - enrichment 3.0%
T - enrichment 3.3%
FB - enrichment 3.3% prof, with 3.0%
* - stretch-out

Table 8
C

Loaded

Cycle

y

assemblies

life

c
I

type

e

1.

2

num

crit

time

Ch3B03

FPD

g/kg

ber
A

79

B

42

I*

36

TB

6

B

-

r

73

TB

6

Relative power
distribution factors
BOC
Kq

Kv

withdrawn
assemblies

EOC
Kq

Average
burnup of

Kv

[MWd/kgU]
12.865
15.360

301.6

6.53

1.31

1.81

1.20

1.35

298 2

7.13

1 29

1.65

1.19

1.31

27.280
23 505
26 230

Main cycle characteristics, Unit 6
A - enrichment 2.0%
B - enrichment 3.0%
f - enrichment 3.3%
FB - enrichment 3.3% prof, with 3 0%
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Table 9
T. FPD

Parameters of condi75

153

208

275

H10. cm

280

273

280

278

Tin. °C

2832

2855

2852

2835

Nt,%

79

94

95

77

601

3 72

254

1.24

tions in the core

ch3303-

meas., g/kg

600

3 88

254

1 32

1.26/1.23
60

1.23/1.20
129

1.19/1.19
129

1 19/1.18
10

1.23/1.26
60

1 20/1.23
129

1.19/1.19
129

1.18/1.19
10

Cm3bo3- calc, g/kg
meas calc
Kq-rvAKq
calc

(Nass)
meas

KqmaAKq

(Nass)

8 70

9 74

6.80

7.33

123 ( F)

44(T)

MO

123(F)

Max. (+) difference
N of assembly (type)

l-

Max. (-) difference

5.43

463

583

4.57

11(F)

153(F)

14(f)

11(0

root mean square

2 79

280

2.30

2 89

Assemblies with SPD
root mean square

1 43

1 57

2 54

2 97

3 10

3.11

2.11

274

N of assembliy (type)
All assemblies

Assemblies without SPD
root mean square

Main results in BIPR-7 calculation, compared with the measured assemblywise
power distributions Kq(n) for different moments (FPD] of the Cycle 3 Unit 5
Kq(nlcfl,c-Kq(n|me”
Difference = ..................................... . 100 [%]
Kq.n™
n - location number in 360 sector

Table 10
Parameters of condi-

T, FPD
221.7

24

425

1238

H10, cm

279

278

274

268

Tin, °C

287.5

286.9

285.1

2825

tions in the core

Nt, %
^h3bo3 ■ meas., g/kg

Kqm,,\Kq
calc
Kqm.,\Kq

79

51

4.22

2.42

6.32

5.97

4 02

2.51

1316/1.251

1.260/1.241

1.230/1.226
152

129

129

35

1.251/1.322

1.251/1 316
129

1.241/1 260
35

152

825

5.97

11.01

4KO

120(F)

44(F)
8.08

(Nass)
meas

93
582

1.322/1.251

Ch3bo3’ calc, g/kg
meas calc

99
6.14

(Nass)

Max. (+) difference
N of assembliy (type)
Max. (-) difference

129
7.23
20(F)

.

1.226/1.230

6.58

652

6.81

4(F)

4(F)

56(B)

93(B)

All assemblies
root mean square

368

348

260

4.37

Assemblies with SPD
root mean square

280

208

1 98

4 02

Assemblies without SPD
root mean square

3.49

326

2.30

4.16

N of assembly (type)

Main results in BIPR-7 calculation, compared with the measured assemblywise power
distributions Kq(n) for different moments [FPD] of the Cycle 2 Unit 6
Kq|n)c*'e * Kq,n)m*a*
Difference = .........................
. 100[%]

Kq(„ra’
n - location number in 360° sector
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BG9600418
MMklTAUklOHHblE METOflbl MCCAEflOBAHMfl B PAflMAUklOHHOM
METAAAOBEflEHMM
M. neneHAKOB,ft. FeoprweB
MHCTMTyr MOTBAAOBeneHMA - BAH
ripo6AeMbi, xapaKTepn3ylou4kie

opgamgt

pannaunoHHoro

motbaaobgaghma

M ero

aKTyaAbHOCT, CBA33HHbl C M3M6H6HM6M CTpyKTypbl M CBOMCTB OpMMGHAGMbIX B AAGpHOfl M
BonopoflHoA OHepreikiKe KOHCTpyKUMOHHbIX MarepnaAOB, KOTopbix tgpoat bo3agmctbmg
HMCKO- M BbICOKO-SHGprGTMMGCKMX KOpOyCKyAApHbIX M MOHHbIX HOTOKOB. HOBGAGHMG 3TMX

MarepkiaAOB b npouecce SKcnAyaraumi oopgagaagt onruMaAbHylo KCHCTpyKUMlo n
npOMHOCTb OHGprGTMHGCKMX yCTBHOBOK, B KOTOpbIX OHM MCOOAb3ylOTCA. M3 3T0F0
BblTGKaeT M OflHa M3 C3MblX Ba>KHGHli)MX 33^34 paflMaUMOHHOrO MGTaAAOBGAGHMAM3yM6HMe M3M6H6HMA CBOMCTB OOCAG 06AyMGHMA OHGprGTMMGCKMMM HOTOKaMM MGTaAAOB
M CHAaBOB M BMGCTG C 3TMM yMGAOG OpMMGHGHMG B 3T0M O0AaCTM M3BGCTHblX M C03flaHM6
HOBbIX KOHCTpyKUMOHHbIX M6T3AAMM6CKMX COAaBOB M M3T6pMaA0B.
B COBpGMGHHOM 37306 pa3BMTMA o6lJ46CTBa
HayK3
BblflGAAGT
OpMOpMTGT
3HGpFMMHblX Hpo6AGM M MCCAGAOBaHMA B o6AaCTM paflMaUMOHHbIX OOBpOKAGHMfl B
MGTdAAaX

M

COAaBaX

BGayTCA

LUMPOKMM

(JjpOHTOM.

HaCTb

M3

HMX

OOCBALUGHHbl

HapyiUGHMAM B CTpyKTypG MaTGpMaAa npM nOMOlUM B03A6RCTBMA 3apA>KGHHblX MaCTMU"MMMTaUMOHHblG" MGTOflbl HOSBOAPlOT yCKOpMTb OpOUGCC OOAyHGHMA MH(J>0pM3UMM O
paflMailMOHHOM flG(|)GKT006pa30BaHMMl OOCKOAbKy B peaAbHbIX yCAOBMAX 3KC06pMM6HTbl
AAMAMCb 6bl MpG3BblH3MH0 flOAFO 00 MGpG HaKaOAMB3HMA Hy>KHOM A03bl. 06o6lUGHMG M
3H3AM3 C06paHHblX flO CMX OOp C MCC00Ab30B3HMGM 3TMX MGTOflOB A3HHblX BOBCG H6
TpMBMaAbHylO

sanany.

3aTpyAHMT6AbH0

H3X0)KAGHM6

KOpGAAUMM

C

pGaAbHbIMM

pGaKTOpHbIMM yCAOBMAMM 00 MGpG M3CT0 HGOOpGflGAGHOrO MCXOflHOrO CTpyKTypHOrO
COCTOAHMA Opo6HblX TGA M pGaAbHbIX KOHCTpyKUMM. B 3T0M HaopaBAGHMM Hy>KHbl
3HdMMT6AbHO SOAblUMG HdyMHblG yCMAMA.
MCTOMHMKaMM

MOHMSMpylOlUMX

M3AyHGHMM

M

MOHMSOBaHHbIX

KOpOyCKyAApHbIX

OOTOKOB ABAAlOTCA aTOMHbIG M TGpMOAflGpHblG pGBKTOpbl, paflMOaKTMBHblG M3OTO0W,
yCrOpMTGAM MOHOB, 3A6KTpMH6CKM6 paSpAflbl B BaKyyMv1, OAGKTpOHHblG MMKpOCKOObl, M
T.fl. Bog ohm opoaocTaBAaloT B03M0>KH0CTb opM oomoium ynaMHO oono6paHbix m
paspaBOTGHHblX M6TOAMK AAA MHMUMMpOBGHMA "MMMTaUMOHHbIM OyTGM" paAMGUMOHHblX
00BPGMA6HMM B CTpyKTypG MGTaAAOB M C0A3B0B.
PGUJGTKG

MAGHTMHHbl

C

A6<t>6KTaMM

HGyTpOHHOfO

3tM AG(|)GKTbl
oGAyHGHMA

B
M

KpMCTaAMMGCKOfl
TOMG

Bbl3blBalOT

M3MGH6HM6 (&M3MH6CKMX CBOMCTB MaTGpMaAOB! OAGKTpOCOOpOTMBAGHMA, TGpMO 3.AC.,
OapaMGTpa PGLUGTKM, T60A0<J>M3MM6CKMX XapaKTGpMCTMK, AM<t><t)y3MOHHOM OOABMMHOCTM
3T0M0B. OopGAGAGHMG XapaKTGpHbIX OapaMGTpOB 3TMX CBOMCTB A36T MH<t>OpMaUMtO O
CT606HM Ae<j)6KTHOCTM M3yMa6MblX CTpyKTyp. A BCG M3M6H6HMA MGXaHMMGCKMX CBOMCTB
KOHCTpyKUMOHHbIX MaTGpMaAOB B pG3yAbT3T6 3TMX OpOUGCCOB MH(f>OpMMpylOT 06 MX
OKCOAyaTaUMOHHblX XapaKTGpMCTMK B yCAOBMAX HGOpepblBHOM pa60Tbl.

ripOHMKHOBGHMG M H3K00A6HMG B0A0p0A3 B KOpoyCaX pGaKTOpOB TOMG ABAAGTCA
Opo6AGMO&,
CBA33HH0M
C
3KC0AyaT3UM0HH0M
HaA6>KAHOCTblO,
M
M3yM3GTCA
COGUMaAMCTaM B 06a3CTM paAMaUMOHHOFO MGTaAAOBGAeHMA. MCTOHHMKM BOAOpOAS M oro
M30T000B B TGpMOAAGpHbIX pGAKTOpaX ABAAGTCA 0A33MGH3A pa60M3A CpGA3. B
ycTdHOBKax
TMoa
BB3P
cymGCTByloT
CAGAyloiUMG
mctomhmkm
BOAopoA3:
paAMOAMTMMGCKOG p33A0>KGHMG OXABMASlOLUGM BOAbl, 3MM3Ka M FMAp33MH-rMAp3Ta;
K0pp03MA MaTGpMaAOB OGpBOfO KOHTypa; AMCC0UM3UMA B0A0P0A3 B M6T3AA6 B
MOAGKyAApHOM BMA6 MAM B BMA6 MGTaHa; AAGpHblG (O.p) P63KUMM. BOAOpOA T3KMM
06p330M BAMA6T H3 MGXaHMHGCKMG CB0MCTB3 p63KT0pHblX MaTGpMaAOB, Bbl3blB3A
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BOflOpoflHoe oxpynMneaHne. UseecTHbi pasHbie SKcnepMMGHTaAbHbiG mgtoaw aar
peaAnaauMM hpohmkhobghmr BOAOpOAa b MGiaAAax m cnAasax n aar MCCACAOBaHMM cro
nOCAGACTBMR.
yTOMHGHMfl

PGayAbTaTbl

npMMGHGHUfl T3KHX

OnTMMaAbHOM

npeAOcraBAflloT

KOpGARLIMM

Mnc&opMauMlo

o

C

M6TOAOB

M

pGaAbHbIMM

coctorhmm

MX

MHTGpnpGiaUMR

HOCAG

peaKTOpHbIMM

yCAOBMRMM

npo6AGMOM

kohkpgthwx

boaopoahom

MdTGpMaAOB, npMMGHRGMbIX B OHGpFGTMKG.
B

1/lHCTMTyTG

paAMaUMOHHOrO

MGTaAAOBGAGHMR - BAH

MGTaAAOBGAGHMR

C

BCAMCb

MCn0Ab30BaHM6M

MCCACAOBaHMA

B

"MMMTaUMOHHbIX

OBAACTM

MGTOAOB"

AAR

nOAyMGHMfl CTpyKTypHbIX A6(t)GKT0B B 06p33UaX M3 HOBbIX MApOK CTAAGM HpM HOMOLUM
MOHHoro MMHAaHTaTopa, npM

homouum

TAelomero paapRAa

b

boaopoahom

m

tgamgbom

aTMOC(()epaX M npM HOMOLUM OAGKTpOAMTHOrO HACblLUGHMR BOAOpOAOM. OcymGCTBARAM
nOBGpXHOCTHyk) o6pa60TKy npo6hblX TGA M3 KOHCTpyKUMOHHbIX CTaAGM M0HM30BaHblM
BOAOpOAOM M HaBAlOAaAM AG06KTHylO CTpVKTypy M MMKpOHOpbl HOCAG OT>KMra.
SAGKTpOHHblH MMKpOCKOH pGFMCTpMpOBaA HaKOHAGHMG AC(J)GKTOB B CTpyKTypG CTAA6M
X25T, X18AF12

,

m

aar

cpaBHGHMR,

b

X18H9T

hocag bosagmctbmr

ycKopcHHbiMM (ao 70

K3B) TGAMGBblMM I/I0H3MM. JHaR a30T0C0AepwaiUMX CT3AGM nOK33aAM, HTO paAMBUMOHHOCTMMyAMpOBaHHOG

HMTpMA006pa30BaHMG

AAR

TGMHGpaTyp

AO

400°C

HOA3BARGT

nORBAGHMG HOpbl TGAMR. MCCAGAOB3AM Mbl M nOBGpXHOCTHyk) MOHHO-CTMMyAMpOBaHHyk)
3PP03MIO B yCAOBMRX aHOMdAbHOrO TAGlOLUGFO pa3pflA3 B TaSOBOM CpGAG M3 BOAOpOAB,
FGAMR

M

aprOHa.

P63yAbTaTbl

nOKa3blBak)T

CTGnGHb

yCTOMMMBOCTM

MCCAGAyGMbIX

MaTGpMaAOB B yCAOBMRX HMCK0-3H6pr6TMM6CK0r0 MOHHOCO B03AGMCTBMR,
KOTOpbIG
CyiLlGCTBylOT B nA33MGHHblX OHGpTMMHblX yCTpOMCTB3X. Ho MGpG M3yMGHMR BOAOpOAHOM
npoBAGMOM pa3pa6oiaAM Ha 6a36 MaccnoKTpoMGTpa MI/I 1201B annaparypy

m

MGTOAMKy

AAR KOAMMGCTBGHHOrO OHpGAGAGHMfl BOAOpOAa B MGT3AAMMGCKMX CHAdBaX M MGTOAMKy
MCCA6AOB3HMR

BOAOpOAOnpOHMLiaGMOCTM

KOHCTpyKUMOHHbIX
MOAGKyAbl
npo6HblX

MaTGpMdAdX.

M

KOOtJX^MUMGHTOB

1/ICCAGAOBaHO

M

BAMRHMG

AM<M>y3MM
MOHM33UMM

BOAOpOAa

B

BOAOpOAHOM

B TAGlOLUGM p33pRAG H3 K03<J)<J>MUM6HT0B AM(()(|)y3MM M npOHMUaGMOCTM
TGA.
npOBGAM
M
SKCHGpMMGHTbl
AAR
M3yHGHMH
KOpGARUMM
MGMAy

KOHUGHTpaqMRMM

BOAOpOAa,

XapaKTGpMCTMKaMM

M

M0HM30B3H0r0

HGKOTOpbIMM

KOHCTpyKUMOHHbIX CT3AGM.

OAGKTpOAMTHbIM

(|)M3MHGCKMMM

fiyTGM,

MGXaHMMGCKMMM

CBOMCTB3MM

MCCAGAOBdHblX

Pa3pa60T3Ha MGT0AMK3 AAR OHpGAGAGHMfl HOBGpXHOCTHOM

MMKpOTBGpAOCTM AO M HOCAG MOHHOrO B03A6MCTBMR M HOCAG npOHMKHOBGHMfl BOAOpOAa
BO BHGUJHblG CAOM MaT6pM3Aa. P63yAbT3Tbl BCGX 3TMX MCCAGA0B3HMM H03BOAfl(OT H3M
HpG>KAe

Bcero

OUGHMTb

B03M0>KH0CTb

paSUIMpGHMR

06a3CTM

HpMAOXKMMOCTM

M

TGXHOAOrMMGCKOrO HpMMGHGHMR, KOHGMHO HOCAG HG06x0AMMblX CTdHAapTHblX MCHblTaHMM,
HOBbIX, C03A3HHblX B MM - BAH, KOHCTpyKUMOHHbIX MGT3AAMHGCKMX MaTGpMaAOB.
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BG9600419

BblCOKOASOTMCTAfi CTAAb C nOBMUJEHHOA HAflEXHOCTM flAfl
AOHATOK HA UMAMHflPOB HMCKOFO flABAEHMfl HAPHblX TYPBMH
Maanap AnApeeB,

n.

AenrapcxM - MM-BAH

Plpn coanaHnn OHepreTMMecxMx ycTanoBOx 6oAbi±ioM
aroMHbix

3AeKTpocTaHunia

cymecrBeHO

noBbiCMAMCb

moiuhoctm aar

TpeBosaHUR

k

renAOBbix

m

o6ecneMeHMlo

Hafle>KHOCTki m AOAroBenHOCTM pa6orbi oGopyABanMR b TeneHMe cpoxoB CAy>x6bi He Mene
30 AGT. B CBR3H C 3TMM BO3HMXAaHeO0XOAMMOCTb B pa3pa60TK6 BblCOXOnpOMHblX CTBAGW
aar BbicoKOHarpywe>KeHHbix AGTaAew 3HeprernMecKHx ycTaHOBOx.
K MiicAy TaxMx
AGT3AGM OTHOCRTCR pa60MMe AOnaTKM UMAHHApOB HM3XOTO AaBAGHMR (UHA) napoBbix

rypOkiH peaKTopoB Tuna BB3P.
Ah3ah3 ycAOBMM paGoTbiM AonaroK LlHfl napoBbix Typ6nH
noxasaAM,

mto

HaAewHOCTb

paOoTbi AonaroMHoro

anapara

m

mx

noBpewAeHMii

onpeAeARercR

ypoBHGM

OpOMHOCTM,
HAaCTHMHOCTU
yAapHOfl
BR3KOCbTH,
COnpOTMBAGHMG
yCTAAOCTM
11
XOp03MOHHOM CTOMXOCTM B CpGAG BAAMHOrO HApa. AAR AOHaTOK HOCAGAHblX CTyOGHM
UHA napoBbix Typ6nH Tpe6ylOTCR xpynHO ra6apMTHbie AonaTXM c aamhom paGoTMGM
wacTw 6oagg 400 mm. B CBR3M c otmm aar raxkix AonaTOx rpcOyloTCR urraivinoBaHHbiG
aaroTOBxw 113 MaiGpuaAa c bwcoxmm TexHOAoriiMecxiiMii csoi/icTBaMii npii BbinAasxG,
LuraMnoBxe, nrepMoo6pa6oTXG.
B CBR3M C 3THM B03HHXAa HGOOxOAHMOCTb B pa3pa60TXG CT3AM, o6A3AalOlUGl^ npM
TGMHGparype 20 °C npGAOAOM TexyMeCTM R02^900MPa OTHOCHTGAbHblM yAAMHGHHG
A 1' 15%, OTHOCHTGAbHbIM Cy>XGHMGM Z > 50%, B COM6T3HHH C yAapHOM BR3XOCTH KCU
6oagg 588 kj/m2 m npGAGAOM ycraAOCTH (a1) 6oagg 450 MPa. MccAGAOsaHUR no
CBOdCTBaM CT3A11 npOBGAOHbl COBMGCTHO COTpyAHMXaMM HHO UHMMTMALU Mocxsa.
AAR OCHOBa MCCAGAOBaHMR 6blA3 Bbl6paH3 XOpp03MOHHOCTOMXOM BblCOXOnpOMHOM
craAM MapxM 13X15H5AM3 aycT6HHTHO-MapT6H3MTHoro XAaccac coAep>xaHM6M a30Ta
0,1%.

3ra

CT3Ab

yAOBAGTBOpRGT

TpG60BaHHRM,npeAbflBAGHblM

X

ao

AOnaTOMHblM

MarepiiaAOM aar HA napOBbiM ryp6nH, OAHaxo ona oGabasgt HGAOcraroMHOii
CTpyXTypHOM CTa6l1AHOCTH M TGXHOAOrilMHOCTblO, MTO 33TpyAHR6T HCnOAb30BaHllG AAR
AonaTOx c paOoMetf

aamhom

500 mm

BbmAaexa onuTHbix nAasox,

m

aar

6oagg.
paspaOoTxw Mapox, CTaAM nposoAMAMCb

b

MM BAH

MGTOAOM AMTbR C npOTMBOAaBAGHHfl H3 Aa6opaTOpHOM yCT3HOBXH Tiina AM 10/50,
COAep>Xainafl 10 kg MHAyXljMOHHaR n6Mb. npOMbHUAGHHbie nAaBXM 6blAM BbinAaBAeHHbie B
nGMH C npOTHBOABBAGHHGM GMXOCTbk) 0,51 OOA AaBAGHMGM 1,6 MPa, C nOCA6Ayk)lUMM
3AexTpoLUAaxoBbiM nepenAaBOM b ycTaHoaxe 3llinA - 2.
XMMMMeCXMlI COCT3B HCCAGAOBdHHblX OAdBOX npHBGAGH B T36a.1.
yrAepOAa BapnpoeaAOCb ot 0,03
XAMAOPt Aa6op3TOpHOM nA3BXH

COAGp^XaHHG

0,07%, a coAepwaHiie asoTa ot 0,17 ao 0,22 %. Ms
6blAM liarOTOBAGHbi XOBaHblG aarOTOBXH o6pa3UOB

ao

CGMGHiieM 15x15 mm w $ 20 mm, AAMHOM 500 mm.
Aar BbiOopa TeMnepaTypw Harpcsa noA saxaAxy 6wam onpeAeAGHbi

xpmthmgcxhg

TOMXM npii npRMOM 11 o6paTHOM npGBpamGHMH 0C->y no XpMBbIM M3MGHGHMR TBGpAOCTM
nocAe saxaAXM ii OTnycxa npki pasAHMHbix TGMnepaTypax, npiiBGAeHHbiM b Ta6A.2.
KpklBbie 38BMCMMOCTM H3MGHGHI1R TBGpAOCTM OT TGMOGpaTypbl 33X3AXM B MHTGpBdAG OT
650 AO 1150°C npMBGAGHM Ha pMC. 1. KpMBbie 33BMCMMOCTM M3MGHGHMR TBGpAOCTM OT
TGMnepaTypbi OTnycxa

b

MHTepsaAe 350

ao

750 °C npMBGAGHbi Ha pnc. 2.

Ah3am3

noAyMGHHbix pesyATaTOB noxasaA, mto bbgaohmg aaoTa b MCCAGAOBaHHbix npGAOAax
oxasbisaeT bamrhmg Ha c&asoBbie npGBpaineHMR b ctbam. PIpM otom Ha6AloAaeTCR
nOBblLUGHMG XpMTMMGCXMX TOMGX AC1 M Ac3 663 M3MGHGHMR TGMnepaTypbi HaMBAG
o6paTHoro npeepameHMR AH. Bee MCCAGAOBanwe nAaaxM npM saxaAxe b mbcao
ynpOMHRAMCb 33 CMGT 06pa30B3HMR CTpyXTypbl MdpTGHCMTa C pa3AMMHblM XOAMMGCTBOM
OCTaTOMHOTO ayCTGHMTa, B 3aBMCMMOCTM OT CTGneHM AGPMpOBaHMR yrAGpOAOM M 330TOM.

ripn ojnycKe b MHrepeaAe 350-450 °C bo scex nABBKax Ha6Ak>aaercA noBMiueHMA
TBepaocTM. npM naAbHe^iueM noBbiujeHMM TeMneparypbi ornycxa HaGAloaaercA
CHM>KeHne TBepflOCTM flo HanaAa oOpatHoro a+y npeepameHMA. B patione reMneparyp
o6paTHoro npeepamenMA HaGAloaaercA BHOBb noBbiujeHne TBepaocrM, Koropoe
npOMCXOflMT 3a CH6T 06p330BaHMfl flOnOAHHTGAbHOrO MapT6HCMTa M ynpOMHAlOlUMX
MacTMLi M3 MacTMMHO pacnanatouuerocA aycTGHMTa, o6pa30B3BU4erocfl bo speMfl Harpesa
npM ornycKe. Flo kpmbnm m3M6H6hma TBepaocTM npM ornycKe 6wam Bbi6paHbi
TeMneparypbi ornycKa, oSecneMMBaloiuMx rsepaocrM 340-360 HB.
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PMC. l‘3aBMCMMOCTb TBepflOCTM OT

PMC. 2 3aBMCMMOCTb TBepflOCTM OT

TeMneparypbi saKaAKM

TeMneparypbi ornycxa

MexaHMMecKMe CBOAcrsa habbok 6wam Msywenbi hocab saxaAKM npM TeMneparypbi
950, 1050 m 1150 °C m OTnycxa npM reMneparypax or 400 flo 750 °C. MexaHMMecKMe
CBOMCTBa MeraAAa npMBeaeHbi b ra6A.3. MexaHMMecKMe CBOAcrsa MeraAAa
npOMMUJA6HHblX OAdBOK 258 M 310 MCCA6flOBaHbl H3 SarOTOBKM AOnaTOK nOAyMBHbie nOCAe
kobkm Hapa/iMflAbHOKOBaMHOM MaujMHe b HflO "Ba. nonoea". ILlTaMnoBKy aaroroBOK
AonaroK ocymecTBeH Ha OABKTpOBMHTOBOM npecce b flO A3TA (rp. AeHMHrpaa).
CeoMCTBa MeraAAa npMBeaeHM b ra6A. 4. HoAyyeHHbie pesyAbrarM MCCAeaoBaHMA
nosBOAfllor
ycranoBMTb
CAeaylomee.
HaM6oAee
6AaronpMATHoe
coMeraHMe
xapaxrepMCTMK npOMHOCTM, nAacTMMHOCTM m ynapnoM baskoctm ctbam 05X15H4AM2
noAyyeHbi nocAe saxaAKM 1050 °C m ornycxa npM reMneparype 550 °C.
BbIBOAM :
1. Pa3pa6oraHa Hosaq Mapxa era am TMna X15H4M3 co coaepmaHMeM asora b
KOAMMecTBe 0,11 - 0,20 %, coaepwaHMe yrAepoaa < 0,05% m orpaHMMeHMM cyMMbi
yrAepona m aaora b npeaeAax 0,16 - 0,26% [5], 3ror cocras nosBOAAer noAyMMTb MeraAA
c aycreHMTHO-MapreHCMTHOA crpyKrypoA c koammbctbom aycreHMra 10-30% .
2. nocAe repMOo6pa6oTKM otm craAM mmbIot npM 20 °C npeaeA rexyMecrM
R02 ^ 850 MPa, OTHOCMreAbHoe yaAMHBHMe A > 15%, OTHOCMreAbHoe cyweHMe Z > 50% m

ynapHap BASKoerb KCV > 588 kJ/m2 npM KpMTMMecKOA reMneparype xpynxocrM KTX He
Bbiiue MMnyc 40 °C. 3to b coMeraHMM c bwcokor KOpposMOHHO-MexaHMMecKOA
220

npOMHOCTbto M COHpOTMBAGHMGM yCT3AOCTH HOSBOAAGT MCn0Ab30B3Tb MX

B

MaiepMaAa

arpecMBHbix

aaa

pa6oMMx AonatOK UHfl napOBbix Typ6MH, pa6oTaloiuMX

cpenax

b 33mgh iwapTGHCMTHom ctbam
3. PIpoBeneHO
npoMbiuiAGHHOG

b

K3H6CTB6

15X110M.
onpoOsaHMG

c

BbinAaBKM

hpmmghghmgm

no

TGXHOAOFMA AMTbA C HpOTMBOAaBAGHMGM M SUIHA, p33pa60TaHOM B BOAfapMM, HOBOM
BbICOKOnpOMHOM

<|) 100 mm

m

CT3AM

M3pKM

05X15H5A2M2, M3 KOTOpOM MSfOTOBAGHbl
UHfl aamhom 500 mm.

HpyTKM

saroroBKM urraMnoBaHHbix AonaroK

AMTEPATVPA
LI. m np. MccAenosaHMe npoueccoB crapeHMR b aycTGHMTHo - <t>epMTHbix
eraaax, c 330T0M , MMTOM, 1986, 8, 55-57.
2. LUnaMAGAb M. CsoMciBa m hpmmghghmg CTaAGM c bwcokmm conepwaHMeM asoia.
1.

PaiueB

floKAaAbi

Ha

Me>KAyHapoAHoM

KOH<t>epeHUMM "MarepMaAbi

1-3 cghta6pa 1987,12-22.
PI. PaspaGoTxa 12% xpoMMTbix CTaAefl,

m

TGXHOAorMA

craAGM

c

aaoTOM", HMKaro,

3.

YroBMLiep
Ha

MeMAyHapOAHOM

koh())gpghumm

"MarepMaAbi

AerMpoeaHHbix c asoroM. XloKAaAbi
m

tgxhoaofma

HMKaro, 1-3 cghtaOpa 1987, 31-42.
4. AGAa X. 0AMAHM6 330T3 H3 0a3OBbl6 HpGBpaiUGHMA M
0,3% yrAGpoAa m 12% xpoMa. PlosHaHb, FIHP,
MHCTMTyr, N° 161, 1985, c. 91.
5. a. c. SU 1629347 A1, 09.01.1989, p. N° 4659856/02

CTaAGM

aaoTOM",

c

CB0MCTB3 CTBAGM, COAGpwaiUMX
riosHaHCKMM

hoamtgxhmhgckmM

Ta6AMua 1
XMMMMGCKMM
eraam TMna

COCTaa

MCCAGAOBaHHbIX

Aa6opaTOpHblX

M

npOMMUJAGHHbIX

HAaBOK

X15H5M3

Homgp

Maca

HAaBKM

riAaeKM

kg

C

Mn

Si

SaAaHHbiM

<0,05

COCT3B

CyMMa

COAGpwaHMG GA6MGHT0B, %

Cr

Ni

Mo

N

C+N

13,5

4,0

1,50

0,11

0,16

15,5

5,0

3,00

0,22

0,26

<0,80

<0,70

05X15 USA
3518

10

0,03

0,60

0,81

15,4

4,90

2,93

0,17

0,20

3520

10

0,03

0,53

0,71

14,8

4,98

2,78

0,19

0,22

310

500

0,06

0,20

0,47

14,2

4,26

1,92

0,17

0,23

258

500

0,04

0,19

0,34

13,8

4,80

2,92

0,22

0,26

Ta6AMua2
KpMTMMGCKMG TOMKM MCCAGAUtiahrli'X HABBOK CT3AM TMH3

Homgp
HAaBKM

CoaepmaHMG

b

%

15H5M3

KpMTMHGCKMG TOMKM,

°C

C

N

Aqi

Aq3

Ak

3518

0,03

0,60

700

850

660

3520

0,03

0,53

700

850

650

310

0,06

0,20

700

850

650

258

0,04

0,19

710

950

650
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Ta6Anua 3
MexaHHMecKne caowcTBa MeraAAa Aa6oparopHbix m npoMbiujAGHHbix nAaeoK craAn
Tuna X15H5M3

HOMep
nAaBKM

PewMM repMoo6pa6oTKH

TexHMMecKne TpeOoBaHna k
AonarnaM UHfl
SaxaAKa 1050 UC, 1h
3520
ornycx 400 °C, 4h
SaKaAKa 1050 UC, 1h
258
ornycK 550 °C, 4h
SaxaAKa 1050 UC, 1h
310
ornycx 550 °C, 4h

A

Z

KCU

%

%

kJ/m2

R02
MPa

MPa

800

900

15

50

588

1129

1500

23.5

56,7

430

1100

1297

16.7

60,0

1170

950

1125

17.0

58,9

1160

Ta6Anua 4

MexaHMMecKne CBOttCTBa MeraAAa sarorosoK AonaroK. TepMo6pa6oiKa
aanaAKa 1050 °C, 1h, MacAo; ornycx 550 °C,4h,B03flyx

nAaBKM

MecTO
Bbipe3KM
o6pa3uoe

Pe>KMM repMOo6pa6oTKM

258

33MOK nepo

33K3AKa 1050 °C,1h

33MOK nepo

M3CA0
ornycx 550 °C,4h

HoMep

310

B03nyx

222

R02

Rb

A

Z

KCU

MPa

MPa

%

%

kJ/m2

967
984

1137
1174

15,2
15,8

48.6
54,5

1100
1120

945
965

1131
1093

15.0
15,8

49,0
57,8

1284
1343
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BbICOKOASOTMCTAfl CTAAb TMHA 38 XH3MAC&A flAfl KPEHEXCHblX
AETAMAE0 PEAKTOPOB A3C
PALUEBA kl. A., APFMPOB X. A., CTOflMEB T. B. - MHCTMTYT METTAAOBEflEHMB
EOAFAPCKOPl AKAflEMMM HAYK
Hpn coanaHUki

3HeprernMecKnx

ycraHOBOK 6oAbiuoa

moluhoctm

aroMHbix

baa

OAeKTpocraHLikin cymecTBeHHO noBbicnAnc Tpe6oB3HHA k o6ecneMeHMk> HaneMHOcru m
flOArOBeMHOCTU pa6orbl o6opynOBaHHA. B CBA3M C STUM B03HHKA3 H606x0flMM0C7b B
paapadoTKe nepAMTHOia ctbah c noBbitiiGHHOti npOMHOCTblo u conpOTHBAeHneM
xpynxaMy

paapyiueHMlo

BbicoKOHarpywGHHbix

aaa

M3fl6AMti

3HGproo6opynoBaHMA,

k

MUCAy KOTOpbIX 07H3CA7CA KpGDGXmblG AGTaAM.
B pesyATare HayMHO-rexHUMecKoro coTpyaHwnecTBa rviGway HFIO UHMMTMALLI MocKBa

n

UHCTkiryTOM MeraAOBeneHMA BoArapcxow axaneMnn nayx ObtAa cosaana

Tuna 38 XH3MAOA nepAHTHoro KAacca c noBbiiueHHbiM

Hosafl BbicoKonpOMHaa craAb
coaep>KeHneM asora [1].
A30T

ABAA67CA

B3>KHblM

CymeCTBGHHOG
BAMAHMG
XpOMOMOAM6aGHOBaHaflHGBblX

AGrHpylOLUMM

H3
CT3AGM

3A6M6H70M,

K070pblti

OKa3blBa6T

CTpyKTypy
M
CBOMCTBa
nGpAMTHbIX
M MO>KGT 6blTb MCHOAbSOBaH flAA KapOMflHO-

HMTpOflHOrO ynpOMHGHMA 37MX CT3A6t1 B33M6H Kap6nflHOrO ynpOHHGHMA.
B03M0MH0CTb
AGfMpOBaHUA
CT3AM
330T0M
B
p33AMMHblX
KOHLlGHTpaUMAX
o6yCAOBGH3 MGTOflOM BblHAaBKH. B MM-BAH pa3pa60T3H MGTOfl AMTbA C raSOBbIM
npOTMBOnaBAGHMGM B aTM0C(f)6p6 33073,
H03B0A AtolliklPI BblHAaBAATb CT3AM CO
CBGpxpaBHOBGCHbIM COflGpxOHMGM 33073. 3THM M670fl0M BbinAaBAAk)7CA npOMMLUAGHblG
CAM7KH MaCCOtf 400 M 2 000 Kr,
pasMGpa.
C73Ab

npOH3BOflM7CA

M

K070pbl6 ri6p6K0BblBalO7CA

H3

yC7aHOBKdX

H3 3ar070BKM Hy>KHOrO

3A6K7pOLUAaKOBOrO

nopGRABBa

HOfl

aaBAGHMGM, C03flalOLLlMX B03M0>KH0C7b AGrHpOBdHHA BblCOKOtf KOHl46H7paUM6ti 33073 M
nOAyMGHUG CAM7K0B C BbICOKOti MHC707bl M HM3KOM AMKBaUMGkl.
OCHOBHbIG XapaK76pklC7MKH CBOI/IC7B M 7GXHOAOrHH 76pMHM6CKOl7l
npGflC7aBAGHbi

b

7a6Ai/max 1-6 M

H3

06pa607KM

PHC. 1-6.

TaOAMLia 1
XwV/ltfHGCKMtt COC73B, BGC %

C73Ab
34NiCrMoV145N1
34NiCrMoV145N2

C

Si

Mn

Cr

Ni

Mo

V

W

N

0.23

0.17

0.25

1.20

3.0

0.35

0.10

-

0.05

0.32

0.37

0.50

1.50

3.5

0.45

0.18

0.10

0.17
0.37

0.25
0.50

1.50
3.0

2.0

0.30
0.50

0.10
0.20

0.30
BG3a307Hbi6 aH3Aornw:

3.0

C73Ab 34NiCrMoV145 (DIN);

0.07
0.05
0.15

0.15
0.20

C7aAb 38XH3H0A

(FOCT);

C7aAb 4337 + V (AISI).
Ta6Anua2

MGXaHHMGCKHG CBOAC7Ba npn 20 °C nOCAG yAyHLUGHMA (33K. 900 °C. 07nyCK 580 °C)
C73Ab

^02

Rm

As

Z

KCU

MPa

MPa

%

%

MJ/m2

40.0

0.588

HCR

34NiCrMoV145

880

980

14.0

34NiCrMoV145N1

1045

1134

15.0

62.6

1.03

31

34NiCrMoV145N2

1060

1160

16.0

68.0

1.20

37

32
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Ta6Anua3
npeneA TeKynecTM npn

350 °C, KpMTMMecKaa TeMneparypa xpynxocrM n napatvterp

CTaTMCTMHGCKOM TpeiUMHOyCTOMWMBOCTM

34NiCrMoV145N1
970
-10
110

CraAb
MPa
KTk, UC
KIC, MPa
B0 2,

34NiCrMoV145N2
930
-70
108

34NiCrMoV145
735
-80
102

Ta6Anua4
CpH3MMeCKHe CBOMCTBa M KpMTMMeCKHe TOMKM

CraAb

T MapocTaTMMecKaa
nAOTHOCTb, g/cm3

TenAonpOBOAHOCTb
npii 400 °C, W/m°C

&

%

34NiCrMoV145N2
34NiCrMoV145N1
34NiCrMoV145

7.850
7.850
7.850

24.80
24.80
24.50

695
700
700

800
800
760

Ta6AMua 5
PewkiMbi npeaBapMTGAbHom TepMMHecKoa o6pa6oTKM
BMflbi repMMMecKod
o6pa6oTKM
OTMMr

TeMneparypa
Harpeea,°C

TeMneparypa

CxOpOCTb

M30TepMMMeCKOfl
BbiaepWKM, °C

0XA3>KAeHMfl,

800-840

c HenpepbiB-

°C/h
He 6oAbiue

-

30

HbiM oxAa>xaeHMeM
Or>KMr

c M3orepMM-

800-840

MeCKOA Bblflep)KKOM
BbicoKoreMneparyp-

He

680-700

OoAbiue 30
c neMblo

-

HblM OTnyCK

Ta6Akiua 6
Pe>KMMbl OKOHyaTGAbHOM TepMMHeCKOti 06pa60TKM
OrnycK

SaxaAxa

UC
800-850

epena
M3CA0

HRC
45-46

UC
600

epeaa

Bosnyx

HRC
32-35

> 300

3 - 3L N,CrMoVU.5N2
2-31 NtCrMo Vies
1 - 34 NiCrMoVUSNI

600

Pmc. 1. TBepfloeTb

npM

TeivinepaTypax ornyexa

224

640 eC

pasAMHHwx

Pmc. 2. AHM30TepMMMecKaa

awa-

rpaivia pacnaaa nepeoxAa/xaeH-Horo
aycreHkira era am 34NiCrMoV145N1

KCU

Rm

Mj/rr

r0 2
MRa
1C00

0. 8
0.6

0<

woo

*5
2

1000

Vk
60

JO
c

Pmc. 3. MexaHMMecKne

cBOtiCTsa

npn

paaAMMHbix TeMnepaTypax OTnycxa (aax.
900°C, MacAO)

Pmc. 4. MexaHMyecKMe
npM
pasAMMHbix
MCHblTaHMfl (33K.

CBOMcrea

TeMnepaTypax
900°C, M3CA0,

om 600°C)

Pmc. 5. MMKpocTpyKTypa
34NiCrMoV145N1
b
COCTOflHMM . X250
TeMnepaTypHbiM

ctbam

fl0CT3BH0M

MHTepaaA

Pmc. 6. MMKpocTpyKTypa
ct3am
34NiCrMoV145N1 b yAyynieHHOM
COCTOflHMM . X500

1050-850 °C,

kobkm

-

riapaMeTpbi o6pa6aTbiBaeMOCTM BbicoKoasoTHbix CTaAeti Toro me nopflflKa xax
npM 6e3330THbix anaAorox.

m

kobkm

oxAa^eHMe

nocAe

3aMeAAeHMoe b M30AMpoBaHHbix KaMepax.

Ct3am Moryr 6wTb M3noAb30BaHbi b xayecTBe peAaKcauMOHHOCToflKoro MaTepMaAa
B pflfle o6AaCT6M TeXHMKMI 3HepreTMM6CK0e MaUJMHOCTpoeHMe (pOTOpbl, Typ6MH, BaAbl
KOMnpeCCOpOB),

OTBeTCTBeHHbie

flBTaAM

MaillMH,

BbICOKOHarpyXKeHHbie

TMflpaBAMMeCKMX HpeCCOB, 3A6MeHTbl KpeHAOHMA peaKTOpOB B

fl6T3AM

A3C, KOHCTpyKUMOHHbld
225

MarepkiaA aar xMMMMecKoa npoMbiniAeHHOCTM, wHcrpyMeHTbi (nrraMnbi, onpaeKn)
pa6orbi b reMneparypHOM HHrepsaAe or +350 no -90 dC.
CraAb nponsBOAHTCfl b

shag

aar

coproaoro KOBaHHoro npoxara CAenyloiiinx paawepoB:

90-300 mm, aamhb ao 9000 mm;
- KBaApar: or 20x20 ao 90x90 mm;
- npRMoyroAbHMK:
(50-120) x (20-50) mm;
(100-150) x (60-100) mm;
(150-200) x (100-200) mm;
(200-250) x (200-250) mm;
(250-300) x (250-300) mm;
- xpyr: AnaMeTp

AHTEPATYPA
1. 3b63amh K)., rierponaMAOBCKafl 3 , PaOnHOBMM A., BacnAbes fl., Eropoa C. (SU)
2. Paiuea LI., Paiueaa M., Aprwpoa X., Mimes B., CrotmeB T., Bora^hgb 1/1., Bores H. (BG)
3. CraAb. Abt. cb. (SU) No 1627584 A1, ka. C22C38/46, ony6A. 15.02.1991, 6Ioaa. No6
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EXPERIMENTS FOR NEUTRON FLUENCE ASSESSMENT ON VVER-440 AND
VVER-1000 PRESSURE VESSEL

K. Ilieva, T. Apostolov, Iv. Penev, A. Trifonov, E Taskaev, S. Belousov, S. Antonov,
T. Petrova, L. Stoeva (INRNE, Sofia)
Z. Boyadjiev, N. Ne/ov, V. Tzotcheva, I. Andreeva, B. Lilkov, V. Vefitchkov, M.
Monev (Kozloduy NPP)
These researches have been carried out under the Kozloduy NPP contracts.
ABSTRACT: The activity of shavings sampled out from the inner pressure vessel wall
of Unit 1 after the 14th cycle and detectors displaced in channel INEI of Unit 3 of Kozloduy
NPP have been measured. The measured shavings activities from weld 4 of Unit 1
provided the opportunity to compare the experimental results with the calculated ones at
the expected maximum embrittlement position. The calculations of the expected activities
have been carried out taking into account the local power distribution. Comparisons of
calculated and measured activity values have indicated that the computed values are
lower about 20%.
I. COMPARISON
SHAVINGS

OF

MEASURED

AND

CALCULATED

ACTIVITIES

OF

Determination of the activities of the shavings from the Reactor Pressure Vessel
(RPV) of Kozloduy NPP Unit 1 has been carried out.
The shavings have been sampled out from weld 4 at 0° relative to 60° sector of
symmetry, after the 14-th operated cycle in 1989. Unit 1 had been working with standard
core loading and fresh fuel assemblies on the core periphery for the first 10 cycles; with
burn-up fuel on the periphery of the core during cycles 11 through 12, and with 36 dummy
cassettes in the periphery during cycle 13 and 14.
The analysis of gamma spectra of 54 Mn in the shavings, resulting from the 54
Fe(n,p)54 Mn reaction, was carried out using a low background spectrometer with 1.9 keV
energy resolution of 60Co. The shaving materials were properly diluted, and aliquotes of
the solution were measured in 450 ml MARINELLI beakers. The measured activities of the
shavigs taken from different sites of the RPV weld referred to 01.01.1993 are presented in
Table 1.
The neutron fluxes in accordance with real operation have been calculated by three
dimentional diffusion code PYTHIA[1) and interface code REAC440[2], by three
dimentional synthesis method using DORT[3] discrete ordinates code, FLUNG[4) neutron
constant library and IRDF-90[5] activation data for 54Fe. The activity estimation has been
done by ACTIVAT code[6].
Table 1. The measured and calculated activities of the shavings referred 01.01.1993.
Place
Depth
Activity, E+5 Bq/g
No
mm
Calculal
Measured
3.4-4.1
(2)-0°
1.34 + 0.04
1.14
0.984
(2)-0°
1.32 ±0.04
4.1-4.8
0.984
(3)-0°
4.0-4.8
1.25 ±0.04
The comparison of measured and calculated results of shavings activities shows a
discrepancy about 20 %. However the more correct calculation of the activity taking into
account the local power distribution during the operation must diminish the calculated
activity values. That is why more studies have to be done to validate the calculational
results.
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II. EXPERIMENTS IN INEI CHANNEL

Preliminary experimental measurements have been carried out by means of string
detectors of Fe and Cu along the INEI channel and foil detectors also made of Fe and Cu,
alocated at the level of weld 4 in a channel at 0° relative to 60° sector of symetry of Unit 3,
NPP-Kozloduy. The detectors have been irradiated twice in 10 days. The relative core
height distribution, determined by the gamma lines of 54Fe, 58Fe, 63Cu is shown in Fig.1.
The reaction rates of 54Fe and 63Cu are presented in Table 2.
The neutron fluxes in accordance with real operation have been calculated by three
dimentional diffusion code SPPS[7], by two dimentional DOT4.2 [8]discrete ordinates
code, FLUNG neutron constant library and IRDF-90 activation data for 54Fe, 63Cu. The
neutron source distribution for 56 % operated power have been prepared by REAC440
code. The activity estimation for the time of irradiation has been done by ACT I VAT code.
Table. 2. Reaction rates [s'1] of the detectors irradiated in the channel of INEI, Unit
3 of Kozloduy NPP
Reaction
*Fe(th)
MFe(n,p)
“Cutn.a)

Calculation
Max
Min

Experiment
1
(6.17±0.80)E-15
(3.60±0.18)E-17
(6.10±0.31)E-19

II
(5.97±0.34)E-15
(3.52±0.17)E-17
(5.38±0.27)E-19

-

-

3.40E-17
5.00E-19

2.45E-17
3.88E-19

The distributions of the reaction rates along the height calculated relative to the
innermost (min) and outermost (max) point of INEI in radial direction are presented in Fig.

FA- r)4
wed Nu. 4

07

1 34

distoncp from the bottom of the rem tor core, cm
A*In' neutron f'ux distribution, O ork
cyr.'e 11,11 .09.92 - ?1 .09.92
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d stance f r o'V t he boll om of I fio r <?ar f or core, cm
Ax la: neutron flux distribution, block 3.
cycle 11.11 .03.92 - ?1 .08.92

Fig.
III. EX-VESSEL EXPERIMENTS

To verify the calculation results ex-vessel measurements of neutron fluence with
threshold activation detectors will be carried out in the air gap between the vessel and the
thermal insulation. A special device to carry the set of enriched foil of isotope detector
63Cu and chemical pure Fe and Nb foils, has been placed behind the vessel wall. It is
composed of two aluminium pipes containing iron and copper wire detectors. The pipes
are situated perpendicularly to each other so that one of them covers a 60° sector in
azimuthal direction of the reactor core. Such measurements of the fast neutron fluence will
be carried out on Units 1,2,3, and 4 of Kozloduy NPP.

Ex-vessel rack
device with
activation
detectors for
VVER-440/230
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ABSTRACT.

Reliability study of neutron fluence calculation for VVER pressure vessel

has been carried out. The estimation of influence of the geometry approximation in
calculation modeI and the choice of neutron cross section data file on the calculation
results are presented.
The neutron fluence determination on the reactor pressure vessel is an essential part
of the Surveillance Program for ensuring save operation of the reactor unit during the
lifetime limit.
The main tools for determining the neutron flux are the neutron transport calculations.
The reliable assessment of the neutron flux and its responses in the vicinity of the reactor
pressure vessel is a difficult problem for the reactor systems. It is caused by the
complexity (multi-layer heterogeneous structures) of study media and its considerable
extension (15-20 free mean paths). The adequate modelling of the neutron transport is
restricted by the proximate description of the complicated interaction of the neutron with
the nucleus (the cross section data libraries must be widely tested for such calculations),
and limited abilities of the existing transport codes and the used computers..
In this paper the estimation of influence of: 1) the geometry approximation in the
calculation model; and 2) the choice of the neutron cross section data files; on the
calculation results are presented.
1. TORT APPLICATION IN RPV NEUTRON FLUX CALCULATIONS
The neutron flux values onto the Pressure Vessel(PV) of VVER-1000 and VVER-440
reactors, at the places (Table 1) important for the metal embrittlement surveillance, have
been calculated by 3D code TORT (1) and synthesis method [2] by code DORT [3], both
based on the discrete ordinate Sn method. The comparison of the results received by both
methods has been applied for a demonstration of the reliability of synthesis method.
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The neutron fission source is represented by the power efficiency, averaged over the
plane cross section of each cassette. The axial dependence is taken into consideration.
The library FLUNG [4] has been applied in all following flux calculations.
The comparison of the VVER-1000 flux values (Table 2) shows a good consistency
within the limits of the solution accuracy. The differences diminish from 5% to 1% with
enlarging the energy range limits.
These results are expected for VVER-1000, because the places of interest are far
from the reactor core axial edges.

TABLE 1. Places for the Test Comparison
Reactor

Comments

N°

r, cm

e°

1

207.35

8

*96.0

on RPV, azim max, axial max

2

207.35

30

96.0

on RPV, azim min, axial max

1

178.40

30

29.5

on RPV, azim max, weld 4

2

192.45

30

29.5

beh. RPV, azim max, weld 4

3

178.40

13

29.5

on RPV, azim min, weld 4

4

192.45

13

29.5

beh. RPV, azim min, weld 4

VVER-1000

VVER-440

z, cm

* 2=0 - core bottom
The more important conclusion is connected with the good consistency of the flux
values for VVER-440 in the places near the core bottom, the weld seam 4 (Table 3).
In addition, it may be noted that the CPU time for the synthesis method calculations
is about 18 times shorter than the TORT one. The accomplished comparison indicates that
at reasonable cost the calculations necessary for the Metal Embrittlement Surveillance
Program should be performed by the synthesis method.
This comparison, however, is not sufficient for estimating the inaccuracy of the
neutron flux calculation results because it is based on one and the same calculation
method of discrete ordinates.
TABLE 2. Neutron Fluxes Ratio for VVER-1000
Point
>5.0
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Energy range, Mev
>3.0
>1.0

> 0.5

1

1.03

1.02

0.98

0.99

2

1.05

1.03

1.01

1.01

TABLE 3. Neutron Fluxes Ratio for VVER-440
Point
>5.0

Energy range, Mev
>3.0
>1.0

> 0.5

1

0.971

0.969

0.970

0.974

2

0.951

0.957

0.966

0.964

3

0.960

0.961

0.968

0.970

4

0.940

0.950

0.963

0.967

2. IRON SPHERE BENCHMARK
Calculation results in according to the Iron sphere benchmark [5] carried out in
Check (SKODA) have been obtained. The 252Cf fission source is placed in the centre of on
iron sphere with outer radius of 25 cm. The spectral measurements of the neutron leakage
from the sphere have been done using a proton-recoil detector and stilbene crystal
spectrometer located at 1 m from the source. There are presented the flux responses
above different energy limits. Comparisons of experimental leakage spectrum with the
calculated ones obtained by the multigroup neutron cross sections based on ENDF/B-4
and ENDF/B-6 data have been carried out (Fig.1, Table 4).
In the energy region above 1 MeV, of the greatest interest for the neutron
embrittlement of reactor vessel, the best consistency with the experiment has been
obtained by the data from ENDF/B-6 in VITAMIN-E [5] group structure. The calculations
performed by the DLC37F multigroup library (from ENDF/B-4) underestimate the
experimental ones. This is in accordance with the another authors results [5,6]. The
differences between the experimental and calculated by FENDL [7] (from MAAE) results
show that the mentioned version is not good enough for transport calculation.

Jeutron tronsmisSion through iron sphere

CENDL
ENDF/B-Vl
DLC37F

measured SKODA

1 ' \, v

i5 2
E.MeV

TABLE 4. Ratio C/E of calculated to experimental SKODA flux responses
Above

DLC37F

FENDL

ENDF/B-VI

Energy, MeV
0.1

1.0209

0.9980

1.1107

1.0

0.6412

0.8036

0.9169

2.0

0.5235

0.8152

0.8796

3.0

0.4007

0.7427

0.8021

4.0

0.4639

0.6969

0.7533
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ABSTRACT: Calculation procedure for radiation embrittlement determination of the reactor
pressure vessel of WWER type of reactor on the basis of the neutron fluence has been
developed. The radiation state of all pressure vessels of the NPP Kozloduy reactors has
been determined.
Four reactor of type VVER-440/230 and two reactors VVER-1000/320 are in operation
at the Kozloduy NPP. For the reactors VVER-440/230 it has not been constructively
foreseen a special place for disposition of sample-witnesses (SW), i.e. the determination of
metal radiation state is possible only by application of calculation methods. On the
contrary, in the reactors of type VVER-1000 it has been foreseen by project and there are
placed in it certain amount of SW. The spots, where the SW are situated, are high above
the active core. In order to assess the base metal embrittlement in the most overloaded
area and in the weld metal, the results of experimental tests of irradiated in such way SW
should be referred to the critical spots of interest by a speciality developed procedure.
This is why, also in this case, the appliance of a calculation procedure, accounting for the
change in critical temperature of neutron brittleness by the neutron fluence, is compulsory.
Calculational procedure for evaluation of the shift of critical temperature of
embrittlement on the basis of neutron fluence has been applied for assessing the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) embrittlement and the prognosis of RPV life time for VVER-440/230
and VVER-1000/320. The calculated results are lower than the project values, because the
real fuel regimes, the low leakage schemes and loadings with dummy cassettes have been
taken in consideration in neutron fluence calculation. The temperature of the outer wall of
RPV of the VVER-440/230 have been measured. No significant deviation have been
observed. This guarantees the correct application of the calculational procedure.
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Table 1. The ratio TkrM,/Tkproi for the VVERs-440/230 RPV, Kozloduy NPP
30°
before annealing
1-14 cycle

13°
after annealing
15-16 cycle

115/129=0.891
1-16 cycle

46/52=0.884
17 cycle

162/175=0.925
1-8 cycle

72/78=0.923
9-10 cycle

122.4/140.5=0.871
1-10 cycle

47.36/55.3=0.856

Unit
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4

63.2/69= 0.915

Table 2. Neutron fluence and ATF on the base metal for the maximum
overloaded direction, Unit 5, Kozloduy NPP
cycle

3D calc.
F, 1018cm2

3D calc

1

project

atf, °c

project
F, 1018cm'2

ATf, °c

1.140

12.5

1.425

13.5

2

2.346

15.9

1.425

17.0

3

3.452

18.1

1.425

19.5

No

Table 3. Neutron fluence and ATF for the weld metal, Unit 5, Kozloduy NPP
cycle
No

8°C
F, 1018cm'2

8°C

30°C

30°C

atf, °c

F, 10,8cm'2

W3

W3 W4

W3

ATf, °c
W3
W4

W4

W4

1

1.078 0.909

20.5 19.4

0.362 0.298

14.2

13.4.

2

2.218 1.933

26.1 24.9

0.754 0.653

18.2

17.4

3

3.301 2.950

29.8 28.7

1.129 1.006

20.8

20.0

Table 4. Neutron fluence, shift of the ATF and Tk for VVER-1000, Unit 6, Kozloduy NPP
place
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8°C
F, 1018cm"2

8°C
atf, °c

8°C
Tk, °C

weld No 3

1.079

20.5

-19.5

weld No 4

1.006

20.0

4-10.0

base metal

1.110

12.4

-32.6

Table 5, The mean temperature values of outer wall of VVER-440/230, Kozloduy NPP

Tin, °C

Unit

measur.
269±4
270±3

passp.
270
270

Unit 2
Unit 4

Tw4, °C
measur.
passp.
250
255±6
250
254±5

Fig.1 Shift of TF, Weld 4, 30 deg, NPP Kozloduy, Unit 1

Number of cycles

Flg.2 Shift of TF, Weld 4, 30 deg, NPP Kozloduy, Unit 2
TF

* » ■*—»f

AF ■ 40.6

1

2

3

4

6

6

7

B

9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 19 20

Number of cycles
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Fig.3 Shift of TF, Weld 4, 30 deg, NPP Kozloduy, Unit 3
TF

Fig.4 Shift of TF, Weld 4, 30 deg, NPP Kozloduy, Unit 4
TF

profact

AF • 19

Number of cycles
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ABAPMflHOE PACXOAAXMBAHME PEAKTOPA BB3P-440 C HOMOLUbK)
nPOUEflyPbl "HOnnklTKA - FIPOBYBKA"
M. MapMHOB, B. flHMMipoB, E. nonoB, K. ABfl)KMeB - EHepronpoeKT
floAHaa norepfl nmareAbHOi^ BOAbi

m

Heeo3MO>KHOCTb BoccraHOBAGHUfl cucreMbi

AD3H MO>K6T npHBCCTM K CGpbG3HblM HOCAGACTBUBM AAA 3KTMBH0M 3DHbl. DpH HOAHOM
o6e3napuBaHMM FIT b npouGece otboas ocTaroMHoro TenAOBbiAeAeHMA Hepe3 DK FIT ham
BPV-A
Mner
nocTGnGHHOG
paaorpGsaHMG
I
Konrypa.
FIocag
ocyweHMA
FIT,
TenAOHOCMTGAb
pasorpGsaHMA
HaMMHaer
C

B

I

KOHTypG

tgraohochtgaa

umkammho

nOCAGflykDLUMM

cmctgmom

HaCblLUeHHOrO

I

nociMraercA

KOHiypa

30Hbi

b

COCTOAHMA.
ycrasKa

saKpbiBarb. 3ro npMBener

M

DAaBAGHMGM

TBC,

k

GCAM

FIK

B

npOUGCCG

Kft,

noTepe Maccbi
OTCyCTByGT

b

KOTOpbirt
I KOHrype

B03M0>KH0CTb

asapMAnoM nonriMTKM (HAF1).

crapiMposaTb

mokgt

pacxoAa>KMBaHMA

m

OrOAGHMGM

noxinMTKM I Konrypa
Oneparop

OTKpbisaTb

AOCTMraeT

CAynae

npouenypy

noAHOi^i

"FlonnMTKa-nponyBKa"

noTGpM

FIB.

3ra

npouGnypa

c

ueAblo
TpG6yGT

BKAlOMGHMG HAFI OnepaTMBHblM nGpCOHdACM flAA BOCCTaHOBAGHMA MBCCbl TGHAOHOCMTGAA
B I KOHTypG M npMHyflMTGAbHOrO OTKpbITMA FIK Kfl, flAA OTBOA3 OCTaTOHHOCO
TGHAOBbiAGAGHMA B 6okc FIT. Ochobh3a MAGA npouGAypbi Feed and BlGGd (F&B)H0AAGp>KaHM6 Maccbi TGHAOHOCMTGAA B I KOHTypG H3 OfipGAGAGHHOM ypOBHG, HM3KOFO
A3BA6HMA M TGMHGpaTypbl B peaKTOpHOM yCT3HOBKG (PV).
PaCXOA3)KMBaHMG C nOMOLUblO F&B-OHGHb OTBGTCTBGHHOG A6I/ICTBMG OflGpaTMBHOrO
HGpCOH3Aa C UGAbk) pG3KO yMGHbLUMTb BGpOATHOCTb HAaBAGHMA aKTMBHOfl 30Hbl npM
HOAHOM HOTGpG FIB. McCAGAOBaHMA, npMBGAGHHbIG B HOCAGAHOG BpGMA, nOK33blBalOT
yMGHbLLIGHMA BGpOATHOCTM HAaBAGHMA 3QHbl HOpAAKOM 1,4. p333 AAA p63KTOpOB PWR.
BpGMA AAA CTapTMpOB3HMA F&B-CaMblM BaWHbltt napaMGTp AAA npGAOTBpaiUGHMA
HAaBAGHMA 30Hbl. COFAaCHO 0U6HK3M M aHaAM33M, HpOBGAGHHblX AAA p63KT0p0B TMH3
BB3P-440 (B 230) , 3TO BpGMA OHpGAGAAGTCA AOCTM/KGHMGM TGMHGpATypbl B TOpAHMX
HMTK3X OKOAO 315° C M COCT3BAA6T-3 H3COB.
I. AHaAM3 aeapMM C nOAHOM HOTGpGM HMTaTGAbHOM BOflbl
B 3T0M P33AGA6 HpMBGAGHbl p63yAbT3Tbl 3H3AM3a AByX B03M0>KHblX CLtGHapMGB
P33BMTMA BBapMM "FIOAHaA HOTGpA FIB" 663 BMGLUaTGAbCTBa OHGpaTMBHOrO HGpCOHaAa:
- cpaBaTbisaHMG A3 no cnrHaAy "o6ecTOMMBaHMe A3C";
- CpaOaTblBdHMG A3 HO CMCHaAy "HM3KMM ypOBGHb B FIF".
J-lAA npOBGAGHMA yK33aHHblX paCHGTOB HpMHAT MOA6A PY, MCn0Ab30BaHHblfl B [1],
HCXOAHblG yCAOBMA M napdMGTpbl 6aOK3 COOTBGTCTBykDT T6M, OpMHATblM AAA aH3AM3a
asapMPiHoro

coObitma

"FIotgpa nMTaTGAbHod BOAbi" [1], MCKAlonaA:

- 6oagg AGTaAbHoro

moagaa

FIF;

- o6GCTOHMBaHMA A3C B HaM3A6 3BapMM, a He B MOMGHTG AOCTM>KGHMA HM3K0C0
ypoBHA

b

FIF (AAA nepsoro cuenapMA asapMM).

1. rioAHan norepa 11B c o6ecroHHBaHneM A3C b HanaAbHOM momohtg.

/.

ripM

stom

oGecTOHMBaHMGM

cuenapMM
A3C,

a

npGAnoAaraeTCA,

asapMMnaA

noAHMTKa

noTepA

mto

FIF

hg

FIB

BbiabisaeTCA

BOccTanaBAMBaeTCA

M3-3a

MGXaHMHGCKMX nOBpGMAGHMtl.
3rOT 3H3AM3 npOBGAGH MCXOAR M3 CAGAyiJUMX COOGpaMGHMM:

-

CAGAaTb CpBBHGHMG

C

nOAOGHblM

paCMGTOM,

npOBGAeHHblM

C

nporpaMMOki

flMHAMMKA, OKB TMAponpecc", Poccma;

-

ouGHKa caMoro GAaronpMATnoro pasBMTMA
nOAyMGHMG CaMblG OnTMMMCTMHHblG OUGHKM.
B MOMGHTa t = 0 S H3AMUO CAGAytOLUMG COGbITMA:

otom

asapMMHOM

- noAHoe oGecTOMMBaHMe A3C;
- 33KpblTMG ACK;

- nanaAO BbiGera FLIH (2 MexaHMMecKoro

m

4 3AGKTpoMexaHMHGCKoro);

CMTyauMM

m

- npeKpaiueHne nonmiTKn fir HB;
- A3 -1 no curHaAy Ho6GCTOMMBaHMG" c onoanaHneM 0,9

cgk.

B peayAbTare paaorpeaa I KOHTypa flK KB OTKpbiBaer nepBOHanaAbHO b 55 (o
MMHyjy. B pesyAbrare nocTOAHHoro paaorpesa I KOHTypa ypoBGHb b KB nonHUMaercA n
oh aanoAHAercfl onHO(j)a3HbiM 4>AynnoM b 4,9 m. TenAOHOCkireAb b I KOHType nocrnracT
HacbiiueHHoro coctoahma b 5,5 m. c HanaAa TpaH3M6HTa. flf nepecrator o^xJjgktmbho
OTHHMarb ocraroMHoro tgoaobwaga ghma b 4,6 h. c HanaAa asapMM, a aro npkiBOAMT k
3HaMnreAbHOMy yBGAMMGHMlo rpaAMGHTa HapacraHHA reMneparypbi renAOHOCHTGAA b I
KOHType.

/. 2. floAHaR no repp HB co cpada Tb/BanneM A3 no HH3KOMy ypoenk) s fir
ripn 3tom
nonnuTKa Flf
06ocroMHBaHMe
ypOBHlo b 2 M3 6

CLieHapnn npGAnoAaraGTCA, mto noAHaA norepA FIB m aBapkiMHaA
BbiabisaercA ornaaoM no o6iugm npMHMHG b MauukiHHOM aaAe.
A3C Hacrynaer b momght reHGpMpoBaHMA CMrnaAa A3-1 HH3KOMy
nr (-270 mm) no npn6opaM cpeanero ypoBHA.

OCHOBHbIM

0TAMMM6M

OOBGAGHMA

* 3HamrreAbHOfl norepM Maccbt Flf
npoueccbi

b

6aOK3

B

3T0M

CAyMaG

SSKAlOHaeTCA

B

HanaAbHOM nepkione asapHH, KoropaA ycKopaer

b ligaom.

3tot cuGHapwM asapMM npenciaBAAeT Boagg KOHcepBarHBHoro
cnoco6a pa3BMTMA b noAo6noM asapMMHOM CMTyauMM.
FIK KB OTKpbiBaercA nepBOHanaAbHO b 11-!o MMHyry TpaH3M6HTa.

so3MO>KHoro

TenAOHOCHTGAb 8 I KOHTypG AOCTMraGT HaCblLUGHHOrO COCTOAHMA 8-4,0 H. C H3HaAa

asapuM.
FIF nepGCTalOT OTHMMaTb 3<J)<J)6KTMBHO rGHGpMpOBaHHyk) TGOAOTy B 3-GM Macy, a
sanoAHGHMG KB HaBAlonaGTCA b 3,4 m. c HanaAa asapHM.
TGMnGparypa T6nAOHOCHTGAA B I KOHTypG AOCTMraGT 3HaM6HM6 315° C B 3,5 M.,
KOTOpOG COOTBGTCTByGT ypOBHlo B HF 0,35 M. H npGACTaBAAGT 17 % OT HOMMHaAbHOrO
o6iuGro ypoBHA HF.

BpGMA CaMbIX B3>KHblX COBmTMM npMBGAGHbl B Ta6A. 1.

Pa3BMTne asapMAHoro npouecca

Ta6Anua 1

Co6blTM6

BpeMA,

H0AH3A OOTGpA HMTaTGAbHOM BOAbl
Cpa6aTbiBaHMG ACK
Cpa6aTbiBaHMG A3-1
06GCTOHMBaHMG 6aOK3
KOHGU OAGKTpOMGXaHMHGCKOrO Bbi6Gra FL|H - 310
HGpBOG OTKpbITMG HK KB
BanoAHGHMG KB
npGKpaiUGHMG 3(t>4)GKTMBHOrO 0TB0A3 T60A3 HGp63
BOCTMMGHMG COCTOAHMA HaCbllUGHMA B I KOHTypG

CGK.
0,0
45,0
48,0

48,0
228,0
640,0
12240,0
11400,0

HF

14300,0

II. Ah3am3 nepexoAHwx npoueccoB b PV c opmaomghmgm npouenypbi

"llonmiTKa - flponyeKa"
npGACTaBAGHHbIG

aH3AM3bl

B

p33AGAG

I

flalOT

OCHOBaHkIG

Bbl6paTb

CaMblM

HG6AarOnpHATHbl« CUGHapklA pa 3B MTU A 3B3pMM "ROAHaA OOTGpA HB".
PGsyAbTaTw

pacMGTOB

npeflcrasAGHbi

na

pMC.1-4.

Mcxoahwg

ycAOBMA

aaa

npOBGAGHHOrO aH3AM3a T3KMG MG, K3K B I. 2. KpMTGpMM CTapTMpOBaHMA npOUGAypbl F&B TGMnGparypa c ropAMMx HMTKax 315° C.
OTKpbITMG HK KB B 3,5 M. M3-33 BBapMM Bbl3blB3GT pG3KOfO HdAGHMA A3BAGHMA B I
KOHTypG AO 3H3H6HMA, COOTBGTCTBylOlUGG ABBAGHMIo HaCbllUGHMA npM TGMOGpaTypG 315°
C, Pik~10,7 MPa.

BnpbiCKMBaHMG

xoaoahoM

boaw

paCXOA3MMBaHMA I KOHTypa M COOTBGTHOfO
TeMnepaTypa a ropAMMx HMTKax ocrraeTCA
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ot

HAH BbiawBaGT nocTGneHHoro

nOHMMGHMA A3BA6HMA B I KOHTypG.
hmmg
TGMncpaTypbi HacbiuuGHMA, 3a

M3KAloMeHneM

OMeHb

KopoTKoro

nepMona

b

HaMaAe

Henorpes no TeMneparypbi nacbimeHMA nocTMraercA

cTapTMpogaHn^

b kohug

OwnnaeMbie craunoHapHbie napaMerpbi 6aok3 npM

pacMera

otmx

npouenypbi.

okoao

40°C.

ycAOBMAx npuAoweHMA

npouenypbi F&B CAenylomMe-P^-IOBapa, 7^-120° C. PaaBurne aaapni^Horo npouecca
"Horepfl (IB" c npnAOwenneivi F&B npouenypbi nano b Ta6A. 2.

PaaBMTMe aeapMAHoro npouecca c npuAOMeHueM F&B
Co6blTMe
noAHafl norepm nmareAbHOA

Ta6Anua 2
BpeMA, CGK.

boam

0

Cpa6aTbJBaHne ACK

45

Cpa6arNBaHne A3-1

48

06ecroMMBaHne 6aok3

48

Kohbu 3AeKTpoMexaHMMecKoro Bbi6era FL4H-310
riepaoe oTKpbiTMe flK KH

640

3anoAH6HMe K#

12240

CraprupoBaHMe npouenypbi F&B npw CAenybmwx napawerpax:
- reMneparypa

228

b

12400

ropflMux HMTKax-315° C

• o6mnfl ypoeeHb

b

flf - 0,35

m.

- oTKpbmie oflHoro FlK KJU
- nycK neyx HAD
FlapaMerpbi PY

b kohug

- reMneparypa
- naBAGHMe

b

b

pacMera:

ropflwnx HMrxax -147° C

I KOHrype-10 Gap

AMTEPATYPA

1. WANO SIX MONTH PROGRAMME. Item C. Accident analysis, WESI, 1992.
OmicaHMe pucywoK:
Pmc. 1. l/l3MeHeHne TeMneparypbi renAOHocureAA:
- 9010000 - TBX b peaxTope
- 15010000 - TM3X M3 30Hbl
- 795020000 - Ts b nepBOM KOHrype
Pmc. 2. MsMeHeHne ypOBHA b KH
Pmc. 3. MsMeneHMe Maccbi (JjAyMna b FIT
- SG1 - B OnMHOMHOM Flf
- sgi 4-1 - b neoMHOM nr

- SG1 4-1 4-1 - B TpOflHOM HF
Pmc. 4. MsMeneHMe naBAeHMA b naporeneparope SG1
Crmcok conpameHMA
AHEH-

AoapMMHbie nMrareAbHbie 3A6KTpoHacocbi;

HFHKBPY-A KQ TBC HAHHBpyACKA3 1 F&B-

HaporeHeparop;
npenoxpaHMreAbHbm KAanan;
GbicrponeMCTByloiuaA penyKUMOHnaA ycranoBKa;
KoMneHcarop naBAGHMA;
TenAOBbineAAlOLuaA c6opKa;
Hacocbi aBapM^HOPl nonnMTKM nepeoro KOHrypa;
RMTareAbHaA Bona;
PeaKTopHaA ycranoBKa;
AsapMMHbie cronopHbie KAananbi;
AsapM^HaA sarnura 1 pona;
nonnMTKa - nponysna.
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BG9700032
WWER-1000(320) STEAM GENERATOR COLLECTOR RUPTURE. RADIOLOGICAL
CONSEQUENCES
A. Ivanova, A. Sartmadjiev, E. Balabanov
Energoproekt Pic
One of the major acceptance criteria for design basis accidents at WWER types of
limits according to [1] is the non-violation of the intervention levels (actuation of the
Emergency plan of NPP) out of the exclusion zone, given in the following table:
Measure
Phase
Early
(7 days)

Sheltering
Stable Iodine
Evacuation
Intermediate Control of food and water
(1 year)
Relocation
(a Only for the thyroid gland

Intervention level - dose (mSv)
Single organ
Whole body
(ore effective)
50
5
50|a)
500
50
50
5
50
-

The table indicates only the lower limits of the intervention levels. The upper limits are
by a power of 10 higher. The selection of an intervention level is done depending on the
possibility to apply a certain measure.
From this point of view accidents with direct release of primary coolant to the
atmosphere, bypassing the containment, are of a special concern. One of the possible
routes for such a bypassing is any untightness of the heat-transfer structures of the steam
generators through which the heat generated in the core is transferred to the secondary
coolant. Taking into account the specifics of the steam generators PGV-1000M, most
credible are the cases of partial or complete ruptures of SG tubes or of a lifting of the cover
of a primary collector due to failure of the fixing bolts. The equivalent flow area of the break
can vary from microscopic ruptures, through 2 x 1.37 cm2 in case of a double sided
rupture of an U-tube, up to 78.5 cm2 in case of lifting of a collector cover. In the last case
the limiting cross section is that of the annulus between the primary collector and the
corresponding cover of the SG shell. The corresponding equivalent diameter is 100 mm.
The last case is included in this report as having the strongest impact both on the primary
circuit and core and on the releases to the environment.
The selection of the initial and boundary conditions for the analyses was done
conservatively, so that to provide the most unfavourable conditions with respect to:
*
*
*
*

heat removal from the core;
heat removal from the primary circuit;
heat removal from the secondary circuit;
radioactive releases to the atmosphere.

The heat removal from the core is a function of the reactor power and coolant flow
rate. The characteristic parameters are the DNB ratio, the difference between the
saturation and coolant temperatures at the core exit and the maximum cladding
temperature. Unfavourable effect on these parameters have the core peaking factors, the
tripping of the reactor coolant pumps, the maximum delays of reactor scram and of the
emergency core coolant systems as well as their minimal configuration. The earlier closing
of the turbine stop valves results in a decreased heat removal from the primary circuit and,
respectively from the core.

The heat removal from the primary circuit is a function of the primary coolant
circulation, the status of the tube bundles of the steam generators and the availability of
routs for heat evacuation from the secondary side. Unfavourable effect on these
parameters have the earlier tripping of the reactor coolant pumps, the inoperability of the
turbine by-pass system (BRU-K) and the earlier closing of the turbine stop valves.
The release of primary coolant to the atmosphere depends on the break flow rate
and on the availability of BRU-K. The higher primary pressure, in general, leads to an
increased break flow rate. From this point of view the operation of all three trains of the
active part of ECCS has a negative effect on the radiological consequences of the
accident.
The parameters that determine the source term are: the amount of primary coolant
released to the atmosphere, the parameters of the release (height, enthalpy) and the initial
activity of the primary coolant. The dose rates depend also on the atmospheric conditions
at the NPP site and the restricted zone.
With respect to the above considerations, the following scenario was selected:
•

The accident occurs during power operation at reactor power 102%, nominal primary
pressure and coolant flow rate;

•

The electrical heaters of the pressurizer are available before the loss of external grid,
providing the pressurizer level is still high enough. The operation of the heaters
decreases the primary pressure gradient and, respectively, leads to a higher break
flow rate;

•

It is assumed that, as a result of the turbine trip and the disconnection of the generator
from the grid, a loss of external power supply occurs, leading to RCP trip and
unavailability of BRU-K;

•

The operators make no attempt to mitigate the consequences of the accidents during
the first 30 minutes.

With respect to the controversial influence of the ECCS configuration, two boundary
cases were analyzed: a minimum configuration of ECCS, as the most unfavourable with
respect to core cooling and a maximum configuration of ECCS as the most unfavourable
with respect to the radiological consequences.
The initial activity of the primary coolant was selected after comparing of operational
data for the end of the third fuel campaign and data presented in the Technical design of
Unit 5. As the values in the Technical design are higher by a power of 10 than those from
the operation of the unit, the data from the Technical design were assumed for the
analyses. To these, the activity of nuclides not included in the Technical design but
measured at the plant were added. Some additional assumptions, leading to maximum
activity of the released coolant, were also made in order to obtain conservative results:•
•

No aerosols are retained in the water volume of the affected steam generator. A
justification for this assumption is the position of the break at the top part of the SG
shell. Thus, the evacuation of aerosols with the steam is proportional to the steam
release;
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•

Spiking effect Sa = 10 for the isotopes of Iodine and noble gases. This effect is due to
the increased releases of the gases from the gap of the fuel rods through microdcffccts
during transients with pressure and temperature changes in the primary circuit. The
spiking effect is assumed to be identical for all the isotopes of Iodine;

•

Unfavourable meteorological conditions - atmospheric stability F (by Pasquille), wind
speed 2 m/s and dry weather. An additional analysis was performed for the case of
rain with intensity 5 mm/h.
After the start of the active part of ECCS, a dilution of the primary coolant occurs with
respect to its activity. In order to obtain a more realistic estimation of the released activity,
a special methodology was developed, calculating the actual amount of coolant with the
initial activity in the primary circuit, which is released to the affected steam generator and
thence to the atmosphere.
One of the main characteristics of the class of accidents with release of primary
coolant outside of the containment, is the impossibility to restore the inventory of Boratcd
water in the emergency tanks of ECCS. In this sense, the vapour void fraction of the
coolant released through the steam dump to atmosphere facility (BRU-A) or SG safety
valves is of major importance due to the fact that those arc not qualified for a two-phase
flow and so the possibility of a failure of an open valve to close should also be taken into
account
While selecting the most unfavourable scenario the time and duration of the release
to the atmosphere should also be accounted for. In this sense, the earlier release is more
pessimistic due to the fact that during the first minutes of the accident the operators are
nor expected to react adequately.
For the analyses actual data for the setpoints and capacities of the system for
protection of the secondary side from overpressurization from Unit 5 of KNPP were used.
For BRU-A these are:
Opening pressure
7.16 MPa (73 kgf/cm2J
Closing pressure
6.276 MPa (64 kgf/cm*)
Controlled pressure
6.67 MPa (68 kgf/cmp)
Time for full opening/closing
15 s
Capacity of a fully open BRU-A at local steam line 900 t/h
pressure 6.7 MPa
For the safety valves of the steam generators the corresponding values area:
First SV
Second SV
Time for full opening:
Capacity of one valve:

Opening pressure
8.2 MPa (84 kgf/cm2)
8.4 MPa (86 kgf/cm1’)

Closing pressure
6.86 MPa (70 kgf/cm2)
6.86 MPa (70 kgf/cm2)

1s
800 t/h

With these setpoints and capacity of BRU-A, the opening setpoint of the safety valves
of the affected SG is not reached. The maximum steam line pressure of the affected SG is
a little above 8.0 MPa, i.e. nearly 0.2 MPa below the opening setpoint of the first SV. A
combination of a higher opening pressure of BRU-A and a lower opening setpoint of the
safety valves may result in an opening of a safety valve. Such a possibility exists in case of
an earlier turbine trip or slower opening of BRU-A.

OAQ

The performed parametric studies show that the control systems can not maintain
the nominal parameters of the unit and in less than 10 s into the transient the reactor is
tripped due to the decrease of primary pressure below 150 kgf cm2 The turbine trip is 1.5
s following the reactor scram and as a result the pressure in the steam generators rapidly
increases. The first opening of BRU-A is 14 s into the transient, showing that the release of
activity to the atmosphere can not be avoided.
The start of the active part of ECCS cools down the lower parts of the primary circuit,
increasing the coolant density in them. The faster cool down in case of operation of 3
trains of ECCS leads to a faster decrease of the vapour void fraction in the core and to a
decrease of the water level in the SG collectors, turning the break flow to two-phase. For
this reason in this case the BRU-A is closed earlier. In a later phase the mass balance of
the primary circuit turns positive, the primary pressure and, respectively the pressure in
the affected steam generator increase. BRU-A is re-opened and a quasi-steady state of the
primary circuit is established, the affected steam generator becoming part of it. The ECCS
flow is equal to the BRU-A flow, the Boron solution injected to the primary circuit being
released to the atmosphere. In case there is no operator intervention, the second opening
of BRU-A is 18 min. into the transient. For its prevention the availability of a well justified
emergency procedure for this class of accidents is of primary importance.
As a most unfavourable the case with radiological release to the atmosphere during
the very initial phase of the accident should be considered. During this phase the
operators have to evaluate the plant status and to diagnose the situation. In this sense the
largest release occurs in case of a loss of external grid and availability of only one train of
the active part of ECCS. In this case during the first 15 min. of the transient the total release
of primary coolant to the atmosphere is 50.8 tons, of these 48.5 with the initial activity in
the primary circuit. The release is 47 m above the ground level. The maximum dose rates
are obtained at stable environmental conditions (Class F). The results are obtained
assuming there is no evacuation or sneltering of people, with exposure duration 7 days.
With this assumption the expected dose at the boundary of the restricted zone is 0.0182
Sv for the whole body and 0.184 Sv for the thyroid gland. The estimated dose rates
(effective equivalent dose) on the site are 0.0521 Sv and 0.52 Sv for the whole body and
the thyroid gland respectively. If Iodine prophylactics is applied, these values are
decreased considerably. For example, if Iodine prophylactics is applied 6 hours after the
initiating event, the dose rates are decreased twice, and in 3 hours - 4 times.
The stabilized dose rate at the boundary of the restricted zone at atmospheric
stability F is approximately 3.104 Gy/h. At the NPP site the expected dose rate is 1.8 .10 3
Gy/h 2 hours after the accident. Later on it stabilizes and in 10-15 hours its value is 5.104
Gy/h.
In case of rain with intensity 5 mm/h the dose rates on the site are somewhat higher,
0.6 Sv and 0.2 Sv for the whole body and for the thyroid gland respectively. In this case
the application of Iodine prophylactic and the evacuation of the personnel not engaged in
the accident mitigation would be a reasonable measure leading to a decrease of the
collective dose commitment.
As a result from the analyses, some main conclusions with respect to the evaluation
of WWER-1000(320) safety can be drawn:
• The steam generator collector rupture accident is not threatening the heat removal
from the core, even with a minimal configuration of ECCS. The maximum cladding
temperature remains below its initial value.
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•

The heat removal from the primary circuit is accomplished both through the affected
and the intact steam generators. Taking into account all possible inaccuracies in the
adjustment of the opening setpoints of BRU-A and SG SV, the opening of a SG safety
valve is possible. During the BRU-A operation the vapour void fraction of the coolant
released through it is above 75%. Nevertheless, the possibility of a valve stuck open
should be accounted for, especially is a safety valve is open.

•

For the restoration of the mass balance of the primary circuit, the operation of one train
of ECCS is sufficient. While selecting a strategy for accident mitigation, it should be
kept in mind that primary coolant release is to outside of the containment, thus losing
the possibility to restore the inventory of the emergency tanks. A procedure for filling of
the tanks in emergencies should be also developed.

•

The availability of a well justified emergency procedure for the class of primary to
secondary leaks is very important for the prevention of severe consequences following
the depletion of the safety injection tanks. Applying of such a procedure can also limit
the primary coolant releases to the atmosphere within the first minutes of the accident,
thus minimizing the consequences for the personnel and eliminating any consequences
for the population.

•

The radiological consequences of the accident are relatively small if an emergency
procedure is applied after the 15-th min. of the transient. They do not require the
applying of significant measures of the emergency plan if the weather is dry, such as
evacuation of the population, because the analyses show that the intervention levels
out of the restricted zone are not violated. A necessary measure is the evacuation from
the site of any personnel not engaged in the emergency measures and in the operation
of other units, while for the remaining in the restricted zone Iodine prophylactic should
be applied during the first hours after the accident. Sheltering and/or Iodine
prophylactic of the population in the wind direction may be applied in case of
unfavourable atmospheric conditions. The probability that such measures may be
needed is very low due to the very high conservatism, assumed in the analysis. The
application of such measures should be after dose measurements on the territory
outside of the restricted zone immediately after the radioactive cloud has passed.

•

In case of unstable atmospheric conditions (A) and rain, the most unfavorable results
for the NPP site are obtained. In this case the measures described above should be
recommended. At the boundary of the restricted zone the loading is lower than in
atmospheric stability of class F.
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BG9700033
METHODS, MEANS AND RESULTS FROM CONFINEMENT LEAKAGE DECREASE
IN UNIT 2 AT KOZLODUY NPP
E. Demireva, Eng., D. Grigorov, Eng., Dr. E. Balabanov - ENERGORPOEKT pic
The design concept of units 1-4 confinement at Kozloduy NPP does not comply to
the state-of-the-art requirements contained in the standards for confinements in Western
European nuclear power plants. Naturally, these requirements are stricter than those used
in, the design of, these units, thus, making their direct application impossible. Kozloduy
NPP reconstruction and upgrading, based on WANO's 6-month program, are aimed at
finding a reasonable balance between the current safety requirements and the possibility
to implement concrete technical solutions for confinement design improvement.
Within the framework of Theme D "Confinement Qualification" of the 6-month
program, a long-term program to improve unit's 2 confinement characteristics was started
with plans to transfer the experience and results to the other units with VVER-440 reactors
as well. Work on th,is theme was a joint effort of engineers from Empresarios Agropados
(EA), Spain and Energoproekt pic in close collaboration with staff from the reactor
department of units 1-4 at Kozloduy NPP.
The following objectives were identified:
• Performance of experimental studies in order to assess confinement tightness (Local
• tests);
• Identification of ways and means to improve tightness;
• Performance of the most urgent repair works;
• Development of Global tests Procedures :
* Leaktightness Tests
* Structural resistance Tests
* Flap Reliability Tests
In order to meet these objectives a method comprising Local and Global tests was
developed.
A. LOCAL TESTS
I. COLLECTION AND SYNTHESIS OF INFORMATION ABOUT LEAKAGE PATHS IN
CONFINEMENT
The potential leakage paths in confinement are all equipment which crosses the
boundary or is by themselves boundary of the confinement, irrespective of their design
and functions. They are classified in 9 groups, common for all four units, the only
difference being the number of isolating valves of the suction air ducts to unit's and 4
ventilation systems B-2 and B-4.
The elements (potential leakage path) of all 9 groups for unit 2 are done below:
Group 1

Group 2

Heat, Ventilation and Air ConditionedHVAC)
are grouped into 5 sections:
1.1.
Cut-off Valves
1.2.
Pressure Relief Valves
1.3.
System B-4 Swing Check Valves
System P-2 and B-2: Swing Check
1.4.
Valves
1.5.
System P-1 HVAC shafts

Elements: These, in turn
28 units
30 units
1 unit
2 units
5 units

Doors and Suction Holes
2.1
2 2.

Doors (total number considered)
Suction Holes (in System B-3)

t2 units
10 units

Group 3

Hatches and Manholes

3.1
32
3.3.
3.4.
3.5.
3.6.
3.7.
3.8.
3.9.
Group 4

1
8

Flap valve with diameter 520 mm
Flap valves with diameter 1130 mm

Pipe Penetrations

5.1.
5.2.
Group 6

15 units
6 units
6 units
6 units
2 units
7 units
1 unit
1 unit
1 unit

Venting Flaps

4.1.
4.2.
Group 5

System P-1 Hatches
System P-1 Manholes
Steam Generator Hatches
Main Coolant Pump Hatches
Main Isolation Valve Hatches
Primary Water Purification System Hatches
Reactor Vessel Cover (Dome)
Maintenance Hatch
Gate between upper part of reactor shaft
and transport corridor to the spent fuel pool

136
59

Used pipe penetrations
Reserve pipe penetrations

Valve Stem Extensions

Total number: 131 units.
Group 7

Electrical Penetrations

7.1.
7.2.
7.3.

type II with 8 penetrations
type III with 16 penetrations
type V with 4 penetrations
TOTAL:

Group 8

23
21
7
51

Sump Drain Valves

The 6 units are located in the following rooms: A102, A004/3, A004/4. A010/A011,
A013, B007(A012).
Group 9.

Liner

The walls, floors and ceilings of the confinement rooms are lined by stainless steel
sheets. The total length of the liner welds is approximately 12 km.
II. PERFORMANCE OF LOCAL TESTSII.
1 Test Methods and Procedures
Two methods - quantive and qualitive - have been used in the Local tests. For the
purposes of applying them in tests of the individual penetration groups, Empresarios
Agropados developed procedures stating the range of procedure application, test
equipment, how to use the equipment, personnel qualification, instrument's calibration and
the form of test result registration.
# QUANTITIVE METHODS - WITH MEASURING
=> Pressure Decay
82D-AT-Q-1002 REV.1: Pressure Decay Leakage Test Procedure.
This
document describe the methods used to determine penetration leak flow trough
pressure drop measurement. It applies mainly to the HVAC valves located in ducts,
May, 1992.
=> Flowrate Measurement

82D-AT-Q-1003 REV.1 How rate leakage Test Procedure. This document
describes the techniques used to determine leak flow by direct measurement. It
also applies to HVAC valves with an isolation function, May, 1992.

These Methods and Procedures arc used for the active" groups of penetrations [1],
•

QUALITIVE METHODS - DETECTION

■■■> Vacuum Box
82D-AT-Q-1001 REV.1: Vacuum Box Leak Test Procedure. This procedure
describes the method of testing welds and flat surfaces of the liner, May, 1992.

-.> Ultrasonic detector
82Q-AT-Q-.1004 REV.1: Local Test Procedures Scope of Tests and Selection of
Test Method. This procedure describes the different methods for detecting and
evaluating the possible leak points in the penetrations of confinement, and defining
the criteria to choose the pertinent method in every case ., July, 1992.

--> Blueling
82D-AT-Q-1004 REV.1: Local Test Procedures Scope of Tests and Selection of
Test Method. This procedure describes the different methods for detecting and
evaluating the possible leak points in the penetrations of confinement, and defining
the criteria to choose the pertinent method in every case ., July, 1992.

-> Water Leak
82D-AT-Q-1004 REV.1: Local Test Procedures Scope of Tests and Selection of
Test Method. This procedure describes the different methods for detecting and
evaluating the possible leak points in the penetrations of confinement, and defining
the criteria to choose the pertinent method in every case ., July, 1992.

=> Visual Inspection
82D-AT-Q-1004 REV.1: Local Test Procedures Scope of Tests and Selection of
Test Method. This procedure describes the different methods for detecting and
evaluating the possible leak points in the penetrations of confinement, and defining
the criteria to choose the pertinent method in every case ., July, 1992.
These Methods and Procedures are used for the "passive" groups of penetrations
and for material surface qualification [ 1] .
From tests of each group of penetrations a representative sample is made,
considering which conclusions for the state of the whole group are drawn. From the tests
of unit 2 at Kozloduy NPP such a sample was prepared for the electrical cable and the rod
penetrations. All other groups, except for the pipe penetrations, whose testing was
impossible, were 100% tested.

11.2. Test Results Form
Test results and measurements are entered special forms. A special columns show
whether the measurement has been approved or repair of the tested item of equipment
with prior tests and approval is planned.
In cases when sufficient amount of statistical information about the individual groups
of penetrations has been gathered, repair permits without advance measurements can be
also issued.
11.3. Results from Local Tests of unit 2
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Penetration

Result

Tested
Method
components,
pcs

GROUP 1 - Penetrations for ventilation systems
Cut-off valve system
B-2
Pressure relief valve
of system B-4
Swing check valve
system B-4
Swing check valve
system R-2
Fan shafts system
R-1

26/28

Flowrate leakage test

No leakage after repair

30/30

Pressure decay leakage tes Leakage after repair

1/1

UT

0/1

-

5/5

UT

Leakage
Unaccessible
measuring
No leakage after
packing renewed

for
gland

GROUP 2 - Doors and ventilation holes between doors
Doors

12/13

UT + Blueling

No leakage after
seals replacement
Open system

rubber

Holes of B-3

0/10

-

Round manholes of
R-1
Manholes

6/6

UT

No leakage

37/37

Water

No leakage after repair

GROUP 3 - Hermetic manholes

GROUP 4 - Venting Flaps
Venting Flaps

9/9

Pipe penetrations

0/131

Valve stem extension

25/131

No leakage

UT

GROUP 5 - Pipe penetrations
Structure allows no testing

-

GROUP 6 - Valve stem extension
Pressure decay leak test

No leakage after repair

GROUP 7 - Electrical cable penetrations
Electrical
penetrations

cable

39/51
panels

UT

Sealed, no leakage

Sump drain valves

GROUP 8 - Drainage penetrations
6/6
Water
No leakage

Sheets
Welds
Cladding

1-15%
1-15%
100

GROUP 9 - Liner
Vacuum box
Vacuum box
Visual inspection

18% abnormalities
3% abnormalities**
42 remarks

Note: **Leakage from spent fuel pool. Holes without sealing Traces from oxidation
Local test results show the necessity of tests and repair during each refuelling cycle.
III. WAYS AND MEANS TO IMPROVE CONFINEMENT TIGHTNESS
Qualification of unit's 2 confinement showed that the ventilation system, penetrations
are the major source of leakage to be expected because of their great number - more than
60 penetrations with size above 250 mm. Just for comparison, the designs of Western
nuclear power plants impose a limitation of two 200 mm penetrations during normal
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operation. The isolating valves at the confinement boundary close up to 50% by gravity,
and for the remaining 50% by electric drives with 30-60 s closing time. Isolating valves in
the Western nuclear power plants are of the disk type with closing time 5 s.
One of the ways to upgrade confinement characteristic is to reconstruct and modify
its ventilation systems. In /1/ are proposed the following modifications:
Repair/Modification Orders

Activities

Ventilation system B-2

Reducing the number of suction valves from 14 to 9, and
of the inflow valves from 14 to 11
Replacing the isolating valve dia 500 in suction air duct
of B-2

RMO-09
RMO-11

Ventilation systems fl-4 and B-4

Reducing the number of excess pressure valves, dia 500
from 30 to 6
Installing a back-up disk valve in suction air duct of B-4
or replacing the present one
Making possible a local test of valve of RMO-06
Changing the type of drive of excess pressure valves dia
500, or replacing with better-quality valves

RMO-02
RMO-06
RMO-08
RMO-117

Ventilation system B-3

RMO-08

Installing isolating valves, or removing the connections

RMO-43

Replacing the sealing of fans' shaft by such providing
the required tightness during operation.

Ventilation system R-1

Other ways to improve tightness are the periodic inspections and repair of the other
groups of penetrations.
Group

Doors
Manholes
Pipe penetrations
Flap valves
Electrical cable penetrations

Means to improve tightness

Planimetering
Replacement of sealing
Planimetering
Replacement of sealing
Chamber for periodic inspection of penetrations
Applying Greifswald NPP's experience
Licensing of product for sealing of all penetrations

Speaking generally of the means for penetration's tightness, it should be noted that
there is no experience in materials choice. In this respect, the experience at Bohunice
NPP will be very useful.
B. GLOBAL TESTS

Empresarios Agropados and Energoproekt have developed procedures for global
tests, namely:
82D-AT-Q-1005, Rev. 1:

•
•
•

Procedure for Global Confinement Tightness Test at reduced
pressure for Kozloduy NPP units 1 to 4 , November, 1992
Depressurization Stage to Verify Liner Leaktightness
Pressurization Stage -1.25 bar (abs.)
Reduced Instrumentation to control the Test
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82D-AT-Q-1006, Rev.1:

•
•

Pressurization Stage - 1.6bar (abs.)
Complete Instrumetation for Temperature and Humididy Correction

82D-AT-Q-1007, Rev.1:

•
•
•
•

Procedure for Global Confinement Structural Integrity Test For
Kozloduy NPP units 1 to 4 , October. 1992

Pressurization stage - 2.15 bar (abs.)
Pressure increments in gradual steps
Cracks inspection and follow-up in singular points
Displacements measurements versus maximum values by calculation

82D-AT-Q-1008, Rev.1:

•
•
•
•

Procedure for Global Confinement Tightness Test at nominal
pressure for Kozloduy NPP units 1 to 4 , November, 1992

Venting Flaps Test Procedure for Kozloduy NPP units 1 to 4 ,
October, 1992

Leaktightness test during closure and normal plant operation
Calibration test on the Counterweight and the Stem Guide System
Operating test on the Complete Assembly
Complemented by Detailed Structural Analyses

In December 1992, a tightness test at pressure 1.3 bar (absolute) was carried out in
unit 2 at Kozloduy NPP. After removing the untightness, mainly in the electrical cable
penetrations, an equivalent leakage diameter of 103 mm was registered.
Many of the proposals relating to Item D, made at the end of the 6-month program,
have been implemented at part of the units and the test results are indicative of the
necessity and significance of this activity.
It is noteworthy, that in view of the future plans to build a filter-type ventilation system,
the high degree of confinement tightness is one of the crucial design requirements.
REFERENCES:
1. Final Report for ITEM D, October 1992. Document of Impresarios Agropados 82D-FD1005.
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APPLICATION OF A TWO-PHASE INJECTOR
IN THE SAFETY SYSTEMS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
POPOV E. L., STANEV I. E.
"ENERGOPROEKT", SOFIA, BULGARIA
INTRODUCTION
The development of Safety Criteria for Nuclear Power Generation has caused the
installation of complicated, multi-component Safety Systems.
In most of the currently operated PWR plants, the Active part of the Safety Systems
(ASS) consists of Impeller Pumps (IP), Electric Motors (EM) and valves. The complicated
layout (redundancy, cooling and lubrication) of these systems is obviously caused by the
relatively low reliability of each of the basic components. On the other hand, the
complicated layout influences directly the capital and production expenditures, finally
rising the cost of generated electricity.
The main disadvantages of the IP - EM couple, which contribute to the high cost and
complicated layout of the system are, as follows:
IP: - physical incapability to deliver constant flow rate at varying head (hydraulic
resistance);
- essential sealing;
- essential lubrication;
- essential cooling;
- includes moving (rotating) parts;
EM: - essential electricity supply;
- essential lubrication;
- essential cooling;
The following article presents for discussion a concept for significant simplification,
and consequently - cost reduction of Nuclear Power Plants ASS. The idea is to replace the
IP-EM couple in some of the ASS with a two-phase injection jet device (IJD), without
decreasing the overall ASS reliability. Considering the special physical properties of the
IJD, such a replacement would eliminate the disadvantages listed above, although it will
bring up new demands.
The authors aim to demonstrate the following:
- IJD is capable of fulfilling the functions of the IP-EM couple in certain ASS in PWR
Nuclear Power Plants;
- The essential conditions for IJD functioning as a basic element of ASS are present in
the current Nuclear Power Plants during all accidents, requiring activation of the relevant
ASS.
A short review of IJD characteristics, revealed during our previous studies [1], is
presented below.
I. INJECTOR JET DEVICE
The theoretical basis of the two-phase injector jet device (IJD) is presented in [2].

Newly discovered properties of this device are outlined in later works [3] and [4]
which regard the IJD mainly as a means to increase the working medium pressure 1.5 2.0 times. This particular characteristic of the IJD, which is due to the unique processes
occurring in its discharge sector, gives it a special advantage over all other jet devices.

Fig. l

The principal structure of a two-phase jet injector is shown on fig.1. Physically, the
IJD converts the kinetic energy and enthalpy of the working medium (steam) into potential
in the condensation jump, which occurs in the mixing chamber. The working medium
expands in the steam jet, producing low pressure, which draws the injected medium
(water). The mixture flow is then slowed down in the mixing chamber, which causes
pressure increase. Due to the working medium condensation and appropriately chosen
geometry of the outflow part, it is possible to rise the outlet mixture pressure above the
pressure of the working medium.
As illustrated on fig.1, the IJD consists of the following basic elements:
1 - injected medium (water) inlet channel;
2 - working medium (steam) inlet channel;
3 - injector working channel including inlet chamber, mixing chamber and diffuser;
4 - outflow (pumping) channel;
5 - fixing flanges;
6 - steam jet;
7 - working channel displacement mechanism.
The most interesting property of this device is the capability of sustaining constant
flow rate regardless of the variations in the system's hydraulic resistance, outflow pressure
being function only of the resistance, which is to be overcome. Thus, within certain limits,
the IJD output pressure can vary between injected water initial pressure (Pb) and the
maximal value (Pc) obtainable under the specific conditions (steam pressure, discharge
flowrate), without operator intervention. A qualitative comparison between IP and IJD
pumping heads versus flow rate is presented on fig. 2.
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ne.2
A method for engineering calculation of IJD pruoertirs «s enveloped and validated
against experiments, carried out with a sample IJD on a special! / built test facility. Some of
the results of this work are presented below.
1.1 IJD efficiency, steam and water flow rates.
In the theory of jet devices, productivity is assessed through the injection factor (U), which
is the ratio between water and steam flow rates. The comparison between experimentally
defined and calculated injection factors is presented on fig. 3 and fig. 4.
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On all figures, the calculation results are shown with solid lines, and the experimental
results - with data points.
Best coincidence is noticed at low pressures of the injected water, similar to the
pressure in most ASS tanks. The results at varying temperature of the injected water (Tb)
are of the same character. The overall relative error in defining of the working injection
factor for all experimental values does not exceed 3%.
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1.2 Maximal output pressure
The basic parameters, which influence the maximal IJD output pressure are
presented on fig. 5. Especially interesting is the fact that the maximal output pressure
remains practically constant while the injection factor changes significantly.
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The maximal output mixture pressure (Pc) is obtained in the experiments by adjusting
the flow resistance cf the test loop. Fig. 6 clearly shows that Pc depends mainly on the
steam pressure (Pp), and for this particular IJD geometry Pc/Pp - 1.7.
There is a satisfactory coincidence between the experimental and calculated results.
The maximal relative error does not exceed 10%.
Every point on fig. 5 and fig. 6 corresponds to the maximal output pressure for the
relevant conditions. The complete flow - head diagram for each case is a straight vertical
line (fig. 2).
The stability of IJD functioning improves when the inlet water temperature decreases.
1.3 Conditions for IJD implementation as a basic ASS element
1. Development of the necessary head
The head developed by IJD depends only on the working medium (steam) pressure.
The geometry of the IJD presented here allows the development of a head which is 1.7
times greater than the working medium pressure.
2. Development of the necessary flow rate
The constant flow rate, sustained by the IJD during the whole transient allows the
whole range of necessary heads to be covered by only one type of IJD. The necessary
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flow rate can be developed either by a larger capacity IJD or by multiple IJDs of a smaller
capacity.
3. Reliable supply of working medium
Steam Generators (SG) are regarded as suitable sources of working medium for
accidents with decrease of the primary side pressure, and the Pressurizer (PRZ) for
accidents with increase of the primary side pressure. The availability of more than one SG
rises the problem of optimal feed line layout. The delivery of working medium with certain
parameters, necessary for different accidents will be discussed below.
4. Temperature of the injected water
When the difference between the temperatures of the working medium (steam) and
the injected medium (water) decreases, IJD productivity decreases too. In some accidents
this will impose the necessity for cooling of the injected medium. This necessity may limit
the ASS independence from electricity supply, depending on the precisely evaluated
possibility for passive cooling of the injected medium.
II. APPLICATION OF IJD IN THE ACTIVE SAFETY SYSTEMS (ASS)
In this section we shall comment briefly on some basic accidents in Nuclear Power
Plants with PWR reactors. These accidents are studied, modelled and described in great
detail in many previous studies [5.6].
While commenting on the accident scenarios, our point of concern will be the ASS
action, necessary to bring the reactor to a safe state. From this point of view, the vast
variety of possible accidents may be split in two basic types:
a) accidents without depressurization of the primary side, where the major ASS
function is to supply the SG emergency feedwater system;
b) accidents with depressurization of the primary side, which require activation of the
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS).
Wo shall show, that ASS functioning does not deteriorate if the IP-EM couple is
replaced with a IJD, where such a replacement is possible. We shall also show, that the
conditions for IJD functioning as an element of the ASS are present during the considered
accidents. Finally, commenting on the analysis of one of the most probable severe
accidents, we shall demonstrate the importance of one of the IJD main advantages - the
independence from electricity supply.
11.1 Accidents without primary side depressurization
Regardless of the variety of initial causes and scenarios, all these accidents set the
same problem for ASS action: feed water must be delivered to the SGs with such
parameters and at such flow rate, that safe removal of the residual core heat is guaranteed
for long periods even if only one SG is available.
In order to meet this demand, the IP-EM couple performs two functions:
a) delivery of the necessary flow rate;
b) development of the head, necessary to overcome the pressure difference between
the source (Deaerator, tanks) and consumer (SG) of feed water, including the hydraulic
resistance of the relevant line;
Let us now consider the capability of the IJD to perform these functions, using as a
working medium the steam from intact Sgs, as shown on fig. 7.
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Figure 7.
1-Steam Generator 2 - Injector (IJD) 3 • Water Storage Tank

11.1.1 Flowrate of the emergency feedwater supplied by IJD
The delivery of the necessary flowrate depends on four factors:
-

IJD geometry;
working medium (steam) flow rate;
water inventory in the source;
temperature difference between the working medium and injected medium (water).

If the other three factors are present, the geometry of the IJD described in Chapter I
provides a constant flow rate. As it was mentioned above, this flowrate can be easily
varied by installation of multiple IJDs.
The necessary flow rate ccn be assessed by the injection factor, which is the ratio
between water and steam flow rates. For the studied IJD the injection factor is within the
range 10 - 30. Obviously, the steam produced even by one SG will be sufficient for a IJD
with such injection factor to feed all (3, 4 or 6) Sgs?
The water inventory in the storage tank is not influenced by the replacement of the IPEM with a IJD.
The necessary temperature difference between the working medium and the injected
medium is certain to be provided during the whole transient, because of the different
conditions in the SG and in the water storage tank.
It should be noted, that the reliability of steam supply does not depend on steam
sources (their capacity being many times larger than the necessary), but on the feed lines,
valves and controls. This problem should be addressed in detail during the reliability
assessment of the emergency feed water system as a whole.
11.1.2 IJD head for emergency feed water supply to Sgs
Having in mind, that the pressure in the water source is close to atmospheric, and
that the hydraulic resistance of the lines does not exceed 3% of the SG secondary
pressure (P»g), we conclude, that IJD must develop a head of - 1.05 Psg in order to provide
feed water to the relevant SG during the accident.
In Chapter I. we have already shown that IJD output pressure depends linearly on
working medium pressure, with a factor of 1.5 - 1.7 for this particular IJD. Obviously, the
SG being a source of working medium and consumer of the injected medium in the same
time, the necessary head is always available with a considerable margin.
II. 2 Accidents with depressurization of the primary side
We shall focus our attention mainly on the accidents with leakage of primary coolant
into air-tight compartments. In this case, the major part in accident mitigation is played by
the ECCS pumps. The replacement of the IP-EM to IJD raises similar problems, most
important of which are the following:
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- development of the head necessary to overcome the pressure in the primary side
and the hydraulic resistance of the line;
- sustaining of the temperature difference between the working medium and the
injected medium.
Here we assume that IJD is supplied with steam from SG(s), as shown in fig.7.
11.2.1 Development of the necessary head
Considering the behaviour of primary pressure, we can split these accidents in two
types: accidents with large loss of coolant (LB LOCA) and accidents with small loss of
coolant (SB LOCA). The main difference between them is, that in case of LB LOCA the
primary side empties quickly - within 30 seconds, while in case of a SB LOCA primary
pressure is kept quite high (approximately equal to SG secondary pressure) for a relatively
long time.
During the analysis of LB LOCA [7], no attention was paid to the pressure in the Sgs.
This is due to several reasons, one being the imperfect computer codes, used for accident
modelling. Obviously, in such accidents, the SG steam can not be used as IJD working
medium due to the low (if any) heat transfer to the secondary side. Further analysis is
necessary in order to prove IJD capability to cope with such accidents, using other
sources of working medium. One possible solution is to use as working medium the
steam, generated in the core during the accident.
In this report we shall focus only on SB LOCA accidents.
The IJD presented here can be used in such accidents, being capable of increasing
the output pressure to 1.7 times the working medium source pressure. For PWR reactors
of the VVER-1000 type, the IJD can start working on SG supplied steam when primary
pressure has decreased to ~ 10 MPa. In a large number of SB LOCA models studied by
the authors this pressure occurs during the first 10s of the transient.
When a SB LOCA occurs together with a loss of the NPP internal electricity supply,
IJD could start delivering water to the primary side much faster than the standard ECCS
pumps, which depend on Diesel Generators (DG) start up time.
11.2.2 Sustaining of the temperature difference between the working medium and the
injected medium
The reliable functioning of IJD requires a certain temperature difference between the
working medium and the injected medium. This temperature difference influences
considerably IJD head, bringing it to zero if reduced below certain limit.
After its reserve water inventory is exhausted, the ECCS switches to recirculation
from the reactor building sump, thus bringing the leaked (and still hot) water to the primary
circuit. At this stage the sump contains saturated liquid, and reactor building safeguards
are activated to reduce the pressure in the relevant compartments. Thus, the sump water
temperature is hardly above 100 C. On the other hand, the steam pressure in the SG is
determined by the functioning of SG steam dump valves and safety relief valves, which
keep it high enough to provide the necessary temperature difference. Hence, the
introduction of an IJD provides better conditions for the functioning of ECCS heat
exchangers and reduces the risk of pressurized thermal shock in the reactor vessel, being
capable of pumping warmer water than the IP-EM couple during sump recirculation.
II.3 Beyond Design Basis Accident : Complete blackout
Generators to start

with failure of the Diesel

Beyond Design Basis Accidents have very low probability of occurring, but
nevertheless are seriously analyzed, especially after the Three Mile Island and Chernobil
accidents.

"Complete blackout" means loss of electricity supply to all consumers, except those
of category I. Being dependent on electric power, the IP-EM couple is inoperable in such
conditions, thus making the whole ECCS unavailable. The analyses of this scenario for
VVER-1000 [8] show, that core uncovering occurs at - 242 minutes after the beginning of
the transient, due to primary coolant blow-out through PRZ relief valves. The smaller water
inventory in the primary side of western (e g. USA) PWRs makes this period 2 - 4 times
smaller.
The replacement of IP-EM to IJD in this case eliminates the necessity of electricity
supply, thus making the ECCS available and bringing the accident into the range of
accidents without primary side depressurization - foreseen and manageable by design.
Here we come to the conclusion, that IJD introduction in ASS eliminates one of the most
possible severe accidents in PWR nuclear power plants.
CONCLUSIONS
The short analysis of different typical accident regimes shows, that the introduction of
IJD in the Active Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Plants brings significant advantages in
comparison with the currently used IP-EM couple. The easiest to apply and the most
advantageous is the introduction of IJD in the SG emergency feed water system. Such
introduction will make this system completely immune to loss-of-electricity supply
accidents.
The IJD based feedwater system can be connected to the primary side as well. Thus
one and the same system could be used both for emergency feedwater supply to the Sgs
or for emergency core cooling, depending on the type of the accident.
The introduction of IJD in the current ECCS is now limited to accidents with small loss
of reactor coolant. Additional studies are necessary in order to evaluate the possibility for
coping with the whole range of possible leaks and to find other sources of working
medium at suitable conditions.
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HEPA3PyiUAK)mMfi KOHTPOAb

B A3C "K03A0BYM"

M. Mhxobckh* , A. CnopneB,** , B. Hkiwee, fl. Uokob, H. rionoea
* MHCTMTyr MexaHMKM BAH, ** CMME KOHTPOAb, A3C "K03A0Ayfl"
06becneMeHne Beaonacnoia SKcnAyaTaukiki coopyweHma ki cuctgm b A3C ceasaHO
c BHenpeHneM n oasBkiTkieM Meronoa HepaspyiuakDiuero kohtpoaa (HK). Meronbi HK
HanaAn npHMeHATbcn b A3C "Ko3AOAyfl" no nycKa CTaHUnn. B 1973 r. c^opMuposaHa
nepsaa rpynna no HepaapyuiatomeMy kohtpoaIo aaa nposeneHUfl Bxonamero kohtpoaa
coopyweHuia ki AOSKcnAyaTaukioHHoro kohtpoaa ckicreM b ycAOBMAx
HaAaAKki
o6opynoBaHna.
B
1974 r.
c^opMuposaHa
Aa6opaTopnA
"MeTaAAorpacJjkiA
ki
repMeTM^HOCT" « cocraBe KOTopofl BKAfoMena n rpynna no HK. C 1991 r. b A3C
"KosAonyd" pa6ojaeT otaga "#kiarHOCTkiKa m KOHipoAb", KOTopoia abaagtca caMbiM
paasuTbiM lightpoM b BoArapMki AAA npOBGAOHHA KOMnAGKCHoro (pa3pyujak>LU6ro kl
HepaapyiuakDiLitiro) kohtpoaa m AkiarHOCTkiKki BbicoKOOTBGTCTBGH-Horo OHeprmaHoro
o6opyAOBaHMA b npouecce OKcnAyarauiin.

OtAGA "BnarHOCTHKa kl KOHTpOAb" OCymeCTBAAGT aKTMBHbie MGMAyHapOAHblG
KOHTaKTbl CO CneUkiaAHCTaMkl HOBOBOpOHGWKOPl, 3aOOpO)KKOia kl BaABKOBCKOia A3C, c
AaBoparopnAMH aasoAOB npoki3BOAkiTGAeia oBopyAOBaHkiA b MwopcKe h FIoaqackg, c
HayMMO-MCCAGAOBaTGAbCKHMH MHCTklTyTaMkl UHMMTMAULI - M0CKB3, FuAponpecc H Ap.
Flpki OKcnAyaTaukiki A3C "Ko3AOAy^" noAGSHbiMki abaaIotca cbasm c BGAymuMH
MHCTHTyiaMki b BoArapnn - c MHcrmyTOM MexaHMKH ki HHCTuryTOM MGTaAAOBGAeHMA
BoArapcKOtf aKaAGMkiu HayK, c CMME KOHTPOAB, c TexHkinecKkiM yHMBGpCMTGTOM b
Cotfiklkl kl C TeXHMMGCKMM yHMBepCMTGTOM B BapHG, 3 T3KWG C MHCTklTyTaMM kl (JjkipMaMkl C
yTBGp>KAGHHbiMki TpaAHUHAMki b AkiarHOCTkiKG aTOMHbix OAeKTpocTaHuma INETEC 3arpe6,
TECHNATOM - McnaHHA, ZETEC - CLUA, Westinghause Instrument CLUA, Force Institute
BaHMA kl Ap. B OTAGAG "BkiarHOCTMKM m KOHTpOAA" paBOTalOT CBbllUG 60 cneunaAkiCTOB I, II
n III ypoBHA no HepaspymaloLiiMM MeroAaM kohtpoaa, noAroTOBAGHHbix b BVLl "KBaAkiMa"
BeAylomne cneukiaAkiCTbi II ki III CTenenn
noAyHMAM ki AonoAHkiTGAbHyk) KBaAki<))kiKaukilo b yueBHbix ueHTpax BbiuienpeACTaBAeHHbix
HHCTklTyTOB B 06A3CTkl aBTOMaTH3aUklkl OnTHHGCKOrO, BkIXpeTOKOBOrO kl yATpa3ByKOBOrO
KOHTPOAA COOpyMGHkll^ AGO.
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- PaspaBoTKa

Basa

Aannbix

oBopyAOBaHMA ki perkiCTpkiposaHHbix
onepreTunecKoro oBopyAOBankiA.

oughok

TexHkinecKkix
MSMenenkiA

c

ueAblo

xapaKTepkiCTkiK

c

ueAblo

oScAywkiBaHkm
MaTepkiaAOB,

onpeAGAGHkiA

pecypca

HepaspyiualoLund kchtpoas b A3C "Ko3AOAyA" ocymecTBAAeTCA npn noMomu bcgx
BHAOB
KOHTpOAA
(OOTklHeCKOFO,
npOHklKalOLUklX
MklAKOCTGia,
paAkiaukiOHHoro,
yAbTpasByKOBoro, BkixpeTOKOBoro, repMGTkiHHOCTki, MarnkiTHoro, MeTaAAorpa^kinecKoro,
cneKTpaAbHoro
m
HkiCKonacTOTHoro
aKycTkiMecKoro).
McnoASOBannoe
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o6opynoBaHne aaa kohtpoaa no3BOAAer, npH noMomM aBTOMaTM3npoBaHHbix
KOMHblOTGpH3HpOBaHHblX CMCTCM, HCCAGAOBaHMO, <J)OpMMpOBaHMG 6a3bl ABHHblX

m

M

AOOOAHMTGAbHblM aH3AH3 H8 OCHOBO CnOUMAM3MpORaHHblX OpOrpaMMHblX HpOflyKTOB.
B C00TB6TCTBMM C TpaGOBaHMAMM AGMCTBylOtUMX CTaHAapTM3aUMOHHblX AOKyMGHTOB AAA
o6bGcnGM6HMA 6G3onacHOCTM A3C, 3a nocAGAHbie roAbi pa3pa6oraHbi HopMaiHBHbie h
TGXHOAOrklHGCKHG AOKyMGHTbl, pGrAaMGHTMpykJLUMe KOHTpOAA B A3C. PG3AM30BaHa
XOpOLJjaA

rapMOHkiaaUMA

MeTOAOB,

CpeACTB

H

MeTpOAOrMHGCKOrO

oGbecnGHeHMA

KOHTpOAA C CyiUGCTBytomMMH TpaGOBaHMAMM H3 OTanG CTpOMTGACTBa (AOKyMGHTbl

HK

ASME [3]). Hn>Ke

1514-89, OCT 108.004.108-80 [1,3]) M SKcnAyaTauMM (AOKyMGHTbl

npGACTaBAGH COMCOK B KOTOpOM BKAlOMGHbl OCHOBHbIG HOpMaTHBHblG AOKyMGHTbl HO

HK

B

A3C.
1. FlporpaMMa

pasBMTHA

OKcnAyaTauMOHHOM

AMarHOCTMKM

tgxhmmgckom

A3C

"KoSAOAytl".
2. OpraHHsauMA

paGoTbi

otabab

"TlMarHOCTMKM

h kohtpoaa".

3. TGXHOAOrMHGCKaA MHCTpyKUHA AAA KOHTpOAA M6T0A0M npOHMKalOLUMX >KMAK0CT6M.
4. TexHOAorMHGCKHG
HepaspyiuatoiJLiGro
JTY 500

m

AOKyMGHTbl

kohtpoaa

3BTOMaTH3npOBaHHoro

HGcnAOiuHOCTGM

b

csapHbix

yATpa3ByKOBoro

cogahhghmax

TpyGonpOBOAOB

py 200 BBEP-440.

5. TexHOAorkinecKMe AOKyMGHTbl

no npHMGHGHMlo

paAnauMOHHoro

HGpaapyLualomGro

KOHTpOAA.

6. TeXHOAOrMHGCKkie

AOKyMGHTbl

no

OnpGAGAGHkllO

(J)6ppMTHOM

(|)a3bl

B

CBapHbIX

COGAMHGHMAX M3 ayCTGHMTHOfl CT3AM.
7. TexHOAorMMGCKkie AOKyMGHTbl no BkiayaAbHOMy

kohtpoaIo

py m

oagmghtob

A3C.

B pa6oTG npeACTaBAGHbi, npe>KAe Bccro, TGXHOAorMMCCKMe AOKyMembi
UGAblO npOrpaMMbl pa3BMTMA

1

m

4 .

OKCnAyTaijMOHHOW TGXHMHGCKOM AMarHOCTMKM ABAAGTCA

nOBbUUGHHG 6G30naCH0CTM M HaAGMHOCTM A3C Ha OCHOBG: o6napy>KGHklA HGAOnyCTMMblX
OTKAOHGHkid

CBOMCTBax

b

n

chaoiuhoctm

MaTGpuaAOB,

nporHOSkipoBaHMA

pecypca

COOpy>K6HMM, yAyMLUGHMA 3(J)<t>6KTMBH0CTM 3KCnAyaT8UMM B yCAOBMAX OOTMMaAbHOM
HarpyBKM OGopyAOBaHMA, yMGHbUJGHMA npOAOAWMTGAbHOCTM pGMOHTa, COHGTaHMA
OAaHOBblX pGMOHTOB C COBpGMGHHblMM CMCTGMaMM AMarHOCTMKM, COMGTaHMA npMHUMnOB
OKcnAyaTauMOHHoro oGcAywMBaHMA no pecypcy c OKcnAyaTauGM no TexHMMGCKOMy
COCTOAHMlO,

MCnOAbSOBaHMA

B03MO>KHOCTeA

npGAynpGAMTeAbHOM

AMarHOCTMKM

M

yBGAMMGHMA 0GbGM3 pGMOHTHblX paGOT, CBA33HHblX C oGopyAOBaHMGM, C OTKAOHGHMAMM
B 3KCnAyaT3LlM0HHblX XapaK TGpMCTMKdX.
FlporpaMMa
HGnpGpblBHblM,

npoAycMaTpMBaeT

coMGTaHMe

nopMOAMMGCKoro

kohtpoaa

c

KOTOpOM OpMMGHAGTCA OpaKTMHGCKM K BCGM nOAAGWaiUMM KOHTpOAk)

COGAMH6HMM M COOpy>K6HMM. OCHOBHbIG Hanp3BA6HMA p33CMTMA HGOpGpblBHOrO KOHTpOAA
M AMarHOCTMKM B

A3C

CBA3AHbl C pGLUGHMGM CAGAylOLUMX 33AaH:

1. TGXHMMGCK3A AM3rHOCTMK3 TOnAOMGXaHMMGCKOrO oGopyAOB3HMA (KOHTpOAb MGT3AAa,
KOHTpOAb MGXaHMHGCKMX H3npA>K6HMM, pGrMCTpBUMA OCHOBHbIX napdMGTpOB

paGOMBfO

PGXKMM3, MGXaHO-MaTGMaTMMGCKOG MOAGAMpOBaHMG oGbGKTOB KOHTpOAA, ^OpMMpOBaHMG
KAaCCM(j)MKaUMOHHblX KpMTGpMGB, OUGHK3 pGCypca).
2. T6XHMMGCK3A

AMaTHOCTMKa

MOAGAMpOBaHMG

OGbGKTOB,

3AGKTpMMGCK0r0
<J)OpMMpOBaHM6

oGopyAOBaHMA

(KOHTpOAb,

KAdCCM^MKaUMOHHblX

KpMTGpMGB,

onpGAGAGHMG pccypca).
3. Pa3BMTM6 MGTOAOB TGHGSMCa, AMarHOCTMKM M npOMHOCTM MaTGpM3A0B M COOpy>KGHMM.
DpM BbinOAHGHMM npOrpaMMbl OCOGOG BHMMGHMG yAGAGHO:
- BBOAy

CMCT6M

OKCOGpTHblX OUGHOK;

2C=>S

KOMOblOTGpHOrO

apXMBMpOB3HMA

pG3yAbT3TOB

KOHTpOAA

M

- MeTpOAornMecKOMy o6becne4eHnlo kohtpoaa c ueAblo noebiiuGHMA tomhoctm m
h3ag>khoctm kohtpoaa;
- BBOAy OKcnAyaTaukiOHHbix cmctgm MHoronapaMGTporo
Hepaapyuialomero
KOHTpOAfl, OnTMMM3aUHlO KOHTpOAfl H3 0CH0B6 Bbl6opa HOBbIX MHCj)OpMaUMOHHblX
napaiwerpOB m opmmghghma HOBbix mgtoaob h cpgactb;
- paaBMTMlo mgtoaob MGxano-MaTGMaTMMGCKoro n <J)M3HMecKoro MOAeAMpoaaHUfl
coctoahma MaTepnaAOB;

- coanaHnlo
Hepaspyiualoiiinx
KpmepneB
ocTaTOMHoro pecypca m xapaKrepucruK pncxa;

OKcnAyaTauMOHHOA

npOMHOcru,

- BBOAy cmctgmm cynepBetisepcKoro kohtpoaa;
- C03A3HMlO GAMHHOA CMCTGMbl nOAFOTOBKM M nGpGnOAFOTOBKM KBAPOB, a T3K)Ke
34><t>6KTMBHOA 0L16HKM MX nOAFOTOBKM B C00TB6TCTBMM C TpG60B3HMAMM EN 473;

- cosAaHMlo

yne6HO

MGTOAMHGCKoro

ueHTpa

noAroTOBKM

kbapob

no

HepaspywalomeMy kohtpoaIo b A3C.
Pa3pa6oraHHafl nporpaMMa BbinoAHAGTCA otagaom "flAarnocTMKM m kohtpoaa"
A3C "KOSAOAyd" B COTpyAHMMeCTBG C BGAyLllMMM MHCTMTyT3MM B BOAFapMM B 06AaCTM
Hepaspyuialomero kohtpoaa MMex

BAH, CMME - KOHTOAb, TV - Co<t>MA.

B KaMecTBe npMMepa noAroTOBKM tgxhoaofmmgckoa AOKyMemauMM npGACTaBAGHbi
peayAbTaTbl
MCCAGAOBaHMA M pa3pa60T3HHblG AOKyMGHTbl
no yAbTpa3ByKOBOMy
HGpaspylualomeMy kohtpoaIo csapHbix cogahhghmH
m3
aycTGHMTHOA craAM b
Tpy6onpOBOA3X flY 500 BBEP-440, pGaAM3MpOB3HHOrO npM OOMOIUM M6XaHM3MpOBaHHOfl
KOMnblOTGpHOd yAbTpaSByKOBOti CMCTGMbl P-SC30 (fl3HMA)[4]. (IpOBGAGHbl KOMOAGKCHblG
AaOopaTOpHbIG MCCAGA0B3HMA XdpaKTGpMCTMK M6T3AAa Tpy6onpOBOA3 M CBapHbIX
cogamhghmM.

COGAMHGHMti,
BGpTMKaAbHO

Ha pmc.1- pmc.3 npGAcraBAGHbi MMKpocrpyKrypa MCCAGAOsaHHbix csapnbix
paenpGAGAGHMG
CKOpOCTGfl
paCnpOCTpaHGHMA
npOAOAbHblX
CL,
OOAApM3MpOBaHHblX nOnGpGHHblX C,v M nOBGpXHOCTHblX Cr BOAH
M

paCnpGAGAGHMG K03(|)(|)MUMGHT0B 33TyxaHMA OpOAOAHblX aL M nOOGpGHHblX 0^ BOAH B
33BMCMMOCTM OT yfA3 9 MGMAy OpMGHTaUMGI^ AGHApMTHOM CTpyKTypbl M HanpaBAGHMGM
pacnpocTpaHGHMA yAbTpaasyKOBbix boah.
Ha pMC.4. noKaaano pacnpoAGAGHMG
4>GppMTHOM 0a3bl Ha nOBGpXHOCTAX A M B CBapHOrO COGAMHGHMA. riAOTHblG M nyHKTMpHbIG
AMHMM
MCn0Ab30B3HHbl AAA npGACT3BAGHMA pG3yAT3TOB
KOHTpOAA COGAMHGHMA,
BbinOAHGHHblX pyMHbIM M aBTOMaTMMGCKOM COOCOBOM CBapKM.

AhUSOTPOOMA CTpyKTypHbIX, aKyCTMHGCKMX M MarHMTHbIX CBOACTB MaTGpMaAa
csapHoro ujBa TpcSycT paspaOoiKM hoboa mgtoaakm 4>opMMpoBaHMA aKycTMMGCKoro
TpaKTa yAbTpassyKOBoro kohtpoaa. Aaa CAynaA o6Hapy>KGHMA hgcoaoluhoctm H b
CBapHOM COGAMHGHMM (pMC.5) OpM nOMOLUM H3KAOHHOrO myna O aKyCTMHGCKMA TpaKT
aanbiCMBaGTCA b bmag [4]

n

An— Ao

2a tLi

n Dij*\ Di+

FAG /to M An
saryxaHMA

1,1

FiiQa (<p)R on

1= 1

1=1

aMnAMTyAbI FGHGpMpOBaHHOrO M npMHATOFO GXO-CMTHaAa a, K03(J)(J)MLIM6HT
yAbTpassyKOBbix

boah;

Lj

aKyCTMHGCKMA

nyib;

K03(t>(t)MUM6HT npOXOMAGHMA H3 rpBHMUG CpGA i, M 14-1;
BAMAHMA

XapaKTGpMCTMK

HanpaBAGHOCTM

D

,,

j+1

aMnAMTyAHbiA

PH- (J)yHK14MA, yHMTbIBalomaA

HaKAOHHOFO

Qa(o)

myna;

yHMTbiBalomaA orpawalomMG CBOAcrsa HGcnAomnocTM, ROB kos^x^muaght
Ha rpanMUG ochobhoa M6TaA-B03Ayx; i mhagkc cpcAbi
MaTGpMaAa

naKAonnoro

OpMGHTMpOBaHHbIX

06a3CTGA

myna,

aaa

ochobhofo

<t>yHKUMA,
otp3>kghma

(1, 2, 3, 4 cootbgtctbghho, aaa
mgtaaaa

m

aaa

pa3AM<4HO

CBapHOCO COGAMHGHMA).

Ha OCHOBG pG3yAbT3TOB
Aa6op3TOpHblX M TGOpGTMHGCKMX MCCAGAOB3HMA 00
OI4GHKM CTGOGHM npOXO>KAGHMA yAbTpa3ByKOBblX BOAH «46p63 rpaHMUy MG>KAy AByMA

cpenaMn npn HaAMHMM mam OTcycTBMA rpaHUMHoro caoa, no MCCAenoBaHulo OTpaweHMA
yAbipaasyKOBbix
boah
ot
KOHipoAbHbix
HecnAOiiiHOCTeii,
no
onTMMuaaunlo
axycTHMecKoro KOHTaKTa, no oueHKM othollighma noAeanoro yAbTpaaByKOBoro CMrHaAa
ot
HecnAOLUHOCTM k CTpyKiyHbiM LuyMaM b aHnaoTponHOM MarepnaAe caapHoro
coeflMHeHkifl,
npenAO)KeHbi
HOpMaruBHbie rexHOAornMecKne noKyMOHTbi,
Koropbie
perAaMGHTupyloT ycAOBMA nposeneHMA uccAenosaHutl m HepaapyiualomGro kohtpoaa
caapHbix coennHeHnA b Tpy6onpOBonax AY 500. OcHOBHbie TpeOoBaHMA no oueHKM
npuMeHMMOCTM m no perAeMeHTuposaHnlo ycAOBMrt kohtpoaa OTpaweHbi b CAenylomux

AOKyMeHiax.
1. YKAY1. TexHkNecKkie

ycAOBMA

ne^eKTOCKonuMHOCTu

csapHbix

cogamhghmm

npM

yATpaasyKOBOM KOHTpOAe (Y3K) Tpy6onpoBOAOB AY 500.

2. YKAY2 npaskiAa oueHKM ocHOBHbix xapaKiepuciMK csapHbix cogahhghmM npn Y3K AY
500 BBEP-440.
B paapaOoraHHbix tcxhoaotmax Y3K paaAUMHbix tmoob csapHbix cogamhghmm b AY
500 o6oCHOBaHbl pe>KMMbl HaCTpOMKM MyBCTBMTeAbHOCTM KOHTpOAA, CAGABH Bbl6op
MH(|)opMauMOHHbix
napaiweTpoB
AAA
oxapaKTepnakipoeaHMA
HecnAOtuHOCTeM
m
o6ocHOBaHa cucreMa oueHKM Ae^GKTHOCTU. B cootbgtctbmm c TpeSoBaHMAMM ASME [2]
AAA HaCTpOrtKU MyBCTBMTeAbHOCTM M AOnyCTMMOCTM oOHapyMGHHblX HGCnAOUJHOCTGtl OO
aMOAkiryAe orpa>xeHHoro curHaAa Bbi6paH KOHTpoAbHbiM umamhapmmgckmm OTpawareAb
AkiaMGTpoM 3.2 mm. Flpn cxeMax kohtpoaa b KOTopbix npeAycMaTpMBaeTCA MaivieneHMe
paccTOAHMA ot myna AO HecnAOtuHOCTeM ot 30 ao 135 mm pexoMeHAOBaH
SKBMBaAGHTHblM UMAMHAPMMeCKMM OAOCKOAOHHblM OTpa>KaTGAb C AkiaMGTpOM OT 2.6 AO 3.9
mm [5]. HacTpoMxa yAbTpasByxoBoro ycTpoMCTBa peaAM3MpyeTCA c ynGTOM mgtoamk
OOCTpOGHHA AHCTaHLIHOHHO-aMnAMTyAHbIX KOpeKTMpyk>LUMX KpMBbIX (AAK) [4], Pe)KMM
perMCTpauHH c 6 dB Bbime pewMMa 6paKOBKM. PewMM kohtpoaa, c yneTOM CTpyKTypnbix
oco6ghoctgi^ MaTepkiaAa Bbi6pan c 14 dB Bbime pe>KMMa 6paKOBKM. Hopiv/ia 6paKOBKM
perHCTpnpOBaHhblX GAHHklMHblX HeCnAOllJHOCTeM BbiOpana no IlK 1514-89 [4].
AAA

MGTpOAOrUMeCKOrO

CpaBHMTGAbHblX

06p33U0B

npeAH33HaMGH

aaa

H

oughkm

o6bGCneMGHHA
KOHTpOAbHbIX

KOHTpOAA

6AOKOB.

xapaKTepkiCTHK

p33pa60TaHa

KOHTpOAbHblM

naKAOHHbix

6aOK

CMCTGIVia

OKB4-A

npeo6pa3yBaTGAGM.

KoHTpoAbHbiM 6aok BKBF-A cooTBGTCTByeT‘pGrAaMGHTHpoaaHHOMy ASME 6aakiCHOMy
KaAn6paunoHHOiviy 6AOKy. AonoAHMTeAbHo, aaa xa>KAoro BMAa caapHoro cogamhghma,
C03A3Hbl CpaBHHTGAbHbie o6pa3UM AAA HBCTpOMKM npeoOpaSyBaTGAGI^, AAA nOCTpOGHMA

AAK KpMBbIX, AAA OUGHKM AOnyCTMMblX HecnAOLUHOCTeM.
OCHOBHblG CXGMM 0p03ByHMBaHMA CBapHbIX COGAMHGHMM AY 500 OpGACTaBAGHbl H3
Pmc. 6 aaa CAynaa nonepeuHbix (a), npoAOAbHbix 6) m yrAOBbix (b m r) cogahhghmpi [6].
0CH0BH3A CXGM3 np03ByHMB3HMA peaAM3MpyGTCA npM HOMOIAM OpAMOfO AyM3
npeo6pa3yBaTGAGM TMna AYET c yrAaMM opgaomaghma 70° m yrAOM cxoammoctm 14°
(pMC. 6. a, b, r). OnMcaHbie cxeMbi, npM cooTHomeHMM noAG3Horo CMrnaAa k myMy 12-14
dB,
0O3BOAAGT
yBGpGHHOrO
KOHTpOAA
30Hbl
KOpHA
CBapHOfO
COGAMHGHMA.
nposByHMBaHMG npM yrAax 70° rapaHTMpyeT yMGHbmeHMG aMOAMTyA aokhnx CMrnaAOB ot
HM>KHG« HaCTM CBapHOFO UJBa. 0CH0BH3A CXGM3 np03ByHMB3HMA OpOAOAbHblX CBapHbIX
iDBOB peaAM3MpOBana npM noMOLUM HaKAonnoro npeoSpasyaaTGAA npoAOAbHbix boah [6].
npM yrAOBbix CBapHbiX COGAMHGHMAX, M3 3a TpaHC(f)OpMaUMM OTpaMGHMAX npoAOAbHbix
BOAH OT OAOCKMX TpaHMMHblX OOBGpXHOCTGM, Ha6Ak)AaeMaA KBpTMHA H3 3Kp3HG
yAbTpaaByKOBoro ycTpoACTsa CAO>KHa aaa anaAMsa. npM noiviomM CTanAapTHbix
HaKAOHHbIX npG06pa3yBaTGAGM npOBGpAGTCA TOAbKO HGOOAbmaA HaCTb COGAMHGHMA
(30Ha TepMMHGCKoro bamahma m 5-8 mm MaTepMaAa csapnoro msa). npeAycMOTpeno n
npMMGHGHMG AyOAMpylomMX CXGM TM0B TAHAEM AAA KOHTpOAA KOpHA CBapHOrO mB3 M
30Hbl TGpMMMGCKOrO BAMAHMA (pMC. 6 3, 6, r). npMMGHAGMblG CXGMbl TapaHTMpylOT
yBGpGHHOG o6Hapy>KGHMG OnaCHblX 3KC0A0aTaUM0HHblX HGCnAOmHOCTGd TMna TpemMH.
30H3 KOpHA np03ByMMBaGTCA OpM OOMOmM 6MH3pHOrO
HaKAOHHOrO CMMMGTpMHHOrO
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npeo6pa3yBareAA LLL 60°/60° , a npMnoBGpxHOCTHaa 30Ha c npeoGpasyBareABMn

aap

accMMMerpMMHoro ranAGMa LLT 70L/17T n 70L/30T.
Ha puc. 7 m pkic. 8 npencTaBAGHbi HCKoropbie peayAbrarbi, noAyMGHHbie npM HacrpoMKM
HaKAOHHbix npeodpasysareAeM VSY60 m MWB45-2 c opmiughohmcm KompoAbHoro 6AOKa
BKBI~- A. Pa3pa6oiaHHbie cxewibi kohtpoap o6ecneMMBaloT onTMMM3auMR Y3K m
yMGHLLIGHMP paflMaUMOHHOrO B03fleMCTBMP.OHM ananTMpCBaHHblX K MexaHM3MpOBaHHOMy
KOMnAGKcy P-scan.
Pa3pa60TaHHblG TGXHOAOrMMGCKMG flOKyMGHTbl KOHTpOAP CBapHbIX COGAMHGHMM ,QY

500 BBEP-440 corAacosaHHbi c I4BHA3 KMAOMLj
"flMarHOCTMKM M KOHTpOAP" A3C "K03A0Aytt".
DoAroTOBKa
HCDHM.

aokabab

m

BHGnpeHbi

b

npaKTMKG ornGAa

ocymGCTBAGHO npM noMOLUM cnoHCOpCTaa no npoGKTy TH 317
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BAMBHME BOMBAPflkIPOBKM C VCKOPEHHblMkl flO 70 KeV
flOHAMM HA CTPYKTYPy kl CBOMCTB AAfOMkIHMEBOrO CF1AABA
B. flMMOBa, A- AanaMAOB, T. MapKOB, r. SAareea
HHCTMTyT MeraAAOBeneHMfl - BAH
X. AwreAOB klflMflE - BAH
AAlOMMHMeBbte CnAaBbl CMMTalOTCR, pflflOM C HepMaeelOlllMMM CTaAHMM, C8MMMkl
nonxonflmMMM MarepkiaAaMki

aaa

nepeofl ct6hkm TepMoanepnoro peanropa

Our. 1. MkiKpucrpyKTypa (T3M) 6wcTpo3aKaAeHHOfl

aghtn

[ 1], [2].

cocraea Al -1 aec. % Zn

a - 20000x; 6 - 40000x
Mbi ocraHOBMAkicb Ha cnAaea AI-1 sec. %Zn nan MoneAb xoMoreHHoro TBepnoro
paCTBOpa Ha aAlOMkIHHeBOH OCHOBU, H3 KOTOpOrO Mbl K3rOTOBMAkl 6blCTp03aKaA6HHblX M3
pPCHAasa TOHKHX AGHT TOAIHHHOfl OKOAO 50 MKM. BblAO MCCAGflOBaHO BAMAHHB
6oM6apflnpoBKH Fe+- tionaMki na CTpyxrypy m cborctb aght. Mohm 6wah ycKopenbi no
aneprHH 60 KeV npw flosax 1016 h 1017 hom/cm2.
B pesyAbrar MiwnAanraukiki raweAb'x >KGAG3Hbix Monos HaOAtonaeTca xax
3po3nn noBepxHOCTH, Tax m oGpasyBankie HOBbix HacTHu (sepoaTHee Al3 Fe) - <J>kir. 2 kl 3.

<Dkir. 2 MkiKpocrpyKTypa (T3M) BwcTposaKAAGHHOM aghtw cocTaea AI-1 bgc. % Zn caga
HMnAaHTaukiki Fe+- tionaMw; 60 kgV, aosa o6AyMGHna 1016 boh/cm2
a - 10000x; 6 - 100000X
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Our. 3. MwKpocTpyKTypa (T3M) 6biCTpo3aKaAeHHoa Aembi cocraea AI-1 Bee. % Zn

caca

MMnAaHTaunn Fe+* tionaiviw; 60 KeV, noaa o6AyMeHna 1017 woh/cm2
a - 40000x; 6 - 100000x

BbicoK03HeprnHHoe

BoanencrsMe

npuBoam

k

M3MeAbMCHnlo

crpyKTypu

-

o6pa3yBaHne cyGsepna okoao rpaHnuy kphctbaamtob (4>nr. 4).

Our. 4. MkiKpocTpyirypa (T3M) 6biCTpo3aKaAGHHOR AGHTbi cocTasa AI-1 see. % Zn CAen
kiMHAaMTauMM Fe+- MOHaiww; 60 kgV,
no3a o6AyMGHMfl 1016 Woh/cm2; 400O0x
BblAO MCCAeflOBaHO M3MGHGHMG MarHkITHbIX CBOtiCTB 6blCTp03aKaAGHHblX ACHT K3K
peayAbrar nMnAamaumi >KGAG3Hbix hohob. Emam npoeeAGHbi abb Tuna sKcnepuMCHTOB:

1) Ha6AtofleHne xona HaMarHWMGHOCTM I npn M30TepMHMH0M OTwnre npn 250 "C m 2)
orwur B TGMneparypHOM kiHTepsaAG 30 'C - 600 "C npcA»apMTGAbHO
OTOXOKGHHblX npM 250 °C AGHT.
M30xpoHHbiH

Ot Buna xpuBbix Ha <J>nr. 5 h 6 Moryr 6biTb cneAaHbi CAeaylomne BbiBonw:
1)
CymecTByeT
HanpaBHOsecHafl
paccTBopHMocib
ObiCTposaKaAGHHON aghtg cocraBa Al-1 sec. % Zn;

npMMecett

weAcaa

b

2) Magt fln<J>4>y3Mfl weAGSHbix wohob b wvinAaHTwpoBaHHbix aght c nosepxHOCTH K
BHyTpGHHOCTM npGMMyiUGuTBGHO OO rpaHMLiaM 3GpGH (4>MT. 5, Kp. 2), KOTOpafl BOflMT K
nOBbllllGHHlO HaMarHHMGHOCTM OOCAG 2 M 60AbLUG M3C0B OT>Knra npw 250 °C;
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o -/

(Dur. 5. UsMeHeHne HaMarHuweHHOCTM I 6biCTpo3aKaAeHHOfl AeHTbi cocTaea AI-1 sec. %
Zn b npouecce or>Knra npn 250 °C:
1 - A6HT3 nOCAe nOAyMGHUfl

2 - AGHTa
3)

rioflBa

TMnMMHOe

flAA

nocAe

MMnAaHTaunn Fe+- ttOHaMM; nosa

KBa3n<j)epOMarHMTHoro
CMAbHO

coctoahma

pa36aBAGHHb!X

MMnAaHTMpoBaHHoro

TBepflbIX

paCCTBOpOB,

cnAasa

[3],

COflep>KalomMX

4)epoMarKkiTHbix aroiviOB, c t. Klopn okoao 540 °C (<t>nr. 6, xp. 2).

o —/

Our. 6. MsMeHeHne HaMarHkiMeHHOcru I 6biCTp03axaAeHH0R
Zn

b

aghtbi

cocrasa AM sec. %

npouecce naoxpOHHoro orwura cxopocTblo 17,3°C/mmh:

1 - AGHTa nocAe noAyneHHA
2 - AGHia nocAe MMnAaHTauHM Fe+- RonaiviM; nosa
o6AyHGHHA 1017 Hoh/cm2, 60

kgV
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3AKAK3HEHME
CnAaB AM Bee. % Zn abaagtca nonxoflAmuM AAA npoaenoHMA MoneAbHbix
uccAenoBaHnA pafluaunoHHbix noepe>KAeHMAx aAkDMMHMeBbix cnAasoB.
klMHAdHTaUMA flOHHbIM yCKOpMTGAGM MAY*4 ABAAGTCA MGTOflOM HOAyMGHMA CHAbHO
pasSaBAGHHblX TBepflblX paCCTBOpOB C 4>epOMarHHTHblMM aTOMaMM, KOTOpbie He MOryT
6blTb nOAyMGHbl 06bNHHMH Cn0C063MM CHAaBAGHMA.
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Bcecok)3HaA KOH^epeHLiMA no MaiepnaAAOB
pcaKiopoB, 17 -20 hoa6pa 1984, AeHHHrpa/i.
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ctghkm

repMOAnepHbix

2. flMMOBa B., T. SAareea, B. FatinapoBa, T. MapKOB,
flaHanAOB, HayMHa KOH^epeHUMA
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Comprehensive Thermal-Hydraulic and Thermal-Mechanical Analysis
of the Reactor Core and Fuel Rods for the Safety Validation
of Real Refueling of VVER-440 at Kozloduy
Svetlana STEPANOVA, Dobromir PANAYOTOV, Bonka ILIEVA,
Marietta VITKOVA, Vela SIMEONOVA, Gbner PASSAGE, Maria MANOLOVA
Institute for Nuclear and Nuclear Energy - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Blvd. Tsarigradsko shosse 72, Sofia 1784, Bulgaria
Introduction
The collaboration of the Section for Safety Analyses of Nuclear Power Systems and
Kozloduy NPP started several years ago. The reason for it is the call for safety evaluation
and validation of Units 1 to 4. Its aim is pursued by determination of thermal-hydraulic as
well as thermal-mechanical margins of core and fuel rods. On the ground of numerical
analyses performed by sophisticated computer codes the margins are determined for all
required by the regulatory committee steady-state regimes and operational transients. The
goal is to prove the existence of enough margins of the technological parameters to their
permitted values.
The research results have to prove the safety and to show the optimal operation of
Kozloduy NPh units during the choice of real core refueling. This aim is pursued by mean
of existing word experience and implementation of computer codes for modeling,
computation and analyses of thermal-hydraulic and thermal-mechanical processes.
Presented hereafter results are obtained under the ..PROGRAMME 93-96 FOR
UPGRADING OF THE OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY AND SAFETY OF UNITS l-iV VVER440 (V-230) REACTORS". For 1994 the program foresees next three divisions have to be
done:
I. Thermal-hydraulic calculations for the part of core with maximal heat flux for units
1 to 4 during steady-state regimes and the main circulation pumps coast-down during the
earthquake situation. This part includes the determination of maximal fuel and cladding
temperatures and critical heat flux ratio by subchannel code COBSOFM. The analyses are
based on neutron-physical calculations and heat flux distribution in the fuel assemblies
and rods.
II. Thermal-mechanical calculations and evaluation of the fuel rods behavior at core
refueling of units 3 and 4 during steady-state regimes. The works include determination of
temperature fields, fission gas accumulation under the cladding, changes in fuel rod's
cladding etc. by computer code PIN-micro. The main input data for such analyses are the
power history obtained from neutron-physical calculations and heat flux distribution in the
fuel assemblies and rods .III.
III. Additional activities: 1) Preparation of manuals and implementation of computer
codes COBSOFM and PIN-micro at Kozloduy NPP; 2) Training of plant employees to use
the computer codes and performing of joint calculations and analyses; 3) Study of
literature and consultations on piocesses and most optimal regimes of operation of fuel on
the base of thermal-mechanical parameters; preparation of methodical recommendation
to avoid fuel damage etc.

Computation
COBSOFM

of the

core thermal-hydraulic

processes

by

computer

code

The code COBSOFM [ 1] is the modified version of developed in the US code COBRA-3C
[2].

The main new features of this code can be summarized as follows:
* an improved model for the subcooled boiling with variable phases slip;
* pre-CHF and post-CHF heat transfer coefficients;
* a model for turbulent crossflow mixing in the two-phase flow;
* CHF correlation proposed by Russian authors for VVER fuel assemblies, that
account the axial heat flux distribution .
The code permits to calculate the maximal fuel and cladding temperatures, the
temperature and void fraction of coolant during steady-state regimes and operational
transients. Critical heat flux ratio can be determined by Bezrukov-1976 [3] as well as by
Smolin-1978[4] correlation.
The code verification was carried out by comparison with experimental data obtained
at Skoda plant (Check), Kurchatov,s institute and OKB Hydropress (Russia) experimental
facilities.
Figures 1-6 present some of the results for 12th fuel cycle of unit 4. The most severe
operational transient
blackout of 6 from 6 main circulation pump under seismic
circumstances is analyzed for the beginning, middle and the end of fuel cycle. The
presented results include the coolant temperature, enthalpy, density and void fraction as
well as core margins such as fuel and cladding temperatures and critical flux ratio.
On the ground of performed by COBSOFM analyses next conclusions can be made:
I. For steady-state conditions: the maximum of coolant temperature is 305°C at core
outlet for the beginning of fuel cycle; there is no coolant boiling in the core; the maximal
cladding temperature is 317°C that is under the design permitted for VVER-440 V-230
value of 350°C; the maximal fuel temperature is 1374°C that is also under the design
permitted for VVER-440 V-230 value of 2808°C - the fuel melting temperature; minimal
critical heat flux ratio is 2.197 for the beginning of fuel cycle, the hot channel factor 1.15 is
already included in this value.
II. For accident with unit blackout: the maximal cladding temperature is 340°C that is
also bellow the design permitted for VVER-440 V-230 value of 350°C; the maximal fuel
temperature decreases from 1374°C for the beginning of the transient to 727°C 10 seconds
after that is also under the fuel melting temperature; minimal critical heat flux ratio
including hot channel factor 1.15 is 1.676 for the beginning of fuel cycle and it is higher
than accepted value of 1.3. The last value ensures with 95% probability that there is no
boiling crisis anywhere in the core.
The results presented here show enough safety limits of core as well as at steadystate regimes and during severe accident with unit blackout for the beginning, middle and
end of fuel cycle.

Thermal-mechanical calculation of fuel processes by PIN-micro code
Since 1993 a team in the INRNE has began the application of code PIN-micro for the
purposes of thermal-mechanical analyses of fuel rods during steady-state regimes and
slow transients in the operating VVER-440 units in the Kozloduy NPP. The code is created
on the base of the US code GAPCON-THERMAL-2 and it has been verified for VVER fuel.
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Some specific physical models for the processes in the irradiated fuel rods such as
densification, swelling and restructuring of fuel and cladding and irradiation creep of
cladding are included.
By the code PIN-micro thermal and thermal-mechanical parameters of fuel rods can
be calculated as follows: the temperature fields in the fuel, gas gap and cladding, gap heat
transfer coefficients, fission gas release, gas pressure, mechanical stresses and strains in
the fuel pellets and cladding etc.
The code has been verified against experimental data obtained at Kurchatov's
institute research reactor MR and under the international collaboration program D-COM
and FUMEX.
For the very first time in our country the code has been used for the calculations and
analyses of thermal-mechanical parameters of VVER fuel rods. Figures 7-12 present the
obtained results for the most loaded fuel rod in a working assembly. This assembly with
typical power history that spent three fuel cycles in the VVER-440 core and is proposed for
one cycle more to stay in the core. Average values of geometrical and technological
parameters have been considered for this case.
The linear power of the assembly reached the maximum of 25 kW/m during the
second fuel cycle, the same variable has the value of 20 kW/m during the third cycle. For
the period under consideration the maximal fuel temperature remained below the value of
1000°C. The fission gas release is less than 0.4%, and the gas pressure under the cladding
is 25 bars at the end of this period. The fuel and cladding radii have changed and this lead
to the gap closure and the thermal contact between fuel and cladding after the middle of
the third cycle. Obtained results showed that the fuel assembly with typical power history
has enough safety margins (fuel temperature, gas pressure under the cladding) which
ensure a safe operation during the considered three fuel cycles and the proposed fourth
cycle.

Conclusion
On the base of presented results it can be concluded that codes COBSOFM and
PIN-micro describe correctly the processes in the core and fuel of VVER and they can be
recommended for safety analyses of this type reactors.
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1. Panayotov D.P., L.S.Sabotinov. Modified Program for Thermal Hydraulic
Calculation of VVER Cores. Soviet Atomic Energy. Vol. 72, No. 4, pp. 366-370 in Russian,
(pp. 330-333 in English), April (1992).
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Transient Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis of Rod Bundle Nuclear Fuel Elements. Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington BNWL-1695. March (1973).
3. Bezrukov J.A., Astahov V I., Brantov V.G. Experimental Investigations and
Statistical Analysis of Boiling Crisis Data for VVER Rod Bundle. Thermal Engineering. No.
2 pp. 80-82. (in Russian) (1976)
4. Smolin V.N., Polyakov V.K. Coolant Boiling Crisis in Rod Assemblies. Proc. of 6th
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RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROBLEMS IN KOZLODUY NPP
N. Vldenov, V. Stanchev,
KOZLODUY NPP
The radioactive wastes /RAW/, liquid and solid, are product of the daily operation
and are associated to the production of electricity from NPP all over the world.
The annual quantity is a function of the number and the type of units, outage
programme, emergency maintenance, reconstruction of the units and the culture of
operation of the personnel working in the restricted area.
By design for WWER - 440 units it is foreseen storage of liquid and solid wastes only
in the specified for this purpose temporary storage facilities and periodically these facilities
should be enlarged in order to take the new generated quantities of wastes. There are no
such enlargements to date and the efforts of the specialists and KNPP management to
solve the problem of increasing the radwaste volume with temporary technical decisions
are obvious.
By design the WWER - 1000 should be supplied with bitumen installation for
treatment and packing of liquid RAW, system for incinerating the burnable solid RAW and
compaction of the other wastes - about 50 tons force. Besides, the bitumen storage
facilities are planned for not more than 5 year units operation. For the incinerated and
compacted solid wastes storage facilities are not foreseen. Generally, these design
decisions did not solve the major part of the radioactive waste problems of WWER - 1000
units. In addition, the licensing of the bitumen installation and the RAW incineration system
in front of the regulatory bodies in the former USSR failed, the delivery of the installations
was canceled and thus there was no reason for project fulfillment.
The difference of the WWER-440 and 1000 and the power units used in West Europe
NPPs is the generation of great quantities liquid RAW from WWER operation in return to
the very low volumes of spent resins which determined the choice of treatment
technologies, packing and temporary storage on site.
The management of NPP Kozloduy evaluating the significance of the operation with
the RAW started establishing of structures for RAW managing in 1991 and since April 1992
the Department for Treatment of Radioactive Wastes appeared. The Department is a part
from the NPP Kozloduy structure. It runs all buildings and facilities which treat and store
the RAW and also the spent fuel storage facility.
The main principles which are followed in the activities related to the RAW are:
- providing, at maximum, nuclear and radiological protection of personnel, population
and environment.
- optimum economy (efficiency) in managing the RAW.
- implementation of modern technologies for treatment and temporary storage of
processed RAW and decommissioning of nuclear facilities which technologies has
proved their efficiency in the practice.
At this stage the RAW management includes activities associated with solid wastes
such as collection, preliminary sorting on radiological and physical characteristics,
transportation, precompaction in drums and supercompaction of these drums. The
activities associated with the liquid RAW and the contaminated oils will be developed in
the near future and are described further down.

I. PROCESSING OF SOLID RAW
After reaching design power in Kozloduy NPP annually is generated average volume
of 1400 m3 solid RAW but the biggest volume has been produced in 1993 - 3100 m3. The
reason for this is the sequence of the V and VI unit commissioning and the reconstruction
performed mainly on I and II power unit. The tendency for 1994 is decreasing the
production of wastes which is expected to reach about 2000 m3. This process will continue
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in the future because of the developed programmes for minimizing the generated solid
wastes.
The generated solid RAW from the KNPP units are transferred to the permanent and
temporary places in the Restricted Area, in which are placed wastes with gamma activity
not higher than 0.30 mSv/h. For RAW with activity from 0.30 mSv/h to 2.00 mSv/h and from
2.00 mSv/h to 9.00 mSv/h are manufactured and tested special containers with the
necessary biological protection which provides safe personnel operation during container
filling and transportation. The location of this places depends from the unit condition normal operation, outage or emergency maintenance or reconstruction and this location is
coordinated between the Electricity Production Depts. and the "Treatment of RAW" Dept.
These places are used for preliminary sorting by radiological and physical characteristics.
For transportation of the collected RAW is used especially equipped truck which brings
the wastes to the processing place. Additional sorting is carried out, the aim of which is
optimization of the ratio between the so called soft RAW (contaminated clothes, plastic
packages and other materials used during the repair activity) and the solid - metal,
wooden parts and other in the drums. Well known are the problems which are caused by
the soft wastes during precompaction and supercompaction. If the drum is full with soft
wastes only after supercompaction this drum returns to its previous volume and there are
cases in which the upper rolled lid opens which causes difficulties in the technology
process and increases the final volume for storage.
After additional sorting the wastes are placed in 200 1. steel drums and are
precompacted with a compaction force of 15 tons. In this way is obtained decreasing of
the volume in advance by the factor of 3 to 5. Usually a 200 I. drum can take 0.8 m3 RAW.
After rolling the upper lid the drum is then taken for final compression in a compactor with
greater force. Since December 1991 till February 1994 the drums have been compacted
with a compaction force of 630 tons. Since February 1994 after successful site acceptance
tests the Supercompactor, delivered on contract with Westinghouse manufactured by
BLISS Company, was put in operation. The Supercompactor operates with a force of 1000
tons and provides final wastes volume decreasing, including precompaction by the factor
of 7 to 15. For the Supercompactor is provided a temporary facility in the Restricted Area
in Auxiliary Building -3 and is additionally equipped with feeding and discharge drum line
designed and manufactured in "Treatment of RAW" Dept.

II. PROCESSED RAW STORAGE
After Supercompaction the RAW are placed in special baskets and in this condition
transported for temporary storage in the processed RAW storage facility. This temporary
storage facility is located in the Northeast part of the NPP, in the physical fence, far
enough from the other facilities and meets all the IAEA recommendations an 1 v<e national
legal standard requirements. The temporary storage facility is licensed by lhv= 'SUAE
(Institute of Safety Usage of Atomic Energy) of CPPUAE. In addition around the Murage
facility there is an alarm system and the access is limited only for the "Treatment Oi RAW"
and the Control Bodies personnel.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT FOR TREATMENT AND TEMPORARY
STORAGE OF PACKED LIQUID AND SOLID RAW
There are four main technologies for waste treatment and packing involved in the
project.1
1. Technology process for treatment of solid RAW which comprises the following systems
and installations:
- Waste retrieval from the storage near the switch gear yard
For this activity the Technical Project foresees construction of movable facility
equipped with all necessary technical means for waste retrieval from each storage pit thus
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it is provided to maximum extend process mechanization. Manual operation will be carried
out only in exceptional cases during the preliminary waste sorting. The facility meets all the
personnel radiation protection requirements and provides the necessary labour
conditions. The facility project, construction and equipment manufacturing is being
performed by the Shipbuilding Institute - Varna.
After removal of all solid RAW from the storage in the future it will be used as a buffer
one and a reserve storage volume during units decommissioning.
- Waste retrieval from the Auxiliary Buildings (AB) -1,2, and 3 storages
The work here will be performed on three stages. The first stage includes
construction of superstructure of the open area of AB-2 and waste retrieval from this
superstructure, the second stage includes the same activities for AB-1. The equipment
supplied by Westinghouse will be used for retrieval of the wastes and the design activities
are Energoproject part. The third stage is waste retrieval from AB-3 after building of new or
adjustment of the present facilities because of the storage specialty in AB-3.
All activities are remote controlled except the preliminary waste sorting.
- Waste transportation to the treatment facility will be performed by means of
container trucks "LIAZ-MADARA" equipped with a device for self loading and unloading of
the container in the storage and the treatment facility.
- the waste processing in the treatment facility will be a separate technology process
including several subsections:
• section for breaking-up the oversized wastes coming from the storages
• section for decontamination of metal RAW
• section for storage of wastes which radiation activity is > 2 mSv/h and afterwards
they are directly transferred for packing.
The main technology process includes several associated operations for 50-65
drums per shift output such as final sorting by radiological and physical characteristics,
precompaction - 50 tons compactor, rolling the upper lid of the drum, weight
measurement, radio nuclide content and total activity of each drum and transferring the
data in an information control system, intermediate station where sorting of the drums by
activity is performed, 1000 t. Supcrcumpa .tor for drums compaction, second station for
pucks (compacted drums) and a steel - concrete container BB-cub.
All operations in the main technology process are mechanized by means of remote
control and there is a possibility for automization of these operations, except the sorting
area. Generally said, there is no way of mechanizing the sorting operations and we are not
informed for any sorting systems applied in the world practice. If there are such systems
probably they are used by highly developed and rich industrial countries.
2. Technology process for treatment of liquid RAW
It includes retrieval of the liquid phase and dilution of the crystal phase of the liquid
wastes from AB-1 and 2 and their transferring in a tanker-trailer which transports the
wastes to the treatment facility. The transferring of the liquid waste from AB-3 is carried out
by pipe system because of their immediate proximity.
The treatment of the liquid waste is performed by Westinghouse formula, technology
and solidification system. The main advantage of the chosen technology is the possibility
of concentration by evaporation of the liquid waste from base position of 13-15 % salts to
40 % in the evaporator outlet concentrate. In this way we reach final cemented product
decreasing by 0.74 coeficiency while the coeficiency of the volume of the final cemented
product in the normal solidification technologies is increased by the factor of 2-2.5. As a
final result the implementation of this formula and technology leads to significant
decreasing the number of packages and the volume for temporary storage and final
disposal of the treated RAW.
The solidification system is completely automatic.
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3. Technology process for packing of the treated solid and liquid RAW
This process includes containers' transportation to the separate, the so called
stations, at which the following operations are performed: loading the container with
pucks, filling the free space in the container with cemented waste (here is possible a
second option which allows if necessary filling the container only with cemented waste),
placing and welding the container lid. 24 hours stay for preliminary solidification of the
mixture, container air tightening and transportation out of the treatment facility to the
temporary storage facility. All operations arc remotely controlled and there is a possibility
of process automization.
The container which is used in the project is jointly developed between Kozloduy
NPP and BalBok Company. It is licensed by CPPUAE as type package IP-3 which gives
the opportunity in future to be transported on the national road net to the place specified
for final RAW disposal.
4. Oil incineration system
The Oil incinerator burns the contaminated oils produced during Kozloduy NPP units
operation. The system is mobile, it is not in the frames of the treatment facility and can be
installed on each unit according to the necessity. It is completely automatic.
The storage of the treated and packed RAW will be done in temporary storage facility
which is located next to the treatment facility. The unloading and stacking of the containers
will be carried out by cranes, specialized clamps and co-ordinate system, remotely
controlled.
The Technical design of the RAW treatment facility which main designer is
Energoproject, is approved by the Expert Council in Kozloduy NPP and is transmitted to
the regulatory bodies, Committee for Peaceful Purpose Usage of the Atomic Energy,
Ministry of Environment, Health Ministry, Ministry of Internal Affairs (HFP) for review,
statements and the associated construction permissions. The Health Ministry has given its
agreement, the Ministry of Environment conducted an open discussion on the project in
Kozloduy municipality and in the Ministry in Sofia, we expect the review by Expert Council
in the Ministry of Environment, also we expect the statement of CPPUAE after reviewing
the independent project expertise by the Bulgarian Academy of Science (BAS).IV.

IV. RAW MANAGEMENT IN KOZLODUY NPP
All the activities above stated, performed in Kozloduy NPP, are part of the developed
and fulfilled on stages two years long Programme for RAW Management". This
programme foresees development of several number of internal regulation documents
which will include all not covered to-date stages of RAW management including minimizing
the generated quantities solid and liquid RAW, the interaction between the Electricity
Producing Departments, the outside organizations and the "Treatment of RAW" Dept.,
feasibility study and new technology development for RAW treatment.
The lack of modern national regulations creates to a great extend difficulties in the
RAW management.The documents which arc in force now are Order No. 0-35 of the HM
and MIA - 1974, Order No 46 of the HM and CPPUAE - 1976, Order No 7 of CPPUAE 1992 and ONRZ-92 of CPPUAE - 1992. There are serious contradictions on one and the
same item in the texts of the regulations which gives the opportunity of different
interpretation from each regulatory body and the users. It should be noted that there is no
complete regulatory document dealing with the RAW management from the moment of
their generation to their final disposition containing concrete actions, authorizations and
responsibilities of all organizations involved in this process. Probably after Standard's No
111-S-1 "Developing of National System for RAW Management" approval by the IAEA
Managers Board, according to Articles 12 and 13 of the Law for Peaceful Usage of Atomic
Energy (LPUAE), under the supervision of CPPUAE it should be organized a commission
which will prepare the list of the necessary regulatory documents, to be discussed by the
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involved organizations and the developing of the regulatory documents to be assigned to
competent specialists.
According to us, it is obligatory funds to be established for RAW management on
three levels - Kozloduy NPP, National Electric Company (NEC) and national one. There
are established such funds in several European countries as for this purpose are allocated
5-10 % from the electricity cost price produced by the NPP.
Immediately after approval of the new regulatory documents should start practical
actions for their fulfillment. The most important document, in our opinion, is the one
treating the issue with the final disposal repository for low and intermediate RAW.
The practice in the countries which already run such repositories (France, USA,
Germany, Great Britain, Spain and Finland) shows that from the moment of creation of the
necessary document till its practical realization pass about 10-15 years. Bulgaria should
hardly be an exception. If we suppose that the criteria and the requirements for repository
for final disposal of RAW will be available in 19L5 (an optimistic prognosis) we will have
repository not earlier than 2007. One of the most serious problems on RAW management
in Kozloduy NPP comes from here. The storage facility that is to be constructed can take
about 2000 containers which means 2-3 years treatment facility operation. Besides, it will
be treated and stored only two thirds (:7q) from now existing liquid and solid RAW. For the
rest part of the wastes and these that will be generated from now on there is no storage
room on site.
The only way out, that we think is really possible, is design and construction of long
term storage facility for treated and packed RAW which to be located on the alienated
areas Eastwards or Northwards from the NPP. Our intentions are in the frames of the two
years long "Programme for RAW Management" to assign feasibility study for siting the
area and the way of waste storage. The results from this study will be presented in front of
the regulatory bodies for their statement and our intentions are to present these results
also to the competent organizations for discussion.
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STORAGE OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL: THE PROBLEM OF SPENT NUCLEAR
FUEL IN BULGARIA
Z. Boyadjiev1, E. I. Vaplrev2

Introduction

The storage of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) is in intermediate stage of the nuclear fuel cycle between the utilization of the fuel in a NPP and the reprocessing or final disposal.
The storage of SNF requires special technologies because of the high radioactivity
(-1 Ci/g, -10+5 n/s.kg), the residual heat MW/kg), the generated plutonium (5-10 kg/t U)
and the hazard of radioactive contamination in case of fuel degradation.
The SNF is a special type of radioactive product generated during the work of nuclear
power plants. The common feature between SNF and highly radioactive wastes (HRW) is
that the planned final repositories are both for SNF after preconditioning procedures and
HRW.
1. The problem of SNF.

Up to 1993 more than 120000 t heavy metal (tHM) of SNF from LWRs and HWRs have
been generated. Only 5000 tHM have been reprocessed without the fuel for -2201 military
plutonium. [1,2] The expected capacity of the reprocessing plants in 1995 is - 5800 t/a at
generation rate of -10 000 12 000 tHM/a. If the new plant in Russia is put into operation the
reprocessing capacities will increase with two lines of 1500 t/a each. The plant in
Krasnoyarsk is planned for VVER-1000 fuel but its construction is temporarily stopped
(1994).
The amount of generated fuel worldwide is greater than the total capacity of all
reprocessing plants but nevertheless the plants are not loaded the reprocessing plant in
Sellafield has commenced work at the beginning of 1994 although it has been in condition
for operation for a long time. The reason for the postponement is that the contracts for
reprocessing do not guarantee continuous and profitable process. The high reprocessing
price makes most of the potential customers to defer the decision for reprocessing or
disposal.
The estimated reprocessing capacity for LWR fuel is summarized in Table 1 [3] :
Table 1
SNF Reprocessing capabilities, tHM:
France
UK
Russia
Japan
total:

1992
1200
0
400
100
1700

1995
1600
1200
400
100
3300

2000
1600
1200
400
900
4100

2005
1600
1200
400
900
4100

2010
1600
1200
400
900
4100

The capacity of the reprocessing plants after the year 2000 is expected to be able to
handle the fuel from -160 reactors of the VVER-1000 type.
Approximately 50% of the total quantity will be generated in countries which have
accepted or are close to accepting the option for final disposal without reprocessing:
Canada, Sweden, Spain, Finland, USA.
Another group of countries support the reprocessing option: UK, France, Belgium,
Argentina, China, Italy, Russia, Germany, Japan etc.
1NPP Kozloduy
^Faculty of Physics, Sofia University
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Japan and other countries have invested in research projects for reprocessing of SNF with
partitioning of Pu, Am, Cm and other transuraniums, and also of long living fission isotopes
(Cs-137, Sr-90). Both options are investigated for final disposal of the separated isotopes
and also transmutation of the long living isotopes fissioning with fast and thermal neutrons
for the actinides and photonuclear reactions for the Cs and Sr. Most of the efforts are for
the plutonium isotopes [4,5].
The existing stockpiles of plutonium are planned to be reused in MOX fuel. In Japan,
France, Belgium and other countries there arc facilities for production of MOX fuel. The
estimations are that the mixed oxide fuel can reduce the rate of plutonium generation by
1/3 and the already separated plutonium can be "burned" in the beginning of the next
century. 30 reactors in Europe have already been licensed for use of MOX fuel.
A third group of countries without reprocessing or repository capabilities store the SNF in
wet or in dry storage facilities and have delayed the decision waiting for further
development of the technologies and reduction of the cost of the back end. Approximately
14 countries have accepted the policy of "deferred decision", 9 of them together with the
option for reprocessing or final disposal. (Argentina, Czech republic Finland. India, Italy,
S. Korea, Lituania, Mexico, Pakistan. Slovenia, S. Africa, Spain, Ukraine)
Bulgaria in an IAEA report is attributed to the group of countries with deferred decision [6].
The greater part of these countries have constructed or planned facilities for storage of
SNF for all the fuel which is expected to be generated until the end of the operation period
of the NPPs.
The conclusion from the present paragraph is that:
a) although the capacity of the reprocessing plants is more than two times less the
generation rate of SNF, the plants arc not loaded. Approximately only 5% of the total
amount of generated SNF has been reprocessed;
b) the number of countries which have delayed the decision for the back end of the
nuclear fuel is significant;
c) no big quantities of SNF have been diposed -off in final repositories. The first
repository is expected to start operation near the end of the centrury.
OR: there is a demand for SNF storage capacity.
2. Technologies for SNF storage.

The existing technologies are wet and dry storage of SNF [7,8,9].
The wet storage is an already developed technology and there are no communications for
fuel degradation during.wet storage. For dry storage of uranium dioxide fuel inert
atmosphere is necessary for temperature above 150 C since for failed fuel pins additional
oxidation occurs and the cladding can be damaged.
In the last years new technologies were developed for dry storage of LWR fuel in inert
atmosphere, double barrier, fuel control and passive cooling.
2.1. Wet storage of SNF [7,8].

The wet storage is only for intermediate storage of SNF. The projected terms of storage is
in average 40 y, the maximal term is -60 y.
The wet storage is considered to be an already developed technology. Some work is still
continuing on consolidation of fuel, criticality calculations with Keff=0.95 and further
nuclear safety improvements.
The quality of the water is maintained by:
- on exchange systems;
- filters;
- systems for cleaning the surface of the water;
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- sucking systems for the bottom of the pools;
- systems for scrubbing the walls of the pools, especially at the boundary air/water.
In most of the wet facilities there is a space between the liner and the concrete for leak
control;
The fuel consolidation with boron absorbers between the assemblies is a practice both for
AR and AFR pools.
The radioactivity release in the environment from wet facilities (AFR) is negligible and in
some cases it is beyond the limit of detection.
The major radioactive wastes from AFR pools are ion-exchange resins.
The basic disadvantages of the wet technology are:
a) adtive systems for supply and purification of water;
b) possibility of loss of water for beyond project accidents. In case of loss of water
the fuel can be damaged from overheating.
2.2. Dry storage of uranium-dioxide SNF [9,10,11].
Dry storage with passive cooling with air has the inherent possibility for storage for more
than a 100 y. The present technologies are for terms of 40-60 y. The declared terms of 4060 y is due mainly to the lack of experience for long storage. There are communications
for projects over 100 y [ 10].
At present the dry storage terms are comparable with those for wet storage . If the storage
period is increased over 100 y that will be a strong advantage over the wet technology.
The developed technologies for dry storage make possible safe storage in regions with
increased seismicity.
The major deficiency of the U02 fuel is the possible further oxidation to U308 when
stored in air and high temperature. If there are defective fuel pins the cladding can be
damaged since U308 has less density than U02 . When the fuel is further oxidized the
original crystal lattice changes and the ability to retain the fission fragments decreases
rapidly.
When the fuel is oxidized to U307 the volume of the fuel is not changed since the densities
of U02 and U307 are the same. When the temperature is lower and the content of oxygen
is less the fuel is oxidized to U307.
For temperature below 300C the rate of the reaction decreases by an order of magnitude
each 30 degrees [12,13].
According to a 1990 research safe temperature for storage of defective fuel in air for 30 y
is 135-160C [ 10]. For inert atmosphere with 1% oxygen for 30 y the upper limit of the safe
temperature is estimated 210-220C. There are more general estimations that probably
acceptable temperatures for which the oxidation of SNF will not lead to observable effects
is below 200C [9].
According to 1992 estimations non-defective fuel can be safely stored in air for 30 y at
330C [11].
The possible solutions for dry storage of SNF are:
- storage in containers in inert atmosphere;
- storage of defective fuel in inert atmosphere;
- storage of the fuel below the oxidation threshold temperature.
The basic principles which have to be observed
designed are:

when facilities for dry storage are

- two independent barriers;
- possibility for fuel control;
- possibility for fuel retrievability.
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The developed technologies for dry storage are divided into two major classes - double
purpose technologies - for transport and storage, and technologies only for storage.
Typical representatives of the double purpose technology are the CASTOR and TN-AVR
casks. The casks are filled with helium, have partial shielding for gamma-rays and
neutrons. The seal is double with the option for control of possible helium leak between
them. The stored in vaults casks are cooled passively by air. In the last years modular
facilities with passive cooling for dry storage of LWR fuel with burnup up to 50 MWd/tU
have been developed.
The modular facilities are divided into two types - vault types in which the increment is in
large "portions" and facilities which consist of small modules for 1 - 4 canisters for 15-20
fuel assemblies each.
Modular vault facility is the storage facility built by GEC Alsthom for gas-cooled reactors.
Similar facility is the one in Cadarachc although not modular (the proposed by SGN facility
is modular). In these facilities the fuel assemblies are sealed each in a separate tube in
helium or nitrogen atmosphere and one or several such tubes in one common vertical
larger sealed tube passively cooled by air. Such a system allows the control of possible
helium leaks in the larger tube. GEC Alsthom Engineering Systems ltd have a license for
modular vault dry storage facility (MVDS) in Fort Saint Vrain (USA) and also a proposed
project for Paksh. The operations in the MVDS arc remote and automatic.
A typical representative of small modular facility with passive cooling with air is the
NUHOMS system. In USA by NUTECH (beginning 1980 r., NUTECH. DOE, Electric Power
Research Institute, Carolina Powcr&Light) a horizontal modular system for SNF has
been developed (Horizontal Modular Storage - NUHOMS). The system is passive and
consists of two modules - heavy shielding module - HSM and dry storage canister - DSC.
Because of the modular type and cheap materials (concrete for HSM) it is considered that
the system has economical advantages compared to other technologies. The modular
type makes possible the building of a high capacity facility without considerable initial
investments.
The dry canister is a stainless steel cylinder in which there is a gasket with sleeves for the
assemblies. The leak tight bottom is guaranteed by the in-factory checked welding. The
front end is sealed by two independent welds performed by automatic welding machine.
During the fuel storage period the condition of the fuel is not controlled. The thermal
capacity of the DSC is 20 kW or 24 fuel assemblies from VVER-1000 can be stored in the
DSC after 5 y cooling in AR or AFR pools. The cooling gas is either helium or nitrogen. The
approximate collective exposure is 10 mSv.man per cask transportation and loading in
HSM.
There are communications (1993) for further development of the system in Japan for better
seismic safety.
In 1993 a similar system was reported developed by AECL with vertical storage of
canisters in concrete modules [11]. Thu MACSTOR system includes storage canister,
transport cask with gamma- and neutron shielding and modular facility for vertical storage.
The system MACSTOR is designed for LWR fuel which is a new field for Canada and
therefore Nuclear Fuel Handling Services Transnuclear Inc. (TNI) are consultants for
MACSTOR.
In 1994 there were reports for a development of a multi-purpose cask, MFC, for transport,
storage and final disposal [14]. The DoE of USA supports the projects mainly because of
incompatibility of different systems for storage and transport which requires additional fuel
reloading, inefficient use of equipment and generation of contaminated and activated
equipment. The additional fuel operations increase the cost of the fuel back-end.
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3. The problem of SNF In Bulgaria

At the signing of the contracts for the nuclear power reactors in Kozloduy the Soviet
partners took the obligation for returning back of the generated SNF for the life of the
plants. These obligations were strictly observed for nearly 10 y and all generated spent
fuel assemblies 3086 were returned to the Soviet Union. In 1979 the Soviet side insisted on
building of a AFR facility which was to be put in operation in 1985. The purpose of this
intermediate storage facility was to give time for the construction of the reprocessing plant
in Krasnoyarsk. In 1987 the Bulgarian application for SNF export was denied since there
was no free storage pools and the construction of the reprocessing plant had not yet
started.
The AFR facility in Kozloduy was put in operation with a 3 y delay and the Soviet Union
accepted SNF as an exception in 1988.
At the moment (Nov. 1994) approximately
facility and some 1060 in the AR pools.

1800 fuel assemblies are stored

in the AFR

The short description of the problem shows that at present Bulgaria does not formally
belong to the group of countries with "deferred decision". Deferred decision means that the
decision for reprocessing or final disposal will be taken after a certain period e g. 30 -50 y.
At present the national policy is to export from the county of the SNF ( in our case for
reprocessing). No decision has been taken for building of facilities for intermediate
storage for all SNF which is expected to be generated till the end of the plant life.
There are certain economic advantages of the policy of "deferred decision" for a part of the
SNF. A very careful analysis has to be performed for the various options of the "deferred
decision", most probably with dry storage technologies, which in the end will include
reprocessing or final disposal.
The decision concerns approximately 12000 fuel
assemblies for a term of 40-50 y.
When the technologies are estimated besides the nuclear safety features some additional
parameters have to be considered:
- compatibility of the possible technologies for transport to the reprocessing plants or
final disposal preconditioning facilities;
- minimization of the operations for reloading, especially for reloading under water
after intermediate dry storage.
- participation of Bulgarian companies.
The existence of the AFR facility in Kozloduy is an advantage which has its place in the
different schemes for fuel storage. The facility can be used for intermediate storage,
loading and reloading operations, buffer storage capacity, intermediate storage before
dry storage after 10 cooling period in the AFR pools the residual heat decrease more than
two time compared to 3 y cooling period. .
4. Conclusion

The AFR facility is with limited capacity, it is designed only for VVER-440 fuel although
within an year it will be technically possible to transport and store VVER-1000 fuel. The
AFR facility has also licensing problems due to increased safety requirements. Work is
going on for improvement of the facility in order to comply with the new requirements but
nevertheless its operation will only postpone the problem with 3-4 y.
There is very little time for solving the problem of SNF in Kozloduy.
The problem of SNF faces all countries which operate NPPs but each county has
developed its national policy - final disposal, reprocessing, deferring the decision. In the
last case there are storage facilities for all the fuel which is expected to be generated and
also there are allocated funds for the back end.
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The developed in the last 10 y technolc gics for modular dry storage with passive cooling
have significant advantage - minimal maintenance, increased level of safety, prolonged
investment periods, reduction of the generated heat in time which is considered as a an
argument for possible storage term extension. Those advantages of the dry storage
modular technologies can help for the solving of the problem of SNF in Kozloduy.
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DETERMINATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF HIGH-DISPERSITY HOT PARTICLES
FROM NPP BY ACTIVITY USING AUTORADIOGRAPHY
Ts. Bonchev1, V. Angelov2, Ts.

Andreev3, N. Todorov3, P. Andreev4,1. Kasabov1

In our recent publications we adduced data determining the distribution parameters of hot
particles by activity (following the logarithmic-normal law) using processing of their images
on autoradiograms by means of image analyser. Data referred to hot particles arising from
the Chernobyl NPP accident deposited on the surface of air filters11,21. In 1992 such
particles have been detected in the technological rooms of NPP ..Kozloduy" and since
then they are subject to our systematic investigations whose first results are published
The present investigation concerns further improvement of the processing technique of hot
particle images on autoradiograms.
1. Equipment and processing technique
Autoradiograms have been obtained through direct contact of the sample with ordinary
black - white photographic film whose advantages in such an investigation are given irV1*3!.
From the negative a positive on photographic paper with five times augmentation is
obtained.
Using iPhoto Deluxe B105A scanner which distinguishes 256 levels of blackening the
image is led in PC IBM486.
Images of ..standard" particles arc led in the same way.
Examples of processing of such images arc given in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
A special software determining the image diameter of any particle in chosen blackening
level (equidensite) and then finding the distribution of images in diameter value is
developed.
From the standard particles the relation between the image diameter and the activity is
determined for every blackening level. In such a way the distribution of the autoradiogram
particles in activity is find. Along with this the logarithmic-normal distribution parameters of
the particles from the autoradiogram arc obtained.
An example of this is given in Fig.3.
2. Some problems in autoradiogram processing and the matter of the obtained
ultimate results
As is known the parameters of an image on photographic paper depend on many factors:
the photographic paper type, the exposure time, the developer nature, the developing
conditions. To obtain enough well results it is necessary the images of samples and
standard particles to be developed at the same conditions, in particularly - the
photographic materials to be developed at the same time.
The same problems exist in positive images obtaining. Depending on the exposure time in
positive obtaining there are many images whose diameters expand with exposure time. At
higher density of the hot particles at unity area some of images merge. The developed
software allows to distinguish the separate particles to certain extent even when their
images are partially merged.
Varying the exposure time in positive image obtaining we can get information on a long
range of activities. A measure for the result reality is that the number of the particles with
'Sofia University
2Civil Defence, Sofia
3NPP,,Kozloduy"

4MICROLAB

91,

Sofia
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the same activity could not depend on thnt exposure time. Here we purposely give a very
„hard case" of an autoradiogram consisting of a great number of images and the results of
their processing concerning the above mentioned condition, Fig. 4 (a-d) and Fig. 5. For the
same images there is a satisfactory coincidence of the logarithmic-normal distribution
parameters of the hot particles by activity at different exposure times (Table 1).
All of this shows the suitability of the worked out technique and software for obtaining
quantitative results processing the images of complicated hot particle autoradiograms.
The standard particles consist only , JSr+ '°Y while the NPP hot particles have a complex
radionuclide composition. The conditions of ..exposure" on the photographic material and
the ..exposure" on the lung are close because of which the NPP hot particle activities can
be determined as ..strontium-equivalent'. This gives a possibility to forecast their impact
on lungs of human body on the base of an developed model of the impact of particles
consisting ^Sr+^Yl4).
3. Investigation of technological rooms in NPP „Kozioduy“ contaminated with
high-dispersity hot particles
Using the above mentioned technique more than GO autoradigrams of samples from the
NPP ..Kozloduy" technological rooms arc examined. For every separate case the results
are given as is shown in Fig. 6.
The analysis of the results obtained shows that the activity mean values and, which is
more important, the dispersity values in logarithmic-normal distribution. aL. are relatively
close. This gives the possibility to average the assessments for the hot particle parameters
from different autoradiograms (samples) of the NPP technological rooms and special
rooms containing the radioactive waste The results are given in Table 2.
4. Determining the specific activity of hot particles, their distribution by weight,
assessment of precipitation time on si.rfaces and so on

From the images of separate hot particles obtained by means of scanning electron
microscope and determination of their activity the assessment of hot particle specific
activity is obtained in Bq/cm3. After the particle composition identification by means of
electron microprobe their specific activity is determined in Bq/g. The specific activity
concerning the alpha-radiation is obtained determining the radiation layer thickness from
the alpha-spectrum ..dilution". There arc too many results compared but we can not give
them here. In the final analysis most reliable arc the values in Table 3.
On the base of these results and using the logarithmic-normal distribution law as well as
for particle precipitation depending on their Stokes radius assessment of the hot particle
precipitation time on the surface in a technological room is given. Using the
recommendations on the assessment of the probability for retention of hot particles in
lungs shown int5l there are calculation of the expected activity in the lungs of people in
NPP ..Kozloduy".
Conclusion

On the base of the developed techniques and the results from the investigation in NPP
..Kozloduy" up to now there is a possibility to obtain sufficiently precise assessments for
the parameters of high-dispersity hot particles in NPP and hence to provide for their
impact on the NPP staff. On the same base it is possible to be recommended grounded
measures for staff protection.
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Fig. 1 Three-dimensional picture of an autoradiogram of a hot ..standard" particle

Fig. 2 Three-dimensional picture of an autoradiogram of a sample from NPP ..Kozloduy"
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Fig. 3 An example of result processing of an autoradiogiam
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Fiq. 4(a)

Exposure 2 s

Fig.4 (b)

Exposure 3 s

Fig. 4(c)

Exposure 4s

Fig. 4(d) Exposure 6s
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Fig. 6 Examples of particular results for NPP ..Kozloduy"

SK-I, 24.03.1993
No.087 and No.088
From the floor of BK008

SK-I, 24.03.1993
No.089 and No.090
From the pipe of BK008
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Exposure 10 d; Magnif. x3

Exposure 10 d; Magnif. x3

141 found hot particles

84 found hot particles
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0.15

1.28

573

0.08

1.33

3.5

500

0.47

1.28

471

0.40

1.30

5.0

460

0.78

1.30

439

0.77

1.30

6.8

378

1.09

1.29

414

1.07

15

401

20

A,

4(d)

N

In A

cl

513

0.30

1.13

1 29

420

1.04

1.33

1.66

1.45

252

1.98

1.24

337

2.10

1 30

206

2.30

1.20

24

297

2.50

1.20

200

2.45

30

246

3.00

090

180

36

236

3.40

0.66

154

N

In A

1.17

250

2.40

1.30

2.70

1.20

180

2.70

1.20

3.00

1.10

151

2.90

1.18

103

3.60

0.97

70

80

4.00

0.62

80

62

4.30

0.37

60

304

i

cl

for

Table 2 AL and oL averaged parameters for different reactor units
special rooms (SK) containing waste; n - number of examined samples

Object

n.

Reactor unit I

13

0.097

0.77+0.11

Reactor unit II

11

0.107

0.92-0.12

Reactor unit III

9 0.120

0.88±0.20

Reactor unit IV

4

0.87±0.20

A, [Bq]

0.171

37 0.114

Average

4

SK-1

0.042

and

oL

0.85
0.803±

|

In A=-2.53

I

0.057
SK-2

5 0.037

0.811 ±0.066

Average

9 0.039

0.807

In A=-3.57

Table 3 Specific activity, av and ap. of hot particles from NPP „Kozloduy“

av

ap

[Bq/cm3]

[Bq/g]

*°Co

1x10*

2x10*

MMn

1x10*

2x10'

a-emitters

.3x10^2.8x10^ Bq/g

Emitter
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BG9700041
OnPEflEAEHME COAEP)KAHMA 0OC0OPA, MEflM, HMKEAfl, XPOMA,
BAHAflMfl M TMTAHA B CTPVXKAX 4 UJBA I BAOKA A3C K03A0flYA
E. A. TacKaee*, Mb. FIghgb**. M. M. TacKacBa**, A. AAeKCueea***

m

PI. Uokob*

* A9C KosAoayw
**Mhctmtvt flnepHbix MccAG/iouaHnn; BAH
*** CV „Cb, KAMM6HT OxpMBCK:i‘'
A Afl

OLteHKM XpyriKOCTM MGT 1AA<1 KOpnyCOB peaKTOpOB HGOBxOflMMO 3H3Tb
conepmaHne b ctbam npwviccjw (j>oc(|)opa, Menu, hmkgar m apyrux OAGMGHTOB. Aar
aH3AM3a o6pa3uoB 6biAM ncnoAbnoBriHbi HnnewHbie m xopoiuo orpa6oTaHHbie MGTOAbi.
OflHMM M3 M6T0A0B OnpGflGAGHMB cjiOC^Opa, K3K HaMBOAGG KpMTMHGCKOrO GAGMGHTa,
6biAO ero cneKTpo<J>oroMeTpnMGCKOo onpcneAGHMe b cootbgtctbmm c FOCTom (1,2).
OCTaAbHbie eAGMGHTbl OnpCAGAfiAM C
HAaaivieHHbiM BoadywneHMGM (AES-IC2).

nOMOLLlblO

OMMCCMOHHOfl

CDGKTpOMGTpMM

C

B 1989 rony hocag OTwura Kopnyca pcaxTopa nepsoro 6aok3 A3C KosAoayM 6wam
B3RTbl npo6bl CT3AM 4 UJBa KOjJnyca. CTpyMKM 6blAM OTOdpaHbl B Tp6x MGCT3X LUBa non
yrAOM 120°. OGpaaubi 6biAM B3,m,i c paitAUMHOM rAyOMHbi.
npMrOTOBAGHMe 06p33l40B

CTpy>KKM
neiepereHTa,

TlUaTGAbHO npGMblH3AMCb UOflOM, C fl063BK0M HOGOAbUJOrO KOAMHGCTBa
yAbTpasByKouoM b ihhg. FIocag saHHbi CTpywKM nocAGAOBaTGAbHO

b

AMCTMAAMpOBaHHOM BO/IOM M CHMpTOM. 33T6M CyLUMAMCb
TOMHOCTblO flO 4 3H3K3. MaCCa o6p33UOB I lpCACTaBAGHa B Ta6AMl4G 1.
npOMblBdAMCb

(11! »t )|' \

MECTO

9

2

10

3

3.7396

4.8-5.5

0.0387

co

2

o

8

MACCA, F

6.3414

Tf

2

1 AM.IIIIA OTBOPA, MM
CO

6

4 niaa Kopnyca peaKTOpa I 6aok3.

-U

N° OBPA3UA

ct;iam

bo

TaGAMua 1. Macca oOpasuoa

M BSBGLUMBaAMCb C

6.8513

Macca oGpaaua N° 9 . iGAocT.iToma aar HanewHoro onpcneAGHMR <J>oc<t>opa.
riodTOMy c noMombto AES-ICi * it hciv 6i,iao onpcneAGHO conep>KaHMe scex ynoMRHyTbix
npMMGCGM KpOMG <|)OC(|)Opa.

PaCTBOpeHMG 06pa3U0B M npHfOTt BAGHMG paCTBOpOB
06pa3l4bl paCTBOpflAM B 40 MA CMCCM COARHOM M 330TH0M KMCAOT B COOTHOLUGHMM 3:1 HpM
HarpesaHMM no 80° b 250 ma CTaxaHc noKpt.iTOM MacoBbiM ctgkaom. FIocag pacTBOpGHMR
paCTBOp BbinapMBaAM no BABWHblX CC-AGM. AaAGG noGaBARAM 10 MA KOHUGHTpMpOBaHHOM
COARHOM KMCAOTbl M CH0B3 BbinapMUaAM. FlpOLlGnypy HOBTOpflAM TpM p333. 0CT3T0K
paCTBOpflAM B 6M COARHOM KUCAOTC M <|)MAbTpOBaAM H6p63 6yM3>KHblM (|)MAbTp ..CMHflfl
AGHTa". OMAbTpar K0AMM6CTUGMH0 HCpOHOCMAM B MGpMTGAbHylO KOA6y M A06aBARAM AO
MapKM 6M COARHyto KMCAOTy. 3rn pnCTBOpbl 6blAM MCXOAHbIMM AAR npMrOTOBAGHMfl
paGOMMX paCTBOpOB. KOHUGHTpailUM 11 KOAHMGCTBa MCHOAbSyGMblX MCXOAHbIX M paGOMMX
pacTBopoB npGAcraBAGHbi b TaiiAuue 2.
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OnpeaeAeNMe *oc*opa
CneKTpo4>OTOMeTpHMecKoe onpeneAGHMe <t>oc<t>opa
2.1.3. no rOCTy)

b boahoA

$ase (BapwaHT

MeTOA 0CH0B3H H3 06pa30B3 HMM >KGATOM <f>OC<t>OpHO-MOAM6AeHOBOA FGTGpOnoAMKMCAOTbi (HJ P(Mo12O40)].nH2O) m ee nocAeaytomuM bocctbhobaghmgm mohbmm
AByXBaAGHTHOrO )K6A63a B DpMCyTCTBMM ruflpOXAOpMfla mapOKCMAaMHHa AO CkIHGrO
KOMIIAGKCa. KOMHAGKC yCTOflMMB HG MGHGe 1.5 M. OnTMMGCKylO HAOTHOCTb paCTBOpa
M3MGpAAM Ha CnGKTpOCj)OTOMeTpG Hpn AAMHG BOAHbl 830. HM. OoC<J)Op (III)
npGABapMTGAbHO okmcaaIot ao <J>oc4>opa (V) pacTBOpOM nepMaHranaia kbama. MbiuubAK
OTfOHAlOT B BklAe AsCI3.
SKCTpaKUHOHHOe
BbineAGHHG
4>OC<t>Opa
M
CneKTpo4>OTOMGTpilHeCKOe
onpeneAGHMe b opraHtmecicoft <t>a3e (BapnaHT 3 no TOCTy).
MgTOA 0CH0B3H H3 SKCTpdKUMM (f>OC(}>Opa M306yTMA0BblM CHMpTOM M3 XAOpHOM
KMCAOTbl. 06pa3ytoU4MMCA WGATblM KOMHAGKC B OpraHMMGCKOti <1)336 BOCCTaHdBAMBalOT
XAOpMCTbIM OAOBOM AO CMHGFO KOMHAGKCa M MSMGpAlOT OHTMHGCKylO HAOTHOCTb HpM
AAMHG BOAHbl 725 HM. KOMHAGKC yCTOMMB B npOAOAMGHMG 3 M3COB. MbllllbAK
npGABapMTGAbHO OTFOHAtOT B BMA6 AsCI3. XpOM OTCOHAlOT B BMA6 XACpMCTOFO XpOMMAB. B
CAyyaax 6wa McnoAbSOBan cneKTpo^oTOMGTp Spekol 11, npoM3BOACTBa Carl
ZiGss, Jena.
o6omx

OnpeneAGHMe <t>oc<f>opa c noMomblo ommcmohhoA cneKTpoMerpMM c nAasMeiiHbiM
B036y)kneHMeM (AES-ICP).

PaCTBOpGHHblA 06pa3GU p336aBAAGTCA MMHGpaAbHOM KMCAOTOti (COAAHOM MAM
aaoTHOM) m noAaercA b nAasMennylo ropeAKy. 3aecb aroMbi BoaOywAaloTCA, McnycxaA
XapaKTGpMCTMHGCKOG M3AyHGHMG B OnTMHGCKOM AManaSOHG. Flo MHTGHCMBHOCTM
CnGKTpaAbHblX AMHMM CyAAT O KOAMMCCTBG 3AGMGHTa. flAA CpaBHGHMA MCHOAbSylOTCA
paCTBOpbl MSBGCTHblX KOHLtGHTpaUMM. BblA MCn0Ab30B3H CnGKTpOMGTp <|)MpMbl ARL
(CLUA) MOAG am 3520.
npMroTOBAGHMe CTaHAapTHbix pacTBopoB

aaa

onpeneAGHMA 4>oc<f>opa

flpMroTaBAMBaAM ABa craHAapTHbix pacToopa. Oamh b cootbgtctbmm c TOCTom m3
K2HP04 m ApyroM M3 H3P04 b cootbgtctbmm c pcKOMGHAauMAMM NIST, CUUA (6biBtnee
HauMOHdAbHOG Blopo CTaHAapTOB, NBS)(3). B paMKax aonycTMMbix otkaohghmA 06a
CTdHAapTa aaAM OAMnaKOBbie pesyAbTaTbi. Aaa yneTa bamahma >kgag3hoM MaTpMUbi npM
OnpGAGAGHMM COA©p>KaHMA <|)OC<j)Opa C HOMOLUbkD AES-ICP, B CT3HA3pT A06aBAAAM
MMCTOG MGAG30 AO KOHLlGHTpaUMM 20 Mr/MA.
noAyyeHHbie peayAbiarbi m mx o6cy*AeHMe
riOCTpOGHMG TpaAyMpOBOMHblX Tpa^MKOB.

FpaAyMpOBOHHaa npAMaa onMCMBaeTCA ypasHGHMeM:
E = k.C
me:

E

- onTMHecKaA

(1)
haothocti,

C

- KOHLlGHTpaUMA c|>OC({>Opa B paCTBOpG,

K

- K03<txj)MI4MeHT

npeACTasAGH rpanyupoBO1 ihi.im
BOAHOM <t>a3G. KOG^MUMGHT K B A3HH0M CAyMae
Ha pMC.1
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pacTeopa,

rpa<()MK aaa oopgagaghma
paBGH

0.1360

±

0.0007.

<t)oc<})opa

b

B Ta6Anue 3 npencraBAeHbi

peayAbrarbi anaAkiaa,

noAyMGHHbie npM cneKTpo-

MerpMpoBaHMki boahob <J>a3bi.

k=0,1360±0.0007

a

0.02

KoHUeHnipouuR <|>oc<|>opa, pg/ml

Pnc.1. rpanyMpoBOMHbifl

rpa<J>MK

aaa

cnGKTpocfjoTOMGTpopoBaHMa

BOAHOB <t>a3bi.

KoHueump.muH <|>oc<t)opa, pg/ml

Pmc.2. FpaAynpoBOMHbitl rpa<|)MK aab cnGKTpoc{>bTOM6TpopoBaHkm opraHMMHOB
Ha

pkic.

2

npeACTaBAGH

(J>a3bi.

rpaAynpoBOMHbifl rpac|)MK aab cneKTpoMGTpMpoBaHkm

oprammecKOB c))a3bi. Kos^MUMGHT k b aomhom CAynae paBGH 0.722 ± 0.002. McnoAbsya
3T0 3HaM6Hkie K03<t><t>MUM6HTa K 6MAH OnpeAGAGHbl KOHUGHTpaUMM <|)OC(f)Opa. 9tm
peayAbraTbi npoAcrasAGHbi b TbOamlig 4.

PeayAbTaTbl 3aBblLU6Hbl B CpaBHGHMG C HOAyHGHHblMH npn CneKTpOMGTpupOBa-HMM
boahob <t>a3bi. 3ro aaBbiLUGHne onponeAHAocb nayMfl 4>aKTopaMn:
-BO-nepBbIX,
npOLlGAypa
npkirOTOBAGHMR
paCTBOpOB
AAA
nOAyHGHMFI
rpaAynpoBOMHoro rpacjwxa no FOCT 12347-77 (n.3.3.3.) hg oOecneMkiaaGT TOB >kg
KMCAOTHOCTM CpGAbl, HTO M y 06pa3U0B. Flpkl OABHaKOBOB KMCAOTHOCTM rpaAyMpOBOMHbIX
paCTBOpOB M 06pa3U0B BGAMHMHa KOS^^MUMGHTa K yBGAMMMABCb H8 4%;
BO-BTOpbIX,
A06aBA6HMM

B

B

CT3AH

npGAHOAaraGTCfl

rpaflyMpOBOHHblG

COAGpMaHMG

paCTBOpbl

BaHaAHfl

BaHBAMfl
AO

AO

0,15%.

KOHUGHTpaUMM

flpM

0,15%

KObKj><t>MUMGHT yBGAMMMACfl GLU6 H3 6%.

C yMGTOM 3TMX HOnpaBOK, Gro H0B06 3HaH6HM6 paBHO 0,7895 ± 0,0022.
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PesyAbTaibi paccMMTaHHbie c otmm KoarJ^MUMeHTOM, kbk m pegyAbrarbi ot
cneKTpoc^OTOMeTpupoBaHMfl boahou f|),i3i.i n 3MnccnoHHoro cneKTpaAbHoro anaAMaa
(AES-ICP) npeflCTasAGHbi b cboaho^ TafiAmao 5
npeflCTaBAGHHblG pG3yAbTBTbl Hjl< ,‘HTt IHHbl

It

p3MK3X

yK333HHblX

nOrpeUJHOCTGM

onpeneAGHHbix c P = 0,95 aobcph ioa .hi.ivi hhtcpbsaom, BKAloMaa m norpetuHocrM
rpanyupoBKH. CAGAycr onviernTb. nro McriuLpo/icrBGHHoe M0cnoAb3OBaHne npoueaypw
FOCTa (12347-77) hg o6ecneMMBaei h(jo6> u/iumom tomhocth. KoHTpOAb kmcaothoctm m
nonpaBKa Ha coaepwaHMe BaHawww oHaviiTOAbHo yAyniuatoT KanecTBO pegyAbiaTOB.
ToMHOCTb cneKTpaAbHoro anaAMga (ICP) mo>kho noBbicmb ynaAMB MGAegnylo MaTpMuy.

OnpeneAemie conepwaHMA Menu, hhkgaa.
flO

BpGMGHH

onpeAeAGHMA

b

OnpeAGAGHMG

CTpywnax

xpoMa,

yK33aHMblX

cjjoc^opa.

BaHaAMA m nnaHa

3ACMGHTOB

HcnoAb:toB3AMCb

HpOMSBOAMAOCb

ocraroHHbie

(lOCAG

pacraopbi,

mto

GCTGCTBGHHO 0rpaHHHMB3A0 B03M0WH0CTH nH3AH33. B Ta6AMI4e 6 npMBGAOHbl AAMHbt
BOAH aHaAMTMHGCKMX CnGKTp3AbHI.IX AWHWM OdpCJlCAAeiVIblX 3AGMGHT0B.
flAA K3>KA0r0 3A6M6HT3 Gt.lAH npnrOTOItAGHbl HO ABG CGpHM CTdHAapTHNX
paCTBOpOB. OAHa CCpHA - HMCTbIG paCTUOpbl. BTOpaH. AAA OUGHKM BAMAHMA >KGAG3HOM
MdTpMUbi, coAepxoAa Ao6aBKy MCAoaa c KOHLtCHTpaLtMeM 2,5 mg/ml. KoHLiGHTpauMM
craHAapTHbix pacTBopoe npeACTaBAcubi o TaGAwuo 7.
B TaBAMUG 8 npeAcraeAGHbi pcayAi.iaTbi onpeaeAGHMA

mgah,

xpoMa,

hmkgaa,

BaHaAMA M TMTana b crpyrnnax.
Bcg noAyMGHHbie pegyAbTaTbi ticnoAi,30f<aHt»i 4>aa pacMGTa xpynKOCTM MeraAAa

Kopnyca.

Ameparypa
1. TOCT 12347-77 ,Ct3am AerMpouanHuo u lu.icoKOAernpOBaHHbie. MeroAbi onpGAGAGHMA
4)0000 pa.
2. A. A. OeAOpOB ki Ap. .AnaAMTHHecKaa xmvimh fj)uc0opa, H3A. Hayxa, Mockb3, 1974 r.
3. Moody J.R., R.R. Greenberg, K.IV. Pratt raid T.S.Rains. Recommended Inorganic
Chemicals for Calibration, Anal.Chom.,1988. pp.1203A-1218A.
4. Mn0opMai4MA no MaiepMaAaM Kopnyoon poaKTopoa A3C KosAOAyM, n. 3.1.1
KOHTpaKTa No.85-051/22400 MeMAy Orwur-PM m GnepronpoeKT, TaBAMua 1,

1 6aok.

nm

Ta6Anua 2. KoHueHTpaunn m KOAimecTBa mcxoahnx

m

pa6oMnx pacreopoB aaa onpeaeAGHwa coAepwamia 4>oc<()opa.
Pa6oMne pacTBOpw

HCXOflHbie paCTBOpbl

onpeneAGHne <t>oc<|)opa

N°

06bGM

cneKTpoMeTpupOBaHMe BOflHOti (j)a3W

KOHUGHTpaUMfl
CT3AM

npo6bi

06bGM

[ml]

KOA-BO

onpen. a DyrMX 6A6M6HTOB

cneKTpoMeTpupOBahug opr. *a3w
o6bGM

KOA-BO

06bGM

KOHUGHTpaUMfl

ml

9

ml

CT3AM,
mg/ml

CT3AM,
mg/ml

ml

6

200

32,2

10

9
0,3216

20

0,6431

50

19,3

8

100

37,4

10

0,3740

-

-

50

22,4

9

2

19,4

-

-

-

-

2

19,4

10

200

34,3

10

0,3426

20

0,6851

50

20,6

Ta6Anua 8. CoAepwaHMe Menu, HuxeAn, xpoMa, BanaAna w TMT3Ha, eecoBbie %

Ni

npo6a
onpeAe-

A6HO

6
8

0,260
±0,06
0,249
±0,06

9
10

Cr
nacnopT

onpeAe-

(4)
0,29

A6HO

0,29

1.51
±0,06
1,47
±0,06

0,29
0,249
±0,06

0,29

V

nacnopT

onpeAe-

(4)
1,58

A6H0

1,58
1,58

1,54
±0,06

1,58

0,103
±0,01
0,105
±0,011
-

0,106
±0,011

n

nacnopr
(4)
0,15
0,15
0,15
0,15

onpeAe-

A6H0

nacnopT
(4)

0,002
±0,0006
0,002
±0,0006
-

0,0029
±0,0006

-

Cu
nacnopT
onpeAeA6HO
(4)
0,133
0,12
±0,004
0,115
0,12
±0,004
0,129
0,12
±0,004
0,111
0,12
±0,003

Ta6AMLta 3. PesyAbTaibi onpeAGAGHWA 4>occt)opa npn cnempoMeTpupOBaHMM aoaHOM
4>a3bi
N°npo6w
coaepmaHwe craAM
a aAMKBore g)

Okctwhkuma

oraeAbHoe
onpeneAeHkie

6
(0,3216)

8
(0,3740)

10
(0,34260)

0,04333
0,0438
0,0432
0,0444
0,0442

ConepwaHMe 4>oc<t>opa,
BGCOBblG %

CpeflHAP

0,04370
±0,00024

0,048
0,0506
0,0505
0,0484

0,04938
±0,0007

0,0449
0,0428
0,0433
0,0415 .

0,0431
±0,0007

0,05000
otuMOxa onpefleAGHna:
±0,00027
oiun6Ka npn rpanyupoBKe:
±0,00024
ouin6Ka oGmaa (P=0,95):
±0,00086
0,04859
omnGKa onpefleAGHHp:
±0,00067
olum6k3 npn rpanyupOBKe:
±0,00026
OLunGKa o6u43A (P=0,95):
±0,0022
.0,04629
OmnGKa OnpGAGAGHMfl:
±0,00075
oujuGKa npi/i rpanyMpOBKG:
±0,00024
oiunGKa o6mafl (P=0,95):
±0,0024

Ta6Anua 4. ConepwaHne <t>oc<t>opa npn cneKipo^oTOMeTpupoeaHUM opraHMHecKoa
<t>a3M.

312

Plpo6a
No

CoAGpwaHne 4)oc(j)opa,

6

0.0573 ± 0.0008

10

0.0530 ± 0.0007

BGCOBbie %

Ta6Akiua 5.

ConcpwaHue (j)oc«}>opi", c:py>Kax, Beccmbie %.

Co/tcpwnHue 4>oc4)opa, eecoobie %
CnoKTpo(J'('TO(vurptm

flpo6a No

OMMCMOHHaq cneKTpOMerpMfl

llCPl

6
8
9
10

Ta6Awua 6.

MOflHaa 4>aaa

u;3T a h : -1 h c c k a a 4?a3a

0.05'0.0000
0485-0.00)0

O C >21 0 0008

0.0462'0.0007

fi.f-l82v0.0007

JHahhw

boah

0,052+0,005
0,041 ±0,004
0,034+0,003
0,044+0,004

aHaAiiTii-.ocM.x ci.uKrpaAbHbix

ahhhH,

nm.

Ni,,

Cr. ,

i

Co. ,

v, >

TU

231,684

267,716

j

221 70

290,882

334,940

Ta6Anua 7. KohuuHTpaumi cTnujiripTni i *, pen Tuopoa, pg/ml
HMKGAb

XpOM

1

MVlb

ganaaMPi

TMT3H

0,45
2,23
4,46
7,44
11,16
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Abstract

The possibility to use highly enriched uranium from military inventories in mixed oxide fuel
U-235 and Th-232 for light water reactors has been considered. It is shown that although
the fuel conversion coefficient to U-233 is expected to be less than 1, the proposed fuel has
several important advantages which will result in reduction of the cost of the nuclear fuel
cycle. Due to fuel generation the initial enrichment is expected to be less by ~1% for the
same energy production and also no long living actinides are generated which greatly
reduces the cost of fuel disposal or reprocessing.
Introduction

A problem which has emerged in the recent years is the conversion of the existing
stockpiles of weapon-grade highly enriched uranium (HEU). According to the estimations
the 50 000 warheads in the United States and the Russian arsenals contain some 1000 t of
HEU and 2201 of plutonium [ 1] . The most straightforward solution for the HEU is blending it
with natural uranium. The argument in favor of the blending is that the process is irreversible
and such a technology helps the observation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty. An argument
against this solution is that a lot of energy has been used for the enrichment - the ratio of
the separation work units for HEU and uranium with ~ 4% enrichment is roughly 60 [2] and
mixing the enriched uranium with U-238 has to be considered as the last option. The
enrichment should result in improvement of the quality of tne existing nuclear fuel,
creation of new types of fuel or improvement of the fuel cycle.
Another problem of the contemporary nuclear fuel cycle is the inevitable generation of Pu
and other higher long living actinides. The long-living actinides need to be conditioned as
high level radioactive waste (HLRW) in case of fuel reprocessing and the separated
plutonium reused in mixed oxide (MOX) fuel, or it has to be safely stored. For the rest of the
actinides - americium and the even isotopes of plutonium extensive research programs exist
for transmutation (fissioning) with fast neutrons. In the case of final disposal of spent
nuclear fuel the actinides are the main source of heat generation after 150 y of cooling
time and the main concern for estimation of the repository status after thousands of years.
The aim of the present paper is to discuss the feasibility of an idea for conversion of HEU
without mixing with natural uranium and the utilization of Pu in a fuel in which no new
plutonium is generated.
The fuel for conversion of HEU and Pu

utilization

- principles.

The proposition is to use U-235 (HEU) for a fissile isotope and Th-232 as a non-fissile isotope
in a mixed oxide with thorium fuel for light water reactors. For most of the LWRs the
percentage of the fissile isotopes is approximately 4% in the form of dioxide and for the rest
96% Th02 is proposed. Plutonium can also be used in the proposed fuel as a mixture with
U-235 [3].
The main advantage is that weapon-grade HEU can be utilized by reversible blending with
Th, a mono-isotope element which is at least as abundant as uranium. The possibility
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for reverse extraction of U-235 and the generated U-233 is also a weak point of the
proposed fuel because of safeguard reasons.
The second advantage of the proposed thorium based fuel is that no Pu-239 and other
long living actinides are generated. If the enrichment of the HEU is 93%, the presence of
only 0.35% U-238 for a fuel of approximately 4.5% enrichment means that the generated
Pu-239 and other higher actinides are expected to be 400 - 500 less than in conventional
fuel. That is a great advantage in case of reprocessing of the fuel or final disposal. After 10
y of cooling in intermediate storage facilities the residual heat will be generated mainly
by Cs-137, Sr-90 and some 10-15 g/t HM of trans U-238 actinides instead of 5 - 8 kg/t HM
of actinides.
The third advantage is that the generated U-233 after neutron capture by Th-232 is a very
good fissile isotope which will be generated at 3 times higher rate than Pu-239 from U238. The high rate of production of U-233 and the high value of secondary neutrons per
one absorbed neutron of U-233 can make the fuel cycle with very high fuel conversion
coefficient or even with breeding of fuel under special conditions.
The fourth advantage is that in case of fuel reprocessing all fissile material (U-233 + U-235)
can be chemically extracted and no U-235 will be lost.
Up to now the thorium cycle has been considered only for breeding or obtaining a fuel
cycle with fuel conversion coefficient greater than 1. Most of the research has been done for
a thorium cycle with fast breeders or crossed cycles - breeders and reactors with thermal
neutrons. The proposed fuel cycle is expected to be with fuel conversion coefficient less
than 1 but with much higher coefficient than that of LWRs with U-235 + U-238 fuel. The
additional energy generation will result in cheaper nuclear energy.
Estimation of the expected propert es of the mixed with
sections, generation chains, delayed neutrons.

thorium fuel - cross-

There is enough experience in the utilization of Th-232 and generation of U-233. The first
experimental data have been obtained in the BWR Indian Point. The experiments showed
that except in breeders high conversion ratio or breeding can be achieved in thermal
reactors with low capture cross-section in the moderator and coolant - e g HTGR, AVR,
CANDU. The fuel elements of HTGRs contain two types of micro spheres - the first type is
either U-233 or HEU U-235 in the form of UC covered with carbon and silicon carbide
and the second type is made of thorium dioxide covered with carbon [4].
The cross-sections for neutron capture and scattering of thermal neutrons of Th-232 and
U-238 are comparable but since the capture cross-section of Th-232 is ~ 3 times greater
than the capture cross-section of U-238, the rate of generation of the fissile isotope U233 will be 3 times greater than the generation of Pu-239 in conventional fuel.
The generation chain of U-233 is very similar to that of Pu-239:
22.1 min
27 d
Th-232 4- n -> Th-233............. > Pa-233............ >
U -233
Pa-2334-n.........>
Pa-234...............> U-234
1.2 min
The 27 d isotope Pa-233 has a relatively high capture cross-section for thermal
neutrons (21 b [5]), or a small fraction of neutrons will be lost until Pa-233 decays to U233. In terms of
reactivity the negative contribution from Pa-233 will be compensated
by the lower cumulative yield of Xe-135. The ratio of the cumulative yield of Xe-135 from U235 and U-233 is 1.41 [6].
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The values for the cross-sections for capture and fission with thermal neutrons of U-233, LI235 and Pu-239 are very close or no great changes in the concentration of the fissile isotopes
are necessary.
The relatively low value of the capture cross-section of U-233 increases the effective value of
the number of secondary neutrons (4) per one absorbed neutron (2.28 [4]). That high
value also increases the possibility for fuel breeding.
The approximate calculations for a homogenized core of VVER-1000 type for a 4.4% U235 4- Th show that the burnup can be increased by approximately 1/3 for the usual
reloading schemes because of generation and burning of U-233. The additional positive
reactivity is generated during the operation and there is no need for compensation of the
excess reactivity in the "fresh" core. For a burnup of ~40 MW.d/tU the initial enrichment of
U can be reduced by ~ 1% , or the U-235+Th fuel reduces the price of the nuclear fuel.
The value of the fraction of delayed neutrons of the generated from thorium U-233 is
greater but close to that of Pu-239, or fuel of only Th 4- U-233 requires a modification of
the control system. The presently assumed ratios of U-235 and
Pu-239 in the MOX fuel
are acceptable for the proposed thorium fuel with fissile isotopes U-235 and U-233.
The generated U-233 and the residual U-235 can be chemically separated from the rest of
the thorium fuel. Except fission fragments, the long living isotope U-232 (T1/2 =72 y) is
generated by (n,2n) reaction:
Th-232(n,2n)Th-231..........>

Pa-231 4- n......... > Pa-232......> U-232

U-232 and its daughters are radioactive but the decay periods of the daughters are
shorter. The daughter isotope with the longest decay period is Th-228 (1.9 y).
Technological compatibility of the thorium based fuel.

The most important technological difference of the thorium dioxide compared to uranium
dioxide is the specific density [7]. The obtained density of U02 is less than the theoretical
one by 0.4 - 0.6 g/cm3 and that will be the case most probably with Th02 too. The lower
density means that approximately 10% less fuel will be loaded in the reactor core. The
higher melting point of Th02 is an advantage of the proposed fuel.
Except as a mixture of U02 and Th02 the uranium-thorium fuel can be made of physically
separated substances - e.g. U02 coating over Th02 cylinder.
Conclusion

The advantages of the use of HEU in LWRs in mixed U-235 - Th fuel are:
- no generation of long living plutonium and americium isotopes. In the case of
reprocessing the HLRW will contain only fission fragments and U, in the case of final
disposal of the spent nuclear fuel the repositories should be designed for shorter
periods (e.g. 500y);
- the high conversion ratio of Th extends the expected burnup (by approx. 1/3) without
higher initial enrichment.
The same initial enrichment simplifies the problem for
compensation of the excess reactivity in the beginning with burnable poison and boric
acid;
- the high conversion ratio of Th makes possible the utilization of fuel with less initial
enrichment (by approx. 1/3) for the same burnup. Thus less excess reactivity has to
be compensated after reloading.
-in case of fuel reprocessing all fissile material (U-235 +U-233) can be chemically
extracted.
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The proposed fuel or the Mixed OXide with Thorium - MOX-T fuel, actually extends the
limits of depletion of fissile isotopes since the use of Th can slow down the rate of
burning of uranium. The total amount of 10001 HEU can supply fuel for 3.5 - 4 years for the
reactors all over the world. The projected rate of dismantling is 2000 USA warheads
annually and 1500-2000 Russian warheads, or 30 to 40 t of HEU are expected to be
available per year. Depending on the type of the reactor, 50 to 80 reactors can be refueled
with uranium from HEU conversion.
The proposed fuel can utilize also weapon-grade plutonium and plutonium from
reprocessed spent nuclear fuel in a U + Pu + Th composition without generation of new
plutonium.
If large quantities of HEU from nuclear warheads become available that will bo a very
unique possibility to start a large scale fuel conversion of Th within the clean fuel cycle
with U in light water reactors and to improve the economics of the nuclear energy.
The further work on the problem includes calculation of optimal loading and reloading
schemes, theoretical calculation of the thermal properties of fuel pins with U-235-f-Th fuel
and which is the most important and the most difficult problem - manufacturing of several
test fuel assemblies and observation of their behavior in a reactor core.
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I. Introduction

The industrial use of nuclear energy raised a new, global problem regarding
environment - the environmental contamination with artificial radionuclides. Radionuclides
emission and migration, their accumulation and behaviour in the different parts of the food
chain, as well as their biological impact are processes of considerable interest.
Nowadays, a subsequent rearrangement of the world fuel-energy balance is taking
place. As apart of it, nuclear energy is assumed as the only alternative of the up to now
power generation, based on fossil-fuels. The development of the society depends on the
energy production means, and obtaining energy on its turn affects the environment and the
population. In this way the problems of energy and ecology are linked together. The main
consideration concerning the development of nuclear power generation is basically related
to the social acceptance of the 'cost-benefit' criterion, which is a basic feature of the social
development level. A basic requirement to the safe operation of a nuclear power
equipment is the possibly most full isolation of the contamination sources and restriction of
artificial radionuclides releases to the environment.
The development and operating of an effective radiation monitoring system, which is
a compulsory condition during the operation of nuclear power facility, provides obtaining
of operational information on the current values, as well as on the trends of the radiological
conditions. This system includes five relative subsystems, which are not clearly
distinguished:
- technological radiation monitoring:
- individual dosimetric control;
- control of the non proliferation of radioactive contamination;
- environmental radiation monitoring;
- radiation control in case of an accident.
Each one of the subsystems covers a specific scope of the radiation monitoring. It
includes different types of measurements, analysis and assessments. Finally it aims at
protection of life and health of the plant personnel and the general population, as well as at
the restriction (within the range of the permissible limits) of the environmental radioactive
contamination.
The purpose of this paper is to present the radiation monitoring system and the
assessment of the impact of NPP Kozloduy' to the environment.
II. Environmental surveillance

The main goal of the performed radiation monitoring is to avoid violations of the permitted
dose limits, thus providing health protection of the general population.
1. Legislation, rules and regulations

The Committee of the Use of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes (CUAEPP) is the
main authority responsible of carrying out an unified state policy in the area of the use of
nuclear energy under the Law of the Use of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes [1]. It is
written in Chapter 1, Article 3 that 'protection of life and health of the population and of the
environment is of primary importance than the economical and other social demands’. The
Ministry of Health (MH) and Ministry of the Environment (ME), in compliance with the
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same law, are conceded to perform specialised surveillance within the frame of their
responsibilities. Similar texts are available in the Law of Public Health [2] and in the Law of
Environmental Protection [3]. The surveillance activities of CUAEPP, MH and ME are
assigned to their administrative structure as follows: The Inspection for Safe Use of Atomic
Energy (ISUAE), the radiation departments of the Inspection of Hygiene and Epidemiology
(IHE) and the environmental radiation laboratories of the regional inspections for
environmental protection RIEP (application 2). The above control is carried out in
compliance with the Basic Regulations for Radiation Protection (BRRP-92) [4] and the
current rules, directives and instructions published by the responsible authorities
(application 3).
For the general population in Republic of Bulgaria (e g. Category B). the internal or
external exposure level of the effective dose is 1 mSv/a and the organ and system limits
are 10 mSv/a (excluding skin, for which the limit is 50 mSv/a). On the base of the above
dose limits, secondary levels are derived for the annual income and for the permissible
concentrations of definite radionuclides in air, drinking water and foodstuff. These values
do not differ substantially from the ones recommended by ICRP and other international
organisations.
2. Pre-start radiation monitoring

The aim of the pre-start monitoring is to define the actual radiological conditions prior
the plant start and the assessment of the radiation impact of the already existing natural
sources. The collected data are used as a reference to detect any further changes when
the plant is in operation. The pre-start monitoring allows to determine the location of the
control points for measurement and sampling, as well as to optimise the control
programme and the analytical methods to be used during the plant operation. The pre
start monitoring on NPP „Kozloduy" had been conducted for the period 1968-1974.
Detailed description of the carried out research work and the obtained results are
presented in [5, 6].
3. Radiation monitoring during normal operation of NPP „Koz!oduy“

For the purpose of avoiding and assessment of Kozloduy NPP s impact to the
population and environment, the following three areas of control were established around
the plant:
- radiation protected area 3 km from the stack of units I and II;
- radiation controlled area 12 km;
- surveillance area 100 km.
There are 36 control points in the 100 km surveillance area set up around NPP, where
the sampling and the radiation monitoring is c irt !Qd out. 33 of these are located within the
12 km radiation controlled area and the reot uitee are in the cities of Lorn, Pleven and
Berckovitza respectively. The control points distribution is shown on Figure 1. The control
points are divided in two groups according to their functional purpose:
- Points of type „A". The radioactivity of aerosols is controlled for this group of points
(aspiration equipment with a replaceable filter), samples of air sediments, soil and grass
are collected too. The dose rate is also periodically measured at this type of control points
and TLDs are mounted for the annual dose estimation. The number of control points ,.A" is
10.

- Points of type „B". Samples of air sediments, soil and grass are taken at this type of
control points. The gamma dose rate is measured periodically and TLDs are mounted.
Besides, TLDs also have been mounted along the fence of NPP, since 1993.
Other types of sampling (water, milk, meat, fish, etc.) are done off-site the above
mentioned control points.
The radiation environmental monitoring programme was written in compliance with
the following principles:
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- measurements and sampling to be carried out predominantly at unfavourable
points: for example the dose rate is measured along the plant fence; samples as aerosols,
soil, grass etc. are taken from regions of the predominant wind direction;
- parallel measurements and sampling to be carried out also in points not affected by
NPP ..Kozloduy": for example, water and bottom sediments from the Danube river are
taken from points upstream and downstream the plant;
- food products taken for analysis ought to be typical for the region of NPP - in our
case these are mostly grain (i.e. wheat, crop, barley and sunflower);
- the controlled radionuclides should be attributed to the plant technology;
- MDA must be low enough, comparable to the global fallout;
The radiation environmental monitoring programme was updated in 1993 and was
co-ordinated with the Ministry of Health (MH), Ministry of Environment (ME) and with
Committee on the Use of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes ( CUAEPP).
The measurement equipment used for radioactivity in environmental samples is
presented in Table 1. Table 2 presents the nominal values of the minimum detectable
activity (MDA).
The radiation monitoring programme as a whole is adequate to the set up tasks and
corresponds to the practice established in other countries. A comparison between NPP’s
Kozloduy' sampling scope and those of some other plants in the United States and
Canada is presented in Table 3. A similar comparison is done concerning MDA for
different types of samples in Table 4.
Together with the monitoring programme conducted by NPP'Kozloduy" a
surveillance is carried out by the authorities, namely MH and ME. For example, sampling
and measurement of water, bottom sediments and milk [8] are carried out monthly by MH
in the regions of Lorn, Harletz and Pleven, as ME monitors the dose rate (34 control points)
in the range of 30 km around NPP, as well as water samples from the Danube up- and
downstream NPP (12 control points) and soil (10 control points).
The effect of NPP Kozloduy' on the environment can be estimated on the basis of the
recorded values of radiation monitoring data for 1993 [11], compared to the data obtained
for the pre-start period [6]. It is reported in Table 5, where no significant changes could be
observed. The increase in the activity of Cs-137 is obviously due to the Chernobyl
accident from 1986, as its absolute values are of the lowest one, recorded for Bulgarian
soil. The slight increase in the values of Cs-137 in bottom sediments from the Danube is
probably due to the NPP’s operation. By absolute value however, this radioactivity is
similar or lower than the one measured in bottom sediments from the rivers Tzibritza and
Iskar [21]. For the above mentioned period a certain decrease of the activity of Sr-90 is
observed. It is due to the low deposition of this radionuclide following the Chernobyl
accident in the north-east of Bulgaria and its evidence results mainly from the global
fallout.
Concerning the normal operation of NPP, the release of artificial radionuclides in
environment by gaseous and liquid effluents is subjected to continuous radiation
monitoring. In respect to this monitoring, secondary level values were derived determining
the limits of the released radioactivity. The permissible average 24h limits for NPP
Kozloduy" are as follows:
Radioactive noble gases
70
Tbq
Long-lived air-born radionuclides 2
Gbq
1-131
1.4
Gbq
The established concentration limit for liquid radioactive effluents is 11.1 Bq/I.
Table 6 presents the measured values of gaseous and liquid releases for 1993.
The maximum of the monthly average values of the gaseous emissions do not
exceed 1.1% of the established secondary level limits.
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The evaluation of the mean exposure of the population is done by mathematicalmodel methods using the actual data on the amount and the composition of the released
aerosols and gases and the specific meteorological parameters. It does not exceed 0.06%
from the background exposure in the radiation controlled area [20].
The recorded levels on the same region resulting from the liquid effluents
radioactivity, are significantly lower than the background ones. This is due to the
exclusively low limit for the specific radioactivity of the effluents, which is close to the one
for drinking water. The mean population exposure in the 30 km area, due to the liquid
effluents is in the range of (2.84E-4 -$• 4.13xE-4 manSv/a) [13], as the permissible annual
limit of human exposure is 4.6 manSv/a [21]. It is proved by the use of common patterns,
that licensing the annual limits for radioactivity of 0.74 Tbq (excludes tritium) and of 185
Tbq of tritium, released from NPP 'Kozloduy' through liquid effluents, ensures no
violations of the dose limits and is economically reasonable.
4. Radiation monitoring In case of accidents
4.1 Automatic radiation monitoring

The automated system 'Berthold* for continuous radiation monitoring of the
environment operates at 10 control stations. Two of these stations, the basic ones are
located at the site of NPP and the rest eight are in the 1.8 km area. Dose rate and 1-131
ground level concentration are measured at both types of control stations.
The dose rate in each of the stations is measured by two detectors. For the base
stations the measuring ranges are between 0.04 -s- 5000 pSv/h and 1 mSv/h
1000 Sv/h
respectively.
The iodine monitors are provided with 3“x3" Nal(TI) detectors, as for the base
stations the air flow through the iodine cartridges is 5 m3/h, and for the control stations it is
1 m3/h. Radioiodine accumulation and its spectrometric measurement are carried out
simultaneously. For the base stations cycle continuity is 24 h, and the minimum detectable
activity is 0.9 Bq/m3. For the 10 min cycle of the control stations MDA is 500 Bq/m3
4.2 Meteorological observations

Nearby control station 4 a meteorological station is built up, according to the
requirements for a third class meteorological station, including actinometric
measurements. The chosen meteorological site is a typical place for the 30 km control
area. The meteorological-station is MC 10 (EKO INSTRUMENTS TRADING CO. - JAPAN)
and the following measurements are carried out:
- wind velocity and direction at 10 m height
- ultraviolet radiation from 0 to 0.14 kW/m2
- global solar radiation 0 to 0.14 kW/m2
- net radiation from 0.2 to 1.2 kW/m2.
Atmospheric stability classification index by Pasquille-Horner scale, on the basis of
instrumentation measurements and the method of Dr Senshu [9] is determined at the
meteorological station. The obtained data are transmitted automatically to the auxiliary
control room of the automated environmental monitoring system and then they are
displayed. The meteorological station provides the input data for the patterned
calculations in the 30 km control area of NPP. The code ARCAP computes the committed
effective dose equivalents for individuals and offers decisions for protective measures on
the basis of the accepted intervention levels.
A second meteorological station was projected in 1994. It will be provided with 52.5
m tower and is designed to carry out measurements of the temperature, wind velocity and
direction gradient.
According to the ..Convention of Early Notification of Nuclear accidents" the states,
which have signed the convention are obliged to present and release the information for a
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nuclear accident at expected transborder transfer. Meteorological data required in such a
situation are provided by the Research Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology (RIMH)
including:
- wind direction with accuracy of 10°,
- major transfer - direction in degrees,
- wind velocity in m/s,
- observation period,
- mixing layer height in m.
4.3 Mobile laboratory for radiation monitoring

It is designed to perform environmental measurements in the event of an accident at
a nuclear facility. The system is computer controlled for speed and simplicity. It is
ruggedised in order to operate on-board a vehicle for mobile measurements. This is
supplied with automatic self-contained sampling devices for aerosols, iodine and rain
water; a gamma-spectrometer with a Nal (Tl) detector; equipment for continuous and
punctual measurements of the dose rate. The control software provides fast initialisation of
the sampling devices, measurement of the dose rate when the vehicle is moving,
automatic gamma-spectrum analysis, data filing and processing of the dose rate and
gamma spectroscopy records of the collected samples. Data transfer is performed by
means of a radio-network.
Radiation monitoring availabilities in the country rapidly increased during the last
years. For example, MH has been already supplied with sufficient laboratory and portable
gamma-spectrometry, radiometric and dosimetric devices. It is coming forth the mounting
of 30 ‘intelligent* detectors in a network, which covers the whole country. They provide
permanent measurement of the ambient gamma dose rate and notification of the central
office in case of exceeding of the set up thresholds. All that, combined with the equipment
of the Universities, other research institutes and Civil Defence, ensures obtaining of the
required information in the event of an accident or emergency.
III. General conclusion

NPP 'Kozloduy* has got the necessary technical equipment, a well-grounded
programme, trained and motivated personnel to conduct an effective environmental
radiation monitoring, which allows detection of any change in the radiological conditions.
Environment in the vicinity of NPP Kozloduy" has been subjected to detailed and
systematic studies by departmental services, surveillance institutions and independent
experts. The results of this investigation are reported to the senior authorities and to the
public.
The general conclusion is, that following the 20 year operation of NPP „Kozloduy"
there are no statistically significant radiation and radioactivity changes and trends in the
environment.
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Table 1.
INSTRUMENTS USED FOR MEASUREMENTS OF RADIOACTIVITY IN ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES

Type of measurement

1.Gross alpha/beta activity

Instruments

Low background multiple detector , sample changer for
low alpha/beta activities "lntertechnlque"("Pegas"):
- four gas flow proportional type counters
• two guard counters
• gas Argon-CH4
• automatic measurement cycles of 50 carriers (up to 200
samples)
Low background beta counting system "Tesla"
(type NZR-601):
• one gas flow counter
• one guard counter
• gas Argon - Propan/Butan

2. Liquid scintilation spectrometry

Spectrometer "LKB" ("Rackbeta-215")
Spectrometer "LKB" ("Rackbeta-1219")
Gamma-spectrometer

3. Gamma - spectrometry

"Canberra",

PCA-AT

"Accuspec", GeHP- detector, 20% relative efficiency,

card
1.9

keV resolution on Co-60 1332.5 keV line
Gamma-spectrometer "Nucleus", PCA-AT card, GeHP detector, 20% relative efficiency, 1.9 keV resolution on Co60 1332.5 keV line
4. Dose measurements

TLD - LIF ("Alnor")
Conventional survey meters with Nal(TI) scintillators

5. Mobile laboratory

"Renault-Trafic” 4x4. gamma-spectrometer PCA-AT card,
detector Nal(TI) 3x3", 5 cm lead shield. Automatic
sampling devices, 1 m3/h, aerosol filter and Iodine
cartridge, rain sampling. Gamma detectors located on
the side of the vehicle (10 nGy/h - 0.5 Gy/h), automatic
data storage. Computer controlled system. Autonomy
power supply.
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Table 2

MINIMUM DETECTABLE ACTIVITY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLE ANALYSIS *

Gross beta

Tritium

Strontium - 90

Caesium -137
(gammaspectrometry)

1.1. Drinking water

0.1

6.9

0.001

0.006

1.2. Surface water

0.03

6.9

0.001

0.006

0.1

6.9

•

-

-

0.3

-

6.9

0.001

0.02

Type of sample
1. Water [Bq/I]

1 .S.Undergroifndwater
1.3. Water
Inspection pits

From

1.4. Sewage and
drainage water

0.3

2. Soil
and
bottom
sediments [Bq/kgd.w.l

108

0.2

0.5

3. Algae
[Bq/kg d.w.]

18.8

0.3

1.2

4. Grass
[Bq/kg d.w.]

11.9

0.2

1.2

5. Food products (Corn)
[Bq/kg d.w.]

4.7

0.07

1.2

6. Aerosols [ mBq/m3]

0.006

0.005

0.005

7. Air deposition (wet
and dry) [Bq/m2.day]

0.007

0.002

0.1

8. MilkfBq/l]

0.8

0.005

0.3

9. Meat [Bq/kg]

1.1

0.02

0.4

10-Flsh [Bq/kg]

1.9

.

0.02

0.4

.

-

-

1.2

11 Vegetables [ Bq/kg]

* All MDA values are calculated in accrdance with the methodology developed by L A. Currie,
Analytical Chemistry 3(40)1968. Factors such as sample size, decay time, chemical yield and
counting efficiency may vary for a given sample. These variations may change the nominal MDA
value for a given sample.
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Table 3.

Organisation of environmental monitoring of some NPPs in USA, Canada and Bulgaria [12]
Object

Number of measurement or sampling points
BNF

BNF

WBN

CANDU

Kozloduy

1986

1991

1991

1990

1994

Gamma radiation

35

41

43

25

46

Aerosols

9

10

10

11

10+ 10(,)

Jodlne-131

9

10

10

11

10

in air

Tritium

-

-

-

11

-

in air

Dry Deposition

9

10

10

-

36

Wet Deposition

10

10

10

5

36{2)

Surface water

3

3

2

2

8

Drinking water

4

4

4

4

4

Underground
water

2

2

2

2

182

Bottom sediments

5

5

6

3

5 +12<3)

Soil

9

10

10

5

36

Milk

3

3

4

4

3

Fish

4

6

3

7

2

Meat

2

2

2

5

2

Grass

4

4

4

5

36

Notes

(1) • The second 10 points are from the „Berthold“- system
(2) - The same points, as for dry deposition
(3) -12 points from the drainage channels
Table 4.
Nominal values of MDA for environmental samples analysis of some NPPs in USA [15-19] and NPP
„Kozloduy“

Nuclide

Water,
Bq/I

Milk,

Bq/I

Aerosols,
mBq/rr»3

Soil,
Bq/kg d.w.

Grass,
Bq/kg d.w.

USA

BG

USA

BG

USA

BG

USA

BG

USA

BG

3H

9.3

6.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7 Be

1.7

2.7

1.7

2.7

0.7

0.04

3.7

3.9

18.5

11.4

54 Mn

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.005

0.4

0.4

1.9

1.3

60 Co

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.005

0.4

0.5

2.6

1.3

50 Sr

0.05

0.002

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.003

11.1

0.3

6.6

0.2

13,,

0.4

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.005

0.7

0.5

3.3

1.5

134 Cs

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.005

0.4

0.4

2.6

1.5

137 Cs

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.005

0.4

0.5

2.2

1.4
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Table 5.

Some results of environmental monitoring of NPP ..Kozloduj": preoperational period [6] and 20
years later

Object

Water, Danube
river mBq/1

Bottom
sediments,
Danube river
Bq/kg d.w.

Cesium-137

Strontium-90

1972-1974

1993

1972-1974

4.0 ±1.2

<5.0*
< 5.0**

12.0 ±2.0

1993
3.0 ± 0.3 *

26.4 ± 1.2**

1972-1974

1993

248 ± 70

220± 20 *
200 ± 20 **

4.0 ±0.4 **

27.0 ±1.2*
3.6 ± 1.4

Gross beta

< 0.7*
2.6 ± 0.6

0.8 ±0.2**

758 ±81*
889 ± 74

500 ± 78 **

Soil, Bq/kg d.w.

7.6 ± 0.6

38.5 ± 22.8

5.0 ± 0.4

2.8 ± 1.5

703 ± 30

716 ± 64

Grass, Bq/kq d.w.

2.1 ±0.1

<3.2

4.4 ± 0.3

1.1 ±0.4

963 ± 259

602± 289

Milk, Bq/I

0.13 ±0.01

< 0.3

0.11 ±0.015

0.02 ± 0.007

44 ± 1.5

40 ±4

Meat, Bq/kg

0.30 ± 0.03

0.2 ± 0.08

0.09 ± 0.01

0.05 ± 0.03

67 ± 3.7

55 ±6

* - Upstream

** - Downstream

Table 6.

Radioactivity of gaseous and liquid effluents from NPP ..Kozloduy", 1993
Month
1993

Noble gases,
Tbq

Aerosols
(T„/24h),GBq

Iodine-131,
GBq

Liquid effluents,
GBq

January

21.28

0.610

0.161

0.139

February

20.23

0.167

0.110

0.191

March

19.19

0.163

0.148

0.299

April

15.67

0.154

0.195

0.272

May

12.30

0.174

0.190

0.224

June

13.80

0.153

0.135

0.248

July

18.55

0.125

0.196

0.213

August

20.50

0.148

0.178

0.168

September

20.20

0.138

0.070

0.185

October

18.23

0.169

0.473

0.149

November

19.25

0.171

0.196

0.131

December

21.00

0.128

0.223

0.176

220.20

2.300

2.275

2.395

Total
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ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY OF THE DANUBE BASIN IN THE
REGION OF NPP KOZLODUY (July 1994) •
V. Badulln, R. Zlatanova, L. Botsova, Z. Mireva,
R. Karalvanova, R. Totseva, K. Phaytondjleva
Radioecology Division
National Center of Radiobiology and Radiation Protection
(Ministry of Health)
132 St. Clement Ohridsky Blvd, BG-1756 Sofia, Bulgaria

1. INTRODUCTION

The National Center of Radiobiology and Radiation Protection is carrying out regular
radiation monitoring of environment in the region of NPP Kozloduy since 1972. As a hole,
the results collected during the operational period (1974+1993) do not contain evidence of
any noticeable contamination of environmental materials caused by nuclear reactors of
NPP.
In this paper the latest analytical results of July 1994 sampling for 13 sampling points
are described. The location of sampling points and their distances from the NPP,
environmental samples, analytical methods and radionuclides of interest are as follows:

Location

Water

Sediment

Soil

Grass

Novo Selo (r. Danube), 90 km

P, Sr, Cs

y. Sr

y, Sr

P. Y. Sr

Lorn (r. Danube), 40 km

P, Sr, Cs

y. Sr

Y, Sr

P, Y, Sr

Lorn (r. Lorn), 40 km

P, Sr, Cs

Y, Sr

Y, Sr

P, Y. Sr

r.Tsibritsa, 20 km

p, Sr, Cs

y, Sr

Y. Sr

P. Y. Sr

Kozloduy (r. Danube), 10 km

p, Sr, Cs

y, Sr

Y. Sr

P. Y. Sr

Glojene (r. Ogosta), 6 km

P, Sr, Cs

y. Sr

Y, Sr

P, Y, Sr

Y. Sr

P, Y, Sr

Y. Sr

P, Y, Sr

Y, Sr

P, Y. Sr

Y, Sr

P, Y. Sr

Pelovo, 50 km

Y, Sr

P, Y. Sr

Cherven Brjag, 60 km

Y, Sr

P. Y, Sr

Dolna Mitropolija, 70 km

Y, Sr

P, Y. Sr

Butan, 10km
Orjahovo (r. Danube),13 km

P, Sr, Cs

Y, Sr

Krushovitsa, 14 km
Gigen (r. Iskar), 50 km

P, Sr, Cs

Y. Sr

• Work supported by the National Electric Company - AD under the Contrakt No. 32/04.07.1994 - No. TC
9486009.
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The meaning of symbols for analytical methods and radionuclides of interest is the
following:
- p: determination of total p-activity;
- y: determination of artificial y-emitters concentration by high-resolution y-ray
spectrometry;
- Sr: determination of 90Sr concentration by radiochemical separation;
- Cs: determination of radiocesium by radiochemical separation.
The location of sampling points is shown in Figure 1.
The main results of investigation are shown in Figures 2+9. The data for the previous
one-year period - May 1993 +April 1994 (NCRRP. Radiation monitoring in the vicinity and in
the region of NPP Kozloduy during 1993 and the evaluation of population doses. Final
report for the Contract No.300116/31.05.1993, NPP Kozloduy, 1994 - in bulgarian) are also
shown in this figures. Some results for pre-operational period, obtained in 1972+1974 ( 7.
Petkov, R. Z/atanova, A. Kerteva, E Novakova. Environmental radioactivity in the region of
NPP Kozloduy in pre-operational period. Roentgenology and Radiobiology XV(1):5154;1976- in bulgarian) are used below too.
2. RESULTS

River water (Figures 2 and 3). Concentrations of 90Sr and 137Cs in the Danube water
and in the water of inner rivers do not differ significantly. As in the previous one-year
period, the values for 90Sr are less than 10 mBq/l, and for 137Cs are below the minimum
detectable activity of the method used (2.4 mBq/l). The values are less than the
corresponding results collected during pre-operational period (up to 34 mBq/l for 90Sr and
up to 22 mBq/l for 137Cs).
River bottom sediment (Figures 4 and 5).* Low concentrations of 90Sr (less than
2 Bq/kg) agree with the tendency to decrease below those for pre-operational period (up
to 5.5 Bq/kg). Cesium-137 content is varying in wide interval (6+43 Bq/kg); nevertheless,
higher values are in a range typical for environment contamination caused by the
Chernobyl Accident.
Soil (Figures 6 and 7). As in the previous one-year period, values for 90Sr are less
than 4 Bq/kg. Cesium-137 content does not differ significantly from previous values also,
and is varying in the wide range up to 80 Bq/kg. Relatively high values, measured in some
sampling points in the vicinity of NPP (Kozloduy, Glojene and Orjahovo), are nevertheless
in a range, typical for environment contamination as a result of the Chernobyl Accident.
Such values were observed formerly even in the sampling points far from Kozloduy (Novo
Selo, Pelovo and Dolna Mitropolija).
Grass (Figures 8 and 9). Values for 90Sr in grass samples do not increase and are
below 8 Bq/kg. Values for 13'Cs do not increase also, and are below 5 Bq/kg (and manyof
them are less than minimum detectable activity of the method cued, 3 Bq/kg).

3. CONCLUSION

The latest analytical results of July 1994 for 13 sampling points at distances 6+90 km
from NPP and the comparison with corresponding values for the previous one-year period
allow to make the conclusion actual for April+July 1994:
Radioactive effluents and atmospheric releases from NPP Kozloduy do not produce an
noticeable changes of environmental radioactivity of the Danube basin caused by th
global fallout and the Chernobyl Accident.
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Figure 6
90-Sr in soil, Bq/kg
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Figure 7
137-Cs in soil, Bq/kg

Figure 8
90-Sr in grass, Bq/kg
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS FROM GAMMA-BACKGROUND MEASUREMENTS IN
NORTH BULGARIA 30.5. - 3.6.1994
Mlloslavov V., Stollova S.
NATIONAL CENTRE OF RADIOBIOLOGY AND RADIATION
PROTECTION, Sofia

The routine studies determining air dose rate from the natural radiation gammabackground and aiming at screening of technogenic radiation contaminations from the NPP
"Kozloduy" led to the measurements made by three groups of specialists using four identical
equipments in North Bulgaria residential areas, divided as follows: those belonging to the
protective zone (3 km), to the examined zone (12 km), to the plume zone (80 km), as well as
to control sights around the NPP.
The residential areas were divided between the groups: Group A - the first 10 residential
areas (Table 1), Group B - from the 11th to the 26th, Group C - from the 27th to the 42nd. The
points of measurement were chosen by local landmarks, far from buildings and over surfaces
without additional coverings.
Another task was the determination of possibilities and sense of the applied methods of
control on measurement precision and equipment stability.
1. METHOD:
Air dose rate from the radiation gamma-background was measured at 1 m above the
earth surface, in the open, in accordance with the International Recommendations /I, 2/. The
checking of precision (equipment stability) in three of the cases was made through
comparison with control sources (radium 226) following each measurement, and in one of the
cases - through the standard deviation in parallel series of measurements.
2. EQUIPMENT:
Four identical sets with similar technical parametres, including gamma analyzer
connected to a scintillation probe V-A-S - 968 with a scintillator Nal (Tl). In one of the cases
the results were printed automatically.
The instructions for the three groups aimed at criteria equalizing for fitting of the three
equipments /3A The fourth one was fitted twice, before and after the expedition, with the
stationary equipment functioning at the Post for Non-stop Measurement of Radiation Gamma-

N
Nh

Ns
Nbs

background (PNMRG) at NCRRP. In this case the ratio — =----- was valid. N=N3S+Nj, is
the sum of the counting rates when a control source is available and of the radiation gammabackground given by the portable equipment; and the values with "s" index are the same as
the above mentioned ones but given by the stationary equipment.
This ratio was valid ats = 0.26 % because of the temporary fluctuations.
—

Nb

ratio contributes to the coefficient of correspondence between the calculated

dose rate in air Pss, made by the control source, and the determined dose rate from natural
radiation gamma-background without a control source P*,:

Pb =

Pss
N_
-1
Nb

During the second fitting of the portable with the stationary equipment another source
was used. (I)
The duplicating equipment of Group C carried out parallel measurements at distance of
about 1 m from the basic one. In this case no measurements with a control source were
339

made. Gamma-dose rate in air was measured directly from the counting rate (the average
one from the two ten-minutes measurements), taking into account a coefficient estimated in
advance.
Pss was estimated according to the formula: PS3=ry A [nGy/h], where l"y - gamma
r
constant of radium 226, A - the control source activity, r - its distance to the probe. Due to
theoretical considerations P [nGy/h] = 8.67 P [pR/h],
3. RESULTS:
Tables 1, 2 and 3 sum up all the results. Determination of standard deviations are made
separately for the results given by each equipment and group. Control sources are radium
226, four in number, with similar activity, with tolerance of 5%. The averaged results are from
measurements with only one control source.
Results with numbers 27 - 42 are duplicated by the two equipments functioning
simultaneously but with a different principle of control on their precision (results stability).
3.1. In case of minimum experimental error and stable equipment each row of
experimental results N1t N2, N3, ... Nn and Nb1, Nb2, Nb3, ... Nbn respectively, will have good
precision, i.e. N33l = Nss2=Nss3=... = Nssn=N3S; Nsu -» Nss will be valid.
- the average
of the counting rates Nss1, Nss2, N333,... N33n of the standard source. It is necessary to point
out that there are two main reasons that make the latter condition not realizable in practice:
3.1.1. The counting rate of the background N^. measured without a control source,
cannot be determined simultaneously with the counting rate, which is theoretically identical
but practically different, Nb=N-Nss, participating in control source measurements.
3.1.2. Using portable equipment we have a strong influence of experimental errors in the
statistics due to: differences in the geometry of measurements, uncontrolled nearness of the
standard source, errors in measurements of mechanical values, imperfections in the control
source, etc.
3.2. Control on precision through f tting with stationary equipment is also possible The
latter gives constant row of results with quite similar standard deviations by arbitrarv but
equal in their results groups. Variations in the standard deviation depend mainly on objective
changes in the measured value and not so much on subjective ones, related to the state of
equipment itself. At identical, fitted and in good shape equipments A and C, aA = OQ - up to
the first and even to the second mark after the decimal point of the percentage /4/. Hnnre,
when we have duplicated measurements by identical and in good shape equipments A and
C, the condition for precision is Nm = /V, and nA^oc at simultaneous, as well as covering
one and the same time measurements.
The limits for these conditions are criteria for results precision. The difference in average
values gives the systematical error. Using two equipments with controlled and deliberately
different spectral characteristics, an information on the qualitative differences in the nuclide
structure of the sources can be obtained.
The fitting with a suitable base before the beginning and after the ending of the portable
measurements is enough and it is an exceptionally exact criterion for the technical state of
the equipment.
3.3. DISCUSSION:
3.3.1. Calibration under portable conditions leads to high standard deviation in the
measurements of counting rates of the control source. (Tables 1:3- by Group A °Nss™22.6%, by Group B - 8.2% respectively, ar.1 by Group C -10.1%).
3.3.2. The fitting regarding the signal/noise ratio leads to additional systematical error
(compare the results from the two equipments of Group C).
3.3.3. Calibration with different control sources leads to different results. This can be
illustrated by comparing of the results from the simultaneous measurements with calibration
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of stationary equipment at PNMRG and the portable equipment of Group C, made before and
after the expedition. The change of control source leads to systematical error of 24 %. At the
same time the counting rate remains unchangedlActually, the average value of the stationary
equipment before and after the expedition is 8.1 pR/h or 70.2 nGy/h ± 2.4%, and for the
portable one - 8.0 pR/h or 69.0 nGy/h ± 0.43 %, i.e. within the limits of the normal standard
deviations values remain identical.
The parallel increasing of the average values and of the standard deviations is
remarkable (Table 4).
Group

Average
[nR/h]± s[%]

A
B

11.2
9.2
21.9
7.7

C

± 46.5
± 23.3
± 19.0
± 10.7

° Nss [%]

22.6
8.2
10.1
0.44

It can be expected that the increase in measurement precision will lead not only to
decrease in standard deviations but also to decrease in average dose rates in air from the
radiation gamma-background.
REFERENCES:
1. Sources and Influence of the Ionising Radiation - UNSCEAR , General Assembly, UN, New
York, 1978.
2. UNSCEAR, General Assembly, New York, 1982.
3. Vasilev G., Hristova M., Irradiation of the Bulgarian Population by the Natural Gammabackground. "Nuclear Energy", 23, 1986, 52.
4. Vasilev G., Hristova M., Filev G., Nuclear Energy and Irradiation of the Bulgarian
Population. "Nuclear Energy", 23, 1986, 59.
5. Miloslavov V., Specific Local Level of the Natural Radiation Gamma-background on the
NCRRP Territory, "Roentgenology and Radiobiology", in print.
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Table 1. Results from the measurements in North Bulgaria 30.05. - 03.06.1994 r.

No

Residential area

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Malorad
Vratsa
Rogozen
Burzina
Manastirishte
Vulchedrum
Lorn
Montana
Mezdra
Botevgrad

N
Nb
[ imp./min] [imp./min]

2619
p. 26
6714
9463
10118
9133
6215
10113
9855
12465

Average ± o[%]
9260±
(without p.p. 1 & 2) ± 20.2 %

No

Residential area

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Mizia
Khurlets
Glozhene
Butan
Khairedin
Sofronievo
Saraevo
Leskovets
Borovan
Banitsa
Lipnitsa
Voivodovo
Selanovtsi
Galiche
Krushovitsa
Vratsa
Average ± o[%]
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N$s
[imp./min)

1481

1138

951
1527
1806
1971
2167
1172
2490
3894
1997±
±43%

N
Np
[imp./min] [imp./min]

Pb
rad. gamma-backgr.
[nGy/h]
[pR/h]

5763
7936
8312
7162
4018
3941
7365
8571

89.3
120.1
55.4
64.6
72.9
92.3
179.7
43.7
113.4
152.5

10.3
13.9
6.4
7.5
8.4
10.7
20.7
5.1
13.1
17.6

7272±
± 22.6%

96.8±
± 46.8%

11.2±
± 46.5%

N$s
[imp./min]

Pb
rad. gamma-backgr.
[ nGy/h]
[ pR/h]
9.7
6.8
7.3
8.4
8.5
7.2

11912
13435
12495
11559
12462
10721

2402
2016
2010
2084
2272
1687

9510
11419
10435
9475
10190
9034

83.8
58.6
63.6
73.0
74.0
62.0

-

-

-

-

12686
10983
10022
12240
13429
13432
10120
13448
12142

2855
1595
1484
2550
3055
2970
1714
3068
3227

9831
9388
8538
9690
10374
10462
8406
10380
8915

96.4
56.4
57.7
87.3
97.7
94.2
67.6
98.1
120.1

11.1
6.5
6.7
10.1
11.3
10.9
7.8
11.3
13.9

12072+
±9.4%

2333+
± 24.6%

9740±
± 8.2%

79.3±
±23.3%

9.2±
± 23.3%

-

Table 2. Results from the measurements in North Bulgaria - 30.05 - 03.06.1994 r. - continuation
No

Residential place

N
[imp./min]

Np
Pb
N
Np
[ImpVmlnl [Imp./min] Rad.gamma-backgr. [imp./min)± a [imp./10min]
[nGy/h]
[nR/h)

- first equipment -

Ns*
Pb
[ImpVmin) Rad. gamma-back gr.
[nGy/hl
[pR/h]

Notice

- second equipment -

* Sofia • before the

9773*50471

measurements

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
36.
36.
37.
38.
33.
40.
41.

Allan*

Tumava
Biala Stalina
Knezha
Pelovo
Doinl Dubnik
Pleven
Dolna Mltropofla

Trueter*
Krushovene
Gullantsl
Nikopol
Belene
Svishtov
Cherven Briag

42. Lukov*
*

Sofia - after the

18419
22961
21330
20450
21210
18695
18259
16659
19480
18351
16985
17049
17919
17844
17997
19989

5480
10223
6467
7106
6681
5970
5700
6020
6837
7028
6404
4975
5706
5484
6589
6208

-

-

18974±

6279±
±18.4%

12939
12728
14863
13344
14529
12725
12569
10639
12643
11323
10681
12074
12213
12360
11408
13781

152.3
288.8
156.4
191.5
165.3
168.7
163.2
203.4
194.4
223.2
217.6
148.1
168.0
159.5
207.7
1620

-

-

Average ± o

12566±

185.6±

±9.1%

±10.1%

±

51806

±

0.52
0.49

7146 ±*50960
±0.39%

±

0.68

24.0
18.7

21.9±
± 19.1% ±19.0%

0.16

50003
41650
53308
59082
54920
47931
45287
53641
42932
55101
48102
40089
44664
47116
52611

17.6
33.3
18.0
22.0
19.1
19.5
18.8
23.5
224
25.7
25.1
17.1
19.4
18.4

measurements

±

-

49265
*50711

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±

0.35
0.15
0.43
0.04
0.54
1.26
0.1
1.0
0.6
0.25
0.1
0.46

± 10.68%
±

4725

0.47%

2051

-

+71.8/70.5

+8.3/8.1

+68.7

+7.9

68.0
56.6
725
80.4
74.7
66.2
61.8
73.0
58.4
74.9
65.4
54.5
60.7
64.1
71.6
70.5

7.8
6.5
8.4
9.3
8.6

+56.3/53.8
+69.3
67.0±
±10.7%
+69.0±
± 0.43%

7JS

7.1
8.4
6.7
8.6
7.6
6.3
7.0
7.4
8.3
8.1

+Basic equipment
at PNMRG

Under the fraction
Hne - portable
equipment
The value below by the counting rate
only.* - Values from the
portable equipment
In Sofia, slmulta neousty measured
with the basic one
at PNMRG.
The measurements
In Sofia after the expedWon are with
another st source.

+6.4/82
+8.0
7.7±
±10.7%
+8.0±

(by the counting

± 0.44%

rates only)
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Table 3. Average values from those given in Table 2.
Group

N

Nb

Nss

Pb

[imp./min] ±a [ %l( imp./min] ±o [ %] [ Imp./min]±a (%] [ nGy/h]± a [ %] [pR/h]±o [%]

A
B

9260 ± 20.2

1997 ± 43

7272 ± 22.6

96.8± 46.8

11.2 ± 46.5

9740 ±

8.2

79.3± 23.3

9.2 ± 23.3

12566 ± 10.1

185.6± 19.1

21.9 ± 19.0

12072 ±

9.4

2333 ± 24.6

C,1st equip.
(results from
the expedition) 18974 ±

9.1

6279 ± 18.4

C, 2nd equip,
(results from
-

4927 ± 10.68

-

67.0 ± 10.7

7.8 ± 10.7

before the exsped. •
st.s.

5047 ± 0.16

•

70.5 ±

0.16

8.1 ±

0.16

71.2 ±

0.68

6.2
8.2 ±

0.68

0.47

8.1 ±

0.47

the expedition)
C, 2nd equip,

C, 2nd equip,
before the exped.
st.s
c.r.

53.8

5095 ± 0.68

.

-

5071 ±

•

70.8 ±

Basic equip ment
before, st.s.

-

-

-

71.8

8.3

Basis equip •
ment
before, c.r.

-

-

-

68.7

7.9

Basic equip ment.
after, st.s.

-

-

-

56.3

6.4

Basic equip ment.
after, c.r.

-

-

-

69.3

8.0

C, 2nd equip,
after the exped.
c.r. average

0.47

Notice: In the first column "c.r." - the result is calculated only by the counting rate at the proper
coefficient;
"st.s." • the result Is calculated by comparing with a standard source. The
standard deviations In results from the basic equipment are usually under 0.5%.
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GAMMA-RAY SPECTROSCOPY APPLICATIONS IN THE
CONTROL AND THE ENVIRONMENT MONITORING

RADIATION

B. Manushev - Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridskl"
K. Koleva - National Metrology Center

SUMMARY
Gamma-ray spectroscopy offers a rich information about the technological process
at the NPP - Kozloduy and the radiation control on its territory as well as in the
environment. Some possible ways of employing it, have been discussed in this report.
A method of gamma-ray spectrometers stabilization, which is especially needed for
long-time measurements, has been considered. The possibility of efficiency
autocalibration, when a refference source of the appropriate shape is not available, has
been described. Some preliminary results about the effective thickness of extended
sources assessment have been adduced, e g. about the evaluation of the surface
pollution infiltration depth, as well as about the development of pure beta sources (like Sr90), using the registration of their bremsstrahlung.
ENERGY CALIBRATION STABILIZATION OF THE GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETERS
The contemporary semiconductor detector gamma-ray spectrometers, providing
high energy resolution, usually possess appropriate long time stability of the energy
calibration. The energy calibration of the scintillation gamma-spectrometers is,
however, not stabile enough. Despite their lower energy resolution as well, they have got a
number of exploitation advantages - the comparatively low cost, the needlessness of liquid
nitrogen and being of small size makes them preferrable to the semiconductor detectors in
some cases.
A variety of methods and devices for the energy calibration stabilization are well
known, described in the scientific literature or offered by series of firms. They are not only
expensive, but when buying such systems, a preliminary particularization whether they
would work steadily in the specific conditions, is indespensable. For example, the most
often used method for locating the line, according to which the stabilization is done, is by
comparing the counting rate in two single-channel analysers, put down on the slopes of a
reference line. The ways of keeping the equality of the rates are different. The method
works out satisfactory if the counting rate of the line is high and the line has a small
background. When monitoring the radiation in the environment, both of the terms are not
realized.
Proceeding from their own experience in scintillation gamma-ray spectroscopy and
the fact that the scintillation detectors are now connected with personal computers, the
authors propound an easy to accomplish stabilization of the registered gamma-ray
spectra energy calibration. The amount of calculations and the memory needed are not
too large and a personal computer af any kind, including a 8-bits, can be used.
Here is the scheme of this method application:
- the spectra are set up for a comparatively short time, assuming that the energy
calibration would not change perceptibly;
- a reference line is chosen. The 1462 keV line of K-40 is propicios for the
environment monitoring but if close lines (e.g. of Co-60) are expected to appear, the 2614
keV line of Bi-208 can be used. It, however, has a little more considerable statistics
uncertainty;
- the position of the line is determined;
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- the spectrum is recalibrated by the way of using numerical filtration or, if a
programly regulated high voltage source is available, the needed correction is made.
Our experience shows that the most stabile and reliable results can be obtained if
(after the background substraction), the position of the line is fixed by the approximation of
its peak with the help of a second degree polynomial:
y = Ax2 4- Bx 4- C,
where y is the number of pulses in channel number x, and the coefficients A, B and C
are determined by the least squares method.
Using the fact that the numbers of thn channels are equidistant (contiguous whole
numbers) and the co-ordinate system is so centered that the middle channel of the area
we are interested in (containing n channels) is 0, the following comes out:
A = 15 2 y (12x2- n2 + 1) /[n(n2 - n - 2)(nz - n + 2)]
B = 12 £ xy /[n(n2-1)]
C = 3 £ y (20x2 - 3n2 + 7) /[4n(2 - n)(2 + n)],
which significantly reduces the amount of calculations, accelerates the procedure
and minimizes the uncertainty evaluation. The value of x, for which the polynomial
assumes its maximum, is taken as the line's position.
The numerical filtration with recalibration is done with the help of the following
formula:
Y(z) - [T. y(i 4- j) F(5i - j)] / a,
where Y(z) is the filtrated counting rate in channel number z from the new energy
calibration (E = m.z); y(i) - in channel number i from the old calibration (E = k.i); 5i - the
fraction part from the calculation with whole-number values of z. A Gaussian with area 1
and width 1 2 channels is taken as the filter core F; the summation is over j, which varies
between ± (3 + 4) filter widths; a = k / m.
EFFICIENCY AUTOCALIBRATION
The efficiency calibration is necessary in order to evaluate the activity of a nuclide in
the measured sample by the area of the full-energy peak. The availability of a refference
source with known activity, closest as possible to the measured sample, is requisite for the
correct calibration implementation. The similarity of size and shape is most important for
providing close counting geometries. However, some problems may arise, e g. when
evaluating the activity of an arbitrary piece of ore or metal, or in case the mass of the
sample is little, but it can neither be taken as a point one nor fill the smallest available
volume that we have got a calibration for.
The problem can be solved if there are nuclides with gamma-ray cascades in the
sample. Let us take, for example, Co-60. Its both gamma lines with energies respectively
1173 and 1332 kcV (and registered with areas S, and S2) radiate contiguously in a very
short interval of time and that is why a sum peak with energy 2505 keV and area
S12(reduced to a unit of time) appears. To a first approximation these areas are:
51 = A.co.e1
52 = A.co.e2
S12 = A.o) .e^.e2
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where A is the source efficiency, to - the solid angle, e, and e2 - the photoefficiency of
the detector for gamma-quanta with energies E, and E2.
It is easy now to conclude that

A = Si. S2 /

2

The consideration of the fact that some pulses from the photopeak coincide with
pulses from the Compton distribution, leads to a more accurate formula:
A = N + Si. S2 / S1 2,
where N is the total counting rate in the whole spectrum.
It is obvious that the gamma-spectrum is quite adequate for evaluating the activity of
the measured sample and it is not necessary to know either the gamma-spectrum
calibration or the counting geometry.
The determination of N may ca* 'se some problems. Its contribution to the evaluation
of the activity is usually about 20 40% and if this precision is satisfactory, it can be
ignored or a medium correction for the certain detector can be introduced.
A more precise result can be obtained if tabular or experimental data for the
photopart of the detector is used.
The normalizing of the theoretical description of the Compton distribution to the
Compton edge of the concrete spectrum seems the most accurate method. Using a
program that realizes this procedure, in [6] we have clearly shown that for comparatively
short measure times (200 500 s), the activity of a Co-60-source, placed near the front of
the detector, can be evaluated with total uncertainty less than 6 % (the total sum of
uncertainties of categories A and B), if its activity does not exceed 40 kBq. When reducing
the activity to 25 kBq, the total uncertainty becomes 1-1,5 %.
THE EFFICIENCY
EVALUATION

THICKNESS

(THE

SELFABSORPTION)

OF

A

SAMPLE

The area S, of the full-energy peak number i of a radionuclide with activity A, when
the radiation passes through an absorber with thickness d, is:
S | = A . w. p,. e j. exp {-p,. d} ,
(1)
where co is the solid angle, pr the yield per desintegration of tne gamma-rays radiating, e ,the probability of its registrating in the full-energy peak (photoefficiency), p, - attenuation
coefficient of the gamma-rays absorption in the concrete material.
The photoefficiency of the detector can be experimentally evaluated by an
independant measuring; the values of p , and p , can be found in the appropriate
refference book; S , can be experimentally measured. Consequently, two unknown
quantities remain in equation (1) - the thickness of the absorber d and the product A.w. If
two or more areas S , of the same nuclide lines have been measured, after taking a
logarithm of equation (1) and using the least squares method, it is easy to draw a system
of linear equations for those unknown quantities. If the activity is distributed in the sample,
we will evidently obtain only an approximate evaluation for the thickness of the layer
containing the distributed nuclides, in this case (1) is not true. The accuracy of
measurement can be evaluated, for example, with the help of the mathematical apparatus,
described in [ 1].
We experimentally tested the method, using the nuclide of Na-22 with gamma-lines
energies 511 keV and 1275 keV [2], the radiation of which passes through a lead plate with
thickness 3.32 ± 0.01 g/cm2, evaluated by a measurement. After 10 contiguous
measurements, the thickness evaluation turned out to be 3.05 ± 0.07 g/cm2 (the values of
Pi were taken from [3]). The same experimental values of the lines areas, but using the
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values of w from [4], led to the result of 3.44 ±0.16 g/cm2. The pointed uncertainty is the
mean square error of the measured values.
The measurement of the efficiency e , and the thickness d were made with the same
source with activity A0= 11.8 kBq at the same distance (-50 mm) and consequently the
evaluation of the activity was between A = (0.989 ± 0.004). A0and A = (1.004 ± 0.004). A0,
depending on the values of the coefficients of the gamma-quanta absorption that were
used. The measurements were accomplished with a scintillation detector with a Nal(TI)
crystal, its size being 0 50x50 mm, for 500 s measuring time.
Using of sum coincidences offers an interesting possibility of evaluating the absolute
activity [5,6]. This way evaluated, the activity is A = 11.96 ± 0.44 kBq, the activity of the
soi ree being 11.8 ± 0.3 kBq. The implemented measurements prove that the application of
these methods is easy to realize. Besides, the influence of the various sources of
systematic errors is considerably reduced.
These two methods concurrent use will certainly be a useful complement to the
variety of traditional methods of foodstuffs, water, etc. gamma-spectrometrical control, of
the selfabsorption in the measured sample specification. Another, more interesting
application, is its utilization for measuring of local radioactive pollution of the earth surface,
concrete or asphalt coverings, etc., as these methods let us evaluate the pollution
infiltration depth. The pointed differences in the evaluations of thickness and the activity,
depending on the tabular values of p it can be used for specifying the latter.
Other parts of the gamma-spectrum can also give information about the thickness of
the source. If there is an absorber between the source and the detector, some of the
gamma-quanta will be scattered forward through small angles, which will reduce their
energy a little and after their total absorption in the detector, they will be registered as
pulses in the area between maximum of the backscatter and the full energy peak. This
leads to two consequences:
- reducing of the measured spectrum photopart, which is easily noticed and can be
quantitatively connected with the efficient thickness of the source, if it consists one nuclide
only with a simple emission spectrum, e. g. Cs-137, Co-60;
- rising of the minimum between the Compton edge and the fullenergy peak line,
compared to the maximum of the latter.
Some useful information can also be extracted from the analysis of the maximum
which has been formed in the very beginning of the spectrum (between 100 and 200 keV,
for instance), due to the repeatedly scattered gamma-quanta before they get to the
detector.
DEVELOPMENT OF PURE BETA-SOURCES
Measuring or discovering pure beta-sources requires special methods of the sample
treatment and their radiation registrating, which usually takes a long time. On the other
hand, some of these nuclides, like Sr-90, belong to the biologically important components
of the pollution that may be caused by NPP - Kozloduy, and express methods for their
evaluation are absolutely needed.
A physical method upon which such methods can be based, is the bremsstrahlung
of the beta-particles. It is continuous and, at least theoretically, extends to the maximum
energy of the beta-spectrum. Sr-90, which has got two components with energy 546 and
2274 keV (the latter from Y-90), continuously distributes pulses, which do not form lines,
and thus can be satisfactory registered when exercising gamma-ray spectroscopy over
samples or the environment.
For that purpose, when calibrating a gamma-ray
spectrometer, its photopart should also be specified. It is desirable for the calibration to
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be accomplished with the help of refference sources, that contain one nuclide only. The
nuclides that are expected to be found in the measured sample (often the measured
nuclides, like Cs-137 and Co-60, have beta-emission besides, which is also registered)
should be used. The total sum of pulses is also determined during spectrum-processing.
The background and the areas of the registered lines, divided by the corresponding
photopart, is substracted from this sum. If a statistically reliable count of pulses is left, it
may be due to:
- weak gamma-lines that have not formed visible lines, or to secondary processes
that were not accounted in the calibration course;
- the presence of a pure beta-radionuclide.
From a pessimistical point of view, to the first analysis of a radioactive pollution, the
second possibility should be assumed.
We used this method when analysing the samples from the NPP - Kozloduy
environment. In the specific conditions (a scintillation detector with Nal (Tl) crystal,
0 40x40 mm; a Pb-shield, 5 cm thick; measuring time 4000 s; the samples are put in
typewriter ribbon boxes, 0 62x23 mm, volume 65 cm3, mass between 60 and 120 g), MDA
= 1000 Bq/kg was evaluated (MDA = 100 Bq/kg for Cs-137 and Co-60).
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THE RADIATION MONITORING AT "THE MARSH"
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Kolev, Dimitar Vasilev, Tatyana Boshkova, Vasil Gurev, Ivailo Asenov, Anton
Mateev, Georgy Georgiev - Sofia University,
Aleksey Aleksiev, Tsvetan Andreev, Methody Dimitrov, Sergey Tsochev NPP-Kozloduy
Venelin Marlnov, Marin Naldenov, Ivan Kolchakov, Encho Myanushev- A '
Methody Gelev - INRNE, Katerina Koleva - CNM
Michail Galabow - MGU, Slawcho Iliev - HFTI
This report represents a brief description of the results that were obtained during
1993-94, in realization of Contract No 1176 between NPP-Kozloduy and SRS-Sofia
University "St. Kliment Ohridsky" [1,2]. In pusuance of the Law of Environment Protection
[3], the NPP-Kozloduy financed the present work on purpose to obtain the necessary
data:
- a complete exploration of the territories polluted;
- analysis of some variants of treating the earth masses, which would reduce their
influence upon the environment and the population;
to get instructions from the special control departments and the municipality for the
environment restoration, according to the legal documents, and providing:
- minimum expenses for the earth treatment and
- making the utmost use of the already existing pollutions.
SUMMARY
The data for the polluted with artificial radionuclides regions of tne canal system
(CS), EP-1 and EP-2, obtained until 1992, have been briefly discussed. The measurement
methods that we used, have been described and their precision evaluated. The results
from the regions survey and the agroecological characterization of the soils have been
presented.
The following variants for the polluted earth have been discussed:
- burying the polluted earth ;
- chemical tilling and treating with zeoliths, or deriving the artificial radionuclides by
an appropriate crop-rotation;
- creating an experimental field-range;
- creating an wood massive;
- no special treatment.
INTRODUCTION
For a long time (at least since 1979 [4,5]), NPP-Kozloduy has been throwing out
water polluted with radionuclides, into the canal system that was costructed on purpose to
dry up the territory situated between the NPP and the Danube, known as ' the Marsh".
In soil-geographical respect, the Marsh belongs to the near - Danube soil region - a
comaparatively narrow stripe of land, parallel to the Danube, including a variety of
lowlands; the Kozloduy one, where the Marsh is placed, as well. The soil-forming
materials in the real lowland, are carbonate alluvial depositions of the Danube and delluvial
depositions on the slopes. In the higher region of the lowland, the soil-forming materials
are represented by loess sediments. The underground water level in the different parts of
the lowland varies, and is directly dependent on the Danube water level. There are
conditions for marsh development in the low parts of the lowland, but most of them are dry
now. Under the influence of a number of lay and hydrological conditions, in a temperate
continental climate and meadow-steppe vegetation, the following types of soil have been
formed: medow-alluvial and meadow alluvial/delluvial soils, carbonate black earth with no
erosion and medow carbonate black earth with low erosion, typical black earth, and
meadow black earth. All of them are agriculturally usable (to a certain degree) for a
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variety of cultures; appropriate agrotechnics (cultivation, fertilizing, watering, etc.) are
naturally needed.
The high absorption of the loess that covers the territory, has prompted a natural
cleaning of the thrown out water. The radioactivity has been concentrating in the bottom
depositions in the canals. When cleaning them, the depositions were thrown out along the
canals sides. This has led to the pollution of the territories laid along some of the canals.
They are several metres wide with about 12 km total length. The most polluted regions,
their area being about 400 daa, have been alienated and fenced in by wire-netting.
So it is important to accentuate that, for a nearly 20 years exploitation, this is the only
significant radioactive pollution outside the NPP-Kozloduy territory.
There are some polluted spots in the very territory of the NPP. Some of them are on
asphalt and because of their comparatively low radioactivity, can be liquidated by a new
layer of asphalt. But the spilling of liquid radioactive wastes, most of all, has allowed the
pollution of significant earth masses. Some of them are gathered in the so called
"Gechova Mogila". The spots that are not liquidated yet, have been explored.
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA, OBTAINED UNTIL 1992
The fact that radioactive water flows into the CS of the NPP-Kozloduy, was registered
for the first time in 1979 [5] and it has been the subject of many close explorations ever
since then [6, 7]. The concrete sources, the mechanism and the ways of the CS
radioactive pollution, have been described in some of them in detail [6].
The results from the aerogamma spectrometry research, implemented in 1990, are of
an interest for the complete image of the pollutions in the CS region in NPP-Kozloduy. The
conclusions are that the pollution caused by the nuclear weapons testing and the
Chernobile failure, is comparatively low and homogeneous. Some radioactive pollutions
of linear shape and directly connected with CS, have been located in the region, enclosed
by the new canal, the NPP North fence, the working canal and the Danube. The seperate
polluted zones are less than 20 - 30 m wide and several kilometres long.
Aerogamma spectroscopy data shows Co-60, Cs-137, Cs-134 in some regions of
these anomalous zones, and just Cs-137 and Co-60 in others. The exposure rate in these
anomalous stripes tends to a steady decrease the farther it gets from the NPP, but is
rather irregular and ranges from several scores of pR/h to 200 - 300 and more nR/h
(measured on the surface).
Later, in March 1992, an aerogamma picture of the CS region, was taken by
Cousteau's staff as well. However, the results of it do not concretize the already known
picture of the pollution.
The results, obtained by the NPP dosimetric control group are very interesting as
well. They represent a gamma-survey of the CS [9,10]. The exploration offers a fine
preliminary image of the basic pollutions surface distribution and significantly helps and
supports further explorations. Relevant measurings have been made by a number of other
authors, too [6, 11, 12, etc]. In fact, low activity has been detected in the surface waters in
all of the monitorings, but there is high activity in the bottom depositions of the draining
canals. Cs-134, Cs-137 and Co-60 are the basic artificial radionuclides that determine the
bottom distributions activity. In 1992 the Sr-90 specific activity in the drainage bottom
depositions did not exceed the limits, typical for the natural reservoirs.
An interesting result about the variation of the measured during 1987 - 1992 Cs134/CS-137 specific activity ratio, is shown in [12]. It is compared to the respective
theoretical evaluation, had the flowing of radioactive water stopped. The difference
between the curves points out to the fact that the polluted water continued to flow into the
CS after that year as well.
The territory of NPP-Kozloduy has also been polluted with radionuclides (either
fission or corrosion products) during its exploitation. It seems that there have been two
ways of polluting:
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- radioactive pollutions with polluted equipment and technological) mechanical
carrying out;
- radioactive solutions splitting.
The radioactive pollutions mechanical carrying out has led to the so called "hot
particles" spread [13, 14]. Despite their high specific activity, the hot particles cannot
cause a serious pollution as they have a total activity because of their small size. That is
why they have not been discussed in this report, but anyway, we have had in mind their
presence as the getting of a hot particle into the sample can result in a significant error.
The presence of a hot particle was detected at least once in the course of our
measurements.
The most complete description of the polluted spots, existing in 1992, was made by
Tsvetan Andreev.
METHODS USED
Gamma-ray spectroscopy
The samples measuring was done with the help of a Nal(TI), 0 40 x40 mm,
scintillation detector, put in a lead shield, about 5 cm thick. The probe is connected with a
20 046 radiometer. The pulses get to a multi-channel analysator CANBERRA-30 and then
to a 16-bites personal computer. For the spectra analysis, a programme that fits the Co-60
full-energy peaks (as a doublet) and the Cs-137 line (as a singlet). The specific activity of
the measured sample is determined by the lines area through calibration coefficients.
The dry soil samples were grinded to powder and winnowed. The wet soils and silts
were directly put in the measuring containers. So, the data for the specific activity relate to
the samples in the same state they were taken. The samples were placed in plastic boxes
(for typewriter ribbon) with size 0 62 x 23 mm and volume (65 ± 1) cm3. The samples
mass ranges between 60 and 120 g, dependent on their density.
The single sample measuring time was usually 4000 s. The background is about 17
imp/s in Sofia and about 12 imp/s in Kozloduy. Distinctive analysable Cs-137 and Co-60
lines, can be observed if the sample specific activity is more than 100 Bq/kg. This value is
taken as the minimum detectable activity (MDA).
Besides the lines of full absorption areas, the total counting rate of every spectrum
and the total gamma-activity are evaluated. This evaluation is not quite precise, of course,
but useful for it offers information about:
- the gamma-activity that has not prompted measurable lines;
- the Sr-90 eventual presence. Its beta-radiation is registered by its bremsstrahlung.
The Sr-90 radiation registering efficiency was evaluated in most conservative
conditions - 0,12 (imp/s) / (Bq/kg).
In 100 samples, in which spectra full absorption lines are not observed, the total
counting rate exceeding the background is (0,93 ± 0,24) imp/s. Even if we ignore the K-40
and the U and Th contribution, we can consider the maximum possible Sr-90 (or other
pure beta-radionuclides with similar maximum energy) specific activity, about 10 % of the
limit (which defines the sample as a radioactive waste).
The average counting rate, mentioned above, relates to (260 ± 80) Bq/kg average
specific gamma-activity, which is typical for most of the measured samples in which full
absorption lines are not observed. This confirms the statement that the Sr-90 presence in
the region explored, is not quite probable.
Typical samples from different places were also measured with the help of high
resolution gamma-ray spectrometer (by ORTEC) with a GeHp semiconductor detector,
with 24,9 % relative efficiency and FWHM about 1,8 keV.
The precise gamma-ray spectroscopy with semiconductor detectors enables not
only the not detected by the scintillation spectrometry radionuclides measuring, but the
radioactive pollution "age" evaluating as well (by using the difference between the Cs-134
and Cs-137 half-life).
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The Sr-90 analysis was implemented with the help of Mayer and Scholl method
which suggest Y drawing out of the sample. Sr-90 and Y-90 have to be in equilibrium for
the samples, taken from the CS. The new thin sample is radiometred and the part of the
registered pulses that is due to Y-90, is determined by the half-life. Thus the Sr-90 content
is evaluated.
The Pu determination is done through a radiochemical separation. The total alphaand beta-activity measuring was completed with the French firm SHLUMBERGER's
aparatus NUMELEC. It is 8-channeled and enables the simultaneous alpha- and betaactivity measuring.

TLD USAGE
The degree of the artificial pollution in the earth under the working CS, was of a great
interest for the present investigation. Such detailed investigations are rather difficult for it is
necessary to work under about 100 - 150 cm of water and from 5 to 30 cm of bottom
depositions. Some attempts to take soil samples from the bottom of the canal, having
already taken the mire away (with the help of an excavator), were made, but this
procedure is technically hard to realize and disposes to rough errors. Here rises the
necessity of finding new methods to solve the problem that are easy to realize and the
probability of significant systematic uncertainties, is reduced to minimum.
A possible solution of the problem is the thermoluminiscence detectors (TLD) usage.
They are put in a hermetic metal tube, which is vertically driven in the earth (in the bottom
of the canal) to the depth wanted. TLD, designed out at INRNE and manifactured by the
Bulgarian firm "Protexy CD ", were used. The detectors represent small cylinders with 0 5
x 1 mm, with thermoluminiscence material CaS04:Dy.
The detectors (102 pieces) were fixed (a pair of two at intervals of 2 cm) upon Al foil
and hermetized with polythene stripes. The new "cylindrical detector body", 102 cm long,
was put in an iron tube (drill), 250 cm long. The tube was driven down in the place chosen
(70 cm in depth, about 50 cm of which soil and 20 cm bottom deposition). The detectors
were measured by the producer.
We consider the first results rather hopeful and interesting. A typical region (with
about 170 - 190 mR exposition - that is the bottom depositions area), followed by sudden
reduce to values, close to the background, can be seen. Of course, further explorations
are needed for making more precise and certain evaluations of the method and the
concrete results.
The precision of the final result - categorization by volumes with specific activity an a
certain range - depends on a large number of both objective and subjective factors. Some
of the evaluated final results uncertainty components, are: the typicalness of the sample;
the way of preparing the sample for measuring; statistical uncertainty in the spectrum
measuring; the mathematical elaborating of the spectrum uncertainty; the stability of the
gamma-ray spectrometer; its efficiency calibration; the nuclides identification; the soil
density; the homogenity of the pollution and hot particles presence.
The analysis of the results shows that the most serious problem, is the
matchlessness of samples, taken from close places, due to the unhomogeneous
distribution of the activity. That is why we think it reasonable to consider the final results
within (0,5^2) from the values given.
THE MEASURMENTS RESULTS
The polluted with artificial radionuclides earth in the NPP Kozloduy territory and the
region of the CS was explored, according to the following scheme:
- marking the area;
- measuring the exposure rate on the polluted surface;
- taking samples from the surface and in depth;
- measuring all the samples with the help of a scintillation gamma-ray spectrometer;
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• measuring a part of the samples with a high resolution GeHp gamma-ray
spectrometer;
-analysis of some samples for detecting alpha- and beta-radioactivity, and
evaluating the Pt and Sr-90;
- determinating the relation of the exposure rate to the specific activity;
- evaluating the volume of the earth polluted.
The exposure rate (ER) was measured at 4430 points, forming a net at intervals of 10
m along the canal and 2 m perpendicularly to the canal side (to the fence). The
measurments were completed with SRP-68-01 unit at 10 cm from the surface. ER was
measured with a SRP-68-03 unit with a hermetic probe at 250 points in depth along the
canal sides, and at 110 points beneath the water, in the bottom depositions (the mire)
surface, as well. Besides, we searched for pollutions in other regions, but no places where
the activity exceeds the natural background, were found.
The relation between ER and the specific activity enables the usage of the amount of
measured samples (from about 4700 different points), compared to the little number of the
specific activity samples (about 300 pieces), for the more precise evaluation of the earth
polluted volume and the artificial radionuclides total quantity. Unfortunately, this relation
cannot be used in the measurements at EP-1 and EP-2 as the ER measurements are rather
influenced by the radiating of the nearby standing buildings and radioactive solutions
transporting pipelines.
The same specific activity of different radionuclides, prompts different ER. That is
why we chose the following quantity K as a summarized value of the specific activities:

K = lAj/MDKj,
where A f is the measured specific activity of radionuclide number i, and MDK ; - the
maximum permissible concentration (specific activity) of this radionuclide in the measured
sample. This quantity is introduced like the effective or the equivalent dose [15] and has to
be less than 1 so that the respective part of the earth polluted would not be considered a
radioactive waste.
13 points were chosen; both ER (10 cm beneath the surface) and the specific activity
of the respective samples taken from the surface, were measured in all of them. The
relation between the two is approximated with a straight line:
ER = 23,7 + 47,9 . K ,
where ER is in nR/h. This line's correlation coefficient is r = 0,943, which shows a
comparatively good correlation.
Knowing the ratio of the Co-60 and Cs-137 quantities, and K for the region, we can
evaluate the soil specific activity for Cs-137 and Co-60 separately.
As crirical influence levels, the 30 nR/h and 100 |.iR/h isolines can be chosen.
We suggest that no special work is done in the zones where ER is less than 30pR/h
(which exceeds the natural gamma background in Sofia with 50%) and the specific activity
is less than 13% of the treated as a radioactive waste.
When ER is 100 j.iR/h (which is one of the definitions of the radioactive wastes), the K
evaluation exceeds the specific activity, determined by the kerma-constant, with 60%. At
the same time the permissible specific activity for the Ra equivelant is about 2,5 times less.
That is why we classify the earth polluted in two categories:
- ER between 30 |.iR/h and 100 j.iR/h;
- ER exceeding 100 nR/h.

SUMMARIZED DATA FOR THE EARTH POLLUTED
The summarized data for the earth polluted is shown in the following tables. The
pollution depth is between 30 and 60 cm.
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Table 1. Summarized data for polluted soil in the canal system
[nR/hl

Area
[m2)

Volume
[m3]

Canal

30-100

30780

11241

aides

>100

8340

4131

ER

A[Cs)

A[Co]

A[Cs]

A[Co]

[Bq/kg]

[Bq/kg]

[MBq]

[MBq]

16723

653

44892

10738

Total pollution:
Total nuclides
Bottom of MDC
Bottom of canal D

61615

11391

1,7 Cl

0,31 Cl

-2 Cl

13000

4600

1300

92000

8700

6000

1300

1000

9400

7000

The data for the working at the moment canals bottom pollution (displayed in the last
two lines of the table) should be considered just tentative; significant uncertainties are
quite possible. Besides, one should have in mind that in many of the samples, taken from
the bottom of the main drainage canal (MDC), there is muchmore Cs-134 (about 200
Bq/kg) points out to comparatively new pollutions, continuing nowadays may be.
The only spot that was discovered outside the CS fences, is clearly distincted on the
aero-gamma spectroscopy picture, taken in 1990. The ER (measured from a helicopter)
exceeds the background with 10-12 pR/h and seems a little higher than the ER that was
measured around the canals. In fact the SRP-68-01 measurings, 10 cm beneath the
surface, read 30 - 50 pR/h. The reason is that this spot is wider, and so is better
distinguished for the detector that is in the helicopter, than the narrow stripes along the
canals that are polluted. The spot is approximately round, about 50 m in diameter. In the
surface layer to 10 cm depth, there are 1400 u 1700 Bq/kg Cs-137 (Co-60 was not located
there); the lower layers are practically clean.
Only the regions on the EP-1 territory are shown in the table as there are no large
undeveloped polluted areas on the EP-2 territory.
Table 2: Mean, total and sum activity A for the explorated regions on the EP-1

Nucl

Region No 1
Volume 9.5 m3

Region No 2
Volume 9,0 m3

Region No 3
Volume 5.5 m3

Region No 4
Volume 2.0 m3

Region No 5
VolumeSO 0+(25 0)m3

Mass 13.51

Mass 12 81

Mass 22 01

Mass 31

Mass 71 04.(33 5)1

MeenA Tati A SimA Mean A Tati A Sun A MeenA Tati A Sun A MeenA Tati A Sun A Moan A
kBqkg [MBq] [MBq] kBqkg [MBq] (MBq) kBqkg [MBq] [MBq] kBqkg [MBq] [MBq] [kBqkg
0137

37JB

510

99

130

32

40

14

18

08

70

148

560
Go6C

32

8

Sun A
[MBq]

2080+(1480)

2100

18

78

0.4

41.6

2

Tati A
[MBq]

58

16

+

0.4

18+®

-Q4g°L

SOME POSSIBLE WAYS OF TREATING THE EARTH POLLUTED
The following variants of treating the earth polluted with artificial radionuclides in the
CS region, have been discussed: - mechanical deriving of the artificial radionuclides;
- deep ploughing;
- chemical treatment (with zeoliths);
- burying of the earth polluted;
- creating of an experimental field - range;
- creating of an wood massif;
- no special treatment.
The mechanical desactivation can be done by taking away the surface layer of the
earth, 20 - 50 cm thick in the concrete case (as deep as the pollution has been
distributed), its area being about 8000 m2, its volume about 4000 m3 and 50001 weight.
When applying deep ploughing (25 60 cm in depth), the surface layer polluted gets
under the range of the vegetation roots; the deeper and cleaner parts of the ground get on
the surface.

The earth taken away is in fact a comparatively fertile deposition derived from the
bottom of the canals. It can be spread (that is another possible way of treating it) in a thin
layer (10 + 20 cm) on the nearby lands and then buried 40 + 60 cm in depth (by deep
ploughing). Thus they will get under the roots of the cultures. Having in mind the
agrometeorological assessment of the soils in the region its fertile layer being
comparatively thick, it can be expected that the fertility of the ground would not be
troubled. Besides, the radioactivity placed below, will not enter the alimentary chain.
This solutions, however, has some significant shortcomings:
- it requires a large amount of digging and transport work;
- it will provoke a strong negative reaction among the local population and the whole
society, although the norms would be strictly kept;
- that reaction would be much stronger in case of a future pollution, caused by the
CS.
A variety of methods for the chemical treating of the earth polluted with artificial
radionuclides, have been described in the specialized literature. They usually tend to
reduce the radionuclides transmission into the plants, cultivated in such territories, and just
ocasionally - to derive the radioactivity. Despite the plain results, other countries already
aim at commercializing such methods (patenting, selling of techologies, etc ). Bying them
does not guarantee their applicability for the conditions are remarkably different. That is
why we should ourselves work out own (for the country) science - applied methods for the
population defence in case of a serious radiation failure.
Another possibility is the earth "washing". Ordinary solvents (such as water) are not
effective, besides they are rather dependent on the biochemical processes in the soil water system. Effective washing can be achieved by concentrated nitric acid, but it
destroys the soil and its fertility. That is why this technology can also be treated as a
perspective and current for future researches one, but inexpedient in the concrete case.
There is some limited information that some firms implement such washing with the help of
a cyclone separator. Still this is a rather difficult to realize and little productive method and
we consider its implementation in the CS region inexpedient as well.
The zeoliths are good for detaining the radionuclides, but are not well known as a
method for their drawing out of the soil. That is why we cannot reccommend them as an
adequate techology.
The artificial radionuclides drawing out by an appropriate crop-rotation is also often
mentioned as a possible decontamination of the earth polluted. Yet there are no well
known results, and we can conclude from the data available that it is not quite expedient
and could draw out not more than a small percentage of the radioactivity per year.
Obviously, this technology is rather dependent on the concrete conditions and it cannot be
recommended at the present moment as necessary data for the country is not available.
If the idea of taking away the earth polluted is accepted, then we can suggest several
ways of buryng or making it foolproof.
The radioactive wastes cementing is one of the efficient methods for their prolonged
storage, without any danger for the environment and the population. Unfortunately, this is
a rather expensive method and has not been generally applied in NPP-Kozloduy yet.
Using the earth polluted as bolus material of the cement solution, is an efficient
modification of this method. As far as we know, the techologies of the future radioactive
wastes revision factory, make no provision for sands or other bolus material usage for the
cement solution. Still we find it expedient to study the possibility of such treatment.
Cementing the earth in the CS region is not indispensable because of its comparatively low
specific activity and the availability of other ways of treating it. But this is the most
expedient way of safe storage of the most polluted earth on the EP-1 and EP-2 territory.
Besides, a sgnificant part of it is sands and could be easily made foolproof without
increasing the cemented wastes volume.
Burying in the Dry canal
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The Dry canal can be used as an already existing depository of low activity
radioactive wastes. This canal has not been used as a drainage canal (for drying the
Marsh) for at least 10 years now. That is why it may be assumed that it has not been
necessary for the melioreative system and it can keep working without it. It satisfies all
radiation security requirements:
- the canal is covered with concrete floors and is placed in a dense clay soil that
impedes the radionuclides migration. The samples taken from the outter side of the
concrete covering do not show detectable artificial radionuclides lines (MDA = 100
Bq/kg), while the inner depositions activity is several of kBq/kg);
- there are about 1000 m3 depositions in it now, created in the course of using it as a
part of the so called "old system" for throwing out the debalancing and waste waters,
which are some of the most active in the region. It can take about 2000 m3 more. Covering
the wastes with a layer of clean soil (30 cm thick) to the top of the concrete floors, will
require about 2000 m3;
- a part of the canal is below the area's level (the top of the covering is 3 m in depth).
These parts can be totally filled up with earth polluted; the protective layer of clean earth
can be put over it. This provides about 1000 * 1500 m3 additional volume.
That is, the Dry canal can provide volume enough for all of the CS polluted earth
safe burying. After covering it with 30 50 cm clean earth, the area should be afforested
with appropriate trees and will not be of any danger to the population and the environment.
This variant requires comparatively small expenses. An advantage of its is that the most
polluted earth are already on its bottom.
The authors recommend the usage of the Dry canal as the CS polluted earth storage
only as a reserve variant, in case the experimental field - range creating is not accepted.
The transport expenses in the two variants, are equal, but the experimental field not only
makes the earth polluted foolproof, but provides fine conditions for science - applied
researches which are rather important for the country. The two variants concurrent
applying is possible as well.
The authors do not recommend the usage of the Dry canal for burying the wastes
from EP-1 and EP-2, as their specific activity is much higher. Neither the legal norms nor
the practically necessary guarding of such a storage outside the NPP territory, are clear
enough.
The present radioactive depositions in the CS region are of a comparatively large
volume and low specific activity. That is why the building of a special storage that would
be more safe than the Dry canal, is not needed.
CREATING OF AN EXPERIMENTAL FIELD - RANGE
The countries where nuclear weapons were tested, used the regions polluted with
fussion products, for experimental ranges, where many studies have been done: for
determinating the transfer factors "soil - plant - animal products (milk and meat) ", the
radionuclides absorption by the plants, the ways of its reducing and disactivation of the
soil. Other countries, esp. those where nuclear power engineering has been developed,
on purpose to preserve the environment and to defend the population against radioactive
pollutions, have created artificial ranges. On their territory a variety of experiments have
been completed (after polluting the earth with artificial radionuclides). Every country has
its own experience and that is quite indespensible as the processes studied are much
dependent on the soils, the vegetation cultures, the climate, etc. Besides, for a long time
such information was considered secret.
In contrast to the reducing radioactive pollution, caused by the nuclear weapons
testing in the atmosphere, the "contribution" of the nuclear complexes, including NPPKozloduy, is increasing. The international project, implemented about the Chernobile NPP
failure, is rather indicative.
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Bulgaria has never (to say nothing of its present economics state) been able to afford
radioactively polluted fields, on which to study the ways of reducing the radionuclides in
the plants cultivated (caused by the pollution of the soil).
It is necessary to make a decision about the future of the polluted regions around
NPP-Kozloduy (polluted mainly with Cs-137 and Co-60). One of the reasonable, not
requiring much expenses variant, is the creating of an experimental field - range on the
territory polluted (or a part of it). This is a preferrable variant even if the expenses needed
are commensurable with those needed for the classic burying of the earth polluted. That
is why this unique chance must not be missed.
It is also important that experiments in real, not imitated conditions, in places close to
those cultivated by the population (but on much more polluted ground), would reduce the
social tension and the radiophobia, existing not only in the NPP-Kozloduy region. The
annual publishing of the results would help the nuclear energetics prove that it does not
contribute to the radioactive pollution in deserving alarm dimensions.
It is suggested to create experimental fields with size about 10 x 50 m (0,5 daa),
covered with polluted earth, about 1 m thick. Having in mind the existing volume of earth
polluted, it is suggested to create:
- 2 fields with maximum polluted earth from the bottom of the Dry canal. The
preliminary evaluations show that it is about 1000 m3, its average specific activity being 13
kBq/kg Cs-137 and 6,7 kBq/kg Co-60;
- 4 fields with moderately polluted earth (about 6 kBq/kg), of which there are about
3000 m3 along the canals sides and probably 1000 m3 more from the most polluted splits,
which will be taken from the bottom of the canals.
- 2 fields with clean soil for control experiments.
The advantages of this variant are incontrovertible:
- a bias for implementing of science - applied experiments of an extraordinary
importance for the country, is created;
- the utmost use of the already polluted with artificial radionuclides earth is made,
and conditions in which some volumes that may be polluted in the future, are created, in a
way that makes the environment absolutely safe and cannot prompt any objections in
ecological respect;
- the territory suggested is one of the most polluted and is close to the other highly
polluted regions, which will decrease both the transport expenses and the probability of
radiational pollution during the transporting of the earth polluted.
The afforesting is an addition to the project for regulating the underground water level
and draining the Kozloduy lowland, and the polluted earth in the CS region treatment. It
provides:
- improving of the regional microclimate;
- using the trees in the series of actions aimed at the regions draining;
- bordering the polluted with artificial radionuclides areas and limiting the
radioactivity distribution in the close regions (that may be caused by wind or water
erosion);
- making use of territories for which there is no alternative solution;
- finally, wood material producing as well.
The typical conditions in the Marsh (in respect of the soil and esp. its hydrological
specifics), form certain requirements for the sort of the trees. The poplar and the willow
are determined by the many years afforesting experience along the Danube as the most
congenial for the wood producing, protective functions, planting, etc., of all the trees and
bushes that grow in similar conditions.
NO SPECIAL TREATMENT
Except the Dry canal, in whuh the specific activity of the bottom depositions is
comparatively high (about 13 kBq/kg Cs-137 and 7 kBq/kg Co-60) that explains the high
ER (reaching 3 mR/h), comparable to the permissible value for staff of A category
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premises only, the other parts of the CS region can be left in its present state. This can
lead to breaking the legal norms only in a few small regions.
However, we do not find this solution satisfactory, for the following reasons:
- it can contribute to the radioactivity distribution in now clean territories;
- it requires constant control, maintaining of the fences and the marking of the region,
which can finally lead to serious expenses;
- it derogates from the reputation of NPP-Kozloduy not only to ours, but to the
world's society opinion;
- a large area is absolutely blocked for any other work in the bordered regions of the
CS.
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THE ADVANTAGE OF SCANNING IN STUDYING TERRAIN CONTAMINATIONS
V. Angelov1, T. Semova*2, Ts. Bonchev2, Ts. Andreev3, V. Mavrodlev2,
A. Jordanov
Introduction
The task of studying terrains contaminated with radioactive substances could arise in
different objects and circumstances. But not all of these contaminations are emergency
and than the scanning will be a preventive one. Earnest radioactive accidents occur also
frequently and do not concern only the Nuclear Power Plants. In this respect the NPPs
have the advantage +hat there is a continuous control of qualified specialists and (beside
the earnest nuclear accidents) the contamination on side the NPP usually is promptly
recognized. As is well-known there are some cases where a grave radioactive accident
arises in incredible circumstances with high-activity gamma-emitters and many days pass
before its accidentally revealing contaminating meanwhile large terrains. Typical cases are
those of Houston111, Ciudad Juarez121, Goianiar1, San Salvador accidents bringing a'ong to
human victims, many people irradiated above the limit and great material damages.
In the vast literature of radiological accidents with which we recently became familiar we
did not discover the concept of ..terrain scanning". In these accidents there always exists a
panic and it is reasonable to seek firstly the places with high-activity sources or these
contaminated with spilled radioactive substance resulting from unsealing. However in such
a case there is a possibility to make many omissions and to waste much valuable time.
Not making an effort to include the different circumstances in which the scanning will give
valuable information both in preventive and emergency terrain studies we shall make an
effort to show its advantage in cases where this is possible.
Method of scanning
Scanning by helicopter of large terrains in relation with the gamma-radiation is well-known.
This very expensive technique is created and develcDed because of the possibility to
discover ores and its availability and readiness allows in some cases to be used to find out
radioactive contaminations. This was done in Bulgaria after the Chernobyl NPP accident
as well as for clarification of radioactive contamination distribution in the sewera'ge of NPP
,.Kozloduy". In both cases the working group of L. Kerbelov completed the studies using
an unique 40 I Nal crystal property of the Geological Studies Administration. The
equipment and the working group are available up to now and their inactivity is not justifiedexcepting misunderstanding of authorities. The current state of our industry using strong
radioactive sources creates a potential danger of their spilling and such cases are known.
The regular scanning with this equipment of different country regions particularly ones
representing potential
diological accident of this kind could save resources.of our
government if the accident could be recognized and localized in time. The above
mentioned examples support this reasoning.
The gamma-radiation scanning by helicopter could lead to revelation of a radiological
accident and its rough localizing. This must be followed by scanning giving the required
,.resolution" on the terrain surface coordinates.
In Fig. 1 to 3 we represent some examples of scanning by hand using gamma-radiometer.
These results lead to the following conclusions in favour of scanning:

'Civil Defense Administration, Sofia
2Sofia University .St. Kliment Ohridski**
3NPP .Kozloduy-
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•

Fig. 1 shows a complicated picture of the gamma-field distribution along a sufficiently
long region in which there are clearly distinguished peaks identifying the source of
contamination;

•

In Fig. 2 is shown an example of gamma-field topography. In this particular study the
picture did not show some significant conclusions beside that very clearly outlines the
way of spreading of radioactive contamination although with low activity

•

The gamma-field topographic picture in Fig. 3 showed by two different scales is related
to a field contaminaton with radionuclides. This picture is more informative than that ir,
Fig. 2 as it shows a complicated structure of radioactive contaminations.

At least it is evident for us that the scanning in the light of the showed results gives very
significant information than the simply ..feeling" the terrain using radiometer. The one
dimensional picture given in Fig. 1 and the three-dimensional pictures given in the following
figures show possibilities to find out peculiarities of the field which could forecast the
reason and source of the contaminations. Especially a sufficiently well formed ..hill" could
indicate the availability of a high-activity source disposed under the terrain surface. At
preventive studies the appearing of a reliable peculiarity of the field could give warning in
time for the start of a coming strong contamination.

Fig. 1. Preventive linear scanning of a contaminated region

Fig. 2. Preventive scanning showing the gamma-field topological picture of a transport
path region
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Fig. 3. Topological picture in two different scales of the gamma-field for a region
contaminated with radioactive substances
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Prospective
Scanning by hand of large regions is an exceptionally labour-consuming work. That’s why
it is necessary to construct systems for automatic scanning using detectors disposed on
movable platform.
In cases where the scanning terrain has a complex profile the detectors have to be shifted
at different heights in relation to the platform.
The scanning information would be more valuable if the gamma-spectrum is obtained by
scintillation detector with Nal.
Using super-collimators (there is a separate report for them) would lead to much more
precise localization of irradiation gamma-sources including those beneath the surface and
with a complex topography.
In our opinion the means and time necessary to create a programme-supported scanning
system would be many times justified in case of a grave radiological accident (not
necessary in NPP) where the decision making would rely only to a real topological picture
of the irradiation source distribution, impossibility to obtain such a picture from the
Chernobyl NPP accident has led to the irradiation above the limit to hundreds of people151.
But the scanning systems will justify their creation as well as to the lighter cases even the
preventive ones which was already mentioned.
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„SUPERCOLLIMATORS“, ESSENCE AND SOME APPLICATIONS
Ts. Bonchev1, J. Shterev2, E. Vaplrev1, Sh. Jeber1
Introduction
Collimators of nuclear radiations are used in principle to form a narrow beam which
directed to the central part of the detector leads to prevention of .edge effects"
deteriorating the spectrum quality. By means of a collimator it is possible to determine
sufficiently precisely the space angle under which the detector „sees“ the irradiation
source permitting to determine the absolute quantity of the activity. In Moessbauer effect
studies the collimators decrease the „conic factor" which leads to decreasing the
resonance line width.
In 1979 Paund and Wetterling proposed for the first time a special collimator type
consisting of a capillary beam by means of which the resonance radiation of 57Fe with an
energy of 14.4 keV is ,,canalized" on the base of the total internal reflection111. Relying on
the idea of these authors we decided to study the properties of such collimating systems
conditionally refer to ..supercollimators" for different radiations and aims. It turned out that
the problem is more complex than it looks at first sight and here we shall present our first
efforts in this field.'
Essence and some main properties of the supercollimators
We shall name ..supercollimator" a system of tightly arranged tubes whose length L is
many times greater than their radius r. The space between the tubes is filled with
substance for which we assume that (at the corresponding collimator length) it absorbs
totally the radiation. That’s why the radiation could pass only through the hollow of the
capillary tube.
If the radiation source is placed tightly to one of the collimator walls than the intensity of
the radiation passed through one capillary without accounting the scattering from the walls
is determined by the space angle:
An =0.5 1-

(L2 +r2)i

100 = 0.3 1-

1
(l + tga);_

(1)

where r is the capillary radius and L its length; the value gives the space angle part, 4% in
%, in which the particles emit.
To illustrate the throughput of such a tube we shall point the following parameters: at
r=0.3 mm and L=10 mm, i.e. at ^=33, An=0.022%; at r=0.3 mm and L=100 mm,
-=333%, An=2.2x10"4%; at- = 1000,
r
r
An=2.5x10*s%;

at y = 10*,

An=2.5x10*7% and s o. It is evident that to use really a

supercollimator it must consist of oreat number of capillaries. Such beams are fabricated
currently for microchannel plates12*. The typical data of these plates are 105 channels with
a diameter of 10 pm on 1 cm2. It is easy to calculate that from an alpha-source stuck to
such a collimator particles radiated from 30% of the surface will fall into the capillary. If the
capillary beam has a length of 0.5 cm the space angle of every capillary would be
'Sofia University „St. Kliment Ohrldski"
2WOU „V. Levaki", V. Tar novo
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An=10"^%. In the case of plates with surface of 1 cm2 on which there are 10s capillaries
through the system will pass 0.3x10'6=0.03, or 3%, of the alpha-particles radiated at unity
time. This number is enough to use the supercollimator with this data.
An example of such a collimator usage is given in Fig. 1.
Evaluating the supercollimator properties the particles scattered by the walls and passed
through the capillary must be taken into consideration. The scattering laws of alpha-, betaand gamma-radiation especially at low angles are entirely different and depend on many
factors: the energy, the disperser nature, the scattering angle13,41. As a result of scattering
the monochromatic radiation spectrum becomes more complex and where the radiation is
not monochromatic the picture is much more complex as is the case of beta-particles.
Along with this in scattering at very small angle it is possible to expect radiation
polarization. All of this makes the theoretical description of the radiations passed through
supercollimators exceptionally complex and it is expected that the correct approach of the
problem decision is the Monte-Karlo method. But in many cases this complex picture
could help to study some „fine" interesting effects as is the case with the interference of
Moessbauer and Rayleigh scatterings151.
Currently we are far away of solving these problems but we submit some preliminary
evaluations and the results of experiments like this in Fig. 1. Along with this we will show
that before the supercollimator theory developing they could be used solving some
practical tasks.
Alpha-radiation
The differential cross-section of alpha-particles elastic scattering at unity space angle is
given by the well-known Rutherford equation:
da _ 1 /z.Z.eiV

1

dn™ 16*

(2)

sin4 §

where z and Z are the alpha-particle and scattering nucleus charges, e - unit electric
charge, E - the particle energy, 9 - the scattering angle. dn=2%sin9.d8.
As a first approximation the alpha-particle scattering by the capillary walls could be
described using the set up in Fig.2. The task is to find the scattering cross-section of
particles scattered at minimum angle, 8min, where they „slip" on the capillary surface to the
maximum angle, 9max, at which they still could come out of capillary.
= arccos

Vx2 + r2

6m„ = arccos

L- x
V(L-x)2 +4r2

+ 8 min

(3)

It is necessary to integrate at angle 6 in the limits of 9mln to 8max
sin 9 de=-2(ctg25r-ctg25r)
e-* sin41

(4)

in the region of x to x4Ax and then the two ctg values in (3) are:
(Vx2 + r2 +x)
ctg25.

ctg

2 e„
2

(Vx2 +r2 V(L-x)2 +4r2 + x(L-x)-2r2)

'

r2(x + L)2

(5)

Ultimately for the final macroscopic scattering cross-section along the capillary the integral
Is:
2(6) = n.k.J(Vix2 +r2 -x)(ctg:

-ctg2*?

-dx

(6)

V(L-a)2»4r*

where L is the capillary length. In this equation n is the number of the scattering centers
(nuclei) of one capillary wall layer with thickness d referring to an element with atomic
weight A and density p (g/cm3):
n=

.d.4x2.r

(7)

Nl - Avogadro-Loschmidt number and k is a constant in the equation (1):
k = lV /rz.Z.e2V
v

The values of Z (the macroscopic scattering cross-section) have been obtained for a
capillary of gold, z=79, A=197, p=12.3 g/cm3, E=5 MeV, d = 10'4 cm at capillary length
L=10 cm and different radiuses r. The data are represented in the following table where
the first column gives the particles passed directly through the capillary and the second
one - the particles passed through the capillary after one scattering.
Table

in which values for alpha-radiation passed directly through the capillary and
passed after one scattering by the walls at different capillary radius, r, and a
constant length L= 10 cm are given
r
(cm)

Directly passed particles

Scattering cross-section,
Z

9.99x10'
8.99x10 s
8.99x10 s
1.59x10 s
2.49x10 s
3.59x10 s
4.89x10 s
6.89x10 s
8.09x10 s
9.99x10 s

2.24x10"®
4.49x10"®
6.74x10"®
9.00x10"®
1.12x10"7
1.35x10"'
1.38x10"'
1.80x10"'
2.03x10"'
2.26x10"'

0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.20
From the table it follows:
•

increasing the radius the number of particles passed through the capillary and
scattered from the wall increase;

•

despite the complex functional dependence of Z(r) according to equation (6) after the
integration the relation between Z and r is practically linear (this could be seen after
plotting);

•

the part of the scattered radiation is negligible compared to that of the directly passed
radiation.

The last sentence has to be cleared. The values of Z in the table referred to a very thin
scattering layer with thickness of 104 cm (approx. 1 pm). If the layer is 10 times thicker (10
pm) than so many times increases the probability of alpha-particles passing through the
capillary after scattering by the walls. But this case is not real one as alpha-particles with
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energy of 5 MeV loss entirely their energy yet in the first part of their run (the real run in the
substance will be much longer because of the cosine factor); the maximum run of alphaparticles with an energy of 5 MeV in gold is approximately 10 urn161. The result is that the
impact of the capillary wall scattering is negligible on the spectrum of the alpha-radiation
passing through the capillary. The precise determination of this impact requires
calculations based on Monte-Karlo method.
Beta-radiation
Beta-particles scattering laws at small angles are substantially more complex than those of
alpha-particles and as was already mentioned in this case there is a problem with the
continuous spectrum which will be differently distorted at the different regions after the
scattering. Compared with the case of alpha-radiation here will be a complication for the
particles passing through supercollimators - the braking radiation generation. We shall
restrict our study to an example of obtaining an autoradiogram of 147Pm beta-radiation
passed through a supercollimator (Fig. 3).
Gamma-radiation
The supercollimators could be very interesting determining the low-energy gamma- or
roentgen radiation on the base of the idea of Paund and Wetterling which was mentioned
earlier.
The total internal reflection angle of the roentgen radiation is determined by:
e„=°.||2.~- (grad)

(8)

where z an A are the substance atomic number and atomic weight, p - its density (g/cm3)
and Er - the radiation energy (in keV).
In the case of a complex structure of the reflector the sum of z, and A, in percent are used.
Equation (8) shows that the critical angle value depends strongly of radiation energy.
That’s why the ..transportation" of this radiation will be as more probable as more lowenergy is the radiation. The critical angles have very small values. Concerning the
roentgen radiation of iron at an energy about 6 keV these values vary from 0.02° of
beryllium to 0.152° of gold.
That means that the intensities of directly passed through the capillary radiation and this
due to the total internal reflection could be commensurable if the angle in equation (2) is
commensurable with the total internal reflection angle. An autoradiogram of57Co radiation
passed through capillary with a radius of 0.35 mm and length of 100 mm corresponding to
(0*0.2° is shown in Fig.4. There is an clearly outlined outer circle in the autoradiogram that
is due to the total internal reflection of the roentgen line with energy 6 keV and to a certain
extent to the gamma-line with energy of 14.4 keV. Unfortunately we do not know the
content of the capillary glass and could not give a quantitative assessment of the reflected
radiation intensity compared to the passed radiation. In addition for the precise
quantitative calculations it is required to assess the contribution of Rayleigh scattering
whose cross-section is very large at small angles and low energies13,41. In any case this
result is worth studying further as there is a possibility electromagnetic radiations at
different energies to be separated in purely physical way.
Some possibilities for practical applications of supercollimators
Nevertheless that the investigation of systems referred to as ..supercollimators" is at its
start our opinion is that there are possibilities at present of their application in some
practical problems. For example:
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1. By means of a supercollimator of gamma-radiation (i.e. with lead ,.filling") it is possible
to construct „gamma-telescopes" specifying the topology of radiation fields. This could
be very important in many cases especially at grave radiological accidents.
2. The supercollimator of alpha-radiation allows the assessment of emitter content in
depth of a layer (e g. of surface contamination) by the line broadening of the alphaspectrum which is not influenced by the space angle.
3. The autoradiogram of 147Pm beta-emitter in Fig.3 shows that by means of a
supercollimator it is possible to identify the radioactive source nonhomogeneity.
4. The beta-radiation supercollimator allows the precise determination of beta-spectrum
maximum energy using the half-weakening method131.
5. The application of a magnetic field in the vicinity of a supercollimator allows the betaradiation separation from the low-energy roentgen radiation which is essential in
surface contamination studies.
6. The combination of a supercollimator and a thermoluminescent detector could reveal
principally new possibilities determining low-energy roentgen radiations.
Many of these supercollimator applications have been already experimented and the
results will be objects of new publications.
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Fig. 1 Radiogram of 241Am alpha-radiation passed through a beam of glass capillaries
with a diameter approximately 0.7 mm and length of 10 mm. The alpha-radiation is
developed on nitrocellulose solid-state detector (KODAK). The first image is
obtained from a light beam passed through the nitrocellulose tape and the second at crossed light polarizer and analyzer. This technique is described inf71.
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Fig. 2 Diagram of alpha-radiation scattering by capillary walls showing the meaning of the
variables used in the equation

lainnaanniflini
Fig. 3 Image on ordinary black-and-white film of 147Pm beta-radiation passed through the
capillary beam used for the radiogram in Fig. 1 (i.e. diameter approximately 0.7 mm
and length 10 mm). Augmentation x11.

Fig. 4 Radiogram on ordinary black-and-white film for roentgen radiation with an energy
approx. 6 keV and gamma-radiation with an energy approx. 14.4 keV of 57Co
through glass capillaries with diameter approx. 7 mm and length 30 mm. The film is
in an envelope of black paper so that the circular images are not a result of glass
fluorescence
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ORGANIZATION AND TASKS CONCERNING POPULATION PROTECTION IN
NUCLEAR ACCIDENT
MG NIKOLA NIKOLOV DIRECTOR OF CIVIL PROTECTION REPUBLIC OF
BULGARIA
CIVIL PROTECTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA

Civil Protection of the Republic of Bulgaria represents an integral ingredient of the national
security system. It features a compound of Government organizational, economic,
scientific, technical and social activities aimed at the protection of the population in all
emergencies. The Civil Protection (CP) infrastructure is based upon different Government
acts and regulations.
The developments from global perspective and in the country at present determine the
new tasks and goals confronting CP:
- Providing and creating the background for protection of the population and the
property assets aimed at their survival in natural hazards, technological accidents, traffic
incidents and warfare;
- Formation and training of forces and structures to exercise command and control
functions related to civil protection activities, keeping high level of preparedness of these
forces and institutions by dividing the country into four major zones of responsibility having
relative autonomy;
- Education and training of the population on civil protection issues throughout the
primary, secondary and higher school education system as well as in the professional CP
qualification centers or by use of the mass media information system (radio and TV);
- Informing the population about the existing or potential risks of natural hazards,
industrial accidents or traffic incidents.
The CP structuring is the responsibility of the national or local level government authorities,
intended to provide for population and property protection in emergencies of all kind.
The basics of structuring and CP functioning can be formulated as follows:
- Reasonable sufficiency;
- Building up of the system based upon scientific analyses and concepts of the indepth changes;
- Priority of the quality considerations;
- Focussing on peace-time tasks and missions complying with the international
humanitarian law norms and principles;
- Dual contingency formation principle (professional and volunteer forces);
- Allocation of forces and assets according to the specifics and needs of the country
regions.
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The general command and control functions over CP

activities are exercised by the

Council of Ministers. The immediate management is handed over to the Minister of
Defence, while the permanent management is entrusted to the Director of CP.
A Permanent Commission for Public Protection has been formed under the Council of
Ministers. It exercises management, coordination and control functions during search and
rescue operations, preventive activities to reduce and avoid the adverse effects of natural
hazards, technological accidents and incidents.
The Commission is headed by a Vice-president of the Council of Ministers. Members of
the Permanent Commission are ministers and heads of central authorities having
responsibilities for the protection of the population.
In its extensive research and development work on civil defence projects and the process
of taking scientifically based decisions the Permanent Commission is being helped by a
Scientific Coordination Board with the participation of leading scientists and experts
organized

respectively in eight Expert Boards on nuclear and seismic safety,

meteorological, hydrological, radiological, chemical, biological and medical protection.
The

ministries,

agencies,

regional

administrations,

industrial

establishments

and

companies have their own analogues of the Government Commission while the local
administration CP staff officials have advisory (supervisor) and coordinating functions.
The restructuring of the CP system started in 1991. It was called to life by the vast changes
in the country and worldwide. The CP functions and activities are by now much more in
accordance with the international humanitarian legislation. At present CP represents an
independent government institution of specific character. New organizational structure is
being implemented. The focus of attention is placed on peacetime crises reduction and
provision of professional assistance for the population and the national economy
establishments during natural hazards and technology accidents of any kind.
The essentials of the conversion can be summarized as follows:
- Development of new legislation for public protection in the new realities. A new CP
Law has been drawn up and presented to the Government awaiting approval by the
Parliament;
- Active preventive work to reduce the adverse effects of hazards and accidents;
- Formation of professional contingent forces to handle emergency situations;
- Better public preparedness for protection and self protection;
- Establishing of closer bilateral and multilateral contacts for operative interaction with
neighbor states and the international community on population protection issues.
The CP restructuring is carried out on the basis of a scientific concept about the new aims
and goal for the time period up to 2000. The reform takes into consideration the lessons
learned and the experience of the European states and other nations worldwide. The new
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conditions have been carefully analyzed with special attention to the most common
potential risks posed in emergencies, including off-site release in case of nuclear power
plant accidents. A special off-site emergency plan has been prepared in response to an
accident at the Nuclear Power Plant. The Plan plays the role of a major instruction manual
detailing the organizational, recovery, protection, radiological and chemical, medicalpreventive and other activities related to protection of the NPP personnel, the resident
population, property and cultural heritage assets on the NPP site, in the 30 km zone
around it and the country territory.
A system for population protection in case of radiological emergency due to NPP accident
connected with off-site or transboundary release has been arranged. Major objective of
the system is the preparation of recommendations and implementation of activities for
population protection in radiation emergency as well as for diminishing the effects of and
recovery from nuclear accidents or radionuclide release.
A system for background radiation monitoring is put into action. Arrangements are made
for installing a national network of intelligent detector devices located at vulnerable points
where monitoring for transboundary release is vital.
A schedule for research and development initiatives has been approved by the President
of the Permanent Commission. The expert boards on radiation safety and protection work
on projects seeking practical solutions to issues closely related with nuclear and radiation
safety. More important of these are:
- Analysis and assessment of the after-effects of predictable and unpredictale
accidents at NPP;
- Computer simulation for the purpose of analysis of seismic stability, fireproofing and
NPP equipment control;
- Organization of the national radiation monitoring and public protection system;
- Metrology of ionizing radiation, investigation r. thods and software aids;
- Protection and medical care aids for irradiation.
The CP suggested laboratory testing of a new herb extract containing biologically active
substances showing decontaminating effect on human beings related to radioactive
strontium, heavy metals, etc..
The herb extraction is perfectly suitable for employment in the food manufacturing industry
as an ingredient to non-alcoholic and alcoholic drinks and a wide range of spices where a
taste of bitterness is appropriate.
In the field of nuclear safety and radiation protection the Republic of Bulgaria follows
strictly the principles of the International Law and the Conventions ratified after 1988
concerning :
- Assistance in case of nuclear accident or radiological events;
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- Early notification on nuclear accident. This year our Government ratified also the
Convention on "Responsibilities in Case of Nuclear Damage";
- Exchange of experience on arrangements, relief, protection and recovery activities
in the event of a major NPP accident in the territory of one country or transboundary
contamination. Global experience is taken into account which makes the feasibility tests of
the existing emergency pie.; u much more reliable. A chance is offered also for perfection
of the preparedness of the agencies and professional forces for population protection in
nuclear accident.
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ANALYSIS OF HEAVY RADIOLOGICAL ACCIDENTS IN NPP AND AT GAMMAIRRADIATORS
V. Angelov1, T. Semova2, Ts. Bonchev2
The harmless influence of the radioactive substances and their radiation over people is
detected early in the 20th century but the society through the decades has accepted the
described events as exotic ones and related to the activity of some dedicated scientists
looking into one not so conceivable science. The problem became more topical when very
frequent and strange diseases have been established among the staff servicing the
roentgen equipment and this has led to the appearance of the first regulation of the activity
that today we name as „work in ionizing radiation scope".
The two atomic bombs thrown over Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 horrified the mankind
but they were a result of deliberate activities at the time of a very hard world war.
Announcements about victims of ground nuclear weapons testing appeared latter but this
also did not concern the ordinary citizen in an ordinary state. Early in the 60th the global
danger of a radioactive contamination arising from nuclear weapons experiments was
recognized and beside the hard and complicated political situation the ground
experiments have been ceased in practice.
Creation of nuclear-power engineering revealed for the first time a possibility of accident
arising, i.e. an unplanned event which could lead unexpectedly to a new type of challenge
of health and life of not suspecting anything people. All this at a time when the ways of an
efficiently protection and the precise prognoses had not been known. Today the event of
this type is called a ..grave radiological accident".
Heavy accidents in industry are known since its development, especially in the chemical
and military industries. The radiological accidents arc something now and because of that
and owing to the information media they are accepted by the people as an apocalypse
threatening the human civilization. The simply comparison of the victim number of a
radiological accident and all other accidents in one and the same period leads to another
conclusion but here is not the place to discuss this problem.
Our task was to find out the literature sources concerning heavy radiological accidents, to
show their properties and to mare an effort to analyze the main causes of their arising. It
turns out that the accidents of powerful gamma-irradiators represent not much lower
danger to people than the MIT1 accidents, except for that in Chernobyl. For the sake of
brevity the accident data arc given m the form of uniform tables.
Table I. Heavy radiological accidents in NPP
No. 1
Object:
Site:
Accident date:
Prime cause:
Additional
circumstances:
Accident character:
Radioactivity emission
Irradiated people:
Victims:
Economical damage:
References:

Heavy water experimental reactor NRX, thermal power
;-o mw
(.hock Ri/er, Canada
12 December 1992
Wrong stall activities, pulling the ' ore control rods
At signaling ,.reactor emergency stop" not all rods fall
giavitationally
Reactor healing up to 90 MW thermal power
Reactor rooms contaminated of fission products with
activity 10000 Ci
Staff
Non
Restored after 14 months

’Civil D^foi m Administration, Sofia
?Sofia University „St Kliment OhrirCU"
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No. 2

I Object:

I Site:

Accident date:
Prime cause:
Additional
circumstances:
Accident character:
Radioactivity
emission:
Irradiated people:
Victims:
Economical damage:
References:

Plutonium production plant for military purposes
Kishtim, North Ural
29 September 1957
Failure in cooling system
Nitrate-cellulOoe scrap explosion
Throwing great quantity of solutions consisting
radioactive substances 11 pCi
Hard environmental contamination, approximately
15000 km2
Non
Approximately 10000 persons evacuated

No. 3
Object:
Site:
Accident date:
Prime cause:
Additional
circumstances:
Accident character:
Radioactivity
emission:
Irradiated people:
Victims:
Economical damage:
References:

Graphite-moderated reactor with air cooling for
plutonium production
Windscale, England
11 October 1957
Wrong working conditions at graphite heating
aiming internal stress take off
Fire
Heat-eliminating elements melting
Hot particles and gases emitted in the
atmosphere, including 131 at total activity 20000 Ci
Staff and in some extent the population
Non
Ml

No. 4
Object:
Site:
Accident date:
Prime cause:
Additional
circumstances:
Accident character:
Radioactivity
emission:
Irradiated people:
Victims:
Economical damage:
References:
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Reactor at thermal power 500 MW
NPP St. Laurent, France
17 October 1960
At reactor in operation the refueling machine
operator locks the automatic control system

Melting of part of the fuel
Non
Non
Non
Ml

No. 5

Object:
Site:
Accident date:
Prime cause:
Additional
circumstances:
Accident character:
Radioactivity
emission:
Irradiated people:
Victims:
Economical damage:
1 References:

Heavy-water experimental reactor at low power
Lusens, Switzerland
21 January 1969
Technical trouble: corrosion of fuel shell

Explosion emitting approximately 1 t heavy-water
No emissions in the environment

Non

m

No. 6
Object:
Site:
Accident date:
Prime cause:
Additional
circumstances:
Accident character:

Radioactivity
emission:
Irradiated people:
Victims:
Economical damage:
References:

Low-power experimental reactor (thermal 3 MW),
SL-1
Idaho, USA
3 January 1961
Involuntarily or purposely pulling out of control
rods from the core in repair operation

Increasing the reactor power to 20000 MW in
0.01 s. Fuel melting which after reaction with the
pressure vessel water leads to an instantaneous
explosion resulting in roof throwing and its falling
back again
High radioactivity in the working rooms
Three operators
Three men dead
Ml

No. 7
Object:
Site:
Accident date:
Prime cause:
Additional
circumstances:
Accident character:
Radioactivity
emission:
Irradiated people:
Victims:
Economical damage:
References:

Brown Ferry NPP, three units, total power 1065
MW
Alabama, USA
2 March 1975
Plastic coating ignition by candle

I

Horizontally and vertically spreading fire leading to
2000 cables destruction
No emissions in the environment
No data
Non
10 bill. $ to repair. Two units not-working in 1 year
L_
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No. 8

Object:
Site:
Accident date:
Prime cause:
Additional
circumstances:
Accident character:
Radioactivity
emission:
Irradiated people:
Victims:
Economical damage:
References:

Three Mile Island NPP, one of the two units, power
961 MW every one
Harrisburg, St. Pennsylvania, USA
28 March 1979
Technical trouble: the operation of condensed
system is ceased
Water did not enter the steam generator as the
valves to the auxiliary pomp have been closed since
the last test
Core melting
Emission of noble gases and approx. 16 Ci Iodine to
the atmosphere. High level of radiation in the reactor
premises resulting of the noble gases
Staff and partially the population in the vicinity
Required 1 milliard $ to repair but it is not restored

|

No. 9
Object:
Site:
Accident date:
Prime cause:
Additional
circumstances:
Accident character:
Radioactivity
emission:
Irradiated people:
Victims:
Economical damage:
References:

Gas-cooled reactor B2
Hunterstone NPP, Scotland
2 October 1977

Corrosion leading to sea water rush in steamgenerator
j

Increasing the humidity in gas heat carrier
Non
Non
Non
13 bill, ponds to repair, 28 months repair
in

No. 10
Object:
Site:
Accident date:
Prime cause:
Additional
circumstances:
Accident character:
Radioactivity
emission:
Irradiated people:
Victims:
Economical damage:
References:
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I

Ginna NPP, power 490 MW
New York St., USA
25 January 1982
Tube destruction in steajm-generator resulting in I
circle water passing to II circle
The prime cause is a forgotten disk with an weight
of approx. 1 kg in I circle
The accident had been in control and no core
melting occurred
Emission of negligible amounts of radioactive
substances and noble gases to the atmosphere.
Staff - slightly
Non
[1]

No. 11

Object:
Site:
Accident date:
Prime cause:
Additional
circumstances:
I Accident character:
| Radioactivity
| emission:
1 Irradiated people:
Victims:
I Economical damage:
| References:

Chernobyl NPP, Unit IV, 1 GW
Chernobyl, Ukraine
26 April 1986
A sequence of operators failures in planned
testing
Hydrogen explosion. Entirely distracted core. Fire
with graphite combustion
Over 50 MCi - approx. 3.5% of the reactor
radionuclide content at that time
Thousands of people and the population
32 persons
Much milliards $
[3,4,5]

Table II. Heavy radiological accidents in powerful gamma-Irradiators
No. 1
Object:

Iridium irradiator containing 10 pellets at total
activity of 35 Ci

Site:

Houston

A^-ident date:

March 1957

Prime cause:

Spilling of two pellets because of bad production
in container repair operation

Additional
circumstances:
Accident character:

The operators did not announce for the accident.
It has been notified 1 month latter
Radioactive substance spilling

I Radioactivity emission

8 houses and 7 cars contaminated

I Irradiated people:

3 persons

Victims:

Non

Economical damage.

Restored after 14 months

References:

16]
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No. 2

Object:

Medical gamma-irradiator, bUCo activity 450 Ci

Site:

Ciudad Juarez, Mexico

Accident date:

6 December 1983

Prime cause:

Power gamma-source abandoned without control

Additional
circumstances:

Source delivering to a metallic scrap melting workshop

Accident character:

Unsealing of a container consisting of 6000 pellets of
R0Co. Some pellets got into metal melting oven resulting
in contamination of thousands of tons metallic produc
tion. Others have been spilled in yards, cars, etc. The
contamination detection occurred 1,5 months latter

Radioactivity emission:

Contaminated melting ovens, workshop premises,
dust-retaining systems, slugs

Irradiated people:

7 persons - 3-7 Gy; 73 persons - 0.25-3 Gy;
700 persons - 5-250 mGy

Victims:

Non

Economical damage:
References:

I 7]

No. 3
Object:

Med'cal Cs irradiator, activity of 1400 Ci at the time of
accident

Site:

Goiania. Brazil

Accident date:

September 1987

Prime cause:

Irradiator abandoned without control after moving the
clinic

Additional
circumstances:

Gathering the source by metallic scrap gatherers

Accident character:

External irradiation and entirely unsealed 1J/Cs source
with specific activity of 15 Ci/g

Radioactivity emission

1J/Cs contamination of large regions

Irradiated

2 persons - high doses, notified consequences latter in
500 persons

people:

Victims:

4 persons

Economical damage:
References:
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18.9.10]

No. 4

Object:

uo gamma-irradiator, 18 kCi

Site:

San Salvador

Accident date:

5 February 1989

Prime cause:

Locked removing sources system

Additional
circumstances:

Spilling sources in an attempt to unlock the
system

Accident character:

Operators irradiation which did not inform the
administration. 4 persons more irradiated latter

Radioactivity
emission:
Irradiated people:

4 persons at high doses

Victims:

1 person

Economical damage: ,
References:

mi
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Table III

No.
1

Date
April 1980

Object
LNT-Sofia

Radiological accidents in Bulgaria

Accident character
Premises contamination by^Pu.

Causes

Irradiated

Careless staff work in a long time

Maximum measured activity 3000 aparticles/cm2
2

14.01.1983

IRT-2000
BAS

Premises contamination by ^""Pu

Operator's failure: solution of metallic "*Pu
instead of ”5U

Internal contamination

3

06.11.1985

SKTM
Radomir

50 Ci ,y<;lr source dropping at gammadefectoscope refueling

Not made clear

Non

4

25.12.1985

„LATEX“
Biala

“"Pu spilling of static electric
neutralizers. 20 plates x 5 mCi

Fire

Not clear

5

27.08.1987

CLNT-CMI
Sofia

Hand catching of a radioactive source,
activity 0.07 Ci

Charging of '^Ir defectoscope considering
that inside have not radioactive pellets

8 Ber on the operator s
fingers; total irradiation -10
Ber

6

09.02.1988

HIMMASH
Haskovo

,y^lr source dropping at gammadefectoscope refueling

Mechanical failure in gammadefectoscope

230 mR

7

05.10.1590

Opera in
St. Zagora

Spilling of 50 fire annunciators with
241Am and destructing of part of them,
™Pu 0.5 mCi

Fire

Non

8

28.04.1992

Buhovo

Spilling of 18 ^Co sources x 0.5 Ci on
open ground

1. Delivered sources at activity of 1.5 Ci
(1988) instead of standard sources
2. Careless removal of source container

9

09.07.1992

Gas station
Ihtiman

Source hold by hand, activity approx.
13 Ci. External irradiation of a people
group

Falling out of a gamma-defectoscope
source which has not been noticed

2 persons -1-2 rad every one;
10 persons - 400 mrad every
one

Some more serious accidents with powerful radioactive sources in Bulgaria
Some conclusions made in reviewing the accident data in Tables I and II are suppor t by
the analysis of accidents with comparably powerful sources in Bulgaria. The main
characterizations of these accidents are given in Table III using1121. Radiological accidents
arising in NPP ..Kozloduy" are not included.
Main causes of heavy radiological accidents
The causes and characterization of the hravy radiological accidents in Tables I, II and III
allow to draw the following conclusions:
1. Heavy radioactive accidents in NPPs have been connected with the human factor role
and are due to:
•

flightiness, No.7;

•

carelessness, No8, No. 10, No.4(?);

•

training, No.1, No.4, No.11;

•

deliberately, No.6(?);

•

rough technological failures, No.3, No.5, No.9.

2. The probability of arising and the heaviness of an accident depend on the
technological failures which could be eliminated at better working devices diagnostics:
No.2, N0.5, No.8, No.10.
3. The probability of heavy accident arising increases at time of reactor refueling, repair
operations, planned testing: No.1, No.4, No.6, No.8, No.10, No.11.
4. In no one of the cases the plant did not have the readiness to meet and restrict the
heavy accident development.
If now look at the accident with powerful gamma-irradiators (Table II) the conclusion could
be filled out with:
5. Careless powerful radioactive source keeping: No.2, No.3.
6. Untrained staff to operate with such sources: No.1, No.4 and in Table III: No.2, No.5,
No.8, No.9.
7. Fear of operators to announce the event leading to serious consequences: No.1, No.4.
8. The prime cause leading to the Buhovo accident (Table III No.8) has to be specially
pointed out. At the time of ordering 18 sources of 60Co early in 80th a change of activity
unity occurred, from Curie (Ci) to Rnnnrel (tiq). This led to a mistake in the order and
instead of standard sources of the order of mCi some sources of activity of 1.5 Ci have
been delivered. Recognizing this the staff have abandoned the sources in a container
from which in 1992 they have been spilled at wrong handling.
Some conclusions
The pointed out causes of heavy radiological acciderd arising itself prompt the
conclusions. Nevertheless we will discuss some of them in details.
It has no doubt that the main cause of a heavy radiological accident arising is the human
factor. At first sight the role of this factor would be as lower as is the staff qualification
higher. Indeed the gravest accident, the Chernobyl accident, could not arise if the staff
recognized the processes in the reactor. The same is the case at Three Mile Island NPP
accident. In cases where there is a carelessness and even flightiness this could not be
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referred only to the qualification. Unfortunately in the literature we have in our possession
there is not an analysis of the behavior of people causing an accident. Even an high-skilled
specialist is capable of such activities in certain circumstances: overwork, personal
troubles, lack of sufficient training etc. It is well-known that the reactor operators spend
much of the time observing a variety of instruments being in continuous psychological
strain. This lead to some neurosis and psychosis to people with high intellectual
properties.
Currently ,.Kozloduy" NPP is an object of interest and supervision of various external
organizations and first of all of IAEA. No doubt that these institutions contributed and
contribute to the elevation of plant working level and security. It is an important fact that in
official an public attitudes these missions give a high evaluation of the professional
properties of our specialists in ..Kozloduy" NPP.
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ON SOME PROBLEMS CONCERNING THE NATIONAL EMERGENCY PLANNING
V. Angelov1, Ts. Bonchev*2, Sv. Andonov1, T. Semova.. Gantchev3,
V. Georglev4
In the middle of 60th the nuclear energetics began to play an important role in meeting the
need of electric power of the society. During the past period in a number of nuclear energy
enterprises some events occurred of which three are substantial: the Windscale
processing mill accident (1957), the Three Mile Island NPP accident (1979) and the
Chernobyl NPP accident (1986).
Every one of these accidents led to considerable changes in the development of the
radiological accident response concept for protection of staff and population and of the
emergency planning criteria in a national and international aspect. The large-scale
accidents in definition are accidents in which the control over the irradiation source
(respectively the nuclear reactor or its crucial systems) is lost and the commonly accepted
limits of dose restriction at normal life recommended by international and national bodies
become inapplicable. The protection of staff, population, national economy and
environment in the ..emergency planning area" is implemented in any form of intervention.
Such an intervention is regulated in advance and is the foundation of the NATIONAL
EMERGENCY PLANNING AND PREPAREDNESS.
After the Windscale (now Selafield, England) accident111 it had been accepted in an
international aspect that the different forms of intervention have to be selected on the basis
of the prognostic dose burden. The Windscale experience showed that the well-planned,
practical and regularly repeated emergency preparations had been recognized in an early
stage. So during the 70th a term of the license for operating nuclear reactors was to have
provided emergency preparations. Since than these preparations have been continuously
reviewed and in the course of time many detailed improvements have been introduced as
a result of the training experience and in close relation with other bodies participating
professionally in the process. The Three Mile Island NPP (USA) accident121 led to some
changes in the concept grounding two levels of intervention: one at which the
countermeasures are introduced by estimation, and the other at which they are binding.
The numerous lessons learned at Three Mile Island resulted to the introduction of new
measures ensuring the safety of nuclear energy equipment even though related to
expense increase.
The Chernobyl accident*31 had an influence over the emergency planning principles both
on national and international levels. Special attention is paid to the emergency planning
and preparedness not only in national but in regional scale on the basis of signed bilateral
and multilateral conventions of the way of annunciation, coordinated activities of accident
localization and settlement, international aid etc.
Basic principles of emergency planning and preparedness
The principles of emergency planning and preparedness as used in some developed
countries as USA, England, Sweden, Belgium, France etc. are as following:
1. Availability of a legislation of atomic energy use and especially a legislation in the field
of population protection in case of an accident including an radiological accident.
2. Availability of continuously operating body for emergency planning and up-dating of
the emergency plans.
3. Availability of a national system of radioactive contamination control for the country.
*Civil Defense Administration, Sofia
2Sofia University .St. Kliment Ohridski"
3Commitee for Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy
4ENERGOPROECT
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4. Communication system translating the whole information in case of an accident, most
frequently this is a military communication system which in peacetime has redundant
free capacity.
5. Scientifically grounded determination of emergency planning areas.
6. Scientifically grounded determination and application of countermeasures
population protection.

for

7. Availability of a efficient system for population announcement.
8. Availability of evacuation plans in case of probable contamination and real radioactive
contamination.
9. Scientifically grounded levels of intervention (criteria for decision making of population
protection measures application).
10. Organizational preparedness of the local authorities.
11. Lawfully regulated responsibility for population protection including in case of a nuclear
accident on the country territory and at transboundary transportation of radioactive
substances.
The national emergency planning and preparedness consist of inter-related and crossed
plans of various organizations each of which has its specific responsibility scope. An
important property of accident prognosis in the National emergency plan1^1 is that all
projected models are not strictly restricted to certain kind of event rather outlines the frame
of a flexible response whose detailed characterizations could not be foreseen. It is also
very important those who participate in the emergency response to recognize where their
responsibilities begin and where they end. The Permanent Commission of Population
Protection at Disasters and Accidents to the Council of Ministers of Republic of Bulgaria1®1
is charged with the ultimate responsibility to make adequate decisions relying to its expert
commissions and many other professional organizations. A wide spread of the population
protection activities organization at an eventual accident is published in a detailed
emergency manual191 which has certain importance in the post-Chernobyl era.
As a whole the National emergency plan is developed in accordance with the present
legislation and the available national structures and organizations for operations are
maximum utilized. This is in accordance with the signed at present international
conventions and agreements and the current requirements of IAEA1101.
The National emergency plan has to be quickly specified and coordinated with
corresponding ministries and departments which would accelerate its identification. This
would improve its readiness for activity and would create conditions for future
development.
The basic recommendations could be summarized as follow:
•

Currently legislation does not provide corresponding frame base therefore a new
legislation is required. The new legislation would outline the necessities and the scope
of the national emergency planning in the part concerning NPP ..Kozloduy".

•

Civil Defense must be separate from the Ministry of Defense rending an account
directly of the Ministry Council. Civil Defense has to become a national institution
responding to accidents, responsible for developing and coordination of the national
emergency planing and preparedness.

•

The Scientific-coordination council1111 to the Permanent Commission of Population
Protection at Disasters and Accidents to the Council of Ministers of Republic of
Bulgaria has to work out a ..Technique for prognosis and assessment of the
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radiological situation at accidents in
transportation of radioactive substances ".

NPP

..Kozloduy"

or at transboundary

•

Drill program of the National emergency plan has to be worked out so that to vouch for
a sound plan testing and efficiency of exercises of emergency staff. This program has
to range over exercises, training, headquarters drills in restricted scale and in large
scale. The supply of these drills has to be provided by the new legislation.

•

It is required an annual reviewing of the finance for technical service up-dating and
repairing in the emergency area.

•

To avoid some inadequacies, especially after every up-dating, and in order to
coordinate the emergency planning efforts on and out of the sanitary-protection zone of
NPP the procedures of the National emergency plan and these of the NPP „Kozloduy"
emergency plan have to be synchronized.

•

The Permanent Commission of Population Protection at Disasters and Accidents to the
Council of Ministers of Republic of Bulgaria has to accelerate in priority the creation of
a functional structure of a ..National system of radiological control protecting the
population, environment and the national economy" providing resources and using the
staff potential and equipment in the country for radiological protection.

An important characterization of every emergency planning is that it has to be weighed
according to the real conditions in the country. This is supported by the principle of an
American expert calling it ..national level of ambition"1131. This principle reflects the country
potential capabilities of introducing intervention levels and permissible dose burden. In our
country this is not done and has to be done in future in the emergency protecting planing.
The acceptance of the above mentioned recommendations will provide a suitable medium
of efficiency emergency response as well as the infrastructure of its support. Having in
mind that not all of the pointed out recommendations are reliable at the moment it is
important some procedures for their gradually achievement without technological,
administrative and finance obstruction to be developed.
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INFLUENCE OF NPP „KOZLODUY“ ON THE HEALTH STATE OF PERSONNEL AT A
NORMAL OPERATIONAL REGIME
Assoc. Prof. V. Bllznakov
National Centre of Radiobiology and Radiation Protection - Sofia
This paper sums up the results from the medical observation on the NPP personnel
for 20 years period of time - 1974-1993. Data from the medical service at NPP, from
"Radiation Medicine" laboratory at NC *P and from other laboratories in the Centre is
used.
NPP personnel is exposed to the combined influence of radiation and non-radiation
factors of the working sphere. From the radiation factors of importance is external
exposure, realized mainly by the gamma-radiation of radioactive substances - products of
division and activation. Internal exposure is formed chiefly out of cobalt 60, caesium 137
and caesium 134, dose from external exposure being under 10% of the annual dose limit
(ADL).
The number of the persons controlled in NPP is 3315. 1804 of them work in EP-1 and
EP-2, and 1511 persons work external organisations. The number of irradiated persons for
1993 is 2881 (87%). Dose exposure for 1993 is distributed quite irregularly: 43% of the
workers have received dose under 1 mSv and only 2% - from 30 to 50 mSv. The per cent
distribution of workers depending on the doses received during 1987-1992 period is
presented in Table 1.
The cumulative exposure dose of personnel varies from 50 to 620 mSv for their whole
working period in NPP. The highest doses are received by the workers dealing with
repairs, the deactivation groups follow them. NPP management receives the lowest doses.
The prophylactic medical examinations include examinations carried out by different
specialists, as well as different types of studies; they are shown in Table 2.
The health state of NPP personnel for many indicators is compared with TPP or with
summed up data for the country. It is viewed in the following aspects:
- Disease incidence with temporary incapacity for work
- Analysis of results from the prophylactic examinations
- Results from the medical examinations on risk groups of workers
The frequency of cases with temporary incapacity for work varies from 200 to 600 %
at 800 - 900% for the country. The main reasons for the low disease incidence with
temporary incapacity for work are due to the fact that the personnel is chosen by strict
medical criteria and therefore has a better initial health status. Moreover, working in
ionising radiation conditions, NPP personnel uses a number of compensations and social
acquisitions, which have a favourable effect on the health status.
The frequency of lost days due to temporary incapacity for work is about 400 % and
is lower than that for the group of metallurgists, miners and the capable-of-working
population in the country as a whole.
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The average duration of incapacity for work of one case in NPP is 12.9 days, and in
TPP "Sofia - Iztok" - 7.7 days. The longer duration of the incapacity for work in NPP is due
to the presence of cases needing a longer treatment, infection diseases, for example,
which come 2nd or 3rd in frequency of cases.
First come acute infections of the upper respiratory tract, home accidents, diseases
of the digestive system and of the autonomic nervous system, etc.
The prophylactic medical examinations of NPP personnel are carried out in
accordance with the normative documents of the Ministry of Health.
About 98-100% of the workers are examined prophylactically every year. Figure 1
shows the distribution of diseases on 1000 persons. It should be noted that in this figure,
"hypertonia arterialis" (group 2) includes also the cases of dystonia neuro -circulatoria of a
hypertensive type, and that in eyes diseases (group 10) are included also the optical
anomalies, which in most of the cases are innate (daltonism, for example, changes in
visus, etc.)
The distribution according to ages shows a maximum of the diseases in the group of
41-50 years-old. There is a certain age dependency in some groups of diseases. This
dependency is similar to the total picture in the country. For example, the gastric and
duodenal ulcer is observed more frequently in the 31-40 years-old, neuroses - maximum
for 41-50 years-old, diseases of the respiratory system - 51-60 years-old, etc.
The distribution of diseases according to length of service shows increased disease
prevalence for the workers with a longer service in NPP. This, however, correlates in most
of the cases also with the increase in age. No dependency between exposure cumulative
dose and disease prevalence level is observed.
During the 20 years period of examination on NPP "Kozloduy" workers no cases of
specific radiation pathologies have been registered. This corresponds to the levels of
personnel occupational exposure and to the lack of accident situations due to
overexposure.
Most detailed examinations are carried out on risk groups of workers. These are
workers who possess a relatively higher cumulative exposure dose or who have received
annual dose over the annual dose limit of 50 mSv (they are 9 persons with length of service
of 13-16 years, workers aged up tp 35 with cumulative doses over 300 mSv, women at
reproductive age working in the control zone.
One of the most sensitive biological indicators of ionizing radiation influence are
peripheral blood indicators. They are within the limits of the referential values. The
peripheral blood leucocyte count in dependency of the cumulative dose is presented in
Fig.2. The biochemical studies are normal too. The immunological studies (cellular and
humoral immunity) show variety, being within the limits of the referential values. The
dynamics of immunoglobulins in dependency of cumulative dose is presented in Fig.3.
Leucocytes phosphatase alkaline and myeloperoxidase tend to increase, however they do
not exceed the limits of control values (Fig.4 and Fig.5). The observed changes are taking
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the course of the general adaptation syndrome and they are not contra-indications for
work in NPP.
Conclusions:
1. Disease incidence with temporary incapacity for work of NPP "Kozloduy" workers
is lower than the one for TPP and for the summed-up data for the country.
2. The structure of general disease prevalence is determined mainly by diseases of
the respiratory, digestive, nervous and locomotor systems. This structure is typical for
most of the industrial productions in the country.
3. The dynamic medical observation on NPP "Kozloduy" workers has not shown any
cases of radiation injuries. This is due to the lack of accident overexposures of personnel
and corresponds to the levels of the received cumulative exposure doses.
4. Peripheral blood indicators, as well as the results from biochemical and
cytochemical studies are within the limits of the referential values.
5. A variety in the indicators of immune and endocrine systems as an adaptation
reaction to working conditions factors is observed.
6. The changes registered in katheholamines concentrations for a part of the
operating-repairs personnel are manifestation of tension in adrenaline-sympathetic system
of constitution during work. Additional studies are necessary in this case.
7. The health state of NPP "Kozloduy" personnel is very good as a whole and does
not indicate any specific pathology. It corresponds to the working conditions in the NPP
and to the given data for personnel health state in other NPPs in the world.
8. Special attention has to be paid to the risk of development of late effects for
personnel health regarding the preliminary results for increased frequency of chromosome
aberrations. More detailed epidemiological studies are necessary in this case.

Table 1. Percent distribution of persons in dependency of doses received for
1987-1992 period
under
1.1
4.1
12.1
30.1

1.0 mSv

over

4.0 mSv
12.0 mSv
30.0 mSv
50.0 mSv
50.1 mSv

30.9%
27.9%
21.8%
13.4%
5.8%
0.2%
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Table 2. PROPHYLACTIC MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS ON NPP WORKERS
clinical examinations by:

tests:

Internist
radloblologlst
neurologist
ophthalmologist
otorhlnolaryngologist

FBP with DBP
biochemical
cytochemical
Immunological
personal radiation
sensibility
radioimmunological
radiochemical
electrophysiological
cytogenetic
urine tests
psychophyslologlcal, etc.

operating surgeon
gynaecologist
psychologist
dentist

Terms for carrying out:
for CZ
- once in 6 moths
for the rest of personnel - once a year
700

rr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Fig. 1: Diseases of staff In Nuclear Power plant „KozloduyM, compared with population in Bulgaria (on
1 000 person)

1 - Cardiovascular system
2- Hypertonia arterialis

9 - Obesitas

3 - Respiratory system

10 - Eyes

4 - Digestive system

11 - Haemopoletlc system

5 - Gynaecologlc diseases of women

12 - Bone - muskulatlve system

6 - Kidney - sex system

13 - Other

7 - Neurologic system
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8 • Endocrinologic system
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Fig. 4: Leucocytes phosphatase alkaline in periferial blood in dependency of cumulative dose
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A CYTOGENETIC STUDY OF PERSONS WORKING AT THE NUCLEAR POWER
PLANT „KOZLODUY“ WITH A VIEW TO THE HAZARDS OF LATE EFFECTS
M. Bulanova, D. Benova, I. Georgieva, V. Georgleva, A. Yagova, I. Roupova,
R. Kousheva, V. Hadjidekova, S. Topalova, T. Nikolova
National Centre of Radiobiology and Radiation Protection,
Boul."St.Climent Okhridski” No.132, SOFIA 1756
The normal „accidentless" functioning of nuclear power plants (including the NPP
..Kozloduy") is accompanied by radiation exposures of workers in the range of the low
doses. The risk of the occurrence of health consequences due to the radiation factor
concerns mainly late radiation effects which are stochastic (without a threshold)
malignancies manifested after various periods of time or genetic defects in progeny. Their
possible occurrence is most genuinely prognosticated on the basis of cytogenetic
investigations on workers. An established fact in modern science is the detection of
chromosome damage as an event proceeding the mentioned effects. Besides, the status
of the chromosomes in persons frequently engaged in activities with an increased risk of
radiation exposure illustrates the efficatiousness of the security precautions in the best
possible way. It should be noticed that the chromosome lesions analyzed by the
conventional method, are not used as a biological dosimeter after a long-term ( plolonged
or chronic) radiation exposure opposite to cases of acute (incidental) exposures. They arc
considered an indicator of a realized damage which depends not only on the exposition
dose but also on a series of individual peculiarities the genetic nature, harmful habits, life
style, etc.
The present study includes investigations on the chromosomal status of 40 workers
from the NPP "Kozloduy" by using 3 cytogenetic end-points with a different information
value which are considered most suitable for biomonitoring in gcnotoxicology, namely:
chromosome aberrations (CA), sister-shromatid exchanges (SCE), micronuclei (MN) in
peripheral blood lymphocytes. This study is a part of a planned program of medicogcnetic
investigations on risk contingents consisting of the workers of the zone of strict control at
the NPP ..Kozloduy" with a view to a risk assessment of the late radiation effects and the
possibilities of carrying out an appropriate prophilaxy. At the present stage the
investigations range over workers whose occupational conditions predispose to a
relatively higher radiation exposure. 40 workers were studied, 32 of them working at the 1st
IVth unit, 5 of them at the Vth Vlth one, 2 at CPRR and one is the head of the repair
department. Their average age is 39,9. About half of them belong to the group of persons
with 11-15 years of service, 25% have served for 6-10 years, and 24% for 16-20 years.
Concerning their exposure, 30% of the workers have accumulated a dose of 20-30 cSv,
27,5% between 30-40 cSv, 25% between 40 and 50 cSv, one person has accumulated a
dose in the range of 50-60 cSv, one person has been with a dose lower than 5 cSv. 2 of the
persons have not been subjected to a dosimetric control. During 1993 3 of the workers
have been exposed to a dose higher than 3 cSv and 11 to a dose over 2 cSv for a period of
9 or 12 months. The doses of the rest have been lower than 2 cSv for the mentioned period
in 1993
Each person has been inquired in detail into his or her occupational, life-style, health
or family anamnesis. The investigations were completed at the earliest several months
after taking the samples and the results have been sent to the health service of the plant. In
many cases an appropriate information has been given to the investigated persons.

Investigations by the chromosome-aberration (CA) assay in peripheral blood
lymphocytes.
This assay is considered the most sensistive and the most illustrative one
concerning a realized chromosome damage after a mutagenic impact. Persons with an

increased frequency of chromosome aberrations (especially when repeatedly proven) are
regarded as a risk contingent chracterized by a greater probability for the occurrence of
malignancies or genetic defects in progeny in comparison with the rest population. This
assay is considered most informative in case of investigations on persons occupationally
exposed to radiation. The fulfilment of the assaying has been carried out in compliance
with the international protocols. The results are presented in Table 1. The frquency of cells
with chromosome aberrations (as well as the total number of aberrations) is significantly
increased in the group of workers from the NPP ..Kozloduy" compared to the controls. The
frequency of the dicentrics is also increased and this kind of a chromosome aberration is
considered, to a great extent, specifically induced by the radiation factor. In the group of
workers from the NPP, the distribution of persons with an increased frequency of
chromosome aberrations has been calculated by the method of signal deviations as
follows: 45% of the persons show the pointed mean value 2,46%, the frequency is higher in
25% and in 30% it is lower than the mean one, i.e. a higher yield of chromosome
aberrations is found in 70% of the investigated workers in comparison to the spontaneous
frequency. Dicentrics are detected in 27,5% of the investigated persons. The age of the
staff is of significance when compared to that of the control group since the spontaneous
frequency of chromosome aberrations is usually increased as the age grows. In this case
persons at the age of 20 up to 60 years are included in the control group and their average
age is higher than that of the workers 39,9. A direct relation is not found to the
accumulated dose but the group is too small to make an explicit conclusion. 2 of the 12
persons with an unincreased frequency of CA have accumulated a dose varying from 40
to 50 cSv, 4 from 30 to 40 cSv, 5 from 20 to 30 cSv and 1 has been exposed to 1,95 cSv.
The influence of additional unfavourable factors has been analyzed too, such as
proceeding diagnostic procedures with the use of ionizing radiations, a contact with
chemical noxes and smoking. A direct relation was not found between these agents and
the frequency of CA.

Investigations by the micronuclear (MN) assay in peripheral blood lymphocytes
This is a screening assay which is considered suitable to prove the mutagenicity of a
certain agent. It does not show any specificity with respect to ionizing radiations. It defers
to the metaphase chromosome assay on its information value and sensitivity but the MN
assay is significantly less labour-consuming.
The assay is carried out according to he international protocols. 2000 cells are
analyzed from each person for 28 workers, 1500 for 2, and 1000 for 10 workers. The results
are presented in Table 2. The detected number of micronuclei is 20,9 on the average in
peripheral blood lymphocytes from workers of the NPP ..Kozloduy". Since the control
group of our laboratory is not representative enough the juxtaposition has been made on
the basis of the available published data. The frequency of MN in the group of workers
from th NPP „Kozloduy" is increased when compared either to the control one or to the
sponataneous frequency reported about numerous groups belonging to the Australian and
the Hungarian populations (Table 2) (4,5). However, the data presented by Vaglenov et al.
on control groups of the Bulgarian population show rather high MN values and according
to them no increase is observed in our investigations (1). The average group value found
by us is valid for 50% of the workers, 17,5% of them are characterized by a higher one,
and 32,5% by a lower than the average value. It can be finally concluded that, at this stage
od the study it is not possible to affirm the increase of the MN assay in the investigated
workers' group. It is necessary that we should extend the investigations by using both
assays.

Investigations by the sister-chromatid exchange (SCE) assay in peripheral blood
lymphocytes
The SCE assay is used routinely in the cytogenetic monitoring of persons exposed to
an intensified mutagenic impact. It is considered that the SCEs are increased mostly under

the influence of chemical mutagens but it is quite possible to find the assay weakly
posistive after low-dose exposures to ionizing radiation. The assay is regarded as one of
the most sensitive to the impacts of tobacco-smoking on the genetic structures.
The assay has been realized according to the international protocols: 30-50 cells
have been analyzed from each of the investigated persons. The obtained results are
shown in Table 3. The determined average frequency of SCEs is about 2,5 times higher
than that of the control group. Most probably, this might be due to the great number of
intense smokers among the workers. 67,6% of them are current smokers while 92% were
u'-ed to smoking in the near past. The observed discrepancies, i.e. such as an increased
frequency of SCEs in case of 3 non-smokers as well as an unincreased frequency for six
workers .from whom only 2 are non-smokers at present, are single cases which do not
allow any conclusions. No correlation is observed between the frequency of CA and
SCEs. The search for a relation between the SCE frequency and incidental contacts with
other chemical noxes does not give evidence of any dependency. It could be accepted
that tobacco-smoking potentiates the activity of the basic mutagen (in this case the lowdose radiation exposure).
The detected increase of CA among the investigated workers from the NPP
Kozloduy" is of values similar to those found by Belgian, English, and German authors for
other NPPs (5,7,11,12). Comparing our results to the reported frequency of CA for workers
from thermoelectric power plants, nuclear reactors, industries with chemical noxes (oil
products, pesticides, chemicals, solvents, rubber, etc. ), it could be concluded that the
risk of the incidence of late effects for the investigated persons from the NPP ..Kozloduy"
could be included into the generally accepted risk for persons working under noxious
conditions (2,4,9,13,14,15).
CONCLUSIONS:
1. A higher frequency of chromosome lesions has been detected for the investigated
group of 40 nuclear power plant workers from Kozlodui compared to a control group of the
Bulgarian population of which no data is available of an additional mutagenic impact.95%
of the workers have been employed for more than 5 years at the NPP 'Kozloduy" and 60%
have accumulated a dose of more than 30 cSv. An alarming fact is the comparatively
young average age of the investigated persons, i.e. 39.9.
2. The detected chromosome damage is most probably due to the radiation factor taking
into consideration the frquency of a kind of the chromosome aberrations dicentric
chromosomes which are reckoned to be, to a great extent, specifically induced by
radiation exposures.
3. There is no reliable evidence of a direct personal dependence of the chromosomeaberrations frequency on the accumulated dose.
4. The wide currency of tobacco-smoking among the investigated nuclear-plant
employees potentiates additionally the damage of the chromosome structures caused by
ionizing radiation exposures.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
I.The detected damage reqires a regular specialized control over the investigated
persons. According to the world standards persons with a repeatedly proven higher
frequency of chromosome aberrations are regarded as a contingent with an increased risk
of the occurrence of ning their preventive removal from the
working places.
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2. All persons signing on to work in the controled zone should be informed about the
probability of increased hazards of late-effect occurrence. Such a risk is inevitable for all
occupations with additional mutagenic impacts 8 ici :t cannot be discounted in nuclearpower plants everywhere.
3. The conditions of work in the 1st unit should be analyzed and all possible precautions
undertaken to enhance the protection against radiation.
4. It is necessary to carry out a prophylaxis spreading over the persons with an increased
frequency of CA and correspoding to modern knowledge of the relationship between
mutagenic and carcinogenic processes. The preparation of prophylactic measures should
be in conformity with the world practice.
5. A cytogenetic mopnitoring should be carried out among all persons belonging to risk
contingents. The data on persons currently working in the 1st unit should be compared to
those of the employed in the Vth-Vlth unit where the level of radiation exposure is low.
6. Strict precautions are to be taken for the observation of the no smoking ordinance in the
controled zone and a comprehensible popular persuasion is needed which elucidates the
specific harmful effect of tobacco smoking on nuclear-power plant workers.
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TABLE 1.

CHROMOSOME-ABERRATIONS FRQUENCY IN WORKERS FROM NPP "KOZLODUY'
Groups

Number
of inv.
persons

Workers from
NPP"Kozloduy"
Length of service/years/
2-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
Accumulated dose /cSv/
No dosimetry
up to 20
20-30
30-40
40-50
Over 50
CONTROLS

40

2,46±0,2

2,65±0,2

2
9
18
8

3,0
2,3
2,3
2,2

3,25
2,5
2,9
2,2

Cells with
Total of
chromosome chromosome
aberrations*
aberrations
% ±SE
% ±SE

2
2
12
11
10
3
173

2,5
2,7
3,0
1,6
2,2
3,8
1,56±0,03

Dicen
tries
%±SE

0,25±0,1
0,25
0,11
0,33
0.11

3,5
3,2
3,3
2,4
2,3
3,8
1,56+0,03

0,25
1,50
0,04
9,14
0,35
0,33
0,06+006
TABLE 2.

INVESTIGATIONS ON WORKERS FROM NPP "KOZLODUY" BY THE
MICRONUCLEUS /MN/ ASSAY
MICRONUCLEUS ASSAY/MN/
Groups

Workers from NPP
"Kozloduy
Controls
-Bulgarian
population
/by the same authors/
-Bulgarian
population
/by another author/
-Australian
population
-Hungarian
population

Number of
investigated
persons

Micrinuclei
per
%±E

Cells with
micronuclei
%±E

40

20,9+2,2

18,1 + 1,8

6

13,5±2,0

12,25+2,0

17
8
4

23,7±4,6
24,3±4,0
27,5±5,8

225

17,2±2,0

188

16,0±1,2
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TABLE 3.

INVESTIGATIONS ON WORKERS FROM NPP "KOZLODUY" BY
THE SISTER CHROMATID EXCHANGE /SCE/ ASSAY

Groups

Workers from
NPP "Kozloduy"
Smokers
Non-smokers
Smokers
in the past
Controls

Number of
investigated
persons
40

SCE per cell
/standard
deviation/
(a)
16,9/6,5/

25
12
30

19,2/6,9/
18,0/6,3/
18,8

38

7,3/1,5/
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ANALYSIS OF DOSE DELIVERY PATTERNS TO ,,KOZLODUY" NPP PERSONNEL
M. Khristova, A. Karadzhov, N. Shopov
NCRRP, 1756 Sopfia, Bulgaria
A. Aleksiev, G. Valchev, N. Todorov
NPP ..Kozloduy"
The object of this report is to describe evolution of some basic characteristics of
occupational exposures during 1974 -1993 period.
The information for this report was obtained from authorities of NEC NPP ..Kozloduy"
as well as from NCRRP* monitoring carried out in 1993.

Reactor units
Now 6 reactors from type PWR** are in operation in NPP ..Kozloduy" - four of 400
MWe type and two of 1000 MWe type. A chronology of setting them into operation is
represented at Table 1.
Tablet. A chronology of setting PWRs in NPP ..Kozloduy"
Year
Small plants
Medium plants
1000 MWe
400 MWe
1974
1
1975
1
1981
1
1982
1
1988
1
1991
1
-

-

-

-

Total

4
2
Nuclear power plant experience reaches 73 reactor year for the 6 reactors. The
average age per reactor is respectively 16 years for 400 MWe and 4.5 years for 1000 MWe
PWRs.
In the last year the oldest two reactors were backfitting modificated under
surveillance at VANO experts. The same is going to be performed whith other two 400
MWe PWRs.

Annual collective dose
The annual collective dose increases whith the number of reactors (Table 2). The
total collective dose cummulated in NPP ..Kozloduy" since the begining of Bulgarian
Nuclear Power programme up to 1992 reaches about 165 manSv.
In 1993, the two 1000 MWe reactors represent 17% of the total collective dose for all
six PWRs.

Collective dose per GWh
At the seventies collective dose per unit of electricity produced amounted to about
1.2 mmanSv per GWh (table 2). This were the first year of experience in use of nuclear
power instalation. At the eighties, the ratio of mmanSv per GWh decreased and was held
in limits of 0.6 -1.0.
Figure 1 shows a comparison of this index for NPP ..Kozloduy" and OECD*** regions.

Annual average collective dose per reactor
At the seventies and eighties, annual average collective dose per reactor changed
approximately between 2 and 3.5 manSv.
After 1987 the annual average collective dose per reactor decreased and was held at
a value lower than 2.0 manSv.
This could be explained by the exploatation of more modern 1000 MWe PWRs.
* NCRRP - National Centre of Radiobiology and Radiation Protection
** PWR - Pressurized Water Reactor
- Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
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A comparison of this index for NPP ..Kozloduy" and OECD countries is shown at
figure 2.

Personal annual doses
The summarized data of personal annual doses registrated for the period 1987 - 1992
are represented at Table 3. The data concern the whole staff employed in maintenance
and exploatation at NPP ..Kozloduy". The participation of other organizations is about
20%.

According to Table 3 68.6% of the registrated personal annual doses are up to 4
mSv/a, 85.4% - up to 12 mSv/a, 99.8% - up to 50 mSv/a.
Comparatively higher is the dose of the personnel occupied in reactor-repair
operations and outage of the reactors.
The average personal annual dose during this years is in the range of 4 - 8 mSv/a.
For 1993 the average personal annual doses are as follow. 1.3 mSv/a for the
personnel of 1000 MWe PWRs and 5.5 mSv/a - for the personnel of 400 MWe PWRs.

Conclusions
1. The total collective dose cummulated in NPP ..Kozloduy" since the beginning of
the nuclear programme up to 1993 reaches about 165 manSv (73 reactor - years) for all
the six PWRs.
2. The index of the annual average collective dose, per reactor in NPP ..Kozloduy"
correlates whith OECD countries and even is better than that at Germany, USA and Spain.
3. The index of the average collective dose per GWh in NPP ..Kozloduy" correlates
whit that of USA, but is at unfavorable levels than European countries indexes.
4. The undergoing novation of the 400 MWe PWRs is a circumstance for improving
the above indexes.
5. During 1987 - 1992 period the represented personal annual doses are as following:
68.6 % - up to 4 mSv/a, 85.4 % up to 12 mSv/a, 99.8 % - up to 50 mSv/a.

Reference
1. ISOE. Nuclear Power Plant Occupational Exposers in OECD Countries 1969 1991.NEA OECD, 1993.
mmanSv/GWh

♦--♦Europe ■--■ America x--x Asia A-A All OECD Reactors
NPP Kozloduy
Figure 1. Average collective dose per DWh for NPP "Kozloduy", Bulgaria end OECD regions
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a)
manSv

♦-♦Germany

- A Japan

X--X France

USA

#--• NPP“Kozloduy

b)
manSv

♦--♦Belgium

A*A Finland

x-x Spain

Sweden

NPP,,Kozloduy"

Figure 2: Annual average collective dose per reactor for NPP ..Kozloduy"
Bulgaria and OECD countries:
a) Germany, France, Japan, USA
b) Belgium, Spain, Finland, Sweden
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Table 2: Some data of NPP "Kozloduy", Bulgaria for 20 years opperational period
year
Number
annual total
Average
Average
Gross
production
collective dose
collective
of
collective dose
(GWh)
(manSv)
per GWh
dose per
reactors
reactor
(mmanSv/GWh)
(manSv)
1974
1
1.07
1.07
928
1.15
1975
2
3.87
1.91
2555
1.50
1976
2
4.72
2.36
4989
0.95
1977
5884
1.81
2
3.62
0.62
1978
2
6.30
12.60
5911
2.13
1.14
3.51
1979
2
8165
7.03
3.40
2
1980
6165
6.79
1.10
2.10
1981
6.29
0.69
3
9119
1982
4
10846
2.50
10.01
0.93
2.57
4
1983
12317
0.83
10.28
1984
4
2.65
0.83
12735
10.58
2.05
1985
4
8.21
0.63
13131
4
3.10
1986
12071
12.42
1.03
2.47
4
0.79
1987
9.87
12435
1.87
1938
5
0.58
9.36
16030
2.07
1989
10.37
5
0.75
14565
1990
1.80
5
0.61
14665
8.96
0.74
1.63
1991
6
13184
9.79
1.77
1992
0.92
6
11552
10.6
Table 3: Occupational dose distribu ions in NPP „Kozloduy" for 1987 -1992 period
Department

Number of
personal
annual doses

Distribution of the personal doses, %
Dose intervals, mSv

102

J4
90.2

4-12
4.9

12-30
4.9

30-50
-

2699

40.6

Radiation protection and dosimetry

84.2

22.9
12.4

20.9
3.4

14.9

978

Techn. measur. and automat.

984

93.6

5.7

Menagment of nuclear safety system

323

93.8

Reactor's operators

417

86.8

Research department

232

71.6

Electricity maintenance

933

Head staff
Reactor repearing operation

50-70
0.7

-

-

0.7

-

-

5.9

0.3

-

-

12.5

0.7

-

-

24.1

3.9

-

-

88.0

11.4

0.6

-

0.7

6.8

-

Chemical analyses
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90.5

8.6

Technolog repairing department

206

69.9

23.3

Centralized electroequipment repair

588

63.1

20.4

16.0

0.5

-

613

46.5

19.1

29.9

4.6

-

48

83.3

6.3

10.4

Russian specialists

497

20.1

6.0

Radioactive waste processing

102

72.8
67.6

26.5

5.9

2067

70.4

18.2

8.8

2.7

11198

68.6%

16.6%

10.2%

4.4%

Specialized building repair
Turbine maintenance

Other organizations
TOTAL

404 ‘

0.2
-

-

-

-

0.6

0.4
-

-

-

0.2%
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ON THE PROBLEM OF THE RADIOPROTECTIVE FOODS
G. Kiradjiev, Z. Paskalev
National Centre of Radiobiology and Radiation Protection - Sofia
After the accident in the Chernobyl NPP the searches in the comperatively new
radiation protection field - creation of radioprotective foods - are considerably intensified in
the country. The elaboration of such products is justified from a scientific as well as from a
practical point of view for use of the population in case of radiation accident situations. The
means of chemical radioprotection or drugs for decorporation of the radioactive
substances intaken in the human organism cannot be applied for series of reasons on
large population contingents. Most of these drugs can be used only on medical advice.
Studies on chelating agents application by drinking water are still in initial phase/10/. In
case of radioprotective foods.it is aimed the elaboration on a large scale usage foodstuffs
containing harmless components manifesting one or other antiradiation qualities. It is
envisaged including in some standard foodstuffs biological active products of natural
origin for which there are data for direct or indirect antiradiation effects - vegetable fibres,
vitamins, carotins, natural mineral waters, polyphenols, aminoacids, micro and macro
elements, etc., /3,5A These are substances which action mechanism influence the
nonspecific immune resistance or decrease the accumulation of radioactive materials in
the organism - principally by restricting the ingestion in the gastrointestinal tract.
Antiradiation foods on the basis of milk, bread, meat, fish, brewery products, foods on fruit
and vegetable basis, etc., were created on this principle in our country for a period of 5-6
years/1,3,6,7,8,9,11/.
In the survey of the proposed 'antiradiation foods' the detailed elaborations of
technologies for production, supporting the composition, stability in safe-keeping, creation
of possibilities for varying the composition according to the available raw
materials,etc.,make impression.These elaborations are on the background of the relatively
limited biological studies for proving the radioprotective properties of the proposed
foods.The biological researches are more frequently restricted to:
1. Demonstration of the decorporation possibilities(rather restricting the resorption in
the gastrointestinal tract) towards the radioactive ceasium and strontium in case of small
laboratory animals in the conditions of acute experiments. These tests don't present
convincing data for extrapolation to man.
2. Demonstration of their favorable influence in the case of some ionizing radiation
deterministic effects on the hemopoetic and the immune systems. The experiments are
carried out on small laboratory animals. These data extrapolation to man is too much
uncertain.
3. Demonstration of the harmlessness of the products in case of people's relatively
prolonged use.
4. Application to patients with malignant processes subjected to irradiation treatment.
These results can be treated as lack of aggravating the patients' conditions than as
establishing a positive effect.
Experiments for demonstrating the influence of the created products on the ionizing
radiation stochastic effects are not carried out. The general conclusion of the up to date
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medico biological studies is for the properties of these foods one can judge indirectly only
by the compounds including in them. There are not reasons to attribute them the specific
antiradiation quality.
The antiradiation foods elaboration has a basic importance only of the point of view
of the population accident radiation protection. Their usage in a normal situation is not
grounded.In the country there are not regions or enterprises where the application of these
foods has practical importance.
In the case of the personnel of the NPP "Kozlodui" their application is too
nonprospective of the point of view of the internal and external irradiation:
1. In case of decorporation - the internal radiation doses received from the personnel
represent only 14-24% from the total irradiation, while in the cases with the highest content
of radionuclides the found activity is under 10% of the limits of the annual intakes /2/. The
intake is principally by inhalation. So measures must be directed to protect the respiratory
tract.
2. Action against the external irradiation - the data received up to date give reasons,
even with stipulation, to assume a positive action of the proposed foods for some
deterministic effects. These effects can be avoided following the norms for radiation safety
/4/. In this case the protection from the stochastic effects is important. There are not such
studies with the proposed foods.
It is seen both for the internal and external irradiation that the nature of the necessary
protection must be directed otherwise. The application of the proposed antiradiation foods
would cause more damage creating a wrong notion for protection.
The elaborated foods can find their application because of their composition, not
only in the case of radiation accident,but in the treatment of some diseases, rehabilitation,
prophylactic medicine, etc.
References:
1. Aliakov M., L. Hadjiiski, V. Marinov - Study of the antiradiation effectiveness of different
brewery and herb mixtures, V Nat. congress of feeding, Plovdiv,15-17 april 1993.
2. Influence of NPP "Kozlodoui" on the environment and the working conditions and the
health state of the population and the workers, Expert report, KNSB, Sofia, 1993.
3. Gentchev E. - Fruit products with radioprotective effect. Food industry, No 4, 24, 1993.
4. Basic standards for radiation protection, Sofia, 1992.
5. Petrova St. - Food substances with antiradiation properties, Reference survey.
6. Hadjiiski L , et al. - Antiradiation effect of milk products,V Nat.congress of feeding.
Plovdiv, 15-17 april 1993.
7. Hadjiiski L, et al. - Antiradiation effect of bread products, V Nat. congress of feeding,
Plovdiv, 15-17 april 1993.
8. Hadjiiski L, et al.- Antiradiation effect of meat products, V Nat.congress of feeding,
Plovdiv, 15-17 april 1993.
9. Hadjiiski L, et al. - Antiradiation effect of fish products, V Nat. congress of feeding,
Plovdiv, 15-17 april 1993.
10. Stadling G. N. - Radiation protection dosimetry, 1994, 53, 297.
11. Vassileva R. T., et al. - Getreide Mehl and Brot, 47, Jahrgang - Heft 2, Marz/April 1993,
36-38.
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WHOLE-BODY DETECTOR CALIBRATING WITH A MODULAR PHANTOM*
L. Minev, T. Boshkova, P. Uzunov Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridski",
Faculty of Physics, Dosimetry And Radiation Protection Laboratory
INTRODUCTION
On purpose to evaluate the human body activity, the gamma-ray spectrometers
calibration is done with the help of the so called phantoms, which represent variable
human body modules: from tubes (cylinders) (their size being close to the standard
human) to the realistic phantoms (representing plastic toys with a real human shape,
containing all of the significant organs).
The phantoms of the first kind, roughly imitate the human body, with an appropriate
geometric form, in which either the homogeneous activity is represented with a limited
number of standard point sources, put in suitable places, or the volume is filled with
standard radioactive solution.
The shortcomings of these phantoms are: the human body shape is rather
approximate; bodies of different size and geometries are hard to reproduce; no activity
can be imitated in the critic organs because of their unified volume. On the other hand,
their price is quite low and they can easily be reproduced in a laboratory.
The realastic phantoms precisely represent the human's shape and contain the most
important organs. Every organ has a separate volume and can be independently filled.
The density and Zeff of the organs are very close to the real values. This way, both
homogeneous and certain organs activity can be reproduced. Their most significant
shortcomings are their high price and the impossibility of reproducing bodies of different
size, as only standard human size bodies are manifactured.
The set of module phantoms that we propose, occupies an intermediate position. Its
advantages are:
- it allows the moulding of human bodies of a shape, close to the real and of an
arbitrary mass (to 100 kg);
- different geometries can be reproduced (a lying man, a sitting man, etc );
- the detector's background for the chosen geometries can be evaluated;
- it allows the moulding of a human body with activity concentrated in a certain organ
(lungs, thyroid gland, liver, etc ).
1. MAKING OF MODULE PHANTOMS FOR SEMICONDUCTORS CALIBRATING ON
PURPOSE TO EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY, INCORPORATED IN THE HUMAN BODY
The phantoms of this kind are made on the principle of modules: a satisfying number
of modules of the right shape and mass are prepared. Thus human bodies (phantoms) of
different size in different geometries can be moulded. The availability of small enough
modules enables the human critic organs moulding. In case the modules contain
standard activity, the corresponding phantoms can be used as standard samples for the
gamma-ray spectrometric system calibrating. With the help of non-containing activity
modules, "zero'-phantoms for the detector background calibrating can be moulded. The
availability of enough modules (with and without activity) enables the system calibrating in
case the activity is homogeneously distributed in the human body, as well as in case it is
concentrated in a certain critical organ. In the first case, the whole phantom is constructed
from containing standard activity modules, in the second the modules, imitating a critic
organ and containing standard activity, are placed in the "zero'-phantom.
Common considerations make it clear that the smaller the module's mass (size) is,
the more precisely bodies of an arbitrary size would be made. The small moduls enable
* Work supported by NPP-Kozloduy
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the forming of an arbitrary geometry. Besides, the smaller the module is, the less the
influence of the eventual unhomogenity of the activity within the framework of the module
would be.
Having this in mind, it is expedient to make the mass of the homogeneous activity
reproduc.ng module 0.5 kg. Thus, a small phantom (40 kg) will be made frc.n 80 modules,
and the largest (100 kg) - from 200 modules. Having so many modules, moulding the
phantom, it is important that all of them contain THE SAME radioactivity.
The size of the critical organs reproducing module, was determined by the size of the
kidney which, according to [ 1 ], is 10-12 x 5-6 x 3-4 cm.
The devices for preparing the modules and the techology of their using are described
in detail in [2]. With them, the following modules were made:
- "zero" - phantom modules, each one with 0.5 kg mass and size 20 x 14 x 2 cm, 180
pieces, not containing radioactivity;
- modules, containing standard Eu-152 and Am-241 radioactivity, each one with 0.5
kg mass and size 20 x 14 x 2cm, 180 pieces, designed for homogenious radioactivity
imitating;
- modules, containing standard Eu-152 and Am-241 radioactivity, each one with 0.16
kg mass and size 11 x 9 x 0.5 cm, 20 pieces, designed for "critical" organs moulding.
The radioactivity containing modules are reliably packed. The outside package is an
envelope, made of impregnated clothe.
2. CALIBRATING OF THE SYSTEM FOR THE INCORPORATED IN THE HUMAN BODY
ACTIVITY EVALUATING
2.1. A brief description of the EP2 whole-bodi system
The detector shielding belongs to the so called "shadow" shields. It is a copy of the
EP1 system and was made with the assistance of NCRRP. Its construction is shown on
fig. 1 and 2.The walls are made of lead plates with total width 100 mm, the inner sheath of
copper. The section of the opening in which the lying man moves, is 800 x 620 mm. The
side walls are trapezium - shaped with 2030 mm length. A wheelbarrow with a bed on it
moves along rails on the bottom of the shielding. A low-voltage electromotor is directly
affixed to one of the wheels. Through an appropriate transmission it provides speed 2
mm/s. A HpGe detector with relative efficiency 19.9% is used. It is affixed to the top plate of
the shielding and is not additionally enclosed by lead. The whole construction is installed
upon a ferro - concrete foundation, 4800 mm long and 300 mm thick. After we
accomplished a number of preliminary measurements, in answer to our suggestion, some
changes were made in the system. The detector was lifted up so that it did not project out
of the top of the shielding, and the opening through which it entered the shielding, was
additionally protected. That raised the shielding coefficient from 11 to 30. A mechanism
lifting the bed, was also made. Thus the man/detector distance can be kept the same,
despite the size of the object. Besides, the drawing of the bed to the detector, raises their
radiated gamma-quanta registration efficiency. A construction, allowing affixing of
collimators for testing the possibility of locating the activity in the human body througi
scanning, was also built.
2.2. Human bodies of different size moulding by the modules adequate arrangement
People's antropological size was evaluated according to [1,3]. Following the data
from [3], the weight/height relation curve was drawn.
The size of the first two phantoms was conformed to this curve. They imitate human
bodies with the following proportions: 40 kg weight/height 150 cm and 60 kg weight/height
170 cm. As this curve reaches saturation when the height is short, the last two phantoms
imitate bodies of taller stature - 75 kg weight, height 185 cm and 95 kg weight, height 185
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cm. It should be considered that the weight of the phantoms is not equal to the respective
human's weight. As the gamma-ray radionuclides are mainly concentrated in the soft
tissues (not in the bones), the mass of the skeleton (which is about 15 % of the total mass)
is substracted from the human's weight.
The phantoms used for calibrating the gamma-spectroscopic system, had the
following final size:
- 35 kg weight, height 150 cm - correspondinghuman's weight 40kg;
- 50 kg weight, height 170 cm - correspondinghuman's weight 60 kg;
- 65 kg weight, height 185 cm - correspondinghuman's weight 75 kg;
- 80 kg weight, height 185 cm - correspondinghuman's weight 95 kg.
The ways of arranging the 35, 50 and 65 kg phantoms, are shown on fig. 3. The main
part of the 35 kg weight phantom, is made of 4 layers of modules (in thickness), the 50 kg
weight one - from 5 layers of modules and the 65 kg one - from 6 layers of modules. The
80 kg weight module was made by adding another layer of modules (mainly in the trunk)
to the 65 kg one. This way of arranging the modules facilitates the phantoms of different
shape reproducing.
2.3. Calibration of the system
After some preliminary measurements, orientated to establishing the optimum
measuring conditions, with the help of these phantoms, the calibration curves (the relation
to the gamma-quanta energy) for certain conditions, were drawn.
The absolute efficiency values for some energies of concrete radionuclides, which
are expected to be identified in the NPP staff, are given in table 1. The results in the first 4
columns refer to the measurings in the following conditions: standard motion of the bed (2
mm/s), homogeneously distributed activity and distance between the top surface of the
phantom (the man measured) to the detector, equal to 6 cm.
Table 1
Absolute efficiency,

E, keV/

x10 4

nuclide

35 kg

50 kg

65 kg

80 kg

lungs

604/CS-134
657/Ag-110
661/CS-137
795/CS-134
834/M n-54
884/Ag-110
1173/CO-60
1332/CO-60

1.60
1.51
1.50
1.32
1.28
1.23
1.02
0.940

1.42
1.33
1.33
1.16
1.13
1.08
0.886
0.810

1.26
1.19
1.19
1.05
1.02
0.987
0.828
0.767

0.870
0.823
0.820
0.726
0.703
0.677
0.563
0.519

4.03
3.82
3.80
3.27
3.20
3.08
2.62
2.33

With the help of the radioactivity non-containing modules and a part of the designed
for imitating "critical" organs modules, calibrations for activity, concentrated in the lungs,
were also accomplished. 14 modules of the kind were placed in a phantom in a way that
they would aproximately imitate the shape, size and location of the lungs in the human
body. The distance between the top surface of the phantom to the detector is 6 cm again.
The respective absolute efficiency values, evaluated through measuring without motion
and non-homogeneous distribution of the activity, are given in the last column of table 1. It
should be considered that this calibration can be used only if after a double measuring [4],
it is ascertained that the incorporated activity is concentrated in the lungs.
2.4. Relation of the efficiency to the mass (size) of the phantom
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To study the relation of the efficiency to the mass of the measured object, it is
needed to keep the distance between the top surface of the phantom to the detector, the
same for all of the phantoms. On that purpose, a mechanism moving the bed in the vertical
direction to an appropriate position, was installed so that the aforesaid term would be
realized. Thus the influence of the source-detector distance factor would be reduced,
which allows a clearer delineation of the curve, showing the relation of the efficiency to the
mass of the meausured human.
The results obtained through the measuring of different phantoms, the distance to the
detector being 6 cm, arc displayed on fig. 4. Having in mind that the efficiency depends
not only on the mass, but on the geometric size of the measured object as well, the
relation of the efficiency to the mass, size [ kg/cm] ratio is shown on fig. 4.
This relation is obviously a complex function. The drawing of an analytic expression
requires the introducing of a number of limiting and simplifying terms, which arc hard to
realize and control during practice measurings. 1 his necessitates a polynomial
approximation of the experimentally obtained in certain conditions efficiency values. The
experimentally obtained efficiency values in different conditions (different size of the
phantoms) for some concrete gamma-quanta energies, arc shown on fig. 4. The small
number of the experimental points in this relation, added to the inevitable random and
systematic uncertainties, does not allow the using of a relation more complex than a lineai
one, for their extrapolation. The using of a polynomial of a higher degree would lead to
unsteady solutions, which seem better to describe the experimental points, but in fact the
polynomial coefficients would be more influenced by the uncertainties than by the real
characteristics of the measured object.
That is why a linear relation was used - using the least squares method, a straight
line was drawn through the experimental points. In table 2, we have given the coefficients a
and b of the respective line f (m/I) = a.m/I + b. where m is the mass of the phantoms in kg
and I - its size in cm.
Table 2
with motion
E, keV

ax10 4

I

bx10 4

122

- 7.09

4- 4.86

344

-5.25

+ 3.59

779

-2.84

4- 2.00

1408

- 1.85

4- 1.33

3. ANALYSIS OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SCANNING THE HUMAN BODY ON PURPOSE
TO LOCATE THE ACTIVITY. INCORPORATED IN IT
An answer to the question where the incorporated activity is concentrated, can be
obtained if the total counting rate is registered as a function of the position of the detector
toward the body, during the human body's motion. That is why the total number of pulses
from the outlet of the spcctrometric amplifier, were registered not only by the analysator
but also by the 20046 radiometer, which was exploited as a counter with measure time 20
s.
3.1. Profiles of the activity in the human body without using collimators to the detector
3.1.1. Homogeneously distributed activity profiles
Human bodies weighing 35, 50 and 65 kg and with homogeneously distributed
activity in them, were contiguously moulded on the bed, with the help of the modules,
designed for homogeneous activity. The distance between the chest and and the detector
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was determined 6 cm. The bed was moving in a standard way: range of shifting - 175 cm,
one direction shifting time - 870 c 15 s, that is the motion speed was 2 mm/s. The readings
of the counter were recorded only in one direction (relative motion of the detector from the
head to the legs). The resu'ts arc displayed on fig. 5. On the axis of abscissae, the points
(over the phantom) in which the reading was done, have been projected, that is they show
the position of the detector above the phantom at the moment of reading. On the axis of
ordinates, the sums of pulses for the chosen measuring time - 20 s, have been projected.
The figure shows that:
- the sum of pulses is proportional to the the size of the phantom, that is to its total
activity;
- the following areas form in the profiles: abrupt rising of the sum of pulses - when the
detector enters the trunk, "plateau" - when the detector moves over the head or the trunk,
and gradual reducing of the sum of pulses - when the detector moves over the legs,
toward the feet.
3.1.2. Profile of the activity in a critical organ
With the help of the "zero"- phantoms, a standard human body was moulded on the
bed. With the critical organs modules, the following cases were imitated in it:
- activity in a critic organ (lungs) only;
- activity in critic organ - lungs and kidneys;
- activity in critic organs - lungs and kidneys, with additionally "externally polluted"
hair and hands.
The result profiles in those three cases scanning, are displayed on fig. 5. It shows
that despite the lack of a collimator, the presence of activity in (a) critic organ(s) forms
maximums. Besides, the energy resolution of an uncollimated detector is rather low. The
figure also shows that the activity in a critic organ (lungs) only, forms a maximum with
center over the lungs (curve 1). The adding of kidneys, hands and hair just expands the
maximum in the respective direction (curves 2 and 3).
The profiles would be more distinguished, if a collimator is installed under the
detector, so that the detector can "see" only a certain sector of the human body. It is clear
that the narrower the slit is, the higher the energy resolution of the scanning system and
the more precise the locating of the incorporated activity will be. At the same time,
however, the efficiency of the system (the counting rate) will be reduced. That is why, a
suiting compromise between a high energy resolution of the scanning system (a narrow
slit) and a high enough efficiency (high counting rate).
In answer to our suggestion, in the machine department of EP2 a simpje elbow
construction enabling the lead collimator (10 cm thick and of an arbitrary width) installing
under the detector, was built up.
Profiles of the activity in the human body with the detector collimating.
The described in 3.1. cases of activity in the lungs, kidneys, and "externally polluted"
hair and hands, were reproduced.
A collimating slit (5 cm thick and 5 cm wide) was installed under the detector. The
respective profiles during the motion of the bed in one direction - from the head to the-feet,
were taken. The profiles obtained through the continuous scanning of these models, are
shown on fig. 7. The difference between it and fig. 6 (profiles in the same cases but without
collimating the detector), is obvious. The profiles obtained with the help of a collimated
detector, allow a much more precise locating of the incorporated activity in the human
body. When the activity is concentrated in the lungs only, a narrow maximum with center
over them, is formed. The adding of activity in the kidneys, forms a clear plateau on the
profile curve. The "externally polluted" hands and hair, form independent maximums in the
respective places. All that shows the indubitable advantage of using a collimator when
scanning the human body on purpose to locate the incorporated activity in it.
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ASSESSMENT OF THE ACTIVITY INCORPORATED IN THE HUMAN BODY, BY
MEANS OF A HpGe - DETECTOR*
T. Boshkova, L. Minev Sofia University "St. Kl. Ohridski", Faculty Of Physics,
V. Konstantinov - NPP- Kozloduy
INTRODUCTION
The first attempts to evaluate the activity incorporated in the human body, refer to
Schlundt's [1,3], Flinn's [2], Evans' [4] works. Already in the 30ies, detectors were
calibrated with the help of a phantom and attention was paid to the measurement
configuration influence, the selfabsorption of the body, the reducing of the background
by the measured object.
There is not a standard measurement configuration for the wholebody activity yet.
Some of the most used geometries, are a "chair" and a "bed". The "chair" geometry was
introduced by Marinelli in the middle of the 50ies. The measured man is sitting on a chair,
the angle between' the chair-bottom and the back being 90m. An advantage of this
geometry is the approximately equal distance from the different parts of the body
(except the feet) to the detector. This provides comparatively precise results,
undependent on the activity distribution in the body. Another variant of the same
geometry was offered by Palmer [5]. (Dr. V. Bosevsky uses it [6]). The sitting man folds
the detector, which is placed on his lap. This raises the efficiency but can also cause
significant errors because of the unhomogenity of the activity distribution. A third variant
is to place the detector under the chair-bottom, but the uncertainties are more significant
than in case the detector is put above the measured man [7], (This variant was used by
Mandjukov[8] after the Chernobile failure).
The "bed" geometry was described by Wade [9], Owen [10] and Rundo [11].The
measured man is lying, and the detectors (one or more) are placed over and/or under
the bed. An important advantage is that it enables the scanning [12,13],
The radionuclides comparatively low content in the human body makes their precise
monitoring in a natural gamma-background rather difficult. Besides, the shielding effect of
the human body increases the uncertainty when evaluating his self-activity. Building a
shield around the measured object/detector system reduces the uncertainty, caused by
the above-mentioned problems. The most used shields are the snielding monitoring
room and "shadow" ones. The advantages of the shielding monitoring room, are: high
protective coefficient, measurement configuration free choice, a long distance between
the detector and the shielding (respectively, the scattered radiation registered by
the detector, would be less), the claustrophobian problems are minimum. However,
their high price is a serious shortcoming.
In many cases of the whole-body counting, a partial (shadow) shield is used - it
covers the detector and just a part of the human body (usually the one to which the
detector is turned). The shadow shielding type is directly dependent on the measurement
configuration.
The results represented in this work, were obtained during the measurements,
carried out in a laboratory for evaluating the activity incorporated in the NPP-Kozloduy
(Part 2) staff. The measurement configuration is a bed, the shielding - a shadow one.
The system (configuration and shielding) is the same as the Part 1 one and was built with
the help of NCRRP specialists. The detector used is a p - type Ge semiconductor
detector (PGT - Germany) with 19,9 % relative efficiency and resolution 1,9 keV for 1332
keV.
1. MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS CHOICE
The perfect measurement configuration presumes:
- high gamma-quanta registration efficiency;
* Work supported by NPP-Kozloduy
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- minimum uncertainties, caused by the alteration of some of the object's parameters
(size, activity distribution, etc.)
In the real measuring a satisfactory compromise between the two, has to be
assumed, dependent on the aim of the measurement. In case of a failure, e g., the high
efficiency is more important and for ordinary measurements - the uncertainties minimizing.
During 1992 -1993, in a NPP-Kozloduy (Part 2) laboratory, a series of researches
were carried out, aimed at defining the best condiotions for the NPP-Kozloduy staff's
whole-body counting (in ordinary work conditions). On that purpose, module phantoms
were used [14], enabling the imitation of the activity homogeneous and unhomogeneous
distribution in the human body. The system allows measurements both with the bed
moving under the detector (v = 2 mm/s) and with a steady detector (it is fixed above a
certain critic organ). Plenty of measurements of phantoms of different size and in
different positions were completed. Modules, containing standard activity, placed in a
"zero" - phantom, were used for imitating activity, concentrated in a critic organ. The
detector was fixed above the chest in the measurements without motion of the bed.
The following relations were studied:
1.1. Relation of the efficiency to the measurement conditions (with/without motion)
The results from the measuring of a phantom (50 kg), imitating homogeneously
distributed activity, and a phantom, imitating activity concentrated in the lungs, are
shown in table 1. Measurements with different distance to the detector, were made (R the distance between the bed surface and the detector). The absolute efficiency and
its relative variation for the gamma-quanta different energies, are given in the table.
homogen.

E
keV

®h,m

®h,s

xW4
60
122
344
779
1408

0.286
1.450
1.000
0.556
0.384

60
122
344
779
1408

0.381
2.57
1.81
1.02
0.706

•

Table 1.
activity in the "I ungs"

distr. activity
®h

[%]
R = 42 cm
0.385
35%
2.010
39%
41%
1.410
41%
0.783
0.534
39%
R = 24 cm
0.492
29%
3.57
39% •
2.58
42%
1.44
41%
1.01
43%

4

®c,m

6c,s

ec

[times]

x10
0.470
2.620
1.700
0.855
0.566

1.14
5.77
3.93
2.01
1.33

2.4
2.2
2.3
2.3
2.3

0.537
3.31
2.34
1.40
0.894

2.08
11.45
7.21
4.06
2.58

3.9
3.5
3.1
2.9
2.9

eh m - homogen. distr. activity measuring, with motion
eh)8 - homogen. distr. activity measuring, without motion
eCim - "lungs" activity measuring, with motion
ec>8 - "lungs" activity measuring, without motion
®h ~ ( ®h, s ~ ®h, m )/®h, m
®c

®c. 8,1 ®c, m

Common considerations make it clear that the gamma-quanta registration efficiency
would be higher when measuring without motion than with motion. Table 1 shows that
this increase is 30-40% for homogeneously distributed activity, and 2-3 times (dependent
on the distance to the detector) when the activity is concentrated in the lungs.
The relation of the efficiency variation (respectively, the counting rate in the full
energy peak) to the activity distribution, when changing the measurement conditions,
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can be used for determinating whether the activity is homogeneously distributed, or
concentrated in a certain critical organ.
1.2. Relation of the efficiency to the activity distributon
The whole-body counting systems are usually calibrated with phantoms,
containing homogeneously distributed in the body activity. In the practise, however, it is
very probable for the activity to be concentrated in certain organs, the so called "critic
organs". This discrepancy may lead to serious errors when evaluating the dose absorbed.
On purpose to assess the mistakes of this kind, plenty of measurements were made with and without motion, for phantoms homogeneously and unhomogeneously
distributed
activity.
The evaluations, displayed in table 2, are based on the
measurement, described in 1.1.
Table 2.
measuring with motion
measuring without motion
E
®h,
m
eh.s
ec, s
®c, m
keV
e,
em
-4
[%i
x10 1
x10
[%i
R = 24 cm
60
122
344
779
1408
®m

0.381
2.57
1.81
1.02
0.706

0.537
3.31
2.34
1.40
0.894

41%
29%
29%
37%
27%

0.492
3.57
2.58
1.44
1.01

2.08
11.45
7.21
4.06
2.58

320%
220%
180%
180%
155%

( ®c, m * ®h. m )/®h,
— ( 6C. s ' ®h, s )/6h, s

The table shows that the uncertainties, caused by an incorrect calibration, range
to 30-40 % in the measurements with motion, while in measurements without motion (the
detector is fixed above the chest), they can reach 150-300 %.
Having in mind that in practice it cannot be preliminarily known whether the activity
is homogeneously distributed, or concentrated in a critic organ, the standard motion of
the bed seems an optimum measurement condition.
The relation of the efficiency to the activity distribution in "thickness", was also
studied (with standard motion of the bed). It was ascertained that if the position of the
measured object does not change in the course of measurement, the difference between
the efficiency for homogeneously distributed activity, and activity concentrated in the
bottom or upper layer, can reach 30-80 % (dependent on the gamma-quanta energy). But
if the position of the layers changes during the same measurement (e.g. if the object is
measured when lying prone and on his back) the uncertainty can be reduced to 5-15% .
1.3. Relation of the efficiency to the weight (size) of the object measured and to the
distance to the detector
On purpose to study the relation of the efficiency to the mass, phantoms of differ* it
size were moulded:
- a phantom with 35 kg weight and 150 cm long(m/I = 0.23);
- a phantom with 50 kg weight and 170cm long (m/I = 0.29);
- a phantom with 65 kg weight and 185cm long (m/I = 0.35);
- a phantom with 80 kg weight and 185cm long (m/I = 0.43).
Evidently, when the distance between the bed and the detector remains the
same, the alteration of the phantom's size, leads to the phantom/detector distance
varying. Consequently, the relation of the efficiency to the phantom's mass is not clearly
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distinguished. Fixing a mechanism lifting the bed, allows to keep the distance between any
single object and the detector, the same The availability of such a mechanism as well
as of the above described phantoms, let us study the relation of the efficiency both to the
size of the measured object (the distance between it and the detector being fixed), and to
the distance to the detector (for the fixed size of the object). The experiment showed that
the relations are more strong in measurements without motion. So, in case of a difference
between the measured object's size and the phantom's size (used in the calibration
curve), the uncertainties would be less significant when measuring with standard motion of
the bed.
Having in mind that the optimum measurement configuration should provide not only
minimum systematic uncertainties, but a comparatively high gamma-quanta (radiated by
the human body) registration efficiency, it is purposeful to keep the distance to the
detector comaparatively small during the measurements.
1.4. The measured object's shield effect influence
When measuring in a low-level shield, it is necessary to have in mind the shield effect
of the non-radioactive part of the measured object.
The results, obtained in measuring the background both in an empty shield and with
a "zero'-phantom, are given in table 3. In the first measurements, a part of the detector
remains outside the shield, and so the shielding coefficient is really low (k = 1). The "zero'phantom is placed about 20 cm away from the detector in that case. Later the detector
was taken inside the shield, so that its forehead is at the same level as the top of the
shield. This raised the shielding coefficient (k - 30). In that case the "zero"-phantom is
placed 6 cm from the detector. The counting rate [ imp/s x 10'2] for some typical lines of the
gamma-background, are given in the table.
Table 3

"zero"
phantom
1.9810.12
2.1310.08
6.6910.13

o

empty
shield
1.9810.16
1.65 0.10
6.85*0.14

II

352
609
1461

k = 11, r = 20 cm

CO

E
keV

empty
shield
0.726*0.174
0.43910.066
2.15 10.09

r = 6cm
"zero"
phantom
0.24710.074
0.23410.042
1.38 *0.07

It can be seen that in the first case, the counting rate with a "zero'-phantom is
statistically equal to the counting rate in an empty shielding. In the other case, the shield
effect of the "zero' -phantom, is more distinguished.
Having in mind that the low activities evaluations uncertainties ' are much
dependent on the background corrections, it is necessary to evaluate the shield effect of
the measured object, for every single change in the measuring conditions.
The following measuring conditions were established, according to the above
described measurements results:
-standard measurement with motion
The measured man lies on the bed, which is lifted or lowered so that the distance
between the chest and the detector is 6 cm. A measuring cycle includes horizontal
moving of the bed in both directions; the man passes under the detector twice: once lying
prone, and once lying on his back. The availability of preliminary calibrations
(implemented with the help of phantoms with homogeneously distributed activity [14]),
enables to evaluate activity incorporated in the human body, using the spectrum already
obtained. The data from that measurement is not enough to locate where the registrated
activity is concentrated, the quantity evaluation is precise enough (30-40 %), not

depending on the activity distribution. The results obtained are in (Bq/body). Turning
them to specific activity units [Bq/kg] is incorrect when it is not ascertained whether the
activity measured is homogeneously distributed or not.
-additional measurement without motion
This measurement is valuable only as a secondary (following the standard) one,
on purpose to find out whether the incorporated activity, is concentrated in the lungs.
The measured man is placed on the bed, the detector is fixed above the chest (6 cm
from it). The high energy resolution of the HpGe - detector allows to evaluate the
difference of the counting rates for the two measurements, for every single gamma-line
(respectively, nuclide). According to the evaluations from 1.2., when the difference is
about 30-40 %, it is assumed that the activity is homogeneously distributed. Anyway, if
the counting rates differ more than 2,5 times, the activity registrated is concentrated in the
lungs.
2. EVALUATION

OF

THE

INCORPORATED

IN

THE

HUMAN

BODY

RADIONUCLIDES ACTIVITY
The methods for determinating the nuclides content and the activity of the artificial
gamma-radiating nuclides, incorporated in the NPP-Kozloduy staff, Part 2, in normal work
conditions, are fully described in [15].
2.1. Determinating the detectability limits
To determinate the detectability limits, it is necessary to evaluate the respective
"critical" levels and the detection levels.
The "critical" levels R(E) are used only as solution levels - whether the counting
rate in a certain interval of a man's spectrum is statistically different from the counting
rate in the respective energy interval of the background spectrum [16)

*(£> = *,,*□-,.(£)-vrrr

where: k „ is the coefficient for one-sided confidence level;
ab (E) is the standard deviation of the counting rate in a certain energy
interval of the background spectrum;
t
= T/t, T is the background measurement time, t - the person's
measurement time.
In contrast to [ 16], in the present work the detection levels D(E) are defined as
the maximum true (for a certain confidence interval) counting rate, that could be
expected when the registrated "pure" counting rate is equal to the respective "critical"
level. Then:

D(£) = R(E) + yj[R(E) + kl /t]*R(E)
The detection levels D(E) allow to evaluate the top limit of the activities that cannot
be detected in those measurement conditions, even if they are present in the human body
("undetectable activity - UDA").
yo',(c)-?-,ty'
where C(E) is the calibration coefficient for the certain meaurement conditions.
This way the detection limits for concrete radionuclides, can be estimated. Unlike the
low-background gamma-ray spectroscopy of nature samples, when measuring wholebody activity, it is possible to evaluate the detection levels on the basis of a
background spectrum. For that purpose it is necessary to add KMn04 (or KCI) with
correspondent to the K-40 content in the human body activity, to the "zero'-phantom.
(Anyway, we must have in mind that in case there are high-energy gamma-quanta
radiating artificial radionuclides in the human body, the detection levels evaluating for
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lower energies, should be based on the spectrum, obtained through the man's
measurement). The identity of the spectrum of a man in whose body there are no artificial
radionuclides, and the "zero”-phantom's spectrum, allows the usage of a "critical" level,
determinated on the basis of the whole energy interval (50 - 2000 keV). This significantly
shortens the time for processing all the spectra, obtained by measuring a large number of
people.
In case the difference between the counting rates of the man's spectrum and the
background spectrum is less than or equal to the respective "critical" level (for a certain
energy interval), it is assumed that even if there are incorporated artificial radionuclides
in the human body, their activity is less than the detection limits.
2.2. Evaluating the activity in standard measurement conditions
If the counting rate in a certain energy interval of the measured man's spectrum is
statistically different from (higher than) the respective counting rate in the background
spectrum, it is assumed that there is a positive effect of the man's measuring and the
activity [ Bq/body] is evaluated:

A(E) =

<?(£)

C(E)

± SA

where q(E) is the counting rate in the full energy peak net area (with energy E),
registrated in a standard measurement of a man [imp/s];
C(E) is the calibration coefficient [imp/s.Bq);
5A

is the result's total uncertainty [%].

The confidence interval of the total uncertainty, is determined by:

(a,>1-1(60
where Oj and Gjare the random and systematic uncertainties in [%],
k p is the two-sided confidence interval coefficient.
The random uncertainty is determined mainly by the standard deviation counting
rate q(E).
The systematic uncertainty is represented with:
2
X (6, ) - 6e + 6, + 0m + 0.1 + 0 a?

where:
represents the uncertainty, relating to the calibration curve drawing. In the
concrete case Qe is estimated to 6 % ;
ffr represents the uncertainty, relating to the distance r [cm] (between the
object measured and the detector) reproducing. For r = 6 cm. uncertainties within 1
cm, ead to Qr - 7 % ;
ffm represents the uncertainty, relating to the difference between the "man's"
size and the standard model's size, used for the system's calibration. The availability of a
modular "phantom" enables the calibrating with a variety of phantoms of different size, so
that the uncertainty Qm is reduced to 10 % ;
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0^2 represent the uncertainties, relating to the activity distribution in the human
body. Having in mind that the calibration coefficient C(E) was determined on the basis
of a homogeneous distribution, Qa1 is connected with the uncertainties that appear in the

measurement of activity, concentrated in a "critical

organ". QoX reads

the

horizontal

unhomogeneous distribution of the activity, and 0a2 - the vertical. In this very case, Qa1 is
evaluated 45 %, and Qa2-15%.
2.3. The activity distribution assessment in the body
As it was already pointed, the relation of the efficiency to the activity distribution in
the body and to the measurement conditions, enables the qualitative analysis of the
activity distribution
For that purpose, the F(E) factor is introduced, and:
F(E) = [q,(E)/qm(E)]±5F

where q (E) is the full-energy peak net area counting rate (with energy E), when
measuring a man without motion, the detector being fixed above the chest;
qm(E) is the full- energy peak net area counting rate (with energy E) , for a man's
standard measurement with motion.

8F=xi8P!+5<
When the geometric measurement conditions (distance to the
detector and size of the measured object) are fixed, F(E) will depend on the activity
distribution in the human body. In this case (r = 6 cm), if F(E) < 1,5, it is assumed that
the activity evaluated A(E) is homogeneously distributed. If F(E) > 2,5, the activity is
considered to be concentrated in the lungs.
2.4. The incorporated activity evaluation in real measurements
On purpose to test the above described methods, the following measurements
were completed:
- measuring the background with a "zero" - phantom, imitating a standard man
and containing 600 g KMnO S14 T ( 4500 Bq K-40);
- measuring the persons X and Y (workers from NPP-Kozloduy - Part 2). X
was measured in standard
conditions (with motion) and Y - in both kinds of
measurement conditions.
The results from the measurement with the "zero"- phantom, are shown in table 4.
The evaluations for the respective "critical" levels, detection levels and detection limits of
the corresponding radionuclides, are also given.
Table 4.
param.
qb (E), imp/s
ob (E),imp/s

200-2000
keV
2.530
0.007

662
keV
0.0130
0.0006

1332
keV
0.00165
0.00028

R(E), imp/s
D(E), imp/s

0.080
-

0.0070
0.0160

0.0032
0.0075

UDA(E), Bq

-

175

110
421

Notice: The counting rate in the 662 keV and 1332 keV gamma-lines is due to the
Cs-137 and Co-60 pollution of the shield.
.The counting rate in the 200 - 2000 keV energy interval, registrated when measuring
X with standard motion, was 2.17 imp/s, that is for X it is assumed that A (Cs-137) < 175 Bq
and A(Co-60) < 110 Bq.
' .
In table 5, the results from the measurement of Y, are shown. The counting rates W#
the respective energy intervals for the kinds of measurement conditions qs(E) and f
qm(E), the activity evaluated according to 2.2, the uncertainty confidence level and the
F(E) factor evaluation, are also given.
Table 5
' 200-2000
keV

param.
qm(E), imp/s
om (E), imp/s
A(E),Bq/body
oA, %
q» (E), imp/s
F(E)

9.25
0.06
-

-

662
keV

1173
keV

0.108
0.008
1050
±30%
0.157
1.4 ±9%

0.0385
0.0046
480
±30%
0.108
2.8 ±14%

1332
keV
0.0344
0.0058
460
±30%
0.0924
2.7 ±15%

That is, the radionuclides incorporated in Y's body, are: Cs-137 with 1050 Bq and
Co-60 with 470 Bq activity. The total uncertainty of the results is determined mainly by the
systematic uncertainty, and is evaluated to 30 % (for 68 % confidence level).
The F(E) evaluation shows that tha Cs-137 radionuclide activity is homogeneously
distributed, while the Co-60 activity is concentrated in the lungs.
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SUMMARY ASSESSMENT OF THE RADIOBIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF
RADIONUCLIDES IN THE CONTAMINATION CONTENT PROCESSING GREAT
NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS
V. Angelov1, Ts. Bonchev*2, V. Mavrodlev2, N. Karjilov2
Determination of the quality and quantity content of the radioactive contamination in NPP
gives information about the origin of this contamination (presence of leakage in different
systems, the characterization of technological processes at reactor refueling and repair
operations, etc ), as well as - which is of primary importance - of the potential danger they
would be for the staff and environment. The real danger is present when they would fall
possibly in human body by air, through lungs and to a certain extent (practically zero) through the digestive system. The Radiation Protection Codes (RPC-92)'11 accepted in our
country in 1992 determine the maximum permissible concentrations of the content of every
individual radionuclide in air and water for the categories:
•

„A", persons exposed to occupational irradiation or involved in emergency operations;

•

„B“, separate persons or limited groups of population;

•

„C“, the country population as a whole.

In these Codes the permissible radioactive contamination of different surfaces concerning
the total alpha- or beta-particles are given for category „Al,[11.
As a practice in NPP are investigated radioactive contaminations precipitated on different
surfaces in the technological rooms and their content in air of the ventilating system. The
radionuclide identification is comparatively easy implemented when the radionuclides are
gamma-emitters by means of a high-resolution gamma-spectrometer. The identification of
alpha- and especially of beta-emitters is more difficult and could be completed only in
separate cases.
Our experience in investigation of the radioactive contamination with radionuclides in the
technological rooms of NPP „Kozloduy“ showed that obtaining quantitative results
according to the RPC-92 requirements is a very difficult task. To solve the problem it is
necessary to control continuously the content of various radionuclides in air at operation,
refueling and repairing operations and in very many points of every room. This is simply
impossible. On the other hand the identification of the radionuclides precipitated on
various surfaces is comparatively easy implemented and this contamination is due in
many cases to the precipitation of aerosols and hot particles from the air. Even when the
surface contamination is a result of a radioactive solution leakage it also could be seen as
a problem of content of radionuclides in air because after drying they could disperse.
The presence of a considerable number of results concerning surface contamination
which could not be used directly for the assessment required by RPC-92 gives a hint that
they could be rationalized if an unit for their radiobiological significance is introduced. As
such an „unit“ we choose the 60Co activity existing in practice always. The relative
radiobiological significance of /-radionuclide in relation to that of 60Co is introduced as
follows:
[mapc.„]
[MAPC.tr].rii

(1)

* Civil Defence Administration, Sofia
2Sofia University „St. Kliment Ohridski"
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where MAPCaif is the mean-annual permissible concentration in air for every one of them
according to RPC-92. This value is put together with the experimentally measured one for
certain sample:

where Aj is the experimentally determined value of /-radionuclide activity and a,,, - for
*°Co in the same sample (in Bq). It turned out that q, is equal or very close in value for
groups of radionuclides which could be seen in the accompanying table. That's why in
determining riexp.i it is necessary to get the sum of the activities of that group whose terms
we indicate with):
(3)

Hrxp.t

The relation:
R, =

hvxp.i
hi

(4)

shows how many times the activity of /-radionuclide (respectively the radionuclide group
according to (3)) is more significant than that of *°Co from a radiobiological point of view.
When there are a lot of measurements of samples from one and the same room (or when
averaging in other symptom) the average value of qexPii is:

2Xn exp.i

n V

hoxp.i.n • £a,

2^w'ro,n

(5)

where Ajn refers to the sample under No n for which the 60Co activity is

Aw

and

is the ,, relative weight" of the n-sample.
This approach of radiobiological significance evaluation of certain group (in the meaning
of (3)) is reasonable only if the ^Co activities prevail considerably over the remaining
which is observed to the main part of the contamination in NPP ..Kozloduy". In
contamination of other kind the radionuclide whose activity prevails over the activity of the
remaining radionuclides could be used for comparing in the same way.
It is convenient the results of the third table column to be plotted on nomograms, examples
of which are given in Fig. 1 to 5. The logarithmic value of q, is plotted on the nomogram
abscissa and that of R, on the ordinate. The abscissa zero point correspond to the position
of *°Co. The benefit of the method proposed here for estimation of radiobiological
significance of various radionuclide groups could be best understood by the conclusions
made on the basis of the nomograms concerning different objects in NPP ..Kozloduy",
namely:
1. In Fig.1 is seen that after the repair operation in the technological rooms of Unit I the
alpha-emitter contamination is increased considerably. The contamination of other
radionuclide groups compared with that of ^Co could be neglected (having in mind the
short half-decay times of the most of them). This conclusion is valid for the remaining
nomograms.
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2. It is surprising that in Unit IV the relative alpha-nuclide contamination is considerably
much more than that of Unit I which is seen in Fig.2. As is well-known a large content of
110mAg is available here.
3. Fig.3 shows that the alpha-radionuclide content of Unit V (WWER-1000) is negligible
compared with that of WWER-440 units.
4. The results in Fig.4 are very indicative. The radionuclide content in the air filter of the
reactor room of Units I and II is entirely comparable with their content in air concerning
G°Co. Air samples are taken outside the premises, from the V floor of a building situated
approximately 50 m away of the Unit (SBK-2). (The content absolute value of these
radionuclides at NPP on-site is hundreds of thousands to billions times lower than the
permissible concentrations for the population).
5. A special case is presented in Fig.5 concerning a single sample - radionuclide
contamination of working dress. As the radiobiological significance of some
radionuclides exceed considerably that of 60Co they are pointed purposely in the
groups of which they belong.
We consider that using this method one could make essential conclusions both to the
contamination origin and the countermeasures about the radionuclides representing a risk
for the staff. It is worth to note that the value of r|i is one and the same for persons of
categories „A", „B" and „C" pointed in RPC-92.
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Table certifying the radioactive contamination in relation to *°Co content
hi

Hexp.i

Radionuclides

2.1a4

™Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu, “Am, 244Cm

0.13

”Sr, 93Zr
144Ce

O

106Ru,

o8

0.5
I 1
I 1.74

1311

2.5

110mAg

5

89Sr, 9'Y, 93Nb, 134Cs, ,37Cs

10

59Fe, 65Zn, 124Sb

20

75Se, 90Y, 103Ru, ,41Ce

25

“Mn, “Co, 242Cm

50

“Fe, 63Ni, 95Zr, 95Nb, '40Ba, ,40La

500

7Be, 51Cr

2500

T(3H)
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Fig. 1 Unit I, March 1993, surface contamination at repair operations
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Fig.4 • Air filters of the reactor room of Units I and II and SBK-2, June 1992
o Air samples from EP-1 sampled at the same time
The alpha-radionuclide content is not evaluated
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3A60AEBAEM0CTb 3AOKAMECTBEHHblMM HOBOOBPASOBAHklBMkl
CREAM HACEAEHklfl B PAtiOHE A3C "KQ3AOAYM"
flAaMGH flMMMTpOB
HaUMOH8AbHblA UeHTp paAM06M0A0rMM M paAMaUMOHHOA aaiUMTbl - CO<J>MA
OamH M3 OCHOBHbIX 3<|><|)6KT0B
ABAAlOTCA
KOMMCMM

AAA

3AOKaH6CTB6HHbl6
paAMOAOfMMHOM

B03HMKHOB6HMA

A6MCTBMA HM3KMX A03 MOHM3MpylOIHMX

H0B006pa3yB3HMA.

3aiUMTbl

3A0K3M6CTB6HHblX

MOHM3MpylomMx MSAyyeHMR,
AMMtJjHOM M KpOBTBOpHOM
MG>KAyHapoAHaA arGHUMA

aaa

Hy6AMKaUMA

OHpGAGAAGT C3MblM

AerKMx,

TK3HM.
3tomhom

EOAbLUOM

H0B006pa3yBaHMM,
moaomhom

>KGAG3bi,

60

M3AyM6HMM

M6>KAyHap0AH0fl

KOO^MUMGHT
HpM

PMCK3

B03A6MCTBM6

lumtobmahom

wgagsw

m

BCGMMpHdA OpraHM33UMA SApaBOOXpaHGHMA M
dnoprMM npGAAarakrr npM MsyMGHMG nosAHbix

3<|><t>6KT0B BAMAHMA HM3KMX AOS, KpOMG APyrMX MSBGCTHblX HOKasaTGAGM, CaMOG 60AblU06
BHMM3HM6

OTAGAATb

3AOK3MGCTBGHHblM

HOB006pa3yBaHMAM

lijMTOBMAHOM

)K6A63bl

M

KpOBGTBOpHOM TK3HM, H3 paHHMX CT3AMAX, M 3AOKaMGCTB6HHblM H0B006p33yBaHMA AGrKMX
M MOAOMHOM JKGAG3G H3 H03AHMX CT3AMAX H0CA6 06AyMGHMA. B CBA3M C 3T0M, 6blA3
MCCAGAOBaHa
3a60A6B3GMOCTb
3AOKaH6CTBGHHblMM
H0B006pa3yBaHMAMM
AGrKMX,
MOAOMHOM >KGA63bl, LUMTOBMAHOM )K6A63bl, AMM<|>HOM M KpOBGTBOpHOM TK3HM B 30 KM. 30HG
BOKpyr A3C "KosAOAyA". FloAyMGHHbiG pGsyAbrarbi 6wam cpaBHGHbi c paMonaMM BOKpyr
Bgaghg m Pm6oa.

flpMAGraiomMM paMOH BOKpyr KosAoayA xopoiuo MCCAGAoaaH

0TH0LU6HM6. C
ropoAa

1974

Bgaghg

CTpyKiypa
BoArapMM,

paAMauMOHHOM

rOA3 B A3C "K03AOAyW" (f>yHKUMOHMpytoT paaKTOpbl BBEP. PaMOH
cxo>kgg
rcorpa(|)MM6CK06 pacnoAOWGHMG, MMCAGHHOCTb m

mmggt

B paftOHG Bgaghg nawaAOCb coopy>K6HM6 btopoM A3C
ripMOcraHOBAGHO. EctgctbghhwM paAMauMOHHbiM raMMa <J>oh

h3Cgaghma.
ho

b

noKa

oho

b
b

paMoHG Bgaghg, h3xoamtca b rpaHMqax cpgahmx noxasaTGAGM aaa BoArapMM. B paMOHG
ropoAa Pm6oa, ctomhoctm GCTGCTBGHHoro paAMauMOHHoro raMMa 4)ona bulug hgm b
BoArapMM. Am6oa mmggt cxowaA mmcaghhoctb m crpyKrypa HacoAGHMA xax paMOH
KoSAOAyM. llOAyHGHHblG p63yAbT3Tbl 6blAM CpaBHGHbi C CpGAHMMM nOK33aT6AAMM AAA
BoArapMM, MTOObl OnpGAGAMTb H3AMMMG MAM OTCyTCTBMG K3KMX-AM6o TGHAGHUM0 B
P33BMTM6 3a60AGB3GMOCTM 3A0KaM6CTB6HHblMM H0B006pa3yB3HMAMM B AGHHblX paMOHdX.
flAA

M3yH6HMA

3a60AGBaGMOCTM

3AOKaM6CTB6HHblMM

HOBOOGpaSOBaHMAMM

N°

MCTOMHMKOM MH<J)OpMaUMM 6blA3 YnGTHBA 4>OpM3
58 - TAG pGrMCTpMpyGTCA K3)KA0G
3360AGBaHMG 3AOKaM6CTB6HHblM H0B006pa30BaHMGM, C yKa33HMGM AM3rH03a, nOA3,
Bospacra

3a6oAGBUJGro.

Hgo6xoammwg

AaHHbiG

aaa

mmcaghhoctm

hbcgaghma

6wam

noAyMGHbi M3 HauiMOHaAbHoro crarMCTMMGCKoro MHCTMryra.

Mb!
npOBGAM
pGTpOCnGKTMBHOG
MCCAGAOBdHMG
3a60AGBaGM0CTM
3AOK3HGCTBGHHblMM H0B006pa30B3HMAMM AGrKMX, MOAOMHOM >K6AG3bl, lUMTOBMAHOfl
>KGAG3bl, AMM^HOM M KpOBGTBOpHOM TK3HM 33 HGpMOA 1985 -1990 T. B yKa33HHblX BblLUG
paMOHaX. Mbl BbIHMCAMAM <J)aKTMM6CKylO M CTaHAapTM3MpOBaHHylO 3a60AGBaGM0CTb HO
BospacTHbiM rpynnaM m noAy. UGAb CTaHAaprMsauMM - ycrpaHMTb pasHMiuy b BoapociHbix
CTpyKTypaX HaCGAGHHbIX nyHKTOB M nOAyHMTb 60AGG MGTKOG npGACTaBAGHMG o
COBMGCTHOM BAMAHMM OCT3AbHblX pMCKOBbIX <J>aKTOpOB H3 ypOBGHb 3a60AGBaGM0CTM. Mbl
MCnOAb30B3AM MMpOBOM CTBHAapT AAA CTGHAapTHOrO H3CGA6HMA, KOTOpblM 6blA
npGAAO>KGH MG>KAyHapOAHOM arGHUMM AAA 6opb6bl C paKOM. BblAa BbIHMCAGHa
CTaHAapTHdA OUJM6Ka M AOBGpMTGAbHblM MHTGPB3A C rapaHUMOHHOM BGpOATHOCTbk) 68% M
95%.

CT3HAapTM3MpOBaHHaA 3a60AGBaGM0CTb paKOM AGrKMX H3 HGpMOA 1985-1990 AAA
BCGrO HaCGAGHMA CaMBA BblCOKBA B paMOHG K03AOAyA - 21,19 ± 1,33 ((j)Mr.1). PaSHMLia C
paMOHOM Bgaghg (17,45 ± 1,27) ct3tmctmhgckm aocTOBGpna, Tax xax c paMOHOM HmOdab
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(18,73 ±1,14) OHa He AOCTOBepna. npn stom ace rpn paMona (bka. KosAOAyfl) mmgIot
6oAee HMSKylo 3a6oAeaaeMOCTb mgm b cpenneM aar BoArapMM - 21,82 ±0,42. #AR
My>KHMH caMyk) BbicoKylo 3a6oA6BaeMOCTb onpeneAaercA b paMOHe Ko3AonyA 38,87 ± 2,62, KOiopaA Bbiiue mgm b paMOHe BeAene - 32,72 ± 2,42 w Bbiiue mgm b paMOHe
flM60Aa - 35,27 ± 2,25. OriATb >xe bcg ipn paMOHbi hmgIot 3a6oAGBaeMOCTb hmwg mgm b
CTpaHG, KOTOpaA 40,51 ± 0,82. &AR >KGHmHH TOMG paMOH K03A0flyA hmggt caMyk)
BbicoKylo 3a6oAGBaeMOCTb - 5,5 ± 0,9. 3ra croMHoerb Bbiiue mgm b crpaHG, KoropaA
4,9 ± 0,27, ho pasHHiia iweway hmmm HenocTOBepna. Plpn M3yMGHne 3a6oAGBaeiviocTn no
paMonaM, Mbi hg onpeneAAGM xaxMx-AM6o reHAGHUMM b ee AMHaMMxe.
H3 <t>HI± 2. CTaHAapTM3MpOBaHHblM HOXasaTGA H3
1985-1990 r. caMbiM BbicoxMW b pamone KosAonyA - 36,23 ± 1,99. Oh nocroBGpHO
Bbiiue mgm b parnone Bgaghg (30,27 ± 2,57) m paMone Pm6oa3 (24,89 ± 1,98), ho hm>kg mgm
b
crpane
(37,37 ± 0,81). Flo roaawi onpeaeAennylo TeHAeHunk) b pa3Bnrne
PaK MOAOMHOfl >KGAG3bl nOKa33H

nepnofl

3a60AGBaGM0CTM HG OnpGflGAAGTCA.
CraHflapTHSMpoBaHHbi^
noKasareAb
3a6oAGBaeMOCTM
H0B006pa30BaHMAMM AMM(|>HOM H xpOBGTBOpHOM TK3HM CaMblM

KoaAonya - 7,54 ±1,13

m

b

paMOHG Bgaghg

7,36 ±0,95,

ho

3AOxaMecTBeHHbiMM
BbICOXMM B paMOHG

npM otom pa3Hnua Me>KAy

hmmm HGflocroBepHa. Hm6oa mmggt caMyk) HM3xyk) 3a6oAGBaeMOcrb - 4,42 ± 0,59 h
pasHHua c paAonaMH KosAonyn M Bgaghg m co cpeanuMw b crpane crarkicrkNecKM
nocroBepHa. AnaAM3 no roAaM HOKasbiBaGT, mto b paMOHG Ko3AO&yR B nepMOA 1985-1990
r. cnayaAa onpeneAAGTCA yMenbUjenwe noKasareAA - 9,7 - 8,4 - 7,0 - 5,9, xoTopbiM b
kohug nepnoaa noBbiujaercA. B pamonax Bgaghg m flM6oAa hg onpe&GARercA renfleHUHto
B AMHAMMXe 3a60AGBaGMOCTH.

3a6oAGBaeMocrb paxoM iumtobmahoh wgagsw b Ko3AonyttCKOM padone 1,28 ± 0,41, b Bgaghckom 1,12 ± 0,39. 06a paMona mmgIot 6oagg hmskmg noxasareAM, mgm
b cpenHGM b crpane, xoropbiM 1,36 ±0,12. B paMone Am6oa3 3a BGCb nepnoA
MCCAGflOBaHMA HG HMGGTCA HM OflHOrO CAyMdA 3a60AGBaHMA paXOM lUMTOBMAHOfl )KGAG3bl
CpGflM My>XMMH. dOOTOMy HG OnpeflGAAGTCA 3a60AGBaGM0CTb flAA BCGFO HaCGAGHHA.
(Bee noxasarGAM 3a6oAGBaeMocrn
onpeflGAGHbi na 100 000).

3AoxayecTBGHHbiMM

HOBOoOpasoBaHHAMM

BbiBOflbi:

1. 3a60AGBaeM0CTb 3AOXaHGCTBGHHblMM H0B006pa30BaHMAMM AGfXMX B paMOHG
KosAonyA Bbiuue mgm b paMone Bgaghg. B ligaom, bcg paMOHbi (KosAoayi^, Bgaghg,
Hm6oa) mmgIot aocroBGpno 6oagg HM3xylo saOoAGBaeMoerb mgm b cpgahgm b crpane.
2. 3a6oAGBaeMocrb paxoM moaomhom MGAesbi bo bcgx paMonax aoctobgpho
MGM B CPGAHGM B CTpaHG. Flo rOfldM HG OnpeAGAAGTCA OnpGAGAGHHylO TGHAGHUMk).

hm>xg,

3. 3a60AGBaGMOCTb
SAOKaMGCTBGHHblMM
H0B006pa30B3HMAMM
AMM(J)HOM
M
XpOBGTBOpHOM TX3HM B paMOHG KOSAOflyA BbllUG, MGM B CTpaHG. Ho npM OTOM paSHMLia
CraTMCTMMGCXM HGAOCTOBGpHa.
4. 3a60AGBaGMOCTb paxOM U4MTOBMAHOM >XGAG3bl B pamonax 6oAGG HM3X8A, MGM B
crpane. Hmcao CAynaeB
8H3AM3 no TOAdM.

onenb MaAoe,

mto hg

nosBOAAer cflGAarb 6oagg nonpo6HbiM

5. Ha6Ak)AaeMbie pasHMUbi b ypOBGHb 3a6oAGBaeMOCTM b pafloHax naxoAflTCA
rpannuax ecrecTBGHHbix aapnaunA MCCAGAyeMbix noxasareAGM.
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HOBOo6pa-30BaHHflMM

noKasareAki
3a6oAeeaeMOCTM
3AOKaHecTBeHHbiMM
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CoAep^aHiie 137Cs m 90Sr b o6beKiax
oxpyxcaloiueA cpeflbi b paAone A3C "KoaAOAyA"
P. KapaMBaHoea, P. Toueea, B. BanyAMH, P. SAaraHoea, A. Bouoea, K. OatiTOHAwneea
HaukiOHaAbHbiA uemp no paanoBkioAoruM m pannaunoHHOA 3am me
(MMHMCTepCTBO SApaBOOXpaHGHMA)

132 6yA."CB.

1756 Co<J>ma, BoArapua

Kammght Oxpmackm",

Ahotbuma: npoanaAMSMpoBaH paaMauMOHHbim craryc h3m6oa6g 6noAornMecKM
3HaMMMblX paAMOHyKAklAOB TGXHOFGHHOrO npOMCXOMAGHMA 90Sr M 137CS, KOTOpbIG 6blAM
onpGAGAGHbi B npo6ax noMBbi m pacTMTGAbHOCTM 3a HGpMOA 1990-1993 rr. b
Ha6AloAaGMon m KOHTpoAMpyeMon aonax BOKpyr (fryHKUMOHMpybiuett A3C "KoaAOAyfl".
Ms nOAyMGHbIX p63yAbT3T0B paAM03K0A0rMMGCK0r0 MCCAGAOB3HMA BWTGK3GT, MTO
CpGAHOrOAOBbIG CTOMHOCTM CAGAylOT XOAy AMH3MMKM paAMOHyKAMAOB HO FOABM, 3
HGHGpGpbiBHaA OKCHAyaTauMA A33 "KosAOAyfl" hg bamagt Ha paawauMOHHbin ciaryc
OKpyMalomem cpeAbi.
PaAH03K0A0rMMGCKMe MCCAGAOBaHMA COAepWBHMA TGXHOFGHHblX paAMOHyKAMAOB B
o6bGKTax OKpywatomGA CpGAbl COCTdBAAbT OAMH M3 CH0C060B KOHTpOAA P3AM3UM0HH0M
6G30naCH0CTM

H3C6A6HMA

HyTGM

MSyMGHMG

BbinaAGHMM M BAMAHMA <j)yHKUM0HMpyblU6M
CpGAbl. 3TM MCCAGAOBaHMA npOBOAATCA

HOBGAGHMA

TAOSaAbHblX

aTMOC^GpHblX

A3C

"K03A0Ay&" H3 3arpA3HGHMG BHGLUHOM
GMGFOAHO C UGAbb OUGHKM BGAMHMHbl

paAMOaKTMBHOrO 3arpA3H6HMA BCAGACBMM 3KCHAyaT3UMM 3T0MH0M 3AGKTpOCT3HUMM K3K
MaCTb nOBCGMGCTHOrO M HGHGpGpblBHOFO KOHTpOAA MCCKyCTBGHOfl paAM03KTMBH0CTM.
UGAbk) HaCTOAULierO COOGllJGHMA ABMAOCb nOAyMGHMG HOAbHOM MH<t>OpMai4MM
coaepwaHMA Han6oAee GMOAorMMGCKM onacHbix paAMOHyKAMAOB 137Cs m 90Sr
b
o6bGKTax oKpywabmem cpeabi: noMBbi m pacimeAbHbix oGpaauax b pamoHe HaGAbA3GM0M M KOHTpOAMpyGMOM 30H3X OKOAO

A3C

"K03A0AyM" 33 HGpMOA

1990-1993

r.T.

MarepMaAbi m mgtoaw
CeKUMA "PaAMOdKOAOrMA"
craryca ot HanaAa

K

HUPP3-CocJ)MA npOBOAMT KOHTpOAb paAMaUMOHHOrO

nycKa b SKCHAyaTauMb

A3C

"KosAOAyM"

(1968-1974). flaHHbie

COOpaHbl B 3T0T HGpMOA HOCAyMMAM AAA 6a3bl HpM OUGHKM BAMAHMA (JjyHKUMOHMpaiUGtt
A3C [2,3,4].
B
HacTOAiueM
paapaOoTKG
pascMarpMeaercA
noBGAGHMG
TexHoreHHbix
paAMOHyKAMAOB
137CS M 90Sr, KOTOpbIG MMelOT CaMblM AAMTGAbHblM HGpMOA
HOAypacnaAa.
B3ATbl M

Bbl6paHbl 06p33Ubl HOHBbl M TpaBbl - SAGMGHTbl 6M0rG0UGH03H0fl UGHM,
T3K K3K HOHBa - CdMblM HyBCBMTGAbHblM MHAMK3T0p paAMOdKTMBHblX BblGpOCOB B
arMOC<t>epy, a Tpaea - rAaeHoe sbgho hpohmkhobghma paAMOHyKAMAOB b moaoko m maco.
Ka>KAbiM CG30H GcpyTCA npo6bi aaa MCCAGAOBaHMA m3 CTauMOHapHbix nynKTOB b sohg
<t>aKGAa A3C, KoropaA oxsaTbiBaeT 12 km KOHTpOAMpyeMylo 30Hy c nyHKTaMM OpAxoeo,
ByraH, rAOMGHG, KosAoayM, KpyiuoBMua m 30-km HaGAbAaeMylo 30Hy c nyHKTaMM
MepBGH GpAr, neAOBO, HAGBGH M fMrGH. KOHTpOAbHbIM HyHKTOM ABAAGTCA TOpOA AOM,
KoropbiM HaxoAMTCA b 40 km ot KosAOAya b HanpaBAGHMG coBGpo-CGBGposanaA [1]
Cxgmb pamoHa m nyHKTOB npoGooTGopa noKasana Ha <J)Mr. 21.
BSATblG npoGbl HOABGprabTCA npGABapMTGAbHOM oGpaGOTKG, HOCAG uero
npOBOAMTCA paAMOXMMMHGCKMA 3HH3AM3 C HOCAGAyblUMM paAMOMGTpMpOBaHMGM 137CS
m 90Sr.
PesyAbTaTbi m o6cy>KAeHMe
CpeAHeroAOBbie KonuempauMM 90Sr m 137Cs b hohbg m Tpase b nynmax
KOHTpOAMpyGMOM 30Hbl M KOHTpOAbHOrO HyHKTd - TOpOA AOM HpGACTaBAGHbl H3 <J>Mf. 1-12.
KaK oGiuan saKOHOMepnocTb naGAbaaeTCA snaHMTGAbHO ho-hmck3a kohughtp3uma
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137Cs b Tpaee ot 0 ao 5 Bq/kg, b cpaBHGHHH c noMBOH, me noxasaTGAH eapnpyloT ot 0
HcKAloMeHneM RBAAlOTCA noxaaanHbie Ha <j>nr.5 h 4>nr.9 coaepwaHMR
137Cs B Tpaee -12.6 Bq/kg h 19 Bq/ kg cooTBeTCTeeHHO.

ao 140 Bq/kg.

MCCAGflOBaHHA

HOKaSblBalOT,

MTO

COAepJKflHM©

137CS

B

R0MB6

3HaMMT6AbHO

npeBbiiuaeT coAepwanne 90Sr, mto AOxasweaeT nocTORHHoro CBASbieaHHA h HaxonAGHHA
UG3HA. 3ro Ha6AloflaeTCR bo Bcex nccAGAOBaHHbix noMeax npw MaxcHMaAbHOti
ctoAhocth

90Sr - 3.78 Bq/kg (KpytuoBHLia, 1991r.) , a 137Cs -144 Bq/kg (Opaxobo, 1992

r).

flpH cpaBHGHkie xoHueHTpamiH flByx paAHOHyxAHAOB b Tpaee He ycTaHOBAGHH
3H3MHTGAbHHe P33AHMHA M6)Xfly CTOHHOCTRMH (0 - 6 Bq/kg) B OTAHMHG OT nOMBOti.
Mhtgpgcgh tot <J>axT, mto b HexoTopwx nyHXTax (<t>nr. 2, 6, 10, 12) roAOBoe
coaep>xaHne 90Sr b npo6ax Tpaebi SHaMHTGAbHO Bbiciue mgm b nonee.
CpenneronoBbie ctoahocth xoHUGHTpauHH 137Cs h 90Sr bo ecex nynxTax b
XOHTpOAkipyeMOA 30HG CpabHGHbl C 3THMM B HaGAlOAaeMOfl 30H6 H B XOHTpOAbHOM
nyHXTe t.Aom ((|>nr. 13-16), npn otom <t>nr. 13-14 othocatca aaa noMeax, a <t>nr.15-16 - aaa
npo6ax Tpaew. OxasbieaeTCR mto xoHueHTpauHH aeyx panHOHyxAHflOB b npOMBG Bbiiue b
Ha6AlonaeMOA sohg mgm b xoHTpOAnpyeivioH. B XOHTpOAbHOM nyHXTe xax o>xnaaAOCb
CTOHHOCTH OCTalOTCA 60AGG HHCXHG. 3l"0 TeHflGHUHA HG Ha6Atofl3eTCA npH TpaBaX.
HaMnnaA c 1991r. aaa 137Cs (cj>nr. 15) h c 1992 aaa 90Sr (<|>nr. 16) perHCTpnpOBaHbie
3HaM6HMA 6oAee bwcoxhg b XOHTpOAbHOM nynxTe. C ugaIo ycTanoBHTb me cawoe
6oAbiuoe naxonAGHkie 137Cs h 90Sr no roAaM, Mbi rpa<J>HMHO cpaBHHAH hx noxasaTGAH b
Tpaeax h noMBax bo ecex nynxTax HCCAGAoeaHHoro nepnoAa (<t>nr. 17, 18, 19, 20). CaMbie
BWCOXHG XOHUGHTpaUHH p3AHOUG3HA B nOMBG Mbl Ha HI AH B OpAXOBO, PnreH H PIgAOBO
(4>Mr. 17), a aaa 90Sr b Opaxobo, KpyujOBHua h PIgaobo. Ctohhocth Aeyx paAHonyxAHAOB
B Tpaeax GbIAH OTHOCHTGAbHO OAHHaXOBbie AAA Bcex nyHXTax, C HeSOAbLUHMH
HCXAlOMGHHAMH AAA 137CS B OTAGAHblX FOA3X (ByT3H -1990, AOM-1993, PHrGH 1990).
AA
90Sr Ha6AloAaeTCA CAaGoe nosbiLUGHHe xoHueHTpauHH b 1992 h 1993 roAax h b AByx
o6bGXT3X.

BblBOAbl
1. CAGAanwe HCCAGAoeanHA paAnauHHHoro xonrpoAA bhgluhgr cpeAbi b paHone
A 30
"KosAOAyA" na
nepnoae
1990 93,
noxasbiealoT
mto
nopMaAbnoe
<t>yHKUHOHHpOBaHHA A 30 HG OXdSaAO SaMGTHOrO BAHAHHA H3 paAHOaXTHBHOCTb
Ha6AlOAaeMblX o6bGXTOB 6H0rG0l4GH03H0fl UGOH.
2. UeAOCTHblM 3H3AH3
nOAyMGHblX ASHHblX
COAepNOHHA
90Sr H 137CS
B
paccMaTpHBaeMbix o6bexTax AatoT hbm ocHOBanne cmht3t, mto Bbi6pocbi b aTMOC<J>epy
npH HOpMBAbHOft OXCOAyaTaUHH A3C 3THX AOAFOMHBymHX paAHOHyXAHAOB 6blBalOT B
XOAHMGCTBaX
XaTOpblG
H3
<J)OHG
TA06aAbHHX
p3AH0aXTHBHHX
OTAOKGHHH
B
KOHTpOAHpyGMOM paflOHG HG MOfyT 6blT OTAH^GpGHLlHpOBaHHblMH C nOMOLLlblO H3AHMH0H

annapaTypw

h mgtoaw xohtpoaa.

AnTGpaTypa
1. Bahahhg Ha AELl Bbpxy oxoAnaTa h paGoTHa cpeAa h SApaenoTO cbCTOAHne na
HaCGAGHHGTO M paGOTGLUHTG, A0KA3A 33 KHCB, Co4>HA, 1993
2. PIgtxob T., HoBaxoea E., SAaTanoea P., PeoprHGBa IO., Bahahhg na AEU'KosAOAyti"
Bbpxy paAHoaxTHBHoerra na oxoAnaTa cpeAa, II paAHOAornMna xoh4>., Bapna, 1978
3. PIgtxob T., SAaTanoea P., KepTeea A., HoeaxoBa E., PaAnoaxTHBHOCT na oxoAnaTa
cpeAa b padona na AEU "KosAOAyA" b npeAexcnAoaTauHOHHHA nepnoa, Pemr. h
paAHOAOFHA,1976
4. PIgtxob T., 3AaTaHoea P., PeoprHGBa IO., PaAnoaxTHBHOCT na noMBHTe
AEU MKo3AOAyA", II
A*XA
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<j>nr. 21 KoHTpoAbHwe nyHKTbi npo6ooT6opa #

CONCLUDING SPEECH
by the President of the Organization Committee
Prof. Dr.Tsvetan Bonchev
DEAR COLLEAGUES,

We took part in a non-trivial conference. I do not know if conferences like this are carried
out in other nuclear plants. The countries developing nuclear energetics have large
institutes and experimental bases which organize such meetings of experts including
regular domestic and international conferences about different problems of the nuclear
energetics. As it is known we also have specialized institutes and organizations in this field:
the Nuclear Plants Department of ENERGOPROECT, some departments of the Institute of
Nuclear Researches and Nuclear Energetics of the Bulgarian Academy of Science, the
National Center of Radiobiology and Radiation Protection which carry out domestic and
international seminars, conferences and meetings on the matters of the nuclear safety,
problems with the metal, radioactive wastes, nuclear fuel, radioactivity in the environment
etc. Some of these meetings have become traditional.
At the current conference in Kozloduy all subjects mentioned above have been presented
and this was worthwhile. Experts from fields which as different they might seem but having
re-covering problems and interests gathered for the first time and the benefit from that was
doubtless. It is not less important that the conference was carried out in the town where the
experts from the plant lived and were able to participate in the discussions of the complex
problems of our nuclear energetics and to get in close contact with the scientific progress
representatives from Bulgaria and other countries. There may hardly be doubt that the
bilateral advantage from these contacts will be great. All this suggests that if the reason
the current conference to be carried out was the celebration of the 20th anniversary of our
Nuclear Power Plant it was worth to think whether a conference like this here in Kozloduy
should not become a traditional one.
The present conference gave another result unforeseen by the organizers. The
representatives of our scientific society including experts of the plant displayed the level of
their researches and developments to their colleagues from other countries (Russia, USA,
France, Japan) and we hope this level would be judged on its merits. This would affect the
spirits and confidence for the future of the people involved in the nuclear energetics.
Now I take the liberty to pause on a ticklish point. Due to reasons which are well known
and I am not going to set forth, the NPP Kozloduy became „world-famous" as nearly the
most dangerous nuclear power plant and we know that this has nothing to do with the
truth. The truth however is that the plant has its own serious problems which are better
known by the people working in it than by anyone else, but unfortunately the solution of
these problems is difficult because of the serious economic condition of Bulgaria as a
whole and the NPP Kozloduy particularly. In relation with this we are sincerely thankful to
the international organizations and separate advanced countries which render us
assistance including material aid. However we cannot and we must not to rely only on help
from outside, this leads to nothing good. One who counts only to outside assistance
looses his independence and restrains his development. The latter does not suit to the
capability of our science and technology. I think that it is better for us to aim to a much
closer interaction and wider in range cooperation with the experts in the field of nuclear
energetics from other countries.
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Do we have real abilities to solve the problems of our nuclear energetics on our own which
does not mean that we should not seek a cooperation with experts and organizations from
other countries? In my view * ere are such directions and the evidence is presented at the
current conference. I am speaking of:
•

Probability assessments of the safety of the WWER reactors (RISKENGINEERING and
ENERGOPROECT);

•

Prognosis of the effect of an accident with a system of a particular type
(ENERGOPROECT);

•

Refueling optimization for effective utilization of the nuclear fuel (NPP Kozloduy,
INRNE);

•

Research of radioactive contamination in the technological rooms (NPP Kozloduy, SU);

•

Radiological control of the environment (NPP Kozloduy, NCRRP, SU and other);

Irradiation of the personnel and the population, health consequences (NCRRP and NPP
Kozloduy).
Of course there are many other more pressing tasks in areas where we have experts at
our disposal also but in which we need to master the foreign experience, namely:
•

Quality control of the metal of the reactor, steamgenerators and other (INRNE, NPP
Kozloduy, IM);

•

Problems with the radioactive wastes processing and storage (NPP Kozloduy WESTINGHOUSE technology);

•

Solution of the question with the spent nuclear fuel;

•

Establishment of a national radioactive wast disposal facility (BAS).

Once again we would like to express our gratitude to the experts from different countries
who took part in our conference. Let’s hope that their presence here will be a serious
prerequisite for establishment of a better international cooperation in the future.
I take the opportunity to express our common thankfulness to the management of the NPP
Kozloduy and personally to its General Manager Dipl.eng. Kozma Kuzmanov not only for
their enterprise the conference to be carried out but for the excellent conditions they
created as well. We know that the plant experiences serious difficulties with the funds and
accommodation but they created for us such a conditions of living that made us feel at
home and this contributed to the successful conference implementation.
I wish you success in your future work. I hope we shall meet again.
26.10.94

Kozloduy
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